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INTRODUCTION.

THE author of the following pages having, in the earlier
part of his life', travelled through moﬅ parts of Europe,
and obſerved various modes of civiliz-ed ſociety, was de ſirous

of contemplating human nature in ſimpler ﬅates; and, from
what he had heard and read, he concluded, that Africa

preſented, the moﬅ ample ﬁeld for ſuch obſervations. Ac
cording-ly, in the year 1787, he communicated his deſign to
his ſovereign, the late intelligent and enterpriſing King of
Swederr, who not only granted. him leave of abſence from
the oﬃce he; had the honour to hold under him; but was

alſo graciouﬂy pleaſed to faVOur with his royal countenance
and ſupport, himſelf and his fellow-travellers, Dr. A. Sparr
man, known to the public by his voyages to the Cape of
Good Hope, and roundthe world with the celebrated Cook.
and Captain Arrhenius, of the Swedilh artillefy. a very

able and experienced mineralogiﬅ.

They travelled by land from Stockholm to Paris, with
his majeﬅy's particular recommendation to the court of
France, where their views were very cordially promoted.

A paſſage was granted to them in a French ſhip from Havrev
de Gracc to Africa, and they carried orders to all the
B

French
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French governors and agents on the coaﬅ, to give them
every kind of aſſiﬅance, which accordingly they received
wherever
they thoughtof proper
to land.
Thus the i
author's opportunities
obſervation
were uncommonly
favourable, and he Hatters himſelf he did not let them

eſcape altogether un'improved.

-

The chief objects of his enquiry and obſervation in Africa

were the character of the natives, and the evils they ſuﬀer
from the ﬂave-trade, the produce of the country, and above
all, how far it ſeemed capable of improvement and of
colonization.

' The author, on returning to Europe, in 1788, call
ed on ſome friends he had leſt in England eleven years
before.
Dr. sparrman, who went ﬁrﬅ to Paris, ſhortly
afterwards joined him in London; Captain Arrhenius going

directly to Sweden. It ſoon tranſpiring that they had juﬅ
returned from Africa, they were ſummoned before the
Britiſh Privy Council, in whoſe intereﬅing report their

opinions on the ſubject of this work ﬅand recorded in theſe
words: " The queﬅion being put to Mr. Wadﬅrom and to
Dr. Sparrman, whether
they
that might
by anybeand
what
encouragement
the natives
of thought
thatv country
induced

to cultivate the above articles" (Viz. cotton, indigo, the
ſugar cane, &c.) " ſo as to make them objects of commerce?
--Mr. VVadﬅrom gave it as his opinion, that the only encou
ragement would be by ſettling a colony of Europeans there,
and though they would proceed by very ſlow degrees, yet

they
would gradually reconcile the princes and natives of
the country to it; and he added, that he ſhould himſelf beſſ
gladſſto be one _of the ﬁrﬅ to engage in ſuch an undertak

ing."-" Dr. Sparrman thinks alſo this might be accom
pliſhed by planting colonies among them, and paying them
for

*""-I.'_
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for their labour. They have at preſent ſome ſort of in
duﬅry, which by example might be increaſed. They would
not at once be brought to regular and diurnal labour;
but by little and little they might be reconciled to it*."

In ſi1789, he publiſhed a ſmall tract, now out of print,

c0mpiled from his journals, and intitled " Obſervations on
the Slave-trade in a Voyage to the Coaﬅ of Guinea." That
trade was then under parliamentary inveﬅigation in Eng

land; and the author was ﬂattered that his little piece might
COntribute to it's abolition. At preſent the colonization of
Africa ſhares the attention of the friends of the ſame cauſe.
'With renewed alacrity, therefore, he again ſleps forward,

agreeable to his promiſe in the above-mentioned tract, in
hopes of promoting that grand deſign, by'proving that the
colonization of Africa is not only practicable, but, in a
commercial view, highly prudent and-adviſeable.
The reader has no doubt, by this time,-difcovered that

the perſon who now addreſſes him is a zealous friend to the
Africans. But it is preſumed that his zeal is not inconſiﬅ
ent with ſober truth; and that friendſhip to the Africans is
not incompatible with friendſhip to the Europeans, and to

all mankind.

The author has ever thought that the moﬅ

likely way to promote the civilizatiOn of mankind, would
be to lead their activity into the cultivation of their_country,

as the beﬅ exerciſe for their affections, and to diﬀu ſe among
them a ſpirit of liberal commerce, to exerciſe their under
ﬅanding.

Thus, cultivation and commerce eﬅabliſhed

upon right principles, rendering the mind active, would

early diſpoſe it for the reception of pure moral inﬅruction:
commodities in this caſe could not fail to become the
* Privy Council's Report, Part I. Art. " Produce."
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vecthicle's of ideas and inventions; the beﬅ ſyﬅems of
morality or religion w0uld of conſequence ſoon prevail;
and the hUman ſpecies thereby would be ultimately
improved and exalted.
Thinking thus, the author, particularly ſince he trod the
fertile ſoil of Africa, and ſurveyed her rude, but valuable,

natural ﬂore's, has often been grieved and aﬅoniſhed that
ſuch a country ſhould 'have been ſo long overlooked by the

induﬅrious nations in Europe. Of this and ſome other cu
rious circumﬅances relative to Africa, he will endeavour, in

the enſuing tract, to trace the cauſes.

Here he will only

aſk, in the words of the celebrated Profeſſor Zimmerman of
Brunſwick, " Why have not other mercantile nations long

ago opened their eyes, and looked into the beneﬁts that
would ariſe from a better knowledge of Africa? It may be
anſwered, that, beſides the prejudice that ſo ﬅrongly go
verns the world in general, 'we muﬅ not altogether reproach
them. One of the ﬁneﬅ and moﬅ increaſing Dutch colonies
is that at the Cape of Good Hope. France has ﬂouriſhing
colonies in the lſles of France and BOurbon. Portugal has
ſeveral important eﬅabliſhments, and Denmark has lately

given us a proof of what ſhe intends to do. The day, I
hope, is not far diﬅant when Africa will enrich Europe with
the moﬅ lucrative commerce."

Indulging the ſame pleaſ.

ing hope, the author moﬅ chearfully joins his eﬀorts with
thoſe of the benevolent and e-n'lightened Britons, who are

now endeavouring to 'form colonies in Africa-happy if his
perſonal obſervations, ſupponed and illuﬅrated by the
beﬅ authorities, ſhould contribute to remove prejudices,

and to prevent dangerous miﬅakes in thoſe who may here
after enter upon ſuch undertakings in that quarter of the
world.
*
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OBSTRUCTIONS TO COLONIZATION, PARTICULARLY IN AFRICA.
--1. 'WHEN the maritim'e nations of Europe ﬁrﬅ at

Plana of the

ﬁrﬅ EurOpe

tempted to found colonies in the Indies, they

had prodigious diﬃculti-es to encounter. Few of the ad
venturers ſeem to have been aware of the ſerious nature of

ſuch undertakings, and of the neceſſity of proceeding on
regular and well digeﬅed pinns. Many of them appear to
have embarked with expectations of the ſpeedy acquiſition
of wealth; but without well knowing where they were to
land, and to reap this golden haweﬅ. Even the beﬅ
informed of them were anzrpprizcd oſ the inconveniences

which they were to guard againﬅ, and u-nathuain-ted with.
the diſeafes of hot climates, and the means of prevention
and cure; eſpecially with that invaluable medicine, the
Peruvian bark. vMany of the lower ciaſs of ſettlers were
men of debauched habits, and unaccuﬅomed to the labour

of clearing land ; and all ofthem but indiﬀerently provided
with

an roloniﬅs

ill digeﬅcd.
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C HlA P- with the accommodations and diet neceſſary to ſupport them
w under their exertions.

Such, except in the caſe of Penn

ſylvania and one or two others, appears to be a pretty good

general ſketch of the charaEters and conduct oſ the ﬁrﬅ
European colonies. We cannot here be more particular;
but, iſ the intelligent reader will call to mind the various

diſaﬅers and diﬅreſſes which the original ſettlers of moﬅ of
the modern European colonies ſuﬀered, he will not wonder

that ſome oſ them ſailed, but that almoﬅ any oſ them ſuc
ceeded. The liberalſpirit oſenterprize, however, which then

animated the merchants of ſome nations, and the govern
ments of others, in many caſes, repaired ﬁrﬅ miſcarriages,

Africa hi
therto ne

glected.

overcame every obﬅacle, and at length ſounded colonies,
ſome of which now emulate powerful nations.
2. While ſuch ſplendid eﬅabliſhments have been formed
in Aſia aand
America,
it is melancholy
obſerve com
that"
Africa,
country
much" more
acceſiibleſſtotoEuropean
merce than either Aſia or America, and, " which has near
10,ooo miles oſ ſea-coaﬅ, and noble, large, deep rivers,

ſhould yet have no navigation; ﬅreams penetrating into the
the very centre oſ the country, but of no beneﬁt to it. In

ſhort, Africa, though a full quarter oſ the globe, ﬅored with
an inexhauﬅible treaſure, and capable, under proper improve

ments, oſ producing ſo many things delightſul as well 'as
convenient, ſeems utterly neglected by thoſe who are civi

lized themſelves *."' It may not be amiſs brieﬂy to ﬅate
what appear to me to have been among the cauſes of the
neglect which the reſpectable author here notices.
Cauſes of

3. One grand incitement to European enterprize, in the

'his neglect- ﬁfteenth' century, ſeems to have been the diſcovery of a
* Poﬅlethwayt's Dictionary, Articlc " Africa."

paſſage
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paſſage by ſea to the Eaﬅ Indies, which ſhould lay open C H A P.
to all nations the commerce'oſ that country, then monopo- ,

1'

lized by 'the Venetiansſi' "'In 1492, Columbus, inſſqueﬅ Oſ a

weﬅerly paſſage to the Eaﬅ Indies, was unexpectedly inter
rupted in his courſe by the iſlands of America.

In 1497,

Vaſquez de Gama purſued and accompliſhed the ſame ob
ject, by doubling the Cape of Good Hope.
*
4. Both theſe events appear to have operated greatly to The Slave
t radc.

the diſadvantage of Africa. ' The coaﬅ oſ that continent,

after having ſerved as a clue to conduct navigators to-the
Eaﬅ Indies, was itſelf comparatively neglected; ndt on ac

count of any natural inſeriority in it's ſoil, climate, or productions; but becauſe the Aſricans, not having advanced ſo
far in the arts as the Eaﬅ Indians, nor having then diſcover

ed ſuch quantities oſ the precious metals as the Americans,

could not immediately ſupply the European demand for
thoſe deſirable productions, which the commerce of the

Eaﬅ aﬀorded.

Thus Aſia and America became the princi

pal theatres of the ambition and avidity of the Europeans;
and happy had it been for Africa if they had ſo continued.
But it is diﬅreſſmg to recollect the rapid progreſs of Euro

pean iniquity among the ſimple and untutored nations
inhabiting the other quarters oſ the world. Their opera
tions in America were deplorably injurious to Africa. It
was ſoon found that the aborigines oſ the former corild

not endure the toils impoſed on them by their new maﬅers.
" The natives of Hiſpaniola alone were reduced, in ﬁſte'en
years, from at leaﬅ one million to about Go,ooo*." Hence
aroſe the apparent or pretended neceſſity (for there never can

be any real neceſſity to commit villainy) oſ reſorting to
f Robertſon's Hiﬅory of America.

Africa

,
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Africa- fOr a ſupply of labourers, in form of ſlaves. Here

IIT.
w

commenced the. Slavc-tmde, that ſcourge-of the human race,
which has kept down a great part of the Africans in a ﬅate
of anarchy and blood, and which, while it's nefarious exiﬅ.

ence is tolerated, will prove the grand obﬅacle to their im.
provement and civilization. Early in the ſixteenth century,
this traﬃc had aſſumed an appearance of ſyﬅem; for we
ﬁnd that, in, 15r7, the Emperor Charles V. granted a patent
to certain ſlave-merchants for the annual ſupply of 4ooq
negroes to the iﬁands, of Hiſpaniola, Cuba, Jamaica and
Porto Rico. lthas ſince been cheriſhed with as much care,

The Weﬅ
Indies derive

their import
'

ance from
Africa.

as if the very exiﬅenee of'legitimate commeree depended
on it, and as if, in principle and: practice, it perfectly ac
corded with the ſeelings and ſentiments of it's. patrons.
5. Without undervaluing the Weſt, Indian ſugar colo.

nies, we may venture to obſerve, that their importance, nay,
. according to. the planters themſelves, their very exiﬅence,

depends on Africa. That continent ſupplies them with
ﬂaves, whom they call by the ſoft name of', "- Negro la
bourers," and who alone cenſer a value on their prOpertW
Some aﬃrm, with much probability, that they alſo owe- to
Africa the very object of their labours, Certain it is, that

the ſugar-came grows ſpontaneouﬂy in Africa; but whe
ther it be a native of the VVeﬅ Indies, is' a. controverted

point. Be this as it may, it was. ſurely ſomewhat prepoﬅer
ous to drag
Weﬅ Indies,
there to drudge
vamidﬅ
whipsthe
andAfricans
chains, to
in the
cultivating
a. commodity
which,

had they been prudently and humanely dealt with, they
might have been induced to raiſe, as an article of com
merce, upon theirown foil, and that much nearer to the

European markets than the neareﬅ of the Weﬅ Indian
'
- *
iﬂands.
-

'i
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iﬂands*. But: the very Vicinity of Africa, which ſhould
have recommended it to the Europeans, may have operated
to it's diſadvantage; for mankind generally ſet the greateﬅ
value on things diﬅant and diﬃcult to be obtained. Diſ
tance, like afog, confuſes objects, and' lends them a magnitude

CHAP.

that does not belong to them; and thus fafcinates and miſ

leads men of warm imaginations, often to their injury,
ſometimes do their ruin.
1
6. But the ﬂave-trade, as carried' on in Africa, not only Oppoſition of

impedes the progreſs of the natives in the arts oſ induﬅry
and peace; but alſo now prevents the European merchants

merchants
and planters.

concerned. in it, or in the ſugar colonies, from countenancing
the colonization of that continent, from an ill founded

apprehenſion, that ſuch new eﬅabliſhments may interferc
with thoſe in the Weﬅ Indies.

It is indeed well known,

that the Sierra Leona Company experienced very great op

poſition from the ſelﬁſh and ungenerous African traders,
and Weﬅ Indian. merchants and planters. In juﬅice, how
ever, to ſeveral of the more liberal individuals of thoſe ba.

dies, we muﬅ obſerve, that, diſregarding vulgar prejudices,
they ſaw no cauſe of alarm from ſuch eﬅabliſhments. They
probably conſidered, that ſelf-intereﬅ is always, in the end,
beﬅ promoted by liberality; and that as all the cotton pro
* Voyages from England to the neareﬅ of the VVcﬅ Indian iﬂanrls are performed,
on an average, in about thirty days; to the moﬅ diﬅant, in about ſix weeks---A voy

age to Sierra Leuna oecuPies about twenty days; but Mr. Falconbridge once arriv
ed there from England in feventecn days. Voyagcs home bothﬅom Africa and
the Weﬅ Indies, are longer than thoſe to them, from the oppoſition of the trade
winds; and homeward bound ſhips from Jamaica, St. Domingo, Cuba, and the Ba
hamas are farther interrupted by the gulph ﬅroam.---In 1782, a French frigate ar
rivcd at Senegal from Breﬅ in thirteen day-s, and returnedin ﬁfteenc-The Chevalier ct

de Bouﬁlers told me that he arrived at Senegſial from Havre in twenty days, and that
the veſſel returned to HaVre in the ſame time.

-

. C
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duced in the Britiſh iſlandsctis'quite inadequate to the de
CHAP.
Low

mand of the Britiſh manuſacturers, ſo the conſumption of
ſugar being rapidly increaſing, in Europe and America, and
capable of indeﬁnite extenſion, the time may not be very
diﬅant when all the ſugar that can be produced on the
Weﬅ Indian plantations already ſettled, may be equally in
adequate to the ſupply of the European and .American

markets. I ſay on the Weſt Indian plantations already ſet
tled; for it is the Opinion of perſons well acquainted with
Weﬅ Indian aﬀairs, that thoſe plantations cannot, on the
Objections a
gainﬅ colo
nining Africa
anſwered.

preſent ſyﬅem, be profitably extended.
7. Beſides the foregoing obﬅructions to the colonization
of Africa, ſeveral well meaning people have ﬅated ſome ob
jections which ought to be anſwered-Firﬅ, " They fear
that the colonization of Africa would introduce, among the

ſimple and innocent natives of that continent, the corrupted
manners of the Europeans."-I anſwer, that the ﬂave-trade
has already introduced, into thoſe parts of Africa where it
prevails, the manners of the moﬅ corrupted of the Europe

ans; but that a colony o-f ſober, honeﬅ and induﬅrious peo

ple ſrom Europe, who will of courſe ﬁx their reſidence
where there is little or no ﬂave-trade, and who will ſupport
themſelves by agriculture, and not by commerce, need not
excite any alarm whatever on this head. " But the Europeans,

it may be ſaid, corrupted the aborigines of North America,
though neither party dealt in ﬅaves." This is unfortunately
true ; but it is equally true that this corruption was the work
of European traders, and not of Europeanfarme-m. The genius

of commerce unfortunately prevailed, more than it ought to
have done, in the ﬁrﬅ eﬅabliſhment of the European colo
nies, in the new world. Of the conſequences of this unhap

py aſcendancy of commerce over agriculture, many
melan
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melancholy inﬅances might be given, were this a proper C HXA P
place.

Suﬃce it to obſerve, what will ſcarcely be denied,

that the object of the European traders in America (as
traders) was not to'civiliZe'the natives; but, like the white

ſlave dealers in Africa, to turn their rude propenſities for
European liquors, gunpowder and baubles, to their own

immediate proﬁt, without looking forward to the advantages,
to legitimate commerce, which, ſooner or later, would have

refulted from their Civilization.

Nor have governments

ſeemed to be ſuﬃciently ſenſible of thoſe advantages; for
while they ﬅrictly regulated the commerce of their ſubjects
with civilized nations, they left them to puſh- their trade
with the uncivilized in any direction, and by any means,
their own blind avarice ſuggeﬅed.

Hence followed

" deeds'unjuﬅ-even to the full ſwing of their luﬅ." In
the 'Portugueſe colonies, indeed, of Grand Para and Maran
hao, a_Directori_o-was eﬅabliſhed in 1758, for.regulating the
dealings of the Whites with the native Indians, who are there
deſcribed as " uncivilized and ignorant,". and " univerſally

addicted to debauch in liquors, furniſhed them by the
Whites." It does not appear what eﬀect theſe regulations
have had in eradicating the evil habits which had been pre
viouſly ſoﬅered in the Indians by the Portu'gueſe pedlars;

But they have, in ſome degree, civilized the native Africans
in their- ſettlements on the coaﬅ; and the progreſs of the
Jeſuits in Paraguay clearly proves that uncivilized nations

may be improved, inﬅead of being debauched, as hath too
. often happened, by an intercourſe with the Europeans.
8. Secondly. It is objected, that " Colonies in Africa
would prove the means of perpetuating, and not of deﬅroy
ing the ſlave-trade." This objection would no doubt have
ſome force, if commerce, and not cultivation, were to be

C 2
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C HIA P- the priſſmary object of ſuch eﬅabliſhments; or even if culti

e__;__; vation were to be carried on by human labour only, unaſ

ſiﬅed by the labour of cattle. But commerce and human
labour are both very capable of limita'tion and re-gulation ;
and in this work I hope to prove that it is very practicable
ſo to limit and regulate them in Africa, as to check the
hurtful predominancy oſ the one, and to prevent the oppreſ
ſlve tendency oſ the other.
9. Another objection is " That the defence of oolfonies in
Africa would, like that of moﬅ of the American colonies, be

burdenſome to the European govemments, which ſhould

ſavour their eﬅabliſhment." To this it may be anſwered,
that, if according to the plan I mean to propoſe, the coloniﬅs
cultivate, from the beginning, an amicable coalition with the
natives, they will, like the above-mentioned eﬅabliſhment

of the Jeſuits in Paraguay, ſoon acquire ſuch a degree of
ﬅrength as to ſecure them from all wanton aggreﬃon.
10. It ſeems unneceſſary to ſay more in this place, to ſatiſ
fy objectors who, upon the whole, wiſh to promote the civi
lization of Africa, if theyclearly ſaw how it could be eﬀected :
for one great end oſ this work is, to remove their conſcien
tious ſcruples; moſt of which, however, appear to me to

deſerve attention, more on account of their motives, than oſ

their ſtrength.

-
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CHARACTER AND DISPOSITION OF THE AFRICANS.

11. ClVIL and religious government is allowed to be the

Govern
mcnts. &e.

principal cauſe which aﬀects (and even forms) the
characters of nations. Climate, diet, occupation, and avari

form national
character.

ety of other leſs conſiderable cauſes contribute their ſhare
to the general eﬀect.

It is not, however, by abﬅract reaſon

ings alone, on the ſeparate or combined influence of thoſe
cauſes that the character of a nation can be aſcertained;

but actual obſervations on their genius and conduct muﬅ
alſo be attended to. Such obſervations cannot be too nu
merous; nor can general concluſions be too cautiouſly
drawn from them.

12. That this important moral balance may be ﬅruck
with perfect impartiality, the obſerver ought to diſmiſs
every prejudice, and to leave his mind open to a full and
fair impreſſion of all the circumﬅances. Every well
diſpoſed man will allow the neceſſity of ſuch procedure,
who knows how g-roſsly the very people of whom we are
treating, have been miſrepreſented by thoſe who firﬅ made
_ merchandize of their perſons, and then endeavoured, by

calumny, to juﬅify theirown conduct towards them. The ac
counts of African governors and other ſlave merchants, have

been but too implicity followed by authors of no ſmall
note, who never were in Africa, and who did not ſuſpect

that the writers they quoted were intereﬅed in milleading
them.

Miſrepreſent
ations of the
character oſ
the Aſricans.
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Hence it is to be feared, that many well meaning

II.
w

perſons have been led to believe that the Africans are ſo
inſenſlble as not to feel their ill treatment, or ſo wicked as
not to deſerve better; and have therefore, without farther
examination, left them to what they think a merited fate.

13. The author, aware of the diﬃculty of this part of his
ſubject, has all along laboured to obſerve as minutely and
extenſtvely, and to judge as impartially, as he could. "But,
after all his diligence, he is only able to oﬀer ſome ſhort
and imperfect ſketches.
Civilized na
tions govern

ed by r- aſ-in,

Imperfect, however, as they are,

he is conſcious they are faithfully copied from the original.
14. He believes every man, who has made it his buſineſs

to compare the conduct of civilized and uncivilized nations,

uncivilized

by paﬂions.

will admit that the former are governed by reaſon, and the

latter by their will and aﬀections, or what are commonly
called their paſſlons-or at leaﬅ that, upon the whole, rea
ſon15.influences
mankind in
proportion
as they
civilized.
This obſervation
may
beiapplied
veryare
appoſitely
to
the Africans. Their underﬅandings have not been nearly
ſo much cultivated as thoſe of the Europeans; but their

paſſions, both defenſive and ſocial, are much ﬅronger. No
people are more ſenſible of diſreſpect, contempt, or injury,
or more prompt and violent in reſenting them. They are
alſo apt to retain a ſenſe of injury, till they obtain ſatisfac

tion, or gratify revenge. In this they reſemble other im
perfectly civilized tribes, and even the more reﬁned
Europeans, in whom that benevolent religion, which teaches

forgiveneſs of enemies, has not yet produced it's full eﬀect.
'For was not ſatisfaction to oﬀended honour; that is, was

not a certain mode of revenge a diﬅinguiſhing part oſ- the
ſyﬅem oſ chivalry? And do not our modern dueliﬅs, the
polite ſucceſſors of the ancient knights, ſlill cheriſh a prin
ciple
87.;
'ſi'
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ple which they will not allow to be called revenge; but for C H A P.
11.
which ſober people cannot ﬁnd a better name P Revenge w
cauſes wars in Africa: and are there no ſymptoms oſ its
producing wars in Europe?

But African wars are never

protracted, with cold-blooded perſeverance, to the length of

the ſiege oſ Troy; nor is peace ever negociated with a view to
future wars. The Aſricans have no particular tortures in
reſerve for their priſoners, like the North American In
dians;
nor do they ever devour them, like the natives
of
New Zealand.
I

16. But if they be charged with hatred to their enemies,

kindneſs to their friends ought, in candour, to be ﬅated to
their credit; and their hoſpitality to unprotected ſlrangers
is liberal, diſintereﬅed, and free from oﬅentation; as I my

ſelf and many others have experienced.
neſs,

and

Their kind

reſpectful attention to white perſons, with

whoſe characters they are ſatisﬁed, ariſes to a degree oſ par

tiality which, all things conſidered, is perfectly ſurpriſing.
Perſons oſ this deſcription may, and often do, reſide among
them in perfect ſecurity, receiving the beﬅ poſſible proofs
of their good will, namely the moﬅ preſſing ſolicitations to
ſettle among them. This partiality to well diſpoſed Europe
ans extends alſo to their dreſs, manners, and commoditics ;

in ſhort, to every thing that is European-a diſpoſition which

might long ago have been improved to the beﬅ purpoſes.
17.,On thoſe parts of the coaﬅ and country, where the
ſlave-trade prevails, the inhabitants are ſhy and reſerved, as
well they may! and on all occaſions go armed, leﬅ they

ſhould be way-laid and carried oﬀ.
18. In maternal, filial, and fraternal aﬀection, I ſcruple not

to pronounce them ſuperi0r_ to any Europeans I ever was
among ;_

CHARACT'ER AND DISPOBXTXON

IA P- among; but, as they practice pol'ygamy, their paternal and
. w conjugal aﬀections may be ſuppoſed leſs ardent.
Africans cor
19. As many of them have not ſuﬃcient employment
rupted by the

either for their heads or their hands, they are apt to relieve
liﬅleſſneſs by intoxication, when they can procure the

means.

So very ſucceſsful, indeed, have the European

ſlave-dealers been, in exciting in them a thirﬅ for ſpirits,
that it is now become one of the principal pillars of their

trade; for the chiefs, intoxicated by the liquor with which
they are purpoſely bribed by the Whites, often make bar
gains and give orders fatal to their ſubjects, and which, when
ſober, they would gladly retract. A deſire for ſpirituous

liquors, however, is. the failing of all uncivilized people.
In particular, it has greatly thinned ſome American tribes,
and almoﬅ annihilated others.

- 20. Their notions and practices reſpecting property are
not more inaccurate or irregular than thoſe of other men in

the ſame ﬅage of ſociety; as is evident from the general
conduct of ſuch of them as are unconnected' with this de
ﬅructive commerce. But thoſe who are, may be expeEted
to be tainted with it's concomitant vices. As the Whites
practice every fraud upon them, in the quantity and quality
of the goods delivered, and in trepanning their perſons, the
blacks cannot carry on t/zzſis trade, on equal terms, without
reſorting to ſimilar practices, As to the injuﬅice, cruelty
and rapine which, at the inﬅigation of the Whites, they prac
tice on one another, they are not more diſgraceful than the
well known trades of crimps, and kidnappers, and preſs
gangs, carried on, without foreſſign inﬅigation, in ſeveral

European countries, and even protected, or connived at, by

their governments. At the worﬅ, theſe practices are not ſo
diſgrace

13
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diſgraceful to uncivilized men as to their civilized, Europe
an inﬅigators. Menzel gives a horrid detail of the opera
tions of the Zeelverkoopers, (ſOul-mongers) of Holland,
whoſe infamous trade it is to trepan men for their Eaﬅ In
dian ſettlements.

C H A P.

II.
w

By ſuch means, the author aﬃrms, that

the population of the peﬅiſerous city of Batavia is kept
from total exﬅinction*.
21. Of the infamous arts of the Europeans, and the con
ſequent intoxication and violence of one of the African
chiefs, I have had ocular proof. In order to promote the
ſlave-trade, the French governors at Goree ſend yearly
preſents to the black kings, who return a gift of ﬅaves.

In

1787, I attended an embaſſy of this kind to the King of
Barbeﬁn at Joal, on the coaﬅ between Goree and Gambia.
That chief having been unwilling to pillage, was kept con
ﬅantly intoxicated, by the French and mulattoes, till they

prevailed on him to iſſue the dreadful mandate.

When ſo

ber, he expreſſed extreme reluctance to harraſs his people.
He complained that the traders of Goree, after making him

triﬂing preſents, came upon him with long accounts, and
endleſs pretenſlons; that the governor liﬅened too readily
to their tales, thought too little of the ſuﬀerings of the ne

groes, and muﬅ have been impoſed upon, when he allowed
his name to be uſed on ſuch occaſions-An allegation which
moﬅ probably was true; for the Chevalier de Bouﬃers
then governor,l really believe, was ignorant of theſe knav

iſh proceedings; but, like many other great men, was the
dupe of his courtiers. I heard the king more than once
hold this language, had it interpreted on the ſpot, and inſert
- ' Beſchreibung von Cape de Bonne Eſpcrance, (Deſcription of the Cape of
Good Hope) lVol. I. p. 35', 357, 369.
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ed it in my joumal : and yet he ſoon after ordered the pil
lage to be executed.
22. On this occaſion it happened that only one captive
was taken. This was a handſome young negreſs, who, not

withﬅanding her tears, was forthwith carried on board a
ſhip then lying oﬀ Joal. As ſhe belonged, however, to one
of thoſe families who, by the laws of the country, are ex

empted from ſlavery, this action ſhocked the people ſo much
that a commotion enſued. The king having, by this time,
come to his ſenſes, and ſeeing the danger, entreated the pur
chaſer to return the girl. The Frenchman, though ſur
rounded by a great multitude of negroes, and though our
party, including Dr. Sparrrnan, Captain Arrhenius, and my
ſelf, conſiﬅed but of ﬁve white men, was ſo madly obﬅi

nate as to refuſe his requeﬅ.

I ſay madly, f0r in all the

conjunctures of my life, Inever was ſo alarmed for the ſafe
ty of it.

PrOOſs of the
induﬅry of
the Africans.

After much entreaty, however, he reﬅored the

young woman to her diſconſolate relations, the king pro
miſing him two ſlaves in exchange, whom he expected to
ſeize on a future expedition.
_
23. The oppoſers of the colonization of Africa would
have it believed, that the natives are incurably ﬅupid and
indolent: but I have in my poſſeſſion the means of proving

the contrary; for, on a queﬅion put to me in a committee
of the Britiſh Houſe of Commons, I oﬀered to produce ſpe

cimens of their manufactures in iron, gold, ﬁllagree work,
leather, cotton, matting and baſket-work, ſome of which

equal any articles Of the kind fabricated in Europe, and
evince that, with proper encouragement, they would make
excellent workmen. All men are idle till incited to induſ
try, by their natural or artiﬁcial wants. Their ſoil eaſily

ſupplies their natural neceſſities, and the Whites have never
tried

or THE AFRI'CANS.
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tried to excite in them any innocent artiﬁcial wants; nor in- C [LA P
deed any other wants than thoſe of brandy, baubles, trade
guns, powder and ball, to intoxicate or amuſe their chiefs,

and to aﬀord them the means of laying waﬅe their coun
try.

.

2'4. Even the leaﬅ improved tribes make their own ﬁſh
ing tackle, canoes and implements of agriculture; I forgot

to mEntion ſalt and ſoap, and dying among the manufactures
of thoſe I viſited, and who are by no means exempted from
the evils of the ﬂave-trade. If, even while that traﬃc diſ

turbs their peace, and endangers their perſons, they have

made ſuch a progreſs, what may we not expect if that griev
ous obﬅacle were removed, and their ingenuity directed
into a proper Channel P

25. The ﬂave-trade diﬅurbs their agriculture ﬅill more
than their manuſactures; for men will not be ſond of plant
ing who have not a moral certainty of reaping. Yet, even
without enjoying that certainty, they raiſe grain, fruits, and
roots, not 'only ſuﬃcient for their own conſumption, but

even to ſupply the demands of the European ſhipping, of
ten to a conſiderable extent. In ſome iſiands and parts of
the coaﬅ, where there is no ﬁave-trade, they have made

great progreſs in agriculture. At the iſland of Fernando
Po, in particular, they have ſuch quantities of proviſions,
as to ſpare a ſuﬃciency for all the ſhipping at Calabar, Dcl
Rey, and Camerones. In ſome places, they bring their
produce to the coaﬅ on their heads, and return home load

ed with European goods. Others go in armed bodies even
a month's journey inland, with articles for trade. In ſome
places, they wood and water the ſhips, and hire themſelves

to the
Europeans
workinduﬅry
for lowiswages,
bothproportioned
in boats and
on
ſhore.
i ln ſhort,totheir
in general
D 2

to
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C ﬃA P- to their comparative civilization, to their own wants, to the
W demand for their labour, to their deſire for European goods,

and above all, to their total or partial exemption from the
ſlave-trade *.
26. Reﬁned nations form ſyﬅems, and riſe to generals:
unpoliſhed tribes dwell on detail, and triﬂe in particulars.

The Africans are unacquainted with the dexterity 'and diſ

patch ariﬁng from the diviſion of labour, and with the nu
merous advantages of combined exertions ſyﬅematically
conducted.

Except in works which, without united eﬀorts,

cannot be performed at all, they do every thing in a ſolita
ry, deſultory manner.

Each individual or family, like the

peaſants in ſome parts of Europe, ſpins, weaves, ſews, hunts,
ﬁſhes, and makes baſkets, ﬁſhing-tackle and implements of
agriculture; ſo that, conſidering the number of trades they
exerciſe, their imperfect tools, and their ﬅill more imperfect

knowledge of machinery, the neatneſs of ſome of their
works is really ſurpriſing.
27. Of their labour in concert, I ſhall give one example, of
which I have been a ſpectator. The trees on the coaﬅ I vi
ſited, being generally bent in their growth by the ſea-breeze,
and wanting ſolidity, are unﬁt for canoes. A tree of the
proper dimenﬁons is therefore choſen, perhaps fourteen or
ﬁfteen miles up the country, which being cut into the requi
ﬁte length, but not hollowed, leﬅ it ſhould be rent by acci
dent, or by the heat of the ſun, the people of the neareﬅ vil

lage draw it to the next, and thus ſucceﬃvely from village
to village, till it reach the coaﬅ, where it is formed into a ca
* See the evidence of Sir George Young, Captain Dalrymple, Captain VVilſon,

Captain Hall, Mr. Elliſon, &e. in Minute: of Evidence before the Houſe of Comi
mons.
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For this ſevere labour the villagers look for no other C an- P

reward than a feaﬅ and merry-making, which they enjoy in w

the true ﬅyle of rural ſimplicity.
.
28. The ſame happy mixture of united labour and feﬅivi
ty takes place at building their houſes; alſo in cultivating,

planting or ſowing their ﬁelds, belonging to the ſame vil-.
lage, and in reaping the crop, which is COnſidered as the

common proPer'ty of the inhabitants; Such a practice in
Europe would generate endleſs diſputes; but among this
ſimple people, is the beﬅ bond of good neighbourhood.

Such indeed is the amiable ſimplicity of manners which
reigns in the villages remote from the Ilave-trade, that
European viſitors are ready to imagine themſelves car
ried into a new world, governed by the pureﬅ maxims of
patriarchal innocence.
29. But though few of them unite their ﬅrength, except
on theſe, and a fewſiſimilar, occaſions, and moﬅ of them turn
their hands to diﬀerent occupations, we are not thence to

conclude unfavourably of their intellects, any more than of
the intellects of thoſe European peaſants, (in Sweden, Nor

way, Scotland, &c.) whoſe practices are ſimilar.

On the

contrary, Lord Kaimes has obſerved, I think with much

truth, that ſuch peaſants are generally more intelligent than

artiﬁcers, to whom the diviſion of labour, in manufacturing
countries, has aſſigned one,ſimple operation. A peaſant, who

makes and repairs his ploughs, harrows, and harneſs, his
houſehold furniture, and even his cloaths,has an ampler ſcope

for his underﬅanding, and really becomes a more intelligent
being than he who ſpends his whole life in forging horſe
ſhoes, making nails, or burniſhing buttons, Such a being,
conﬁned for life to a few ſimple motions, may be ſaid, in

ſome degree, to loſe the uſe of all his pOwers, but that of
the
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the muſcles which perform thoſe motions. 'His intellect'
lies dormant, for it's uſe is ſuperſeded by a mere animal ha
bit. He becomes, in ſhort, a kind of live machine, in the
hands of ſome monied man, to contribute to the pride and

luxury of drones, who poſſeſs no other talent than that of
turning to their own account the activity of their poor bre
thren of mankind *.

30.'1 am unwilling to reﬁne too much; but as the ſitua
tion oſ the Africans approaches much nearer to that of in
telligent peaſants than that of ﬅupid mechanics, I am inclin
ed to think that their intellects may have been improved by
being ſo variouﬂy exerciſed; for the natural way of im
proving the human intellect, is to aﬀord it an ample ﬁeld oſ
action; and the ſure way to cramp and contract it, is to keep
it inceſſantly plodding in one dull purſuit. Certain it is, that
though, on the whole, paſſion is more predominant in the Af
rican character than reaſon; yet their intellects are ſo far
from being of an inferior order, that one ﬁnds it diﬃcult

to account for their acuteneſs, which ſo ſar tranſcends their
apparent means of improvement.

C

H

A

P.
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wan and un- 31. NO one will deny that the will and the undmﬅanding
are the leading ſaculties of the human mind. The
the leading
ſacultics of
will is actuated by love for, or aﬀections to, ſome objects in
del-ſtanding,

the mind.

* See Lord Kaimes's Sketches oſ the Hiﬅory of Man.

pre
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preference to others, and thoſe aﬀections being poſſeſſed by

C H A P.
Ill.

man in common with other animals, he would become a

deﬅructive being, if in ſociety he had not an opportunity

of giving a ſocial bias to his undeoﬂanding, which is capable
of inﬁnite elevation. But when this latter faculty is matur
ed, it 'then acquires a right of governing and directing the
qﬀectiom and the will in the way moﬅ conformable to ſocial
Order.
"
32. The eﬅabliſhment of this dominion of the underﬅand
z'ng over the will, as inﬂuenced by the tſſctzſions, is the eﬀect
of what we call educatz'on or civilization-Education with
reſpect to every man in particular, and civilization with re
ſpect to mankind in general.
33. Societies may be divided into the civilz'zcd and the
uncivilz'zed; and the duties of the former to the latter are
ſimilar to thoſe of parents to children; for uncivilized na

tions, like children, are governed by their aﬀections, their
underﬅanding being uncultivated.
34. If we feel within ourſelves a principle which teaches
us to ſeek our own happineſs in that of our oﬀspring; aſ.
cending
from nations
particulars
to for
generals,
we, ſhall
alſo ﬁnd,
that rcivilized
ought,
their own
advantage,
ſin
cerely to promote the happineſs of the uncivilized.

35. As the tutelage of children is a ﬅate of ſubjection; ſo
it would ſeem that civilized nations have perhaps ſome
right to exerciſe a ſimilar dominion over the uncivilized,
provided that this dominion be conſidered and exerciſed as
a mild paternal yoke; provided alſo that it be ﬅrictly li
mited to acts conducive to their happineſs, and that it ceaſe
when they arrive at maturity. Theſe proviſos, it is hoped,
will prevent my meaning from being miſunderﬅood: for,

by this paternal dominion, I am far from intending any ſpe
v

ClCS

Education
and civiliza
tion deﬁned
and their re
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cies of arbitrary power, which cannot be too cautiouſly
guarded againﬅ, in any form, eſpecially in a diﬅant COIOny.
The experience of all-ages tells'us, that the governors of re
mote provinces have ever been with diﬃculty reﬅrained

African;
would be im

proved by in
nocent luxu

within the limits preſcribed to them by the laws.
36. The active and intellectual principles of the Africans
have never been completely unfolded, except perhaps in
the caſe of the Foolahs, the natives of Fernando Po, a great

ry'

part of 'the Mandingoes, and one or two other tribes. 7 The

Europeans have addreſſed themſelves chieﬂy to the evil af
fections'of their princes, and have ſucceeded to admiration

in exciting among them a deſire for gunpowder and bran
dy. The deſire which ſome African nations have for more
uſeful European goods has been accidental, rather than in
tentional, on the part 'of the whites. Yet this deſire con
ſpires with the reaſon of the thing, to point out the method

of forming them to the habits of civilized life. In order
to improve their intellects, we muﬅ endeavour to ſet
their active powers in motion. New objects muﬅ be pre
ſented to them, which will excite new deſires, and call forth
' thoſe faculties which have hitherto, in a great meaſure, lain

dormant, merely for want of exerciſe.

Thus, to promote

their improvement, by ﬅimulating them to induﬅry, it will

be neceſſary to introduce among them a certain degree of
what I beg leave to call luxury; by which I do not mean
effeminacy, but that reliſh for the comforts of civilized life
which excites men to action, without enervating them. In
other words, by luxury, I underﬅand all innocent enjoy
Intcreﬅing
behaviour

oſ African.
chiefs,

ments beyond the neceſſaries of mere animal life.
37. The behaviour of the King of Barbeſin, on an occa
ſion apparently trivial, may ſerve to exemplify this doctrine,
and to ſhew that this beneﬁcial kind of luxury might be in
.troduced
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troduced with leſs diﬃculty than one would at ﬁrﬅ ﬁght C YHA P

expect,- I gave his majeﬅy a pair of' common enamelled z___,,'__,
Birtningham- ſleeve-buttons, with which, though ignorant

of their uſe, he was inﬁnitely delighted.- On my ſhewing
him for what purpoſe they were intended, he appeared
much mortiﬁed
that
his ſhirt from
had no
button-holes
; butwith
ob
ſerving
that that' of
a mulatto'
Goree-Waſſs
furniſhed

them, he inſiﬅed on e'xchan'ging ſh'iſſrts with him, in our pre
ſence; a demand with whichthe man was forced to com
ply. Tranſported with his new Ornaments, the king held

tip his hands to diſplay them to the people. His Courtiers
fOOn ſurrounded my hut, entreating me to furniſh them al
ſo with buttons, which I did with pleaſure, reﬂecting that
this fOndneſs'of the n'atives for European baubles might:

one day c0me to be made ſubſervient to the nobleﬅ pur

poſes.----Another inﬅance of innocent luxury in point.
The Eaﬅ India ſhip, that conveyed out a judge to Bengal,
i touched' at the Coaﬅ 'of Madagaſcar.

The king of that diſ

trict, being invited On beard, became enamoured with the

judge's wig,"-and nothing but the gift in fee ſimple, of that
venerablemajeﬅy.
ornament,
could
ſatisfy
the cupidity
hisone
duſky
coloured
i The
pOOr
judge,
who hadof
but
wig

in ﬅore, and was reſolved net to diſgrace the ſeat of 'juﬅice
in a night cap, refuſed to part with the wig.

What' expe

dient Could vbe thought of in this dilemma ?--The king was
promiſed the wig the next day.--An ingenious ſailor, in the

mean time, wov'e and frizzled up a handful of oakum in the

beﬅ imitation. The hempen ornament was carried aſhore
the next mOrning with due ſolemnity, and his majeﬅy's pate
covered,
the glorythe
andceremony.
delight of himſelf
and all his
jects,
whotoattended
This anecdſiote
Wasſub
re-.
E

lated
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lated to an intimate friend'of mine by the ſurgeon of' the
ſhip who was preſent-at the inauguration. .
,
38. The conduct of the king (formerly grand marabou *)
of Almammy, while I was in Africa, appeared to me more

intereﬅing; as it ſeemed to evince the manly and ſagacious
character of the negroes, when enlightened, even by an.

African education.

His underﬅanding- having been more

cultivated in his youth than that of the other black princes,
he ſoon rendered himſelf entirely. independent on the
Whites. He not only prohibited the ſlave-trade throughout
his dominions; but, in the syear 1787, would not ſuﬀer the
French to march their ſlaves from Gallam, through his coun

try, ſo that they were obliged to change their route. He
redeemed his own ſubjects, when ſeized by the Moors, and

encouraged them to raiſe cattle, to cultivate the land, and
to practiſe all kinds of induﬅry. As grand marabou, he ab
ﬅained from ﬅrong liquor, which, however, is not an uni

verſal rule among that order; for ſome who travel with the
Whites are not very ſcrupulous in this reſpect. His ſub
jects," imitating his example, were more ſober than their

neighbours.
ſhewing that
luxury would
incite them
to agricul
ture, and o
pen their
minds.

'

39. This inﬅance ſeems to prove to what a degree of ci-.
vilization theſe people might be brought, if this noble enter
prize ſhould be purſued with prudence and patience; for

it will undoubtedly require agreat deal of both.

But ſome

degree of luxury (in my reﬅrained ſenſe) appears to- me to

be abfolutely neceſſary to the ſucceſs of any plan of this
kind. Indeed, I cannot comprehend how the human un
derﬅanding can be led on, from, it's ﬁrﬅ imperfect dawn
m'" The marabou's are the chief prieﬅs among the negroes, and are the only peo

ple 51 'hadeſt'cn who can read and write Arabic.

ings,
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ings, to that ﬅate ofimpr'ovement-which is neceſſary to the C

P

fOrmation oficivil-i-zed' Mieux-without a reliſh for the com- w

forts
of life; Mere
animal"inﬅinct
uncivilized
tribes
to procureſimere
neceſſaries;"
wiſhesimpels
for innocent
gratiﬁca
tions would ﬅimulate them to cultivation, which would fur

niſh equivalectnts for the objects of their-new deſires.

And

when they are once brought Ito beﬅir themſelves, and re
conciled to regular, but moderate; labour,'the improvement

of their underﬅandings will follow of courſe. For a people
who have acquired habits of application, and whoſe induſ
try, having ſecured them. from want, aﬀords them leiſure

for thought, will not be long without a deſire for moral and
intellectual improvement: 'or, at leaﬅ, many individuals
will feel, and haﬅen to gratify, this deſire, and will gradual

ly impart a degree of knowledge and reﬁnement to the
whole community.

40. To accompliſh this magniﬁcent deſign, in Africa, let Agv'ira/tm'nl
us form agricultural colonies on its coaﬅ, which preſent a
variety of ſituations, where weſhall be little, or not at all,
diﬅurbed in our operations. Let _us kindly mix with the

inhabitants,
them in cultivating'their
fertile
with
the viewand
of aſſiﬅ
iinviting'ſſthem'to
participate with
us inſoil,
it's
inexhauﬅible ﬅore's, and in the Concomitant bleſſings of im

proving reaſon 'and progreſſive civil'ization.

Let us give

them a manly and generous education, which will make

them feel the nobility of their origin, and ſhew them of
what great things they are capable-an ſieducation which
will teach them no longer to ſuﬀer themſelves tobe drag
ged, or to conſpire to drag others, from their ſimple, but

improveable and beloved ſocieties-which will teach them

to avenge themſelves on the blind and ſordid men who pur
chaſe them, only by becoming more uſeful to them as free

- -
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Thus,

we; on the wreck of tyranny, let us build altars to humanity,
and prove to the negroes that the Europeans, become juﬅ
from ſound policy, and generous from a ſenſe of their true
intereﬅs, are at laﬅ diſpoſed to make ſome atonement for

the irreparable miſchiefs their perverted ſyﬅem of come
merce has occaſioned in Africa.
. 41. On principles nearly approaching to theſe, a colony
has already been formed at Sierra Leona, and another at
tempted at the iſland oſ Bulama, of both which ſome ac
count will be given in the following pages.

CHAP.

IV.

CLIMATE, SOIL, AND WATER.

CLIMJTL
42.

_

HE climate of Africa, like that of other countries,

varies with the nature of the ſoil, in it's dryneſs or
moiﬅure, it's elevation or depreﬃon, the comparative ﬅate
of improvement, the height of thermometer, and other cir

cumﬅances, perhaps, not yet ſuﬃciently inveﬅigated, The
lati-tude of a place is by no means a-certaſh: criterion of it's
climate, as ſeems to be commonly ſuppoſed *. Even in the
midﬅ of the torrid z-one, we meet with all poſſible grada
tions of heat and cold, almoﬅ the only circumﬅances which.
enter into the common idea of cI-imate, The lofty ſummits
' See an excellent diſcourſe on this ſubject, delivered in the Royal Academy of

Scienee' at Stockholm, by B. Ferner, counſellor of the king's chancery.

f
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of the Andes, in South America, though under' the equator,
and the high lands oſ: Camarones, on the coaﬅ oſ Africa,

though within between three and four degrees of it, are co
vered with eVerlaﬅing ſnow.
43. In the temperate zones, the year is-divided into win
ter and ſummer; for ſpring and autumn may be conſider
ed as tranſitions from each of theſe extremes to it's oppoſite.

C H A P.
W

Wct and dry
ſeaſons.

But, in moﬅ parts of the torrid zone, nature has diﬅinguiſhed

the ſeaſons into the wet and the dry. The former is, in
Guinea, the ſeaſon of ſickneſs; but during the greater part
of the latter, that country is, upon the whole, as healthful
as any other whatever.
44. From what I have ſeen, and been able to collect, the
rainy ſeaſons follow the paſſage of the ſun to either' tropic,
ſo as generally to prevail in thoſe places where the ſun is

vertical.

Eaﬅ of Cape Palmas, however, they ſeldom ſet in

before june, when the ſun returns from the northern tropic;
but to the weﬅward of that cape, and up the whole country,"

thoſe ſeaſons generally commence within the month of
May, and continue for three or four months. In the be
ginning of this ſeaſon, the earth being ſoftened with rain,

the negroes till and plant their grounds; and, after the re
turn of dry weather, they gather in their crops; occupations

which they ſeldom abandon, even though allured by the'
moﬅ 'advantageous commerce.

45. To give the reader ſome idea of the quantity of rain,
which deluges Africa during the wet ſeaſon, I need only>
mention that, at Senegal, one hundred and ﬁfteen inches in

depth of rain were ſound to fall'in four months; a quantity:
which exceeds that which falls in moﬅ parts of Britain dur

ing four years *. Even during the dry ſeaſon, the dews are
i * See Lind onthe Diſcaſes of hot Climatcs, p. 43.
l

'

ſO'

(Laantity or"
rain.
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from being ſcorched by the heat. It may indeed be queſ
ti-oned, Whether the rain which falls in ſome countries, equal

the dews which diﬅil on moﬅ parts of the fertile ſhores of
Africa. But the magnitude and number of the rivers, which
riſe and fall, in the wet and dry ſeaſons, are evident proofs
that that continent is abundantly watered. In ſhort, the
notion of the ancients, that the torrid zone was not habit

Thcrmome
ter and Ba
rometer.

ablefor want of moiﬅure, is perfectly inapplicable to moﬅ
parts of the weﬅcrn tropical coaﬅ of Africa.
46. The range of the thermometer is but in conſiderable

in the tropical regions; and, what is.ﬅill more remarkable,
the barometer remains almoﬅ ﬅationary during thoſe ſur
priſing tranſitions from dry to wet, and the contrary. In
' Europe, the mercury riſes and falls about three inches; in
the torrid zone, ſeldom half an inch. It is even ſaid to be

but little aﬀected by the moﬅ violent hurricane_*. But M.
VVeﬅ, in a deſcription of St. Croix, publiſhed at Copenhagen
laﬅ year, ſays that in a hurricane, or violent ﬅorm, which

happened
there in +.1791, the mercury in his barometer roſe
very
conſiderably
i

SOIL.

From Cape
Blanco down
to the River
Gambia.

47. The ſoil all along the coaﬅ is very unequal. From
Cape Blanco down to the River Ga'mbia, it is in general

very ſandy; but the ſand contains a very large admixture
of broken ſhells, and is covered, in many places, with a rich
black mould. Even the moﬅ barren and unpromiſing
tracts of this part of the country, except juﬅ on the ſea ſhore,
are covered with buſhes and graſs of a great growth; and
* Lind ibid.

'l' Bidrag til Beſkrivelſe over St. Croix, &e.

where
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where the black mould is found, the vegetation is luxuriant C H A P.
to a degree unknown in the moﬅ fertile parts of Europe, and ,

the trees are of vaﬅ dimenſions.

w'

,

-

48. I have obſerved that the mountains from Cape Verd Baſaltcs.

to Gambia, are generally compoſed more or leſs of regular
baſaltes, exhibiting evident remains of volcanoes, the erup

tions of which add greatly to the fertility of the ſoil around
them. Hence the lower parts of the mountains and high
grounds at Cape Emanuel, Goree, Cape Rouge, and other
places lower down, are in general very fertile.
49. M. Adanſon, a celebrated naturaliﬅ, who was ſent to Adanſon's

Africa in 1753, at the requeﬅ oſ the French Academy of

Of

Sciences, obſerves that the ſoil from Cape Blanco to the
Gambia, though by no means bad- upon the whole, is not to

Rio

be compared in fertility with that of the country from that
river to Rio Nunez, which is equalled by few ſoils, and ex

celled by none, on the face of the globe'*. His obſervations
apply, not only to the coaﬅ, but to very extenſive tracts of
of the inland countries, as the reader will perceive by con

ſulting my map, in which I have traced his lines of ſepara
tion between the more and leſs fertile tracts; and which are

as accurate as the nature of the thing will permit.

The evi

dence given before the Privy Council abundantly conﬁrms
the obſervations of M. Adanſon, my fellow travellers and

myſelf, and proves'that the large extent of land, juﬅ men
tioned, wants nothing but ſkilful culture to render it more
than commonly productive of every tropical article.
50. The coaﬅ and the banks. of the rivers are in- many che
.

Grounds.

* When at Paris in 1787, I had daily opportunities of converſing with that re
fpectable old philoſopher, and obtained from him many intereﬅing communica
tions, which were extremely uſeful'to me on my arrival in Africa.

places
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places interſperſed with marſhes and ſavannahs, Which, in
v'their preſent ﬅate, are unſit for any other crop than that of
-rice, which forms a conſiderable part of the food of the na
tives. But their fertility in this article does not compenſate
for their inſalubrity; and unfortunately the Europeans have
fixed all, or moﬅ of, their habitations near them.

Yet in

almoﬅ every part of the coaﬅ, far more healthful ſituations
might eaſily have been found; eſpecially on the dry and
'elevated banks of the Rio Grande.

But, ﬅrange as it may

appear, health is, with thoſe men, an object of leſs conſider
ation, in the choice of a reſidence, than trade, for which the

ſituations of their factories are generally well adapted.
WATER.

51. Rain-water,I believe, is allowed to be the lighteﬅ and

Compara

tive qualities
of diﬀerent

waters.

ſimpleﬅ of all waters. Next in order, is ſpring water,
which varies in purity with the nature of the ſoil through
which it percolates.

That which iſſues from among rocks,

gravel, or chalk is generally accounted the beﬅ. Similar
to this, is the water of draw-wells, the quality of which de

pends much on the ﬅrata at or near the bottom, and it gene
rally improves by expoſure to the open air.

But of all wa

ters, that which ﬅagnates in ponds, ditches, and moraſſes, is
the moﬅ unwholeſome.
- 52. The waters at the mouths of the large African rivers,
which glide ſlowly through a level country, being mixed
with thoſe of the ſea and of the marſhes which it overﬂows,

are impregnated with ſalt, and rendered turbid by various
impurities; yetſome of them require but little preparation
to make them ﬁt for common uſe, and the natives often uſe

them without any preparation whatever.

Dr. Lind had

ſamples of thoſe of the rivers Senegal, Gambia, and Sierra
'

'

Leona
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Leona ſent'him' ſealed up in bottles. Although he fonnd 'C Hn-ft P
them all putrid, eſpecially that from the Senegal, he could w

not diſcover any animalcules in them, with a good microſi
ſcope, nor any uncommon contents, by chemical analyſis.

All oſ them, after being expoſed ſome time to the open air,
became perfectly ſweet and good. Hence he concludes
that the moﬅ eﬀectual way of deﬅroying the ova oſ animal
cules, and of the Guinea worm * (if it be generated, as ſome Guinea
ſuppoſe, in water) is ﬁrﬅ to let the water putriſy, and then Worm.
to paſs it through a ſeries of veſſels placed under each

other, having ſmall holes in their bottoms; ſo that it may
fall from one into another in drops, like a gentle ſhower-a
proceſs which, he aſſures us, will render it quite pure and

wholeſome'l'.

'

* As the Guinea worm is attended with great trouble and pain, thohgh ſeldom
with fatal conſequences, unleſs when much neglected or miſmanaged, l ſhall add
Dr. Lind's deſcription of it-" The leſs dangerous diſeaſes," ſays he, " which attack

Europeans in Guinea, are the dry belly-ach and the Guinea worm.

This is a white

round, ſlender worm, oſten ſome yards long, lodged in the intcrſlices of the muſ
cles, commonly in the legs, ſeet, or hands. When it attempts to eſcape through the
ſkin, it occaſions a ſwelling, reſembling a boil, attended with great pain, un
til it's little black head appears in a ſmall watery bladder, on the head oſ the

boil. \\7heii this bladder breaks, the hcad oſ the worm is to be ſecured, by tying
it to aſmall roll of linen, ſpread with plaiſler, and part of the worm is, once or
twice a day, to be gently drawn forth with care not to break it, and wrapped

round this roll, until it be brought away entire; then the ulcer generally
heals ſoon: but iſ part oſ the worm breaks oﬀ, the part remaining in the ﬂeſh can

be ejected only, by painſul and tedious ſuppurations in diﬀerent places. Dr.
Rouppe obſerves that the diſeaſe oſ the Guinea worm is inſectious. It may at
leaﬅ be prudent in Europeans, not to lie in the ſame apartments, and to avoid too

free a communication with ſuch negroes as are aﬀlicted with them.

The dry belly

ach and Guinea worm may be obſerved at any ſeaſon of the year, and ſeldom prove

mortal." Eſſay, p. 52.-" The dry belly-ach is the ſame diſeaſe here as in the. Weﬅ
Indies; but the Guinea worm ſeems peculiar to Africa, and a ſcw parts of Aſia."

Id. p. 57.

1' Eſſay on the Diſeaſes oſ hot Climates p. 60.

F
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To cool and
purify water.

53. Even very foul water may be rendered potable, by
letting it drain through a wine pipe, or deep tub, half ﬁll
ed with pure ſand, with a number of ſmall holes near the
bottom, covered on the inſide with hair-cloth, or other por

ous ſubﬅance, to prevent the ſand from being carried
through by the water.-Theſe methods may be pra'ctiſed,
when a large quantity of clear water is wanted; but an or

dinary family is very plentifully ſupplied by a drip-ﬅone,
which is one of the moﬅ elegant methods of obtaining pure

water. If the ﬅone tranſmit the water too freely, it may be
rendered leſs porous, by a mixture of water and lime; iſ

too ﬂowly, it's bottom ſhould be thinned, by rubbing it
down with another gritty ﬅone. The ſand-tub or drip
ﬅone, ſhould be placed in the ſhade, where there is a free
current of air; and the water ſhould drop from the height
of two or three feet into an unglazed earthen jar, not hard
burnt, but ſo porous as to allow the water to tranſude pret
ty freely; and thus the water will be kept conﬅantly cool,
by the evaporation from the ſurface of the jar. It may
be brought to tabl-e in ſmall pitchers, of the ſame porous
texture.

The reader will obſerve, that this mode of keep

ing water cool depends on the ſame principle with that of
refrigerating liquors, by covering the bottles with wet linen

Cloths, and placing them in a ﬅream of air. All the above
methods of purifying and cooling water are practiſed in hot
countries.

But all' of them, except that of cooling the

water, are unneceſſary in many parts of Africa, for all the
high grounds that I have ſeen. there contain ſprings of the
pureﬅ water.
,
54. The following ſimple diſcovery, for rendering putrid
water ﬁt to drink, has been lately made by a Mr. Lowitz.

Six ounces of charcoal powder, thrown into ﬁve gallons of
putrid
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putrid river Water, and agitated, is ſuﬃcient to purify and

e H A r.

render it wholeſome and drinkable. But the proceſs is

w

V.

rendered ﬅill more eﬃcacious, if to one drachm of charcoal

be added two drops of ﬅrong vitriolic acid, which is ſuﬃ
cient to make four ounces of perfectly foul water ſweet
and clear, on being ﬅrained through a linen jolly-bag, con

taining charcoal powder *-.

CHAP.V.
PRODUCE.

55. As the ſlave-ſhips never return directly to Europe,
but proceed to the Weﬅ Indies with their

Slave ſhips

bring little
produce.

wretched cargoes, .it has never been the intereﬅ of their
owners to bring home much of the produce of Africa.
56. Thoſe called wood-veſſels, might be ſuppoſed to deal
only in produce. But this has by no means been the caſe.
Beſides their frequenting thoſe parts of the coaﬅ, where the
ﬂave-trade is briſkeﬅ, moﬅ of their commanders traﬃc in

ﬂaves on the coaﬅ; that is, buy ſlaves whom they ſell again
to the ſlave-captains. Yet, they have all along brought
home ſome gums and gold, bees wax and ivory in conſia
derable quantities, a great variety of valuable and beautiful

woods, for the uſe of the dyers and cabinet-makers; and of
late, ſome palm-oil for the purpoſes of the ſheep-farmers
n d wool-combers.
* Sce the Appendix to the Monthly Review enlarged, Vol. 12. p. 606.
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wood veſſel'
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57. But I believe the principal cauſe why a trade in Arth

t_.-w-ſi_2 can produce has never been encouraged, has been the irre
High, ſiﬅible influence of the Eaﬅ and Weﬅ Indian intereﬅst

Thoſe monopoliﬅs, unreaſonably thought their commerce
porta-tion of would be aﬀected by the introduction of African commodi
Qſiuſzxctſi pro' ties into the markets of Europe. Thus much is certain, that

Mr. Norris, one of the Liverpool- delegates for ſupporting
the ſlave-trade, and therefore not to be ſuſpected of partiali
ty to Africa, ﬅated', in his examination before the Privy

Council, that he " once ſaw a quantity of African pepper
of the quality of that brought from the Eaﬅ Indies. It was.
ſi) good, that the Eaﬅ India company objected to it's importa
tz'0n*." We have before mentioned the formidable oppo.
ſition made the Weﬅ Indians to the eﬅabliſhment of the

colony at Sierra Leona.
l'rodupe rots
58. By ſuch means, has the ﬁeld of commerce been hi
lifﬂf'gﬂagſﬁf therto narrowed or ſhut up in Africa; and inﬅances fre-_
'eyanw

quently occur of valuable commodities rotting on the coaﬅ,
for want of a ſale, or of the means of conveya-nce, to a fo

reign market. I myſelf ſaw one hundred bullocks- hides
publicly ſold at Goree for about ﬁve ſhillings and three.
pence ﬅerling; and on another occaſion, four bullocks for

about fifteen ſhillings and nine pence ﬅerling.

I could

mention ſeveral other ﬅriking inﬅances of the ſame kind.
59. Little as Africa is yet. known, I. can, from my own
knowledge, aſſert ſeveral articles to- be indigenous in that

continent, which have hitherto been brought to our mar
kets from the Eaﬅ and Weﬅ Indies, atv an expenſe far ex

ceeding the price at which they might be cultivated in, and
'ſ' Privy Council's Report, Part. l. Article " Produce" Mr. N'orris and his two

colleagues enumerated many other valuable productions.v
f

.
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t'eyed from, Africa. What a ﬅrange inverſion of natural
order, to exile from their native ſoil, both men and plants ;
the one to languiſh as ſlaves, and the other as exotics; the one

to periſh prematurely, and the other to fail every third on _

fourth year *l
JN-IMA'LS.

60. The cattle, in that part of the country of which we

Cauſe.

treat, are ſmaller than the generality of European cattle, and
not ſo fat as thoſe of England and Holland; but their meat.
is juicy and palatable, and they give milk in abundance.
Their inferior ſize appeared to me to be the eﬀect of the

careleſs and unſkilſul management of the negroes.

They

muﬅ be raiſed on the coaﬅ, as foreign cattle do not thrive
there. Even thoſe from the Cape de Verd Iﬂands, being'

accuﬅomed to an uncommonly vdry climate, do- not well
bear a tranſition to the continent.
The horſes are of a
middling ſize, ﬅrong, hardy, and ſpirited; They are uſed

Horſes.

in great numbers, for riding and carry-ing. burdens, in the

country between the Senegal and Gambia, and alſo on ſome
parts lower down the coaﬅ; but there they are not numerous,.
and in ſome places there are none.
Camels, ſo. admit-'
ably adapted, by the Creator, to aſliﬅ the laboursof man in

hot climates, are not ſo generally uſed by' the negroes, as
could be wiſhed. _ . I' have not- ſeen many aſſes ;- hut

Camels.

Aſſes..

there is an excellent breed at the Cape. de Verd lſlands,
from whence great numbers of them, and alſo of mules and
horned cattle, are exported to the Weﬅ Indies, for the uſe

Of the ſugar plantations.

The whole coaﬅ-isabundant

'5 On the extreme' unset-tainty of-theWeﬅ Indian crops, ſeeBeſkrivelſe over:
S't. Croix.af.H. Weﬅ-'and the, Report, of theBrhiſh Privy Councilquﬃm.

ty;

Hogs,
&e.

ſheV, ._
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c HrA P. ly ﬅocked with hogs, ſheep, goats and all kinds of poultry,

Came.

which propagate with aﬅoniſhing rapidity.
' The
woods aﬀord ſhelter to an endleſs variety of game. The
moﬅ valuable is a ſpecies of deer, a very beautiful animal;

Fiſh.

Whales.

Of the prodigious ſhoals, and numerous ſpecies of excellent
ﬁſh, I could have formed no idea, without having ſeen them.
Spermaceti whales, in particular, abound ſo much, that, in

paſſing between Goree and the continent, diﬅant about ﬁve
miles, I have often been ſurrounded by them, and have
been under no ſmall apprehenſions oftheir overſetting my ca
noe.

Ambergris.

Lower down on the coaﬅ, the Portugueſe carry on a

conſiderable ſiſhery of thoſe whales; and I have been in
formed that theEngliſh have lately paid ſome attention to the
ſame object-That valuable article, ambergris, is found in
ſuch quantities on the coaﬅ, thatl have more than once

ſeen the negroes pay their canoes with it. * Till lately, the
learned were not certain to which of the three natural king
doms this ſubﬅance was to be referred; but they ſeem now'
Ivory, bees
wax, &c.

pretty generally agreed, that it is the excrement of the ſper
maceti whale.-Tortoiſe-ſhell may be had in any quantity:
and bees wax, oﬅrich feathers, elephant's teeth, and the ﬅill

more valuable teeth of the hippopotamus, or river horſe,

found in particular abundance near Cape Meſiirado, alrea
dy form very conſiderable articles of exportation. I do
not know that we import ivory from any other part of the

world than Africa. a) i 41357 liest-r! In a. JIQ' 1'
>lZa xnis"-rrtatlt'30=e*ia" 'int rang own
Vegctablcs

EEGETIBLEM
61. The graſs is thick, and grows to a great height.

The

and fruits.

natives are often obliged to burn it, when dry, to prevent the

wild beaﬅs
harbouring
near very
their habitations;
but it ſoon
ſprings
upfrom
again,
and aﬀords
luxuriant paﬅurage-ſi
Miller

raonvca,

*
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Millet, rice, maize, potatoes, yams, and a great variety of C HVA P
other excellent roots and vegetables, are cultivated on the

coaﬅ with little trouble, and often in a profuſion perfectly
aﬅoniſhing to an European. There is alſo an abundance of
the moﬅ wholeſome and delicious fruits; articles not leſs

prized by the natives, than thoſe juﬅ mentioned. Such in
deed is the plenty which prevails on that diviſion of the
country, of which we are ſpeaking, that all the European
ſhips are victualled, without the ſmalleﬅ inconvenience to
the inhabitants; and if the demand were increaſed, doubt*

leſs the production would keep pace with it.
62. It ought to be obſerved, that two ſpecies of rice are Ricgof tw0'

produced on that part of the coaﬅ, and I believe much far- ſhew'
ther down; one which, like that of Carolina, grows in

fwamps, and another which loves the dry ſoil of hills and
ſloping grounds. The huſk of this la-ﬅ is reddiſh; but the
grain is beautifully White. Though not quite ſo productive
as the common kind, it bears a- much. higher price, and is
every way preferable, as an article of food, not only to the
other ſpecies, but to every kind of grain I know *.
63. The ſugar-cane grOWs ſpontaneouſly in many places, wild ſugar.

with a luxuriance which promiſes great advantages to thoſe Cane
who may hereafter undertake it's cultivation.

At: preſent

the natives, ignorantof it's value, make no other uſe of it,.
than by occaſionally _ regaling themſelves with. it's juice,
of which they artake in common with the hogs, eattle
and elephants, whctſZh are all extremely fond of it.
64. Several ſpecies of cotton are alſo the ſpontaneous pro

duce of this excellent ſoil. One of them is naturally of a man' * See Dr. Smeathman's Letters to Mr. Knowles, in the Appendix, alſo the evi
dence of Captain Hall, in Minute: of. Evidcnce, 1790, page 523,

incen- '
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c H A P. keen colour, and another parts with the ſeeds ſo freely, that
V.

it may be ſpun almoﬅ without any preparation.

The nas

Wild cotton
of ſeveral

tives manufacture it into durable, though narrow, cloth of

ſpecies.

various degrees of ﬁneneſs.

I have in my poſſeﬃon one

ſpecimen of it, of ſo ﬁne a quality, and ſo good a fabric, that

ſome excellent judges, to whom I ſhewed it at Mancheﬅcr,
declared that it would not diſgrace their beﬅ workmen.
Some cotton, which Igathered in it's wildeﬅ ﬅate at Dac

kard, was ſent by order ofthe Right Hon. the Privy Council
of Great Britain, to Mr. Hilton of Mancheﬅer, whoſe report

concerning it is in theſe words-" The ſample of cotton,ſ
from Senegal, is very good and ﬁne, as your lordſhips will
ſee by the ſpecimen incloſed, which is ſpun after the rate of
one hundred and forty hanks, (each hank 840 yards) twiﬅ
cotton yarn to the pound, and it is thought ſuperior in quality
to any of the Brazil cotton, and nearly equal to the Eaﬅ In

dia *." It is worthy of remarkthat, caterz's paribus, the cot
ton oſ large iſlands is preferable to that of ſmall iſiands,
and that the cotton raiſed on continents is better than that

produced on iﬂands.
Wild indigo.

65. Indigo of diﬀerent kinds alſo grows wild, and in ſuch
quantities, as to be a very troubleſome weed, in the rice'

and millet ﬁelds. Engliſh dyers, who have tried the Afri
can indigo, aﬃrm that it is ſuperior to any imported from
Carolina, or the Weﬅ Indian iﬂands, and equal to that of

Guatimala+.
* Privy Council's Report, Part I. Article " Produce."
ticle " Bourbon."

See alſo Chap. X. Ar

+ The ﬁrﬅ conſiderable exportation of cotton and indigo, from Africa, as far as
l have'been able to learn, was made by a Frenchman of Goree, while I was there,

in 1787.

66. Gums
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66. Gums are alſo very valuable articles, and are not, as c H A P.

ſome imagine, produced i'n the neighbourhood Of Senegal , ' '
only; for they are found on moﬅ parts of the coaﬅ, though Gum'

the ncgroes have not yet' got- in'to the'practice of collecting

them. Gum Senega, gum Sandarach, gurn Copal and ſome
other kinds, are commonly brOught from the coaﬅ.

But

_ doubtleſs 'theſe are not thevonly ſpecies which might be

found there: for my companion, Dr. 'Sparrmam extracted
a large quantity of fap from a ſmall but very juicy tree',

which abounds on the' coaﬅ, and having expoſed it to the,
ſun for a few hours, had the ſatisfaction to ﬁnd.'it'-'con'
verted into an _elaﬅic gum, equal in all reſpects to gurn Ca
touch, or what is commonly known by the name of Indian

rubber.

67. It would be tedious, as Well as diﬃcult, to enumerate Woods. &c
the African plants and woods proper fOr the purpoſes of
cabinet-work, dying, and ſhip-building. some of their va
luable qualities are already known to European artiﬅs; but
with others even our botaniﬅs are unacquainted. I brought
with me ſamples of fourteen curious kinds of wood: and
might have collected many more, had this kind of reſearch
been my ſole object. The Damel of Cayor's army is dreſſ
ed in an uniform of cotton cloth, manufactured by his own
ſubjects, and dyed yellow with a certain vegetable. And I
have now in my poſieſſion a kind'of bean, uſed by the ne

groes in dying, great quantities of which are annually carri
ed on camels from Senegal to Morocco.-The negroes make

very good ropes of the fibres of a large ſpecies of aloe*;
* The aloe here meant is commonly called ſilk-graſs, the ﬁbrous- part of which
may be applied to all, or almoﬅ all, the purpoſes of licmp and ﬂax. Of the ﬁbres
of ſilk graſs, or thoſe of the cabbage tree leaf, or both, even lace has been made in
Barbadoes.

G
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c H A P. and of ſeveral kinds of graſs, roots and leaves, they weave
mats and baſkets with peculiar elegance.
68. Among the Acommodities produced in the part of Afri
Spices.
ca, which is the ſubject of this work, I ought to mention
ginger, nutmegs, and a great variety of peppers, particularly

long pepper, Malaguetta pepper, or grains of Paradiſe,
many ſpecies of red pepp'ers, and black pepper, as 'before

mentioned, of the ſame quality with the Eaﬅ Indian. (See
Chap. X. Art. Bourbon)
69. I have only noticed ſome of the moﬅ obviouſly uſe
ful vegetable productiOns of that part of the country, of
which I am giving a ſketch.

But my learned fellow tra

veller, Dr. Sparrman, made a large collection of plants, for

the cabinet of natural hiﬅory of the Royal Academy at
Stockholm; and which contained a great part of the materia

medica, drugs for various purpoſes of manufacture, and
many plants which had never before been ſeen in Europe *.

MINERALS
* A certain learned traveller, whoſe name I do not now think myſelf at liberty
to mention, told me that he had ſeen the coﬀee plant on the coaﬅ of Guinea,

which had been brought from the inland country by the negroes.-C0ncerning'the
propriety of cultivating ſpices, coﬀee, and tea, on the ſame coaﬅ, ſee Poﬅlethwayt's

Commer. Dictionary, Article *' Guinea," where the author tells us that the tea
plant had been tried, and thrived to admiration at Cape Coaﬅ Caﬅle.-The uſe of
coffee has been known in Europe ﬁnce the middle of the laﬅ century; but was not

generally planted in the Weﬅ Indies, till after the year 1727.-It was carried by
the Dutch from Mocha to Batavia in 1670. Some years afterwards, a tree was ſent
over to Amﬅerdam; from which in 1718 feeds were tranſmitted to Snrinam; and
it is remarkable that the fame tree was growing in the Hortus Medicus, in 1774,
when it was ſhewn to me by Profeſſor Buhrmannus, during my ſlay at Amﬅerdam. ,

The cultivation of coﬀee, however, proceeded but (lowly in the Weﬅ Indies, till
the French entered upon it, and brothht it to great perfectioh in Martinico, from
whence it has been introduced into moﬅ of the other Weﬅ Indian Iſlands. See
Ellis's Hiﬅory of Coffee, printed 1774.-'-Fr0m theſe facts we may eaſily conclude

with what advantage coﬀee might be cultivated in Africa.-Mr. Emﬅ, a Daniſh
gentle
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70. If we except' ſome triﬂing and unſucceſsful attempts
of the Chevalier de la Brue, in the beginning of the preſent
century, the Europeans have never made any particular
ſearch for metals or minerals in Africa.

Minerals

Of late, indeed,

the directors of the Sierra Leona company, ſent out my
countryman Mr. A. Nordenſkjold, a very ſkilful mineralogiﬅ
on this buſineſs: but ſorry I am to ſay, he ſell a victim to
his
ſpirited exertions
in the
wetmiſſion.
ſeaſon, His
before
heiswas
able
to accompliſh
the ſiobject
of his
death
lament

ed by many of the learned throughout Europe, as a public
loſs, and with great'reaſon; for I may venture to ſay, that
never were greater ability, induﬅry, and zeal in the cauſe
of ſcience and of mankind, united in one perſon. .It is to

be hoped, however, that the company will not be diſcour

aged by this unfortunate event ; but will purſue the ſearch
with the attention it deſerves.

It is well known that very

conſiderable quantities of gold are found near the ſurface,
and in the fchannels of torrents, in the inland parts; al

though the negroes cannot be ſaid to be ſkilful in collecting
it. About the year 1728, the gold brought annually into
Europe from Africa was valued, by the Engliſh writers, at

£271,732 ﬅerling. According to the cotemporary Dutch
accounts, Africa furniſhed Europe with gold to the value of
£23o,ooo yearly *.

The near agreement of theſe eﬅimates

ſeems to prove that neither of them were very remote from
the truth. " Guineas were ﬁrﬅ coined in King Charles II.'s
gentleman, who has often viſited the gold coaﬅ, told me that he had ſeen a very
large ſpecies of nutmeg, brotLght from the interior parts by the negroes, ſome of
whom wear ﬅrings of it by way of ornament.

* Atlas Maritimus et Commercialis, printed 1728, folio 271.
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C H A P- reign. They went for twenty ſhillings, and had their name
L.__.,,.ſi_.i from the gold whereof they were made, being brought from

that part of Africa called Guinea, which the elephant on
them likewiſe denotes *." "From 120,ooo to 15o,ooo ounces

'of gold were formerly imported from the gold coaﬅ of Afri
ca annually; and in one year 4oo,ooo guineas were coined
Iron.

from what was brought from thence +."
3
71. Theſe ſacts will doubtleſs be intereﬅing to many
readers; but, for my own part, I confeſs that I am more

partial to the uſeful, than to what are called the precious;
metals. Gold and ſilver, as hitherto uſed,-or rather abuſed,

have occaſioned inﬁnite' miſchiefs to ſociOty.

Eﬃdiuntur

opes, irritamenta malorum. 'Theſe words of an ancient poet

(Ovid) are' but too applicable to modern times.

But iron,

and the other humbler metals, are ſo indiſpenſibly neceſſa

ry to man, without their aﬃﬅa-noe every thinking perſon
muﬅ ſee that civilized ſociety could never have exiﬅed, and

will be diſpoſed to look upon them as peculiar gifts of Pro

vidence; eſpecially as the diſcovery oſ iron, the moﬅ'uſeful
of all 'metalgisſo very remote from any experiments that
we'ſi'ca'in'
ſuppoſe tuncivilized tribes capable of making.
'Hence 1'it gives me much ſatisfaction to be able to ﬅate, from

the beﬅ authority, that the inhabitants of the mountains of
* Poﬂlethwayt's Commercial Dictipgary, printed 1763,Article " coin." O;
'+ Treatiſe upon the Trade 'from Great'Britaift to Africa, by an African merz

chant,printed 1772, App.p.=a.-Itis worthyofremarli war-white in thehands
of the Dutch, as it was 'fqra whole ogttury, produced no gold ; becauſe theydid not

ſearch for it. The Portugueſe, afterwards getting poſſeſiion of that country, open
ed the gold mines, which are now ſaidito' be the richeﬅ in the world. (May notthc

Ifate of the African rrrines be ſimilarP-For an intereﬅing memoir, relative to the
diſcovery of gold up the river Gambia,.ſee the Appendix.
it? v

.,- .e;-._
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Bambouc and Gallam, about 700 miles up the Senegal,
poſſeſs this valuable ſecret, or at leaﬅ poſſeſs plenty of ex
cellent malleable iron*. The Chevalier de la Brue, de
ſcribes it as ſo malleable, that the natives of thoſe parts,

work it into pots with hammers, and ſays they do not value
European iron, unleſs it be already formed into ſome uſe

ful inﬅrument +. Whether the natives extract this iron
from it's ore, or whether they ﬁnd it in a malleable ﬅate,
M. de la Brue does not ſay, and I will not preſume to ſpeak
poſitively on a point ſo much diſputed among the learned.
Profeſſor Pallas, in particular, aﬃrms that he ſound malle

able iron in Siberia; and a certain eminent naturaliﬅ, late
ly flattere'd himſelf, that he had made the ſame diſcovery
in Africa. I confeſs, however, with all due reſpect for
ſuch authorities, that I am inclined to think iron, from it's
great corruptibility, is of all metals, the leaﬅ to be looked
for, in any other than a mineralized ﬅate; unleſs placed

by nature in ſuch a particular, and hitherto unknown, ve/zzſi
culum, as has entirely excluded the air from it.

Doctor

Pallas, indeed, very fairly tranſmitted ſpecimens of this

malleable iron to ſeveral chymiﬅs throughout Europe; but
moﬅ of them were of opinion, that it had undergone the
* During my ſlay at Goree, I often converſed with a negro captive, called
Tumaniſiſi, who came from Fouta jallo (as he pronounced it) a conſiderable diſ
tance above Gallam, and who was very much regarded and truﬅed by his maﬅer, M.

Auguﬅus Newton of Goree, with whom he had lived ten years. This negro told
me, that he had been often dOWn in the mines in his country, which, he ſaid, were

very deep, and had alſo many galleries, or horizontal paſſages.

Theſe he deſcrib

ed as very long, and, in ſome places, very high and wide, with openi-ngs from

above, to give air and light. He added, that thoſe mines were wrought by wo
men, who, when they went down into them, always carried victuals along with
them.

+ Nouvelle Relation de l'Aſriquc Occidentale par Labat, Tome 4. p. 57.
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action of ﬁre, and that the matrix, to which it was united,

w

was nothing more than the ſcoria of the metal.

However

this be, it is certain that the nativesof the inland countries,

juﬅ mentioned, dig up and manufacture iron; *for I was aſ
ſured of the fact by ſeveral reſpectable oﬃcers at Gorec.

CHAP.

Vl.

THE MEANS OF PRESERVZNG HEALTH.

72. HAVING given ſome account 'of the climate, ſoil,

and produce of the part of the coaﬅ laid down in
the map, it ſeems natural to make a few obſervations on the
comparative ſalubrity of diﬀerent places and ſituations; and

to oﬀer to Europeans, who propoſe to reſide in that region,
ſome advice reſpecting the preſervation of health, in a
country ſo very diﬀerent from that to which they have

been accuﬅomed.

This appears to me to be a matter of

ſuch ſerious importance, that I mean afterwards to propoſe

the ſuperintendance of it, as a ſeparate department in the
direction of every new colony.
73. " Men," ſays Dr. Lind, " who exchange their native,
Men and
plants ſimi
larly aﬀected
by being

manner ſomewhat analogous to plants removed into a fo

ran ſplanted.

reign ſoil; where the utmoﬅ care and attention are requir

fOr a diﬅant, climate, may be conſidered as aﬀected in a

ed to keep them in health, and to inure them to their new
ſituation; ſince, thus tranſplanted, ſome change muﬅ hap
pen in the conﬅitutions of both*."
* Eſſay on the Diſeaſes of hot Climates, Introduction, p. 2.

74. During
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74. During my ﬅay in Africa, I have often obſerved with
aﬅoniſhment, how little the Europeans, both individuals

C H'A P.
Vl.
w

and public bodies, appear to regard the preſervation. of
health. They could not act more abſurdly, if they aimed at
ruining their conﬅitutions, in orderto bring upon the cli
mate a degree of reprobation which, with all it's faults, it

really does not deſerve.

I cannot better expreſs my own

ſentiments and obſervations on this head, than in the words

of the able and intelligent phyſician juﬅ quoted.
75. " It is not uncommon," ſays he, " in many trading
factories, to meet with a few Europeans pent up in a ſmall
ſpot of low, damp ground, ſo entirely ſurrounded with
thick woods, that they can ſcarcely have the beneﬁt of walk
ing a few hundred yards, and where there is not ſo much

Africa, if
cleared,
would be as
healthful as

the moﬅ fa
lubriousWeﬅ
Indian Iſ
lande.

as an avenue cut through any part of the woods for the ad
miﬂion of wholeſome and refreſhing breezes. The Euro

peans have alſo unfortunately ﬁxed ſome oſ their principal
ſettlements on low, inland, unventilated ſpots, on the foul

banks, or near the ſwampy and oozy mouths of rivers, or on
ſalt marſhes, formed by the overﬂowing of the ocean, where,

in many places, the putrid ﬁſh, ſcattered on the ſhore by
the negroes, emit ſuch noiſome eﬃuvia, as prove very inju
rious to health.

Notwithﬅanding what has been ſaid, I

think it will hardly admit of doubt, that if any tract of land
in Guinea was as well improved as the iſland of Barbadoes,
and as perfectly freed from trees, underwood, marſhes, &c.

the air would be rendered equally healthful there, as in that

pleaſant Weﬅ Indian Iſland *."
76. As an inﬅance, in ſupport of this poſition, the doctor
mentions the Portugueſe town of St. Salvadore, which, " not
* Eſſay on the Diſeaſes, &e. pi 50.

with

Inﬂance in
St. Salva
dore.
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withﬅanding it lies i 50 miles up the' river Congo, or Zairc,
and within ﬁx degrees of the equator; yet, from it's being
ſituated on a hill, and the neighbouring country being clear
ed of the natural woods and thickets, it's inhabitants

Tradc pre
ferred to
health.

breathe a temperate and pure air, and are in a great mea
ſure, exempted from all the plagues of an unhealthy cli
mate *."
77. Thus we ſee, that the Europeans have their own con
duct, more than the Climate, to blame for their unhealthi

neſs in Africa. If the intelligent reader aſk, why their fac
tories and forts have been ſo abſurdly placed? I can only
anſwer, that the ſpeedy acquiſition of gain ſeems hitherto

to have been the ſhZe object of the European viſitors of Afri
ca, who, intending only a temporary reſidence, have not
been very nice as to their accommodation. To trade (as
before hinted) every conſideration of health and utility
has been fooliſhly ſacriﬁced : and, provided they could
place advantageouﬁy their factories, for carrying it on,
and their forts for protecting it, the ſalubrity of the ſitua
tion was regarded as a matter of ſmall moment, and ſome- .

times not regarded at all. So univerſally has trade been
preferred to health, that I believe it would be diﬃcult to
name a ſingle fort or factory on the coaﬅ, in the ſettlement

Of which, the convenience of trade was not the ruling con
ſideration. In eﬅabliſhing ſo many ſettlements it could not
but happen, that ſome ſituations, proper for trade, would alſo
be not unfavourable to health ; but that this was at beﬅ only

a ſecondary object, is evident from the little pains which
have been taken to cut down the woods, drain the marſhes,
o' Id. p. 51.-1 have often heard St. Salvadore mentioned as the moﬅ health
ful ſpot on the globe, except the Iſland of Ceylon.

and
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and dultivate the land," in the Vicinity of the ſorts and ſacto c H A P.
VI
ries on the coaﬅ. But why do I mention the cultivation of
land, as if I did not know it to be ſo perfectly contrary' to
the views and habits of the European factors, that even the

preſervation of their own lives cannot incite them to uſe
ſuch obvious, pleaſant and certain means of improving the
climate ?
78. When, to the eﬃuvia of marſhes, woods, and the

ﬂimy beds of rivers, we add bad lodgings, bad cloat'ning,

Cauſe: oſ
mortality of
ſoldiers and

ſcamcn.

unwholeſome, and ſcanty food, naﬅineſs, both perſonal and

domeﬅic, intoxication with very bad ſpirits, expoſure to
damps, rains, and dews, and other ſimilar cauſes Of diſeaſe,

we can no longer wonder at the'm'ortality of ſoldiers in gar
riſon, and other Whites, on ſhore.

As to ſeamen, the won

der is not that ſo many die, but that any ſurvive, the opera

tion of the cauſes of mortality which are inſeparable from
the ſlave-trade. For, beſides the evils they ſuﬀer in com
mon with ſoldiers, &c. on ſhore, but generally in a much
greater degree, they are often, in collecting ﬂaves by
" boating," expoſed to the weather up the rivers, for days

and nights together, as well as to exceſſive fatigues in wood
ing and watering. *And, as if theſe hardſhips were not ſuf
ﬁcient to deﬅroy their conﬅitutions, very, many of the poor
men are barbarouﬂy treated by the ﬁave-captains, who, to

account for the enormous mortality which enſues, falſely
attribute to the climate a malignity which more properly
belongs to their own diſpoſitions. I am the more conﬁdent
in aſſerting theſe facts, as they have been proved, before
the Britiſh legiﬁature, by the moﬅ reſpectable evidence.
Two other important ſacts are alſo eﬅabliſhed by the ſame'
evidence, namely, that the wood-veſſels which trade, chief

ly for produce, to the ſame parts of the coaﬅ, do not loſe
H
_
nearly

Ships of war,
&c. exempt

cd ſrom that

morality.
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nearly ſo many men as the ſlave-ſhips; and that ſhips of
war make their voyages to that pretendedly fatal ſhore,
with as little mortality as to the Weﬅ Indian Iſlands, and
with far leſs than takes place in the Eaﬅ Indies *.
79. It is not pretended, however, that the climate of
Africa is perfectly congenial to the conﬅitutions of all Euro
pean ﬅrangers. There, as in other hot countries, new-comers
muﬅ, in general, expect what is called aſea/&ning. All I
would be underﬅood to attempt, is to vindi'cate the climate
of Africa fom any peculiar malignity, never before experi
enced in other tropical regions, in the like unimproved
ﬅate.

Comparative
ſalubrity of
diﬀerent
places.

'

80. It is the general opinion, that the climates of Senegal

and Whidah are the worﬅ on the whole weﬅern coaﬅ of
Africa. The neighbourhood of the mouth of the River
Gambia, however, lately much frequented, has been found

to be equally unfavourable to health. But-the country be
comes
more ſalubrious as we advance up that river. From
Elephant's Iſland to Yanimarocto, the climate is tolerable, and
above this laﬅ place, it may be pronounced healthful.
The climates of Sierra Leona, Cape Verd, Cape Mount, and
above all Cape Meſurado, are comparatively ſalubrious.
The Iﬂes de Los, the Iﬂands of Bananas, Cape Verd, Go

ree, and Bulama, one of the Biſſao Iﬂands, may be ſaid to
enjoy a climate inferior to few or none within the tropics.
I was aſſured by a French phyſician of Senegal, that the

mortality at the Iſland of Goree does not exceed that of
* See the Privy Council's Report, and Minutes of Evidence before a ſelect
Committee of the Houſe of Commons, particularly the Evidences oſ the ReVerend
Mr. Clarkſon and the Reverend Mr. Newton; alſo thoſe of the ſeven foll0wing

captains in the navy, viz. Sir George Young, and Captains Hall, Smith, Thomp.
ſon, Scott, Hills and Wilſon.

Paris.
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Paris-In general, it may be obſerved, that in Africa, as C VIA P
every where elſe, low and marſhy tracts are unfavourable w
to health; that elevated, dry and ventilated ſituations are to

be ſelected as places of reﬁdence; and that, caterz': paribus,
iſlands are always to be preferred to continents. To this I
may add, that, in moﬅ parts of Africa, the interior country
is more healthful than the coaﬅ, as I have been aſſured by
many perſons, Whites as well as blacks, who have reſided

in, or viſited the inland parts, particularly by M. Biorn,
governor general of the Daniſh ſettlements, in Africa *.

I

can account for this fact, no otherwiſe than from the land

continually riſing as you recede from the coaﬅ.

81. Having mentioned the climates of Sierra Leona and
Bulama, it is but juﬅice to ﬅate, that the mortality of ſithe

ﬁrﬅ coloniﬅs which took place at the former, and the miſ
fortunes which happened at the latter, were not owing to
the climate, but to very diﬀerent cauſes, as will hereafter

appear.
82. I now beg leave to oﬀer a few hints to ſuch of my Hintg re.

readers, as may hereafter have occaſion to frequent, or to

in, the
tropicalctof
parts
Africa.
Being myſelf,
the fruitsand
of
_ reſide
the happy
experience
myoffellow
travellers,
many others, I need make no apology for recommending
them as excellent preſervatives of health; eſpecially as I
know that they are generally approved by the faculty.
But, as it would be highly preſumptuous in one who has _

not regularly ﬅudied the healing art, to treſpaſs too far
on the province of_it's profeſſors, I conﬁne my remarks en
tirely to the preſervation of health.

When diſeaſe is un

happily formed, the patient cannot too ſpeedily have re- i
* See alſo Dr. Iſert's Letter: to his father, printed at Copenhagen, in 1788.

H' 2
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Evenv medical gentlemen

'c HrA P.
w themſelves cannot be too cautious," when at the commence

ment of their practice, within the tropics, they are called
upon to preſcribe for diſeaſes with which nothing ſhort of
actual experience can be ſuppoſed to make them acquaint
ed. I need not inform them of the merit of Dr. Lind's
work on this ſubject. He has indeed, with ſingular ability,
pointed out the cauſes of the diſeaſes of hOt climates, and

the means of preventing and curing them. But in this, as in
moﬅ other arts, there is yet great room for improvement.
-It is to be lamented that but few men of extenſive medical

knowledge have viſited the coaﬅ of Africa, or at leaﬅ have
reſided there long enough to become acquainted with the
proper treatment of diſeaſes in that climate*.

Much how

ever may now be expected from the genius and diligence
of Dr. Winterbottom, the preſent able and ſucceſsful phyſi
cian at Sierra Leona, the choice of whom does inﬁnite cre
dit to the diſcernment Of the directors.
*
HOUSES.

Their eleva
tion from the
ground, &e.

83. On arrivin-g in Africa, the ﬁrﬅ, as being the moﬅ im
portant thing ſettlers ought to think of, is the erection of
houſes, capable of aﬀording a healthful and ſecure refuge
from the ardour of the meridian heat, the ſudden change to
coolneſs in the evening, the damps and dews of the night,
and the heavy and penetrating rains of the wet ſeaſon; from
all which it is abſolutely neceſſary for new-comers to be ef
'fectually protected.
84. The entire conﬅruction of houſes immediately on ar
* See Plan of a Settlement to be made near Sierra Leona, &c. by Dr. Smeath
man, p. 11.

riving,
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riving, conſumes much time and labour, at a juncture when

C H A P.

VI.

both are peculiarly precious; as the unexpected commence
ment of the rainy ſeaſon, before proper ſhelter is provided,
moﬅ probably will prove fatal to the ſettlers, and ruin the

w

whole undertaking. I would therefore earneﬅly recom
mend the framing of wooden houſes here in Europe, ready
to be put up on landing, and calculated to aﬀord a tempora
ry, but ſecure ſhelter, till a proper ſituation can be ﬁxed on
for a colonial town*. No oak ſhould be uſed in ſuch
houſes, as the bug-a-bugs, or wood-ants, deﬅroy it ſooner

than any other timberl'. The ﬅructure of the dwellings of
the negroes about Cape Meſurado, which, although on a
dry ſoil, are raiſed ſix or eight feet above the ground, ﬁrﬅ

ſuggeﬅed to me the propriety of houſes in Africa being
conſiderably elevated; and reﬂection on the delicacy of un

ſeaſoned Europeans, convinced me of the neceſſity of adopt
ing this mode of building.
85. The bare inſpection of ﬁgure A, plate I. will ſuﬃci
ently explain the ﬅructure of ſuch a temporary houſe, as I
would recommend.

A tree of a proper ſize and. form be

ing choſen, which, in moﬅ places, it will not be diﬃcult to

do, it ſhould be ſo topped and cut as to form a. central ſpin
* The worthy Mr. G. Sharp, has latelygiven the public a plan for a colonial town,
'of which, in many reſpects, I very much approve.

Another has alſo been pro

poſed by Mr. Long, in his Hiﬅory of Jamaica. To both thoſe plans, however, I
have ſeveral important objections; for I have conſidered the matter very attentive
ly; but am ſorry I have neither time nor room to ﬅate my ideas on it, at prcﬅnt.
'l' Except the bug-a-bugs, Ido not know more troubleſome intrnders into a
houſe, than mu-ſketoes. But Mr. Sefstrom, in Sweden, has lately diſcovered, that
a very ſmall quantity oſ camphor, ﬅrewed on a ﬁre-coal, immediately deﬅroy:
every inſect within the reach of it's eﬃuvia, and no doubt would prove fatal to the

muſketoes.
year 1787.

See the acts of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Stockholm, for the

dle,

Temporary

and perma
nent houſes.
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dle, leaving at leaﬅ two ſupporting ſhoulders, perpendicu
larly above each other; ſo that the houſe may, when neceſ
ſary, be moved round to ſuit the aſpect of the diﬀerent ſea
ſons. The aſcent ſhould be by a ﬅair, to be drawn up at
night.
'
86. When the ſcite of the intended town is ﬁxed on, an

other kind of elevated houſes ought to be erected, of a
more permanent ﬅructure, and regular ﬁtuation, according _

to the elevation and ſection B, plate l. 'The ingenuity and
utility of this ﬅructure does great credit to the inventor,
Mr. Andrew Johanſen, a Swede, and certainly merit the at
tention of thoſe who are ſo laudably engaged in the coloniz
ation of Africa, upon rational and humane principles.

One

or two of thoſe gentlemen, whoſe perſons and opinions I

particularly reſpect, having objected to the expenſe of the
buildings here recommended, I might anſwer them with the
old proverb-" Better pay the cook than the doctor." But
the anſwer which, l am ſure, will come moﬅ home to their

feelings and their underﬅanding, is the plain matter of fact,
that the mortality, bot/z at Sier'ra Leona and BuZama, was, in

a great meaſure, owing to the want oſ good houſes.

Diet.

87. Europeans, until well ſeaſoned to the climate, ſhould
beware of indulging in heavy animal food and ſpirituous
liquors. They ſhould eat moderately, eſpecially in the
middle of the day, making their beﬅ meals in the morning
and evening, after the example of the natives.

French cla

ret and lemonade, temperately uſed, proved to me to be

the beﬅ'liquors; and not to me only, for it is worthy of re
mark that, ſince this kind of wine was ſubﬅituted for bran

dy, which, before theſe laﬅ eight years, was ſerved out to the
French
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French troops on the coaﬅ, they have been incomparably

CHAP.

VI.

healthier. It is of the utmoﬅ importance always to keep
the body open, which may generally be eﬀected, by uſing
a light diet, and to have recourfe to the bark, on the ﬁrﬅ

ſymptom of illneſs.

.

88. To theſe hints on habitation and diet, it may not be

improper to add a few words onſleep, drgﬁ, and emþloyment.
-While on the coaﬅ, I made it an invariable rule to go to
bed betimes, and to riſe early, in which, as in ſeveral other

inﬅances, I prudently and proﬁtably imitated the natives.
I would recommend riſing about ﬁve o'clock in the morn

ing, and taking gentle exerciſe, either in manual employ
ment or walking, one or both of whiCh I never omitted.
But hard labour, eſpecially in the heat of the day, ought to
be carefully avoided by unſeaſoned Europeans. The dreſs
ſhould conſiﬅ of a calico ſhirt, a ſhort, white waiﬅcoat, and
trowſers, with a piece of thin ﬂannel on the ﬅomach, and

ſhoes with thick ſoles. It is of great importance, not only to
keep the head free from the fumes ofliquor, but alſo to de

fend it from the beams of the ſun. In this view, the form
and colour of the hat are of no ſmall moment. It ought to
be white, deep crowned, and broad brimmed. To theſe
properties, I added a contrivance which, though apparently
trivial, I found to be ſo uſeful and comfortable, that I can

not but recommend it to every one who viſits hot climates.
Near the top of the crown, I cut three little ſquare holes,

like valves, opening upwards, which allowed the perſpira
tion to evaporate, and admitted a gentle ﬅream of cool air

to circulate above my head, which only ﬁlled half the
crown.

See ﬁgure 1. plate I.

Thus I was protected from

the ſcorching ſun-beams, which, to ſome people, prove a
very ſerious inconvenience.

I have, however, heard but of
few

Sleep, dreſs.
and employ
ment.

r)
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few perſons being ſun-ﬅruck in Africa, and theſe owed it to
their own imprudence *. But I am informed this miſ
fortune, called by the French couﬃ de ſoleil, is not uncom
mon in the Southern States of America.

In the afternoon,

I experienced the beneﬁt of putting on a ſlannel ſhirt; for,
after the pores have been opened by the heat of the day,

the body ought to be carefully guarded againﬅ the damp's
and dews of the evening and night.
89. After what has been ſaid, Ineed not dwell on the ne

ceſſlty of unſeaſoned Europeans avoiding expoſure to the
rains in the wet ſeaſon, and keeping the feet dry and warm
at all times.

When a perſon unluckily gets wet, he ſhould

change his cloaths immediately; or, if that cannot be done,

keep up the perſpiration by continued exerciſe. Rubbing
the body with rum or other ſpirits, is a good precaution,
after getting wet.
ſi
Cold bath re
commended .

90. The cold bath is an excellent prefervative of health,
particularly in hot climates, the relaxing eﬀects of which it
tends greatly to counteract. It removes the ſordes from
the ſkin, leaves the pores open and free, and braces and in

vigorates the whole conﬅitution. It is not, however, to be
plunged into by all perſons indiſcriminately. Thoſe who
are plethoric or feveriſh,_or whoſe lungs are diſeaſed, ought

to abﬅain from it. Yet it is ſeldomer improper in hot than
in cold climates ; and in Africa, I have known many bene

ﬁted, but not one hurt by it. But let thoſe who feel any in
diſpoſition take advice before they uſe it, which I the rather

admoniſh them to do, as this is almoﬅ the only inﬅance in
which I have ventured'to ﬅep out of the precincts of com
* M. Adanſon was ſun-ﬅruck, by expoſing himſelf without his hat in the ex
treme heat of the day, and in the honeﬅ ſeaſon of the year, at Senegal.
mon
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of the day for cold bathing is the morning. All the pur L-vſi)
poſes of it are anſwered by a ſingle immerſion.

The body

ought to be immediately dried, and exerciſe uſed, for which

it is an excellent preparative.
91. The laﬅ ſpeciﬁc direction which I ſhall oﬀer is, to The ſ irits
to be kept

keep up the ſpirits, and to uſe every temperate mean to ba
niſh anxiety and melancholy. For this purpoſe, I can re
commend nothing better than keeping the mind conﬅantly
occupied with ſome purſuit, either of buſineſs or recrea
tion.

up.

YVhere buſineſs cannot be purſued as a recreation, I

have no ſcruple to mention innocent games, even to a young
colony.

Playing at cards, draughts, cheſs, and above all

billiards, for ſuch triﬂing ﬅakes as would agreeably engage
the attention, might ﬁll up a leiſure hour with very good
eﬀects on the health. Thoſe who have a taﬅe for reading,
writing letters, keeping diaries, natural hiﬅory, gardening,
drawing, or muſic, poſſeſs ample reſources againﬅ that liﬅ
leſs ennuz' which preys on the ſpirits of the idle and the
taﬅeleſs.

For want of a reliſh for ſuch elegant, innocent,

and improving ﬅudies, oﬃcers of the army, when cantoned
in places where there were no public amuſements, have

ſometimes been betrayed into deep gaming, drinking and
other pernicious exceſſes. It requires but a ſlight know
7 ledge' of human nature to ſee, that the mind, as well as the

ﬂuids, muﬅ be kept in conﬅant circulation, and that every
method ſhould be uſed to keep ſiup a gentle ﬂow of ſpirits.

This direction, experience has taught me to believe, to be of
the laﬅ importance to health, particularly in hot climates.

92. So important does it appear to me, that I will venture
to ſay, with due deference to the faculty, that the mental

phcenomena have not yet received that medical attention to
I
which

The mind
too much ne

glected by

phyſicians.
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If I be not much miﬅaken, there

Þvſia has been a little blameable neglect in this particular.
have not lived in the world without obſervation;

I

and I

know liberal phyſicians will excuſe me for venturing to
hint, that the practice of ſome of their body appears to be
formed upon a theory which individuals have avowed, and
which, therefore, we may conclude others ſecretly enter
tain, namely, that all the faculties of man owe their ori

gin to cauſes merely material. Theſe gentlemen ſeem to
proceed, as if their patients were compoſed entirely of me
chanical powers and chemical properties, combined, in ſome
unaccountable way, with a certain myﬅerious, but materi

al, principle, called life. Their language, at leaﬅ ſeems to
indicate, that they conſider ſick men as little or nothing
more than modiﬁcations of matter and motion-a ſort of
chymico-mechanical automata. They clea/r the prime vice,
empty the bowels, brace up the nerves, &c. relax the con
tracted ﬁbres, expel wind, correct acidities, and bring about

digeﬅiom, and derivations, and revulſiom of various kinds of
matter. I am far from ſaying that theſe terms are impro
per; although I fear I may have uſed them improperly. I
only mean to remark, that terms taken from matter and it's
properties abound much more in the medical nomencla
ture, than ſuch as relate to mind and it's operations. For
aught I know, this may be neceſſary and unavoidable ; yet.
I cannot help fuſpecting that the more frequent uſe of ſuch
terms betrays a degree of indifference to the mind, as com
bined with, and inﬂuencing the body, in the human ſyﬅem.

If we except the general terms " paſſnns of the mind,"

*' depreﬃng paſſions," and a few others, phyſicians ſeldom:
uſe words that imply man to be a being, compoſed of a. bo
dy, reaſon and aﬀections, diverſiſied and modiﬁed, and act

'

ing.
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ing on one another, in a variety of ways. Hence moﬅ of
their preſcriptions relate almoﬅ excluſively to the body.
93. There is indeed an old book, formerly of ſome au

C H A P.

VI.
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thority in Europe, which preſcribes many admirable medi

cines for a " wounded ſpirit." But our preſent race of
phyſicians ſeem to diſregard this antiquated volume, as
quite foreign to modern practice.
94. Be this as it may, I believe it will be allowed that, in
ſome diſeaſes, the ſymptoms of the mind are as much to be
attended to, as thoſe of the body. I farther believe, that
the exhibition of a deep tragedy, a humorous comedy, a

concert of muſic, according to the mood of the patient, or
any ſpectacle which would engage the attention and intereﬅ
the paﬃons, without agitating them too much, would be of
uſe in more caſes than are generally imagined.
95. It has been obſerved that boys, girls, women, and old
men, ﬅand a tranſition from a cold to a hot climate, better

than men in the prime of life.

Theſe laﬅ, it is true, are

more expoſed to the cauſes of diſeaſe than girls, women,
and old men; but, I believe, upon the Whole, not more than

boys.

May not one reaſon of this be, that men of mature

age are more thoughtful than women by nature, than boys

and girls, who have not yet arrived at the ſeaſon for anxious
reﬂection, and than old men who have paſſed beyond it P
Yet l am not ſure that the anſwer to this query would be in

the aﬃrmative. For it ſeems to be certain that perſons of a
ﬂender habit are generally more healthy in hot climates than
thoſe who are inclined to corpulency; though it is common
ly thought, that the minds of the latter are more placid and
tranquil than thoſe of the former.

It is alſo obſerved, that

men above forty ﬅand the climate of Africa better than

thoſe who have not reached that age.
I 2

_
96. I

Children,
women, ſlena

der perſons.
and men a

bove forty
ﬅand the cli
mate beﬅ.
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96. Iſhould tremble for the incurſion I have made into .
the domains of the faculty, did I not believe that liberal

w

Apology to

the ſaculty.

phyſicians will pardon a few good natured remarks, made

with a view tci awaken their attention to the influence of

Ulillty of
theſe hints.

mind in very many diſeaſes, where a proper attention to
the powerful cauſes, lodged in it, might have the moﬅ bene
ſicial conſequences.
'
97. To ſuch phyſicians, I would reſpectfully ſubmit the
foregoing hints, which being chiefly preventive, do. not, like
curative preſcriptions, require any great knowledge of me
dicine.

I muﬅ confeſs, however, that obſervation and ex

perience have rendered me not a little conﬁdent Of the
utility of theſe hints, in guarding againﬅ the eﬀects of a

ſudden change of climate. By obſerving them, the conﬅi
tution can ſcarcely fail to accomodate itſelf to it's new ſitu
ation. And this happy conſequence will be experienced
ſooner or later, according to the original ﬅrength or weak

nefs of the ﬅranger's frame; the more or leſs manly educa
tion he may have received,.or the early habits he may have

formed. For the eﬀects of the climate muﬅ of courſe be
diﬀerent on diﬀerent conﬅitutions.

The foregoing rules

are general, and the application of them muﬅ be left to the
good ſenſe and' prudence of individuals. For my own part,
although I arrived on the coaﬅ, in the moﬅ unhealthful ſea

ſon of the year,I eſcaped all the diſeaſes of the country.
This I aſcribe entirely to a cautious obſervance of the pre
Mortality at
Senegal, e
ſcaped by the
temperate.

ventives above recited. During a mortality, which raged at
Senegal, while I was there, ſix out of eleven ſailors, belong

ing to the veſſel in which I returned to Europe, were carried
oﬀ in a month; but not a ſingle gentleman or oﬃcer on.

ſhore was ſo much as attacked, owing no doubt, to the.
temperance and regularity, which their ſituatiom enabled
them
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them to obſerve. Thus, having both ſeen and experienced," C If? P
the good eﬀects of the foregoing rules,l may hope to be in- w
dulged in recommending them ſo warmly to others.
I

C H A vP.

vil.

GENERAL REFLECTIONS ON COLONIES, AND THE MEANS OF PRO
MOTING THEM.

98. " THE idea of glory," ſays the Abbe Raynal, " is in- Definition of

ſeparable from that of great diﬃculty overcome, ﬁtſſhkſiy
great utility reſulting from ſucceſs, and a proportionate in
creaſe of the happineſs of mankind, or of one's country."
--" Glory eſſentially belongs to God on high. Upon earth

it is the portion of virtue, not of genius; of a virtue uſeful,
great, beneﬁcent, ſhining, heroic.

It is the lot of a mo

narch
who, during
the perils
of a boiﬅerous
reign,
and
ſucceſsfully
labours,
to promote
the felicity
of labours,
his ſub- r
jects.

It is the lot ofa ſubject who ſacriﬁces his life for the

good of the community. It belongs to a nation which no
bly reſolves to die free, rather than to live in ſlavery. It is
the reward, not of a Caeſar or a Pompey, but of a Regulus or

a Cato. It is the juﬅ recompenſe of a Henry IV."
99. " Thanks to the ſpirit of humanity which now be
gins to inſpire all ſenſible men; conquerors, both ancient

and modern, are ﬁnking to the level of the moﬅ deteﬅable
of mankind*. And I have not a doubt that poﬅerity, which

will pronounce an impartial ſentence on our diſcoveries in
the New World, will doom our barbarous navigators to a
* " Heroes are all the ſame, it is agreed,
From Macedonia's madman to the Swede,

The whole ﬅrange purpoſe of their lives to ﬁnd,

Or make, an enemy-of all mankind."-

POPE.

lower
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IOWer ﬅate of abaſement than even conquerors themſelves.

VII.
L-'Y'd-J

Did the love of mankind, or did ſordid avarice, actuate

them? And can enterprizes, even though good in them
ſelves, be thought deſerving of praiſe, if the motives of them
be vicious *."
Colonial po
licy-of mo
dern Eu

rope con
tracted.

100. But were navigators alone blameable in this reſpect ?
And can we candidly aﬃrm that the governments of the
colonizing
nations
Europe
have of
ſeriouſly
laboured,
they ought,ito
give of
to the
ſelﬁſhneſs
their ſubjects,
a dias
rection favourable to the real intereﬅs of mankind?

not.

I fear

That enlarged policy which, imitating the ſource of

all perfection, endeavours to extract good out of evil, order
out of confuſion, ſeems to have had too little influence on

the conduct of thoſe ﬅatefmen, who took a part in project
ing the modern colonies of Europe-We will ſend our ſu
perﬂuous people to South America, ſaid the court of Spain,
to explore it's treaſures, and, by their means, we will poſ

ſeſs ourſelves excluſively of the ſinews of war, and the me

dium of commerce, and thus render Spain the arbitreſs of
Europe-The court of Portugal held ſimilar language.
We, ſaid the Dutch, will get poſſeﬃon of the ſpices of the

Eaﬅ, and n0t a Clove or a nutmeg ſhall the Europeans re
ceive, except through our hands.-The Britiſh, with more

good ſenſe, but perhaps not with leſs ſelfiſhneſs, reſolved to
form colonies in North America, to ſerve as conſumers of
their manufactures, and providers of raw materials and na
val ﬅores, which, from their bulk, might employ a numerous
body of mariners, and give to Britain the empire of the

0cean.-France, ſeeing the acceﬃon of wealth and power,
which Britain ſeemed to derive from her colonies, but
* Hiſi. Phil, 8: Pol. T, VI. p. 285.
which
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which ſhe principally did derive from her liberty and con
ſequent induﬅry, at home, was not ſlow in following the ﬅeps

C H A P.
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of her rival. The Swedes, the Danes, the Pruﬃans, and
the Auﬅrians, have alſo had their colonizing ſch'emes; but

not to the ſame extent with the nations already mentioned.
101. All thoſe ſchemes were formed upon a ſimilar prin
ciple. Contractedyiews of commercial and ﬁnancial advan
tage, narrowed their foundations, and ſuﬀered them not to

ſpread beyond the limits oſ a partial and local policy. For,
as far as I can learn, the founders of the modern European colonies ſcarcely ever entertained a thought Of enlarging the

ſphere oſand
human
felicity,
and extending
of civiit
lization
religion
to diﬅant
nations.ct the
Onbleſſings
the contrary,
is melancholy to trace the progreſs of the modern European
colonization,
marked,
as it is, with injuﬅice, rapine
murder,
in various
ſhapes.
ct
ct and

102. And what advantages have the reſpective-mother
countries derived from their plundering ſchemes? Why ,

Conſequen
ces of this
i narrow

the Spaniards and the Portugueſe gained gold, and they
gained pride; but they 'loﬅ their home-Conſumers by ex
ceſſive emigrations; and their remaining people loﬅ their
induﬅry, and their enterprizing ſpirit, which before had

made them ſo reſpectable in Europe. The Dutch gained
the Spice Iﬂands, on which indeed they formed ſettlements,
or factories, rather than colonies *. But in the Weﬅ Indies
* 1 think it right to diﬅinguiſh colonies from ſettlements or faGtories. A colo
ny ſigniﬁes a number of families, formed into a regular community, who have ﬁxed
themſelves on an unoccupied ſpot, with a view to cultiVate the ſoil, and rear p'oﬅe
rity. The words colony and ſettlement have ſometimes the ſame meaning; but as '
the latter is very often uſed for the word factory, I wiſh to reﬅrict it to this laﬅ ſig
niﬁcation.-Fa&ories (or ſettlements) having only commercial, temporary ends in
view, remove as ſoon as thoſe ends are anſwered, leaving wholly out of ſight eve

ry kind of cultivation and improvement, either of the people orthe land.

they

cy'

pal-i;
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C- &In-2 P- they formed real colonies, which may perhaps have contri
L_...,.ſi.2 buted to ﬁll the bags of theAmﬅerdam Bank. With mo
ney, however, they multiplied drones in their' induﬅrious
hive, acquired a taﬅe for high living, increaſed their taxes,

baniſhed ſeveral of their manufactures, and have brought
upon themſelves evident ſymptoms of national decay.. The
French and the Britiſh gained an increaſed marine which

each employed in watching the motions of the other, in
taking and retaking Weﬅ Indian colonies and Eaﬅ Indian
ſettlements, and in deſolating ſome of the ﬁneﬅ countries
in the world with famine, ﬁre, and ſword.

ter into particulars.

We cannot en

Suﬃce it to ſay, that theſe two great

nations have, by their quarrels about colonies, well nigh ru

ined one another. The French politicians ſucceeded in ſe
parating the Britiſh colonies from their Mother Country;
but, in this enterprize, they ruined their ﬁnances. All Eu
rope knows the' reﬅ.

All Europe has ſeen the French go

vernment ſubverted; and has heard of the national debt of
Great Britain. May Heaven avert from this highly favoured nation, any ruinous cataﬅrophe!
103. Colonies, as hitherto eﬅabliſhed and ſupported, have

coﬅ commercial nations nearly as great a ſacriﬁce of people
as the moﬅ deﬅructive wars.

For it muﬅ be owned, that co

loniﬅs have been too often regarded by the monopolizing
companies, or private merchants, who have generally di

rected them; in the light in which ſoldiers and ſailors are
conſidered by ﬅateſmen; that is, merely as the inﬅruments

of their ſchemes.

It therefore becomes a matter of ſerious

conſideration, when, where and how to form new ones,
which, in their commencement, ſhall not be ſo deﬅructive

to the human race.

While the principals are aiming at the

acquiſition of wealth, they ought not, as unfortunately has
hitherto
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hitherto been too much the caſe, to treat with indiﬀerence C H A P.
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and neglect thoſe whom Providence has placed in the

w

humbler, but not leſs uſeful, ﬅation of executers of their,

plan-s.

'

'

104. ThOugh it be uſual to compare nations and their'
colonies to parents and their children; yet, as things now:

ﬅand, I 'apprehend the analogy is very far from being juﬅ.

In every -1family, the procreation and education of children
are inn'at'e 'principles,-and the evident intention of the Cre
is the lenﬂble parent who does not .ﬅrive
to gi've-his-children an education tas good, at leaﬅ, as he
himſelf has received', and to velevate them into a ſituation

in Il'tſe- equal,- 'or even ſuperior, hold-int which he himſelf ﬁlls.
Acting thu$,-'has he any other xend than 'their good; 'any

other purpoſe 'to ſerve 'than that Io'f eﬅabliſhing them in ſo
ciety, and-e-nabling them, in duetime, to become the pro
AV-iden't and beneﬁcent-'fathers elf 'future families P
105. From ſuch obligations, it would'be-a contradiction

to infer, that children, arrivedriat maturity, ought, from a
principle Of falſe gratitude, inſcparably to abide 'by their

parents thrOughout life. No! Nature herſelf then emana
cipates them vfrom parental authority, and juﬅiﬁes their
claim
eo-a-'LVi-th'outſeparate reſidencegeven
by exiﬅ,
their
parents.
this procedure,thoughoppoſed
vſocicſſztzſſr could Lnot

and the human race would ſoon become extinct.-In a

Word, childkn-are fruit'hanging-on the tree: men are ripe
ſtditgqualilﬁed te produce, in'their-u'tum, new zgroups w
grace the foreﬅ.

>

-

' i '

106. The
gratitude and
ﬁlialought
attachment
whichkchildren
preſerve'
for theirctparems
ſi isſi,ſſo'r
fo be, proportioned
to
.. i

r 'I

_

-

K

the

Com'pariſon 5
of nations
and their co

lonies, to pa
\
rents and
children.
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Nation:
ſhould pro
vide ten-iro
ry for their
ſurplus po
pulation.
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the care they have taken in their education, and to the tie
which has been mutually formed by both, during the ﬅate
of pupilage.
107. Societies at large ought to act preciſely on the ſame
principle, in forming colonies, which are no other than their
own children, or the ſuperﬂuity of their population. It is
indeed a duty incumbent on thev government of every free,
induﬅrious, and proſperous nation, to look out betimes for
undccupied territory, againﬅ the period when their popula
tion and manufactures ſhall exceed the proportion which
they ought to have to the land they already occupy, when

fully improved. That proportion certainly has a limit, and
commencing emigration will ſhew when that limit is ex
ceeded. Without providing new ſpace for ſurplus popula
tion, and ſeeking new markets for manufactures, the pro

greſs of both muﬅ ceaſe; or elſe the people will emigrate
to countries unconnected with the ﬅate. Hence ſound po
licy ſeems to dictate, that governments ſhould, with the

care of provident fathers, prepare proper receptacles for
the exceſs of their population-a principle which few or
no mother countries ſeem to have ſuﬃciently 0bſerved*.
108. When a large ſociety thus gives birth to a ſmall one,
can it act on a nobler principle than that of regarding, in the
ﬁrﬅ place, the intereﬅ of mankind at large, or univerſal ſo
ciety, and ſubordinately, the advantage of it's own colony,
or the ſociety deſcended from it in particular? _ Stand
ing thus between both, will not the happineſs of both cen
tre in itſelf P Does not the father of a family rejoice in,
and partake of, the felicity both of the community and of
his children P
* See Reaſon: for eﬅabliſhing the Colony of Georgia, p. 3.- _'

*

109. But
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109. But is there any colony exiﬅing, founded on theſe
truly humane and enlarged principles? On the contrary,
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does not the education, or treatment, which the preſent Eu

Cauſe: of

w

ropean colonies have received, and do ﬅill receive, from their

diſcord be
tween na

imprudent and intereﬅed parents, generally prove the ſource

tions and
their colo

of hatred between ſocieties that ought to be united by the
the moﬅ indiſſoluble ties? Whence comes it, that parties
and ſects have been ﬁrﬅ driven to diſcontent, then to emi

gration, and laﬅly, to ſeparation from the larger ſocieties to

which they belonged; but from perverted ſyﬅems of poli
cy, the abuſe of power, civil and eccleſiaﬅical, and the pro

voking attempt to keep mature deſcendants perpetually in
leading ﬅrings, like infants? Was it thus that the ancient
Greeks treated their colonies? And ought not the mo
derns, in prudence, to have imitated the liberal ſyﬅem oſ
thoſe famed ancients, who conſidered their colonies as

friends' and allies, not as dependent ſocieties Or conquere
provinces?
' '
110. " The mother Greek city, ſays Dr. Smith, though
ſhe cOnſidered the colony as a child, at all times entitled to
great favour and aſſiﬅance, and owing, in return, much grati

tude anſid reſpect, yet conſidered it as an emanczſiﬃated c/zz'ld,

over whom ſhe lpretended to claim no direct authority or
juriſdiction. The colony ſettled it's own form of govern
ment, enacted it's own laws, and made peace and war with

it's neighbours, as an independent ﬅate. The progreſs of
many of the ancient Greek colonies ſeems accordingly to
have been very THPid.lB In a century or two, ſeveral of them
appear to have rivalled, and even ſurpaſſed, their mother

Cities.

Syracuſe and Agrigentum, in Sicily; Tarentum and

Locri, in Italy; Epheſus and Miletus, in Leſſer Aſia, appear,
'

'

K 2

by

nies.
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by all accounts; to have been at leaﬅ equal to any of the
cities of ancient Greece."
- -11 1. " But the policy of modern Europe has very little
to boaﬅ of, either in the original formation, or', ſo far as
concerns their internal government, in the ſubſequent proſ
perity of the colonies of America. Folly and injuﬅice
ſeem to have been the principles which preſided over
the ﬁrﬅ project of eﬅabliſhing thoſe colonies; the folly of
hunting after mines, and the injuﬅice of covetingacountry,
whoſe natives, far from having ever injured the people of
Europe, had received the ﬁrﬅ adventurers With every mark
of kindneſs and hoſpitality;"
1'12. Every modern mother-country, has ſecured to 'her

ſelf, in one ſhape or another, a monopoly of her colony

trade.--" This monopoly, like all the other mean and ma
zlignant expedients of the mercantile ſyﬅem', depreſſes the
induﬅry of all other countries; but chiefly that of the colo
nies, without in the leaﬅ increaſing, but on the contrary

diminiſhing, that of the country in whoſe favour it is eﬅa
bliſhed-Some nations have even gone ſo far as to give up
the whole commerce of their colonies to an excluſive com

pany, of whom the colonies were obliged to buy all ſuch

European goods as they wanted, and to whom they were
obliged to ſell the whole of their own ſurplu's produce. It
was the intereﬅ of the company, therefore, not only to ſell
the. former as dear, and to buy the latter as cheap, 'as poſſi'.
ble; but to buy no more of the latter,'even at this low
price, than they could diſpoſe of' at'a very high price in
Europe; It was their intereﬅ, not only to degrade, in all
caſes, the value of the produce Of the colony, but, in many

caſes, to keep down. the natural increaſe of it's quantity.
Oſact the expedients that am well he contrived toﬅunt the na
tural
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tum! growth of a new colony, that qf an excluſive company is
'undoubtedly the moﬅ eﬀectual." " For example, the Dutch
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Eaﬅ India company, by diﬀerent arts of oppreſſion, have re
duced the population of ſeveral of the Molucca lﬅands, for

merly pretty well inhabited, nearly to the number ſuﬃ
cient to ſupply with proviſions their own inſigniﬁcant garri
ſons, and ſuch of their ſhips as occaſionally come there fer
ſpices*."
:.-:
COMMERCE.

113. There are two ſpecies of commerce diﬀerent from,
and even oppoſite to, if not deﬅructive of, one another.

Some explanation of both forms an eſſential part of my
plan.

X

.

1 14. 1ﬅ. Cmmzﬃon-commarcc, into which, in remote ages,
mankind were naturally led by their real wants. An in
terchange of uſeful commodities was the only object oftner
chants in early times. A natural and neceſſary barter, by
* Wealth of Nations, edit.5. Vol. II. p. '344, 360, 375, 397, 434.-At p. 476,
'he intelligent author mentions the operations of the Dutch Eaﬅ India company,
in the Spice Iﬅands, to enhance the price, by burning all the ſpices, beyond a cer
tain quantity, giving premium: for the collection of the bloſſoms of the clove and

nutmeg trees, &c.

He alſo glances at certain practice: of the Engliſh Eaﬅ India

company's former ſervants ; particularly their ordering the peaſants to plOugh up
rice, and ſow poppies, and the contrary,juﬅ as their intereﬅ, in the ſale of Opium
or rice, happened to direct-Sir W. Temple, in his obſervations on Holland, ſays

that " aDutchman, who had been at the Spice lſlands, told him, that he ſaw Ft one

time three heaps oſ nutmegsct'bumt, each of which was more than an ordinary
church would hold."--But we need not go ſo far abroad, for inﬂames of ſuch pro

ceedings ; for, in the year 1774, I was preſent at the burning of a large quantity of
of ſaleable ſpices, at the India Houſe in Amﬅerdam, for the avowed purpoſe of
keeping up the price.

i

their

Commiﬂion

commerce
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vn. , their means, diﬀuſed the produce oſ every part of the then

w

known world over the whole; and their proﬁts might be
regarded more as the wages of neceſſary labour, than as the
gains of injurious monopoly. Gold and ſilver were not ex
cluded from this commerce; but they were left to ﬁnd
their way into the general circulation, by their weight and
ﬅandard.

Their relative worth was not, like that of coin,

ﬁxed by artiﬁcial laws; but, like the worth of every other
commodity, was regulated by the natural demand.

And

paper credit had, in that early period, no exiﬅence. This
natural and unreﬅrained ﬅate of commerce accorded per
fectly with the primitive ſimplicity of thoſe ages: and it

certainly tended to promote a diﬀuſion of the comforts of
life commenſurate to the wants of mankind, whom it united
ſhould be
encouraged
in a new co
lony.

by the bond of mutual intereﬅs.
1 15. A mixture Of ſenſible and virtuous Europeans with
ſimple, untutored Africans, may be expected, by the reci

procal action 'and re-action oſ their habits and manners, to
produce a ſocial character nearly approaching the ancient
ſimplicity. It were therefore to be wiſhed, that the bene
ſicial ſpecies of commerce, juﬅ mentioned, could be ſo fixed
in every new African colony, as for ever to exclude that
perverted ſyﬅem which I ſhall call ſpeculation-commerce,

on which it ſeems neceſſary to dwell ſomewhat more parti
cularly *.
116.
* In order to give the reader ſome idea of the extent to which a trade in the

productions of Africa may be carried, it may not be amiſs to mention a few fact:
which ſhow that a communication between very diﬅant parts of that continent, is

already open. And it will ſcarcely be denied, that this might be made the Channel
oſ conveying regular ſupplies of European goods into thoſe central regions which
have hitherto ſeldom received any, except when the precarious ſucceſs of the prey

ditory expeditious of their chiefs happened to enable them to make returns in
ſlaves ;
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116. 2d. Sþemdatz'on-commerce produces eﬀects very dif- C H A P
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ferent from commiſſion-commerce.

It does not tend ſo di
w

Speculatiou
commerce.

ſlaves; but who, were that traﬃc aboliſhed, would not ſail to ﬁnd equivalents in

the productions of the country.---The Chevalier des Marchais, who viſited Gui
nea in 1725, 1726, and 1727, by order of the French government, ſays that " Ma

lays came on horſes go days journey to trade at Ardra, bringing cotton cloths and
muſlins, and receiving ſlaves, ivory and gold duﬅ."-Captain Fraſer ſays, there is
a trade in ſlaVes, carried on acroſs the continent by merchants, who come for them
from the eﬅern part' of Africa to Angola on the weﬅ, and other witneſſe: aﬃrm

the fame thing(See Min. of Evid.)--Lieut. Matthews tells us, that many black
prieﬅs travel acroſs from the Nile, and from Morocco to Abyſſinia, that he ſaw ſeve

ral of them in the Mandingo country, and that by means of them, and the travelling -

black merchants, the defeat of the Spaniards before Gibraltar was known 40 days
after, at Riopongos (Voyage to Sierra Leona, p. 70.) This report muﬅ have tra
velled at the rate of at leaﬅ 40 miles a day, which proves that the roads are not ve
ry bad.--The negro captive I mentioned in the note to $7i, told me that he had
travelled much; and, in particular that he had made ſeven journies from Fouta
Jallo, conſiderably above Gallam, to Whidah, to buy ﬁre-arms for his king, who
having been embroiled with the princes lower down the Senegal, could not as uſu

al, get them from the coaﬅ, by that riVer. From his account Fouta Jallo, lies be
tween the Niger and the Whidah, 10 days journey from the former I' towards the
ſun-ſetting," as he expreſſed it, and 15 from the latter, " towards the ſun-riſing,

but conſiderably below it." But the circumﬅance of his converſation which moﬅ
ſurpriſed me was, that in many parts of the interior, he paſſed the rivers on bridges.
-For an account of the " trade in the interior parts of Africa," ſee that title in
the Privy Council's Report, where it appears that that continent is traverſed in
many directions by caravans trading in European goods, ivory, gold-dull, ebony,
ﬅaves, ſennah, mannah, caſſia, dates, gums, &c.-See alſo the intereﬅing publica
tions of the African aſſociation.

It may be ſaid, that, ſeeing the weﬅern coaﬅ of Africa, is reſorted to for ﬅaves
by the eaﬅern nations of that continent, and even by the Eaﬅ Indians, that the abo.
lition of that traﬃc does not depend on the Europeans. I anſWer that the ſlave

market on the weﬅern coaﬅ does entirely depend on the Europeans; and that this is
the greateﬅ market, would appear from the dealers coming ſo far to frequent it; for
they would not travel acroſs the continent, if they could conveniently buy ﬅaves

nearer home. If, therefore, the Europeans aboliſh the ſlave-trade, it is plain that
the emporium for it would be removed from the weﬅern coaﬅ, and would no

longer diﬅurb legitimate commerce there.

rectly
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- rectly to ſu'pply the wents'o'f a community, as to gratify
the avidity of individual merchants, whom governments
ſuffer to take advantage of thoſe wants.

Nay, as if this

were not enough, moﬅ governments have been prevailed
on to make formal grants, of monopolies and excluſive pri
vileges to bodies of merchants. Such 'grants are deﬅructive
of competition, the very ſaul of commerce, 'put the con

ſumers compleatly in the poWer of foreﬅallers, and 'nou'riſh
the overhearing wealth and ambition of individuals, at the
expenſe of the anu-nity.-The merchant who collects
the products of diﬅant cmmtries in ſuch quant'kties as have
been previouſly ordered by hi's co'rre'ſpondentsand Cuﬅom
. ers, may be compared to a ﬅream which gently irrigates and
refreſhes the ﬁelds.

The monopolizing fpeculator in thoſe

products not unaptly reſembles a reſervoir which conſines
the waters till the ﬁelds are parched, and at laﬅ diﬅributes

them unſeaſonably and partially, overﬂowing ſome places,
Speculators

and miſerably 'ﬅinting others.
117. Speculatdrs in exchanges and money-jobbers may,

uneonnected
v. ith the '

community.

perhaps, love to be compared to conductors which convey

the commercial ﬂuid through the world. 'I ſhall not object
to the compariſon, if they will permit me to mention, that
the Jews have alſo been likened to thoſe 'conductors,'by an
'eminent orator',

'Like the Iſraelites too, 'thoſe gentlemen

are unconnected. with any community; and, like Jew ped
lars, can, at any time, put their caſh and bills in their poc

kets, and ﬂit, with the celerity of theirown paper, from one
'end of the 'world to the other. For, -I would alk any man

who knows the world, what hold any community can have
of perſOns who, without property in lands, houſes, or com
modities, ſit in their cotmting-houſes, watching the courſe
* Mr. Burke.

of
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of exchange, or the chance of a job *? I do not mean a mi
niﬅerial job; although ſome have ſhrerly ſuſpected that
the gains of ſuch men have ctbeen formerly'ſwelled by this

VII.
w

kind of buſineſs,--a circumﬅance which perhaps the il
luﬅrious Chatham had in his eye when, in the honeﬅ fer

vor of his patriotic ſoul, he uttered the following language.
118. " There is," ſaid he, '4 a ſet of men in London

who are known to live in riot and luxury, upon the plun
der of the ignorant, the innocent and the helpleſs ; up
on that part of the' community which ﬅands in moﬅ need
of, and beﬅ deſerves, the protection of the legiﬂaturet. To

me, 'my lords, whether they be miſerable jobbers of Change
alley, or the lofty Aſiatic plunderers of Leadenhall-ﬅreet,
they are all equally deteﬅable. I care but little whether a
man walks on foot, or is drawn by four or ſix horſes; if his

luxury be ſupported by the plunder of his country, I de
ſpiſe and abhor him. My lords, while 1 had the honour of
ſerving his majeﬅy, I never ventured to look at the treaſury
but from a diﬅance.

It is a buſineſs I am unﬁt for, and to

which I never could have ſubmitted. The little Iſiknow of it
has not ſerved to raiſe my opinion of what is vulgarly call
ed the monied-intereﬅ;
I mean
that this
blood-ſucker,
that
muck-worſſm,
which pretends
to ſerve
or that admini

* " The' capitals," ſays Dr. Smith, " employed in the agriculture and in the

retail trade of any ſociety muﬅ always reſide within that ſociety. The capital ofa
wholeſale merchant, on the contrary" (and aſhrtiori that of a money-jobber)

" ſeems to have no fixed reſidence any where, but may wander about from place to
place" (juﬅ like it's owner) "according as it can either buy cheap or ſell dear."
VVealth of Nations, Vol. II. p. 54.

't Dr. Arbuthnot obſerves, that " money-ſcriveners are like your Wire-drawing
mills; if they get hold of a man's ﬁnger, they will pull in his whole body at laﬅ."

L

ﬅration

Lord Chat.
ham's opini
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and Dr.

Johnſon's.

ﬅration, but which may be purchaſed, on the ſame terms,
by any adminiﬅration."

119. " Theſe are the men," ſays Dr. Johnſon, " who,
without virtue, labour or hazard, are growing rich as their
country is impoveriſhed. They rejoice when obﬅinacy or
ambition adds another year to ﬂaughter and devaﬅation;
and laugh from their deſks at bravery and ſcience, while
they are adding ﬁgure to ﬁgure, and cipher to cipher, hop

ing for a new contract for a new armament, and comput
ing the proſits of a ſiege- or a tempeﬅ."
120. It is to be hoped, however, that the nation, to which

this noble orator and this ſublime moraliﬅ were ſuch ſhin
ing ornaments, will never experience the evil conſequences
with which the influence of the monied intereﬅ, if it con

Their opera

tinue to predominate over every other, may one day
threaten their liberties.
* .
121. To ſpeak the truth, it appears to me, that a ſpecies

tions tend to
enﬂave

of ſlavery, or dependence, very much like it, has gradually

menkind,

crept, with ſpeculation-commerce and, manufactures, into
all countries where they prevail.

Of this ſlavery or de

pendence, or whatever elſe it may be called, there are va
rious degrees, from what we are pleaſed to ﬅyle a gentle
ﬅate of ſervice in our families, down to the moﬅ abuſive and
boldly avowed ſlavery in our ſugar colonies. I cannot
give a ſhorter inﬅance,'than the ﬅate of celibacy in which
our numerous menial ſervants are obliged to live, on pain

of loſing their places; as few will employ a married ſer
vant. Thus the one ſex is ſeduced into proﬅitution, and
the other has no other reſource than in the annihilation of a

natural'and neceſſary paſſion, or in whoredom and de
bauchery for life.

This is but one, out of a thouſand in

ﬅances, which might be given of the inverﬁon of ſocial or
der

_,_,i
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' der which now, more or leſs, prevails in all commercial na
tions, and which ought to be particularly guarded againﬅ,
in eﬅabliſhing a new colony.

C H A P.
VlI.
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122. Ihave thought much on theſe evils; and, on the and why.
oney inde

whole, ﬁnd myſelf inclined to attribute them to a cauſe Pendemo;
which ſeems never to have been much, if at all, attended to comm®d'*'*'*

by degradatſiion
others. I- have
to ſuſpect,com
that
the
of a great
great reaſon,
portion however,
of every mercantile
munity, ariſes from the prevailing luﬅ of accumulating ma

'ney * independent of commodities, of the value of which it
is become the mere ao-hitmzyſtgn, inﬅead of being, as for
merly, circulated and transferred as a commodity. itſelf. In
this unnatural innovation, I think I fee the 'ſource of many
of the grievous evils which now aﬄict commercial nations.
Hac ſonde derz'vata duties! Money, in early times, was
wiſely adopted as the medium of commence, which gave it
it's chief value as a commodity. But it has been evidently
diverted from it's natural uſe, which was admirably calcu
lated to promote- the free interchange of other commodities,

the increaſe of knowledge and virtue, and vthe wealth and

proſperity of nations. This lamentable perverſion appears to
have been owing to the Italian invention of 'bills of ex
change, the operations of graſping monopoliﬅs, the arbitra
ry interference of governments, in attempting to eﬅabliſh
between gold, ſilver, and copper, and between theſe metals
and other commodities, an unnatural relative value; and,

above all, to the modern ſyﬅem of public credit and
finance.

To the-'ſe we muﬅ add, the enormous augmenta

tion and wide circulation-of paper, moﬅly of idea] value, re
* By 'Mary I mean any thing coine'd, upon which an arbitrary value has 'been
ﬁxed, entirely unconnected with any commodity, in like manner as it's faſibricator',

the ſpeculating merchants, are unconnected with any community.
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ſulting from all the other cauſes. Thus money has com
pleatly ſupplanted commodities, and become itſelf the chief
ſubject of commercial ſpeculation, to the excluſion of uſeſul
productions. The acquiſition of it is the ſole purſuit of all
men of buſineſs; particularly of individual merchants and
monopolizing companies, ſeparate from the general good, to
which the production and interchange of uſeful commodities
always directly conduces. In this unnatural chaos of mo
ney-ſpeculation, where all the concerns of ſociety, and all

the abilities of individuals, as well as the produce of their
induﬅry, are eﬅimated, not by Ounces and penny-weights
of gold and ſilver, but by imaginary denominations of
pounds, livres, rix-dollars, &c. I ſay, in this forced and ar

tiﬁcial ﬅate of things, could it be ſurpriſing that men
ſhould ﬁnd their labours ſpeculated upon, or monopolized,

their time engroſſed, their ſocial and domeﬅic comforts
abridged, their perſons degraded, their minds darkened,
and their children brought up, as machines, to ſpin cotton

and grind ſciſſars ?-And all for what ?-but to enable a few
monopoliﬅs to accumulate money.
Ccmmercial
* colonies
tend tollave

ry. agricul

123. That colonies formed on the modern mercantile

ſyﬅem, in which money has uſurpedv the place of commo
dities, muﬅ neceſſarily be ſupported by the degradaſſtion of

tural to li

berty.

a great part of the community, appears to me the unavoid
able reſult of their faulty, commercial conﬅitution.

On the

other hand, liberty muﬅ be the happy lot of colonies eﬅa
bliſhed on the baſis of agriculture ; for natural productions

are not nearly ſo liable, as money is, to be perverted to pur
poſes incompatible with the beneﬁt of a community at large.
Degradation, or a ſpecies of ſlavery, is undoubtedly one of

the baneful eﬀects of the abuſed power and influence of mo
ney. But liberty ﬂows from the production of uſeſul com
' medi
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modities, which leads the labourer or productor to true loy- C H A P
alty, making it his intereﬅ to ﬅrengthen the power of the
laws, and to ſecure the peace and good order of the com
munity, without which his bulky and unwieldy property
cannot be ſecure.
124. I hope my peculiar thoughts on commerce will
have the good fortune to be well received by many diſinte
reﬅed perſons, who will excuſe my dwelling on it at as great
length as the narrow limits of my work will permit. I flat
ter myſelf too, that the good-natured reader will interpret

ſome warm expreſſions, which have eſcaped me, not as dic
tated by a rancorous ſpirit, or any diſregard to the reſpect
able part oſ the public, but by an honeﬅ zeal for guarding
all new communities from the baneſul eﬀects of monopoly

and ſpeculation *.
+

125. The preceding reﬂections will appear the more im- Neceﬃty of
portant, if we conſider that, unleſs we avoid the errors of

former coloniﬅs, not to mention later attempts, our under- led"
taking certainly will mifcarry, leaving us overwhelmed with
ſhame, ſelf reproach, and an irretrievable loſs of lives, time,

labour, and expenſe. Let us therefore beware of proceed
ing on ſelﬁſh and avaritious principles; but having made
choice of one of the beﬅ ſituations hitherto known, let us

proﬁt by the experience of others; and, guarding againﬅ
their miﬅakes and miſconduct, let us act on plans, worthy
of men of good hearts and clearv underﬅandings; let us
liﬅen, in ﬁne, to the counſel of-experienced and diſmtereﬅ
* See the queries at the end of this chapter.
ed
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e'd perſons, and Weigh 'matters of ſo great importance, with
becoming ſeriOufne-ſs and attention.

'

w

flow colo
niﬅs ſhould
be encour

1'26. The reſult oſ ſuch deliberations, we are warranted

to hope, would be Kthe formation and adoption oſ a ſeries of

aged.

regulations ſounded on ſubﬅantial juﬅice and virtuous li
berty. If out Wealth and enjoyments here in Europe
ſhould diſmcl-ine us from perſonally executing ſo noble an
enterprize, we may canfribute eſſentially towards it, and
probably increaſe our own fortunes, by giving encourage
ment to a body of men, poor perhaps in point oſ property,
but rich in activity,probity, fortitude, and 'other mental re

ſh-urces.

Let theſe give what ſecurity they can for the pro

perty advanced, and, if they are, as they certainly ought

to be, tmen of the chair-after deſcribed, their principles wﬂl
be a ſuﬃcient ſecurity.
.
127. It is an important, though an obvious, remark, that
the zeal, even of the beﬅ coloniﬅs, cannot reaſonably be ex-_

pected to exceed that of the principals in the undertaking.
If We riſk a 'little property, we ſhould remember that they

riſk their lives; or, probably think, (though perhaps without

ſuﬃcient reaſon) that they are riſking them.

'Without

cOuntenancing their groundleſs fears, we ought to open to
them proſpects, in ſome deg'ree,'p'roportioned to the ideas of
Tperſonal hazard, which moﬅ men attach' to ſuch under-

takings. The beſt way to convince them that thoſe proſ
pects are not deluſive, will be to furniſh them liberally, in
'the ﬁrﬅ inﬅance, with every accommodation conducive to
their health and comfon. And what ſort of proſpects will
it be 'neceſſary to hold out P Shall we tempt them with al
luring promiſes oſ riches and ſplendour? No: men whoſe
imaginations love to rctiot in ſuch dreams would be a curſe
to an inſant colony: but, to perſons of the proper deſcrip
tion,

__=F=-__-;_
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tion, we need only make an honeﬅ and ſincere oﬀer of our CHAP.
VII.
eﬀectual aſſiﬅance in obtaining, by their own induﬅry, a w
competency for themſelves and their families.
128. The choice of people for an infant colony is a mat Choice of
coloniﬅs. _

ter of the utmoﬅ importance, and the niceﬅ delicacy; for

the greateﬅ care and caution will be neceſſary to afcertain
the real characters of thoſe who oﬀer themſelves as mem
bers of an infant community. On this depends it's peace
and it's ultimate ſucceſs. Men of reﬅleſs, unﬅeady diſpoſi
tions, or who indulge in gaming or liquor, or with various
women; or'who entertain ambitious and ſelſiſh views; or
who are apt to dream of eaſy days and careleſs nights, and
acrial caﬅles and Cities like El Dorado *. ln ſhort, all men
of diſſipated habits of whatever kind, and whoſe views and

purſuits
not perfectly
agreeable
to ſocial
order, are to be
rejected,are
as improper
inmateſis
for a new
colony.
1 29. A few perſons, of known and approved ſobriety,
honeﬅy and induﬅry, ought to be choſen and well provided
with houſes, food, cloathing, medicines and, in a word, eve

ry neceſſary, and even every comfort, ſuitable to their new
and untried ſituation. Should the expenfe of liberally ſit
ting out ſuch a felect number of ſettlers prove even double
to that of a crowd of people indiſcriminate'ly picked up, the

plan would nevertheleſs be found a ſaving one in the end;
and-it would moreover diminiſh the mortality, and, in all

prObability, inſurc ultimate ſucceſs. _

'

.

130. As an additional argument ſci- the prudent choice of
ſettlers, I may mention the footing of good neighbourhood

Nativechiefs
to be concili
ated.

* The golden city in South America, dreamed of by Sir Walter Rakigh, and
which, above a century after that great man's death, a Jeſuit, of the name of

Gumila, expreſſed a ﬅrong deſire raviſh. But it has never yet been diſcovered!
and

-_*-* --
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and friendſhip, which it will be 'abſolutely neceſſary for

Vll.

w them
chiefs diſcernmeſſnt,
of the country.
Thoſe
chiefs to
aremaintain
far fromwith
beingthe
without
and the
diſ
covery of any thing like a ſelﬁſh ſpirit would awaken their
jealouſy, and as eﬀettually alienate them from the intereﬅs
of the colony as the moﬅ ﬂagrant outrage. Since it will be
of the higheﬅ importance to conciliate and preſerve, by
ſolid and laﬅing beneﬁts, the good will of the chief of the

ſpot where the colony is intended to be ﬁxed, I would re
commend it to the coloniﬅs to place themſelves, as far as

prudence will permit, under his protection; and-to conform
themſelves, as much as they can, conſiﬅently with the great
end of the eﬅabliſhment, to the innocent cuﬅoms of the na
tives. When the colonial town comes to be built, and the
lands divided, a houſe ſhould ﬁrﬅ be built, and a garden

laid out, for the chief himſelf; and the garden ſhould be

kept in order till his own people have learnt the method of
performing that delightful talk.

This would be the eaſieﬅ

and. moﬅ eﬀectual way, at once to reconcile him and his
domeﬅics to the habits of civilized life, and to ſatisfy him
that no kind of injuﬅice, or uſurpation w'as intended. Thus,
not only his own intereﬅ would induce him to protect a co
lony which had increaſed his enjoyments, but gratitude

would inſpire him with cordial ſentiments of regard for his
new friends, whom he would ſoon be brought to conſider as

his children. All jealouſy on the part of the chief being
thus removed, his ſubjects, taught by his example and
that of his domeﬅics, would ſoon begin to adopt the man
ners of the Europeans, to imitate their induﬅry, and to
emulate them in every kind of improvement.
---_-_
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131. I know not what ſome of my readers may think, but
to me, it appears a ſerious violation of natural law to force,
or even to allure, men and women to drudge in any kind
of hard labour that can be performed by cattle.

For, to

C H A P.
VII.
w

Men not to
be ſubﬅitut
ed ſor cattle.

what purpoſe hath the Creator endowed certain animals
with ﬅrength, patience and docility, and made them obe
dient to the will of man, unleſs they are to aſſiﬅ him in his
labours, and to partake of the harveﬅ? To partake, I ſay,

of the harveﬅ, and to be treated with a conſideration pro
portioned to their ſervices, and to their various degrees of
feeling, which generally correſpond with their diﬀerent por
tions of intellect. We are ever to remember, that, of all the
external gifts of God, the moﬅ valuable is the ſervice of la

bouring animals, over which he hath not granted us an ab
ſolute, but an evidently limited, dominion, for the exerciſe
of'which we are accountable to him*. If ſo; it follows, a

ſortzſiori, that he hath not given men abſolute dominion over
one another.

" Man over men he made not lord; ſuch ti

tle to himſelf reſerving +."

Having then, ﬅrictly ſpeaking,

'no abſolute dominion over brutes, and ﬅill leſs over one
another, we never can have a right, either by force or fraud,

ſito make our fellow creatures perform the taſks of labouring
cattle, taſks for which God and nature have not ﬁtted them,
and which in certain diſorderly hordes acroſs the Atlantic,
have deﬅroyed more human lives than ever did war, peﬅi

lence or famine, in any other country.
132. Without entering into the minutiae of cultivation, I
ſhall only endeavour to point out the neceſſity of introduc

The uſe of
the plough
recommend
ed.

, * See Dr. Primatt's Eſſay on the Duty of Mcrcy and the Sin of Cruelty to
Erute Animals-alſo the Adventurer, No. .37.

.

'l' Milton.
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ing the labour oſ cattle and the uſe of the plough, iſ poſſible,
at the very commencement oſ a new colony. It is not
only the quickeﬅ and cheapeﬅ mode of cultivation; but is
preferable in every other reſpect, to the ſlow and ﬅaviſh
method of forcing men and women to dig up the ground
with hand-hoes, and to carry out the dung in baſkets, as ge

nerally practiſed in the ſugar iſlands, and in ſome parts of
the American continent. This practice is evidently incom
patible with the health and comfort of free labourers in a
hot climate, and indeed in any climate; for I believe the

hand-hoeing oſ all the land which is now ploughed through
out Europe, would be found intolerably oppreſſive to the
peaſantry, even in theſe temperate or cold climates.
,
Objections
to the

133. In converſing with many oſ the Weﬅ Indians, a little

plough an

attention will diſcover that one grand, though tacit, reaſon

ſwercd.

for their preſerring hand-hoeing to the plough is, That z't
[tas lzz'tlzerta been their c-Lſſom. This happens to be juﬅ ſuch
a reaſon as men wedded to ancient prejudices, conﬅantly
give for continuing their errors; and oſ all men, the cultiva
tors oſ the earth, from their ſcattered ſituation, are obſerv

ed to adhere the moﬅ obﬅinately to their ancient practices.
Monteſquieu remarks that the Turks ﬅill employ no other
machinery, in. their mines, than the arms of their ſlaves;

while they daily ſee their neighbours, the Hungarians, who
have no ﬁaves, abridge their own labour, and ſave much
expenſe, by the uſe of machinery. For, ſo inſatuating is

the practice of ﬂavery, that the maﬅers cannot ſee that the
labour of ſlaves which, to vulgar eyes, appears the cheap

eﬅ, is in truth incomparably the deareﬅ of all labour *.
* This has been ſatisfactorily proved by Dr. Franklin in his Thoughts on the
peopling oſ Countries, by Montcſquieu in the Spirit of Laws, and by Dr. Smith in

\Vcalth of Nations, Vol. I. p. 122, and Vol. III. p. 38, edit. 5.

134. But
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134. But the Weﬅ Indians make two objections to C A? P

the plough which are worthy of more ſerious anſwers. L-npſi-I
-" In the old ſmall iﬅands, many eﬅates are too con
tracted to aﬀord paﬅurage, and their cattle and horſes have

hitherto been fed with graſs and weeds which the ſlaves are
forced to " pick" when they ſhould be taking reﬅ. This
ſcanty mode of feeding, gives the cattle barely ﬅrength to
crawl to the ſhipping places with the produce; but would
never ſuﬅain them under the labour of ploughing."--I ac
knowledge the force of this objection, as far as it goes; but it
aﬀccts only the old, ſmall iſlands, and only the ſmaller eﬅates
in thoſe iſlands, and even in theſe it might be, in moﬅ caſes, as

in ſome it already is, removed by the culture of Guinea graſs,

Guinea corn and other provender. This objection, however,
applies not to Jamaica, and the Ceded iﬅands, nor even to
the larger eﬅates on the old ſmall iſlands.-Another objection
is, that " ſome eﬅates, or rather ſome ﬁelds (for it is ſcarce

ly true of any whole ſugar eﬅate) are too ﬅeep or too rocky
to admit of the plough."-But this cannot be urged againﬅ

ploughing land that is not too ﬅeep and too rocky, and ſuch
is far the greater part of the cane-land in the ſugar colonies.
For few ſugar works, comparatively, were ﬁxed on lands

obﬅructed with rocks and precipices, and the raſh builders
ſſof moﬅ works that were erected on ſuch ſpots, have been

obliged to give up the culture of ſugar for that of cotton,
coﬀee, &c. and, in ſome caſes, have abandoned their works

altogether.-On the whole then, it will be found that the
objections againﬅ the plough apply to but a ſmall portion of
the Weﬅ Indian colonies collectivly taken; and it will be

the fault of the undertakers of new colonies in Africa, if in
a country containing ſuch immenſe variety of-ſurface, they
make choice of a ſituation where they cannot have the ad
M 2
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vantage of the labour of cattle, in drawing ploughs and

other implements oſ agriculture.
135. If it be aſked, Why the ﬁrﬅ coloniﬅs oſ the Weﬅ In
dian iﬂands, did not uſe the plough, as they had been ac
cuﬅomed to do, in their reſpective mother-countries ? I an
ſwer, that they had, at ﬁrﬅ, neither paﬅurage nor cattle, and
that, even if they had been provided with both, the roots of
the trees were ſo very tough and hard, in ſome of the

iſlands, that no plough could have gone among them. What
little ﬅrength they had, they were obliged to employ, not in
grubbing up roots, but in planting among them for an im

mediate ſubſiﬅence. No inﬅrument was ſo well adapted
ſor this purpoſe as the hoe, and the hoe having been once
uſed, the introduction of ſlavery, ſiwhich ſoon after took

place, did the reﬅ.

For when ſlavery begins, improvement

ends; and ſociety, if a collection of maﬅers and ſlaves de

ſerve that reſpectable name, ſinks into a torpid ﬅate of ﬅag
nation is congenial to ſlavery, which cramps the powers of
invention, and, by deﬅroying emulation and reward, ar
reﬅs the progreſs of every uſeful art*.

136. Yet ſome individual Weﬅ Indians, nobly burﬅing

Has been

ſucceſsfully
uſed in the
Weﬅ Indies.

the bonds impoſed on them by vulgar prejudice and the
practice of ſlavery, have happily precluded all ſpeculative
arguments in favour of the plough, by the ſucceſsful uſe of
it.

It has been ſound, in Jamaica, that " one plough turned

up as much ground in a day, and in a much better manner,
than one hundred negroes could perform with their hoes,

in the ſame time;" and that " the canes planted on the
ploughed land turned out near three hogſheads of ſugar
* See Smith's XVealth oſ Nations, Vol. III. p. 37.

per
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per acre, which was one hogſhead per acre more than it had
been uſed to yield from the common method of culture *."
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137. But, if the plough has been uſed, in ſome caſes, ſo
advantageouﬂy, in the Weﬅ Indies, it will no doubt be aſk
ed, why it is not there uſed univerſally? This is a very
fair queﬅion, and the volumes juﬅ quoted furniſh a very ſa

tisfactory anſwer to it. " In ſome places, where ploughs
have been tried and laid by again, experience, judgement
and practical knowledge, were not always aſſiﬅing in the

operations+."

" I am convinced," ſays Lieut. General

Matthew,Govern0r of Grenada, " that experiments have not
had ſuﬃcient or fair trial, from the want of proper imple
ments, ſuitable to the diﬀerent ſoils and ﬁtuations, and from

the want of intelligent labourers. This matter has been
given up on ſlight inveﬅigationi."
138. To account for the " ſlight inveﬅigation" of ſo im

portant a matter, will require a ſew words of explanation.
-The proprietors of the Weﬅ Indian iﬂands, like thoſe of
moﬅ other countries, are either independent, or involved

in debt.

The latter, though chieﬂy reſident On their plant

ations, are unable to aﬀord the expenſe neceſſary for the
ﬁrﬅ introduction of all improvements; and their creditors,
* Long's Hiﬅory oſ Jamaica, Vol. I. p. 449 where the uſe oſ the plough is re.
commended by irreſiﬅible reaſoning, and by fails ﬅill more irreſiﬅiblc.-Scc alſo

Edwards's Hiﬅory of Jamaica, Vol. II. p. 2 13. Mr. E. likewiſe writes ſrom his own
'experience-See farther, the Evidence oſ Sir George Young, the two Mr. Wood.
wards, Mr. Fitzmaurice, &c, in the Minutes of Evidence on the ſlave trade beſore
the Houſe oſ Commons-alſo various pieces of evidence in the anſWers to the
42d, 46th, and 47th, queries in the Privy Council's Report and-the ſupplement.
+ Anſwer bya plant-er oſ 1068 acres in Barbadocs, in the ſupplement to the

Privv
Council's
Report,
p. 32.Part. Ill. Article " Grenada and St. Chriﬅophers."
LJPrivy
Council's
Report
anſwer to query 42d.

i being

Why not u
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being chieﬂy Engliſh merchants, who never were in the Weﬅ
Indies, are unwilling " to ſpeculate," as they fay, " in new

projects," of the practicability of which they are not com
petent judges. The independent planters, on the other
hand, chiefly reﬁde in England, committing their aﬀairs in
the lﬂands to the care of agents (there called " att01*nies'_')

who being very often Guinea factors (or connected with
ſuch) furniſh the eﬅates with imported ﬂaves. The uſe of
the plough would diminiſh the labour of ﬂaves, prolong
their lives, and, of courſe, leſſen the demand for more.
Add to this, that, by a law of jamaica, " theſe agents or at

tornies" muﬅ be paid ſix per cent. on the value of the pro
duce, which is another reaſon for their not wiſhing to dimi
niſh the labour of ſlaves; although, if they were not inter
eﬅed in the ſlave-trade, this commiﬃon would no doubt in

duce them to increaſe the produce by the plough.

Theſe

" attornies" appoint the overſeers who reſide on the plant
ations, and who generally lay out their ſalaries on new ne
groes, whom they nurſe in their maﬅer's kitchens, and let
-out moﬅ proﬁtably to " hole" cane-land for " weak-hand

ed" eﬅates, at from ſ3 to £5 ﬅerling the acre.

It cannot

therefore be expected that overſeers, any more than their

Remarkable
inﬅance of
iu ſucceſs.

patrons, the attornies, will favour the plough, or any other
mode of abridging the labour of ﬂaves. In fact, the habits,
the prejudices and, above all, the intereﬅs both of attornies
and overſeers are combined againﬅ the uſe of the plough.
And ſo powerfully do theſe motives operate, that, a very re
ſpectable Jamaica planter ﬅated in evidence before his
Majeﬅy's Privy Council, that though, by means of the
plough, without an additional ſlave, and without injuring
the cattle which drew it, he nearly doubled his crop of ſu

gar; yet, after he left the iſland, in 1785, he could not pre
vail
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vail on his overſeer to continue the uſe of it*. But vulgar
prejudice, the eſþrzſit du corþs, and even the intereﬅs of par
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what
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been done are
in i
the Weﬅ Indies, particularly in Jamaica, Barbadoes, and
Grenada, we have reaſon to expect, that a more rational

and humane mode of culture, will at laﬅ take place of the
waﬅeful and oppreſſtve one, which hath hitherto unfortu
nately prevailed. '
139. In the Eaﬅ Indies, the ſugar-cane is raiſed by free
men, with the plough, in very great abundance.

Mr.

William Fitzmaurice, who ſpent ſeventeen years in Jamai

ca, ten of them as a ſugar-planter, and who lately went over

to Bengal to ſettle a ſugar eﬅate, approves of their mode of
tillage by the plough; though he diſapproves of their me
thod of manufacturing the ſugar+. But, near Batavia, the
culture of the cane, with the plough, held by free people,
and the manufacture, by a ſimple and natural diviſion of la
bour, has been brought to the higheﬅ perfection by the
Dutch and Chineſe.

Mr. Botham, who deſcribes it, and

who has managed ſugar eﬅates in the Weﬅ Indies, as well as

in the Eaﬅ, gives a decided preference to the Batavian
practice.

At Bencoolen, he ſuperintended a ſugar eﬅate,

during the late war, on the ſame plan, and with ſimilar
ſucceſsi.

And, in Cochin China, we are aſſured by M. Le

* See the evidence of John Aſhley, Eſq. formerly of Jamaica, now of Cook
ham, in the Privy Council's Report. This whole pernicious ſyﬅem is explained at
length by Mr. Long, in Vol. I. p. 189, 391, and Vol. II. p. 405, 406 and other pa ts
of his Hiﬅory of Jamaica. See alſo the evidence of Mr. Coor, Mr. Clappeſon, Mr.
Fitzmaurice, and Lieut. Davidſon, in Minutes of Evidence before the Houſe of
Commons.

1' See his printed letter to the Eaﬅ lndia Directors.
1 See Mr. B's evidence before the Privy Council, and the Houſe of Commons.

Poivre,
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Poivre, ſugar is raiſed, for a great part of the Empire of
China, by free labourers aſſiﬅed by the plough*.
140, I have dwelt the more particularly on this head, as
I deem it of the utmoﬅ importance to every new colony in

the tropical regions of Africa. I refer chieﬂy to tlie Britiſh
ſugar iſlands, becauſe the evidence, taken by the Britiſh

Privy Council and Houſe of Commons, furniſhes a body
of information far more extenſive than any that I have ſeen
reſpecting the colonies of any other European ﬅate. And
I have conﬁned my obſervations entirely to the'ſugar cane;
becauſe, if it'can be proved that the very laborious culture
of that ﬅrong, ſucculent plant can be, and actually is, carri

ed on by means of the plough, it's utility in all, or almoﬅ

all, other kinds of tropical cultivation will ſcarcely be deni
ed. Knowing, as I do by experience, that men cannot ſafe
ly undergo the ſame labour in hot as in cold or temperate
cliſhates, I cannot but be ſolicitous that the labour of cattle

ſhould be introduced, as early as poſſible, into every new

colony that may be formed in Africa.

Without it, I am

truly ſorry to predict, what every man, acquainted with the
circumﬅances,
muﬅ lawleſs
foreſee,violence,
that the coloniﬅs,
freea
and protected from
iwill ſoonthough
ſink into

ﬅate of degrading drudgery' which will ruin their conﬅitu
tions,'and, in truth, render them, in one material particu

lar, as wretched asſiWeﬅ Indian ſlaves.

ii"

141. On the contrary, let the founders of a new colony
early provide ſuch 'regulation's, as will proportionably di
vide _the labour between cattle, men, women, and young

perſons, and all the lamentable conſequences of it's unequal
diﬅribution will be prevented. " For it'has been comput
P

.

1 a, in: Obſervations fur les Arts en Aſie, &e. p. 100.
o

ed I
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ed, by political arithmeticians, that if every man and wo
man wouldwork for four hours each day on ſomething
uſeful, that labour would produce ſuﬃcient to procure all
the neceſſaries and comforts of life: want and miſery
would be baniſhed out of the world, and the reﬅ oſ the

twenty four hours might be dedicated to leiſure, pleaſure,
inﬅruction or contemplation*."
I

QUERIEH
142. To unfold the myﬅerious and complicated evils of

monopoly and ſpeculation, would require volumes, and I
have room only for a few paragraphs.

But ſo intereﬅing is

the ſubject, that, in addition to what I have ventured to inſert
above
1 16, etﬁq.)l cannot help ſubmitting to deeſ) and 127
heral thinken, and to ſuch only, the following queries-They

are neceſſarily brief, and therefore, ſome of them may appear
ambiguous or obſcure. But brevity obliges readers to
think; andl ſhall rejoice, if theſe queries give riſe to a train
of cloſe thinking, in any one of thoſe intelligent and candid
minds, for whoſe conſideration alone, (l repeat it) they, as

well as the correſponding part of this chapter, are intended.
N. B. By money, or coin, in the following queries, l beg leave to underﬅand
'Wery thing that bears a ﬅamp of credit; conſequently including not onlyſþecie,
but every kind oſpaper-crea'it.

I. In all communities, are there not two things, which
have the moﬅ intimate connection with one another, viz.

money and commodities?

II. Are not Commodities eſſential to the exiﬅence of every
community, and is not money merely accidental: or in other
* Dr. Franklin's Eſſays, p. 138.

N

words,
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words, Is it not practicable for a community to carry on it's buſineſs without money, but not without commodities?

Ill. Ought not money therefore always to repreſent com

modities, and the whole circulation oſ money to be in de'
pendence on the production of commodities; but not on the

contrary ?
IV. But do not commodities, at this day, repreſent money;

and does not their production depend on the circulation of

money? And is not money then a production INDEPENDENT
of the production of commodities?
V. May not this inverſion ariſe from money having ob
tained an independent origin and circulation, uncontroled by
the production of neceſſary and uſeful commodities?

VI. Are not commodities become the means for getting
rich in money ? But ought not money to be the means for
getting rich in commodities?
'
VlI. Is not the accumulatz'on of money the chief end, at pre
ſent, in every occupation, and commodities only the means?
VlIl. Cannot a community,_as well as an individual, as

things now ﬅand, circulate a greater or ſmaller ﬅock oſ mo
ney independent of any production of commodities ?
IX. Can a producer of commodities, at this time, extend his

circulation in any degree equal to a monied man?

X. Is not money ſooner turned than commodities, which
can only be turned when worn out o'r conſumed?

Xl. Does not the quick return of money give the monied
man an undue advantage over the producer of commodities
which cannot be turned ſo quickly ?
*

XII. Are not knowing people, at this day, ſooner induced
to enter into money concerns, than into the production or com
moda'tzſics?
XIII.
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XIII. Granting the aﬃrmative oſ the foregoing queries c H A P
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to be true, will it not follow, that money is, at this day, ſhþa- w

ratedſrom, and has become indepmdent on, commodities?

XIV. Are not all Banks, whether public or private, to be

conſidered asﬅore/muſe: of money?
XV. But ſhould not ﬅorehouſes, ﬁlled with neceſſary and
uſeful commodities, be conſidered as the eſſential and intrz'n
ﬁc bank?
XVI. Are not thoſe perſons indeþendent orſ-rec, in ſhort
rich, who poſſeſs ﬅorehouſes of money, whether in caſh,
bank-notes or bills, and is not their independence in pro

portion to the quantity of money their ﬅorehouſes contain i'
XVII. Are not thoſe dependent or poor, who, although in

poſſeſſion of ﬅorehouſes ﬁlled with neceſſary and uſeſul
commodities, yet cannot command money when required,

without loſs on the diſpoſal oſ their goods; and are not
thoſe perſons dependent and poor, in proportion as their
ﬅock ofgoods exceeds theirﬅock of money .9
XVIII. Did not the nature of money alter, after the eﬅa
bliſhment of the ﬁrﬅ public bank at Genoa, andafter the

introduction of bills of exchange and other paper-money?
XIX. Is there any other diﬀerence between money in
bills of exchange, and in coined goldſilvcr, copper or paper,
than that, to the former is granted a limited credit, paying
intereﬅ or diſcount, and to the latter, an unlimited credit

which pays no intereﬅ or diſcount P

'

XX. Is not coin, in form of guineas, louis d'ors, ducats,
rix-dollars, ſhillings, guilders, ﬅuivers, pence, groſchen, &c.

whether ﬅamped on metals, paper, leather (or wood,) ac
knowledged and 'received as money, or Credtt; and is not this
N 2
coin
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coin diﬀerent from, and independent oſ, any ſort oſ commo

dities, even of the materials it is ﬅamped upon, when con

ſidered as uſeful ſubjects of manuſacture?
XXI. Is not mbney independent of commodities, in con
ſequence oſ it's caz'nage being under a monoþoly, while the

production oſ commodities isfree?
XXII. Are not monopoliﬅs, and eſpecially coiners or pro
ducers aſ money, compleatly independent oſ ſociety; and are
not producers'oſ commodities ﬅrictly dependent on ſociety i'

XXIII. Does not the independence of the producers oſ
money on the producers of commodities and on ſociety, na

turally lead to an oþþqﬂtion oſ intereﬅs; and does not ſuch

oppoſition lead to jealouſy and contention, where there
ſhould be, and, but for this unnatural ﬅate oſ things, would

be, harmony and mutual dependence?
XXIV. Is not a tradeſman a greater merchant than a horſe
dealer-an importer or exporter a greater merchant than a

tradeſman-a negociator (of bills) a greater merchant than
an importer or exporter-a banker a greater merchant than
a negociator-and, in ſhort, is not the producer or coiner
of money the ﬁrﬅ merchant in every ﬅate, in as much as,

in all his tranſactions, commodities are totally out oſ the
queﬅion; for nothing circulates with him but money which
he corNs, AD LlBlTUM P

XXV. Does not the ſacility of coming at money or credit,
ſupport and propagate corruption and luxury, and occaſion ru
inous hanhruþtcicr?

XXVI. Is not the-real want of any commodity, in a corn
munity, the only natural baſis oſ the intrz'rſſc value of that
7 commodity P
XXVII.
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XXVII. Ought money to repreſent commodities arbitra- C- &idl- P
rily, or ought it to rePreſent them naturally, by the intrin- z____,_'_;
ﬁe
value of the vmaterial on ſiwhich it is ﬅamped, ariſing from

the natural demand for that material, when wrought into

uſeful articles and utenſils P
.
XXVIII. Ought not the natural baﬂs oſ money to be the
ﬅaþle production of every community, and not gold, ſilver,
copper, &c. in the form of coin, which form creates an ar
tificial demand for thoſe metals, over and above the natural

demand P

.

XXIX. Have not the producers of money and the pro
ducers of credit t/zeſame intereﬅs; or, in fact, are they not the
ſame people? And is not every one a fabricator of money, in

proportion to the credit he is able to obtain P
p
XXX. Has not the true nature of money been perverted
or overturned by, and much confuſion enſued from, an arti
ﬁcial credit?
'

XXXI. Is there any mean to check the above confuſion,
but by c/zec/eing credit?
XXXII. Is there no other alternative, than that com-merce

muﬅv either be overcharged with imaginary paper, or ſubject
ed, every eight or ten, years, to the calamity ariſing from a
general deﬅruction (ﬀ that paper, involving in ruin many ho

neﬅ and reſpectable individuals? May not theſe evils be
leſſened, or avoided, by c/tecking credit in general P

XXXIII. Can credit'be checked, as long as coinage is alto

gether, and the production qf money in a great meaſure, um
der monopoly? -

XXXIV. Did not the nature of money in it's primitive
ﬅate approach more to barteri-ng? And did not the people

of'remOte antiq'uity weiglz their money .?
XXXV.
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XXXV. Would not the monopoly of coinage, and of the

W production of repreſentative money, be taken away by let

ting every metal circulate according to its wez'g/at and intrin
ﬁeﬅandard P

XXXVI. Is not natural credit grounded on the active
abzſilz'tzſies,ſreedom andintegrz'ty oſ men.
XXXVII. Is not artiﬁcial credit grounded on imaginary
property; does it not give riſe tofraud andſwzſindlzſing; and is
it not ſupported by arreﬅ;for debt?
XXXVIII. If arreﬅs for debt, were aboliſhed, and all me

tals were allowed to circulate according to their weight and
intrinſic ﬅandard, whether as money or as commodities,
would not artiﬁcial credzſit be checked, and order in aeonomzſi
cal matters, be reﬅored P-(See s 197 Note.)
XXXIX. Is it not probable that the preſent inverted ſyſ
tem in oeconomical matters, in all the ﬅates of civil ſociety,

originates from this cauſe, namely, the indeþendence of money

on the production oſcammodz'tz'es?

XL. Is not he conſidered as a rich man, at this time, who
ſubſiﬅs upon the intereﬅ of his money, independent of any
abilitz'es and commodities?
ſi
XLI. Are not they in reality, or comparatively, poor and
dependent, who poſſeſs talent: and abilities, and even ﬅock:

aſ goods: but yet cannot command money, when it is de

manded of them inform oſ taxes, rents, intereﬅ, &c.
XLII. Is there not in general a greater trouble and riſk in
ſubſſſz'ng upon the produce of land or commodities, than upon

money ſafely placed at intereﬅ P
XLIII. Is not a man, who lives without labour, whether

on his own income, or by begging, an uſele s drone in ſocie
ty;
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ty; and does not he become over ſolicitous about his oWn C H A P.>
VlI.

intereﬅ, and proportionally indiﬀerent to the real intereﬅs
of the community P-(See s 151.)
XLIV. Does not intereﬅ, after a certain time, vcreate anew

imaginaryﬅock of money or credit-paper; and does not ſecu
rity for money or credit lent (acceptances) alſo circulate as
a new createdﬅock of money, only with the diﬀerence of the

intereﬅ or diſcount? And does not all ſuch accumulation of
imaginary money cauſe a great diſlbroportz'on to, and diſcon
nectz'on with, commodities?

XLV. Does not the eaſy acquiſition of money by intereﬅ,
&c. and the arbitrary diſpoſal thereof uncontrolcd by t/tc
community, cauſe every individual to ſeek more after mo
ney than commodities ?'

Does notindependent
the ſeekingofmerely
riſeXLVI.
toſheculatz'on,
wants .? for money,ct give
XLVIl. Does notſheculatzſion-commerce ariſe from artſſcial
credit?

XLVIlI. Does not ſpeculation and commiſſion trade dif
fer, in as much as the former hasmancyſor it's end, and the

latter commoditiesjor theſuþpbz of wants .9
'
XLlX. Should not the raw productions of the three natu
ral kingdoms be chiefly favoured, afterwards manufactures,
and laﬅly commerce? Does not the reverſe, however, no'w
prevail in all civilized ſocieties P

L. May not ſuch a 'reſorm of the nature of money as will.
make it the means, and commodities the end, be neceſſa

ry, previous to all other reforms in old eﬅabliſhed ſocie
ties?
LI. May not the evils, above ſtinted at, be ſſctually excluded

from a, new COLONY, by excluding imþrzſonment ſar debt,

which will check ſþewlatton-commc'rcc-and by allowz'ng gold,
ſilver,

w
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ſilver, Be. to circulatefreely, by their weight and ſhandara'
and will not the eﬅahli/lmzent oſ theſeſimþle 'regulations render
commerce ſubſervient to manu/actures, and hothſuhﬁrvient to
agriculture-and, inﬁne, will not the grand object oſ the whole

community he the production of uﬅſul and neceſſary commodi
ties, and ultimately lead to FRBEDOM, PEACE, and HAPPI
nass.

C
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HINTS ON THE ESSENTlALS OF A COLONIAL GOVERNMENT.
EDUCITION.
Its import

143. THE happineſs and ﬅability of every ſociety, en

ance.

tirely depends on the virtuous qualities of- the
individuals who compoſe it; and, if there be no influx of

ﬅrangers, the continuation or increaſe of the ſociety will
depend on the riſing generations, who are ſucceﬂively to

become members of it. The mind receives it's moﬅ per
manent impreſſions and habits during the period of nonage;

The education of youth, therefore, is a matter oſ the higheﬅ
importance to every ſociety. so' very important is it, that,
in my opinion, it ought to form a diﬅinct department of the
adminiﬅration of a new colony.
School' and

apprentice
ſhips.

144. For the inﬅruction of ſuch children, either of the
coloniﬅs, or of the natives, as may ſhew marks of genius

and inclination for literature, it will be neceſſary to eﬅabliſh
ſchools.

But, from what I have obſerved, it appears to me,

that paternal care during childhood, and ﬅrictly regulated
appentice
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apprenticeſhips afterwards, would be found the moﬅ eli c H A P.
VIII.
gible mode of education for thoſe who wiſh to purſue the My'
ordinary buſineſs of the colony; and who might receive
ſuﬃcient inﬅruction, from their parents and maﬅers, in

reading, writing, arithmetic and the principles of religion,
as well as in the manual arts which they might chooſe to

learn.

'

145. And, in order to accelerate the civilization of the
natives, every coloniﬅ ſhould undertake the education, both

Coloniﬅs
ſhould in
ﬅruct nati vcs.

with reſpect to body and mind, of two negro children, to
be received as apprentices, on certain conditions to be ﬁxed

by law. Theſe apprentices ought, at ﬅated times, to be ex
amined before the ſuperintendants oſ education, who ſhould

be empowered to ﬁx the time oſ their comingof age, after
which they are to be entitled to all rights of members of the
community, and to be accountable to the ſame, for their
conduct. By' ſuch means, a ſmall number of coloniﬅs
might, within a few years, furniſh the community with a
valuable acceſﬁon oſ negro members, inﬅructed in Chriﬅian

ity, trained to regular habits and diurnal labour, and who
would ſoon ſpread a taﬅe for ſuch acquirements, and pur
ſuits, among their countrymen.
146. It were alſo to be wiſhed, that a ſchool for the na

tives of Africa were erected in ſome fertile part of Eu
rope, where the cultivation of raw materials is more pur

ſued than manuſactures and commerce. To ſuch ſchool
negro children might be ſent to be trained up, till a cer
tain age ſor an active, ſocial life, and returned to the colo

ny, when their elementary inﬅruction may have prepared
them for ſuch apprenticeſhips, as have been juﬅ mentioned.
Along with the theory of religion, they ſhould be taught

the practice of it, in order to form them for union with
O

"

their

Schools and
apprentice
ſhips ſhould
join practice
with theory.
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C
F- their Creator, and harmony with ſociety.--All their exer
W ciſes, bodily and mental, ſhould be directed to ſocial and
religious uſes. Thus their underﬅandings would be gradu
ally opened;

practice would follow theory, and action

ſpring from inﬅruction. In ſhort, it appears to me, that the
children ſhould be taught, not only the general principles,
but the actualþmctice, of cultivating land, making bricks,

building houſes, and of the moﬅ common and neceſſary
trades, ſuch as thoſe of taylors, blackſmiths, &c*.

Such a

courſe would tend. much more to form their minds for uſe
ful, ſocial purpoſes, and for ſpreading civilization in their

own country, than the moſt reﬁned literary accompliſh
ments. Not that I would wiſh book-learning to be ex
cluded from this plan; but, unleſs the pupil manifeﬅ un

common talents, and an earneﬅ deſire for purſuing ſcience
or literature, I would certainly conﬁne him to reading,

writing and common arithmetic.
Aﬄm

147. The deſire of the Africans to have their children

chihdf'gnfzo educated in Europe, appears from their voluntarily ſending
ſſi-Lcurgpg'rox them over for that purpoſe. There are generally from ﬁfty
meanen' to ſeventy of theſe children at ſchool in Liverpool, beſides
thoſe who come to London and Briﬅol, " to learn ſenſe and
* In the commercial academy of Hamburgh, which I have viſited, and which is

now conducted by the very able Profeſſors Buſh and Ebeling, the moﬅ eſſential
mechanical arts are taught, both in theory and practice; and that academy, mutatis
mutandzſis, oﬀcrs an excellent model for ſuch a one as I reeommend.-Forﬁer 13.
ments that O'Mai, a native of O'Taheitee, though he ſpent near two years among
tlieſaﬅzionable circle: in London, was not taught the uſe even of the moﬅ eſſential
mechanical implements. Being unable, therefore, to be uſeſul to his countrymen,
it was ﬁt that he ſhould be furniſhed with the means of amuſmg them; and he ac.
cordingly carried Out a portable organ, an electrical machine, a coat of mail and a
ſuit of armourl-His countſ) man, Aotourou, whom M. de Bougainville brought
to France, died there, after receiving an education equally inﬁgniﬁcant!-Forﬂer's

Voyage, Preface.

ſiget
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get a good head," as they expreſs it. After receiving a
common ſchool education, they return to Africa, where
they endeavour to dreſs and live in the European manner;

C H A P.
VllI.
L-n-WJ

and they value themſelves much, and are reſpected by
their countrymen, on account of their European educa
tion*. Many African children were formerly ſent to
France for the ſame purpoſe.
RELIGION.

148. At a time, when ſuch diﬀerences of opinion prevail
among all ranks of people, in civilized nations, in conſe
quence of their unſettled notions concerning God; it might
be eﬅeemed preſumptuous in me to oﬀer any opinion of
my own on this momentous ſubject.
149. I ſhall therefore content myſelf with mentioning

what I have been able, with my utmoﬅ aſſiduity, to collect
of the opinion of the Africans on this ſubject. They be
lieve ﬁmply that there exiﬅs one God, the Creator and Pre
ſerver of all things; and, in order to ﬁx their ideas, they
' think on God, in ſome form or other; for, to believe in any

thing without form, they ſeem to think is to believe in no
thing. Yet, although ſome of them appear to conſider the
ſun as the emblem of God, for they turn their faces
towards it when praying, they ſeem all to believe, that God
muﬅ be a man, or in human form; as they cannot think of

any more perfect or reſpectable form to compare him with.
How eaſy would it be to bring a people already prediſpoſ
ed, by their natural diſpoſitions and principles, to receive
Chriﬅianity, the baﬁs of which is a conﬁdence in one God,
* Privy Council's Report, part I. detachcd pieces of evidence N. 4.-1 re

ceived a ſimilar account, by letter, from the latc Mr. R. Norris oſ Liverpool.

02

*_and

African idcl

of God.
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and that this God is manifeﬅed in the perſon of jeſus
Chriﬅ P
ct
150. All that I can venture to oﬀer on this head, to the

conſideration of the founders and directors of any new co
lony, is diligently to look out for the moﬅ active, ſocial and

virtuous perſons, as the ﬁrﬅ ooloni-ﬅs; taking care to pro
mote early and regular marriages as the very foundation of
all ſocial order. For experience ſhews, that the irregulari
ties, which neceſſarily reſult from a celibacy, are the pri
mary cauſes of moﬅ of thoſe 'diſorders which' too frequent
ly convulſe 'civil ſocieties.--The reﬅ ſhould be left to the
Providence of the Lord, who is the only ſearcher of hearts;

allowing, with a generous toleration, the coloniﬅs to ſettle
this very delicate matter 'among themſelves, free from all ex

ternal reﬅraint or impoﬁtion from any one quarter whatſo
ever,

Employ
ment pre
vents Vice.

ſi

EMPLOTMENT&
151. It is-a trite obſervation, that t' people who have no

thing to do, will do milichief." Toprevent idleneſs, vthere
fore, is to prevent vice,*whioh may be much more eaſily ex
cluded from an infant fociety, than eradicated 'from an old

one, where it 'has already taken root and 'borne it's peﬅi
ferous fruits. ſ For this grand purpoſe, I zcan think oſ no

means likely to be ſo eﬀectual as the xformation ofardiﬅinct
department, in the government or direction, which ſhall

have for 'itTS object, the ﬅudy of 'thezcharacteirs nndinclina
tions=of the youth, with-za vie-wto theirin'ſlzruction in.occu- 1
pations neceſſary in the colony. It ſhould alſo 'bethe buſi
\neſs of the ifame hazard, to provide employment torzgrown
perſons, male and female, the frequent want of which, in

moﬅ countries in Europe, gives riſe-to many, or moﬅ, of
thoſe vices and crimes which infeﬅ ſociety. Thus the ob
ject
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ject for this department in the government ſhould be em
ployment for men, for momen and 'for children, -' -

C H A P..
VIII.
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CONTRACTS

AND

LAW'S,

152. All ſocial harmony depends on a ﬅrict and faithful:
obſervance of contracts, which form the true baſis of all

laws.

'

-

153. The contract between married part-ners, is the ﬁrﬅ' Marriage *
contracts.
and moﬅ important, in the orderof nature. Marriage is the

primary ſeminary of the individuals, 'or component parts,

of ſociet-y, of which the contract is the elementary bond;
and it ought to be held ſacred accordingly, Conjugal ﬁ
delity, which is ever accompanied with ,a; parental care'of
children, is much more intimately connected with ſocial fe

licity, than many perſons in this depraved age appear to
believe. Yet itv ſeems to be ſuﬃciently evident, that the
man who violates conjugal and familyzcontracts, will not ea,
ſily be brought to perform ſocial contracts. If he diſre
gard the ﬅrong and natural obligations of huſbandand fa

ther, the Meaker and more artiﬁcial bonds Of ſociety will.
ſcarcely be able to reﬅrain him within the &imits preſcribed.
.zby itiﬁdﬂWS. '
'
*'
; _. .
154. The next ſpecies of voorntracﬅsis that which takes

zplace between individuals not naturally related, as between

Social con.
tracts.

maﬅer and ſervant, . maﬅer and' &wanting. emplpycrzand

employed,-buyeTMd-ſeilﬄ,ﬂtc- 't

,Z ſ

-- - ' -

'

(155. gin order to promote theztranquillitytandiscreafeef * Ci vil con
a new colony, eche-relation between this (ſanitaſ-yet large and tracts. .
it's governors (that is therdirectors,
by, Ebﬁ-ﬄhnii-ﬂﬁ
and'ſubſerzibers) ought, in every particular, to,be ﬁxed and

-defmed by expreſs contract. Nothing ought 'to-be laft to

the>implied conſenbnf shezgaverned, 'or to the there twillyqr
diſ-
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diſcretionary power of the governors 3 for it is eaſy to ſee,
that a looſe and indeterminate relation would ſoon give riſe
to mutual uneaſineſs and jealouſy. To dwell on this im
portant ſubject, at the preſent juncture, may be a matter oſ

ſome delicacy. But as our object is nothing leſs than the
felicity oſ, perhaps, whole communities, I venture to ſub

mit to the conſideration of perſons, diſpoſed to think deep
ly on this point, a 'hint which may be found calculated to
preſerve in a new colony, that equilibrium between gover

Political

nors and people Which ſeems now to be declining in ſome
civilized communities, and in others to be entirely deﬅroy
ed-The hint is this: to lay into the ſcale of the governors
(viz. the court oſ directors) the RIGH'rs oſþro/zo mg and ex

balance.

ecuting; and into the ſcale of the people, the RlGHTS of de
liberatzſing upon and determimſing, every matter propoſed.
Propoſitions might alſo originate with individuals; but,

come from whomſoever they may, they ſhould be fully and
publicly canvaſſed, before they are ſubmitted, by the di- ' rectors, or colonial governors, to the ſubſcribers and co

loniﬅs.

Propoﬁtions, hoWever, ſhould always come be

fore a general meeting, through the organ oſ the directors

who will be beﬅ able to place them in a true light, to judge
oſ their general tendency, and of their application to local
circumﬅances, oſ which the government alone has the

means of being extenﬁvely informed. The governors_(or
directors) nevertheleſs, ſhould not have the right of con
cealing any propoſitions from the ſubſcribers and colo
niﬅs, or their proxies, to whom the right of ultimately
rejecting or approving them ought to belong.
Laws found
ed on con
tracts.

156. All order among men in ſociety depends entirely

upon laws wiſely formed, and duly executed, and legiﬂa
tion, as we have juﬅ ſeen, is primarily founded on con

'

tracts.

,_/*.______

,
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Without laws ſo framed and executed, no compre

henſive deſign can be promoted or accompliſhed; nor can the
community exert that united ﬅrength which it's ſubſiﬅence
and ſecurityindiſpenſably require. Nothing therefore can be
more important than due ſocial ſubordination, which de
pends eſſentially on the form and organization of it's inter

C H A P
VllL
w

nal order, and the prompt, impartial and exemplary execu

tion of the laws. Without this, a ſociety (if it would de
ſerve the name) would be nothing but a chaos of diſcordant
elements, and deﬅructive paſſions. But in the ſame propor
tion as vices are prevented or reﬅrained, and evil habits cor
rected or eradicated, by wholeſome laws, the civilization

and improvement of the people are promoted, and the de
ſign of the ſocial union ſecured.
157. All laws may be reduced to the following claſſes, Laws.
viz. judicial, political and aeconomical.
158.
judicial. A community without laws of juﬅice, J'udicial.
may be compared to the body of a man without a head; that

is, to ſomething ſo monﬅrouﬁy and unnaturally defective,

that it's exiﬅence would imply a contradiction.

According

ly no nation, which is more or leſs civilized, is deﬅitute of

diﬅinct
concerning
good and evil;
however
may be ideas
limited
and diverﬁﬁedſi.
Nor does
therethoſeexiﬅideas
any
ſuch nation which does not endeavour to encourage the free

courſe of mora-l and ſocial' good, and to prevent -or eradicate
the oppoſite evils; and this in a greater' or leſs conformity
t_o the laws of the decalogue, which is the moﬅ ancient and
univerſal
code.
*
ſi -

159. ( 2.) Political, or laws ofpolice. Every community is
compoſed of individuals in greater or ſmaller numbers, and
diﬅributed into diﬀerent claſſes or orders, all of which

muﬅ, each in his proper ſphere, co-operate with the reﬅ, in
order

Political.

-i-; _*Z__;_.
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C GIA P- order to give ﬅrength, conſiﬅency and regularity to'the

.

_' , whole. For a community without political laws, is like a
head without a body, or like ſome heterogeneous being,v
that' poſſeſſes neither form nor order.
- \

(Economi
cal.

160. (3.) (EconomicaL Theſe reſemble a man's Cloaths,
for, like them, they may not only be changed, to adapt

them to new circumﬅances; but a ſociety without them is
like a naked-man, expoſed to every inclemency of the
weather.
I need therefore ſcarcely to add, that a de

partment for the execution of contracts and lawsJ ſhould

be eﬅabliſhed in the government or direction.
niſi:

External
worſhip.

ﬁx!"
'331

EXTBRNAL WOLSHIA
161. If Chriﬅianity is to be promoted and encouraged, in
a new colony, it ſeems indiſpenſably neCeſſary that the or
der which Characterizes this divine religion ſhould be ob
ſerved, in it's outward forms or rites.

This order may be

reduced to the three following primary articles of external
worſhip, under which all the more minute parts may be
compriſed.
I. Baþtiſm, or thevﬁrﬅ ceremony of introduction into a
Chriﬅian community, ordained by, the great Inﬅitutor of
Chriﬅianity himſelf.
II. Conſirmatzſion, a ceremony performed when a perſon
comes of age, and is thenceforth to be anſwerable, for his
Own conductnnd actions, to the community.
III. T/ze holyſuppe-r, an ordinance of the greateﬅ import
ance, on the right and ſincere uſe of which depends entirely
the union of every individual with his Creator.
HEALTII.

_
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HEALTH
w

162. If what has been remarked on the ſubject of health
(in Chap. VI.) has had due weight with the reader, he will

Health.

ſee the neceſſity of inﬅituting adiﬅinct department, in the
government or direction, to ſuperintend it. This depart

ment will have under their inſpection,
I. Tlie practice of medicine, in curing internal diſeaſes; and,
as this is connected with the mental, as well as the cor

poreal, powers of man, it includes alſo phyſiology and the
kindred ſciences.
II. Tbeﬃractice aſſurgery, for the external, or the merely
mechanical derangements of the human ſyﬅem.

It may in

clude midwifery and it's ſiﬅer arts.
III. The practice' ofþ/zarmacy, for the preparation of drugs
and medicines.

"

CULTIVATION.

163. In addition to what has been remarked on cultiva

tion 13_1 et ſeq.) it does not ſeem neceſſary to add more
than that'there ought to be in the direction, a department
for promoting, in a ſyﬅematic, ceconomical and ſcientiﬁc
manner, the production of raw materials,
I.

Cultivation
of raw ma
terials.

Of the animal kingdom,

II. Of t/ze vegetable kingdom,
Ill. Oſ the mineml kingdom.

MANUFACTURE&
'164. It is needleſs to exhauﬅ time'in ſhowing that, in

every conceiv'able mode of civilized life, the manufactures

Colonial
manufac
tures to be

ſubſervient to' food, cloathing, lodging and domeﬅic accom

encou raged .

modation', are abſolutely neceſſary.-Thoſe articlcs muﬅ
either be procured from abroad, or fabricated at home.
P

The

__-g_-_*
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c H A P. The former mode of ſupply encourages external commerce,
Vm.
the latter internal induﬅry. Commerce ſhould riſe out of,
or follow, internal induﬅry; but ſhould neyer be ſuﬀered to

precede it, as it would do, ifreſorted tn for articles which
a'country has hands enough to fabricate.'_.-.-,B_eſides, external
commerce tends to injure, and internal, induﬅry, proper-ly

regulated, to promote morality and civ-ilization.

In every

African colony, therefore, all the hands thatcan be ſpared
from cultivation, ſhould be employed 'in the. arts neceſſary;

to prepare apparel, buildings, furniture, coals and, ſuch arti
cles of food as require ſome artiﬁcial proceſs, The nativojs,
whom I always ſuppoſe mixed with the coloniﬅs, will thus
not only be excited to uſe articles manufactured in the
European manner, but will be taught to fabricate them with

their own hands ; and, having the paths of honeﬅ induﬅry
opened to them, will no longer depend, as too many of

them have hitherto done, on a pernicious traﬃc, for a pre
carious ſupply of foreign goods, baubles and traſh.
In
ſhort,
nextmanufactures
to agriculture,will
their
employrnen't
i illa.
Eft-ful
be taﬅe
the: for,
moﬅand
eﬀectual
means:

Of Pronating their civilizatiqo', (See S36, 37-dz; It ſeems net

ceſſary, therefore, that there ſhould be'a departmcnt, in the
government or direction, to ſuperintend and inſpect the ma.
nufactures, to deliberate onthe introduction of new ones,
and to encourage, by rewards, or otherwiſe, thoſe which

they may deem it expedient to eﬅabliſh.
:.-i
Commerce.

=ſ7. rti
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. 165- This arWÞz-likc ſeveral Qf the preceding, has been

pretty largely treated-oſ in Chap. VII. (ſee s. 113, et.ﬅg.)

whence r'xnay be. ſmutthn neceﬃty of inﬅituting a diﬅinct

departmnnt; ia the direction to promote,
'

a '2
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I. i 'Y'Yze'interaah ar colonial,'trade.
c H A P.

vul.

II.

The exportatio'n commerce,

III. The importation commerce;

to promote them, I mean, in ſuch a manner, that ſurplus
produce may be taken oﬀ by ex'p0rtation, without inter
fering with the neceſſary and ample ſlipply of the Colony.
By providing, however, I do not mean any thing like an
excluſive ſurrender of the colonial commerce into the hands
of the direEtors; but only that they ſhould watch over, or,

as the name of their oﬃee imports, direct the general courſe
oſ commerce to the'gene'ral g00d, leaving to individuals the
full, free and open exerciſe 'of all legal, commercial purſi

ſuits.
DEFENCE

166. On the" internal polity'and external- defende of a

Internal FO
lily and de

new cOlony, I have beﬅowed much thought; and, o'n' the

fence, by

whole, the ancient Engliſh ſyﬅem of frankpledge appears
to me to be the 'beﬅ calculated to ſecure both theſe ob
jects *.
'
_

frankpledge.

167. In this, as- in many other particulars, I ſo entirely

agree With the Right H-on. Paul le Meſurier, the preſent
worthy and ſpiriwd Lord Mayor of London, that I hope

he will pardon me for tak-ing the liberty to inſert an extract'
frOm a few haﬅy, but judicious remarks, with which he was
pleaſed to honour me.-" The Cornmon law and polity of
England," ſays his lordſhip, "ſi being founded on the ſyﬅem
offrankplcdge, will naturally form the baſis of the internal
* This ſyﬅem is explained at large in " An account of the conﬅitutiona] En
gliſh polity of congregation-al courts,"&c. by the excellent GranvilleSharp, Eſq.
who he' applied it to the caſe of a new colony, in his " Short ſhetch of temporary'

reg'ulations for Slcrra- Leona."

ſi
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government of the colony.--It may be divided into diﬅricts,
each to contain, as near as can be, 5o,ooo acres, or IOO grand

lots, and be ſubdivided into tythings of 5ooo acres, or 10
grand lots each. Every diſtrict to have one head conﬅable,
and every tything, one petty conﬅable, or tything man,
who ſhould have power to call the tything together, on eve
ry emergency.-The head conﬅable to be captain of the
militia in his diﬅrict, and to nominate ſuch of the tything
men under him, as he ſhould chuſe for oﬃcers-Every

proprietor, or proprietors, of 5oo acres to furniſh one man
for the militia, whereby there would, in every diﬅrict, be
ioo militia; and the civil policc there would conſiﬅ of one

head, and ten petty, conﬅables.-The tything man to be
elected annually in each tything; but the head conﬅable to
be named annually by the preſident and council, to be poſ
ſeſſed at leaﬅ of 500 acres, and to be reſponſible, to the pre

ſident and council, for the ſafety and peace of the diﬅrict;
as the tything men would be reſponſible to him, for that of
their reſpective tythings.-In parts of the colony diﬅant
from the ſeat of government, it_ may be proper for the pre-ſi
ſident and council to name a chief, who might have the
power of a juﬅice of peace, and be alſo at the head of the
militia of the ſeveral diﬅricts under his inſpection; and
where his command was extenſive, he ſhould be aſſiﬅed by
proper perſons to collect the taxes, if any, ſuperintend the
public works, and ſee that the orders of government were
duly executed, &c. The chief and his aſſiﬅants to have
ſome ſalary; but the head conﬅable, tything men, &c. to
ſerve without ſalary."

_

168. " Wherever there ſhall be towns eﬅabliſhed, that
contain 5oo or more males, above the age of ﬁfteen, every

ſuch town to be conſidered as a diﬅrict in itſelﬁ'wherein
CVCl'y
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every ten families ſhall conﬅitute a tything, and ſhall an- C H IAI Pv
nually chuſe a tything man who ſhall act as conﬅable; and,
from among the tything men ſo choſen, the preſident and
council ſhall annually nominate a mayor and three alder
men, who ſhall preſide over the town, and take charge of
the police for the' year.-'-Each family, in every town, ſhall
alſo be obliged to find a man for the militi'a; and they ſhall
be enrolled and exerciſed under ſuch perſons, from among
their own townſmen, as the preſident and council ſhall an

nually appoint, who, as well as the mayor and aldermen,
ſhall ſerve Without ſalary, fee or reward."
169. To theſe valuable hints from his lordſhip, I have

only to add, that the defence of the colony ought to be
committed to a diﬅinct department of the government or
direction, in order to protect the colony from hoﬅile attacks
by land, byſea or by noxious animals.
_F1NANCE&
170. Many may think that in a colony or community,

where the public good is the intereﬅ of every individual, a
public trea'ſur'y would not be a material', conſideration.
But when the neceſſity' of the three following inﬅitutions is
conſidered, it will ſoon be found, not only that the raiſing
of colonial' ﬁnances will come- to be? linavoidable, but alſo

that a'bloard of the directionmuﬅ be eﬅabliſhed: for apply
ing them to theſe neceſſary uſes, 'viz. ' -- * - ,
I. Public charitz'es, ſuch as public inﬅituti'ons'for orphan
children, for all uſeful perſons after the age of ſixty, or
when they become incapable of labour; for hoſpitals, &c.
II. Public works zſeſul, ornamental and recreatz've, ſuch as
public buildings, highways, bridges, harbours, gardens, &c.
\
'

III.
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C H. A PJ - Ill. Public defence, ſuch as fortiﬁcations, arms, ammuni
vm
p
W
tion, &C.
ſ
' '
is
*

Political ar-

POLI-TICJL ARRANGEMENTS.
171. Comprizing alſo foreign aﬀairs. This isi placed the

laﬅ ofall public functions, becauſe it is-the link byWhich
every individual Within acolony, and every c'olo'ny with it's
mother country, neighbours, and ' other countries, are con.
nected together in relations whoſe baſis is, or ought to be,

_

mutual friendſhip andaſſiﬅance. The order'which con
nects individuals 'in ſociety is called 'polite and polity; and
that which connects nations and colonies, political Both are
equally neceſſary, and require ſpeciſic departments in the
direction; the two former, namely þolice and polity, are re
ferred to the 4th department in the 1ﬅ claſs, s 179; the
fuctions of the laﬅ, 0r.ﬃ0litics, may be referred toſſthe three
following objects.
I. The political balance, between the coloniﬅs, or ſub
ſcribers, and the direction, or the government, both in' the

colony, and in Europe. '3'1'0511' ad) a:

1le 4 one a'mdw

II. The political balance, between the 'colonial eﬅabliſh

ment, and other mercantile companies, or colonies, in- Etﬁ
rope, or elſewhere. z jon but c-i ad *
a.
t.- 1er
III. Theſpolitical balance, ibetween' the coloniallieﬅa
bliﬂiment, and thd-neighbouring Afri'can' nationis, whichrel

quire a diﬀerent mode of intercourſe and treatment, as bui
ing uncivilized;
-' *
- -l
'

.

-
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.
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SPECIFIC PROPOSITIONS APPLIED TO THE CASE OF A NEW COLONY.

-

172.

Si quid noviﬅi rectius iﬅis,
Candidus imperii; ſi noſſn, his iutere mecum. i ſſHOR. DE ART. POET.

N the ſeventh chapter, I have made ſuch obſerva
tions- as appeared to me uſeful and expedient, for

the ﬁrﬅ eﬅabliſhment of a newcolony in_Africa;_ and in the

eighth, I have delivered my opinion. refpecting ſome of the
permanent regulations. Still ſome of my readers may per.
haps expect a more ſpeciﬁc and practical plan 'than whatl
have yet propoſed; 'for moﬅ menare much aﬃﬅed in'_ com
prehending- and deciding. upon 'a ſubject, by having it re
_ duced to ſomething like' a ſyﬅem; . It hath- been well ob

ſerved, by Dr. Watts, that method and ſyﬅem, though late
ly too much neglected, are nevertheleſs excellent auxilliariſies

to, the mind, in forming an adequate idea of any ſubject that
compriſes many mutually ldependent parts. And, if there
be any ſubject in Which ſyﬅem is. pemlianbrvneceſſary, the
ſcience of government is certainly that ſubject. 'To gratify
(therefore the lovers of order) I inſert, with'a few neceſſary

alterations, the following Propoſitions, which I had the ho
nour to lay before the ſubſcribers to the Bulama Aſſociw.
tion, for their conſideration, at a meeting held on the 29th of
Aprili794.

,

.

PROPOSITION I.
i73. That thoſe who 'may be diſpoſed to ſubſcribe to

ſuch an undertaking, form themſelves into a company
FOR
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FOR CULTIVATING AND RAISlNG
TROPICAL _PRODUCTIONS
on the weﬅern coaﬅ of Africa, between the 6th and the 14th

degrees of north latitude *.
I
174. That ſuch company ſelect from among themſelves a
court of directors to, manage the whole concern; to ſell

land; to engage coloniﬅs; to receive money or commodities;

to pay money, and diſpoſe of commodities; to appoint their
0wn oﬃcers and agents, both in Europe and in the colony;

to ſend out veſſels, to trade 'wherever it may be found be-ſſ

neﬁeial for the whole concern, &c. and to lay a proper and
ſatisfactory account of their proceedings, before a general
meeting of the ſubſcribers, every year. r
" 175. The directors of this court ought, to conſiﬅ of two'
t claſſesſi-T/teſirſhclaſs ſhould have the care of 'the cultiva
tion of the people, or the introduction of morals and civiliz
* My reaſons for ſelecting this part of the coaﬅ, for the ſubject of my book and

map are-rﬅ, That it is much nearer to Europe than any equally productive por
tion of the coaﬁ.-adly, That owing to the trade-wind and curſſrents, as well as thect
ſmaller diﬅance, voyages to and from this part, can be performed ſooner than to
parts lower down, and incomparably ſooner than to any iﬂand in the Weſt Indies
(ſee s 6, note)-3dly, That the harbours are better on this part, than any known
harbours on the Weﬅern coaﬅ of Aſrica.-4thly, That this part of the coaﬅ is more

ſertile than any part convenient for European navigation, and particularly than the
tract of coaﬅ immediately to' the northward of it.-5thly, That the inhabitants ap
pedr, upon the whole, to be more diſpoſed to peace and induﬂry, than on any other
portion of the coaﬅ.-61hly,- That very little of this portion of the coaﬅ is occupi
ed, or claimed, by European powers.-7thly, That this part is leſs inſeſled by the
ſlave-trade, than any other portion of the coaﬅ, where that traﬃc is at all carried

on.-8thly, That, on account of navigable rivers and the good diſpoſition of the
the
inlandthan
people,
theany
interiQr
from
the coaﬅ
almoﬅ
other.countries are more eaſily acceﬃble,
i
ſ this part of

ation,

ſ
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ation, together with every thing that regards moral order 5 iſ? Pct
and regulhitions.-*T}rc ſecond claſs ſhould have' the can-e oſ
the c'ultivation of the ſoil OF the coibny, or the raiſing' of?
productions, it's management', and the di'ſpoſal thereof.

176. Pf ſix directors were eﬅabliſhed ſhr each claſs; the
buſineſs being more ſyﬅematically divided, would be more
eaſnly managed. Eachv directo-r ſhould be placed at thel
head- of his particular depart'men't, and betome anſwerable'

t'O the whole court of ﬃrectors, as the'Whoſe' court of direct
ors ſhouddbe reſponſible to the- ſubſcribcrs' and the coloniﬅs
at' every general' meeting.

1'77. By this mode oſ- arranging the buſineſs, itwill be
neceſſary to have' af- g-'onerab meeting,- of the whole
court, only once a quarter. Each claſs might meet once a
month, andevery d'imector, as the head-of his particular de

partment', might' manage the' Bu'ſine'ﬂsv in' ſuch' a manner as:
may beﬅ rim his? convenience.
178. lt ſeems robe' the? indiſpen-ſabld duty- oF every di
Pector', not'tbtveject any petitions,-ov propoſirionsi, that may'
be preſented to him, but to lay the ſame' before the meeting?

oſ his claſs, with his own opinion thereon': an'dſall ſuch pea
titions or propoﬁtionsz-preſented- before that claſs to which
they belong, ſhould be includedl i'nr a! report to' the next'.
quarterly' mecting oſ- a-general- co'ur't'oF d-ire'ct'ots, who are
to decide upon the ſame, and whiche'omt' ſho'ul'dldirect that
allr ſuch papers ſhould be properly dige-ﬅed and entered ini
the general reports, which every yeaf ſhould be laid beſOre'
the ſubſcribers.
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'

THE FlRST CLAss,

, which regards the cultivation, civilization and order of the
people, and their preſervation in the colony and it's de
pendencies. This Claſs may be divided into the two fol
lowing diviſions, and each of theſe into three departments.

FIRST DIVISION.

"d

ſi. Forpromoting regular'marriages in thecolony, as 'the
ſoundation of all ſocial order and true religion;

This head depart. includes three kinds of duties._
{ l. The adjuﬅment of diﬀerences between married partners.
ZSees
z. The promoting and encouraging the marriage of young men.
150,
3. The promoting and encouraging the marriage of young women. 153.

2. For promoting education and inﬅruction, which is "the"

ſecond object of importance, and Without which
p,,,,,,,,-,v,
withreilrect T
to mor

no civilization can take place. This department.
includes alſo three duties, Viz.
'I'
{ 1. The preparatory or family educat. of children under 1 o years. }Sce 5
z. The education of boys. ſeparately, above ten years of age.
'w '
3. The education offirls, ſeparately, above ten years of age.
U '9.

S

3. For promoting uſeſu occupations or emþloyments in t e'
colony. This is of eſſential conſequence, next to
the two before mentioned, in order that the colo

ny._may flouriſh. The objects for this depart. are,
r. Children.

2. Men.

'

Sceﬂ Igt.

.

u. --

,

s

3- WOMzlz'w awe, .- 2-LG
_SECOND DIVISION._ "aﬁweaoiiii
r1. The executive department of the laws, vrz.
n,d.mm
'
l I'

Examine

1. The
The laws
laws oſpolice,
ofjuﬅice.and policy, (ſee s 166.) }see iſ: 52' U, "ſtﬂp'
{ 2.

3. The (Economical law'.

'* The Medfcal-

to

2. The Surgical.
3. The Pharmaceutical.

m er'

7' ﬁﬂdsh o,

2. The executive dePartment for the performance of the
heating-m, as comprehending
w. 73 atb

with reſpect

d

I

.a13'.l£'{')ldlſ

See 5 162..

.

TIM

_

3. The executive department for the performance of exter
nal worſhip, particularly in the three eſſential ordi
nances, VlZ.
I. Baptiſm.
{z. Conſirmation
3. The holy ſupper.

} See 5 161.

AMONG THE DIRECTORS.

m

_
TTHE_3EC_0ND CLAss,
CH A
'which regards' the cultivatton of the ſorl and the preſervalx
-tion of the colony.

This Claſs, like that on the oppoſite

w

ſide, may be divided into the two following diviſions, and
each of theſe into three departments.
_

FIRST DIVISION.

*
_

_

ſi. For promoting the production (from materials in the co

lony from the three natural kingdoms, viz.
i. Animal,
2. Vegetable,

}

{3. Mineral. _

Franciſ-'ac
with reſpect

Sees 163.

i

_

2. For promoting the internal trode and manuſactures of the
* colony, or the formation and the employment of
the before mentioned raw productions for, the
<

to practical

immediate uſe of the colony, reducible to
1. Food,
{z. Cloathing,

all.

.
} Seej 164..

3. Building.

3. For promotm the commerce of the whole colony, vrz.
l. Their interior or colonial trade,

{z. The trade of exportation.

} See 5 165.

3. The trade of importation.

L
SECOND

DIVISION.

ſi. The executive department for the deﬂnce of t/ze colony
when
attacked
{;-£;1ſ::dv
.
_ . ſ }See t 166, to'
3. By ferocious animals.

ﬁg'

2. The executive department ofcolonialſinances fOr defray
ing the expences of
heartſ-a'

with reſpect
to peace.

'

{ 1.' Public charities

2. Publie works

} Sees 170.

3. Public defence

' 3. 'The executive department for all 'thoſe political aﬀairs,
whereb the vcolony muﬅ maintain its connection
1. With its government or direction,
{z. With other companies or colonies,

3. With it's neighbouring African nations.

} See s 17',

1 1-2
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PRO-PDSITſ-ON U

180. That the ſubſc-ribers do agree to fell,ſior in the moﬅ
advantageous manner, mdiſpoſe of, all the land which they

have purchaſe-21, or may purchaſe in Africa, upon ſuch con
ditions, and to ſuch perſons, as the court of directors ſhall,
approve of, as moral, good and uſeful coloniﬅs, and who

ſhall chaſe to go out te ferne, and to calm/ate their pur
chaſed [and within a certain limited time *.
181.
* This is nothing more than what took place in the iſlands of Grenada, Domi

niqa, St- Vincqm and Tobago 8?de to Great Brim-in. in '763- In there iﬂands
Wipe-no agree of land were fold by commiſimms, authoriaed by the government,
ſqſﬁpopgo Aer-ling, or[3 : La ; 3 per W£,þeing,t._hirty times the price which
the lands at Bulagna have poﬅ the ſubſerirbers: yet the purchaſers in the ceded
iſlands were bound, under a heavy penalty, toelear and cultivate, at leaſt one acrc
in twenty, every year, till one half of tIhe land they held was brought into cultiva
tion. (See the evidence oſ Mr. Campbell and Mr. Greig in Minutes of Evidenq:
before the Houſe of Common: in 1799, p. 166 and 221.)-Cultivation proceed
ed (lowly in Antigpa, till the colonial leBiſlature of that iﬂandlaid a tax of ﬁve

ſhillings per acre, on all manurable lands that ﬂzould not forthwith be opened and
cultivated. The eﬀect was that every man exerted himſelſto the utmoﬅ, or ſold
ſuch land as he could not cultivatc; and thus, in a ſhort time, all the manurablc

lands in the iſland were bearing canes, cotton or other produce. (See Long's Hiſ
tory of Jamaica, Vol. I. p. 409.)--In ſhort, bad roads, ſcarcity of proviſions, the ob
ﬅruction of population, and the detriment of health, and inahility or diﬃculty of

defence, are the certain conſequence of ſuﬀering purchaſed lands to lie unculti
vated in a colony, eſpecially an inſant colony. For maeeount of the evils Jamaiqa
has laboured under, from this cauſe, ſee Long, vol. I. p. 283, 405 (tﬁq. 598.-Sq:
alſo Douglas's Hiﬅory of New England, Poﬅlethwayt's Corn. Dictionary, Art.

" Coloures" and " nguay."--Beaſons for eﬂabliſhing the colony of Georgia,
p. 15, 29, and Smith's Wealth of Nations, Vol. II. p. 370.

r

I know not whether I ought to mention that the iſland of Barhadpes, Antigua and
ſome others, though they have been rendered in comparahly healthier by beingcleared,

w. hﬂVing ch Aſ 'to 'rats to attract the cloud-s, have not ſuch plentiful and regular
ſaint a; formerly, and ſuﬀer much inconvenience from the want of timber.

Cera

tain portions of the ceded iſlands have, therefore, been refer-ved in wood. Whetheſ

this conduct will be imitated or not in'Africa, is not for me to determine.
\

If it
were,
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181thth the ﬁrﬅ ſu-bſcribecs may have it in their op- C FiKA P
tion, however, to go themſelves to the oolony, and do ſhttle wſia
as coloniﬅs, and then too be ſubject to the ſame conditions
and terms as the other ſettler-s ; namely, to oblige themſelves
to cultivate their purchaſed land within a certain limited
time, at the expiratiotn of which the land remaining uncul
tivatod, whether belonging to ſettlers, or to ſubſcribers who

are not ſettlerS, ſhall be forfei-ted and diſpoſed of by the
court of direct-ers *.

PROPOSM'ION 111.
182. That a cokmiﬅ, his heir-s. or executors may have
equal rights, in every reſpect, with a £60 ſubſcriber, as ſoon
as he has brought into a cultivated ﬅate, within any ſpace
of time, not exceeding three years, thirty-ſix acres of land;
and that of a £60 ſubſcriber, who ſhall go out to the colo
ny, and like the coloniﬅs. cultivate his land, ſhall enjoy the

benefit of a double ſubſcription, Or that of two ſubſcribers

rights, in proportion to every thirty ſix acres of ground cul
tivated by him.
PROPOCITION 17,

7

183. That in conſequence of the third propoſition, there
ought to be a court of directors in the colony, ſimilar to
were, I would not heſitate, to pronounce that the woods ſhould be ſacriﬁced to
health; eſpecially as all kinds of proviſions and the ſmaller prqduce ﬅill thrive

very well in the drier iſlands.-But they are not ſo proper for fugar-canes.
* To reſide in one part of the world, and to cultivate land in another, will never
promote a colonial intereﬅ, as ſuch cultivation muﬅ evidently be by agents or ma

nagers, who will not have an intereﬅ in the proſperity of the colony, like ſettled
. coloniﬅs, or thoſe who ſuperintend their own buſineſs on the ſpot; and the former
caſe, it is more than probable, would, ſ00ner or later, end in tyraiiny and ſlave-Hog
ging, to the total diſſolution of all colonial order and ſocial virtue.

that
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that in Europe, the two court: having a combined intbreﬅ

w

with each other.

That theſe two courts, or diviſions of the

company, thus acting in perfect harmony Or union, one in
Europe, and the other in the colony, ſhould be ſo arrang
ed, that the former may have the general adminiﬅration of
every thing that regards t/ze deliberation upon/and regula
tz'on of, the general aﬀairs; and that the latter may hive the

ſuperintendance or direction of ſuch local adminiﬅration of
the aﬀairs as may regard the active, practical or executivc pro

vince in the colony. That only half the directors, both in
Europe, and in the colony, ſhould go out at every new elec
tion, in order that the court may always be provided with
perſons properly acquainted with the aﬀairs of the colony.
PROPOSITION Iſ.

184. inonc
That ſhould
after thebeﬁrﬅ
election
directors,
or after
two
years,
elected
butofthoſe
who have
at leaſt

once viſited the colony, in order that the directors may be
properly qualiﬁed, by their knowledge of the local ſituation
and practical ﬅate of the colony, to manage the direction in
Europe *.

PROPOSITION VI.
185. All kinds of oaths to be abolilhed, from the very be
* Thoſe who object to the ſhare the coloniſls will, on this plan, have in the
direction, will do well to conſider, that the preſent Britiſh colonies in the*Weﬅ ln

dies lay their own taxer, and make their own internal lawr, which can be reverſed
by no authorityinferior to that of the King in Council, and that only when they
are repugnant to the laws and conſiitution of Great Britain.-The late Britiſh co
lonies in North America enjoyed the ſame privileges.-Abſentees from the Britiſh
ſugar iſlands have no vote in the colonial legiﬁatures, and thoſe from jamaica are
additionally obliged, by a law of that iſland, to pay their " attornies," or ſaEtors, ſlit

per cent. of the value of the produce of their eﬂates, which operates as a heavy tax

on them ſor deſerting their civil and military duties in the Iﬂand.
Hiﬅory of Jamaica, Vol. I. p. 387, &c.

See Long's
_
_
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ginning of the colony, as they do not ſeem to be neceſſary,
when matters are arranged and managed in ſuch an equili
brium, that there are checks upon every action and proceed
ing, both of the court of directors, and of the inhabitants of

the colony *.

.

*
PROPOSITION

1711.

186. That commerce may be free, as well that of the com
pany, carried on by the court of directors, as that of the co
loniﬅs; ſo that, on either ſide, there may be an equal right of
trade. Any perſon who ſhould be found to deal in ﬅaves,

to be expelled immediately from the colony.
PROPOSITION I'lſſ.
187. That new ſubſcriptions to the Bulama undertaking
may be opened upon the ſame plan as the former, Viz. at

ſ60 per 5oo acres, in order to avoid unequal ſhares, and
that another expedition may be undertaken, as ſoon as the
advanced ﬅate of their ſubſcriptions, and of the neceſſary
preliminaries, conſpire with the ſeaſon to render the ſame
adviſeable,
* I have been credibly informed, that there are, in London and Wellminſler
above 30,ooo lawyers, attornies, and pettifoggers. Andl have been led, by my
enquiries, to full conviction, that a great proportion of them is maintained in conſe

quence of abuſed oaths. But this is not all: moﬅ people muﬅ have heard of the
practice of Jew-hail and the trade of aﬃdavit-men; and the farce of cuﬅom-houſe
oaths is not leſs ridiculous than it is ſhocking. Mr. Locke and Other great men, here
and elſewhere, have lamented the multiplicity of oaths required by the laws of moﬅ
nations; but hitherto, it would ſeem, too much in vain.

Sure I am, that, among

honeﬅ men, they are unneceſſary; and that rogues regard them as an empty form.
Why then introduce into an infant community, a practice which long experience
has proved to be unneceſſary or ſutile P-But, if oaths are to be adminiﬅered, none

but men of known integrity ſhould be allowed to make that ſacred appeal.

188. It
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r88. It ſhould be propoſed that ſuch perſons as- are will

L-w-ſid ing to fubſcribe, may do it- either in- commoditi'es or money,
at their

for I: have' met with many perſoms- who'

would: gladly have ſubſtribed- in goods; but who couldi
not ſpare the money from their buſineſs. Subſcriptionsl
ſhould therefore be opened in ſuch commodities as are
likely to be hereafter the' prod'uce'of the new colony; ſuch
as ſugar, cotton, eoﬂiee, indigo, tobacco, rice &e. and- 'he

court of directors immediately to take charge of the ſale' all
theſe articles, at the moﬅ advantageous price for- rhe compav
ny.

And in' order that thoſe who ſubſcribe in commodities;

may not obtain-more favourable conditions-than others, the

price of the commodities may be ﬁxed at a par between the

buying and ſelling price, to which ten per cent. ſhould be
added), a-s acompenſation for the riſk and t'roublle of' the

court in the diſpoſal of them; the Company to receive allI
thebeneſit, Siippoſe'that
or ſuﬅain all the'Ioſs,
may ariſe horn'
ſalt:
of'them;
24oolb. that'
oſſimuſcovado
ſugarthe
is pur
chaſed3 at 5d?. a pound, and ſol'd* at 7d.-then' 6d. a'pountf
would? be the average price, andſi*would*rnake out exactly
£60. which is the price of a ſhare of 500 acres; but' as it'

would be an additional trouble to the court to convert theſe
24oolb. of- mu-ſcovado ſugar into' ready money-,ithere ſhould
be added? 10- peir cent. conſequently" to! pay a ſhare of 5oo'
acres of land, according to f60' per ﬂlare,,with ſhga'r inﬅead'
ofctmoney, it would be ﬁrﬅ
24oolb.
and lovper contt additional

---

Molli
26'4czlb;

oſ ſugar to. be paid' into the company's. ﬅorehouſiz for a,
ſhare of 500 acres;,-_the ſame. plansto be followed,with-re

ſpect to all other goods.
PRO
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CHAP.

1.
PROPOSIT!ON IX.

189. That every aſſociation for forming colonies in Aſri- .
ca, ought to act connectedly and in harmony with the Sier
ra Leona cOmpany, and every ſimilar eﬅabliſhment; ſo

combining their intereﬅs, that every reſolution, taken in the
general court of directors of any one company, ſhould be
generouſly communicated to the'others; and, when a gene
ral election is held, and new reſolutions taken into conſider
ation, that two of the Directors of every ſuch company

ſhould be invited to be preſent.
PROPOSITION X.
190. That no Other currency be introduced, from the
c0mmencement of the colony, but that recommended in the

judicious plan of that friend oſ mankind, Granville Sharp,
Eſq. fbunded on labour*, which will tend to create and

encourage an activity for raiſing uſeful productions, better
than any other method. This plan, it is evident, may be
adapted, or made applicable, to all the pecuniary tranſactions
that can take place in the largeﬅ community.--If gold and
ſilver ſhould be ever introduced, they ſhould never appear
in the form of any coin; but ſhOuld circulate according to

their weight and intrinſic ſiandard.-See s 142. Query Ll.
PROPOSIF'ION Xſ.

191. ln order compleatly to ſecure ſocial virtue and or
der in the colony, the ancient and Venerable Engliſh ſyﬅem
* See " Sketch of temporary regulations for Siern Leona," where the worthy
author recommends day-labour; but I prefer piece-aunt which in all, or in moﬂ,

caſes, may be as eaſily accommodated to the intended purpoſe as day-labour.

R
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C IllX-f- P- of frankpledge ſhould alſo be introduced; but with ſome al

L-v-q teration to adapt it to the preſent ﬅate of things *.
PROPOSITIONXII.

192. The company ought to keep a compleat ﬅore-houſe
in the colony, containing a proper aſſortment of articles
ſuit'ed to that part of the coaﬅ : and, in order to give ſpirit

and ſupport to every active and uſeful coloniﬅ, there ſhould
be a diſcountz'ng account in articles kept for the general uſe
of the colony, that thoſe coloniﬅs who have abilities, but no
means, may' obtain ſuch articles, to a certain limited extent,

under the direction of the company.
PROPOSITION Xſfl.

193. When in proceſs of time, taxes come to be raiſed in

o

the colony, partly for the maintenance of public order, (ſee
s 17o,) and partly for raiſing ſuch revenue to the ſub
ſcribers as may aﬀord them a liberal, but ſpeciﬁc, indemniﬁ

cation for riſking and lying out of their property, it is pro
poſed that the following ground for taxing may be obſerved,
by which the overbearing inﬂuence of commerce, to the pre

judice of more 'uſeful and neceſſary occupations in the co- _
lony, may be prevented, viz.

>

194. That the inhabitants of the colony may be divided
into three diﬅinct claſſes: the ﬁrﬅ, produeers, or cultivators
of raw materials, ſuch as ſugar, coﬀee, cotton, indigo, ſpices,

cattle, corn or any 'other kind of productions in their ﬁrﬅ
ﬅate. The ſecond, the trode/men or manufacturcrs in the co
* Society is alſo indebted to' Mr. Sharp for illuﬅrating and recommending the
adoption oſ that excellent ſyﬅem. 'See his Treatiſe on Congregational Courts.
-Alſoﬂ167.
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10ny, who form the before-mentioned raw materials or C if A P
productions by means of induﬅry into ſome ſhape for, uſe; t_._,ſi.;
and the third or laﬅ, the claſs of merchants in the colony,

who are chieſly occupied in traﬃc and negociation, both
within and without the cdlony. It is of very great import
ance, that every inhabitant, from the beginning, may claſs
himſelf yearly under either of theſe three, and that the im-'ſi
poﬅsmay be laid by the colonial legiſlature, in ſuch propor
tion, that the ﬁrﬅ claſs be taxed the loweﬅ, and the laﬅ the
higheﬅ,
of voting, in all caſes, ſhall be con
ﬁned toand
the that
ﬁrﬅ the
claſsright
onlyſſ*.

PROPOSITION XIV.

195. That no coloniﬅ be allowed to poſſeſs more than a
certain portion of land, ſay

acres+.

PROPOSITION Xlſ.

196. That, in order to prevent certain obvious irregu
larities, as much as poſſible, every. coloniﬅ that remains un

married after the age of ' years, ſhall pay a tax to the com
munity of
per cent. on his property, and all married
people ſhall be encouraged in that ﬅate by an exemption
from certain taxes.
PRO-POSITION ixrr.
197. That no coloniﬅ be arreﬅed or impriſoned for debt,
* See the Plan of a free Community on the Coaﬅ of Africa, entirely independent
of all European laws and Government, 4to. 1789, p. 23.

+ " Experience has ſhown the inconvenience of private perſons poſſeſſing too
large quantities of land in our colonies, by which means the greateﬅ part of it muﬅ
lie uucultivated; and the inhabitants are thrown at ſuch a diﬅance that they can

neither aſſiﬅ nor defend one another." Reaſon: for eﬅabliſhing the Colony 'of
Georgia, p. 29.-Sec the Note to Prop. II.

R 2
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c 2 A P- at the inﬅance of another; but that it may be the creditor's

wſid own þfault, if he part with his property on truﬅ *.
PROPOSITION XVII.
1

x 98. That every uſeful mechanical invention, eſpecially
ſuch as are calculated to abridge and facilitate human la
bour, in clearing and cultivating the ſoil, be particularly en
couraged-See 3 132 ecttſhg.
'7' Every individual belongs to the community. and not to any other individual.
He cannot therefore be ſold for money, far leſs for credit; becauſe credit is often

given by inſidious men, or debts bought up by them, in order to inveigle and con
ﬁne their competitors; and competition is the very life of an induﬅrious communi.
ty. The number of perſon: who are loﬅ to ſociety, to their ſamilies and themſelves,

by impriſonment for debt, is very great. Sixty years ago, it was calculatod that four
thouſand were annually caﬅ into priſon for debt in England, and that one third oſ
their debts were never thereby recovered.-( See Reaſons for eﬅabliſhing the Colony
of Georgia, printed in 1733, page 18.) If the number oſ ſuch victim has increaſed,
as it is natural to believe it has, with the trade of the kingdom during that period.

few thinking men will be diſpoſed to rejoice at an extenſion of commerce which has
brought ſuch an evil in it's train.

I am, indeed, credibly informed that, in the be

ginning oſ the preſent year (1794l no fewer than 27,ooo perſon: were conﬁned
for debt in the gaols of England and Scotland. What a number to be thus ſhut up
from the eyes, and, I fear, too often excluded from the hearts, oſ their fellow ſub.

jectsl-But it is to be hoped that the promoters of colonization in Africa, will ef
ſeEtually prevent this aﬃicting evil from entering into any oſ their eﬅabliſhments,
always remembering that one of their primary objects is, the abaſz'tz'on qſtlteſlavc
tradcl-Seeﬂ 142, Query LI.

CHAP.
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COLONIES FORMED lN AFRlCA, ON THE PRINCIPLES OF COMMERCE:

by the Partugugſc, Spaniardr, French, Dutch and Au/In'ans.

199. MOST men yſiield a readier aſſent to facts, ſhowing
what has already been done, than to arguments,
proving what it is practicable to do. For the information then
of perſons who may be inclined to ſubſcribe, or to embark
as coloniﬅs, in any newundertaking of this kind, it may not
be improper to introduce into this work, a ſhort hiﬅory of
thoſe modern European colonies which have already been
eﬅabliſhed, or attempted, in Africa, on the principles of

commerce, and of thoſe which are now forming on the prin

ciples of humanity *. But it ſeems unneceſſary to deſcribe
the temporary ſettlements or factories.

THEPORTUGU'ESEfJſi

p

,

200. The Portugueſe explored the coaﬅ of Africa, before
* The intereﬅs of commerce and humanity were at ﬁrﬅ ſo ſucceſsfully reconciled.
by the Dutch, at the Cape of Good Hope, that the ſketch hereaftergiven of the ﬁrﬅ
eﬅabliſhmeut of their colony in that part of Africa, deſerves particular attention.

Upon the whole, it appears to me to aﬀord a very good mode] for forming colonies
in general.
.
'l' The following ſhort account oſ the Portugueſe colonies in Africa, 1 have
compiled from the-Atlas Maritimus et Commercialis, London printed 1728.-Morti
mer's and Poſllethwayt's Commercidl Dictionaries, both printed in London, 1766.
-Tableau General de Commerce, Londres, 1787.-The Report of the Britiſh Pri

vy Council, London 1789.-And the volumes already publiſhed of the EnCyclopaz
dia Britannica, 3d. edition now printing at Edinburgh.-It may be obſerved, how
cVer, that
the furniſhed
preſent ﬅate
Portugueſe
Africaworks.
is diﬀerent from what it was
period
which
the of
materials
for theſe
i at the
any
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Portugueſc

ﬁrﬅ explored
the African

any other modern European nation; but from an ungenerous

reſerve on the part of their government, or from ſome other
cauſe unknown to me, they have been ſo ſparing in their
communications, that I cannot pretend to deſcribe their co

coaﬅ.

lonies with that certainty and preciſion which I wiſh*.
Among other cauſes of confuſion, unſettledtprthography is
not the leaﬅ.

For example in the kingdom of Congo, we

pieet with Congo, Kakongo, Cango, Coango, names in the

application of which geographers do not ſeem to be agreed.
Thus much, however, is certain, that the Portugueſe poſſeſ

ſions in Africa are far more important. than'thoſe 'loſ any
other European nation; and that in the hands of aho' active

people, they could not fail to become the fources of immenſe

power and opulence.

ſi" '

201. Portugueſe Africa, as it may not improperly be call
ed, extends on the weﬅ from about 5 deg. of north lat. to lo?
ſome ſay 15 deg. ſouth. Here, inﬅead of'being cooped
within the narrow limits of trading factories, as they are on

other parts of the weﬅern coaﬅ, they are ſettled in colonies,
under a regular government, and have built ſeveral large
and well fortiſied towns. The ſoil, which is rich and well
watered, they have, in ſeveral places, taught the natives to
cultivate; for this kind of inﬅruction forms no conſiderable

part of the policy of the Portugueſe clergy, who have taken
* I have the ſatisfaction of informing the reader, that ſince the above was written,
the following ſketch has had the advantage of being reviewed, and corrected ina'
few places, by Colonel Bolts, a gentleman whoſe knowledge of the eaﬅern parts of
Africa is allowed by thoſe who have the honour of his acquaintance, to be very ex
tenſive. Having ſpent many years in the eaﬅern parts of the world, he publiſhed
in 1772, *' Conſiderations on India affairs," in three vols. 4to; and, I believe, he'

has it now in contemplation to lay alſo before the public the reſult of his perſonal

and acquired knowledge of the Eaﬅ of Africa, not only of the coaﬅ, but of the inland
c0untry.

ſo

.*':______.*'=-_
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have been the means of making many of them better chriﬅ

w

ians than themſelves. Thus much at leaﬅ appears, that the
religion theſe fathers have taught the natives has contribut
ed to- ſoften their manners, if not to mend their morals, (See
s 36, etſeq. and s 146). As a proof of this, we are aſſured,
that in many parts of this country, they are cloathcd in the
European faſhion, to which they are ſo habituated that,

even were the Portugueſe to leave the country, they would

not ſoon abandon it.
'
202. Awerri, though in the kingdom of Benin, is ſubject

Awetri.

to the government of the Portuguefe, who have here a caſ

tle and a garriſon; alſo a church and a monaﬅery. It is wor
thy of remark, that though the river of Benin is very fatal

to the Engliſh and Dutch ſcamen who frequent it, yet the
Portugueſe, who dwell farther within the country, do not

experience any peculiar inſalubrity of climate.

This is one

inﬅance, among many, which might be adduced, to make it .

probable, that the interior of almoﬅ all of the weﬅern parts
of Africais more healthful than the coaﬅ. (See s 76, and 80.)
203'. Angola 'was ﬁrﬅ diſcovered'by-the -Portugueſe' in

1484. They afterwards conquered ſeveral of it's provinces,
and rendered the native king tributary for the reﬅ, as his ſuc

ceſſors have ſince continued. Their acquiſitions may extend
240 leagues along 'the coaﬅ; and," in ſome places, 100 within
the land. The ca'p'ital is St. Paul de-Loanda, which has a
good harbour. ' 'It- is the ſeat of the government, and, every.

three years, receives a new governor from Portugal;

The

country has been cleared, drained and cultivated in ſo many
plaCes, as to improve it's climate very conſiderably. Some
years' ago, a-nUmbcr of people from Biſcay were ſent out

to work the excellent iron mines in Angola; but they miſ-_
carried,

Angola.
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carried, for want of proper ſupport. The Portugueſe in
Angola, are ſaid to be able, at any time, to bring into the
ﬁeld 3000 well armed men, of their own nation. -Their
power is chieﬂy ſituated in the interiOr parts ; for the trade

of the coaﬅ of Angola, &c. has always been open; and
thither the French, Engliſh and Dutch ſend yearly a con
ſiderable number of ſhips for ﬂaves, &e.
Congo.

. 204. In 1484, Congo was diſcovered by Diego Cam, who,
in behalf oſ his ſovereign, King John of Portugal, formed an
alliance, with the Kingpf Congo, which has continued to the

preſent day, with ſome interruptions, On the part of the Por
tugueſe. Their chief town,'St. Salvadore, is ſituated' 50
miles up the river Congo, or Zaire, upon an eminence, in a

Country well cultivated and moﬅ uncommonly ſalubrious.
(See s 76.) It is a very extenſive place, but not proportion
ably populous, as the houſes are intermixed with ſpacious
gardens, which, doubtleſs, is one cauſe of it's ſalubrity.

Yet it's inhabitants muﬅ be very numerous, as it is ſaid to
have twelve churches and ſeven chapels, beſides the cathe

dral. .
Loango and
Bcngnela.

.

.

'

205. Of theſe countries I do not ﬁnd any thing particular,
except that Benguela is very unhealthſul. They'are under the
power or inﬂuence of the Portugueſe; and, I believe, are ge
nerally included in deſoriptions of Congo and Angola,-In
the interior parts of theſe laﬅ countries, it appears that the

Portugueſe have many preſidios, or garriſons, who, with the
aſſiﬅance of the natives, have cleared and cultivated the land
in their reſpective vicinities, raiſing maize, calavances,

yams,
proviſions
and fruits.
206.bananas
Manyzofand
the other
Portugueſe
at Loando,
Coloſſmbo, St. Sal
Vadore and other places in this part oſ Africa are exceedingly
rich. It is common for a Portugueſe to poſſeſs 50, iooand
200

.j.\i
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200 ﬅaves, and ſome of the more opulent are the maﬅers Cl H A P- _

even of 3000.

A religious ſociety, at'Loando are the Pro
W

prietors of no fewer than 12,ooo ﬅaves, who being black

ſmiths, joiners, turners, ﬅone-cutters, &cſi earn, by their

work, from 4 to 500 rees per day, for the ſociety.-How far
this ſort of revenue is compatible with the intention of ſuch 7
an inﬅitution, it is not my preſent buſineſs to enquire.
207.' In Congo, Chriﬅianity was preached ſoon after the Miﬃonaries.
arrival of the Portugueſe; and miﬅionaries are ﬅill well re

ceived there. Encouragements have been oﬀered at diﬀer
ent times, particularly in the beginning of the preſent reign,

to the religious in the convents of Portugal, to labour in
the converﬁon of the natives of Congo, Angola, and their
other African poſſeſſions. Many miſſionaries have accord
ingly undertaken this pious work, at diﬀerent times. Their
ſucceſs appears to have been conſiderable, and, had they
been ﬅeadily ſupported, there is reaſon to believe it would
have been compleat.

Many Portugueſe biſhops reſide in

this part of Africa, and . numbers of the natives have been

regularly ordained prieﬅs.
_ 208. To the farther credit of that nation, it ought to be
noted, that they carry on the ﬅave-trade from the countries

juﬅ mentioned, with as much humanity as it is poſſible to
unite with ſuch a traﬃc. Great numbers of ﬅaves who
come
the remoteNone,
inland
countries,
ſhipped
from
Cohgo,from
Angola,i&c.
however,
whoarebelong
to theſe
laﬅ countries, are ſent as ﬅaves to the Brazils, except black
'convicts ; and even theſe, before they are put on board, are

catechiſcd and receive baptiſm, a rite which has been found

to conſole their minds under their unhappy circumﬅances.
The Portugueſe Have-ſhips are never over crowded, and
the ſailors are chieﬂy blacks, called Negros Ladz'nos, who

S

.

ſpeak.

Portugueſe
ſlave-trade.
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ſpeak their language, and whoſe buſineſs it is to comfort
and attend the poor people on the voyage. The conſe
quences are, that they have little or no occaſion for fetters,

ſo conﬅantly uſed in the other European ſlave-ſhips, and
that they perform their voyages from Angola, &c. to Brazil
with very little mortality.
*
Portugueſe
colonies on
the Eaſt Of
Africa.

209. So vaﬅ are the territories poſſeſſed by, or tributary
to, the Portugueſe on the eaﬅ of Africa, that they may, or

might have been ſaid to be maﬅers of a great part of that
whole coaﬅ. They are never intErrupted there by any
other European nation, except occaſionally by ſhips in diſ
treſs, on their return from India; for, in going out, they

St. Martin,
Pnado.

ﬅeer quite another courſe *.
,
'
210. The Portugueſe poſſeﬃons on the Eaﬅ of Africa
begin about 25'> ſouth latitude, according toPoﬅlethwayt.

Here they trade for ivory and gold, and they abound ſo
much with cattle, that they yearly furniſh numbers to the
Dutch at the Cape of Good Hope. St. Martin and Puado
are two iſlands in the River Cumana, where the Portugueſe

Sofala.

and the natives plant proviſions for the. ſhipping, and
whence they have ſome trade with the inland negroes.
211. The kingdom of Sofala extends about 30 leagues
along the coaﬅ, and about 80 up the country.

It is, or was

governed by a Mahometan prince, tributary to the King of
* The Portugueſe, however, do not appear entirely to exclude other nations
from a participation in ſome parts of the trade of the eaﬅern parts of Africa.
For, when l was at Havre de Grace in 1787, ſome ﬂaveqnerchants in that city

were ſending a few ſhips to Moſambiquelbr ﬅaves. They told me, that, although,
in the long, cold and ﬅormy voyage round the Cape oſ Good Hope, many more of

the ſlaves died, than even in the paſſage from the coaﬅ of Gu'inea to the Weﬅ In
dies; yet that their cheapneſs at Moſambique fully compenſated for their increaſed
mortality.-So cooly do merchants talk of ſacrificing the lives of mankind, at the

ſhrine oſ the " Mammon of unrighteouſneſslt"

Portugal.

-_--_._*.
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Portugal. The ſands of the river of Sofala have 'a ve'ry'con
ſidcrable admixture of gold-dull.

The inhabitants of the

CH ASP.
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town and kingdom oſ Soſala are a mixture oſ Mahometan
Arabs, idolatrous caﬀres and bad Portugueſe Chriﬅians.
212. From the mines of Soſala, more than 2,ooo,ooo of Great quan
tity of gold:

merigals of gold are ſaid to be yearly extracted, the value of
which, M. Savary computes, at 28,ooo,ooo livres Tournois,

or £1,166,666 ﬅerling. Theſe riches are divided between
the Portugueſe, the Arabians of Ziden and Mecca, and the
native traders of Quiloa, Monbaſe and Melinda. Theſe laﬅ
come in ſmall barks, called zambuclts, bringing dyed' and
white cottons, ſilks, ambergris and ſuccinum, or yellow and

red amber. The Arabians exchange goods from the Eaﬅ
Indies and the Red ſea, to the amount of£14o,ooo ﬅerling

per annum, for ivory and gold. The merchants of Sofala
alſo exchange European and Aſiatic goods for the gold of
the inland country of Monomotapa, which comes down in
ſuch quantities, that the Portugueſe call the Prince of Mo
nomotapa, t/te golden emperor.
213. On the weﬅ of Sofala, is the kingdom of Mongas,
chieﬂ'y remarkable for the quantity of gold it yields, parti
_ cularly at Maſſapa, Maninas, and the mountain of Oﬃ/tz'r,

Mongas. _

Mount

Ophir.

whence, it is believed, Solomon's treaſures were brought*.

At Maſſapa, the Portugueſe are ſettled, under the authority
of the Governor of Mozambique.
214. This emporium, is on an iﬂand in latitude 15" ſouth
(D'Anville.) It is extremely populous, one half of the in
habitants being Portugueſe and the reﬅ negroes. The

iﬂand abounds with cattle, poultry, fruits. and- proviﬁons of
* Some, however, are of opinion that Solomon brought his gold from Sumatra,

on the north end of which there is likewiſe a mountain which to this day is called

Ophir.-See Bolts on Indian Aﬀairs, Vol; I. p. 6.
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all kinds: ſo that, in this reſpect, it is a very proper place
of refreſhment for the Portugueſe Eaﬅ Indian ſhips, eſpeci
ally as the harbour' is very good; but the air is reckoned
none of the beﬅ.

At Mozambique are numbers of monks,

'ſome of whom are frequently ſent, by the'governor, to the
voppoſite co'ntinent; not ſo much, it is ﬅrongly ſuſpected, on
ſpiritual errands, as to diſpoſe the natives to give.hisexcel-'
lency good bargains of their gold, ivory and ebony.
" \
215. When the European goods arrive at Mozambique

from Portugal, they are taxed by the king's factor, who
ſends them to Chilimani, at the mouth of the Senna, Whence

they go very far up the riVer, to a Portugueſe r town;
whither the Africans come, ſometimes from thediﬅance of
two or three months travel, to buy, or take on credit, the

European goods, for a ﬅipulated quantity of gold, and

which they faithfully bring or ſend. This barter yields
cent per cent, and indeed, may well be called the Chili and
Peru of the Portugueſe; gold being ſo common, that, at a
month's journey from the coaﬅ, houſehold utenſils and or

' naments are frequently made of it. Of the trade of Mo
zambique, we may form ſome idea from the governor's du

ties which annually amount to between 60 and £7o,ooo
ﬅerling; excluſive of the pay of the troops and garriſons,
andPortugal.
of a conſiderable
tribute
annually
remitted
to the crown
of
*
i
_
*
Zanguebat.

"216ſ Lamo, Pata and Ampaſa, on' this coaﬅ, are, or were,

governed by chiefs dependent o'n the Portugueſe.
Melinda .

2'17..This large country, was for many years, governed

'by ap'rince tributary t'othe ſame nation. But the circum
ﬅances are now _reverſed£ for the Portugueſe are obliged to

purchaſe by annual preſents, permiſſion to trade, and to ex
plore the country for gold-a revolution probably cauſed
partly
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'partly by the declenſiOn 'of the Portugueſe power, and part- C HXA P

ly by the advanCement of the natiVes in the arts of corn- w
merce and policy, whichmade them ſenſible borh ofltheir
own in'ter'eﬅs', and of their own ﬅrength. The capital, like
wiſel called .M*e*lin_da, waswholly built by the Portugueſc,

inthe-latitude of 5o ſouth (D'Anville) with a very good har
bour, and a ﬅrong Icitadel. It is a large city, zſaidj tſio contain
3o,ooo Portugueſe, excluſive of natives, and 17 Chriﬅian

church-es, beſides religious houſes. From their Ware-houſes,
in Melinda, they ſupply the country with European goods
to a vaﬅ diﬅance'inlſſand, whence they procure ivory, in
ſuch quantitiesas'to load ſhips, with that. comnioditſſy alone.
Adjoining to Melinda, are ﬁveſi other kingdoms all tribu
tary to the ſatne nation; ſo that, in this part of' Africa
alone, the Portugueſe, in the zenith of their power, might

have been ſaid to hol'd the ſovereignty of a country aslarge
as Spa-in and Portugal together;

2

'

'

21-8.v The natives, however, carry on ſome' trade with

their own veſſels, in which they frequent the Red ſea, and

the ports of Arabia. They are-'alſo ſeen in the Indian ſeas,
eſpecially' at'Cambay'a," a maritime town in the'territories of

the Great Mogul. The Indians and Arabians, on the other
hand, ſometimes bringsthem gOOds to Melinda. Yet; the
Portugueſe ultimately tranſact all the trade of Mel'inda,
which
is but little inferiOF' to vthat of Mozambique. Gold

from Sofala, iVOry, copper, quickſilver, all ſorts of ſilks and
cottons from-Europe and the Eaﬅ Indies, ſpices, rice and
other grain are the chief art-icles brought to.Melinda.-- -

219. The inhabitants of Brava conſume great quantities of
European manufactures; for they dreſs in the Portugueſe

manner,_like- the people of Quiloa, and many other parts of
' this coaﬅ.
220.

Brara.

Yſſ-'T'r
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220. From Brava to Cape Guardafui, extends the coaﬅ of
Ajan, and from thence to Raſbel, at the entrance oſ the Red

w

ſea, the country is called Adel.
Ajan and
Adel.

Theſe vaﬅ territories

abound in cattle, corn and fruits; and Ajan affords the Por

.tugueſe ſeveral whole cargoes oſ ivory yearly. The inha
bitants are, or were, partly tributary to the Portugueſe and

partly ſubject to Mooriſh and Arabian princes *.
Mmzmal'.

221. The iſland of Madeira, is about 55 Engliſh miles
long, and 10 broad, and was ﬁrﬅ diſcovered, A. D. 1419, by

Joao Gonzales Zarco.. It is divided into two capitanias,
Funchal and Maxico (read Maſhico) each containing two
judicatures. Funchal (in latitu-de 32o 33' north), beſides
the city of that name, contains 7 towns, and 26 pariſhes;
and Maxico 3 towns and 17 pariſhes.
222. Madeira conſiﬅs of one large mountain, whoſe

branches riſe every where from the ſea towards the centre,
where there is an excavation, from which, and from the

greater part of the ﬅones being lava, it appears that a volca
no has formerly exiﬅed here.

223. Many ri'vulets deſcend, from the ſummit, in deep
chaſms, or glens.

Their beds are in ſome places, covered

- with ﬅones, brought down by the winter torrents of rain
and melted ſnow. The water is conducted by wears into
the vineyards, where ſome have it conﬅantly, and others

once, twice or thrice a week. The heats rendering irriga
tion abſolutely neceſſary, the planters of new vineyards are

obliged to pay dear,for water to thoſe who have a conﬅant
I." iſi

.

* After all, I ﬁnd it is believed, that the natives have diſpoſſeſſed the Portugueſe
oſ moﬅ of their territorial acquiſitions on the continent of the Eaﬅ o£ Africa.

'l' Abridged from Forﬅer's Voyage round' the World, Vol. I; p. 13. etﬅq.

ſupply.
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ſupply.-+-Wherever a level can be formed on the hills, the c H A P.
natives plant. eddoesſa-mm eſculmtum, Linn.) incloſed by .
' ,
a dyke, to confine the moiﬅure. The hogs eat the leaves, MADBIIA.
and the natives, the rootsſi-The ſweet potato (convolvulus '

irritate', Linn) is planted for the ſame parpoſe, and isia
principal article of diet; together with cheſnuts which grow
inextenſive woods, ongrounds too high for vines.

Whem:

and barley are ſown; where the vines are decaying from
age, or are newly planted."- But, as the crops do not aﬀord
above three month's proviſions, cprn is imported from

America, in exchange for "wine, The want oſ manur-e and
induﬅry are partly the cauſes of this defect; but, even were
the cultivation perfcct', it is believed, the iſland could not

aﬀord corn "ſuﬃcient for the inhabitants.
224. Where 'the ..ſ0il, expoſure and ſupply of water adi

mit, vines are cultivated. They are ſupported on a lattice.
work of bamboos. about ſeven feet high, from which the

grapes depend, and ripen in the ſhade; and hence the Ma
deira wines are believed to derive their excellent flavour

and body. The beﬅ, called Madez'm Malnﬀcy, is made from
a vine impurted from Candia, by order of Don Henry, In
fante of Portugal.

Only a ſmali quantity of this rich, ſweet

Wine is made; and it is fold on the ſpot, for £4o and £4z
ﬅerling the pipe. The next ſort is a dry wine, ſuch as is
exported to London, at £30 and ſ31 ﬅerling per pipe. - ln
ſerior kinds, for the Eaﬅ and Weﬅ 'Indies and North Ame

rica, ſell at 20, 25 Or offſigoﬄſterling.v

About: 3o,oooipipes,

from r to to 120 gallons,,are made, upon a mean, every year.
About 13,ooo pipes of the' better-ſorts are exported,va_nd
t'he reﬅ made into brandy and "Vinegar, or conſumed at
home.

The vineyards are incloſed with walls, and hedges

Of prickly pear, pomegranates. myrtles, bumbles and wild
roſes.

.".*
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C H A r. roſes.v 'The gardens produce all the European fruits, With,
x.
w

Manna.

nOw and then, ſome tropical ones, as bananas, goavas and

pine-apples.

'

ſ

-

-

-

'225. All the domeﬅic animals of Europe are ſound at
Madeira.

The mutton and beef are ſmall, but well taﬅed.

The horſes, though not large, are ſure footed; and clirnh
with agility, the diﬃcult paths oſ the iſland. There are no
wheel-carriages ofany kind; but in the town, they convey
heavy goods on ﬂedges drawn 'by oxen.-The only wild
quadruſiped here is the grey rabbet.-Many wild birds, com
mon in Europe', are ſound in Madeira; but very'ſew hens,

or other tame birds, obving perhaps to the ſcarcity of corn.
--There are no ſnakes whatever in this iſland; but the'
vineyards and gardens, and even the houſes, ſwarm with
lizards.-The ſhores are not without ﬁſh; but, as they arc
not in ſuﬃcient plenty, for the Lent ſeaſon, " herringS" ſays
Dr. Forﬅer, *' are. brought from Gothenburg, in Engliſh
bottom, and cod from North America*.-On this head, I

cannot
* My author may be right in (lating that herrings are brought ſrom Gothenburg
ſo Madeira, in Engliſh bottoms; but I have the beﬅ reaſons to believe that the

greater part are ſent there in Swediſh bottoms.

lt is true, payments at Madeira are

not made in money; but in produce, viz. wine, a great part of which the Engliſh
very conVeniently diſpoſe of in their colonies, an advantage which I ſhould think is
more than balanced by the lower rate of Swediſh freight, and the numerous advan

tages oſ the ſrec port of Gothenburg; and they are obliged, at any rate, to go to the
ſouthward for ſalt; they pack the herrings full as hard, and ﬁt for hot climates, in
Sweden, as any where elſe; and, upon the whole, the Swedes can certainly ſend her

rings, not to mention other articles, to Madeira, at leaﬅ as good and cheap as the
Engliſh.-I do not mean, however, to ſay, that the exportation commerce of Swe.

den is in a ﬅate unſuſceptible of better regulations. There is in that country a board,
called COMMERCB COLLECIUM, conſiﬅing ofa preſident and eighteen members;

and whoſe buſineſs it is, or oughtto be,to watch overthe commercctial intereﬅsbſ Swe-ſi
den. 1 am ſenſible that this board contains afew men of real worth, and who have the
good

--'ra
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cannot omit an, obſervation of my learned author. V Afri- C HXA FJ
on," ſays he, p. 27, "' which; we viſited duringthis voyage, w.

- in: a Few Weeks', ſupplied us with a- gzreat variety of quadru
peds, reptiles and infects, whilﬅ. all the' other lands where
we touched, aﬀorded no new difcoveries in thoſe claſliss."

226. The common people of Madeira are tawny, with
dark eyes and- black curling hair,.which, in ſome individuz.
ails', begins to criſp,.0wing, perhaps to intermarriage with ne
groes'.---The inhabitants of the towns are more ill-favoured

than: the country people.-The gentry are a: ﬁort of patitc
nobleſſe, whoſe genealogical pride makes them unſoeiahle
and ighoraht,1 and cauſes a ridiculous 'aﬀectation of gravity.
227. The country peopleare very. ſober and ſrugal; their

diet being generally bread and Onions, or other roots, with
little animal food.

Their drink is- water, or a fermented in

fuſiOn of' the refuſe rind of the grape; for the wine, which.
their own hands prepare, they' ſeldomzif ever, taﬅer-When
chief occupation is raiſing- vines ;_ but as this requires not '
much attendance, for a great part of the year, they natural-ſi_
ly incline to idleneſs.-

Indeed, warmth' of climate,.where

great proviſion againﬅ inclemency of weather is unneceſ
Lary, and where hunger is eaſily: ſatisﬁed, will' probably
produce indolence, wherethelegi-Hamre does notcounteract

it', byencouraging induﬂzry. - But, it ſeems', the; Pbrtw
guefe legiﬂators are not' thus difpoſed; for, though they'
have lately 'ordered olive-trees to: be planted here, on. ſpars
too dry and barren for vines, they have given the- labourers
no temporary aﬃﬂance, and haave oﬀered no premiumg. to:
overcome their reluttance to innovastion, and to labour.,
good of their country very much at heart; but, whether, upon the whole, it an
ſwers the end of it's-o'iginaliinﬂitution, Lbeg leave tol'awe my-ſelfſthemtiﬁcadon
'I enquiring.
r
4
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C HKA P- Add to this, that the landed property is in the hands of a
LAAJ few ancient families ; the Vineyards are held only by an an
MADEIRA.

nual tenure; and the farmer reaps but four tenthsof the
produce; four tenths being paid in kind to the landlord,

one tenth to the king, and one to the clergy.

Such ſmall

proſits, joined to the thought of making improvements for
others, preclude all alterations for the better, under the pre

ſent ſyﬅem.

But, oppreſſed as they are, they are chearſul

and contented.

Their labours are commonly alleviated

with ſongs ; and, in the evenings, they dance to the drowſy
guittar.
228. The governor is at the head of all the civil and mili
tary departments of Madeira, Porto Santo, the Salvages and
the Ilhas Deſertas, which laﬅ contain only the temporary

huts of ﬁſhermen.-The law department is under the corre

gidor, commonly ſent from Portugal, and holding his place
during the king's pleaſure.

To him appeals lie from the

inferior courts, each of which has a ſenate, and a preſiding

_judge choſen by them.

The merchants elect their own

judge, or providor; who collects the king's revenue, amount
ing annually to about£1 20,ooo ﬅerling, ariſing (1) from one
tenth of all the produce of the iſland; (2) from 11 per cent.
on all exports; and (3) from IO per cent. on all imports,

proviſions excepted. Far the greater part of the revenue is
applied to the' ſupport of the civil and military eﬅabliſh
ments, and of public buildings.
Military.

2229. The iſland has but one regular company of 100
men; but the militia conſiﬅs of 3ooo, who are annually
embodied for one month, under the Sergeante Mor. Nei
ther
privatestnor
pay; and yet
the.
placesof
the latter oﬀicers,a
are muchreceive
ſought any
caſter,.on>account
of thect
rank.
ate-Pa

.
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230. The ſecular prieﬅs are about 1200, many of them c H A P.
x.
employed as private tutors; for, ſince the expulſion of the L-W
Jeſuits, there have been no regular public ſchools here, MAnaraA.
except one, where a prieﬅ educates 10 ﬅudents, at the Prieﬅs.
king's expenſe *. Thoſe who intend to go into orders are

obliged to ﬅudy at the univerſity of Coimbra, in Portugal.
There is a dean and chapter at Madeira, headed by a

biſhop, whoſe income, which conſiderably exceeds the go
vernor's, conſiﬅs of 110 pipes of wine, and 960 Engliſh
buſhels of wheat, amounting, at a mean, to £3ooo ﬅerling.

231. In 1768, the inhabitants of the 43 pariſhes of Madei

Population,
births,

ra, amounted to 63,913, of whom 31,341 were males, and

deaths.

32,572 females. But, in that year, the deaths were exactly
5243, and the births 2198. It is highly probable that ſome
epidemical diﬅemper prevailed in that year, as ſuch a mor
tality would ſoon depopulate the iſland: a ſuppoſition

which is ﬅrengthened by the excellence of the climate+.

Climate.

In ſummer, the heat is very moderate on the higher parts
of the iſland, whither the better ſort of people then retire :
in winter, the ſnow lies there for ſeveral days, while, in the

lower parts, it never continues above a day or two.
232. In 1449, Antonio Nolli, a Genoeſe in the ſervice of
Don Henry, Infante of Portugal, diſcovered ſome of the

Cape Verd Iﬅands; and in 1460, another voyage was under
* There appears to be a prieﬅ in Madeira for every 53 inhabitants; excluſive of
about 70 friars and 300 nuns.

'

+ My author's ſuppoſition is farther ﬅrengthened, by Dr. Heberden's obſerva
tion, that the inhabitants of Madeira double their own numbers, by the births, in 84

years, under all their oppreſſions; for nothing ſhort of Wgﬅ Indian appreﬃon can
prevent mankind, when once fairly ſcttled in a tolerable Climate, from keeping up, dr
increaſing, their numbers by births-See Price on Annuitie's, p. 204.

1 Abridged from Forﬅer's Voyage round the Word, Vol. I. p. 33 etſiq,
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taken 'to ſettle them, when the reﬅ were diſcovered. _ Santi

ago, (as Colonel Bolts writes it) is the largeﬅ of them, md
about 17 leagues in length. The capital, of the ſame name,
lies in the interior, and is the ſee of the biſhop 'of all theſe

iﬅands.

This iſle contains-at pariſhes, the moﬅ populous of

which has about .4ooo houſes.

'

.

_'

i

. 233, The Cape Verd Iﬂands are generally mountainous *;

but their lower hills are often carered with verdure. and
have a gentle declivity, with extenſive vales between them.

They are ill ſupplied with water; but Santiago has one w
lerabile river. The hills are covered with ﬅones. which are
'a ſpecies of lava._ The ſail, which is ſertile enough in the

Vallies, is a kind of rubbiſh of ci'nders and ochreous aſhes;

hence it is probable that all theſe iﬂands have contained
volcanoes; eſpecially as Fogo ﬅill conſiﬅs of a burning
mountain.
Opprdſed

.

.

4 .

'

234. Porto Praye ﬅands on a ﬅeep rock, and contains on

bymonopoly.

ly a few cottages. It's fortiﬁcations are old walls towards

the ſea, and low ſenses of Looſe ﬅones, towards the land. A
tolerable building. at s little diﬅance, belongs to &company
at Liſhon, who monopoli'ze the 'trade to all'theſe iﬂands,
and keep an agent here.

" Tlie company," ſays Forﬅer "þer- .

ſsctb'tymimizesfover t/ze inhabitants, 'and ﬁll; them wretched
merc/zgndzſize, at exprbz'tantþrz'ces."-'It is believed, however,

that thoſe poor-people have lately 'been delivered from this

cauſe of their wretchedneſs, by the abolition of that moﬅ
odious and 'oppreﬃve monopoly. May Heaven preſerve
every colony in Africa, g/Peez'aly t/uye þnﬀgﬀedb undertaken
on humane principles, from the cruel cl-utches of ſuch un'
feeling companies!
_ '
Inhabitants .

235, The natives of Santiago are middle ﬁxed, and almoſt
black, with frizzled hair, and thick lips, like the uglieﬅ
ne i
groes.
de

s
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grees. But, whether the change has beCn wroughti-n theſe
deſcendants of the ﬁrﬅ Portugueſe coloniﬅs, by the climate
acting on their complexion, fer nine generations (3oo years
or 'by intermarriage with negroes,rDr._F0rﬅer does not de
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cide. He ſtates, however, the opinion of Canon Pauw, the
Abbe' Demanet, and the Count de Buﬀon, that " the colours

of the human ſpecies depend principally on the climate *."
Atpreſent, there are no Whites in theſe iſlands, except-r 2 or
-1 5 at Smtiago. Even the governors and the prieﬅs in the
other iſlands are b'lacks. The better ſort wear ragged Eu
ropean cloaths: the reﬅ ſeem well pleaſed with the partial
covering of a ſhirt, a veﬅ, a pair oſbreeches, Ior a hat+.

Deſpotic governors, bigotted prieﬅs and the indolence oſ
the court of Liſhon, will alwaYs keep- thoſe people more
wretched than any commu-nity of negroes in Africa. They
are rather inclined toﬂoth; and their ſituation conﬁrms

this habit. Beggary alone, can protect them from the gripe
, of tyrants, to increaſe whoſe treaſures, would be the only
eﬀect of their toil. Add to this, that the dry ſoil is parched

_up, When the annual rains ſail, and ſamine inevitably ſuc
ceeds. From theſe powerful cauſes, it is reaſonable to ſup
poſe, that the inhabitants are deterred, from marriage
* See De Pauw Rech. phil. ſur les Americ. T. I. p. 186.-Demanet Nouv. liiﬂ.
Je I'Aſr. Ft'an. T. II. p. 224.-Buﬀon Hiſi. Nat. 12m0. T. VI. p. noon-Iſ]
might venture to oﬀer an opiniou'on a ſubject ſo- much controverted among the learn
ed, I wotddgiye it as the reſult of my vobſervations in Africa, that a black, or a very

dark, campleX-ion would be the conſequence of w/u'tcs living wit/Lia t/ze troﬃu, aſſeſ

the manner qſt/ze nation. But the whiles, except perhaps at the Cape Verd Illands,
have hitherto lived in tropical countries, cloathcd and lodged, as in temperate cli
mates; and therefore the complexions of them and their deſcendants have, in ge

neral,
undergone .but little alteration,
eſpecially
in individuals not much expoſed to
'he
ſun.
i
.
'U have been credibl) informed, that Rag-fair in London ſupplies the Cape Vcrd
Hands a. with great quantities of old cloaths.
- ' . ſi '
which
,..

Cauſes oſ
their wretch
edneſs.

l
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Agriculture:

which would only bring miſery, and perhaps the horrors of
ſlavery, on their oﬀspring *.
ſ, 236. Aſter what has been ſaid, the ﬅate oſ agriculture in
theſe iﬁands cannot be expected to be very ﬂouriſhing.
The valley near Porta Praya ſort, however, ſeems to have
ſome moiﬅure, and is planted, here and there, with cocoa

nut-palms, ſugar-canes, bananas, cotton, goaves and pa

paws. But the greateﬅ part of it is over-run with bruſh
wood; and another is left for paﬅure-But we may per
haps conclude, that the Cape Verd Iſlands, in the hands oſ
an active nation, might be cultivated to great advantage.
The cochineal plant, ſome ſpices, and coﬀee, would thrive

particularly well in this hot, parched climate. Theſe would
ſupply the natives not only with the neceſſaries, but the lux
uries oſ life, under the inﬂuence oſ a free and equal go
vernment, like that oſ Great Britain.
Exports and
manuſac

-

237. Such is the ſubﬅance of our learned onager's ac

tures.
* In 1773 and 1774, (as Mr. Forﬁer was told at the Cape of Good Hope, in
1775) a famine deſtroyed multitudes oſ people, in the Cape Verd Iſlands. In the
midﬅ oſ this diﬅreſs, ſeveral of the natives ſold themſelves ſor ſlaves to a Dutch

captain, who happened to arrive, and who ſold them at the C. oſ G. Hope. But
the government there having been informed of it, ordered the captain to redeem
them, at his own expenſe, to carry them back to their own country, and to bring a
certiﬁcate from the Portugueſe gOVernor, importing the execution oſ theſe orders.
From the dates given by Forﬅer, I inſer that ſome oſ the members oſ the govern

ment to whom this praiſe worthy action was to be aſcribed, were Baron joachim von
Plettenberg, the Governor; M Hemmy, the ſecond governor; M. von Prehn, the

major; and M. Berg, the ſecretary, gentlemen whom Forſier, on another occaſion,
(V. l. p. 74) mentions as valuable members of ſociety, ornaments to their country
and friends to mankind; and he gives the ſame character oſ M. Chriﬅophel Brand,

commander oſ the poﬅ at Falſe Bay, and oſ M. Kerﬅe and M. de Wit, who appear
to be private gentlemen.--While I was at Goree, in 1787, a veſſel arrived from the
Cape Verd lſlands, which brought accounts that they had been without rain 'for
three years.--The W. Indian Iſiand of Antigua once had no rain for 7 years.
Privy Council's Report.
'* '

'

count
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count of the Cape Verd Iﬂands, which being ill watered,

and their rains uncertain, cannot be ranked among the moſt
fertile parts of Africa. But it is not improbable that he vi
ſited them during a drought; for Mortimer (in his Commer
cial Dictionary, Art. Cape de Verd lﬂes) does not repreſent
them as very miſerable habitations.
He tells us that,
though mere deſerts when the Portugueſe ﬁrﬅ ſettled on

I39
CHAP.
X.
CAPEVERD
lar/inns.

them, they now produce ſeveral commodities for trade, as

raw and dreſſed hides, oil extracted from tortoiſes, honey,

wax, ſalt, Turkey wheat, (Indian corn or maize) oranges,
lemons, &c. and ſupply veſſels with tame and wild fowls.

Cattle are in ſuch plenty, that ſeveral ſhips are employed in
carrying them to Brazil, whither they alſo convey quanti

ties oſ ﬁſh, caught and ſalted near Cape Verd-He might
have added, that theſe iſlands ſupply the Weﬅ Indian ſugar
colonies with great numbers oſ cattle, aſſes and mules (See

s 60) and that, at Santiago, the inhabitants manufacture
cloths of cotton and of ſilk. They are very beautiful arti
cles, and are Commonly called in England, '4 Saint Jago
cloths," a name, however, oſten applied to " Guinea

cloths," or thoſe ſabricated by the negroes on the conti
nent of Africa.
---.-

- 238. CQI'Onel.Bolts who was at the Cape Verd Iſlands, in
i7'81, has obligingly communicated to me the following ad
ditional and very intereﬅing particulars.
'

' 239. In Septlember and October, ſhips have often' been
driven On ſhore in Porto Praya road. In the dangerous
ſeaſon', therefore', it is beﬅ to anchor out in 18 fathoms wa

ter; ſo that, in caſe ofa gale, the ſhip may be ſure oſ clear
ing the eaﬅern point, called Mulher Branca, or the weﬅern,
v

called

Harbour'.
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C Hx-'l P- called Tumroſa. sam. Vincent, one of the Ilhas' Deſertas,
has the beﬅ ha-rbour in all theſe iﬂandis; and' it is capable of'
L-v-h-D

CAPLVERD'

containing the moﬅ numerous ﬂeet of large ſhips, ſafeall the'

lsekuus.

year round.
C urious
ſtones.

Sam Vincent has the advantage of excellent

air and plenty of good- water, but it i-s- uninhabited.
240. The iſland of S. Antam (improperly called S. Antou
nio) formerly belonged to the Duqu-e llnfeliz (de Aveiro.}

It was rented by that family to an: Engliſh gentleman, whole'
agent, one Stephen Spencer, picked up ſome ﬅones, waſhed:
do .vn from the peak of the iſland, and ſent them to Eng

land. The l-apidaries gave it as their opinion, that the'
mountain whence they came certainly contained curious,- if
not precious, ſtones. 'All the Iﬂands contain iron ore, often'

on the ſurface.
People en
llaved by the
Duque d'Aveiro. .

2111. The Duque d'Aveiro had partly peopled S. Antam,
with' his own ﬂaves; and, in time, he acquired, or uſurped,

a kind of property in the perſons-of the other inhabitants.
The poor, ignorant creatures having ſubmitted to his gra*
dual and artful encroachments on their liberties, their

children actually came to conſider themſelves as the ſlaves:
of this uſurper and his ſucceſſors. And ſo compleatly were
they ſubjugated at laﬅ, that the Engliſh agent exported and
ſolda great number of them.

On the fall of the Averio fa

mily, however, S. Antam reverted to the crown: and, not

above ſix months ago (1781) thegovernor received an or
der from the court of Liſbon to liberate theſe oppreſſed
people, who are computed to be about worm-The famine
which aﬄicted theſe iſlands a few years ago (ſee s 235, note)
appeared ﬁrﬅ in S. Antam, and was very ſeverely felt in that
iſland, 1000 of it's- inhabitants having periſhed by it. In
Santiago, 15,ooo perſons, or about one half of the inhabi

tants, loﬅ their lives,in- the ſame diﬅreﬂing period.
242.
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242. During the adminiﬅration of the Marquis de Pom CHAP.
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4

bal, about 10,ooo of the inhabitants of the Cape Verd

w

Iﬁands were ſent to build the preſent fortiﬁcations at Biſſao,

CAFEVERD
IsLANDs.

where moﬅ of them died.
_
243. There are at Santiago fourteen Emgenhos, or ſugar

Sugar-milk.

mills, worked by oxen; but only two of them are reckoned
good. They make very ﬅrong ſpirits there; but, from a
defect of induﬅry and ingenuity, and doubtleſs of encOur
agement and capital, neither their ſugar nor ſpirits are ſuf
ﬁciently cheap for exportation.
.
244. The late governor, Joaquim Salene Saldanha Lo

bo, had a ſcheme for ﬁtting out veſſels at the Cape Verd
Iſlands, for the whale ﬁſhery on the Southern coaﬅ of Afri
ca; and another for'extracting from the Semente da purge."
an oil which is excellent for burning, and is free from any
bad ſmell.--The gathering of Orzella, or Orchella, on the
coaﬅ of theſe iﬂands, coﬅs not 800 reas per quintal. The

medium price of that quantity, at Porto Praya, is 3ooo reas,
and at Liſbon 19,200 reas+.-In theſe iſlands, they might
raiſe great quantities of very good cotton, and alſo of indi
go which grows wild every where.

But the inhabitants do

not cultivate more of either, than what is neceſſary for the
'Cloths they manufacture, for their trade to the continent

of Africa. Colonel Bolts has ſamples of the following
kinds, the ﬁrﬅ of which is in the greateﬅ demand on the
continent, and the reﬅ in the order of the numbers.

The

prices are thoſe at which they may be reſpectively bought
per piece, at Porto Praya.-,1. Pano de agulha, all cotton,
about 2500 reas.-2. Pano quadrado, all cotton, about 2000
- * Ricinus-Pignon d'Inde. . It is believed to be the ſame plant from which the
Caﬅor oil is extracted in the Weﬅ Indies.

+ 4800 reas are equivalent to a moidore, or about 27 ſhillings ﬅerling.
reas.

Whale-ﬁſh

eryDrchella,
manuſac
tures:
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c H A P. reas.-3. Pano da ley, all cotton, about IOOO reas.--4. Pa

no de fio de laa, cotton and worﬅed, 4 to 5000 reas.--5. Pa
no de retros, cotton and ſilk, 6 to 12,ooo reas.-6. Pano de

veﬅir, 3000 reas.
ST. THO
NAS.

245. The iſland of St. Thomas (called by the negroes on
the coaﬅ Poncas) was diſcovered by the Portugueſe, in
1465, ﬁrﬅ ſettled by them in 1467, and here they have

raiſed a colony which is, or was, very ﬂouriſhing. It's ſitua
tion (under the line, and in about 270 oſ longitude Eaﬅ
from Ferro) appeared to the Dutch ſo commodious for the
trade of the neighbouring coaﬅs, that they took it in 1610,
and again 1641 ; but it was both times retaken by the Por

tugueſe,
who ſoon
repaired
the almoﬅ
incalculable damageA
their enemies
did on
abandoning
it.

246. The chief products are ſugar and ginger*.

Of

* I do not know that the products of any one of the countries, which l have
ſound it neceſſary to ſketch, have ever been explored and diﬅinctly enumerated.
That they have not, would appear from the new diſcoveries always made, even in
the moﬅ frequented parts of Africa, when naturaliﬁs happen to viſit them. Of 1th
we have an inﬅance, in the following extract from the evidence ol A. P. How, Eſq.

who was in Africa, in 1785 and 1786, in the Grampus ſhip of war, employed as a
botaniﬅ, by the Britiſh government.-" The witneſs has ſeen rz'n'mmon trees at St.
Cinnamon.

Thomas, at the ſea ſide, about 20 feet high; and, from what he heard, they grew in

land toa higher ﬁze.

From the bark brought down, he concludes there muﬅ be a

great quantity inland. The Cinnamon and caﬃa trees are of diﬀerent genera; the
one belonging to the Laurus, the orhcr the Caﬃa; but their genera are not quite eﬅa
bliſhed. The leaf of the laurus is oblong, nerved, ſhining, ſimple.

Of the caſſia, the

leaves are bipennate, not unlike the mimoſa or ſenſitiVe plant. The witneſs is not
poſitive that it is the ſame Cinnamon which grows in India; but the bark, leaves and

whole ﬅructure of the tree are the ſame as thoſe brought from thence to Kew gardens.
He has never been at Ceylo'n; but has ſeen the tree, both at Bombay and Cambay,

in private gardens, brought a' preſents from Ceylon.

The African caﬃa is not un

like that which has been ſeen in the Eaﬅ lndies."-*-See Minute: of Evidence be
fore the Houſe of Commom, 1790, p. 226.

brown
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brown ſugar, the common crop is from 6 to 7co charges, oſ
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which near IO0,000 roves, each 32 Portugueſe pounds, are

L-V-J

annually ſent to Portugal.

ST. THO
HAS

The other produfts and manu

factures of St. Thomas, are diﬀerent kinds of cotton ﬅuﬀs,

proper for the Portugueſe trade on the coaﬅ, fruits, parti
cularly that called cola, a nut, in taﬅe like a cheſnut, which

is advantageouſly bartered in Angola and Congo, whence it
is ſent to a great diﬅance inland.

Indian corn, miller, caſſa

da, ﬁgs, bananas and other tropical produce, grow here in
plenty. The ſheep and goats are excellent; but the beef is
ſmaller, and not near ſo fat, as in Europe.

247. The Portugueſe carry to St. Thomas, linens, cam

Imporu.

blets, ſerges, brandy, wine, olives, olive-oil, capers, ﬁne
ﬂour, butter, cheeſe, ſalt, hatchets, bills, copper-kettles and

plates, ſugar-moulds, pitch, tar and cordagc.
---.--o

248. Of the three ﬁrﬅ, the Portugueſe make ſo little uſe

as ſcarcely to claim an excluﬁve property in them. Ships of
all nations occaſionally touch at them for wood and water,
and to catch turtles.

But at Annabona, the Portugueſe

Pamcz's
Inner),
FuNANDo
Po, Ascau
smN AND
ANNABONA

trade in cotton, which they gather there in conſiderable
quantities. They alſo raiſe hogs, goats, poultry, and fruits.
249. Except Aſcenſion, which is covered with ſand and Eligiblc for
colonies.

rocks, all theſe iſlands oﬀer to Portugal an excellent op
portunity oſ imitating the liberal and humane example of
colonization in Africa, which has lately diﬅinguiſhed Great

Britain and Denmark.

250. The Portugueſe had the advantage oſ trading to, and

General re
ﬂection: on
the Portu

eﬅabliſhing themſelves in, Africa, earlier than any other gueſe ſettle

U 2

modern

ments in
Africa.

'- -'-_>
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modern European nationſi; and that too at a time when
CHAP.
X.

they were actuated by a ſpirit oſ enterprize which perhaps

has never been exceeded in'any people.

Their power

has, indeed, undergone a great, but gradual, declenſion,

eſpecially on the continent of the Eaﬅ of Africa; Yet ſuch
remains of it are ﬅill viſible that a reſpectable modern
writer ſcruples not to ſay, that they ﬅill poſſeſs more valua
ble territory in Africa, and have brought more oſ the na
tives to live in the European manner, than all Chriﬅendom
beſides.

Hence he concludes, that other nations, and the

Britiſh pro

Britiſh in particular, who can furniſh Africa with manu

gmﬁinAﬁL
ca might ex
ceed Fortu

factures of their own, might make at leaﬅ as great advances

gueſe.

in the inland trade of that continent, as the Portugueſe,

under the diſadvantage of purchaſing moſt oſ the goods
they carry to it, from other nations. " But this," he ob
ſerves, " depends on quite other meaſures than 'what have ever
yet been taken."
SPANISH.
CANARY

_

251. The Canary Iſlands, as well as thoſe of Madeira

Istnan'.

and Cape Verd, were known to the ancients. But their ac
counts oſ them are indiﬅinct and confuſed; for they appear
to have confounded many iﬂands together, under the gene
ral name of the fortunate iſlands. The Canaries were ﬁrﬅ
known to the Europeans, in the middle ages, between the

years 1326 and 1334, by means of a French ſhip driven
among them by ſtreſs of weather. In 1403, they were
granted by Henry Ill. King of Caﬅile, to john de Betan

cour, a Frenchman.-The ſubſequent conqueﬅ of them by
* This ﬂtetch is an abridgement from Glas's- Hiﬅory of the Canary Iſlancls,
London 1764.

the

t
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the Spaniards, as well as their civil hiﬅory ſince, are foreign C HXA P
to our purpoſe.

.____,'___,

252. Of the Canary Iſlands, which are ſeven in number, CAMR'E"

Tenerife is the moﬅ conſiderable. It is about 36 leagues Turn-it.
in Circumference. The latitude 'of it's centre is 28o 30' N.
longitude 16® 25' W. from London.

253. From the varieties of it's ſoil, climate. and expoſure, Production'
all the valuable vegetable productions, of temperate and
tropical countries, thrive in it.-It's animals are camels,
horſes, aſſes, mules, cows, ſheep, goats, hogs, rabbets, fowls, '
geeſe, ducks, &c.-The iſland riſes on all ſides towards the

Pike, in it's. centre, like a hanging garden, till within a Pike
league of the clouds, which are not above mid-way up the
Pike. But there are no houſes any where above three

leagues from the ſea.

The ﬁrﬅ league from the ſhore pro

duces vines, the next corn, the third woods of cheſnut

trees, &c. interſperſed with ſome corn.

Beyond theſe

woods, are the clouds which, in ﬁne weather, come down

in the evening, and reﬅ on the woods till morning, when they
retire about a league. &Vhere the clouds reﬅ inthe day,
there are many pine-trees, beyond which grows no graſs or
vegetable, except a ſhrub called retama. The Pike itſelf is,

properly ſpeaking, a voicanic mountain, of a conical form,
ſituated on the ſummit ofa very high Iſland. It is viſible in
approaching it 40 leagues, and in departing from it 5o*.
254. Sainta 'Cruz, the chief town of Tenerife, may be Towns,

reckoned the capital of all theſe Iſlands; for, though the CO"'*S'&C'
epiſcopal vſee and the ſupreme courts of judicature are at
Palmas, in Gran Canaria, theGovernor General of all the
* The height of the Pike above the ſea, according to Dr. Heberden, is 15,396
ſect; according to M. Borda, 12,34o feet.

Canaries,
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c H ar. Canaries, reſides at 'SantaCruz,which is the centre of the trade
L-'Iv'ſi-J

Caunus.

Population,
manufac
tures, wme,

ſugar.

of theſe Iﬂands with Europe and America, and contains about

7ooo inhabitants. Beﬁdes Santa Cruz, there are in Tenerife
ſeveral other conſiderable towns and villages; for that ſmall
part of the country which is inhabited at all, is extremely
populous, the iſland being computed to contain no leſs than
96,ooo ſouls. ' In-the large village of ICo, there is a ſilk ma

nufacture, eſpecially of ﬅockings, which are ſent to the
Spaniſh Weﬅ Indies.--From the whole Iſland, 15,ooo pipes
of wine and hrandy are annually exported.-The Count of
Gemera has about Iooo negro ﬂaves employed in Tenerife,

in making' ſugar; which, however, he does not ﬁnd a pro
ﬁtable buſineſs. There are very few other negro ſlaves in
Tenerife, and ﬅill fewer in the reﬅ of the iﬁands.
Gran Cana
ria.

255. This iſland is about fourteen leagues in length and
nine in breath; and, for the excellence of it's air, water and

Locuﬂs.

productions, well- deſerves the name of t/ze fortunate iſland.
But this muﬅ be underﬅood with an exception, for the S. E.
wind, which is hot and ﬅiﬂing, and comes fraught with
clouds of locuﬅs that deﬅroy every thing green. This ca
lamity, however, happens but ſeldom, and does not laﬅ

long; for the earth ſoon recovers it's verdure. Gran Canaria
' is well watered, and almoﬅ any thing planted in it will
Though it be ſo mountainous, that not above one
Proportion of thrive.
arable land.

ſeventh of it's ſurface is ﬁt for cultivation, it contains more
arable land than Tenerife, Palma, Gomera or Ferro.

Wine.

256. Much ſugar was formerly made in Gran Canaria;

but ſugar-canes have been abandoned for vines, which are
found to be more proﬁtable. The Canary wine is good;
but not equal to that of Tenerife. The prohibition of ex
porting proviſions from this iſland, and ﬁxing a price on
them, is a great check to it's induﬅry, and tends to produce
ſcarcity,
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ſcarcity, the very evil theſe reﬅrictions are intended to pre
vent. Palmas, the capital oſ Canaria, is a well built town,
containing about 6000 inhabitants.

The population of the

iﬂand is eﬅimated at 4o,ooo, an uncommonly great propor

C H A P.

X.
w

CANAnits.

Population.

tion oſ whom live to_extreme old age.
257. Palma is about 8 leagctues in length, and 6 in breadth.
Palma.

It is very mountainous, and, except the Pike, placed, as it
were, on the top oſ Tenerife, there is higher land in Palma
than in that Illand. It's produce is much the ſame with
that of the other iﬂands; but it yields much more ſugar

Producc.

than any one of them. Palma abounds ſo much with fruits,
that the inhabitants, not being able to conſume them, and

having alſo plenty oſ ſugar, preſerve great quantities as
ſweetmeats which they export.-When corn is ſcarce, they
make bread of the roots of a ſpecies of fern, which, Mr.

Fcrnxbread.

Glas ſays, is not much inferior to wheat bread-Among
the mountains of Palma are pines ﬁt for maﬅs; but the diſ-

ﬁcult conveyance oſ them to the ſhore, renders them too
dear, though the labour itſelf be cheap.--The iſland con
tains about 3o,ooo inhabitants.

258. Lancerota is 5 leagues long and 3 broad. The lati

tude of it's centre 29o 8' N.-Fuerteventura is 27 leagues in
length, and 5 in breadth. The air of both theſe iﬂands

is excellent, as is proved by the longevity of their inhabit
ants. Both oſ them are almoﬅ deﬅitute oſ trees, owing to
the violence of the N. & N. E. winds.

And, what is a more

ſerious want, neither of them have almoﬅ any other than
rain-water, which is preſerved in tanks, or ciﬅerns, as in the

Weﬅ Indian iſland of Antigua." But they have plentiful
rains, and excellent herbage, eſpecially in the ſpring and
ſummer; but it is ſometimes ſcorched by the autumnal'
heats, when the cattle, which had before been fat, loſe their
'
ﬂeſh.

antrala and
Firerit-'ventu
ra.

l
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ﬂeſh.

Theſe iﬁands produce wheat, barley and. Indian

X.
L-ﬂv-hJ

corn, not only ſuﬃcient for-their own inhabitants, but to

Can-nues.

aﬀord a very great ſupply toſi Teneriſe and Palma. ſi The

Produce.

ſoil is light, and is ploughed by a camel and two aſſes, which
form no deſpicable team; for the aſſes are' uncommonly

large, and' formerly ran Wild, in ſuch' numbers in Fuerte
ventura, and-became ſo troubleſome, that the inhabitants
Orchella.

were obliged," at one time, to deﬅroy 1'500 of them.-On
the ſhores of bOth iﬅands, abundance of Orchella grows
among the rocks*.

This weed isWell known to dyers, for
giving

* Orch'ella-Lz'c/zen Raccella (Linn. Sp. plant. ed. 2. p. 1622, No. 71.) Muller
ſays that the dye of Orchella, is prepared by the urinc of men and ſoda, and that wo
men's urine deﬅrovs it's effect; alſo that the colour is not durable in the air or the

ſun. (Linn. Nat. Syﬅ. nach Houttuyniſchen werk Vol. Xlll. Part 2. p. 528.)
M. Hellot ſays, that 20,5oo quintals of it are annually exported from the Cana
ries. (L'Art de la Teinture des Laines, Paris 1750.)-It was 'fold as high as 7oo gui
neas per ton, during the American war, but is now about [170 per tom-Dr.
Goſſelin has lately diſcovered it in the Illand of Guernſey. (Dickſon's Faſcic. 3.
Plant. Cryptogam. Britann. 1793.)-An0ther ſpecies, the Lic/zcn Taﬂareur (Linn.
Sp. plant. ed. 2. p. 1608. No. 14.) has been long uſed in Sweden, and in Scotland,

for dying red, in a domeﬅic way, (See Linn. & Kalm's Weﬅgotha Reſor) where
the proceſs is deſcribed ; alſo Sowerbys Engl. Bot. p. 156. where he ſays, that the
Lich. Tart. is prepared with vol. alk. and allum, and communicates a purple co
lour to wool, but not to vegetables.-J. P. VVeﬅring, M. D. has made experiments
for dying diﬀerent colours, with a variety of Swediſh Lichens. The ability and
induﬅry of this learned gentleman promiſe many valuable diſcoveries. See his Me
moirs in the Acts of the Roy. Acad. of Sc.. at Stockholm for 1791, p. 113, 293,
where he ſays, that from 8 to goo Skd. or about 128 tons oſ Lich. Tart. has been
yearly exported from Sweden ſince the year 1770; but this appears too much for the

ﬁrﬅ 10 years. It's price has varied from 15 to [30 per Ton, and is nowſa4.
In 1785, an zeminent merchant of Gothenburg, having ſmoothed his way, by
means of his MERCAN TILE inﬂuence, obtained an excluſive privilege for exporting
this article. How far ſuch privileges are conſiﬅent with the public good, ſees
116 etſeq. Qu. XXV s 142, ands 165.-But praiſe to Heaven, a liberal and
patriotic government has ſince taken place in Sweden. The inﬅrument: qf rar
Tupttan
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giving a colour, thought by ſome to be the Gertulian pur
ple of the ancients.-lt is remarable that till within the laﬅ
ſixty years, Lancerota produced no vines: but a volcano

CHAP.
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which then broke out, covering a conſiderable extent of

ground with duﬅ and pumice ﬅones, ſo improved it that it
has ever ſince yielded grapes of which a wholeſome wine
is made. But it is inferior both in quantity and quality to
the wine of Fuerteventura.
.
259. The two iſlands export to the reﬅ of the Cana
ries, wheat, barley, Indian corn, cattle, cheeſe, fowls, goat.
ﬂtins, Orchella, ſalt and ſalt-ﬁſh. Their wheat ſells for one

ﬁfth more than any European wheat. Formerly they ex
ported camels to Jamaica, but that trade was prohi*bited.-

Expnrta.

Wheat better
t ha n E uro

pean.

The largeﬅ town in theſe iſlands contains not above 200

houſes; and the population exceeds not 10,000 in Fuerte
ventura, and 8000 in Lancerota.

260. A ſmall mountainous iſland, not above 17 leagues in

Gomera -

Circumference. It is bleſſed with excellent air and water ,
corn vſuﬃcient for it's inhabitants, with every other neceſſa

ry, and many of the luxuries, of life, in ſuch plenty that, if
the coloniﬅs were encouraged to manuſacture their own
wool and ſilk, they might live almoﬅ independent on the

reﬅ of mankind. For their iſland alſo furniſhes every ma
terial for building, except iron, the only article they would
ﬁnd it neceſſary to import. In addition to the animals com
mon to the other iſlands, Gomera has plenty of deer, and
produces more mules than any of them. But it is alſo the
only one in which there are any ſnakes, which are, how
'uþtion are removed, and the preſent adminiﬅration ſeems ſeriouſly intent on the en

couragement of agriculture, and the real and laﬅing intereﬅs of the nation.-I ac
kn0wledge that as things now ﬅand zſin Europe, monopolies may, in certain caſes, be

unavoidable. In all caſes, however, they ſhould be retained in the hands of the go
vernment, who have, anough: to have, the ſame intereﬅs with the nation.

ever,

might be al
moﬅ inde

pendcnt of
the reﬅ of
the world.

my, '
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ever, quite harmleſs.-In Gomera are reckoned 7ooo inha

X.
w

CANARHZS.
Him-o or
Ferro.

tants.

. 261. Ferro is about 15 leagues in Circumference.

It

abounds with ﬂowers, from which incredible numbers of
bees extract great quantities of honey. But the wine is ſo
poor, that the inhabitants are obliged to make brandy of the
moﬅ of it.

Water is extremely ſcarce; but inﬅinct has

taught the ſheep and goats, as well as the hogs, to dig up
fern-roots to quench their thirﬅ. The inhabitants are ſup
poſed not to exceed 1000.-Geographers very often reckon
General ob
ſervations,
on the Cana
ries.

the longitude from the meridian of Ferro.
262. The principal diﬀerences in the climates of theſe
iﬂands, ariſe from their diﬀerent elevations above the ſea.

For eight months in the year, the ſummits of them all, ex

cept Lancerota and Fuerteventura, are covered with ſnow.
Climnte.
Soll

Yet, in their vallies and ſhores, the cold is ſeldom ſo great as

to render ﬁres neceſſary.-A very great proportion of the
ſurfaces of all the Canaries is covered with lava, calcined

ﬅones, and black duﬅ or aſhes, formerly emitted by volca
noes, the remains of which are ﬅill very viſible in all the
iſlands, and ſome of them, among which is the Pike of Te

nerife, are not yet extinguiſhed.
Porulaiion.

263. The preſent inhabitants of theſe iſlands, who amount
to near 200,ooo, are deſcended from a mixture of the Spa

Humane po
lic r ofSpam.

niſh conquerors and the aborigines, on whom the govern
ment of that period conferred equal privileges. In conſe
quence of this wiſe and humane policy, the Spaniards eaſi
ly incorporated with the natives; ſo that their poﬅerity
have long formed but one people *. Hence more good
ſoldiers
* " How the Spaniards," (ſays Mr. Glas, p. 344.) " came ſoon after, in Ame

rica to act in a quite [contrary manner, is hard to conceive. Yet the Dutch, French
and

"TW'
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ſoldiers and ſailors may be raiſed in the Canaries, than in_
any other Spaniſh colonies, containing thrice their num
hers.

C H A P.
X.

264. The Preſent inhabitants of the Canaries are ﬅrong
and well made, but more ſwarthy than the natives of Spain.

Character oſ
the Canari
ans.

w
CANARlLS.

The common people wear coarſe woollen cloths, oſ their
own manuſacture, except on holidays, when they appear in
coarſe Engliſh broad Cloth. The gentry, though few of

them are rich, are rather proud, but polite and hoſpitable.
Some of them are tolerably well educated and informed.

The Canarians are blind to the impoſitions of their prieﬅs
and lawyers; but they are extremely averſe to war, becauſe

they ﬂazſinlyſee, it ruins their commerce.

In the war which

ended in 1763, they ﬅrenuouſly endeavoured to procure a
and Engliſh, far from following the good example oſ the Spaniards, in the Cana.
ries, have erected, in the ſugar iſlands in the Weﬅ Indies, the moﬅ abſurd and bar

barous governments that ever exiﬅed in any part of the globe, and which are by ma
ny degrees worſe than the Spaniſh governments in America." (" There are but
few negro or other ﬅaves in the Canaries; but, iſ a maﬅer treat one of them with

injuﬅice or cruelty, the ſlave may oblige him to ſell him immediately. The ſame
law, if l am not miﬅaken, takes place in the Spaniſh Weﬅ Indies," p. 353. Mr.
Clas, was not miﬅaken; for this and ſeVCral other excellent and gﬃrz'ent regulations

reſpecting ſlaves have ſince been proved to obtain, in the Spaniſh Weﬅ Indies. See
the Report oſorthe
Britiſh Privy Council, part VI. article " Spain.")
improvement
obedience,"

" What
i
continues our author, *' can be expected in a country

where all the labouring people are ſlaVes, and have no other principle to excite
them to obedience and induﬅry but the fear oſ puniſhment? which, after all, has nc

ver yet broughttheirlabour to any degree of equality-with that oſ free indigent people,
who have the ſole diſpoſal oſ the fruits of their labour."-I ſhould rejoice in being
able to repel Mr. Glas's charge of cruelty againﬅ the ſugar planters. But I have the
beﬅ reaſons to believe, it is but too well ſounded. I muﬅ add, however, that the hu

manity of the French to their ſlaves (notwithﬅanding their boaﬅed carle noir) does
not much exceed that of the Engliſh, and that the Dutch are ﬅill more brutally cruel

than either. The Spaniards, Portugueſe and Danes are undoubtedly the beﬅ maﬅers
of ﬅaves.

X 2

neu

Blinded by
prieﬅs and
lawyers, but
averſe towar.
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neutrality for their iſlands.-The intercourſe between the

CANARIES.

ſexes, before marriage, is much reﬅrained. Hence their
love is romantic, and their matches are diﬁntereﬅed. Yet

Marriages.

they form more unhappy ones than in countries where the

w

parties are better acquainted, previous to their union.
Their ideas of religion are ſo narrow, that it- is extremely

Religion.

Inquiﬁtion.

Diſeaſes.

uncomfortable for any but catholics to live among them,
except in Tenerife, where there are indeed a few proteﬅant
merchants; but the trade with proteﬅant countries is chief
ly carried on by Iriſh merchants of the catholic commu
nion. The biſhop reſides in Gran Canaria, and has an an
nual income of about £6000tﬅerling. In each iﬂand isan of- _
ﬁce of the inquiſition who, till very lately, exerciſed their
power, and. ſometimes very much abuſed it, independently
on the civil magiﬅrates.
265. The moﬅ prevalent diſeaſes are the ſpotted fever,
the palſy, and the flatos, a windy diſorder, aﬀecting the
ﬅomach, bowels and head.

There are alſo a few lepers.

All the Canarians are very much ſubject to the itch: " The
cauſe of which," ſays Mr. Glas, p. 204. " Iknow not. But
it is certain, that people who dwell in countries remark

Commerce.

able for the purity of the air, are more ſubject to the itch
than thoſe who live in places where the air is moiﬅ and
damp."
266. The Canary Illands import from Great Britain,
woollens of various kinds, hats, hard-ware, pilchards, her
rings, wheat, when ſcarce, &c.-From Ireland, beef, pork,
butter, candles and herrings.-From North America,
boards, ﬅaves, beef, pork, hams, rice and wheat, in times of

ſcarcity.-From

Biſcay, bar-iron.--From Holland and

Hamburgh, linen of all ſorts, cordage, gun-powder, ſlax,

&c.-Fr0m Malta, cotton manufactures; but from every
other

153
other place, cottons are ſubject to a duty amounting to a C HXA P
prohibitionſ The Malteſe are excepted, becauſe they w
maintain a perpetual war with the Turks and Moors.--The Care/nues.
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exports have been already mentioned-The manufactures

Manufac
[U res.

of theſe iſlands are taﬀeties, knit ſilk hoſe, ſilk garters, \

quilts and bed covers.-In Gran Canaria and Tenerife, they
make coarſe linens and gauze of Dutch ﬂax. White blan
kets and coarſe cloths are fabricated in Gran Canaria, from

the wool of that Iſland. A very coarſe cloth is alſo made,
from native wool, in the other iſlands. In order to encour
age the ſilk manufacture in the Canaries, the exportation of

their own raw ſilk is prohibited.
267. The king's revenue conſiﬅs of ( 1) The royal third of Rﬄnue

the church tithes.-( 2) The monopoly of tobacco and ſnuﬀ.
--(3) Annual acknowledgement of the nobility for their
titles.-(4) A duty of ſeven per cent. on imports and ex
ports.-(5) Duty on the Weﬅ Indian commerce of the' Ca
naries.-The annual revenue of all the Iſlands, after paying

the expences of collection and of the internal government,
brings into' the treaſury of Madrid about £5o,ooo ﬅerling.
268. It may be remarked that this ſum exceeds the dear
revenue which ever came into the treaſury of Great Brit
ain, from all her American and Weﬅ Indian colonies, in the

inﬁnite ratio of ſomething to not/uſing. For I do not know
that Great B-ritain ever received any revenue from eithcrof
them, except the 4£ per cent. duty on ſugar, and ſome
other enumerated articles, granted by Barbadoes and the

Leeward Iﬂands to King Charles II. a tax which now very
much oppreſſes thoſe poor, old colonies, while the Cedcd

Iſlands and the opulent colony of jamaica, pay no ſuch tax.
I need not tell the intelligent reader, that all the Britiſh
taxes on ſugar, &c. like thoſe on wine, tea and other fo

reign

i
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reign articles, are ultimately paid by the Britiſh conſumers;
not to mention the monopoly-price, often exorbitant, which
Weﬅ Indian produce coﬅs them. For-it is well known that
ſugar, &c. is generally much dearer in Great Britain than in
France, or any other country in Europe, ,even,in ,thoſe that)
have no ſugar colonies. And all this, Cxcluſive of the enprz
mous and endleſs expenſeof defending her colonies, by which

Great Britain has incurred a very great part of her national;
debt.-Lord Sheﬃeld, indeed, in his Obſervations, _aﬃrms,4
that the expenſe of defending the ſugar iſlands, by ſea alone,
during the American war,c-oﬅ Great Britain mpmkthan

fee ſimple Of thoſe lllandsis worth.

The onlxadvantage,

which ſhe ever derived, from her expenſe ofeblood andv gea

ſure, was thev comparatively inſigniﬁcant monopoly of Jtthe,
trade of her colonies.

But the only eﬀect of monopqliQS...

even nvhen reciprocal and apparently, equal, is &of. enrich;
ſpeculating individuals, at the expenſelof zthe nations and;

colonies which ﬅand in this unnatural and impolitic con
nection. Of the truth of this obſervation, the Canaryt
iﬂands, as well as thoſe of Madeira and Cape Verd, appear
to aﬀord examples, which ought to be viewed as beacons to
warn the undertakers of new colonies in Africa, of the dan
gers to be dreaded from what a great author calls, " the
mean and malignant exſiedients of the mercantile ſyﬅemJL-L

Read Smith's Wealth of Nations, B. IV. C. VII. 7 mﬄuw
.
acute
ALZPEJ.
'
F R E N C Hli
...-uu:)
ISLE ds
Bounnou.

269. The Iſle de Bourbon, called originally
.

<
i I

a '

after it's qutugueſe diſcoverer, lies about 120 leagues to the
"r

i

(4. l

=LF M

'* From Geographie naturelle, &e. de M. Robert, 1777. Tableau de Commerce,
1787, and VValter's Neuﬅe Erdkundc,
,

7

New Account of Aﬁa, Africa, &c. 1785.
3.: I
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eaﬅ oſ Madagaſcar, in the 21ﬅ and 22d degrees of South
latitude. In Circumference, it meaſures about 40 leagues.
M. de Flacourt, Governor of Fort Dauphin and the other

C H A P.
X.
w

ISLE ne
BOURBON.

French ſettlements in Madagaſcar, took poſſeſſion of this
iſland, for his king, in 1654, and gave it the name of Bour

bon. But his nation made no conſiderable ſettlement upon
it till 1672. The Iſle de Bourbon and the adjacent Iſle de
France have ſince been fortiﬁed, as ﬅations of reſreſhment

for the French Eaſt India ſhips *.
270. The air of Bourbon is ſalubrious, and the ſoil very
fertile, and well watered with ſprings and ſmall rivers,
abounding with ﬁſh; ſo that, upon the whole, it is a charm

ing habitation. Beſides ſupplying it's inhabitants and the
ſhipping with proviſions, this iſland exports tobacco, coﬀee,

Exports.

white pepper, aloes, ebony, ſilk, coral, tortoiſe-ſhell, Ben

zoin and ſome other gums.
271. But oſ all it's productions, the moﬅ valuable is it's

cotton, which oſ late, ſince the ſpinning Machines, and par
ticularly thoſe called mules, were invented and improved;

has been ſpun at Mancheﬅer as far as to 3oo banks, (each
840 yards) and even more, in the pound, when common Su
rat cotton was only brought to 20 hanks. This ﬅriking diſ

proportion ariſes chieﬂy froma diﬀerence in quality; but
is alſo much owing to the Bourbon cotton being very
clean, and that of Surat ſo full of motes and dirt, (ſome

times to half the weight) that it's ﬅaple is broken in
the violent operations neceſſary to clean it 'l'. In ſhort, I
have
* Colonel Bolts, who reviſed this ſhetch of the Iſle de Bourbon, and the Iſle de

France, ſays that at the former there is only a read-ﬅead; but that the iſle de
France contains two good harbours.
1

+ This prodigious diﬀerence, as far as it depends on the ﬁrﬅ preparation, might
be

Bourbon and
com. Surat
cotton com
pared.

i
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Rats.

have known the price of Bourbon cotton as high as 9 ſhil
lings per pound, when that of Surat was ſelling at 9 perice.
(See s 64.)
272. This iﬂand, called alſo the *Mauritius, is conſiderably

leſs than Bourbon. 'Their air and climate are very ſimilar.
The ſoil of both is equally well watered; but that of the
Iſle of France is the moﬅ ﬅony, though by no means infer
tile. There is no noxious animal in either, unleſs we rec
kon rats ſuch; but with them both iſlands are ſo much in

feﬅed, that the ſoldiers in the garriſons are ſometimes turn
ed out no hunt them *. The ﬅa-tion for the French Indiamen
18

be avoided, if the cotton were cleaned by the producer, before the hard packing has

incorporated the di-rt and motes with it.

I have indeed repeatedly propoſed to the

cotton merchants to ſend out cleaning machines to ſeveral places, and particularly
to Surat, from whence ſo much dirt is imported at ſo very dear a rate, and the cot
ton ſo much injured by cleaning. But I oould never got the-'nto liﬅen to this pro
poſal. Indeed I have been wellinforlned that cotton has been thoroughly cleaned
in the Weﬅ Indies, by hand-picking, which though a tedious operation, was done at
about 2d. a pound; but that, in England, it brought not one farthing more, than if it

had not been hand-picked. This is far from being the only inﬅance in which mer
chants diſcourage producers from attempt-ing improvements. (Sees 138.)
I have not mentioned health, that being a matter of little conſideration among
moﬅ manufacturers. I never underﬅood that the operations on cotton, previous to it's
being ſhipped for Europe, are injurious to health, as they are all performed in the
open air, or in ſheds, and the people are not, as in Europe, conﬅantly conﬁned to

any one of the operations. It is, indeed, allowed that even thoſe negroes, in the Weﬅ
Indies who plant1 weed, gather, ginn, clean (partialbg by beating it with rod', on
wooden frames) and ﬅeeve, or pack, the cotton, are generally very healthy.-It

is, however, a melancholy truth, that the poor people employed in cleaning and
carding cotton in Mancheﬅer, ſeldom live to abOVe 30 years of age.

The method

of ſpinning certain coarſe numbers, (or ſorts) of cotton yarn,-in damp cellars, has al.
ſo pr0ved to be extremely injurious to health.
* The garriſons in ſome of the Weﬅ Indian lſlands might ﬁnd ſimilar employ
ment. But premiums are there given for killing rats and monkies, both which are

very deﬅructive to the ſugar-nues.

In Barbadoes, they give 2d. a piece for rats'
heads,
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is Fort Louis, which is well fortiﬁed.' According to an c HXA P
enumeration, in 1776, the Iſle de Bourbon contained 6340
Whites, and 26,175 black ſlaves, chieﬂy employed in agri
culture. The population of the Iſle de France then amount
ed to pretty nearly the ſame numbers of Whites and blacks
reſpectively.
273. The productions of theſe two iſlands are much the
ſame. But I have great reaſon to believe, that a very ma

w

IsLn in
FRANCI.

Population .

Spleen.

terial improvement has, by this time, taken ﬁrm root in

both. For, during my ﬅay at Paris, in 1787, I wasinformed '
that M. Cere procured from Ceylon, and planted in the
Iſle de France, of which he was governor, 3000 Cinnamon
trees, and 10,416 Clove trees, 18 of which laﬅ ſoon ad-_

vanced in growth; alſo 18 nutmeg trees, ro of which have
ſince produced 1088 ﬁne nutmegs, ſo ripe that the wind
ſhook them down. From theſe plants, 60 others have been
produced, beſides 20 which were partly diﬅributed in the

Iſland, and partly ſent to the neighbouring Iſland of Bour
bon, and to Cayenne, in S. America.

In 1784 there were

in the nurſery 124 more young plants, of which 20 were
ready to be ſent abroad. In June 1785, 10 young trees, in
the Iſle de France, yielded 800 nutmegs, and 9 others had
about 500 far advanced. The ſame year 24 were ſent
to Bourbon and 260 were planted in the nurſery.-In
1786, the Dutch, in the true ſpirit of monopoly (ſee

112 note) ſent a vagabond to the Iſle de France, to deﬅroy'
theſe plantations, by corrupting the nurſery men. But
prudence, or rather cunning, is not always combined with
villainy. The plot was timely diſcovered, and doubtleſs
heads, and 5 ſhillings for thoſe oſ monkeys.

A friend oſ mine tells me he once re

ceived, in behalfof a black watchman, 15 ſhillings_cur. for rat's heads.

Y

would

._
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would have drawn a deſerved puniſhment on the fellow
who was charged with it's execution, if he had not made

w

his eſcape-It is no wonder, however, that the Dutch are

jealous of their monopoly of ſpices; for, when I received
the foregoing information, I was aſſured that their trade 'in
theſe articles brings them in 18,ooo,ooo of livres Tournois, '

or about ſ75o,ooo ﬅer. annually.

I'lADAGAS
CAR.

274. V The French," ſays the compiler of the Atlas mari.
timus et commercialis *, " have carried the diſcoveries in

Former Hou

Madagaſcar to the higheﬅ perfection, both on the coaﬅ and
in the inland parts. The following brief account, by one of
their governors, ſeem-s the beﬅ yet publiſhed."-" Our peo

riſhing eﬅa
bliſhmenta
there.

ple have had a ſettlement on this iſland, ever ſince 1622,

and we have now, not only a peaceable poſſeſſion, but
ſeveral well ſortiſied houſes, on the coaﬅ, and flouriſhing
plantations within the land. Our principal ﬅrength is at
the ſouthernmoﬅ point of the eaﬅ ſide of the iﬂand, called
Fort Dauphin, with a good garriſon. It is ſituated in lat.
25" 6' S.

We have ſince reduced a conſiderable part of the

iſland, the natives being, at peace with us, and very much
pleaſed with our religion alſo; ſo that ſeveral of them are
converted to the Chriſtian faith."
275. About the year 1654, the chief ſeat of their power
was transferred from FortDauphin to the Iſle de France

and Bourbon.

But they have ﬅill retained poſſeſſron of

the former; and have made ſeveral attempts to extend,
Colony at
tempted in
I 767.

or to regain, their acquiﬁtions in Madagaſcar. In 1767, a
colony was attempted on that iſland, under M. de Maudave.
** Printed, London 1728.

" But
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" But it was ſoon perceived that this enterprize was
ſounded on falſe principles; and it Was abandoned, from
the impoſſibility of aﬀording the advances of every kind,
which M. de Maudave required for the new coloniﬅs*."
That the enterprize was founded on falſe principles, is far
from being improbable; and, from the miniﬅer's own
words, juﬅ quoted, we may ſafely infer that it was given up
from falſe mconomy. We ſhall make this inference with
the mOre conﬁdence, when we conſider the feeble ſupport
given by the court of France to their next attempt to make

C H A P.
X.
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an eﬅabliſhment on Madagaſcar.

276. The attempt alluded to was made in' 1772, under the
conduct of the Count de Benyowſky, a Poliſh nobleman
who, whether we conſider the vigour and capacity of his
mind, or the aﬅoniſhing variety and danger of his
adventures, muﬅ certainly be ranked among the moﬅ

BM)'NUſh_)"S
noble enter

prize, in 1771

extraordinary characters that any age or nation has produc

ed.

My limits will not contain the minute particulars of

the expedition, and, iſ they could, I' am not ſure that I
ſhould inſert them; rather wiſhing to ﬅimulate than to

gratify the reader's curioſity, relative to that intereﬅing
piece of biography, the Memoirs of the Count de Ben
yowſky,tranſlated from the Count's own MSS. and from
authentic, oﬃcial documents, chieﬂy by the editor, the

'learned and ingenious Mr. Nicholſon.
277. l muﬅ therefore content myſelf' with ﬅating a few
principal facts, relative to this extraordinary enterprize. In

Is not pro.
perly ﬁtted
out'

* See the letter from the French miniﬅer M. de Boynes, to Meſſ. De Ternay
and Maillart, dated' March 19, 1773, in " Memoirs and Travcls of the Count de
Benyowſky," 2 vols. 410. from the text of which, together with the preface of the

able editor, and the documents and vouchers annexed, this ſhort ſketch is chieſly

compiled.

'

l
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1772, the Count prevailed on the court of France to enter

i

w

into his views; and he was accordingly placed at the head

1

M/maGAS

.

of the expedition, with a corps of 300 volunteers under
þCAR'

his command. But his preſent ſupplies of every kind were
evidently leſs calculated to inſure ſucceſs, in an undertak
ing of national magnitude, than to inſpire the Count with
conﬁdence in the fair miniﬅerial promiſes he received, of

ample future ſupport. In the mean time, the miniﬅry,
thought proper to refer him to the government of the Iſle of
France, who were ordered to furniſh him with ſhips and
proviſions, and, in every reſpect, to co-operate with him in
Oppoſed by
the govern
ment and
merchants of
the Iſle de
France.

the undertaking. '
--\_ 278. In September 1773, the Count landed on the Iſle of
France, there to experience a ſucceſſion of the moﬅ mortify
ing diſappointments.

Whether he there betrayed any

ſymptoms of that ambition which, though it does not ap
pear to have been ill directed, was certainly an ingredient
in his character; or whether, as ſeems far more probable,

a vile ſpirit of intrigue, which, as I myſelf have experienced,
was perfectly characteriﬅic of the former French place
men, tinctured the characters of the governor and intend
ant, I ſhall not preſume to decide. Neither ſhall I attempt
to appreciate the degree of inﬂuence which the evident

averſion of the jealOus traders of the Iſle of France to any
eﬅabliſhment at Madagaſcar, had on the minds of the go
vernment of that colony. Iſhall only mention the ſimple
fact, as eﬅabliſhed by the proofs before me, that they were,
from
adverſe to the views of the
Count.the beginning, extremely
i
Land' at laﬅ

in had-gaf
car.

279. After great delay, and a tardineſs ſcarcely diﬅin
guiſhable from the moﬅ inſulting oppoſition, and which, in
the ſervants of an arbitrary government, ſeems unaccount
"

3; '_'

able
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able on any ſuppoſition favourable to the French miniﬅry, Cſſ HYA P
the Count ﬁnally took leave of his dilatory coadjutors, on the

.2d of February 1774; and, on the 14th, he arrived, withct MAKZMI
his troop, not 300 eﬀective, in the Bay of Antongil, on the

N. E. coaﬅ of Madagaſcar.
280. Before the 5th of September, the Count had conb Buildsſorr

ﬅructed all the neceſſary works on the lands which he had 23£d'_*"'.k®®
purchaſed, including a reſpectable fort and a road 6 French
leagues (about 21 Engliſh miles) in length, and 24 feet in

breadth. His means were certainly very ſlender, and, un- A
aided by his addreſs among the natives, would have been
quite inadequate. They were, however, greatly ſwperior
to thoſe with which, as we ſhall hereafter ſee, Mr. Beaver

lately performed ſimilar wonders at Bulama.
281. On the laﬅ mentioned day (September 5th 1774) he'
began to diﬅribute grounds among his troops, for the com- digsa canal.
mencement of a vigorous cultivation, on which he ſeems all

along to have been intent.-From the 14th to the 16th of
February 1775, he was again employed in diﬅributing lands
of a ſuperior quality; for they naturally produced ſugar
canes, cotton, indigo and tobacco.-He had already found
means to engage about 6000 of the native blacks, whom
he ſound both willing and expert labourers, to join the har
bour with the neighbouring river, by a canal, above an En
gliſh mile and a half in length, a work which they actually

performed in four days; and, on the gth of March, we
ﬁnd him agreeing with two chiefs, for about the ſame num
berof their men, to make a road towards Angontzi,63 En

gliſh miles in length.
282. Among his other diﬃculties, the Count unfortunate- gﬂogﬃg
ly had to. ﬅruggle with the hoﬅility of ſome of the chiefs. ſupported by
Their jealouſy of independence, was originally excited by: others
-

that
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that perſidy and tyranny, which, the Count 0 ch'ally ob
ſerves, ruined all the ſormer French ſettlements in thi:
iſland; and which appears, on this Occaſion, to have been in

CAK.

flamed by emiſſarics from the Iſle of France. The Count
however, was not unprepared to meet his enemies. Aſte:
various ſkirmiſhes, which he could not þoﬃbly avoid, anc
in which his troops, or rather his allies, conducted by him
ſelf and his oﬃcers, were generally ſucceſsful, we ﬁnd hin

(April 2d 1775) at the head oſ 22,ooo armed natives. An en
gagement ſeemed unavoidable, when the Count propoſet

a negociation,in which he ſucceeded ſo compleatly, that the
adverſe chiefs took the oath of friendſhip, and the day end
ed in feﬅivity.-On the i4th of October, he purchaſed ſron
the King of the North, the Iſland of Noſſebe on the N. E
Cloaths his
troops in the
country cloth

coaﬅ, in S. latitude 13" 15'.-N0vember 21ﬅ. Having YC'i

received no eﬀectual ſupplies, and his remaining brave ſel
lows being almoſt naked, he collected a number of the na
tive women to ſpin and weave cotton cloth; and having
ſucceeded in tanning leather, he ſet his ſhoe-makers anc
taylors to work, and, in a ſhort time, compleatly cloathec
his troop.--On the 17th of November, the ﬅorekeeper died
leaving all his account-books blank.

He was a man of bacct

character, appointed by the government of the Iſle o
France, with a view to diſcredit and embarraſs the under
taking-With a ſimilar intention, they ſent the Count, or
the 27th of December, only four _recruits, and theſe wert

notorious vagabonds.
.Not ſupport
ed by the
French mi
niﬅry.

283. On the 14th of March 1776, he had yet received nt
order whatever from France.-Auguﬅ 23d, he obſerves tha

the iſland enjoyed perfect tranquillity; that the chiefs oſ the
whole eaﬅ coaﬅ were united to the eﬅabliſhm'ent z that the

weſt was ready to join in the common intereﬅ', that agri
culturc

__.<
. _ .
--._= ____
.-.---__-_- -. .

___
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culture had every where been increaſed; and that nothing

C H A P.
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but ſupport was wanting to improve this happy juncture.

w

Mammar

284. A circumﬅance muﬅ now be noticed, which ex
CAR.

plains, in a certain degree, the conduct of the French mi

niﬅry, and which, with ſome, may ſerve to juﬅify it.--An
aged negreſs, ﬁfty years before, had been ﬅolen from
Madagaſcar, and fold as a ſlave in the Iſle of France, to

gether with a princeſs of the royal family of Ramini, the
greateﬅ and the moﬅ ancient in Madagaſcar, and which,
in this long interval, had become extinct. The Count
brought back this negreſs to her native country; and,

Whether by his concurrence or not is uncertain, ſhe report
ed that he was born by the princeſs-the ſon of her ſorrow

ful exile. The remembrance of beloved kings, and ſympa
thy with the ſuppoſed oﬀspring of their unfortunate prin
ceſs, were eaſily excited in the minds of a people naturally
ſuſceptible Of tender impreſſions; and the chiefs, formerly
ſubject to the Ramini family, now wearied out with their diſ
ſentions, were ready to acknowledge the Count, as their

Ampanſacabe, or ſupreme chieﬂ-Had this circumﬅance
been known much earlier, the conduct not only of the
Count, but of the French miniﬅry, and the government of the

Iſle de France, would have been almoﬅ diveﬅed of myﬅery.
It would then have been apparent, that the Count enter

tained an ambition, which might have called for the vigi
lance and direction of the other parties. But ﬅill it would
not have been clear, that his ambition was of that miſchiev
ous kind which ought to be violently counteracted, far leſs
totally repreſſed; for it really does not appear, that he had

any views-incompatible with the peace and happineſs of
mankind.

_

285. Thisextraordinary aﬀair (if then ﬁrﬅ known to the
Count

The Count
reported to

be the ſon of
a Madagaf
car princeſs.

*
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c HþA r. Count) was noted in his journal, February 2d i775, when
A.
he mentions his determination to take advantage of it, and

w

Man/roas

to conduct that brave and generous nation to a civilized
CAR

ﬅate, and the eﬅabliſhment of a ſolid and a permanent go
Acknow
ledged ſuch
by ſeveral
chiefs.

Interrogared
by commiſ
ſioners from
France.

vernment, founded on national liberty.

At the ſame time,

he laments the blindneſs of the French miniﬅer to the true
intereﬅs of his country. Several of the chiefs, ſoon after
wards, actually choſe the Count as their Ampanſacabe,
made their ſubmiſſion, and ſwore allegiance.
286. On the 22d of Auguﬅ- 1776, two commiſſaries, Meſſ.
de Bellecombe and Chevreau, arrived from France to take

cognizance of the Count's proceedings. They digeﬅed
their buſineſs into 25 queries, to which the Count's replies
were ſo perfectly ſatisfactory, that-they gave him a diſ
charge for his paﬅ conductþand accounts, certifying that
he had advanced to the French treaſury, 415,ooo livres*.
' This done, the Count, on the 28th, delivered them his re

Inte reﬂing
particulars.

ſignation, with which they ſailed for the Iſle de France.
287. The queries and anſwers, I think, may fairly
be conſidered as forming an authentic oﬃcial document;
and it contains very intereﬅing information. Among many
other important particulars, the Count ﬅates to the commiſ
ſaries, that the ſubſidies he received from the chiefs in

1776
* The only ﬂatement of receipt: and diſhurſements, inſerted in the work before
me, is that which the Count tranſmitted to the French miniﬅry on 'be 22d March,
1775, viz.

Forplies
levying
and ............................ſ
tranſporting the regt. of Benyowſky,
and ſupfortrade
ſ ...........

Livre: 12
s. d.5
342,649

Bills of exchange, drawn to the amount of..................

1 13.ooo 10

3

455,65o 2

8

Total received

'1

_-__-_-_-_

EXPEND
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1776, in ſugar, indigo, cotton, &e. amounted to 94o,ooo li- C HA F
vres, and that they can raiſe 123,ooo warriors; that they

willingly grant lands to the French, who would be welc0me
and ſafe throughout the whole iſland, provided no impoli

tic and immezcabze attempts were made to deprive the na
tives of their liberties, of which M. de Laly and other
xFrench oﬃcers had given them too much reaſon to be jeu
lous; that they are induﬅriOus, and example would make
them more ſo, are imitators and diſpoſed to learn trades,
being already tolerable goldſmiths, potters, turners, car
penters, weavers, &c. but their " moﬅ reſpected buſineſs

is the manufacture of iron and ﬅeel. They are very ex
pert in fuſing the are and in' ſorging utenſils;" (See 3 7')

that their houſes are of wood, ſometimes Covered with
nxrnnnrrurtrs.
For
tlze
troops,
in
1772,
1773.
177'4
and to 20 March 1775
For H. M's ſhips, the Pſioﬅillion and Coureur............

Livre: r. d.
141,432
396,8ſi64 o6 o4

For the colony. Building the' governor's houſe-roads, canals,
ſorts, See ...........................................
Supplies to the Iſle of France, in rice and ﬅaves .............

315,9 16 1 1
245..1 12 o

8
o

Proviſions to ſeveral of H. M's ſhips .....................

4i,423 i i

7

1,141,o48 12

7

Deduct the ſums advanced

455,65o

2

U

585398 9 1 r
And alſo theſimis advanced' by myſelf................

245,ooo o o

'Neat'proﬀt*..@...................- ...............

34o,398' 9 u

__'

' Thi' ſum is not neat proﬁt. The reſult of thi' account is, that the colony coﬂ the French Liv
455,65o a. 8 and Liv. 245,ooo (which be advanced) making together Liv. 7001650 2. 8.
This is not equal to thewhole charge or Liv. 854.,211. 18. Bu' the colony paid the diﬀerence, Liv.

151661 r; 4, and alſo' ſi'pþlied the' I. de France and the king's ſhip's with Liv. 236.st u

7.

Thin laﬅ ſhut id the' only return, and it' taken from the whole ſum advanced, will leave Li'.

41 him, l", onthe' balance due t' ſhe'F'encdeva-nm'nſ, at thi' period-of the undettakingw-th"
of the editor.

Z

leaves

. .._,, ,
,
Mauricius
cut.
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leaves, all neat, and thoſe of the Rohandrians, elegant;

w that they raiſe good crops of rice, have vaﬅ numbers of
oxen, ſheep, goats and poultry, and trade conſiderably, in

MADAGAS
CAR.

produce with the Arabians, &e. that the whole eaﬅ coaﬅ
affords very few ﬂaves, a trade in whom it would be ne

ceſſary'to prohibit; that, in ten years, a colony might be
eﬅabliſhed in Madagaſcar, on the plan ﬅated below *. For
other particulars, I muﬅ refer to the work itſelf.
.
'
'
288.
* The Count, in his anſwer to the 25th query of the commiſſaries, ﬅates his plan,
the ſubﬅance of which is, that, if the king ſupply 600 men, and 200 men at the

end of each of the two following years, permitting him to chuſe huſbandmen in the
troop, to marry with the women of the country, unreﬅrained on account of re

ligion; and alſo to import annually 200 foundlings, 12 or 14 years of age, and
likewiſe Malabar and Chineſe families: in this caſe, a colony would, at the
end oſ three years, be formed, which, connected with all Madagaſcar, would

begin to have ſome value. The expenſe would not exceed a milliOn (of livres)
per year, eXcluſive of the expenſe of a veſſel of 6oo tons, another of 200, and
6 galliots, for tranſports and the communication of poﬅs.-At the end of three
years, the colony would ſupport itſelf, and increaſe, by the product oſ it's united
capital of Liv. 3,ooo,ooo, till the Ic'lt/l year, when it would be ſuﬃciently ﬅrong to
fear no ſudden revolution, and be able, by it's commerce (which the Count ſeems

all along to view as a fecondary object, to be promoted by no other means than thect
cultivation of the country.

See particularly, vol. 2. p. 249, 254) to reimburſe the

expenſes of it's eﬅabliſhment.
The Count's eﬅimate at p. 347 vol. 2. diﬀers from the above; probably becauſe
he had not ſuﬃciently conſidered it. The title of the paper, of which it is a part,
ſhows what were his views, and makes it probable, that the paper, itſelf was never
preſented oﬃcially to any miniﬅer; for it is not dated.-" Reflections upon the pro
ject of a colony at Madagaſcar, in caſe any power ſhould adopt theſyﬅcm ﬀcz'pz'liz
ation,ſoundea' on the baſis qſan alliance." v'Of the eﬅimate, which forms the ﬁrﬅ ar
ticle, the following is an abﬅract.-The colony of Madagaſcar may be formed, in ten

years, with Liv. 3,ooo,ooo and 720 military ſent the ﬁrﬅ year; 200 yearſy for the
2d and 3d years; and 150 yearly for the 7 f0110wing years;r_excluſive of an annual
importation, for the whole 10 years, of 120 European huſhandmen, 30 creoles, and
50 natives of India or China. In all, about 4170 perſons who, ſays the Count,

" n'ill animalſ)- produce 6oo children, the total oſ w/zom, at t/zc end eſt/1: tent/i year,
i
will
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288. But the Count, on quitting the French ſervice, does C HXA P

not ſeemchiefs,'he
to have abandoned
his proſpects
Madagaſcar.
may'
Several
tells us, required
him 'to inaſſume
the go- MAY£f_"'ſſ
vernment. Accordingly, a congreſs was ſummoned, and
on the 9th of Oct. 1776, the Count actually ſaw above thirBL'EL
ty princes and chiefs, and at leaﬅ 5o,ooo of their people gﬁſſzigſieﬀ"

proﬅrated before him, as their liege lord.

_
' '

The oath (or dared Am-

;

rather engagement) indited by the chiefs, in their own Paſiſacabcſi

'

language, having been thrice read aloud, was ſigned, in
name of the nation, by Hiavi, King of the Eaﬅ; Lambouin,

King of the North; and Raﬀangour, Rohandrian of the Sam
barives. Inﬅead oſ an appeal to Heaven, it contained this
remarkable ſanction, " Curſed be our children who ſhall Yingqlar ſ

not obey our preſent will.-May t/ze mzﬂ horrid ﬅormy the chieſ'a
confound them."

They acknowledge, however, and adore Wh'

one God, the Creator and Preſerver of all things; for Raf- Natives ac
.

.

.

.

.

knowledge

fangour, an aged chief, opened this meeting, With a ſhort, one God.

but truly eloquent ſpeech, which began thus, " Bleſſed be
will amount to 6ooo creolzs, and 3370 Europeans, aſhﬃcient number toﬁx t/ze eþoc/z
oſa colony." Theſe laﬅ are the Count's own words, which] have inſerted, becauſe

they imply an approbation of the ſoil and climate, which more eﬀectually con
vince me of their general excellence, than tlie direct encomiums he often beﬅows

on both. The mortality oſ his troops proves nothing againﬅ the climate; for, I
apprehend, ii they had been landed on any coaﬅ in the world, and had experienced
the ſame ſevere labour, and equal hardſhips, of every kind, the very ſame mortality
Would have enſued.-For want of time and rocm, I have omitted many facts; but the
Count's bill of mortality I really have forgotten; and the page, where it ſhould have
ﬅood, being printed oﬀ, I hope to be excuſed for inſcrting it here. His corps original
ly conſiﬅed of 300 men levied in Old France (p. 96) and he appears to have received
ſome few recruits from the Iſle de France. In 1774. there died i 13 of his men, in
1775. only 11 (Vol. ll. p. 289.) In particular, on Oct. 3d 1775, there was not a
man ſick. The ﬅate of health, in 1776, does not appear.-The Count loﬅ his (inly
ſon in Madagaſcar, he and the Counteſs narrowly eſcapi'-g.-But the ﬁrﬅ hardſhips
experienced there, have ſeldom been exceeded.
-

Z 2
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,
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Zahanhar (God) who has returned to his people. Bleſſed be

X.

l

w
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the law of our fathers, which commands us to obey a chief
deſcended from the blood of Ramini. Our fathers and our.
ſelves have experienced that diſunion- is the puniſhment of
God." &e. (See Memoirs, Vol. II. p. 264.) The Count
ſeems to have borne his new dignity with moderation; for,
inﬅead of graſping at the extenſive power exerciſed by
ſormerſiAmpanſacabe's, he propoſed a conﬅitution, which
ſeems to have been well calculated to promote the happþ
nefs of a people imperfectly civilized, and in which the

chiefs unanimouſly acquieſced.
Chieſs em

289. On the 23d of Oct. the ſame three chiefs, in name

power him to
treat with
France, &c

of the " kings, princes, chiefs and people of the north and
eaﬅern coaﬅs of Madagaſcar," ſigned full powers to the

Count, as their Lord Ampanſacabe, to go to Europe, and
from treaties of alliance and commerce, with the King of
France; and, in caſe he ſhould not accept the oﬀer, with

any other European king, or nation. The Ampanſacahe,
on his part, engaged them to acknowledge, in his abſence,
Raﬀangour, thev preſident of the new ſupreme council, or,

he falling, the Chief Sance, a mulat-to.
He embarks
for France.

290. On the 14th of Dec. 1776, the Count, having aſſiﬅed
the French commandant at Louiſhourg* with his advice,

embarked on board a French ſhip, for the Cape oſ Good
Hope, on his way to Europe; the native chiefs and he ſhed
ding tears of aﬀection and regret, and mutually bleſſing
The French
miniſter's
inﬅructions,
&e.

each other, in the name of Zahanhar.
291. Here the Count's journal ends, and, before we noe

tice his few remaining t-ranſactions, of which- we have ac
't This place is often mentioned in the Count's journal, being the name of the

town he founded, as appears by one of the platcr, where it would appear alſo,v that
he ﬁrﬅ impoſed the name,acircumﬅance not mentioned,l think, in the-journal.
counts

Ji
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counts, it ſeems but fair to inſert a ſew particulars, from the

c H A P.

annexed letters of the French miniﬅers.-From that of the ca;)
miniﬅer, M. de B. to Meſſ. de T. and M. Governor and In
tendant, of the Iſle de France, dated Mar. igth 1773, it ap

Manna."
CAK.

pears, that the chi-eſ end originally propoſed by forming this
colony, was the ſupply of the I. de France, with proviſions.
The Count had a duplicate of this letter, as containinginﬅruc
tions for him, as well as M. de T. and M. and he is ﬅrictly or

dered to employ mild negociation alone, with the Malgachees,
or natives.-The ſubſequent letters are addreſſed to the Count,

by the miniﬅer M. de S. In that dated Verſailes, july 17th
1775, M. de S. admits, that all former attempts have been

attended with great violence to the Malgachees.

He en

joins paciſic meaſures towards them, the preſervation of the

Count's own people, and the ﬅricteﬅ oeconomy.-March
goth, 1777,M. de S. repeats his paciſic injunctions ; becauſe
the chief objects are agrieulture and commerce, which, de
pending on the exertions oſ the natives, they muﬅ, there
ſore, be conciliated and civilized.-April 6-th 1777, The
ſame injunctions are repeated; and M. de S. expreſſes his
'difapprobation oſ the Count's- acrimonious conteﬅs with the
adminiﬅration of the Iſle d'e France-Theſe two letters,

d'ated in 1-777, the Count could not have received, in Mada

gaſc'ar, which he leſt in 1775 (See t 290.)--The laﬅ miniﬅe
rial d-ifpateh. to- the Count, is not ciated; but: it ends with. a

paragraph, which ſometh elucid-ates the conduct both of
the Count and of the miniﬅry.--" I have read with plea
ſure," ſay-s M'. de S. t' your reﬂections. reſpecting the com
NY at Madagaſcar. I 'think with you, that the ſlave-Cradle
would be it's ruin, and' that all the views ought to be direct:

ed to- trade and- agriculture. I had already conﬁgned theſe
truthe, in the particular inﬅructions, of Meſſ. de Bellecombe
and Chevreau- (the commiſſaries,ﬅe 59 286) V ſo that you
will

Cu rious pa Iagruph.
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will not have had any diﬃculty in bringing' them to approve
your principles, which do not diﬀer from mine. I do not
much diﬀer from you, with regard to the Europeans: but
this queﬅion will not be entirely reſolved, till 1 can poſitive
ly aſſure you, that His Majeﬅy intends to have a COLONY in
Madagaſcar."-The only comment which this paragraph

ſeems to require, I have anticipated, in S 278. But, how
ever inconſiﬅently M. de S. talk; of the Madagaſcar colony,
it would be wrong to accuſe him of having TALKED,ſ07-ſeven

years, about prohibiting the ſlave-trade; while another Eu
ropean miniﬅer, without talking about it at all, has actually

The Count's
Decl and
Propoſ. to
His Britan

adopted an eﬀectual plan for it's abolition, as willbe ſeen, in
the 2d part of this work.
292. But, to diſmiſs miniﬅerial manmuvres-the laﬅ pa
pers in the Count's Memoirs are '4 A Declamtz'on," Be. and
" Proþtyſals, 86." to the miniﬅry of His Britannic Majeﬅy, to

nic Majeﬅy.

be preſented at London, Dec. 25th 1783." B'ut' whether or

not they ever were preſented, does not appear.- In theſe
papers, the Count reſpectfully repreſents, 'inter aZz'a, That,
having ſucceeded in forming a colony for France, in Mada

gaſcar, the French miniﬅry ſent orders to him to change
the ſyﬅem of alliance agreed upon, into an unlimited ſub
miﬃon of the chiefs and people of the iſland, a violation of
treaty which induced him (to renounce the ſervice of
France: (To this change of ſyﬅem, the Count alludes in his
anſwer to the 25th query of the commiſſaries.) That the
chiefs and people, having conferred on him the charge of
ſupreme judge and chief of the nation, had empoweredhim

to form connections in Europe, for trade or friendſhip:
That, having ſince been violently perſecuted by the French
miniﬅry, he had entered into the ſervice of His Imperial
Majeﬅy, in hopes of obtaining his aſſiﬅance for Madagaſcar;

but, that the emperor not being diſpoſed to promote his
views,
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views, he had, two years before, regularly quitted his ſer
vice. And, now, in the name of an amiable and worthy na
tion, he propoſes and ſubmits to His Britannic Majeﬅy, to
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acknowledge him Suze'raz'n (Lord Paramount) of Madagaſ
car; the interior government, and all the regulations of civi
lization, police, cultivation and commerce, remaining inde

pendent; the chiefs and people being only vaſſals to His Ma
jeﬅy. In this quality, they, engage to furniſh His Majeﬅy
with 5000 men, to act in India, under their own oﬃcers,

Oﬀers 5000

ſubject to the orders of His Majeﬅy's Generaliſﬁmo, and

ſoldiers and
zooo ſea

2000 ſeamen, to ſerve in India, on board the Britiſh _men of

men.

war, which they oblige themſelves to victual, &e. &e. (The
Count, in his anſwer to the 22d query of the commiſſiaries,
ﬅates, that the iſlanders are accuﬅomed to navigation.)
293. Being ignorant of the. fate of the Count's " Declara

tion'f and " Propoſals," and whether they ever came before
the Britiſh miniﬅry, Imuﬅ nowturn to Mr. Nicholſon's
well written preface, where the Count's remaining tran
ſactions, together with his ﬁnal cataﬅrophe, are recorded.
The ſubﬅance of both is as follows.i .

The C. ſaile' i

- 294. The' Count and his family, With ſome aſſociates, ar
rived, at Baltim'ove in Maryland,*_]*uly.8th 1784, in the Ro
bert and Ann, Capt. M*Dougall, from London, with a cargo,

ſuited to the Madagaſcar market, worth near £4000 ﬅer.
This ſeems to haveþbeeniſubſcribed in London; for Mr.

Nicholſon tells us, thatl the: late celebrated Mr. Magellan,
with a ſpirit of enterprize worthy of his name, contributed
a very' conſiderable ſum*. A reſpectable houſe in Balti
'

'_

i

"djl

* I have been told thatyMr. Niagellan was lineally deſcended' from the famous
Portugueſe navigator,whoidiſcovered the Straits which bear his name.-The Count
left with Mr. Magellan, the MSS. of which Mr. Nicholſon formed the Memoirs.
See Prcface, p. 2.
more

from London
to Baltimore.
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more, furniſhed the Count with a ſhip of 450 tons, carrying

X.
MAoaeas
can.

20 guns and 12 ſwivels; the ſhip and ﬅores amounting to
above £4ooo ﬅer. excluſive of the goods brought from Lon

from Balti
more to Ma

don. On the 25th of Oct. 1684, the Count ſailed for Ma
dagaſcar, leaving his family in America, on account of the

dagaſcar;

pregnancy of Mme- de Benyowſky.

w

Every one on board

was, by agreement or oath, ſubject to his abſolute com

lands in
Madagaſcar,

mand; though the captain and ſupercargo were to aﬃﬅhim,
and to bring back the ſhip. He did not put in at the C. of
Good Hope, probably for the ſame reaſon which, as we
ſhall ſoon ſee, induced Colonel Bolts alſo to paſs by it,
namely, the fear of alarming the commercial jealouſy of
the Dutch.
v
295. The Count ﬁrſt touched at Sofala, where he remain
ed ſome time, for refreſhment: and, on the 7th- of July, 1785,
anchored in Antangana Day,- ro- leagues SW. of' C, St. Se
baﬅian, in Madagaſcar, and the cargo. having been landed
there, the Count intendingto- go over land to Antongil Bay,
whither the ſhip was to proceed. It appears, by letters, that
the Count's old friend, the King of the North, came to pay
his. reſpects, and the chief of the Seclaves, his former, ene
my, with a body of men: encamped near the Count, who

propoſed to him the uſual oath, which the chief declined.
The: maﬅer's proteﬅ ﬅates, that, on the night of the iﬂ of

Aug. a ﬁring was heard and ſeen on ſhorc, at the Count's
encampment; that at day light neither white men nor eſ.
fects were to be ſeen; that their own danger, and the pro

bability that the Count and. his party were cut oﬀ' by the.
natives, compelled them to ſet ſail for the Iﬂand of Joan
na; and that at Oibo, *'_on the oppoſite continent, the ſuper

cargo ſold the ſhip.
296.
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296. A letter from a man on board, ﬅates that the writer C HXA P
and another
perſon,
t/zeſirz'ng
was Ox?"
c_.-,,-'_J
from,
the natives,
werethough
forcednot
ſitoconvinced
ſign the that
proteﬅ.
A letter
from an oﬃcer, brought priſoner to the I. de France, after the is attacked;
deﬅruction of the Count's party, conﬁrms the preceding,
f' as far" ſays Mr. Nicholſon, " as relates to the deﬅruc
'tion of the' COunt and his party, by t/ze French." The writer
mentions the firing in the night ; but, contrary to the pro

teﬅ, aﬃrms that the ſhip ſailed aWay in ſight of thoſe on
ſhore, who could not overtake her in the country boats.
From this letter, it appears, that the Count, at the head of a
body of natives, commenced hoﬅilities againﬅ the French,

by ſeizing their ﬅore-houſe at Angoutzi. Here he began to
build a town in the country manner; and thence detached
too men to ſeize their factory at Foul Point, who deſiﬅed,

on ſeeinga frigate at anchor there.

On being informed of

theſe tranſactions, the governmentof the Iſle de France ſent

a ſhip with 60 regulars, who landed and attacked the Count,
on the 23d of May 1786, in a redoubt he had conﬅructed,
mounting two cannon, and where he, with two Europeans,

and 30 natives,'waited their approach. The blacks fled, and killed.
and Benyowſky, receiving a ball in his breaﬅ, fell behind
the parapet,
he was dragged by the hair,ſ and ex
pired
in afewwhence
minutes.
297. The laﬅ

mentioned letter,

Mr. Nicholſon ob

ſerves, " in many reſpects, ſeems to want explanation;"
like the proteﬅ and the other letters, relative to the Count's
unhappy end. From ſuch materials, it was impoſſible even
for the abilities of the editor, to extract a conſiﬅent ac
count; nor would the Court of France have derived much

credit from a fair ﬅatement oſ a tranſaction which, I have
good reaſontobelieve, could not bear the light.

A a

The to

tal
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tal concealment of deeds, of which the witneſſes are neceſ
ſarily numerous, cannot be eﬀected, even by an arbitrary
miniﬅry; and, to their machinations, the deﬅruction of the

cing.

brave Benyowlky, was univerſally attributed, when I was
by order of
the French
miniﬅry.

at Paris, in 1787. But this did not ſatisſy my curioſity, re
ſpecting the ſate of ſo diﬅinguiſhed a friend to Africa. I
made particular enquiry, and was aſſured that the miniﬅry
ordered out a frigate to ſecure the Count, alive or dead;

but the particular miniﬅer who iſſued the order was not men
tioned.

This information I received from Monſ. Hall, one

of the ﬁrﬅ painters in Europe, a near relation oſ the com
mander oſ the ſrigate, who, of courſe, was obliged to exe
cute, and, I have not a doubt, did exﬁcute his orders. This

Was what I chieﬂy wiſhed to know; and it would have been
i'ndelicate to trouble a gentleman, ſo connected, with minute
queﬅions.

He ſaid, however, that the Count aimed at the

Civcnm

ſovereignty of Madagaſcar, independent of the French; but
he was far from impeaching him, in other reſpects, and
candidly admitted, that he poſſeſſed conſummate bravery
and ability.
298. Theſe qualities ſhine conſpicuous in every page of

liances de
ſeﬂptivc of

the Count's hiﬅory; which alſo exhibits marks of other vir

his character.

tues, more to be regarded, than the vague aſſertions of per
ſons, who have obvious reaſons for wiſhing him to be thought:
the tyrant and the robber. But a very diﬀerent character
appeared, in his earneﬅ and ſucceſsful endeavours to induce
ſome tribes of the natives, to, abandon their criminal pracn
tice of ſacriﬁcing deformed children, and thoſe born on

unlucky daysq-a reſorm,-however, oſ which Mmc- de Bem
yſiowſky ought to ſhare the praiſe. The deteﬅation with
which he ſpeaks (p. 352) of the " avidity, injuﬅice and op
preſſion of the uſurpers and "tyrants," who . conducted
' .
\
. former
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former attempts in (or rather on) Madagaſcar, and his re- C HXA P
ſigning, rather than violate a treaty, by attacking the li- w

berties of the natives-if theſe circumﬅances account, as MAHZW
they partly do, for the number of his enemies, his
friends may alſo inſiﬅ on them, as marks of a noble, hu
mane, and generous diſpoſition. They may inſiﬅ, ﬅill
more ﬅrongly, on the attachment of his oﬃcers and men-

I

ſ" my poorfellows," p. 201) in the moﬅ trying conjun'ctures,
and even when he appeared to be dying of a tedious illneſs
(p. 283) and when nothing but an ardent aﬀection to their
leader, not to ſay an admiration of his virtues, could have
kept them within the limits of diſcipline-In ſhort, Mr.
Nicholſon, who had all the letters and documents before

him, declares, that he has " not yet ſeen any thing againﬅ
the Count, which will not bear two interpretations, or which
has not been written by men who contradict each other, and
had an intereﬅ in traducing him."--I muﬅ add, that, for

aught I ever heard to the contrary, the Count de Ben
yowlky, deſerved a better fate. Nay, I am clearly of opi
nion, that his conduct in Madagaſcar, deſerves no ſmall por
tion of admiration, and even ofreſpect : and, all things duly
conſidered, l ſee no reaſon, why a. monument might not be

erected to his memory, inſcribed MAGNIS TAMEN EX<
CIDIT AUSIS.--But, after all, I wiſh my readers to peruſe
the " Memoirs," and tojudgefor tﬁmyﬂlves, of the character.
there exhibited; eſpecially as I have onlyþexamined that

part of the work which relates to Madagaſcar._ In order to
aſſiﬅ perſons, in forming their concluſions, who may not
have time to read this inﬅructive piece of biography, I have
inſerted the dates in this epitome.

_

,,

1
_

-*

299. Some may think, that 1 have commented rather too

freely on the conduct of the French miniﬅry.
Aa2

Far, far-be. Miniſtry
it ſeems
ſtable.unj uﬅi

ſi

_
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it from me, to imitate the immediate' deﬅroyers of Ben
yowſky, whoever they were, by inſulting the mightyfalle-n
(See s 296 at the end). But it was abſolutely neceſſary
that the failure of this colonial enterprize ſhould'be traced
to its true ſource, and not attributed as uſual, to the climate,

the conﬅant excuſe for European perﬁdy and violence,

within the-tropics, eſpecially in Africa. The benevolent
profeſſions of the miniﬅry towards the natives of Madagaf
car, may have once been ſincerei'; but mini-ﬅerial benevo
lence is evaneſcent, and, in modern practice, muﬅ always

give way to expediency.

It was expedient for the French

_miniﬅry, to change their ſyﬅem, reſpecting Madagaſcar. It
is alſo expedient, or convenient (ſee johnſon's Dict.) that, if
poſſible, a diﬅinction ſhould be eﬅabliſhed between the

ming/ler and the man. Accordingly it is allowed, byſome,
that certain miniﬅers, whoſe plans haVe been pernicious to

mankind, were yet very good fort of men-A and my opinion
of M. de S. thOugh as good as it ſhould be, upon the wh'ole,
would be much improved, were it poſſible for me to con
ceive, that an arbitrary miniﬅer could deviate into evidently

crooked paths, without carrying the man along with him.
Benyowſky ſhowed the miniﬅer what he ſhould have done,
rather than violate a ſacred principle-The Count dared to
be conſiﬅent, and 'reſigned : but he was a ſoldier, not a mi

nzﬅer.--Yet I ſincerely wiſh it were credible, that the
French miniﬅry were not concerned in the foul treatment
of Bcnyowſky. But trUth and Africa 'are more dear to me
'l' I am ſorry that I happened to omit, inv its proper place, that M. de S. in his
diſpatch to the Count, of April 6th 1777,(and which the Count could not have
rſicceived in Madagaſcar) expreſſes much concern that he ſhould have loﬅ ſo many
men in ﬁlling up a marſh, a circumﬅance which the Count alſo mentions in his

p journal.
than

All
t
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than the reputation, either oſ the Count or the M'iniﬅry:
and I fear that their conduct to him cannot be even politi
cally juﬅiﬁed, without impeaching their wiſdom.----The
American troubles were coeval with the Madagaſcar colony.
The miniﬅry dropped the ſubﬅance, and ſnatched at the
ſhadow.

Neglecting Madagaſcar, with her valuable and in

creaſing productions * and her three millions of docile and
ingenious people, i" they lurked behind the maſk ofþroﬂſ
ſions, for, what they thought, an opportunity of humbling

Great Britain.

The conſequences to France have been al

ready hinted at. But Britain, diſencumbered of herﬂnan
cial burden, and having her ﬅrength concentrated, roſe ſu
Perior to 'the blow, and has ſince reſumed, and, if undill

turbed by war, was long likely to maintain, her reſpectabi

lity among the nations.

Her aﬅoniſhing reﬅoration, I.

think, ought, in candour, to be partly aſcribed to the diſ

tinguiſhed ability and induﬅry of the ﬅateſman who has
* Having, under the preceding articles, enumerated the moﬅ valuable produc
tions oſ the continent oſ Africa, it_ did not ſeem, neceſſary to' dwdl on thoſe oſ
Madagaſcar, which are very much the ſame. But, as the natives are ſar leſs har.
raiſed by the ﬂave-trade, and upon the whole, more civilized ; the produce oſ their

labour is proportionably more abundant. This is evident from the great quantlties
and value ofprovilions, &c. exported and ſupplied to ſhipping, by the Count. See
the ﬅatement of charge and diſcharge 'above inſerted. '
-A reſpectable merchant in London, oſ great experience in the French Eaﬅ India
commerce, aſſures me, that the cotton of the eaﬅ coaﬅ of Madagaſcar is fully equal

to that oſ Bourbon 3 and that a great part of the cotton which comes to Europe,
under the name of Bourbon cotton, is either ſmuggled from the Eaﬅ lndies or
brought regularly from Madagaſcar into Bourbon, where it isﬅorcd and repacked

for eitportation to'Europe. For an aCCOUnt of the Bourbon cotton ſee 9 271.
+ See Memoirs, vOl. 2, p. 397. v This, however, can be but a vague conjecture
reſpecting the population.
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ſince conducted her ﬁnances.-What ſhould I ſay more of
ﬅateſmen and of their abilities or inﬁrmities, but " Alas!
poor human nature?"

DUTCH.

300. The Dutch Eaﬅ India ſhips began to frequent the

C. or Goou
Horn.

Van Riebeck
propoſes a

colony there.

Cape, about the year 1600; but it was not till 1650, that
Van Riebeck, a ſurgeon, ﬁrﬅ diſcovered the advantages that

would reſult from forming a regular colony there. On re
turning to Holland, he preſented a memorial on the ſubject,
to the directors of the Dutch Eaﬅ India company, who ap
proved of his propoſal, and ordered four ſhips to be equip
ped for the Cape, with ſome artiﬁcers, a few coloniﬅs, and

the neceſſary tools and ﬅores. Van Riebeck was appointed
admiral of this fleet, and governor of the new colony; truﬅs
which he fulﬁlled with ſuch ﬁdelity and ſucceſs, that he

Liberality of
the DutchE.

India co.

well deſerves to be recorded, as founder of that important
eﬅabliſhment.
'
301. In executing this deſign, the directors acted with a
degree of wiſdom and difintereﬅedneſs, too ſeldom found
in the repreſentatives of joint ﬅock companies, and for
which, in many other inﬅances, the conduct of their prede

ceſſors and ſucceſſors have not been very remarkable.
They authorized Van Riebeck, to purchaſe territory from
the natives, which he did, with goods to the amount of
* This ſketch of the colony at the Cape is compiled from Mortimer's Dict. of
Trade and Comm. 1776,-Menzel's Beſchreibung von Cap de Bonne Eſper. 1785.
--Das merkwurdigﬁe aus den beﬅen Beſchreibungen von Cap 1787.-Tableau de

Commerce, 1787.-F0rﬅer's Voy. round the World, 1777, and Sparrman's Voy.
to the Cape of Good Hope, Perth edition.

-

50,000
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50,ooo guilders.--In the choice of coloniﬅs, their diſcern
ment and prudence were conſpicuous. They ſuffered no

thieves and ﬅrumþets to poiſon the infant ſociety with the
vices for which they had been expelled from Europe. But,
by advantageous promiſes, faithfully performed, the com
pany induced laborious peaſants, and honeſt artiﬁcers to
emigrate to the Cape *. They defrayed the expenſes of the
voyage; and provided the coloniﬅs with ſubſiﬅence, tools,
implements of agriculture and cattle. To each, they gave a
portion of land, on condition that, in three years, he ſhould
have cultivated enough to enable him to ſupport himſelf,
and to contribute to the defence of the colony +. They alſo
agreed to bring back to Europe, gratis, thoſe to whoſe con
ﬅitutions the climate might be unfavourable, and who had

full liberty to diſiſpoſe of their eﬀects to the beﬅ advantage.
For the reception of the coloniﬅs, the company erected vil
lages, each containing 30 houſes, a church, an hoſpital, a

town-houſe and a public kitchen-garden. To furniſh the
colony with females, girls from the orphan-houſes in Hol
* Since I wrote s 128 and 129, I haVe heard it objected, that, in time oſ war, it

would be improper to encourage colonization; as the people who might be expect
ed to betome coloniſls, are wanted for the armies.-The objcctors, however, would
do well to recollect, that, oſ all people, thoſe who are diſpoſed to become ſoldiers
are, generally ſpeaking, the moſt uuﬁt for any new colonial undertaking; and that
ſuch being taken oﬀ by the war, a greater proportion oſ ſober and induﬁrious per
ſons will be leſt, from among whom to make a prudent ſelection. Beſides, that the
war itſelf, and the general poſlure of public aﬀairs, have diſpoſed many worthy peo

ple, throughout Europe, to embark in any undertaking, likely to aﬀord them more
peace and ſecurity thanthey expect to enjoy in their reſpective countries.
+ The company, however, at preſent, never part with the property oſ the land;
but rent it at the annual rate of about 25 dollars, for every 60 acres.

land,
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land, were ſent out, with ſuperintendants to educate them

at the Cape ; and, on their marriage, the company aſſigned
them ſmall dowries.
302. The expenſe incurred by the company, in eﬅabliſh
ing this colony, has been immenſe-not leſs, it hath been
computed, than a million of guilders annually, for the ﬁrﬅ
20 years; and in, 17 13, above ſixty years after it's ﬁrﬅ ſettle

ment, it ﬅill continued to be chargeable.

But ſeldom has

the property of a joint-ﬅock company been ſo beneﬁcially
employed; for all diﬃculties are now ſurmounted, and the
Diﬃculties

very diſcour
aging.

colony amply repays the expenſes of it's eﬅabliſhment.
303. Thoſe diﬃculties were of a kind which nothing ſhort
of cool, Dutch perſeverance could have overcome. This
extremity of Africa conſiﬅs of black and barren mountains
of granite, without any volcanic productions.

The culti

vated ſpots near the town, are of ﬅiﬀ clay, with a little ſand

and
ſmall
ﬅones;
but towards
Falſe of
Bay,
the arable
ſoil to
is
almoﬅ
entirely
ſandy.
ſſThe colony
Stellenboſh
is ſaid
have the beﬅ foil of any at the Cape, but even that produces

Clmate.

no very extraordinary proofs of natural fertility*.-Lions,
leopards, tyger-cats, hyaenas, jackals, and ſeveral other wild
beaﬅs, infeﬅ the Cape, now and then, even to this day.
304. Yet this country is not without it's advantages.
The air and water, as in moﬅ other mountainous tracts, are

good, in the ſame proportion as the ſoil is bad. Though
the ſummer heats are ſometimes exceſſive, the winters are
ſo mild that ice is ſcarcely ever ſeen about the town. But,
* The Dutch have, ﬅrictly ſpeaking, four colonies in this part of Africa, namely
the Cape, properly ſo called, Stellenboſh, Drakenﬅein and Waveren. The farms' in

many places are very much ſcattered.
on

-L-"_ _
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on the mountains, eſpecially far inland, there are hard

C H A

X.

froﬅs, with ſnow and hail ﬅorms.

The climate, however,

upon the whole, is ſo ſalubrious, that the inhabitants are
rarely troubled with any diſorders more ſerious than'colds,
cauſed by. the ſudden changes of air, from the ﬅrong winds,
to which the Cape is expoſed at all ſeaſons; and ﬅrangers
ſoon recover from the ſcurvy and other complaints,-The
ſupport of ſo many wild beaﬅs, implies the exiﬅence of nu

ſhy

C. or GOOD
Horn.

Animals.

merous tribes of milder animals; and accordingly an aﬅo

niſhing variety, from the mighty buffalo and camelopard,
to
the leaﬅ of the beautiful genus of antelopes, and many
ſmaller quadrupeſſds, are common, in this part of Africa.
The elephant, rhin0ceros and hippopotamus, formerly
came within a ſhort diﬅance of the Cape; but they have
been ſo much hunted, and are ſo ſeldom ſeen at preſent,
that the government have iſſued an order againﬅ killing
them, within many miles of the town*.-The neighbouring
ſeas and bays abound with excellent ﬁſh.-I know not
whether the metallic ores of the interior mountains ought to
be mentioned as an advantage ; as it does not appear, that

Metals.

the coloniﬅs can work them with proﬁt, on account of their

remote and rugged ﬁtuation.

Some tribes of Hottentots,

however,'extract both copper and iron from the ores they
ﬁnd in their native mountains. See s 71, 287. But the grand
advantage oſ the Cape, at leaﬅ that which appeared ſuch in

A ﬅation ſo'
Dutch Eaſt

India ſhips.

the eyes of the Dutch Eaﬅ'lndia company, was it's conveni
ent ﬁtuation, as a place oſ refreſhment for their ſhips; and,
in this view, the bare inſpection of a map of Africa, ſhows
* The ﬂeſh of the hippopohumus, is eaten at the Cape. In Mr Forﬅer's opinion.
it's taﬅe is that of coarſe beeſ, but the fat rather reſembles marrow.
the beﬅ of ivOſy.

B b

lt's tuﬂts are

it's
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it's ſuperiority to all other parts of that continent. But it's
ſituation and climate are not now it's only excellencies, as a

C. or Goon
Hare.

Exports.

port of refreſhment; for it abounds with a variety of the
beﬅ gree-us and fruits, and, in particular, with ſome of the

ﬁneﬅ grapes and oranges in the world-articles peculiarly
proper for ſeamen after long voyages.
305. The 'prodigious expenſe, and the perſevering atten
tion which this colony coﬅ, during the uncommonly tedious
period of it's helpleſs infancy, began at laﬅ to ſhew their ef-.
fects, in the exportation of a little ſurplus corn.

But, hav

ing ſince arrived at a ﬅate of comparative maturity, the
Caþe not only ſupplies'the ſhips of all nations, which touch
there, with neceſſaries and comforts, in abundance, and at

moderate prices; but ſupplies all the Dutch, and ſome fo
reign, Aſiatic ſettlements, with great quantities of corn,
ﬂour, biſcuit, wines of various ſorts, brandy, butter, cheeſe,
Farming.

Tenure of
lands.

and ſalted proviſions.-No country feeds a greater number
of cattle than this, nor is their ﬂeſh any where cheaper or
better. An ox commonly weighs from 5oo to Goolb. A
farm may make from 1500 to 3ooolb. of butter, annually.
Many feed from 1ooo to 6 or 8000 ſheep, and a few have as
far as 15,ooo, and cattle in proportion.
306. The Dutch Eaﬅ India company ſeem, for ſome time,

evidently to have diſcouraged all new ſettlers, by granting

no lands in private property, and by prohibiting the
farmers from ﬁxing their habitations within a mile of each

other; though many parts of the country are ſo barren,
that leſs land than a ſquare mile, (640 Engliſh acres) would
ſcarcely make a proper grazing farm.

The company are

certainly more ſolicitous, at' preſent, to promOte their Eaﬅ
Indian commerce, than the productions of this ﬂouriſhing,
but ﬅill improveable, colony ; otherwiſe, not only the cul
tivation

J'
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tivation, but the manufacture, of ſeveral valuable articles,

might be introduced with advantage.

C H A P
X.

Dr. Sparrman *, who
w

makes this remark, gives ſeveral hints for the internal im

C. or Goon
Hon.

provement of the colOny; but, being merely-local, it is
unneceſſary to inſert them, eſpecially as the company, while
they continue to attend almoﬅ excluſively to Commerce,
are not likely to put them in practice.
307. Still the conduct of the company, or, perhaps more

Dutch and

properly, of their predeceſſors, has been liberality itſelf,
when compared with the extortion and oppreſſion of the
Cape Verd company of Portugal. (See 5 234.) *' We
were not alittle pleaſed," ſays. FOrﬅer, " with the contraﬅ

Portugueſe
policy con
traﬅcd.

between this colony and the Portugueſe iſland of S. Jago.

There we had taken notice of a tropical country, with a to
lerable appearance, and capable of improvement; but utter

ly neglectedby it's lazy and oppreſſed inhabitants.

Here,

onthe contrary, weſaw a neat, well built, town, all white,
riſing in'the midﬅ of a deſert, ſurrounded by broken

Cape town.

maſſes of black and dreary mountains; or, in other words,
the picture of ſucceſsful induﬅry." The town contains
many ﬅore-houſes of 'the Dutch Eaﬅ India company, and

tolerablepfortiﬁcations.

Here, as in other Dutch towns,

. p * I' cannot help tranſcribing from Dr. Forﬅer's voyage, which lies open before me.
his account of my friend and fellow travellcr, which I can pronounce to be equally

liberal and juﬅ.

" YVe were fortunate enough," ſays he, " to meet with a man

of ſcience, Dr. Sparrman, at this place, who, after ſludying under the father of

botany, the great Linne, had made a voyage to China, and an ther td the Cape, in

purſuit of knowledge. The idea of gathering the treaſures oſnature, in countries
hitherto unknown to Europe, ﬁlled his mind ſo entirely, that he immediately engag
ed to accompany us, on our circnmnavigation; in the courſe of which, I am proud ,
to ſay, we have found him an enthuſiaﬅ in his ſcience, well verſcd in medical know
ledge, and endowed with a heart capable of the warmeﬅ feelings, and worthy of a

philoſopher." Voyage round the World, Vol. I. p. 67.

B b 2

their
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their genius maniſeﬅs itſelf in rows of trees and canals;

C H A P.

though experience proves the noxious eﬀects of ﬅagnant
water; eſpecially in hot climates, and moﬅ fatally at Bata
via.-The company's ﬁaves are lodged and boarded, in a
ſpacious houſe-The large hoſpital for the Eaﬅ Indiamen, is
generally pretty much crowded. For theſe ſhips ſometimes
carry 6, 7 or 800 men, to ſupply the regiments in India;

L-c-VſiJ

C.0F Goon
Hope.

and their conﬁned ſituation, and ſhort allowance of water

and ſalt proviſions, make ſuch havock among them, that it
is not very uncommon for an Indiaman, ſo freighted, to
loſe, between Europe and the Cape, 80 or 100 men, and to
Mortality of
men kidnap
ped by Dutch
Sml-mongnn

ſend 2 or 3oo to the hoſpital. It is a lamentable fact, that the
facility with which the Zeelverkoopers (Soul-mongers) in
veigle theſe unfortunate people, makes the company's ſer
vants more indiﬀerent than they ſhould be about their pre
ſervation*.

They are plentifully ſupplied,_however, with

an antiſcorbutic diet, which, with the air of the place, cer

. tainly contributes more'to their recovery than their doctors,
who drench them all, indiſcriminately, with the cheap con

tents oſ two or three huge bottles.
No toleration

*

308. Toleration, which has been ſo beneficial to Holland,

at the Cape.

is unknown at the Cape and at Batavia.

In 1772, 'even a

Lutheran clergyman was not tolerated at the Cape; but the
chaplains of Daniſh and Swediſh ſhips, now and then oﬃci
* I wonder that the Slave-mongers, in their diﬅreſs for pretexts tojuſiiſy their
traflic, have never mentioned the Dutch Soul-mongcrs, whoſe practice would have

aﬀorded them this notable argument.-The Soul-mongers kidnap men in Holland:
trgo the llave-mongers may lawſully ﬅeal or earry oﬀ men, Women and children in
Africa, and murder them, if they reſiﬅ.

But this argument will ſcarcely ſatisſy

thoſe who reaſon on diﬀerent principles, and who will never be convinced, that
many tliouſands ought to be actually murdered in AfriCa, berazſſ ſome hundreds are

virtual/y murdered by'the Dutch Zcelvcrkoopers.

See s 20.

ated
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ated there. As in moﬅ other European colonies, no attention
whatever is paid to the religion of the ſlaves. A few of

C H A P.

them, however, who are believers in Mahomet, meet week
ly, in the houſe of a free Mahometan, and read or chaunt

C.0i-' Goo'
Horn.

w

ſome prayers and chapters of the koran.
30 9.The governor depends immediately on the Eaﬅ In
dia company, and preſides over a council compoſed of the
ſecond, or deputy governor, the ﬁſcal, the major, the ſecret

ary, the treaſurer, the comptrollers of proviſions, and li
quors, and the book-keeper; each of whom has the charge
of a branch of the company's commerce. This council
manages the whole civil and military departments. The
deputy governor preſides over the court of juﬅice, which
conſiﬅs of ſome of the members of the council. But no
two relations can vote in either. The governor has a ﬁxed
ſalary, houſe and furniture, a garden and a table.

He re

ceives, beſides, 10 dollars for every leagre (108 gallons) of
wine, exported to Batavia. The company gives 40 dollars
for each leagre, of which the farmer receives but 24.

Of

the remainder, the governor is paid two-thirds, ſaid to be
worth 4000 dollars annually, and the other third goes to the
deputy, who directs the Company's whole commerce here.
The fiſcal is at the head of the police, and ſees the penal
laws executed. He is alſo appointed by the mother coun
try, to whom alone he is accountable, as a check on the
company's "oﬃcers."

The major commands the garriſon.

The deſignations of the other oﬃcers are deſcriptive of
their departments. ' \
310. The above is the ſubﬅance of the account of the go
vernment ofthe Cape, given by Forﬅer, whoſe work was

publiſhed in 1777. But it would appear that ſome change in it
has ſince taken place; for the author of Das Merkwurdigﬅe,
printed

Government
and revenue,

ſketched by
Forſier.
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c H_A P. printed in 1787, ſays the government oſ the Cape is divided
X
into the eight following departments-i ﬅ. The Great Coun
w

C. or Goon
Hors.

cil for the company's political and commercial buſineſs. It
alſo ſometimes repreſents the States General, and corre
ſponds, at all times, with Holland and Batavia-2. The

Great College of Juﬅice, a deputation of No. 1. and the

three burgomaﬅers of the Cape town.

This court is inde- '

pendent on the company; but, from it an appeal lies to the

ſimilar ſuperior courts in Batavia and Holland-3.. The
leſſer College of Juﬅice, alſo a deputation of No. 1. for decid
ing ſmaller matters-4. The Matrimonial Court, which takes
care that regular marriages are obſerved-5. The Charity
College, which has the charge of orphans, and the ſemales
cannot marry, without their conſent.-6. The Church Col

lege, which regulates the concerns of external worſhip-7.
The Civil Court-Every colony at the Cape has it's own

Burgher Council, choſen from among the moﬅ reſpectable
citizens, and changed every ſecond year.

This council de

cides ſmall matters between man and man; and, upon the

whole, is repreſented as ſomewhat ſimilar to the corpora
tions in England-8. The Military College, which con

ducts all military aﬀairs, including the militia.--Of the re
venue and expenditure of the Dutch at the Cape, Menzell
gives the following ﬅatement :
Guz'ldcr:
A tax on produce, yielding, communibu: annir, ................

206,617

Duties on imports from Holland and Batavia .........i .........

206,5oo

25 per cent. on all caſh ſent to the Cape from Europe ............

54,5 20

467>537
Annual expenditure, civil and military, is eﬅimated at ..........

361,33o

Clear annual revenue of the company .......................

106.307

But
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But Kolben ﬅates the clear annual revenue, which the C HXA P

Dutch Eaﬅ India company derives from the Cape, at above
w

3oo,ooo guilders, annually.

He appears, however, to in

C. or Goon
Horn.

clude the proﬁts of that part of their Eaﬅ Indian trade,
which is connected with the Cape.
311. There are 7oo'regular troops in this colony, includ

Military and
population.

ing the garriſon, of 400. The fencible white men form a
militia of between 4 and 5000, of whom a great number may
be aſſembled in a few hours, by ſignals of alarm. Hence
we may eﬅimate the Whites of all ages and both ſexes, at
between 16 and 2o,ooo.

But a part of the coloniﬅs are ſo

very far ſcattered, as to be able to aﬀord little protection to
one another, and to the community. There are in the colo

ny five or more ﬂaves to one white man. Theſe ﬂaves are
chieﬂy from Madagaſcar,with a mixture of Malays, Bengaleſe
and ſome negroes.-The greater part of the coloniﬅs are
X Germans, with ſome French proteﬅants and Dutch.

They

are induﬅrious, hoſpitable and ſociable; but fonder of good
living, than of acquiring knowledge, for which they may
plead the plenty of good cheer, and the extreme ſcarcity of
good ſchools.

Such coloniﬅs as can aﬀord the expenſe, ge

nerally ſend their ſons to Holland for improvement; but
the education of their females is too much neglected.
AUSTRIAN.

312. The Bay of Delagoa, on the eaﬅ of Africa (lat. about
26o 8.) was diſcovered in 1545, by Laurenco Marquez, a
Portugueſe. 'In this bay his nation afterwards formed a
ſettlement, on the river Manyeeſſa, then the only one in

Delagoa, navigable for large ſhips.

They built a fort of

which the veﬅiges ﬅill remain; but abandoned it, on the

Manyeeſſa becoming unnavigable by an accumulation of
ſand:

DELAGOA
BAY.
Portugueſc
ſettlc there

coromes lN ArſſarCA, on
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Dan/tem.

ſand: and their colony of Mozambique having then ac
quired ﬅrength, they did not ﬁnd it worth while to renew
their ſettlement in Delagba Bay.
313. The waters of the Mafoomo, in the ſame bay, having,
in time, opened a Channel of four ſathoms over the bar, the
Dutchſiformed a ſettlement there, which they held till 1727.

and Dutch.

when a ﬅrong ſquadron of Engliſh pirates, who had their
rendezvous at Madagaſcar, after plundering the Dutch
warehouſes, razed them and the fort to the ground*.
314. Such was then the increaſing proſperity of their co
lony at the Cape of Good Hope, and its dependencies, that
the Dutch gave up all thoughts of re-eﬅabliſhing that of
Large tracts
unoccupied
by Europe
ans.

Delagoa; ſo that, from that day to this, a large and fine
country, on the eaﬅ of Africa, from Cabo das Correntes to

the moﬅ eaﬅern dependencies of the Cape colony, and on
the weﬅ, a much larger tract, from Saldanha bay to Ben,
guela, have been unoccupied by the Europeans, and aban
doned to the peaceable and rightful poſſeſſion of the un
c/zrzﬅz'am'zed Africans.

Auſtrian at

tempt, under
CaI. Bells.

315. In the ſpring of 1777, however, an eﬅabliſhment
was made on the river Mafoomo, on behalſ of Her late Im

perial Majeﬅy, the Empreſs Queen, Maria Thereſa. The
circumﬅances and fate of this colony, as far as I have been
able to collect them, were as follow :-.-With a view to re
cover the trade' of the Eaﬅ, to the Auﬅrian dominions in

Flanders, Tuſcany and the Adriatic gulph, which had been
loﬅ on the abolition of the Oﬅend Eaﬅ India company, in
1727, Her Imperial Majeﬅy granted a charter, in 1775, to
William Bolts, Eſq. a gentleman who had been formerly
employed in Bengal, by the Engliſh Eaﬅ India company,
* See an account of this ſettlement and its deﬅruction, in the DutCh Reiſen na

lndien I. de Buckoi, and the Engliſh Hiﬅory of the Pirates.

_
In
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in whoſe ſervice he had been extremely ill treated *. His C HXA P
charter contained many advantageous ﬅipulations in his Lad-4

'

favour, with full powers from the Empreſs Queen for mak- DEMGM'
ing. commercial and colonial arrangements, with the chiefs
of Africa and Aſia.

He, at the ſame time, received a com

miſſion as Lieut. Colonel.
316. Having formed a connection with ſome gentlemen in The Colonel

Antwerp, recommended to him by the Imperial miniﬅers, THE?"

_

Colonel Bolts ﬁnally ſailed in Sep. 1776, from Leghorn,
in a large ſhip, richly laden and well armed, with ſome
ſoldiers to preſerve ſubordination among a numerous body
of people, from almoﬅ all the countries bordering on the
Mediterranean. Before the ſhip ſailed, the mean oppoſi

'

tion of commercial bodies had ſhown itſelf.

It was again is oppoſed

manifeﬅed at Madeira, and in ſhort, the Colonel was fol- JJQZ'JF:

,

lowed to India by ſuch orders from the Engliſh Eaﬅ India
company to their preſidencies, and from theſe to the Na
bobs, under whoſe names they act when convenient, as

were contrary to the rules of friendſhip between civilized
nations, and even to'common humanity.
317. As it would have been extremely imprudent to rely
on
accidental
goodthe
reception
anycommerce,
nation actuated
by
thatthepeﬅ
of ſocieſity,
jealouſyof of
Colonel'

'

i

Bolts, inﬅead of touching at the Cape of Good Hope, re

ſolved to puſh on to Delagoa Bay i. Having arrived there, arrive, at
the ſecurity for ſhipping in the river Mafoomo, the re- Delagoaba-V? .
ſources he ſaw in the country, and the facility of treating

with the chiefs, through a Mahommedan from Bengal, whom
he found ſettled there, convinced him that it was a proper
place for forming an eﬅabliſhment. After a ſhort reſidence;
_' See his Conſiderations on India Aﬀairs, 3 vols. 410. in 1772.
1

.

C C
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DELAGOA.

with the help of preſents, and the inﬂUence he acquiied by
performing ſome ordinary operations with an electrical ma
chine, the Colonel was ſo fortunate as to gain the friendſhip
of Capell and Matola, the chiefs of the oppoſite ſides oſ the
river, though declared enemies to each other.

bnys land of
two chiefs ;

318. Theſe chiefs poſſeſſed the country all round, could
each raiſe 15,ooo men, acknowledged no dependence on
any European nation, and had no intercourſe even with the

Dutch and Portugueſe, their neareﬅ neighbours. Colonel
Bolts, therefore, in the name of her Imperial Majeﬅy, purL
chaſed from them a part of their reſpective territories on

each ſide the Mafoomo, and commanding it's entrance. The
goods agreed for were delivered, and the Imperial ﬂag
hoiﬅed, in preſence of a great concourſe of people, includ

builds tem
pomry
houſies, &C.

ing the crews of two-Britiſh ſhips from Bombay, trading for
ivory and commanded by Captains M®Kenny and Cahill._
319. The ſhip remained in the river four months, dur- v
ing which temporary houſes and a brick warehouſe were
erected; when Colonel Bolts, thinking his preſence might,
for ſome time, be diſpenſed with,reſolved to make a voyage
in the ſhip, to the coaﬅ of Malabar, which appeared,0n ſeveral
accounts, advifeable and even neceſſary. By the good will
of Capt. M*Kenny, a retreat on board his ſhip was pro
vided, in caſe of neceſſity, for the reſident, Mr. A. D. Pollet,
who was to remain, in charge of the infant ſettlement.

begins I
'radc a

320. The Colonel, having arrived on the Malabar coaﬅ,
bought and ﬁtted out three veſſels, with cargoes proper
for the trade, as well as the neceſſities of the infant
ſettlement. One of them remained in the river Mafoomo,

as a ﬂoating battery, while the others were conﬅantly
carrying ivory to Cambay, and returning to Delagoa, with
articles fuited to 'the African barter.--By aſtl-ﬁCCſS ſent
from

igi
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from Surat, the houſes and warehouſes were rendered more C H Ay.
X'
commodious and ſolid, and a '2 gun battery was erected
L-W

on the ſouth'ſide of the Mſſafoomo. 'From Surat, the Colonel

Dnuooa.

alſo ſent a MuZZa/z, or Mahommedan prieﬅ, with his family,

ſends a Ma
hommedan

in order to convert to his religion, thoſe Africans who were
attached to, or connected with, the colony, and whoſe num
bers conﬅantly increaſed. For, ſeeing that, from their pre

iniſiionary to
to the colony.

deliction for polygamy, Chriﬅianity was not likely to be
agreeable to them, he judged (in conformity with the
commercial principles on which it was his buſineſs to act)
that for the purpoſes of ez'mſilz'zing, and then gowming a
rude people, any religion is better than none. Beſides,
their intercourſe with the black Mahommedan crews of
the veſſels coming regularly from India, ſeemed to- facilitate
and encourage the attempt, by giving to precept the advan
rage of example.
321. The natives of this part of Africa are well made,

lively, active, intelligent, and imitative.

Happilyv they

Natives in.

telligent.

did not then allow the ﬂave-trade, and Colonel Bolts hopes,

this barbarous cuﬅom has not yet vitiated them. Elephants'
teeth -were then their only important commodities ; but
cowries and ſea-horſe teeth were alſo occaſionally exported.
The Colonel, however, among other important objefts,
had in view the cultivation of cotton and ſugar-canes,

which are indigenous- there, and grow l-uxuriantly all about
the country. In. time too, he' hoped to open a trade in
gold duﬅ, with the independent inland chiefs, by the river
Mafoorno, and' particularly with a kingdom called Quzſitzſivc,

Wild cotton
and ſugar,
cancs, gold,

ricc, &e.

which, though ſaid to abound in gold, has hitherto been unexplored by the Europeans.

Rice and other vegetables

grow l-uxuriantly; though the natives ſeldom cultivate

more than they think they want. By inﬅructing and en
'

C C 2
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CH AP. couraging them to practiſe agricu'lture, all the tropical, and
x
many other productions, might in time have rendered De
DELAGOA.
lagoa almoﬅ as commodious a place of refreſhment as the
Cape, and, in ſome caſes, preferable.
'
'The colony
322. But the Imperialiﬅs remained only three years in
thrives.
poſſeſſion of this promiſing colony. Colonel Bolts, after
w

ſucceeding in every part of his milſion, returned to Europe,
where he found that the' Empreſs Queen had died' three
months before his arrival ; and, with "her, vaniſhed all his
But, Prince
Kaunitz diſ
avowing it,
the Portu
gueſc break
it up.

hopes of ſupport or juﬅice.

Prince Kaunitz, the miniﬅer,

on a proteﬅ from the court of 'Liſhon, had diſavowed the
ſettlement; and, in conſequence, a ſhip of war, with 300
troops and two ﬁeld-pieces, was ſent from Goa to Delagoa,
Where the Imperialiﬅs were treated in the ſame manner

as we have ſeen the Dutch were, by the pirates, in 1727,
their ſhips, eﬀects, and men having been ſeized and car

ried oﬀ.

'

'

323. Thus were the extenſive views of this able, enter
terpriſing and public ſpirited man, fruﬅrated, by the very
court, for whom he acted, while he had the full powers of
the Empreſs Queen in his pocket ; and, at the hazard of his
Col. Bolts
the reﬁnrer
of the Auſ
trlan Eaﬅ In

dia tracle.

Claims of.
Spainand

Portugal ri
diculous.

own life and fortune, was bona ſide labouring to promote
the Auﬅrian Eaﬅ India trade-a trade which his indefati
gable and well directed exertions had ſo compleatly re-eſ
tabliſhed, that we have ſince ſeen eight and' twenty India
ſhips aſſembled at Oﬅend, excluſive of thoſe at Leghorn
and Trieﬅe.
324. The cauſe of Prince Kaunitz's diſavowal of this co
lony, never tranſpired. But all Europe is acquainted with
the claims advanced by the' courts of Portugal and Spain,
on ſimilar occaſions.

The argument of the former is ſhort

and ſimple.-" The native*s of the country are z'njidcls:
a ſubject
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a ſubject of the crown of Portugal Was the ﬁrﬅſſ chrz'ﬅz'an c H A' P.
x
who ſet fOOt in that country: ER'GO that country belongs w
to the chriﬅzſian crown of Portuga ." The logic of the court DELAGOA

of Spain', in the affair of Nootka Sound, was equally laconic
and concluſive.-" Some Spaniards are ſettled at California,

and on the neighbouring Parts of America: ERGO the
whole northweﬅ coaﬅ of America belongsto Spain." Our
potent caſuiﬅs never once hint at the original inhabitants;
I-

Theſe are faVages and inſidels, whoſe claims' merit no atten
, tion from Chriﬅians.
*
325. But the Spaniards and Portuguefe are not the only
Europeans whohave hitherto diſregarded ſuch primitive
pretenſions, as will appear from the following particulars,
which very' ﬅrongly exemplify the abuſe of commerce, one
material part of my ſubject. In the year, 1672, Charles II.
was graciouſly pleaſed to give and grant, unto the Royal
African ComPany of England, " all andv ſingular the lands,
countries, havens, roads, rivers and other places in Africa,

from Sallee, in South Barbary, to the Cape of Good Hope,
for and during the term of one thouſand years; with the

ſole, entire and only trade and traﬃc" (N. B. zſin the perſon:
qſ the inhabitants) " into and from the ſaid countries and
places." May it not be doubted, whether Swift himſelf,
that great maﬅer of irony, ever penned any thing ſo con

fummatelyridiculous, to fay nothing of it's other qualities P'
But Charles, gave and granted to himſelfa participation of the
above extraordinary privileges; for_he and his brOther, af

terwards James II. were ſubfcribers to this fame company,
and" were both largely concerned in the ﬂave-trade. Some

other monarchs, however, were far from ſavouring that traf
ﬁc; for Louis Xl. of France, and the renowned Elizabeth of

England, made no ſecret of their utter abhorrence of the
ſlave

Flagrant a
buſe of com
merce exem
pliﬁed.
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ﬂavevtrade. But this was not Charles'sonty trade; for Sir:
T. Modiford, then Governor of Jamaica, having, by his

ſole authority, declared war againﬅ the Spaniards, his vrnaſ- '
ter not only approved of theſe predatory hoﬅilities; but,
in 1668, ſent the governor an inﬅruction, empowering him
to nominate partncrs, to participate with His Majeﬅy in the

captures,' " they finding victuals, Wear and tear." Charles
was ſeveral years actually engaged in this privateeri-ng, or

rather &troduce-ring, trade*._-He and hisimmediate ſucceſſor
appear, indeed, to have been par nobilefmtmm, and to have
left the Britiſh nation ſuﬃcient reaſon to remember-them,

and the' day when an over-ruling Providence was pleaſed to
remove their family from the throne, and to bleſs the nation
with a conﬅitution which has had conſiderable inﬂuence on

the arbitrary governments of Europe, and the radical prin
ciples of which; it is to be hoped, they will all gradually

adapt, as far as their various circumﬅances will permit.

Col- Ball:
Conſulted
about a
chdiſh co
lony.

326. The late Guﬅavus-III. of Sweden, who appeared to
ſavour commerce more than agriculture, having heard: of

the abilities oſ Colanel Bow, in'colonial aﬀairs, and his great'
knowledge of mercantile geography, prevailed on him
(through his Ambaﬀador at Paris, Baron Stael von Holﬅein)
to go to Sweden, in order to conſultwi'th him-about eﬅa

bliſhing a ſettlement for the-convenience of' the Swedifh

Eaﬅ Indian ſhips. But, when the Colonel arrived at Stock
holm, he found the King ſo deeply involved in the late un

fortunate war with Ruſſia, that he could attend to no other
* See Poſllethwayt's Dict. Art. Eng. Afr. Cſio.-L0ng's Hiﬅ. of Jamaica, Vol.
I-. p. 626, compared with Vol. II. p. 140.-Fdward's's Ditto Vol. II. p. 35, 36.
Hill's Niw. Hiﬅe-Labat Nouv. Relat. de l'Aſrique.

buſi
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buſineſs. After along and fruitleſs attendance, the Colonel C H A 1'

returned to Paris, having received, by His Majeﬅy's order, t _..._;'
about £5oo ﬅer. a ſum which, though perhaps as much as _D"'*®®'*'
an almoﬅ exhauﬅed treaſury could well aﬀord, was, how

ever, very inadequate to the expanſe he incurred in collect
ing materials, not to mention the time and labour which the
formation of eﬅimates, and the arrangement oſ an extenſive

ſcheme, muﬅ have coﬅ him. But though' this plan be inti>

mately connected with my ſubject, and may one day be car
ried into execution, I do not think myſelf-at liberty to de

tail it's particulars, without the Colonel's expreſs concuru
rence.

- NEW

-

PLAN

Yon
EXPLORHVc AFRICAſſ
327. I have juﬅ been informed that the gentlemen of the

African aſſociation of London, perſevering in their deſign of
ex'ploring the interier-'parts of that continent, which reflects
ib much honour-on this age and nation, have equipped tive
veſſels, for a new ekpedition, which now wait for convey;

acid that they are to be generouﬂy aﬃﬅed, by the Britiſh
government, with the-'ſum of £Gooo-ﬅerling.

The perſons

appointed to carry this plan into execution, are a >Mi'. Pa'rk,
who is a good natural hiﬅorian, and a Mr. Willis, on whom

His Majeﬅy, on this occaſion, has been pleaſed to conſer the

rank of conſul. Both the gentlemen have the character of
being uncommonly well.--qualiﬁed for ſuch an undertaking ;
and
theyaſſiﬅants,
are to be
attended
by a captain,
60 ſoldiers,
and ſi
proper
oſ every
deſcription.
Taking
for granted,
that
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C HXA P- that Goree has been abandoned by the French, they are ﬁrﬅ
c__,,'_J to proceed thither, where they will ﬁnd a town ready built,
and ﬁtted for every purpoſe of health and accomodation, in
a hot climate. From this ﬁrﬅ ﬅation, l underﬅand, they
propoſe to ſail for Fatatenda, on the River Gambia, beyond

which veſſels of any conſiderable burden cannot conveni
ently proceed. From Fatatenda, it is ſaid, Mr. Park takes
his departure for Bambouk, whence he is to convey back

intelligence of his arrival to Mr. Willis, who will then fol
low him thither.. Both gentlemen having arrived at Bam

bouk, Mr. Willis will remain there, to preſerve a communi
cation with the ſhips, while Mr. Park will endeavour to
' penetrate to the River Niger, or to the city of Tombuctoo.
I have been told farther, that the chiefs of the country are

to be engaged to aſſiﬅ in the undertaking; but, with a pre
caution which, I believe, has never before been taken : they

are to receive no previous douceurs, and no rewards what
ever, till they ſhall produce certiﬁcates, or other proofs, that

they have actually performed their engagements; and then
they will be paid the rewards ﬅipulated, on board the veſ
ſels, or at the places where the goods are ſecured-If this
be the plan, and I have reaſon to believe that the above are
the principal heads of it, I muﬅ ſay that it appears to me, to
be better laid, and conſequently, to be more likely to ſuc
ceed,
than any one of the kind
that has yet come withinmy knowledge.
i

\
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ADVERTISEMENT,
IT would give the author great pain, if in 'delivering his free, but
conſcientious, opinions on ſubjects ſo very intereﬅing to humanity,
his language ſhould unfortunately be miſunderﬅood; eſpeciallyﬂ) miſ

underﬅood, as to ſuggeﬅ the repetition of Colonial attempts, on prin
ciples, merely pecuniary, mercantile, or, in ſhort, manent), His
meaning is to reprobate ſuch principles. The impolicy and the inhu
manity of acting, excluſively, on them, in colonial undertakings, he
hinted at, in his pamphlet publiſhed in 1789, and has endeavoured to

ſhow, more at length, throughout the preſent work. The period indeed
ſeems faﬅ approaching, if it has not: yet arrived, when other principle'
will be acknowledged and acted upon; when perſons of property, diſ
carding all falſe commercial maxims, and adopting thoſe ofbenevolence,

which is but another word for true policy, will ſucceſsfully labour to
reconcileſelfintcrqﬅ with the intereﬅ: qf mankind.

The author would reſpectfully intimate, that, from the late com
mencement of the work, and the tardy and ﬂuting communication of
materials which he reaſonably expected from perſons, who once ap
peared to favour his undertaking, he, at laﬅ, found himſelf very much
hurried, and circumſcribed in point of time. Theſe circumﬅances,
which he could not control, have embarraſſed him much; and, it is

hoped, will ſuﬃciently account for the delay of the publication, be
yond the time he propoſed; as well as for ſuch inaccuracies as, he fears,
may have eſcaped him.

It is hoped, that the candid reader will eaſily

perceive, that his ſincere intention, throughout, is to improve, not to
Oﬀend.-DELECTANDO, paritcrquc monenda, will be allowed to be a
more proper motto for a literary eſſay, than for one intended to pro
mote arduous undertakings.

Perhaps the reader will not be diſpleaſed, at finding the ſubject
much more fully treated, than was promiſed in the propoſals; nor
at the interſperſionſi of many particulars, perhaps more intereﬅing
than known, in addition to ſuch remarks as aroſe from the author'c
D d
own

ADVERTlSEMENT.

own travelling experience.

On the extention of the plan, a change

of the title became neceſſary: hence the preſent one (" An Eſſay on
Colonization," &c) has been ſubﬅituted for that which was announced

in the propoſals.

The enlargement of the work, alſo gave riſe to it's

diviſion into two parts, correſponding to the important diﬅinction be'
tween the Colonies already eﬅabliſhed, or attempted, in Africa and it-'s
iﬂands, on the principles of commence-and thoſe now forming there

(by the Britiſh and the Danes) on the principles of humanity. (See the
Contents),

To the whole, will be ſubjoincd an appendix, conſiﬅing of papers
and documents, illuﬅrative of the work; alſo a nautical map, and

ſome other engravings, one of which will include a likeneſs of a gen
tleman whoſe modeﬅ and unaﬀected, but ardent, unwearied, and truly

Chriﬅian beneﬁcence has long been (and long may it bel) an orna
ment to the Britiſh nation, and to human nature itſelf.

*,,* A table of errata, &e. will be given in the ſecond part.
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XI.

COLONIES ATTEMPTED, OR NOW FORMING, IN A'FRICA, ON THE
PRINCIPLES OF HUMANlTY.

ABy t/zc Britiſh, t/zc Danes, and t/ze Swedes.

328. HAVING, in the ﬁrﬅ part, given brief deſcrip

tions Of the colonies 'formed,'0r attempted by
the Europeans in Africa, and it's iﬂands, on the princi
ples of commerce, I now Proceed to offer ſome account oſ
thoſe which the Britiſh, the Danes and the Swedes have

attempted, or are now endeavouring to eﬅabliſh, in that
part of the World, on the. principles of humanity, for the
noble purpoſe of civilizing the natives.

This, I acknow

ledge, wOuld be to me a pleaſant talk, if Ifwere provided

with all the proper materials, and could promiſe'to deſcribe
the riſe, progreſs and preſe'ntﬅate of thoſe undertak

ings, with an 'exactneſs correſponding " to their importance.
But, ' unfortunatel-y,

neither" my

materials, nor ' abili

ties,' are equal to my inc1ination, to do juﬅice to
a ſubject, which has long been dear to my heart. Re
ſpecting the Dan'il-h colony, my information, though it has
both novelty and authenticity to recommend it, is by no
means ſo 'full as I could wiſh; and of the internal hiﬅory
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c H'A P. of the Britiſh colony at Sierra Leona, and the late attempt

.

M." , at Bulama, I have not been able, with all my aſſiduity, to

. ,_:_.

Mwcs-

n'z-u
.-'--..

collect ſo many authentic particulars as I expected, which
have not already been inſerted or touched on in the reports
of the gentlemen, who reſpectively preſide over thoſe un
dertakings. But, of the Swediſh attempt, or rather deſign,
I can give a more ſatisfactory ﬅatement.-The reports of
the Directors of the Sierra Leona Company, and thoſe of the
Truﬅees of the Bulama Aſſociation, are really inﬅructive and
, intereﬅing, as far as they go: but, having been chieﬂy intend
ed to inform the proprietors of the ﬅate of their aﬀairs, and
of the proceedings of the Directors and the Truﬅees, we can
not reafonably expect them to contain more of the internal
hiﬅory of thoſe colonies, (my chief deﬃdcmtum) than was con
fiﬅent with the principal deſign. The truth is, that, conſider
ing the various calamities which befel thoſe infant eﬅabliſh
ments, and which rendered the keeping of regular jou-rnals
extremely diﬃcult, I am more ſurprized at the fulneſs than
the brevity of the lzſſo-ricalparts of tho-ſe reports: and their
defects cannot I think be fairly attributed to any other
cauſes than thoſe juﬅ mentioned. In ſhort, it is but too
well known, that early misfortunes checked the colony at
Sierra Leona, and overwhelmed, but it is hoped not irre

trievably, that of Bulama.

The ſame unhappy events

could not fail to obſcure the hiﬅory of both.

gate-2010- 329. The reports, I am obliged to compreſs into a compaſs
bigger-nim- ſuitable to my limits. But I mean to retain all the eſſential
"nd"

circumﬅances; and to inſert in the appendix, the additional

-

ones which I have been able to aſcertain, and ſuch remarks
"-'

as the ſubjects will fairly bear. Thus, a circumﬅantial and
faithful abridgment of the reports will form the baſis of

what 1 have to deliver reſpecting Sierra Leona and Bulama;
2

._V.

and
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and the additions will moﬅ probably, after all, more than
occupy the ſpace gained by abbreviation. By way of apo
logy to the gentlemen concerned, l can only expreſs my

hope that, in conſideration of the intention, they will excuſe
the liberty I have been obliged to take in abridging their

C H A P.
XI.
w
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reports, as well as in diﬀering with them in ſome of their

opinions. Subjects in their nature controvertible, neceſſarily
ſuppoſe and admit diverſity oſ ſentiments. But ſurely men
may entertain diﬀerent opinions of particulars, whoſe great,
primary motive to action is the ſame.

The more I conſider

the ſubject, the more I am convinced that the motive oſ the
gentlemen alluded to, is a conſcientious anxiety to promote
the civilization of Africa; and I am willing to interpret all
their opinions and actions, by the ſame rule of candour and

charity, which I wiſh to be applied to my own.
330. Before I proceed to abridge the reports, it ſeems
proper to obſerve, that, as far as I have been able to learn,

Dr. Smeath.
man's plan (or
colonizing 5.

Leann

the late Dr. Henry Smeathman was the perſon who ﬁrﬅ
propoſed aſþecſſc plan for colonizing Africa, with a view to
civilization *.

From his letter to Dr. Knowles, dated

July
* l ſay, aſþmfc plan; ſor that great ornament oſ ſociety and ſn'end of man
kind, the late learned Dr. Fothergill, had before " ſuggeﬅed the cultivation of the
ſugar-cane upon the continent of Africa, where it ſeems to have been indigenous,

and thrive: lnmriantly (See s 6 3;) and that the natives ſhould be employed as ſer-'
vants for hire, and not as flaws, compelled to labour, by the dread of torture." See
" Some Account of the late John Fothergill, M. D. F. R. S. &c. read before the
Medical Society of London, in 1782, by john Coakley Lettſom." Fothergill's
Works, Vol. lII.

I cannot omit that Dr.

C. Lettſom, who was born to an inheritance oſ ﬁaves,

after having trained them, by a long courſe of kind and beneﬁcent oﬃces, to a due
regard for ſocial and religious obligations, generouſly declared them free. As far as

I have been informed, the Doctor is the only Weﬅ lndian who has emancipated any
corlﬁderahlc number of ﬂavesz but, in North America, ſuch inﬅances have been nu.
B2

merous,
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July the 21ﬅ, 1783, (ſee .$62i, etſeg.) it appears, that he

Xl.

conceived this noble deſign, in Africa itſelf, where he re
w

INTROÞUC
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ſided four years.

In 1786, he publiſhed his " Plan of a ſet

tlement, to be made near Sierra Leona, &e. intended more

particularly for the ſervice and happy eﬅabliſhment of
blacks and people of colour, to be ſhipped as freemen, un
der the direction of the Committee for relieving the black
poor, and under the protection of the Britiſh Government."

( 5 648, etſcq.)

The principle and object of this plan were

ſo congenial with the benevolent views of Granville Sharp,
Eſq. that it could not but meet with his general approba
tion. Mr. Sharp had for many years, with great labour
and expenſe, maintained the claims and rights of the en

Mr. Gran
ville Slizii'p's
exertions.

ﬂaved Africans.

His exertions in the famous cauſe of'the

negro Somerſet, are alone ſuﬃcient to immortalize him.

After a long litigation, Lord Mansſield, in. June 1772, de
livered the judgment of 'the Court of King's Bench, the ef
fect of which is, that t/ie inﬅant a ſlave lands on the Britiſh
ﬅio-re, lie becomes, IPSO FACTO, free: and the judgment it
ſelf was a noble effect of the Britiſh Conﬅitution, which,
ſays another learned judge, " abhors and will not endure.
the exiﬅence of ſlavery, within this kingdom *," Mr.
Sharp
merous. Indeed the whole ſociety of QUAKERS, in that country, have, in conſiﬅ
ency with their principles, " let the oppreſſed go free." But, ſo well had they

been prepared for the change, by the care and humanity of their praiſeworthy ma
ﬅers, that they ﬅill, in general, ſerve them, and ſo faithfully, that, even in a pecu

niary view, they have no reaſon to repent of their liberality.
For a very extraordinary propoſal, for civilizing Africa, ſee in the Appendix,

Notes, &c. reſpectiiig S. Leona and Bulama, NOTB A.
'l' Blackﬅone's Comm.

Ifit be aſked why ſlavery is endured within the Britiſh

colonies? the true anſwer ſeems to be, that, like ſome other abuſes and uſurpa

tions, itﬅole into thoſe diﬅant dependencies, in unſettled times, when the-communi
*

'ﬁf

'

tation
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Sharp was not only particularly inﬅrumental in bringing this
important cauſe to a deciſion; but took care that every op

C H A P.
Xl.

preſſed negro, whﬀe caﬅ- came to his knowledge, ſhould enjoy
the beneﬁt of it; for many negroes. illegally conﬁned, in

IsTnonuc
TORY Re
MARKS.

order to be clandellinely conveyed to the Weﬅ Indies and
America, have ſince owed their deliverance to Mr. Sharp's

active and ſpirited- interpoſition. In ſhort, many years be
fore Dr. Smeathman propoſed, or probably conceived, his
plan, Mr. Sharp's exertions and writings, had diﬅinguiſhed

him as the ﬅeady aſſertor of the ancient, noble, unſo

phiﬅicated principles of the conﬅitution of his country,and
the indefatigable benefactor of the Africans, and of the

7" poor and thoſe who had none to help them."
331. Theſe obſervations are nOt the vile ﬂouriſhes 'of a
ſycophant's pen. By every friend to the cauſe I have the
honour to ſupport, they will readily be allowed to contain
nothing 'but literal truth; and Mr. Sharp ought not to be
ſurpriſed, that merit like hishas become known, notwith
ﬅandinghis ingenuous endeavours to conceal it; for,l am per

'ſuaded, he looks not ſor his reward from men. Neither are
cation with the mother country was 'comparatively inſrequent-as would appear

from this remarkable circumſtance alone, That no law exþ/irz'lly enactz'ngﬅaverjy z': to
he ſivzma'in any (iſ the cold/tialﬅatute-books. Even the Weﬅ lndian law-makers
'neVer ventured on ſo ſlagrant a violation of their charters, which expreſsly ſlipnlate
zthat theirinternal laws " ſhall not be repugnant, but as near as may be, to the laws
of England." Hence all their ſlave-lawsﬅeppzſſ' the exiﬅence of ſlavery, 'and are

conﬁned merely to it's regulatz'on. Thus ſlavery, which is repugnant to natural law,
has, in the Britiſh dominions, no ſhadow of ſoundaticton even in þtﬃtive law, the
only' ſoundation it can have'in any civili'zſicſſd country. In other words, it is in every
reſpect," an illegal, unwarrantablc, and indcſcnſible abuſe.-,-See Mr. Sharp's " Re

preſentation oſ the injuſlicc and danger oſ tolerating ſlavery," and his *' Lav'v of
Retribution;" alſo the Eſſays ﬁgned Common saye in the Morning Chronicle, the
Star, and the Diary. oſ Dec. 1791.-So much for VVeſl Indian ſlavery. Another
ſpecies oſ mereantz'le ſlavery l have touched on in't, 121, 197, hote._ 4_

theſe

w
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C H A P- theſe obſervations made with a view to detract from the re.
o

ſpect due to the memory of Dr. Smeathman, who will ever

w

be gratefully remembered by the friends of Africa, as
the man who ﬁrﬅ laid down a ſpeciﬁc plan for it's civiliza

tion, and ſupported it with exertions which, in 1787, cauſ
ed, or accelerated, his diſſolution*. For, on his return from

Sierra Leona, ﬁnding the " Committee for relieving the
black poor'l'," already formed, he appears to have moﬅ
zealouﬂy co-operated with them, as well as with Mr. Sharp,

and to have laboured to derive from their benevolence,

ſupport to his grand deſign of civilizing Africa
* Mr. Heathcote, a gentleman who was well acquainted with the late Dr. Smeathmau, ha' been
ſo ohliging as to promiſe me a ſeries of obſervations on the thermometer made by Dr, S. while on the

Couﬂ, and which, if I receive them in time, ſhall be inſerted in the Appendix, after the name' of the
Subſcribcrs to the Bulama undertakiug.
1- That committee conſiﬅcd oſ the following gentleman, viz, Jonas Hanw'y, Eſq. Cbairmm'z Mon
tague Burgoyne, Eſq. Harley ﬂ. B. Johnſon, Eſq. LiſſOn GNCH; Sir joſeph Andrewl, Bart.
Knightſbridge; George Peter's, Eſq. Old Bethlem; John Oſhorne, Eſq. New Norfolk it.
An
ger-ﬅew, Eſq. Albemarle It. J. P. Andrews, Eſq. Brompton; S. Heare, Et'q. Lombard it. G. Drake,
Eſq. Bedſord Sq. F. Matthews. Eſq. Bridge ſi. Weſhninſler; w. Ward, Eſq. Fenchurch ﬂ.
Richard Shaw, Eſq. London Bridge; j. Cornwall, Eſq. Portland Place; S. Thomton, Eſq. M. P

.--"t._-__-_ _

King" Arm'a Yard ; H. Thomton, Eſq. M.P. Bartholomew lanez T. Boddington, Eſq. Mark lane z
General Melville, Brewer ﬂ.
1 ln 1771. that able geographer, Alexander Dalrymple, Eſq- drew up a plan for promoting civil
ization, by ſitting out ſhips to convey uſeful animals and vegetable: to New Zealand and other remote

region', which are ſtill deſtitute of many important production', to which their reſpective ſoils and
climates are undoubtedly congenial. The propoſer generouſly oﬀered to take upon himſelf the
command oſ the ﬁrﬅ ſhip which ſhould he equipped for ſuch an expedition, the whole expenſe of
which he eﬅimated, at £15.ooo,-a ſmall demand from humanity on the wealth accumuhted by com

merce!

The celebrated Dr. Franklin, being informed of this benevolent ſcheme, wrote a paper to re

.-'-.

commend it, which was printed and circulated with Mr. D's plan and eﬂimate.

uup-u-c.
_v_

lt i' mortifying to

add, that this propoſal, ſo rcl'pectable in it's origin, ſo moderate in it's mean' and ſo beneﬁcent in
it's end, did not receiv: the ſupport it merited. But the diſcerning editors of the Annual Regiﬅer
ſaw it's value, and inſerted it among the " Uﬂſul Projectr," in their volume for 1779. under the title

oſ '4 Pla'r by Dr. Frankli" and Mr. Dal'ympleſor [zemſ-'ting diﬅant, unprovided countriu." Thil
philanthropic hint ſeems, however, to have had ſome weight with Dr. F's own countrymen, for in the

year 1787, an expedition was ﬁtted out nt the expenle of ſeveral gentlemen in Boﬅon, in North Ame

rica, for the laudable purpoſe of diſcovering channels of liberal commerce, and conciliating tie/il
intercottrſe with the natiwss of the great ſouth weﬅem coaﬅ of that continent, of which the medal, at
the end of this work, is a memorial, and was diﬅributcd, in ſilver and copper, among the nativu for

that purpoſe.

33 2.
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'332. Reſpect and gratitude are alſo juﬅly due to thoſe
worthy perſons who, before Dr. Smeathman propoſed

C H A P.
Xl.

his plan, had formed themſelves into the Committee

Silk na La.

0N_A.

juﬅ mentioned. But the deſign of ſending them to Sierra
Leona appears
have been
the ſuggeﬅion
Dr.long
S. beThe
memory
of the tocſſhairman
of that
Committeeof
will
re

Comm. for
relieving the

black poor.

vered; and ſome of the other members (for I have not the

honour of knowing them all) have ſince invariably acted
the part of generous, enlightened and conſcientious pro
moters of the abolition of theſlave-trode, and the ciw'lz'zatz'an
of Africa. I'allude particularly to the Meſſ. Thorntons and
Mr. Samuel Hoare.
I

Thefollowing is an Abrzſidgment (ſ the Reþort (ſ the Court (ſ
Director; oſ the Sierra Leona Comþcmy to the General Court,

held at London, on the 19th oſ Octoher, 1791. Edz't. 2*.
333. In purſuance of the Act oſ Parliament incorporat
ing the SlERRA LEONA COMPANY'l', the following thirteen
gentlemen have been choſen Directors for the preſent year
(viz. the year commencing on the lgth of October, 1791.)
HENRY Tnonnron, Eſq. M. P. Chairman.
PHXLIP SANSOM, Eſq. Dep. Chairm.
JOHN chs-roz', Eſq.
SIR CHARLES MiDuLzTON, Bart.

SAMUEL PARKER, Eſq.

Sin Gaoncs Younc, Knt.

GRANVLLLE SHARP, Eſq.

WILL. WILLBERFORCE, Eſq. M. P.

WILLlAM Sannronn, Eſq.

an. THOMAS CLARKSON, A. M.
Joszpn HARuCAsrLz,Eſq.

VICKERXS TAY LOR, Eſq.
Gzoncn Wour, Eſq.

i *' The next General Court, held on the zoth of Nov. 1191, reſolved that £5o,ooo ſhould be added
to the £Ioo,ooo capital already ſubltribed for, (ſee 5 354., note.) At the ſame time, ſeVeral Reſolu
tions were paſſed to regulate the reeommendations of, and the ballots lor, the new ſubſcriber'. An

Abridgment of thoſe Reſolutions will be inſerted in the Appendix, after the lift of the original ſub
ſeriben to the S. Leona Company, with which it is connected.
1 An Abridgment of this act will be inſerted at the end of the Appendix.

&4'
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331. In; 1786, the humanity of ſome gentlemen was-excit
ed towards the diﬅreſſed blacks, who then ſwarmed in Lon

don* Above 4oo of them, along with 60 Whites, moﬅly

ONA

women of bad character and in ill health, (ſee s 301) were
accordingly ſent out, at the charge of government, to Sierra
Leona.

Neceﬃty, it was hoped, would make them induſ

trious and orderly; and Capt. Thompſon of the navy, who
conducted them, obtained, for their uſe, a grant of land to

His' Majeﬅy, from King Tom, the neighbouring chief, and
afterwards, from Naimbanna, the king of the country.
This land, being about 20 miles ſquare, His Majeﬅy was en
abled to grant by Act of Parliament (1791) to the Sierra

Leona Company; and it was conﬁrmed bya direct grant
from King Naimbanna.

335. From the diſoſirders they brought on board with
Their mor
tality.

them, aggravated by debauchery and conﬁnement, theſe

people became very ſickly, during their long detention in
the Britiſh Channel, as well as during their paſſage,'and af
ter their arrival.
Fn-.-_.-*.-____

They. were landed in the wet ſeaſon, un

provided with proper ſhelter, without order and without
induﬅry.

From theſe cauſes 50 died before they left Ply

mouth, and 34 at ſea; 15 ran away and 86 died on the
coaﬅ, in the ﬁrﬅ four months after their arrival.

After the

ﬁrﬅ year, however, there was no great mortalityt.

It w'as

' Reſpecting the ﬁrﬅ mdiments of the Colony, the diﬅinguiſhed ſupport it received from Mr. Sharp,
the character of the original coloniﬅs, &e. I have been fortunate enough to collect ſeveral authentic
circumﬅances, which, being too long for a foot note, [intend to inſert in the Appendix, together
with ſome other particulars, marking them NOTE A, NOTE B, &c.
.vq._, . .

For, I ftar, that, if placed at

the foot of the page, eai'eleſs readers might miﬅake them for notes of the Directors.
Appendix, U Notes, &e. i'efpecting S. Leona and Bulama." NOTE B.

See, in the

1- lmmediately after the preſent S. Leona 'Company was formed, Dr. J. Bell, at the requeﬅ-of
Mr. H. Tliomlon, the Chairman ofthe Court of Director-s, drew up a tract entitltd " General Di
reﬂia'uſ'r 'be Preſerrvatio'x aſ Health, &e. for the beneﬁt of the fettlers at Sierra Leona, printed by

j. Phillips, 1791." and which was very properly diﬅrihutcd among the coloniﬅs.

even
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even ſaid by one Green, who was in England in 1791, and
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who always lived with them, that in the two ſucceeding
w

years, he did not think above ﬁve or ſix died, out of near

SIERRALE
one.

200, living in the ſame town. By very ﬂight tillage, and a
vaﬅ increaſe of poultry, theſe ſettlers, though far from being
induﬅrious, maintained themſelves, and poſſeſſed a ſmall

and increaſing property, when a circumﬅance, not neceſſary
tobe detailed, entirely diſperſed them, to the number of
180 or 200, who left their plantations and a great quantity
of [oultry *.

their diſper.
tion.

336. Mr. Falconbridge, who arrived about a year after,

foutd 48 of them living together. But ſome had gone to
the Vſ. Indies, others to England, and the reﬅ feared they
would all be made ﬅaves; Mr. F. brought them to Fora
Bay, bout a mile and a half from their former towni'.

Sixteen ſoon joined them from other parts-Before Mr. F.
left them, (in June'1791) they had cleared and planted
about four Engliſh acres of land; and, on the whole, he
thought they would ſupport themſelves, as before their diſ
perſion, with very little labour. Of thoſe 64 ſettlers, 39
were black men, 19 black women, and 6 white women.
The men ſeemed determined to defend themſelves, were

warmly attached to the ſociety who ſent them out, but ﬅill
in general turbulent and diſorderly.
__-_-__*

337. The climate is much the ſame, in point of heat, as
that of the Weﬅ Indies; but there is a very cool ſea-breeze
' See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Nors C.
+ See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Note D.

C
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-C H_AP. onthe higher grounds; and, in the mountainous parts, it is
the air- is very temperate.. Fora Bay is leſs
W believed,
ſiSXERRALZ
healthy than the ﬁrﬅ ſettlement; but' it may be queﬅioned
ONA
whether a more healthful ſpot than either may not be ſe
lected-The information of Mr. Falconbridge conﬁrms the
opinion of Lieut. Matthews, in his late publication, as well

'as that of geographers.-" Ibelieve," ſays Lieut. M. " that
Sierra Leona, iſ properly cleared and cultivated, would be
equal in ſalubrity, and ſuperior in cultivation, to any ofthe
Illands in the Weﬅ 'Indies *."
Y

w

,

Population
and govern
ment.

338. The population on the coaﬅ, appears to be incon
ſiderable, and is chieſly-on-'the river ſide, where are ſeveral

-towns
ſcarcely more
than ﬁfty
houſespreſides
each. inſievery
t Chief.
who is of
a principal
ﬂave-trader,
generally
town, ſubordinate to King Naimbanna, who liveso-n Ro

'banna, a ſmall iſland, between the Engliſh ﬂave-factory
at Bance iſland, and the French one at Gambia iſland.

On Robanna are about ﬁfty inhabitants, dependents of the
king, who is of a peaceable diſpoſition, and generally re
ſpected and obeyed. His territory is ſaid to reach three
days journey up the country, being much more populous
inland; but neither the extent of his country, nor the na

ture of his juriſdiction, ſeem to_ be aſcertained. His title is
elective; but his eldeſt ſon, now in England (1791) would
be likely to ſucceed; as the electing chiefs generally follow

hereditary ſucceſſion.

*

' Voy. to S. Leona, p. 21.-For ſome ſimilar accounts, which I have collected

oſ that part of the coaﬅ of Africa, ſee in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting_$.
Leona and Bulama, NOTE E.

339- in
ﬁr:
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339. In religion and morals the natives are wholly unin
ﬁructed. Perpetual feuds ſeem to prevail between fami

C H A P.
XI.
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lies, once hoﬅile, and their deſcendants; and to carry each

other oﬀ for ſlave: is a common retaliation *. They are ge
nerally pagans, without prieﬅs, worſhip or ﬅated rites.
They are polygamiﬅs; but their marriage is not indiſſolu
ble, and they give their children no education. They have

ONA.

R cligion and
morals.

ſome ſuperﬅitious, chielly about witchcraſt; but in general

have no religious prejudices, and appear extremely deſirous
of all European improvements. One oſ the chiefs ſent his
ſon to Biſagos, 300 miles oﬀ, to learn to read and write:
ſor there is no ſchooling nearer than the Portugueſe ſettle
ments.

Nativesdcſire
ous of im

provement'.

Mr. Elliot, King Naimbanna's black ſecretary, was

educated in England, through the kindneſs _of Mr. Gran

ville Sharp, and has excited a great deſire of education
among the king's. children.
340. The king ſent one ſon to France for inﬅruction,
another is under a Mandingo teacher, a Mahometan. The
eldeﬅ, john Fredcrick, juﬅ before Mr. Falconbridge went
out, had agreed to give 3 ſlavcs to a Guinea captain for a
paſſage to Jamaica, and thence to England, with a view of'

obtaining uſeful knowledge. But the king's conﬁdence in
Mr. F. induced him, notwithﬅanding ﬅrong remonﬅrances
' " A vindictive ſpirit prevailed among moﬅ nations before the intrbduction of
Chriſtianity, or civilization. Dr. Robertſon obſerves, that formerly in Scotland,
whoſe preſent inhabitants are not behind any of their neighbours, in the practice oſ
the Chriﬅian virtue', " quarrcls were tranſmitted from father to ſon, and under the

name of deadlyfcuds, ſuhſilled for many generations, with unmitigated rancour."
Hiﬅ. oſ Scotland, Vol. I. p. 4o,edit. 1781. Though the Aſricans are vindictive
to their enemies, Lieut, Matthew: oblerves, that to their friends they are hoſpitable
and kind, and that he received ſuch treatment from them, in the time of the utmoﬅ

ﬁſheſ', a' he could have expected only from his beﬅ and neareﬅ friends."

C 2

againﬅ

K. Naimban
na ſends one
ſon to Fra.
and anothe'
to Eng. for

educatidn.
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C HUA P- againﬅ truﬅing him in the company's ſhip, to ſend him to

L__ctw.'__z London, with a letter requeﬅing Mr. Gran. Sharp to direct
S'WHLE' his education.

The king and his ſon ardently deſire to reſ

ON A'

cue their country from it's ignorance and wretchedneſs;
and to put an end to the ſlave-trade, the evils of which they
deplore.--The following is an extract of King Naimbanna's
letter to Mr. Sharp.
341. " It has been told that theſe people (the free ſettlers
fromEngland) would in time drive me by force of arms, back
in the country, and take my ports from me. I have received

ſeveral accounts, from factories and captains of ſhips, againﬅ
the ſettlement, which I took no notice of, as I conceived it

was, in my opinion, ſpite or envy that they had againﬅ their
living in the country; but have ſerved them in any little
requeﬅ they aſked of me, and have endeavoured to keep
peace between them and my people, and alſo among them
ſelves, by ſettling a great many diſquiets between them.
It was pleaſure to do it, as I thought they would become
uſeful to us all in this country, by teaching us things we
know not; and common reaſon muﬅ tell, that the moﬅ igno
_"-*

rant people in the world would be glad to ſee their coun
try made good, if they had idea how it might be done.
And again I muﬅ let you know, that if there were no other

_.-" '-

reaſon for my wiſhing for the welfare of the ſettlement, I
---

ſhould do it, that there might be a ﬅop put to the horrid de
predations that are ſo often committed in this country, by
all countries that come here to trade."

He then ſpeaks

of the carrying oﬀ ſome of his own relations for ﬅaves,
which we ſhall mention in another part of this report. He
adds, " as to the ſettlers, I could only wiſh that you will

ſend me over one worthy of taking the care and command
of the place, then you need not be afraid of their proſper
mg

l

--_ -

-

-----_-*___-*
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ing- in this country. Mr. Falconbridge during his time
out here, I approved much. I ever was partial to the peo
ple of Great Britain, for which cauſe I have put up with a
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great deal of inſults from them, more than I ſhould from
any other country.-My ſon, I hope you will take care of
him, and let him have his own ways in nothing, but what

you think right yourſelf."
342. Accordingly, the directors, in behalf of their con
ﬂituents, undertook to have King Naimbanna's ſon, who

was 24 years of age, educated at the company's expenſe.
And they expreſſed great ſatisfaction in reflecting, that, if it
ſhould pleaſe God to prolong his life, he appeared likely,
from his abilities and diſpoſition, to be inﬅrumental in in

troducing knowledge and civilization into Africa, and in
cementing a conﬁdential union between the colony and the
natives.
_-_'*'_-_

343. The following general account of the produce of

Cnltivatinn
and tradc.

Sierra Leona, was ſubmitted to the general court, &c *.

4344. Beſides trading to Sierra Leona, for it's own pro
duce, it appears that a coaſling trade, and, through the
rivers, which are more numerous near it than any other
portion of Africa, an inland trade may be eﬅabliſhed, in

ſmall veſſels which may depoſit the produce of other parts
of Africa at Sierra Leona.
-_

345. The ſlave-trade is decreaſing very much at Sierra
Leona, the price of ſlav'es having riſen to 25 or £30 ﬅer.
_ * See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE F,alſo Chap. V. viz. that on " Produce."
.

ſſ
each;

State of the
ſlave-made.

--_

l
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each ; and not above lOOO are now annually exported from
this river. They are chieﬂy brought down through a

SlFRRALB

chain of factories, but not through the company's ground,
ONAo

and a great many are children. The kings and chiefs trade
in ﬅaves; but the principal traders are the French and
Engliſh ſactors. It is cuﬅomary to credit the black ſactors
who either travel themſelves, or deal with other ſactors
European:
ſupply na.
tives with

powder and
ſpirits.

ﬅill farther up, with European goods (chiefly gun-powder
and ſpirits) and, if they fail in bringing the ﬅipulated
ﬂaves, they are made ﬅaves themſelves; or, if they do not
return in a certain time, any one of their families are taken.

King Naimbanna's ſon mentions this as a prevailing cuﬅom.
The ſudden, vindictive temper of the natives ſeems alſo to
promote this traﬃc) (See'ﬂ 339 note) If a domeﬅic ſlave

is impertinent, he is fold. The children of ſuch are occa
ſionally ſold alſo. But, with rich traders, this is not com
mon: for domeﬅic llavcs are diﬅinct from thoſe for trade,
doing little, and being much indulged." King Naimbanna

has 120 of theſe, who give him half their earnings, and are
much attached to him.

lt is apoint oſ honour never to

forgive injuries; ſo that families will ſeize one ano
ther for ﬂaves, as opportunity oﬀers, for many generations

(See (}339 note) This practice, however, though partly
owing to revenge, may be chiefly aſcribed to the want of
eﬃcient government.

'*_-v.-<-_-_'*

The oﬀences, real or imputed,

which are puniſhcd with ſlavery, are chieﬂy adultpry and,
witchcraft.
a

Suicide of
Lawes

346. King Naimbanna's ſon gives a dreadful account of'
the anguiſh and deſpair of the ﬂaves brought down to the

...-'

coaﬅ. Unleſs ſecured, they will ﬅrike or ﬅab any perſon

who approaches them. lt is common for them to cut their
own thioats, or otherwiſe deﬅroy themſelves. He is per
ſuaded,

i5
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ſhaded, 'he has known above an hundred commit ſuicide,

before they could be got into the ſhips. .
347. That kidnapping preVails'at Sierra Leona, the di

C H A P.
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rectors have received undeniable proofs; and, if they had

not, ſeveral circumﬅances clearly imply that the practice is
not uncommon. The inhabitants, to a great diﬅance up
the country, all go armed with guns and large knives.
The very women are armed with knives. NVhen Kingv
Naimbanna's ſon has gone up to Scaſſus, he dared not to go

to reﬅ, unleſs in a ſecure place, leﬅ he ſhould be ſurpriſed

in his ſleep. _ The people in the little towns on the river,
leave the wood grOwing cloſe to the houſes, for refuge, in
caſe of attack, as they told Mr. Falconbridge, who has' ſeen
the ruins of two towns which, among others, were broken

up by Cleveland, a great mulatto ſlave-trader* who was
educated at Liverpool.
348. Mr. Falconbridge one day heard a great ſhout, and

Kidnappinz.

immediately afterwards, the report of a gun. Fearing an at.
lack, he inﬅantly armed forty ſettlers, and haﬅened with

them to the ſpot. He ſound three Mandingoes and two
other men, tying the hands of a man, who Was ſhrieking
bitterly, He had been caught, in coming from an interior

town, and the ſhout and ﬁring were expreſſions of joyon
the occaſion.

Mr. F. prudently reﬅrained his feelings,

which prompted him to reſcue the poor captive; telling
them that, if he had been one of his men, he ſhould have

put them all to the bayonet. Green, now in England (1791)
was one of Mr. F's. armed party.
349. One of the ſettlers, ﬅruggling one day a little way

from their town, was ſeized and fold by King Jammy, who
* At (he neighbouring I. oſBanahas.

C. B. W.

lives

Inﬅances.
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IA P- lives two miles below.

The ſettlers, in return, ſeized one

\_.'Vſſ__z of jammy's people. A diſpute enſued, in which one man
s'ſiﬂjif'i' was killed; but' it was terminated, by King Naimbanna's
mediation, each party giving up his priſoner. The pretext
for this outrage, was a charge of adultery againﬅ another
ſettler.
350. Signior Domingo, chief of the town oppoſite King
jammy's, ſuddenly fold one of his wives to a Frenchman,
without any imputation. The young woman had called on
Mrs. Falconbridge the day before, quite unſuſpicious, and
at her liberty.
351. King Naimbanna, in his letter to Mr. Sharp, after
mentioning " the horrid depredations committed here by

3 _
£= I
l
-t

_
I
_

all the countries that come here to trade," ſays, " There are
three diﬅant relations of mine now in the Weﬅ Indies, car

,

__

ried away by one Capt. Cox, captain of a Daniſh ſhip.
Their names are Corpro, Banna and Morbour.

Theſe were

taken out of my river Sierra Leona. I know not how to get
them back. I never hurt or deprived any perſon of their

- _-._

right or property, or withheld from them what is their due.
so I only let you know of theſe lads, that there will be an
account taken of them, one day or another."

352. King Naimbanna's ſon relates, that a couſin of his
_.- - .- .

father's, named Jack Rodney, was aſked 'to pilot a ſlave
ſhip down from Bance iſland. He begged to be put on
ſhore at Robanna; but the captain refuſed, ſaying he would

.-.-

land him at the river's mouth, inﬅead of which, he carried

him to Jamaica.

As he ſpoke good Engliſh, he obtained

ſeveral interviews with the governor of that iſland, and
---i'

.

i

was recovered by a ſhip which brought a letter concerning
him from Sierra Leona.
_ 353. Bar

w"

rr
-'-.--
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353. Barbier Borro, who married King Naimbanna's
aunt, was ſeiz zd by Harry, an infamous trader, and ſold to
Cleveland, the mulatto merchant before mentioned, and to
whom Harry alſo ſold his own father, Nankedabar. But

C Iſ A P.
w
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the old man redeemed himſelf, by ſelling twenty-two of his
domeﬅics. The reﬅ were ſo terriſied, that they all ran
away from him, and are now (1791) living among the moun
tains of Sierra Leona. Harry, after this, falling into debt,
was ſold for a ſlave himſelf, his father being unable' or un

willing to redeem him.
dw

354. The directors having ﬅated the natural advantages
of Sierra Leona, and it's preſent miſerable condition, ob

ſerve that they have not merely to eﬅabliſh a commercial
factory, but that, to introduce civilization, cultivatiOn and
a ſafe trade, the company muﬅ provide for the ſecurity of the
perſons and property of the coloniﬅs. The directors therefore
reſolved, that three or four veſſels ſhould ſail at once, with

ſuch a number of people as will be able to protect and aſſiﬅ
each other; and with goods for trade, and for the ſupply of
the colony. Both reaſon and paﬅ experience ſhow, that a fee
ble attempt to ſet up a colony, or a new trade, at ſuch a
place as Sierra Leona, is not ſo likely to Proſper, as one on
a larger ſcale, carrying out a ﬅrong body of people, and
ſupported
by a Beſides
capital ſothelarge
as may
implyariſing
a determina
i tion
to perſiﬅ.
general
ſecurity
from a
reſpectable eﬅabliſhment, the directors are alſo of opinion
that greater proﬁts may be expected from a large, than a
narrow undertaking.-The expenſe of protecting a factory,
and of demurrage to ſhips trading about for ſcattered Afri
can produce, has been ſo heavy, that the great advantage

I)

of

A reſpecta
ble eﬅabliſh
ment reſolv
ed on, and
why.
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oſ barter, has perhaps been not more than ſuﬃcient to re
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pay the trader his high charges, and leave him the ordinary

proﬁt of trade.

Hence appears the advantage of introduc

ing a great degree of cultivation on one ſpot, by means of
a great body of conſumers, and of ﬅoring a large, rather
than a ſmall, quantity of goods (for the ﬅanding expenſc, in
both caſes, will be nearly equal) beſides promoting quicker
ſales and returns, than have yet been made in the African
trade.-To attain theſe objects, a conſiderable capital ap

pears indiſpenſable; on the whole, the directors think, not
leſs than £100,000 ﬅerling *.-They will now give ſome
account of their late proceedings, of the plan they propoſe

to ad'opt, and of the probable ſources of proﬁt +.
_*-_

Couneil, &e.
ſail for Sierra
Leona.

355. Five veſſels, one of them armed with 20 guns, have

ſailed for Sierra Leona, and two more are ready. On board
theſe ſhips have ſailed a council for the government of the

Laudable
caution in
chuſtng colo
niﬅs.

"o-q-"
-.--_.

colony, and the management of the company's aﬀairs; a
number of artiﬁcers and other ſervants of the company;
ſome ſoldiers, and a very few Engliſh ſettlers. The diﬃcul
ty of at once accommodating them, unhealthincſs before

the land is cleared, the danger of diſcontent and irregularity,
before the eﬅabliſhment could be formed; and the diﬃcul
ty, in a preſs of other buſineſs, of examining, with due care,

the characters of thoſe who oﬀered to go out as coloniﬅs, all
* This was extended to {1_5o,ooo ﬁer. at the ſubſequent general court.

i " The directors, in their report of the igth of Oct. 1791, had here inſerted
what information they could then give. But the following is now ſubſtituted as a
more correct account of their proceedings, ſince it includes alſo the ſubﬅance of a
report read to the general court on the 8th of February 1791."-N0te in the 2d
Edition of 'the Report, from which this abridgment is taken. '

conſpired

*r-'_'_-

l9
conſpired tomake the directors diſcourage any, but a few C H A r.
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ſelect Engliſh ſettlers, from going out at preſent. They
have alſo moﬅly refuſed a paſſage to blacks, obſerving that

o

w
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thoſe who lived in London were generally far from being
regular and induﬅrious *. One of the chief dangers to the
colony mightbe the haﬅy intruſion of looſe,idle or extrava
gant Europeans, impatient of ſubordination, and ſo poor as
to make them burdenſome to the company.-The diﬃculty
indeed of ﬁnding Europeans who can work in Africa, in the

ſun, without injuring their health, has made the directors
think it their duty to diſcourage labourers going from
hence; and they truﬅ to the natives, or the free American
blacks who, as will be hereafter mentioned, are expected

immediately to arrive.-Perſons indeed of ſome property,
and artiﬁcers, both of good character, will probably after
the ﬁrﬅ rains, be conſidered as a valuable acquiſition.

But

the directors wiſh the proprietors and the public to conſider .
it as a fundamental principle, that no perſons ſhall go out in
their ſhips, or reſide, in their diﬅrict, without the authority

of the directors, who purpoſe always to examine their cha

racters, as vin the caſe of their own ſervants.

The direc

tors diſclaim every'idea, that the colony will be a recepta
cle for perſons of deubtful character, and bad connec
tions.

On the maintenance of good order, very much de

pends the comfort of every reſpectable individual, whom
they have induced to ſettle there, and indeed the whole
well-being of the colony.
' 356. From the nature and extent oſ this undertaking, the

expenſes muﬅ be great. In procuring the Act-of Parlia
ment, extraordinary charges of the outſet, proviſions, ſhip
* See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Norz G.

D 2
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C HVA F- ping, buildings and eﬅabliſhment at home and abroad, for
k ..ct..,-*_2 the ﬁrﬅ year, above £3o,ooo has been ﬅated, as likely to be

SIEJJQLE' ſunk.-The annual eﬅabliſhment conſiﬅs of the ſalaries of
the ſuperintendant and council of Sierra Leona, of a militia,

of a ſmall ﬅanding military defence, the ſalaries of managers
of plantations, the chargcs of commerce and cultivation, and

of management at home, altogether amounting, on-the pre

ſent ſcale, to about £7000.
ſſconomy

357. Notwithﬅanding the magnitude of this ſum, the di

ﬂſiſzdijſi'ſſ" "U" rectors have been ﬅudious of oeconomy.
'

For ſervices

abroad, they have given no more than their nature, and the

neceſſary qualiﬁcations, demandeds ln the home charges,
they have been equally azconomical, conﬁning them to
things abſolutely neceſſary. A houſe has been engaged as the
ſeat of their buſineſs.-Such part of the ſubſcribers' capital
as was unemployed, has been ſafely placed out at intereﬅ.

-.
.-

_'-

Council to
358. The ſuperintendant and council, were particularly
Pmm'""' inﬅructed to ſecure to all blacks and people of colour, at
nal rights,
_
_
Pubordiﬄ- Sierra Leona, equal rights and equal treatment, in all re
ſpects, with Whites. They will be tried by jury, as well
Wifeleſſ'

as others, and the council are deſired to allot to the blacks

employments ſuited to their preſent abilities, and to af
ford them every opportunity of cultivating their talents.

_-".-"

--,--

-.-.

All practicable means of' maintaining ſubordination are di
rected to be uſed; and the council are eſpecially inﬅructed
to promote religion and morals, by ſupporting public war:
ſhip and the due obſervance of the Sabbath, and by the in
ﬅruction of the people, and the education of children.
But no perſon is to be prevented from performing or attend
ing religious worſhip in whatever place, time or' manner he
thinks ﬁt, or from peaceably inculcating his own religious
opinions.
359. Or
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359. Orders have been given, in chuſing the ſcite oſ a

town, to conſider health as the ﬁrﬅ object: the ﬁrﬅ town
to be called Free-toum.

Articles for building and cultiva

tion have been ſent out, beſides the cargoes for proſecuting
the company 's commerce. *
360. It is eaſy to ſoreſee that the ﬁrﬅ diﬃculties to be
expected muﬅ ariſe ſrom the tranſition of the coloniﬅs to a

C U A P.
Xl.

g_.,._.'
SI t R a A L E ON A.
Townnamcd
Fra-la'wn.

Diﬃcultiesto
be exyected.

hot climate, clearing the country, want of accommodation,

eſpecially in the ﬁrﬅ rains, and the uncertainty of obtain
\ ing ſuﬃcient proviſions on the ſpot. Theſe diﬃculties are
the greater from their coming together, and at the very out

ſet. The directors have anxiouſly laboured to provide
againﬅ them, not only as ſucceſs muﬅ materially depend
on ſurmounting them ; but alſo as an act of juﬅice to thoſe
who have embarked themſelves and their families, on the

faith of the company's protection. The expenſe oſ acting
thus has been great, but it was indiſpenſable; and the di

rectors are perſuaded that a ſmall capital would not have
carried the deſign, through it's ﬁrﬅ diﬃcult and unproduc
tive ﬅages, leaving a ſuﬃcient fund for trade and cultiva
tion. It is hoped that, by the late extenſion oſ capital, and
what is farther to be expected, the undertaking may ſur

mount even unforeſeen diﬃculties; and that ﬅeady perſe
verance will ﬁx a colony, and eﬅabliſh civilization, culti
vation and commerce in Africa.

The directors having re

ported to the general court of proprietors, that the whole
capital of £15o,ooo was already ſubſcribed, they were em
powered to enlarge the ſubſcriptions to any ſum under

£5oo,ooo, the capital limited by the act oſ incorporation.
361. For acquainting the princes and chiefs, and the na

tives in general, with the company's views, and to counter

act

Company's
capital.
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natives.

act miſrepreſentations, the directors propoſe ſending over
this printed declaration.
362. " The Sierra Leona company, eﬅabliſhed by the
Britiſh Parliament, do hereby'declare, that they will ſend
out goods from England, and take all kinds of African pro
duce in exchange; that they will not deal in ſlaves them
ſelves, nor allow of any ſlave-trade on their ground. They
will always have a large ﬅore of Europeans goods for ſale,

and a force ſuﬃcient to defend it. They wiſh always to
keep peace, and will make no war, unleſs they are ﬁrﬅ at
tacked; but they will ſuﬀer no one to be ill treated on
their ground, nor to be ſeized and carried oﬀ into ſlavery ;

but will themſelves puniſh their own people for any crimes

fairly proved to have been committed by them.

Black

and white ſettlers will all be equally governed, and will
have their perſons and property ſecured, according to the

laws
of Great
' Schools
reading, who
writing,
accounts,
will Britain.
be ſet up
byſſ the for
company,
will and
be
ready to receive and inﬅruct the children of ſuch natives
as ſhall be willing to put them under their care *."
Their fources

363. The probable ſources of the company's proﬁt appear

of proﬁt.

to be-Firﬅ, A land-revenue from quit-rents, and from a

gradually increaſing tax on the produce of their diﬅrict,
and which, though ſmall at ﬁrﬅ, may be reaſonably expect
._-_ - '-'*

ed to become important.--Secondly, The proﬁts from
-._,_

lands reſerved by the company, to be either cultivated on
their own account, or let or diﬅributed hereafter.--Third

ly, Proﬁts of the company's trade with Sierra Leona and
it's- neighbourhood, and alſo with the interior parts of
..-

Africa.
* See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE H.

364. From
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364. From the foregoing account, it muﬅ appear, that the
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directors are endeavouring, in the outſet, rather to lay the
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foundation of the happineſs of Africa, and of future pro
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ſperity to the company, than to graſp at any premature ad
vantages. But they truﬅ that they are not too ſanguine in
looking forward to conſiderable and growing proﬁts, reſult

ing from, and connected with, the increaſing proſperity of
the country under theirjuriſdiction.
POSTSCRIPT.

365. Many of the proprietors, ballotted for on the 20th of
Dec. 1790, having become members, merely from an idea

Intention of
this P. 5.

of the benevolence of the undertaking, are ﬅill imperfectly

acquainted with it's object.

The directors therefore reſolv

ed to ſend each of them a copy of the foregoing report,

adding a few particulars which, being drawn up with a
diﬀerent view, it did not contain, alſo an important article

of intelligence which they could not then ﬅate with cer
tainty.
366. The leading object of the company was to ſubﬅi
tute, for that diſgraceful traﬃc which has too long ſubſiﬅed,
a fair commerce with Africa, and all the bleſſings which

The compa
ny's object.

might be expected to attend it.-Conſiderable advantages
appeared hereby likelyto reſult to G. Britain; not only
from our obtaining ſeveral commodities cheaper; but alſo
from opening a market for Britiſh manufactures, to the

increaſing demands of which it is diﬃcult to aſſign a
limit.
367. From this connection, Africa was likely to derive
the ﬅill more important beneﬁts of religion, morality and
civilization.

To accompliſh theſe purpoſes, it was ne

ceſſary for the company to poſſeſs a tract of land, as a repo
ſitory

Bcneſits to
Africa.
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cultivate in peace, ſecure from the ravages of the ﬂave
,

z

'5*F::£_l'5"trade.

It had been aſcertained, beyond a doubt, that the

z

climate and ſoil of Africa were admirably ſuited to the

ſi

growth of ſugar, ſpices, coﬀee, cotton, indigo, rice, and

- 'l
51
g
'
t

_

i

ſelected for the experiment'.

*
i "

.

H
j

every other ſpecies of tropical produce." The company
propoſed to inﬅruct the natives to raiſe theſe articles, and
to ſet them the example, by a ſpirited cultivation, on it's
own account: and the peninſula of Sierra Leona, one of
the healthieﬅ and moﬅ fertile ſpots on the coaﬅ, has been

368. Directions have been given and ſmall veſſels diſ
tion ordered patched, to the company's commercial agent, to puſh for

w be begun' ward a trade, in a mode preſcribed, in the preſent produce
t

of Africa.-Meaſures are taken for cultivating,ſion the

ſi

company's account, the moﬅ proﬁtable tropical produce.

In particular, a perſon of long experience in the Weﬅ In
dies, has been ordered to begin a ſugar-plantation.

engaged.

369. The directors have beſides engaged a mineralogiﬅ
(Mr. A. Nordenſkiold) and a botaniﬅ, (Mr. A. Afzelius)
both of great ability, to go out and explore the company's
diﬅrict, and the Vicinity, for new articles of commerce+.
And, in general, the proprietors may be aſſured that the

mm**wﬄr

directors will vigorouſly promote the advantage of their
conﬅituents; being perſuaded that their intereﬅs and thoſe
of Africa are the ſame.
13 directors,
370. The company's aﬀairs are to be managed by thir
capital,
'hares and teen directors, annually elected, for that purpoſeI. The
FOKBS.

* See in'the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Note E,
ſ See in the Append. Notes, &e. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama,NOT£ I.

*_L" See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Non; I.
com
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eompany's capital, limited to £5oo,ooo, is divided into £50
each.

Members are to have votes, according to the num

bers of their ſhares, in a ﬁxed proportion, and to a certain

C
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extent: every one poſſeſſing one or two ſhare or ſhares, and
no more, is entitled to one vote; of three or four ſhares, and
-no more, to two votes; of five, ſix or ſeven ſhares, and no

more, to three votes ; of eight or nine ſhares, and no
more, to four votes; 'and of ten or more ſhares to ﬁve

votes. A member may hold any number of ſhares; but. no
one is to be entitled to more than ﬁve votes.

371. A true account of the debts, credits and capital of

Account: to
be publiſhed.

the company, ſigned by the Chairman,Deputy Chairman
and ﬁve other Directors, is to be annually publiſhed, in the

London gazette.

372. The act of incorporation authorizes the Company to

Directorsand

company's

make bye-laws ; and it has been, in conſequence, ordained

that no Director ſhall be concerned in any contract relating
to the Company's buſineſs; or, directly or indirectly, take
any fee, preſent or reward; as alſo that no ſervant of the

ſervants to
lake no fees.
&e.

Company ſhall, directly or indirectly, take any fe'e, preſent

or reward, other than ſuch as ſhall have been duly'eﬅabliſh
ed by the Directors.
373. Laﬅly, it may be proper to mention, what, but for
ſome er-iquiriesv on this head, the Directors would have

Members an
ſwerable on

ly for their

deemed it almoﬅ ſuperfluous to declare, that no member is

anſwerable, farther than to the amount of his particular
ſhare or ſhapes, for any debts the Company may contract.
374. The article of intelligence above referred to, (ſee s
365) reſpects a valuable acceﬃon of inhabitants the colony
is about to receive. It conſiﬅs of a number of free black
families, a part of many who, at the cloſe of the American
war, were carried from the United States to Nova Scotia,

in which province they were promiſed lands. The Direc
E

tors

ſhares.

Nova Scotia
blaeks ex
pected,

'

"

-
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Suﬃce it to ſay, that the rigour of the climate,'with the de
gradation and ill treatment theſe poor people experienc
ed, after many of them had bled for Great Britain, induc

ing them to wiſh for a change of ſituation, they deputed a
black man of their number, to come over and lay their

caſe before the Britiſh Miniﬅry; and, in conſequence of his
expreſs ſolicitations, in which the Directors concurred, it
was ſettled, that as many of them as choſe, ſhould be con

veyed to Sierra Leona, at the expenſe of Government.

The Directors are happy in declaring, from the accounts of
a perſon, on whom they can entirely rely, that, under many

diſadvantages, they have proved themſelves a ſober, order
ly ſet of people, from whoſe domeﬅic habits, ability and

diſpoſition to labour for their families, mUch may be hoped*.
-As theſe people were obviouſly to be preferred to Euro
peans, for a new African colony, the Directors have not yet
much encouraged ſettlers to go from hence. But they
- _. _*._ ._,.

have
ſent government,
out the requiſite
artiﬁcers,
andeﬅabliſhments.v
the members of
their civil
and of
their-other

-

"'"*
_U-J"
-

which will
make a large
capital ne
uſſary.

375. The Directors are daily more convinced, that a large

capital is to be wiſhed for, and that it may even be deſire
able to extend it far beyond the limits already ſuggeﬅed.
It would be tedious to enumerate their reaſons, and ſome

u-n-.

of them have been before touched on; but it may not be
amiſs to intimate, that the approaching large and ſudden

population of the colony, by the Nova Scotia blacks, how
ever ultimately advantageous, muﬅ greatly increaſe the
Company's preſent diſburſements; for, inﬅead of provid
ing for a triﬂing factory, they muﬅ, at once, incur the
p

* See in the Append. Notes. &e. reſpeaing S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE L.

charges
'I
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charges of planting a conſiderable colony, and form their
eﬅabliſhments on a proportionable ſcale.
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376. The Directors truﬅ, however, that the Proprietors

will not be ſo far inﬂuenced by the deſire of adding to their
capital, as to admit into their body any perſons, on whom
they cannot rely for ſincere attachment to the funda_

mental principles of the inﬅitution: nor can. the Directors
entertain an apprehenſion, leﬅ the funds of the company
ſhould in any degree fall ſhort, from the obſervance of
this ſalutary caution.

They cannot doubt but that a plan

founded on ſuch principles, and directed to ſuch ends, will
readily obtain, in an age and a country like ours, what
ever ſupport it may require. The number, already great,
is daily increaſing, of thoſe who feel for the wrongs of

Africa, and are eager to diſcover ſome mode of com

penſating to her for the injuries ſhe has ſo long been
ſuﬅaining at our hands-Whatever may have been un
juﬅly urged againﬅ anyxother meaſure that has been
brought forward, under this impreſſion, no one can object

to the undertaking of the Sierra Leona company. Even '
_conſidered in relation to the abolition of the ﬁave-trade,

it's operation, though ﬂow, is unqueﬅionably ſure. Though
it may not at once cut up by the roots this inhuman traf
ﬁc, it tends to divert the ﬅream that waters it, and deﬅroy

the principles from which it derives its nutriment. Filled
with theſe animating ideas, the Directors grudge not the
great pains they have taken, in the execution of their im
portant truﬅ; nor will'they at all relax in their exertions.
It is their joy and their comfort to be thus employed :
they are thankful for being allowed to be the inﬅruments of

the goodneſs of Providence, in the communication of ſuch
great and extenſive beneﬁts. Already they anticipate
E 2

the

ONA.
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the happy eﬀects of their labours.

They look forward

with delight to that joyful period, when, by the influence
of the Company's meaſures, and the eﬃcacy of its ex
ample, the continent of Africa ſhall have been reſcued
from her preſent ﬅate of darkneſs and miſery, and ſhall
exhibit a far diﬀerent ſcene, of light and knowledge, and

civilization and order, and peaceful induﬅry, and domeſ

tic comfort.
The-following i: an Abrzſia'gment yf t/Je " Sad/lame of tlve Repa'rt de
livered [ly the Court q/'Dt'rectors of the Sierra Leamz Company to
the General Court ng'roprietarr, an t/Je 27tb q/ſi Marc/J 1794."
Lieut.Clark
ſon oﬀers to
conduct the
free blacks .
from N. Sco
tia to S. Le

377. The Directors having concurred with the black
man deputed by the Nova Scotian free negroes, in applying
to His Majeﬅy's Miniﬅers for a paſſage for them, at the ex
penſe of Government, and having obtained a favourable an

0113

ſwer (ſee Y374) they immediately availed themſelves of
the ſerviCes of Lieut. Clarkſon, who Very handſomely of

fered to go to Nova Scotia, to ſuperintend the collecting
and carrying over ſuch free blacks as might wiſh to mi
grate to Sierra Leona*. The terms on which the Company
engaged to receive them into the colony were contained in
a printed declaration, of which the following is a copy : -

-H._.-....

-r'----._-. .-

'l'he compa
ny's declara
tion reſpect
ing them.

378. " The Sierra Leona Company, willing to receive in

to their colony ſuch free blacks as are able to produce to
their agents, Lieut. Clarkſon, of His Majeﬅy's navy, and Mr.
Lawrcnce Hartſhorn, of Halifax, or either of them, ſatisfac

tory teﬅimonials of their character, (more particularly as *
to honeﬅy, ſobriety and induﬅry) think it proper to notify,

in an explicit manner, upon what terms they will receive at
Sierra Leona, thoſe who bring with them written certiﬁ
* See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Norz M,

cates
71'

--1.
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cates of approbation from either of the ſaid agents, which CHA r.
Xl.
certiﬁcate they are hereby reſpectively authorized to grant
or withhold at diſcretion-It is therefore declared by the SluaALE
ozu.
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Company, that every free black, upon producing ſuch a

certiﬁcate, ſhall have a grant of not leſs than twenty
acres of land for himſelf, ten for his wife, and five for eve

ry child, upon ſuch terms, and ſubject to ſuch charges and
obligations, with a view to the general proſperity of the
Company, as ſhall hereafter be ſettled by the Company, in
reſpect to the grants' of land to be made by them to all ſet
p tlers, whether black or white-That for all ﬅores and pro- viﬁons, &e. ſupplied from the Company's warehouſes, the a
Company ſhall receive an equitable compenſation, accord
ing to ﬁxed rules, extending to blacks and Whites indiſeri

minately.--That the civil, military, perſonal, and commer
cial right and duties of blacks and Whites ſhall be the ſame,
and ſecured in the ſame manner.--And for the full aſſur
ance of perſonal protection from ſlavery to all ſuch-black
ſettlers, the Company have ſubjoined a clauſe contained in
the Act of Parliament, whereby they 'are incorporated, viz.
" " Provided alſo, and be it further enacted, that it

ſhall not be lawful for the ſaid Company, either di
rectly or indirectly, by itſelf or themſelves, or by
the agents or ſervants of the ſaid Company, or other
wiſe, howfoever, to deal or traﬃc in the buying or

ſelling of ﬅaves, or in any manner whatever to have,
hold, appropriate or employ any perſon or perſons

in a ﬅate of ﬂavery in the ſervice of the ſaid Com
pany." "

" Given under our hands, London, the ſecond day of
Auguﬅ, 1791.
,

HENRY

i
l
l
l
l
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" N. B. For the convenience of thoſe who are poſſeſſed of'
property which they cannot diſpoſe of before their depar
ture, the Company will authorize an agent, who, on receive

ing from any proprietor a ſuﬃcient power for that pur
poſe, ſhall ſell the ſame for his beneﬁt, and remit the pur

chaſe money, through the hands of the Company, to ſuch
proprietor at Sierra Leona."

l

.

'196 Nova
Scotia blacks

379. The Nova Scotians willing to embark for Sierra

willing to
embark.Cap

Leona, proved, to the ſurprize of the Directors, to be no

to be raiſed
to£2 3 5,280.

i
i

fewer than 1196. So large an acceſſlon of people could
not but have important conſequences, and give a new turn
to the whole undertaking.-The directors ﬁrﬅ attended to

their immediate wants; at the ſame time propoſing to raiſe
the capital to £235,280, a conſiderable part of it having
been ſubſcribed, after the intelligence from Nova Scotia
i

Whites from
England.

was received.
380. The ﬁrſt veſſel ſent by the Company from England,
reached S.Leona, Feb. 1792, and ſhe was ſoon followed by
two others. By theſe ſhips, there went out 40 Company's
ſervants and artiſicers, upon ſalaries, 10 coloniﬅs, 16 ſol
diers, and above 30 women and children-all Whites.

U

i

381. In March 1792, 16 veſſels arrived at S. Leona from

llz' Nova
Scotians ar

N. Scotia, with 1 131 blacks, many of them labouring under

rivcatS. Le
ona. Mortal

the effects of a fever, contracted in Halifax, of which 65

ity on board.

had died on the paſſage.

Mr. Clarkſon, whoſe humanity
had
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had led him to embark on board the hoſpital ſhip, had alſo
narrowly eſcaped with his life, from a violent attack of the

C H A P.

ſame diſorder.
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He was extremely weak and ill, when he

w

landed at S. Leona, and he recovered very ﬂowly.
382. After a delay of two or three weeks, ariſing from a
palaver (or council) of the natives, which ended favoura

N. Scotians
clear land,
&e.

bly, the ſpot where the blacks, ﬁrﬅ ſent from London, had

ſettled, was thought the beﬅ for the intended colony. In a
few weeks more, the ſcite of the town was cleared by
the N. each
Scotians,
andto the
ſurveyor
having
marked out
ﬅreets,
began
build
for himſelf
a temporary
hut,the
of ſſ
the country materials; but ſome were ﬂoored with deals

from hence (ſee s 83 miſty) To this work they applied mOﬅ
eagerly, fearing that they ſhould be overtaken by the

rains, which might be expected, in leſs than two months.
The town, agreeable to inﬅruction, was named FREE

TOWN.
383. The Directors, anxious to ſhelter the coloniﬅs from

Houſe frame:
&e. ſent out.

the ﬁrﬅ rains, thought it their duty to buy and ſend out the
ſhip York, of 850 tons, which, being ﬁtted up for their ac
commodation, was loaded with frames of houſes, building
materials and various ﬅores. They conſidered, that, 'be

ſides carrying out a large cargo, ſhe might accommodate
the ſick, and thoſe whoſe houſes were unﬁniſhed, and

might afterwards ſerve as a ﬅore.

Having been driven

back by a ﬅorm, ſhe arrived too late to be of much uſe in
the ſickly ſeaſon: but ſhe was very uſeful afterwards, as a
ﬅore and ﬂoating factory, in loading and unloading other
veſſels, and by accommodating many ſervants of the Com
pany.
384. The precautions of the Directors, and the early and
liberal ſupplies they ſent out, unhappily did not prevent
a con

Mortality.
Bad accom

modation.

-._ ._ .
.
_
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C H A P- a conſiderable mortality, in the ﬁrﬅ rains. They began in
zﬄQ-J the third week of May; many houſes, including the ﬅore
d'*;:ſ_LE' houſe, were unﬁniſhed; the Company's ſervants, eſpecially
the lower ones, and the ſoldiers were accommodated ex

tremely ill; and the Engliſh coloniﬅs were leaﬅ of all pre

"'-*'*'
_--"-_p-

pared for the rainy ſeaſon. Perhaps the high health which
generally prevailed before the rains, by creating too much
conﬁdence in the climate, eſpecially among the Europeans,
might cauſe ſome ﬂackneſs in the preparations.
Bﬄchﬂ
385. From this general view of the ſlow progreſs of the
tcdcolony, it is obvious that no- attempt could yet have been
made to mark out the promiſed lots of land, building hav
ing engroſſed nearly the whole attention both of the Nova
-Scotians, and of the Company's ſervants; nor had any trade
worth notice been yet begun; though, by the advice of the
Company's commercial'agent, ſome goods for trade had been
ſent out by the very ﬁrﬅ ſhips.
ﬁgured
386. Antecedent to this period, and during the ﬁrﬅ. three
diſagree.
or four important mouths, a- miſunderﬅanding had prevailed
between the governor and council ; and the ſubſequent
calamity was partly owing to their ineﬃciency. Eight of
the 'principal ſervants had been nominated a council, and
the inferior oﬃcers had been enjoined to pay the farme obes
dience to their orders, which they owed to. the Court of
Directors. The oﬃce of governor having become vacant,
Mr. Clarkſon, who had given great ſatisfaction byhiscnm
duct in N. Scotia, was requeﬅed to ſill the ﬁtuation, till a

ſucceſſor ſhould be appointed', and' he had the caﬅing-vote
in the council.
(lonſequent

387. Alarmed by the want of order and energy, betrayed

dc'ﬁfﬃﬂ'xf even by the ﬁrﬅ accounts, the-Directors adopted the tempo

Poiﬄcd ſole rary expedient of throwing the whole reſponſibility on Mr.
governor.

Clarkſon,

*_u-*
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Mr. Clarkſon, permitting him to aﬀume the whole power. .c HXl.A P.
Whether they erred, iin dividing the authority among ſo many

as eight perſonspr, whether the blame lay with thegovernor

w
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and council, it is not perhaps material now to canvas. The
Directors aoquit the acting counſellors of wilfuineglect, ex
cept one,.not originally appointed by them, but retained,on
account of his know-ledged the-country.

His-intoxication,

id'lweſs and irregularity, with the inaccuracy of his in

formation, were among the cauſes of the ﬁrﬅ colonial and
commercial diﬃculties. To the neglect of this perſon

(whom indeed, it was [the duty of the governor and coun
cil to control) it was chieﬂy owing, that the colony was not'

ſupplied with freſh pmviſions, before the ſickly ſeaſon.
The ſhips were no: employed 'for this purpoſe, as was di
rected; and the original inﬅructions to 'the governor and

council,d:rawn up by (the Directors and (read to the Propr-ie
1t-ersA'eoe-i-'wed liwle 'ar-no conſideration, till long 'after this
period. Confuſion in 'the accounts, in the ﬅores, in the
government, in the information ſent home, and in every

operation, 'aggravatnd the diﬅreſs of the ſickly ſeatſhnyadd
the oOnfequent mortality.

388. The Directors, without perſonal views, think it their '
duty-to declare their imPartiaI-op'inion ofthe cauſes of the
diﬅreſſes and diﬃculties of the colony, which having been
at their Might in 'the ﬁrﬅ rainy ſeaſon, they think-it proper _

to deſcribe particularly, Iboth the anteoedent ﬅate of things
and this calamitous period itſelf.

The contraﬅ between the

'ﬁrﬅ and ſecond --ra*iny ſeaſon, will by no meam-diſcredit the
undertaking.
389. The ſickneſs was the moﬅ ſevere at the beginning of
the rains. About 800 blacks were 'laid up at one time, and
very few paſſed through the ſeaſon without indiſpoſition.
F
The

Sickneſl,and
concomitant
diﬅreſs, and
confuſion.

ji
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The diſorder was the fever common to hot climates; It aﬀect

Xſ.

,:

w

ed, in diﬀerent degrees, the Whites and blacks, almoﬅ indiſ
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criminately; but proved much the mOﬅ fatal to the former,

eſpecially to thoſe on ſhOre, whoſe'mortality was once ſuch
as might have excited fears, about'the practicability of the

j'

whole undertaking, in xperſons unacquainted with the cir
cumﬅances.'-In the height of the ſickneſs, all themedical

men, but one, were laid up; ſo that a few chief ſervants only

could be properly attended.

The ﬅore-keepers, living in

a damp ware-houſe, were' the ﬁrﬅ victims; and hence, con

fuſion in delivering the ﬅores. No retail-ſhop had yet been
ſet up, nor any money-medium eﬅabliſhed *. The doors of
the ﬅore-houſe were continually crowded; but neither food

nor phyſic, though the Directors had ſent a ſuﬃciency of
both, were properly diﬅributed. The huts were very
ſmall, many damp, and a fewunﬁniſhedt Depreſſion of
ſpirits generally prevailed, produced a total'helpleſsneſs, in
ſome "caſes, and greatly aggravated the diſorder in all. (See

s 91.)-Without anticipating the ſubject of health, it may
_-.-v--,..-"_>-.-u

be obſerved here, that almoﬅ half the whites living on ſhore,

and nearly one tenth of the N. Scotian blacks, were carried
oﬀ, in this dreadful ſeaſon.
'

390. While the colony was juﬅ emerging from this diſ

The diﬅreſſ- '
ed Bulama
treſs,
coloniſls
hoſpitably,

a ſhip arrived from Bulama, 'with _a great number of

paſſengers, many of them extremely ſick, who deſired to be

but not per
manently, ſc
ceivcd, at S.
Leona-the
reaſons.

received into the colony. The Directors had declined pro

poſals made to them, in England, by many perſons who went
to Bulam'a. For they conceived, that ſucceſs materially de
' See in the Append. Notes, &e. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NOT£ N.
i and, I apprehend, ſituated on the ground, without any elevation. See s 84. C. B. W.

pended

_.
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pended on excluding all Europeans, thoſe excepted who, be

ing in the pay of the Company, were' entirely ſubject to

C H AP.
Xl.
w
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them.

They feared that' even a few independent coloniﬅs,

'ONA.

of an improper eaﬅ, might endanger the colony, by corrupt

ing the people, by diſobeying government, and by exciting
diſcontent; and that, if, for ſuch cauſes, they ſhould be ex

cluded from the colony', they might reſort (eſpecially if they
had left debts in England) to improper courſes among the na-v
tives, perhaps turning ſlave-trade'rs at laﬅ.--By ſuch conſider
ations, the Directors had been determined to exclude, for the

preſent, all' Europeans, except a very few.

They had alſo

enquired, very ﬅrictly, into the character 'and circumﬅances

of their ſervants, letting none 'go to S. 'Leona who left debts
in England.

But the principle of'theſe important rules muﬅ

have been' given up, if the Bulama people, unknown as they
were to the S. Leona COmpany, ſhould be' received there.
The Directors had previouſly inﬅructed the Governor and
Council, togive every aſſiﬅance to the Bulama colony; but,
if theyſhduld leave Bulama, and come to S. Leona, not to

allow them per'manently to ſettle there.

The government

of S.'Leona accordingly declined reCeiving the paſſengers
from Bulama into the colony; but, after accommodating the

ſick for' a ſhort time, on ſhore, they ſupplied them with a few
neceſſaries, and with a veſſel to aſſiﬅ in bringing them to

England, as their own ſhip, the Calypſo, was extremely
crowdedf.

r

391. And here it may be proper to mention that if either
the Bulama Company, or any other ſimilar inﬅitution, ſhould
hereafter attempt to form colonies in Africa, with a view to

civilization, the Directors will gladly encourage ſuch under
* See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Norl-I O.

F2

takings

Company
will aſſiﬅ in
all attempts
to civilize

Africa.
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takings, as far as they can, without too' much expanſe, and

freſh hazard' to their own. colony; and they are well per
ſuaded that the Proprietors, fuperior to- every narrow jea
louſy, and having the general beneﬁt of Africa at heart,
agree with them in' this ſentiment.
'
392. The chief object of the S. Leona government, after

w

SlERRALE

ONA.

Diﬃcultiel
'in diﬅribut
ing land ; tho'
Directors ea

the ſickneſs abated, was the diﬅribution- of the lands, which

they found 'nore diﬃcult than was expected. They could

ger to eﬀect
it.

not, at once, give each individual his lot. of 20 acres, the
lands on the water-ſide', or Within a reaſonable diﬅance of

Freetown, being inſuﬃ'eie'nt'. Even the labour of cutting
paths, and mea-ﬂaming

large a. tract, would have. been too

great for one ſeaſon.-

The N.. Scotians were ſo fenſible of

this, that they' agreed toaccePt 4 acre lots for the preſent,
of which, hoWever, they were very eager to have immediate
poſſeﬃon. The Directors, and the colonial- government,
werenot leſs carneﬅ than they, to eﬀectthis work. They
were bound
the ſpiritofthe promiſes made in N. Scotia:
urged- bry the importunitiesof the coloniﬅs; and inﬂuenoed
by oeconomy, to attempt a ſpeedy diﬅributionz of the lmd;
ſince each eolonift either received proviſions, till his lot of
ground was given him, or elſe was empolyed under the
Company, when perhaps there was no great call fer his ſex

-.F-_._-.
_-'--T-_-_.-_.. .

Vrces.
Proviﬁons
allowed.

'

393. The order of the Directors, reſpecting proviſions, ex
tended only to an allowance for a ſpeciﬁed time, for the N.
Scotiam, the Company's ſervants, and the few Engliſh colo

niﬅs; namely, 3- months full allowance, equal to the common
army rations, and 3 mOnths half allowance. But the go
vernment, eonceiving that the motives for this gratuity, and
the equity,and even neceſſity, of the caſe, required an exten
ſion of it, continued it to thoſe who were kept out of their 4
*

acre
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acre lots, and were not employed by the Company. The Di
rectors, though aware of this great expenſ-e, on conſidering
the circumﬅances, could not refuſe their acquieſcence.

394. The importance of a ſpeedy allotment of the lands
was felt ſo ﬅrongly, that the Company's ſurveyor of build
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4. acre lots
diﬅributed.

ings (their land-ſurveyor having returned to England, from
ill health) ſpiritedly attempted the work, with a party of
Nova Scotians, even before the rains were over; but was

repeatedly ﬅopped by ſickneſs.

Almoﬅ all the next dry

ſeaſonv was conſumed in diﬅributing the four acre lots;

though very great exertions were made, by a large party.
395. The Directors are ſorry that the land near the town
has proved not ſo good as they had been led, by every in

Land: on
Bullom ſhore
better than
nearitown.

formation, to expect. Lieut. Matthews's deſcription is far
more favourable than obſervation on thatſþot juﬅiﬁes. To
this ſerious difappointment, may be aſcribed, many diﬃcul
ties and; many unexpected charges. As the air, water and
ſending-place at Freetown, are certainly the beﬅ which can
be found, it can hardly fail to be the chief place of trade ;
though other parts, at a moderate diﬅance, eſpecially on the
the oppoſite ſhore, will' be the beﬅ for cultivation.

396. The improvement of the landing-place, the erecting

of a church, a hoſpital, warehouſes and 'other buildings, of

Pthic build
ings, &e.

which the francs went from hence, the fenci-ng and culti

vating of a garden of experiment, and'ſome meaſures for

defence, have alſo conﬅantly occupied a body of the N.
Scotians, at a very great expenſe. No fort, however, has
been thought neceſſary.
397. In the ſecond dry ſeaſon, the colony ſeems to have

been improving, in all reſpects. The government was al
tered, a council of three having been ſubﬅituted, by the
Directors, for the council of eight', and two gentlemen,
(Mr.

Colony im
provcs. New
council.

COLONIES
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(Mr. Dawes and Mr. Watt*) the one uſed to a new colony,

C If A P.

the other to a tropical climate, were ſent out 'as counſellors.
w
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From this time, minutes of council, and a journal of every
material tranſaction, were kept, and copies ſent to England;

as were alſo periodical reports of the 'progreſs of each prin
cipal ſervant, in his department, with the remarks of the

government theredn. An indent was ſent horri'e,'of all the
European goods likely to be wanted, for the year, in the
colony: a more correct correſpondence was Commenced,
and the Court's original inﬅructions, and their ſubſeijuent,
were now, for the ﬁrﬅ time, fully anſwered,

When the in

telligence began to be regularly ſent home, internal order

' appears to have advanced materially. New plans of police
were formed; more general harmony began to prevail ;

ſome pains were taken to ſettle the Company's confuſed ac
counts ; and more order, of every kind, was introduced.
The public works alſo advanced; a plan was formed for

rebuilding the town, on a larger ſcale; and the natives of
ten ﬂocked to the colony, viewing it's improvements with

increaſing ſatisfaction.
Cclcny ſuf
fers by war.
N. Scotians
diſpleaſed 3

but ſatisﬁed
again.

(See plate II.)

398. The breaking out of the war, indeed, damped the

hopes, and interrupted the progreſs, of the colony. An em

bargo very unſeaſonably delayed ſome of the Company's
ſhips. The prohibition to ſend out proviſions, extept in arm
ed ſhips, under convoy +, cauſed a temporary want of ﬂour,
which excited great murmurs, and the colonial government

feared a ſuﬃciency of rice could not be got. The advanced
price of the Company's goods, from the war, aggravating the
w_._.
vu,

diſcontent, the N. Scotians loudly objected to that part of the
* See in the Append, Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bularna, Nore P.
'ſ See in the Appeud. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NOTz

plan
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plan for rebuilding the town, which reſerved ſome ground c H A P.
XI
' near the ſhore, for public uſe.
This laﬅ point was t_._,ſi__z
ſettled, after ſome conceﬃon, on the part of the Corn

SrsunALc
oun

pany. But the ſecret cauſe of much of this diſſatisfac
tion,'was the conduct of one of the Company's ſervants
who, on Mr. Clarkſon's departure, prejudiced many of the

labourers under him, againﬅ the ſucceeding government.
They combined, by leaving their work, to raiſe the price
of labour, already very high ; but, the government remain
ing ﬁrm, they returned, in a week after, to their work, and

their inﬅigator, who had alſo been very diſreſpectful to the
government, having come to England, was diſmiſſed the

ſervice.-To ſatisfy the coloniﬅs, it was agreed, that two
delegates from the N. Scotians, ſhould be ſent to England,

to lay their complaints before the Court of Directors, a
meaſure which appears to have had the expected good ef

fect; for the colony has ſince been tranquil, and has im
proved, in every reſpect.
399. Many occurrences of the ſecond ſeaſon, evinced the

Slave - tradc
obﬅructs co

practicability of introducing cultivation, trade and civiliz

lony. Chieſs

ation into Africa; though the ﬂave-trade, and the oppoﬁng
inﬂuence of theſe engaged in, it, almoﬅ every where im

undeceived.

peded, mdre or' leſs, the Company's views-One of the
counſellor's, and another ſervant of the Company 'made a
voyage ſouthward to the Iﬂand of Bananas, Camarancas ri

ver andv Plantain Iﬂand, and happily removed' the preju
dices, which ſome of the chiefs had imbibed, from miſrepre
ſentations'of the Company's views. The information they
gained falls under another head ; as does alſo the progreſs
of the'Company's plantation, worked by free labourers, on
the ſide of the river oppoſite Freetown, together with the
beneﬁts

-<_'e-_-

_
-4_.-_,
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C FfmA P- beneﬁts vreſulting from the labours of Mr. A. Aſzelius, the
u wſiq Company's botaniﬅ.

s'ﬄ'f:£_Lſi"

-

-

400. The Directors are ſorrytomention, that the exer

ESRZR/J" tions oſ their mineralogiﬅ, Mr. Nordeniikiold, who was pro

miſing himſelf great ſucceſs, were ſuddenly terminated by
® '

a misfortune, which cauſed his death.

His impatience to

purſue his object led him, contrary to the opinion of 'ſhe
governor arm'd-council, 'to vattempt an incurﬁon into the in
ter' r, before. the rains were over.

He had goods, worth

2 ogﬂgoo, with which he propoſed to made and buy ne
ceſſaries, and was attended by one or two 'free blacks. But,
ſhortly after, he was robbed, in a part of the country

where this danger might have been apprehended. On his
return to S. Leona, he was toomuch exhauﬅed by a fever,

to give any diﬅinct account of his misfortune and hard
ſhips, and he died in a few days*.-Many other intereﬅing
circumﬅances have happened, the recital of which would

be too tedious; but would exempli'fy the unexpected diﬃ
culties and dangers to which a new colony is vſiibjea; would
explain the cauſes of the large expendimre, and evince the
'growing ﬅrength oſ-'the colony, now abler rto ſurmount ac
cidents, than in it's earlier zinſm.
K_N,-,mban_
401. One 'event deſerves to be particularized; the arri

M's ſo" dies valat '3. Leona of the late King Naimbanna's ſon, who had
2 days after

his arrival at come to England for education, and his death two days af
S. Leona,

.

.

.

.

.

from Lon-

ter. His character and improvement are intereﬅing, in rela

don-

tion to the-civilization-df Africa. His 'father died a few
menths after The inſtitution of the colony, to which he was

-.-,

the ﬁrmeﬅ friend, and his death occaſionedhis ſon's rerum.
It is not probable, "that, if the ſon had -lived,.he mld have
* See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE R.

been
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'been choſen king by the electing chiefs; for they generally C HUA P

prefer ſome perſon of advanced age, to all the young rela
tions of the deceaſed. Yet many circumﬅances juﬅiﬁed the

w
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hope, that he would have rendered important ſervices to
the Company, in his native country. The Directors, there

fore, conſider the death of ſo enlightened an African, and
ſo ſincere' a friend to the Company, as one of the inﬅances
- wherein
has been
to diſappoint
immediateProvidence
hopes. Fromv
the pleaſed
groundleſs
ſuggeﬅion their
of 'a
black, his countrymen ſuſpected that he had been poiſoned,
by a ſervant of the Company, on ſhip-board. This cauſed
a long palaver, by which, though it ended favourably, ſome

alarm was excited, and the very unreaſonable expenſe of
entertaining a Concourſe of natives, was neceſſarily incurred.

402. In 'this account, n'ow brought down to the commence
ment of the ſecond rains, trade has been omitted, as being

the ſubject of a diﬅinct head. The eﬅabliſhment of the
colony, involving the happineſs of above 1000 perſons, as
well as the future intereﬅs of the Company, has been the
chief object. In the ſecond dry ſeaſon, however, the go
vernment ſpiritedly followed up the orders ſent to them
reſpe'cting commerce (ſee 5 116, 165 and 179, 2d Claſs iﬅ
Diviſion.)

403. But here the Directors have to mention a very late
calamity, likely to incommode the colony, and interrupt

the trade; but chieﬂy tovbe lamented, for the pecuniary
loſs, namely, the burning of the York ﬅore-ſhip, with the
goods
board African
of her. produce,
Theſe were
partly
the Harpy's
car
go,
andvonpartly
valued
at £4ooo,
collected
by the Company's ſmall veſſels, up and down the coaﬅ.

The ﬁre happened at nine in the morning, and ſpread ra
pidly; but neither natives nor coloniﬅs could be induced to

G

approach'

The ſhip
Yotk burnt.
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C' [LA P- approach the veſſel, being obﬅinate in the belief, that ſhe'
L-wſi-d contained a large quantity of gun-powder. _ The whole loſs
SHJJLLE' of ſhip and cargo is calculated at above'£15,ooo all uninfur
ed; for, under all the circumﬅances, inſurance, to any great
extent, would not have been eaſy. The ſame diſpatches

(dated 26th Dec. 1793) which mention this ﬁre, the collec
tion oſ the African produce, and the arrival of the goods,

in
the ſecdnd

Which were burnt, brought alſo very good accounts of the
colony, eſpecially reſpecting health, up to the end of the
ſecond rains. In the period correſponding to that of the

"ms'

preceding year, in which one-tenth of the blacks, and near

ly halſ the Whites had died, no great mortality happened;

and yet the rains in the laﬅ ſeaſon were unuſually heavy,
and the mortality in the neighbouring factories uncommon
ly great.

Contrary alſo to the ﬁrﬅ year's experience, the

reſidents on ſhore were healthier than thoſe on ſhip-board.
Hence the Directors may venture to inſer, that the colony

Petition of

may now be fairly conſidered as progreſſively impr'oving. :
' 404. The delegates from the N. Scotians already mention-L
ed, preſented, to the Court of Directors, a petition, purport
ing to be the ſenſe of their body, couched in ﬅrong terms,
which, however, there is. reaſon to think, were not tho

roughly approved by many of them; and the petition had
been chieﬂy
ſhown of
to the
the high
governor
, They
i never
complained
priceand
of conncil.
the Company's
'goods ; the low wages for labour; the nonfulﬁlment of pro,

miſes ﬅated to have been made them by Mr. Clarkſon, and
many trifling inﬅances of ſuppoſed miſconduct in the ſuc
ceeding governor.

After fully conſidering the petition, and

hearing the evidence of the delegates, the Court of Directors
came to the following Reſolution, which was communicat
ed to them:
ul

'_""

-

. .
U'

'

_
405. " Re
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" Reſolved,

405. "That the Court conſider the petition of the Nova
Scotians, as haﬅy, and the facts therein mentioned, as

chieﬂy founded on miﬅake and miſinformation.--That
_it appears to have been drawn up and agreed to at a time
when the unfortunate delay of the Company's ſhips,

through the breaking out of the war, had occaſioned ſome
temporary diﬅreſs and diſſatisſaction, which ſome deſigning
perſon or perſons, then in the colony, may have contributed
to increaſe-The Court are of opinion, therefore, that,

through the arrival of the large ſupplies, lately ſent from

hence, and the continued care and attention ofthe governor
and council to the intereﬅs of the colony, every material

cauſe of diſſatisfaction will have ceaſed before the' arrival of
theſe reſolutions at Sierra Leona. As it is undoubtedly the
intereﬅ of the coloniﬅs, ſo the Directors truﬅ, it will alſo be

their general
wiſh, attempts
to promote
harmony,the
andgovernment
to diſcounte
lnance
all factious
to diſcredit
of
Sierra Leona, ſince, on their due obedience to government,
under the bleſſing of Providence, their happineſs, their li

berty, and perhaps their .very lives, depend. It is on this
ground that the Directors earneﬅly exhort the general body
of Nova Scotians, both as freemen and as Chriﬅians, to diſ

courage all unreaſonable diſcontent, to pay reſpect and
obedience to the government, and if, contrary to the Di

rectors' expectations, any actual grievances ſhould exiﬅ at
the time of receiving this reſolution, the Court of Directors
recommend it to the Nova Scotians, temperately to repre

ſent the caſe to the governor and council. But if they
ſhould hereafter conceive it to be neceſſary to prefer their
complaints hither, that they will, in ſuch caſe, previouſly
acquaint the governor and council with the purport of
them, in order that the Court may receive their ſentiments
G 2

there

,L_--v-_)

SIERR A Lt
on A.
Reſul. of the
Directors
thereon.
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ca;; once before them."

-

S'"::Q_LE*
405. The delegates, on the above reſolution, made a very
Congequcnt haﬅy remonﬅrance, which indicated the ſame vehemence
'

and diſreſpect to the Court of Directors, which had occa

ſionally been ſhown to the government at Sierra Leona.
After ſome more interviews with the Directors, during a far
ther detention of about two months, in which they received

a ſmall allowance for ſubſiﬅence, they ſet ſail, apparently
very well diſpoſed to the Company.
407. The preceding facts, eſpecially the laﬅ, may have
ſuggeﬅed to the proprietors the diﬃculty the Directors
have had, to ſatisfy the N. Scotians, on the one hand, and

to avoid profuſe expenſe, on the other. Indeed ſuch have
been the trouble and expenſe cauſed by the N. Scotians,
that the general expediency of introducing them into the
colony, may have been doubted.

Diſadvan-.- *->

It ſeems neceſſary,

therefore, to ﬅate the advantages and diſadvantages of that
meaſure.
408. The charge of it has certainly been very great; for

Lilffngftﬀc' the Company's eﬅabliſhment has been unavoidably enlarg

N- Scotians- ed, in proportion to the number of coloniﬅs; the ſhips have
_.-_ -

..
-

been neceſſarily employed for their uſe; the grant of pro

viſions may be eﬅimated at £20,ooo; expenſe has been in
curred in diﬅributing their lands; and loſs, by employing
more of them than were always wanted, and that at wages
which, though complained of, were at leaﬅ double thoſe

given to the natives, who yet are nearly equal to the N. Sco
tians at common labour, though incapable of ſome ne
._r--..

ceſſary kinds of work at which the N. Scotians are
tolcrably expert.--Of theſe, which are the principal
charges, no juﬅ eﬅimate could be previouſly formed; not

only from the nature of them,_ but from the unexpected
num

mﬀﬃ,
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number of-N. Scotians who embarked, and the delays and
diſappointments which followed. When the Directors in

C H A P.
Xl.

vited theſe coloniﬅs, they unavoidably' acted on probabili

SXERRALE
ONA

w

ties: though aware of incalculable circumﬅances, their

prompt deciſion was indiſpenſable.

They thought it pru

dent to make the promiſes before ﬅated; and, on the faith
of which, the N. Scotians have croſſed the ſeas.

But the Di

rectors fairly avow, that, beſides a literal compliance with
them, they conſider themſelves morally obliged not to let
the coloniﬅs ſuﬀer any extremities, which the Company can

relieve, till they can derive ſupport from their lands, or
from ſome other means. Hence they have never heſitated
to ſend out ſuch goods, as they had reaſon to believe ﬅrictly

neceſſary; leaving it to the diſcretion of the government to
credit the coloniﬅs with ſuch neceſſaries.

Had the land

round Freetown been as fruitful as was deſcribed, and had
t'he
N. Scotians been as manageaſſble and induﬅrious as theyſi

were repreſented, and, for ſome time, appeared to be, the ſi

charges attending them would certainly have been leſs, and
the advantages greater.
409. Yet, under every diﬃculty and diſappointment, the
advantages of the migration of this body of coloniﬅs have
been important; but more ſo to themſelves, and to Africa,
than to the proprietors. A quicker improvement in
point Of health, from the extenſion of the town, and of cul
tivation; a greater facility in inducing valuable men to go

out; a farther extenſion of the Company's reputation in
Africa, and a quicker progreſs in civilization; but, above
all, a far greater ſecurity againﬅ hoﬅile attacks-all theſe
advantages evidently belong to a large, rather than a ſmall,
undertaking: and, if there be no danger that the funds,

which may properly be deﬅined to the eﬅabliſhmentoſ the
colo

Advantages.
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P' colony, ſhould be prematurely exhauﬅed, it can ſcarCely be

w denied, that ſo powerful a body of coloniﬅs, muﬅ aﬀord a
.
.
cum
ſupertor proſpect oſultimate ſucceſs.
410. In diſcharging their important truﬅ, the Directors
have endeavoured to practiſe that (Bconomy which is con

St man LE-

nected with ſound policy, and ſubﬅantial juﬅice,-to the
'Proprietors; to their ſervants; and to the coloniﬅs.

t

411. In the following ﬅatement, though the ſum total of
the expenſes of the colony can hardly fail to be tolerably
correct, yet many particulars, from the cauſes ﬅated, are
'merely taken from eﬅimate.

penſes.

EXPENSES z'ncurred zſin eﬅabZz/lzing t/zeCO LO NY.
Charges antecedent to the incorporation of the Company, conſiﬅ
ing chieﬂy of two ſmall veſſels, ſent to explore the country.
-[. 1200

Charges of incorporation

.

-

-

-

-

-

- 650
1850

Charges of home eﬅabliſhment, viz.
Furniture and repairs of the S. Leona Houſe

-

-

'
.

..

450

Houſekeeper's ſalary, coals, candles. rent, and taxcs, &e. for about

'
t

two years, to Chriﬅmas 1793.
' - . 745
Printing, advertiling, pollage, books, &e. for about 2 years, to ditto - 850
Ollicers and clerks ſalarics to ditto
1480
3595
Educating and clothing natives ſentto England,and their paſſages, about . . .

500

Charges of the eﬅabliſhment at S. Leona, viz.
Temporary allowance of proviſions to all the Company's ſervants,
and txpcnle of the table of the governor, botanill and mtneralo.
giſl, &c. eﬂimated at
_ .
Paſſa eof ſervants and artiſicers out and home, eſhmated at
Their travelling expenſes and other chargcsin England

-

3250
-

Amount oſ ſalaries to S. Leona ſervants, lor about two years, to
. Chnﬅmasz793
.
-

5000
380

7500
16130

'

- .. )

'-.

22005

Incidenta'l
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[.
Brought forward

.

'

.

[. e H A P.

. . .

22005

.

Incrdental expenſes in the colony, VlZ.

sin-nt Lz.

Medicines, ſurgical inﬅrUments, books and ﬂationary, &c. Equipment of botahiﬅ and 'minmlogili,
Preſents to chiefs, exanſes of palavers, &e.

-

-

1630

-

-

. I.
L--NF_-)

-

-

-

"NA

400
1500
353o

Outﬁt and Maintenance of SHIPPING employed forthe protection, and

accommodation of the colony, and in collecting proviſions, &c. about Proviſions to the colonills, before they were put into poſſeſſion of their

17849

lands, eſlimated at
.
Loſſes and gratuitieſisi in England, conſiﬅing chiefly oſſums advanced to the

20000

Compan 's ſervants, which were not recovered, through their dying or
retiring from the ſervice, and'of gratuities did according to the terms oſ

the Company's engagement, to the near relations of the deceaſed *
SUPPOSED EXPENSE inESTABLlSHlNG the COLONY
To which add the loſs of the ſhip York, eﬅimated at

o

- -

1245
6462o

-

And other loſſes by robbery, damage through expoſure to the climate, and arﬂcles that proved-unlerviceable - -

15000
3000
18000

SUPPOSED E-XPENSE of ESTABLISHING the COLONY, the
-

d

_

*

..

"

-

82626

-

The CAPITAL STOCK oſ the Company is
_
The intereﬅ received thereon is

i

*

'

235280
7619

Making together

242899

From which, iſ the above ſum of

82620 be taken,

There remains,
accounted for, which is done in the following manner:

160279, to be
-

DEAD STOCK at S. LEONA, which, though ﬅated as part of the remaining el
fects oſ the Company, is not to be conſidered as convertible into money, nor as
bearing a value equal to it's coﬅ, conſiﬅing ofbuildings, lands, &c. at S. Leona,"

Buildings belonging to the Company, viz.

,

t, ſi

_

Coﬅ,
ar S.two
Leona,
oſa church, warehouſe,
range oſ
ſhops,ſent
twofrom
lioſ
pitals,
dwelling-houſes,
and ictour canvas
houſes,

England, about

-

-

-

'

3930

Coﬅ, at S. Leona, oſmaterials for ſiniſhingthe buildings, viz. bricks,

deals, ſcantlings, &c. about

-

-

-

-

.

i

4500
8430

'n

'

-

* I preſume, that no ſalary has been paid to the botaniſl, or to the mineralogiﬂ', in his liſe time z

nor has a ſingle farthing, as far as l have underﬅood, bct-n yet given to the d/jqu/"Zd widow and or
Exharn oſ the latter; tuovigh he may be iaid, with ſome propriety, lo-have tacnnccd his valuable

e m the Company's ſcivtce.

See s 400 and the note on It. (1. B. W.

-
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Brought forward

-

8430

Putting together the buildings ſent out, and erection of other build
ings for the Company's ſervants, about

-

-

-

-

3300

SlBRMLÞ Improving the landing place, making a wharf, roads, and ſundry
ONM

public works, about
A large crane, ſirc engines, &c.

-

-

-

"

-

-

-

-

_

Furniture for the governor, phyſician, and'chaplain

3000
- 705

.

-

.

500

.

16935

Lands, Vlz.
Purchaſe of lands at S. Leona, and cultivation on the Company's account 1750
Allotment of lands to the N. Scotians, on which a rent is reſerved

to the Company, about
.

-

-

-

-

-

2500

.

4259

ArtIClCS for defence, Viz.
Arms, ainmunition, and other article:

-

- -

Labour and conﬅruction of works of defence

Total Dead Stock

-

.

-

-

-

-

2500

-

2000

about

4500

24685

-

'-_".

-

-

-

-

Capital in Trade, viz.
African produce in England, eﬅimated at

Cargoes of three veſſels now on theirpaſſage out , ſ. 16900
Dcduct for goods not pairl for
10400
Goods at S. Leona, or on board veſſels on the coaﬅ
Value of dollars in the colony, about
-

looo
6500
7900
IOOO

Debts due from the coloniﬅs to the Company, much the greater
part of which is CXpected to be recovered, about

-

Preſent eﬅimated value of the Company's ſhipping

-

2000

-

gooo

-o-*_-'*-

Total capital now inveﬅed in trade

-

-

-

27400

Property belonging to the Company placed at
intereﬅ, &e. VlZ.
ſ. s. d.
Placed at intereﬅ in the Royal Bank of
Scotland
-_
39000 o o
At Meſſrs. Barnett and Co's thebankers, &e. 15 l 10 9

39'51 10 9
Inveﬅed in 4 per cent conſols. Bank Arm. 15140 o o
In India hills and bonds
.
23108 12 8
In Navy and victualling bills
. 30733 16 7

.

.

.

..

- 690-4!2 9 3

Total property at intereﬅ and m public ſecurities

Total remaining eﬀects of the Company, the dead ﬅock at S. Leona
included
.
.
..
-

-.3.

ﬁ--'g

LM> x

108194

--163279
=====
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- 412. SuCh is the preſent ﬅate of the Company's funds, c H A P.
Xl

and of the expenſes, which laﬅ, certainly very far exceed
every expectation, owing to the above-mentioned unfore

HN)

- St HRRA LE
ONA.

ſeen cauſes, which it may be proper to recapitulate, and

Expenſea

bring into one point of view.--1ﬅ. The ineﬃciency of the
original council, which occaſioned great irregularity, and,
it is feared, much prodigality and waﬅe-2. The fatal ſick
neſs of the ﬁrﬅ rains, which ſuſpended induﬅry and greatly
aggravated expenſe.-3. The badneſs of the ſoil near the

great, and

why;

town,'which, 'by denying preſent ſupport, has thrown that
expenſe on the Company.-4. The burning of the York.

5. The war, which has rendered additional protection ne
ceſſary; has raiſed the coﬅ of European goods; increaſed

the expenſe of living at S. Leona; prevented the expected
decreaſe in the price of labour; and enhanced the charge of

neceſſary public works. To the war are alſo to be aſcribed
the- long and expenſive detention of ſome of the veſſels; the
diﬃculty of procuring, and the increaſed expenſe of main

taining and paying, ſailors; and "the" uncertainty of intelli-r
gence cauſed by the war has been not only a pecuniary diſ
advantage, but a very material inconvenience.

4i3. The charge off. 20,ooo for proviſions, and that of

ſ. 17,84o for maintenance of Company's ſhips, in the pro.
tection and uſe Of the colony, have greatly exceeded ex

pectation. But the former has now entirely, and the 'latter
very nearly, ceaſed. The Directors are alſo uſing their beﬅ
endeavours to conﬁne all the expenſes to the trade, cultiva

tion, and annual eﬅabliſhment of the Company; an object
which, they truﬅ, is nearly eﬀected; for, while the chief
diﬃculties of the colony are ſubſiding, the Company's bur

den is ceaﬁng.

_

'ſi _

414. On reviewing the paﬅ, the Directors own that ſome
. H

things,

but are lcſ- -

ſcning.
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C H, A P- things, had they been more experienced, might have been
pleſiq conducted more frugally and advantageouﬂy.

But many

S'E:£2_LE' of the occurrences, no human wiſdom could have foreſeen
ZZLoonljz-ﬄion or controlled; and they attribute many deliverances of the co
'
lony, not to the care of thoſe _whom the Proprietors have ſet
over it, but to that Providence alone, which has protected it.
From paﬅ experience, they may look forward to farther dif
ﬁculties, impoſſible to be provided againﬅ; for colonization
has, in general, been far more arduous, hazardous and ex

penſive, than the undertakers at ﬁrﬅ believed.

(See s 276

etſeq. and 303 etſeq) The Directors, therefore, indulge no
expectations of rapid, uninterrupted ſucceſs; yet, from the

gradual advances Of the colony, in the midﬅ of diﬃculties,
they are not without ſuch hopes of it's eﬅabliſhment and

future proſperity, as encourage them ﬅeadily and chearfully
to perſevere z but they are conſcious, that, after all poſſible

attention, the event is at the ſupreme diſpoſal'of Him 'who

can fuſpend, obﬅruct or fruﬅrate the beﬅ ſchemes Of men,
or can crown them with the moﬅ ſignal ſucceſs.
+

Morality

ﬅated'

415. 'The cauſes of the mortality at S. Leona have been

already mentioned. (See s 384, 389.) The following are
ſome of the particulars reſpecting it.-The Company's up
per ſervants, who went out the ﬁrﬅ year, were 26, including
eight counſellors, a Chaplain, ſeveral medical men, a ſecre

tary, (Mr.]. Strand *) an accountant and others, all well
accommodated. Of this claſs, only four have died, and the

deaths of only two can be properly charged to the climate.
-Of lower ſervants, ſuch as clerks, overſeers, artiﬁcers,
* See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NO'rr. S.

'

&c.

5l
P.
&c. there went out 59, including their families. Many of C n'A
Xl
them were often expoſed to the ra'ins ; ſeveral were intem wind
SlER'lAlJZ
perate;they were in general ill lodged; and, from the ſick
OM.
neſs of the ſurgeons, they could have but little medical at
THE PRINClPLES OF HUMANlTY.--BR1TISH.

tendance: hence no leſs than 29 died.--Ofſettlers, including
their families, there went out 18, and no fewer than 13 died.
Some of them were very intemperate, and their ſituation
was, in all reſpects, w0rſe than the- laﬅ claſs.-Of ſoldiers
16 went out, almoﬅ all intemperate, and, circumﬅanced as

they were, in other reſpects, it is "not ſurprizing that 11
ſhould have died-In all, 119 perſons went out, the ﬁrﬅ

year, of whom 57 died.--The ſoldiers and white coloniﬅs,
with their families," having either died or returned home,
the whites, in the ſecond year,'were reduced to about-40,
Of
whom
4 orhere
5 have
died.-The
deaths
in the
ny's
ſhipsonly
are not
included;
for they
were
not Compa
alwaysv

at S. Leona; nor has any compleat return on this ſubject
bden made. But, from information received from moﬅ of
the ſhips, between 20 and 30 may have died, on board them

all. The ſeamen employed have ſeldom exceeded 140 or
150; ſo that their mortality may have been 7 or 8 per cent
per annum *.
'
'
416. The N. Scotians, who arrived at S. Leona in 1792,

Were 1131, many of them lingering under the remains of a
fever, which had carried oﬀ a few of their original number

in N. Scotia, and 65 more on the paſſage.

Of 1 131 landed,

40 died ina few weeks after, from the ſame fever.

The reﬅ

then became very healthy, and ſo continued till the almoﬅ
* From evidence of the ſubﬅance ofthe muﬅer-rolls ofthc Liverpoo'l and Briﬅol
ſlave-ſhips, inſerted in the chort of His Majeﬅy's Privy Council, it appears that

of 4080 ſeaman, who formed the crews of 1 'a ſhips, 858, or 21 per cent, died in one

voyagc.--See in the Append. Notes,&c. reſpectingS. Leona and Bulama, NOTE T.

H 2

univerſal

That oſ the
N. Scotians.
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Phyſician's
report.
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univerſal ſickneſs of the ﬁrﬅ rains, when 98 of them died.
--In the three moﬅ unhealthſul months of the ſecond rainy
ſeaſon, for the account extends not to the whole year, their

deaths did not exceed ﬁve.
417. The Company's phyſician ﬅates, -in his report of the
14th Oct. 1793, That though the ſickneſs and mortality this
year have been comparatively ſmall; yet that the rainy
months have been, as uſual, more ſickly than all the preced

ing; that the N. Scotians have experienced, in the rains,
conſiderable indiſpoſition, but generally with triſling com
plaints; that they now ſeem ſo accuﬅomed to the climate, _
that there is little reaſon to fear any great mortality among

them; that there are not'many whoſe health is precarious;
that ſew villages, perhaps in England, can ſhow more ﬁne
children; that, in this period, fevers have been pretty fre

quent among the whites; but that the ſick liﬅ is on the de
creaſe, and it is hoped they will all recover; and that the
want of ﬂour has, th'is year, been ſeriouſly felt by the

healthy, much more by the ſick._-The diſpatches of the

26th Dec. give a much' more favourable bill of health, and
ﬅate the-mortality to be as before-mentioned.
Mortality
not charge

418. The'greateﬅ mortality having been among the white
ſettlers,'the ſoldiers, and the lower ſervants and artiﬁcers,

able on the

Directors.

the Directors reﬂect with ſatisfaction, that, inﬅead of urging

'any of theſe to go out, they refuſed many of each claſs,
whom they were importuned to ſend, and were ſcarcely

prevailed on to carry out thoſe who went_a reluctance
which gave umbrage to ſeveral who were eager to become
African coloniﬅs, and partly, perhaps, gave riſe to the Bula

ma Company.-Their indiſpoſition to enlarge the number
of ſoldiers, whoſe mortality was next in magnitude to that

of the ſettlers, cauſed the reſignation of one or two chief
ſervants
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ſervants, and drew a remonﬅrance from ſeveral gentle
men who purpoſed adventuring out', Aware alſo of the

C H A P:

probable evils even of their ſmall military eﬅabliſhment,

SIERRALB'

w

ONA'

they recalled the ſoldiers, when aſſured of the peaceableneſs
of the natives; but. the order arrived too late.-So 'ſenſible

were the Directors of the dangers to which the artiﬁcers
were expoſed (moﬅ of whom, from an accident at ſea, were

not'likely to arrive, till the eve of the rains) that they oﬀered
to diſcharge many of them in England, to indemnify them

for loſs of time, and to add ſome gratuity. Of this oﬀer, a
few accepted, but' many, including all who had families,
were determined to make the voyage.

This detail will not:

only ſhow that the Directors were far from preſſing thoſe to
go out, who have-run the great riſk of their lives; butv will
_ alſo point out the extreme danger, to which perſons are ex

poſed on arriving in a tropical climate, unprovided with
Proper lodging and ſubſiﬅence, or who are likely to fall into
intcmperance.
'
'
.
' 419. The Directors, having thus endeavoured to give an

impartial account of the health of the colony, leave it's cha
. racter, in this reſpect, to reﬅ on the ſimple evidence of the
above facts. They know of no reaſon why the climate of
S. Leona ſhould prove eventually worſe, than thoſe of other
tropical colonies, of which the healthfulneſs is now undiſ
puted; for ſome of theſe were more fatal to the ﬁrﬅ colo- -

niﬅs, than S. Leona has yet proved.

It ſeems therefore very

probable, that, as cultivation and accommodation improve,

the health of the colony, will gradually amend, as has been
always experienced in ſimilar caſes *.
l-'._

* See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Nor: U. _

420. On
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420. On the ſubject of trade, the Directors have rather to
mention the orders given, and the. ﬅeps taken, than to re
port much actual progreſs. Though an aſſortment oſ goods
for trade was ſent out, in the ﬁrﬅ ſhips, by advice oſ the
commercial agent, who knew the coaﬅ well, and who took

charge oſ them; yet he made no eﬀort to diſpoſe of them.
TRADE

Many oſthem remained on board, during the rains. 'Even

many goods intended for immediate uſe, were not delivered
out oſ the ſhips, till after this period. And it is feared,
that, from this perſon's miſconduct, added to the ineﬃciency

of the Council, and the conſequent confuſion, while many
were loſing their lives, the Company's property was diſſi
pated. This irregularity was aggravated, by the illneſs of
almoﬅ every perſon employed in the commercial depart
ment. The chief ﬅore-keeper was obliged, by ſickneſs, to
return home; the chief accountant died, as did the chief

commercial agent, already mentioned, without rendering
up any regular accounts: ſeveral inferior ﬅore-keepers ſunk
under ſevere duty; and their ſucceſſors, the preſent book

keeper 'excepted, were little acquainted with mercantile bu
ﬁneſs.

'

421. Thus the Directors, who did every thing that de

pended on them to ſecure punctuality, from the very inﬅi
tution oſ the colony, are'deprived- oſ the means oſ examin
ing into the application of all the ﬁrﬅ cargoes; and, although
one oſ the Counſellors laboured to eﬅabliſh proper book

keeping, his eﬀorts were ſruﬅrated by the burning of all the
moﬅ material books oſ the colony, on board the YOrk. It
will
notout
excite
ſurprize,
that
the confuſion
Directors wasſſknown
were ſlow in
ſending
goods
for trade,
when
to
prevail in the colony, and when the commercial ſervants,

who had died or returned, were not replaced.

The preſent
commercial

_
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commereial agent, however, 'carried out a large aſſortment, CHAP.
Xl.
ſuited to_that market.

A great part of them were immedi

ately ſent down the coaﬅ, in the Company's ſmall veſſels:
the reﬅ, as above ﬅated, were deﬅroyed with the York.
422. The Company have now one ſhip of 380 tons, ano
ther of 200, and ten veſſels each from 35 to 120 tons. One
of the vand
ſhipsthe
is likely
uſed asgoods
a ﬅore-ſhip,
the
York,
other to
in be
carrying
to and inﬅead
from S.ofLeo

w

SlERRALI
ONA

Company"
ſhipping.

na; allthe ſmaller veſſels being chielly engaged in collecting
produce on the coaﬅ, and conveying it to the colony, as the

depot.-Various cauſes led the Directors, at ſirﬅ, to buy,

rather than charter, veſſels; but the vaﬅ expenſe attending
their larger ſhips, has diﬁnclined them from farther pur

chaſes of this ſort. Moﬅ of the heavy exp'enſes of the
ſhipping, enhanced, as they were, by the war, are charged

in
to the
colony,
to the
trade.
Buttheallaccount,
the ſmaller
veſſels
havenot
beenſſ
ſomeCompany's
time on trading
voyages, as is alſo one of the ſhips, the other being uſed at
S. Leona for protection, and as a ﬅore-ſhip.
ct
'
423. The government, with a view to collect produce;

have eﬅabliſhed ſome ſmall factories, chiefly on the neigh
bouring rivers, and for a trifling expenſe. The French
ſiave-factory at Gambia (iſland) a few miles above Free
town', and commanding one branch of the river S. Leona,

has-lately been abandoned. Various other openings have
occurred, details of which will not be expected; and,

though, for the reaſons ﬅated, African produce amounting
only to a few thouſand pounds has come home, yet, in no way
do the government ﬅate their proſpects to have more im

proved, than in commercial openings towards the end of
the laﬅ year, .wh'en the declenſion of the ſiave-trade, from

the ﬅagnation of credit in England, was very viſible on
'

the

Company's
factories, &e.
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the coaﬅ.

But on the abolition of that traﬃc, the com

XI.
W
SIERRALE
ONA'

mencement of a conſiderable trade in African produce
may be expected. When the natives ſhall ﬁnd,'that no
thing but the produce of their land and labour will be re-_
ceived ſor European goods, that diſpoſition to cultivation,
for adequate encouragement, which they have already.
ſhown, will be conﬁrmed; and it is natural to expect that,
thoſe plans of induﬅry will be adopted, of which S. Leona

will have ſet the example.

_

424. Even the limitation of the ſlave-trade might pro
mote African induﬅry, and, of courſe, the views of the,
Company,
As yet, they labour under diſadvantages

which, they truﬅ, will not always be impoſed on thoſe who
refuſe to unite a traﬃc in their fellow creatures with a,

trade in produce. They alſo willingly ſuﬀer ſome preſent
loſs, by furniſhing articles rather better, and ſomewhatdif

ferent in kind, from thoſe generally ſent to Africa; and, in
many reſpects, they have endeavoured to Purify the dread
fully Corrupt African trade. They have reﬅrained, or
aboliſhed, the preſents of rum to the chiefs.

They truﬅ

* alſo they have gone to the root of another evil, by introduc

ing a conſiderable quantity of coin into the colony, thus
ſubﬅituting the plain and certain 'medium of dollars, in

place of the former one of bars *, which having been a me
dium of calculation that was extremely variable and confuſ

ed, and merely nominal, has occaſioned muchtrouble and
diſpute, and given the opportunity of practiſing perpetual
frauds in the African commercer. On the whole, the Di
" The word bar implied originally a bar oſ iron, which was one of the moſt
common articles of commerce, and might be, worth 3s. ſler.

t See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Nors VV.
rCC
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rectors have' reaſon to hope that they have acquired ſome
credit in Africa, by the principles of the undertaking, the
quality of the goods, and the fairneſs of their ſervants;
and, though their progreſs may appear ſlow, they truﬅ they
have laid ſome foundation for an advantageous commerce.
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425. Cultivation may be divided into two kinds, that on

CULTlVA-v

non.

the Company's account, and that of the N. Scotians or the
natives.-The Directors, agreeable to their original plan of
cultivation, on their own account, ſent out three managers

W. Indian

managers

(or planters) and ſeveral overſeers uſed to tropical cultiva

tion. The diﬅreſſes of the ﬁrﬅ rainy ſeaſon, induced one
of the planters to return to the W. Indies.

and overſcers
introduced

Many of the

overſeers died : of the two remaining planters, one was, for
ſome time, preparing a cotton plantation near Freetown;
but, as he returned to England, and the land was much

wanted, the undertaking is ſufpended, and a few N. Sco
tians, whoſe land proved very barren, have the temporary

uſe of this fertile ſpot, on which they have raiſed corps of
various uſeful articles.
426. When the ſoil around Freetown was found worſe
than was expected, the remaining planter *, with his uſual
ardent and laudable zeal, having viewed the ſoil down
the coaﬅ, along the river, and in the interior country, re

ported that he had ſound extremely good landon the oppo

ſite ſide of the river, and oﬀered to ſettle there among the
natives, and to attempt, with their help alone, a regular
plantation. A mile ſquare of land (640 acres) was according
ly rented, without diﬃculty, from it's chief for £16 a year;
* Mr. jamcs \Vatt, formerly planter in Dominica.

I

and

A plantation
of ſugar
eanes. &e.

begun nearly
on the W.

Indian plan.
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and about thirty Grumettas *, or free native labourers, were
got together. Their ﬁrﬅ work was to build a houſe for
SKEHALE' the manager. They next cleared the land of wood, which
-

'

ON A'

entirely covered it, and proceeded to hoe the ground, and
to plant it with ſugar-canes, cotton, rice and other vegeta

bles.

Their wages were four or ﬁve bars a month; but, as

the valuing of the bars produced ſome altercation, the price
of three dollars a month, or about 35. 6d. a week, is now

ſubﬅituted, They are alſo found with about a pint and a
half of rice, and two or three ounces of meat, daily.

They are called to work by the blowing of a horn, which is
heard in the ſmall neighbouring towns where they reﬁde;
and, if they are on the ſpot, as they uſually are, at the pre
ciſe time expected, namely ſun-riſe, they receive a ſmall
glaſs of rum, which it is intended, however, to commute

for a triﬂe of money.

The work under the eye of one of

t'he better ſort of natives, while the-planter directs their
general operations, ſees them often from his window, and
walks occaſionally among them. They go to dinner (which
is dreſſed for them in the manager's houſe) and is the only
meal they take during their day's work, at eleven o'clock,
and return at one, and work till ſunſet, when they have

another ſmall glaſs of rum, but they drink only water at
their meals. Their labour is thoughtequal to about two thirds

of a common day's work in this country, and is tolerably
ﬅeady, though they ſhow no great exertion in it. Their
number and regularity have ſcarcely varied for above a
year, except in their abſenting themſelves fora week or
two, at the approach of the rains, to work on their own
* Grumetta I underﬅand to be a Portugueſe word, ſignifying a ſailor's ſer
vant.

C. B. W'.
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plantations, 'an interruption which, it is thought, may in ſu

ture be prevented.
427. When thoſe natives receive their wages, which they

claim on the day after the new moon, they ſend to Free
town toſell the dollars*, as they term it, which they do for
cloathing and houſehold utenﬁls ; for it does not appear that

CHAP
XI.
St 17. R a A LE
ON A.
Native la
bourers im

pr0ved by it.

they apply them to any bad uſe. They may now be diﬅin
guiſhed from moﬅ other natives by additional cloathing;
they wear hats and jaekets, which the others generally do

not, and their trowſers are of a better quality. They are
evidently diſpoſed to copy the Europeans; though they
have as yet adopted but a ſmall part of their cloathing, fur

niture and mode of living.

On Sunday's they are taught

to abﬅain from work, and attend a Nova Scotia preacher,

who, in the week, teaches ſeveral native children.
X
428. The ﬁrﬅ year, they put into cultivation about 15
acres oſ land, of which about 12 were planted with alter
nate rows oſ rice and cotton. A nurſery of ſugar-canes has

Canes dam
aged by the
bugabugs.
i

alſo been planted, and, on the whole, advances; but the

ants, or bugabugs, have damaged it much, _It is ſuppoſed,
however, that this obﬅacle to the growth of ſugar-canes
will ceaſe, when the roots of the trees, which partly ſup;
port the ants, ſhall have rotted+.
__
.

429. Though little diﬀerences may have occaſionally

Little diﬀer
ences be

ariſen bet-ween the manager and the native-labourers ;. yet,
on the whole, the Company's credit has been much im

tween mana

ger and na
tives.

proved in that part, and manyprooſs have occurred of' the
advances that may be 'made in civilization, if this object
ſhould be purſued, and the ſame ſyﬅem conſiderably ex
* See in the Append. Notes,

reſpeﬃng S. Leona and Bulama, NOTF, \V.

+ See in the Append. Notes, &e. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, None X.
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Several towns near the Company's plantation

w are very much increaſed, by the natives who work for the
S'EJ::_LE' company, and by many others. The natives are alſo more
Yet Popula- diſpoſed than before, to ſettle on the ſides of the river. A
FIFFZZSZF' ſenſe of ſecurity gains ground, and they are leſs averſe to

NNW'

'the buſh round their towns being cut down, which they al
'ways conſidered as aﬀording a refuge againﬅ being ſur

prized and made ſlaves. The diﬃculty indeed of landing
cton the Bullom ſhore, by leſſening European intercourſe,
has rendered the natives leſs violent, and kept them more
ſober and induﬅrious than their oppoſite neighbours. They
are generally diſpoſed to enter into the views of the go
vernment of Sierra Leona, and give little credit to the
ſlave-traders, who tell them that the Company have injuri
Ous deſigns. One of them makes it a principle neither to
Natives de- ſell, nor to keep a ſlave.

They appear to deſire a ſecond

£;:,3,{;;:?d plantation, for which their king has lately ceded another
ſquare mile of land. In a ſmall garden of experiment, near
Freetown, many native plants and feeds are attentively cul
tivated, under the eye of an able botaniﬅ (See s 369) from
whoſe labours ſome future beneﬁts may be expected to the
"Company, or colony, as well as to the ſcience he profeſſes.
The Directors, with His Majeﬅy's permiﬃon, have obtained
from the royal gardens at Kew, ſome valuable tropical

plants, eſpecially that important one, the bread-fruit tree.
430. They cannot yet report any conſiderable progreſs
in cultivation, either by the Nova Scotians, or the natives on

their own account.

SENT:
'

Much of the induﬅry of the coloniﬅs

has been applied to the building of the town, of which
ſome deſcription may be proper. It is ſituated on a dry
and rather elevated ſpot, on the ſouth ſide of the river, and
occupies between 70 and 80 acres, it's length being about

one
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one third of a mile, and it's breath nearly the ſame. It
contains near 400 houſes, each having one twelfth of an

acre annexed, on which a few vegetables are raiſed. There
are nine ﬅreets, running from N. l/V. to *S. E. and three

C H A P.
XI.
w

SIBRRA LE
OUA'

croſs ﬅreets, and they are 80 feet wide, except one, which
runs within 50 feet of the river, and which is 160 feet wide.
(See the Plan Plate 11.) In the broad ﬅreet are almoﬅ
all the public buildings, conſiﬅing of a church, near the

middle, capable of containing 800 people; a governor's
houſe and oﬃces; a large ﬅore-houſe, under which, and

the governor's houſe, there are brick ﬅore-cellars; a large
hoſpital, and 6 or 8 other wooden houſes, oﬃces and ſhops,

occupied by the Company's ſervants. The frames of all
theſe buildings went from England, as alſo four canvas
houſes, or rather rooms *.

One public building is compoſ

ed of the country materials; but this and the canvas houſes
are decaying, while all the other buildings, being framed
of wood prepared in England, ſeem likely to laﬅ for ſome
years.

The houſes of the coloniﬅs were at ﬁrﬅ inferior,

but are now far ſuperior, to thoſe of the natives.

A few

have been repaired and enlarged; but moﬅ of them have
been rebuilt, their general ſcite having been changed by

the government.

Indeed the ﬁrﬅ huts of the Nova Sco

tians were merely temporary, wattled, plaiﬅered with Clay,
and thatched with long graſs. On an average, they might
be about 18 feet by 1 2, and the labour might be worth 40
ſhillings.-The ſides and floors of the preſent houſes (for

they are all ﬂoored) are of country timber; and, to exclude
damp, they are raiſed a foot or two from the ground.

®84.)
t

(See

Many are already roofed with boards or ſhingles,

i' See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Non: Y.

as

and houſes
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as all of them are intended to be ; but moﬅ of'them, for the

preſent, are thatched.

Only a few have chimneys; yet,

during the rains, a ﬁre is commonly uſed, the ſmoke iſſu
ing through the thatch, or by the door and windows.
They are generally from 20 to 30 feet long, from 12 to 15
wide; are moﬅly divided into two rooms, and the aver

age coﬅ of each, for building and materials, may be
\ Town land.

about £ 1 o.
431. Of the land immediately ſurrounding the town, a
portion has been reſerved to the Company. This, exclu

ſive of the remote parts directly ſouth, where the reſerved
land has no boundary, but the diﬅant one preſcribed in the
grant, may be about 200 acres. Part of it is the land be
fore mentioned, that was intended for a cotton plantation,

but now occupied by the N. Scotians.

Only a ſmall part of

theſe 200 acres is cultivated; but the whole was early clear-

ed, which * doubtleſs promoted the healthineſs of the co
lony; and the prudent reſervation of this land may here
after be found of importance, eſpecially in enlarging the

town, if neceſſary.-The lots given to the Nova Scotians lie
on the S. E. of Freetown, all the weﬅern diﬅrict being poſ
ſeſſed by the natives, and the ſouthern being thought too

mountainous for preſent cultivation. The neareﬅ of theſe
lots is about i of a mile from the town, and the moﬅ diﬅant
about A miles. They occupy in all, about 4 ſquare miles,

or 2560 acres, and are each of them acceſſible by a path 10
feet broad, cut with great labour and expenſe. Only a few
of the lots neareﬅ the town have been yet tolerably cleared
and cultivated.
*' with the elevation of the houſes, mentioned in the preceding 5 340. C. B. IV.

342. To
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432. To excite emulation in culture, the government
gave premiums, the ﬁrﬅ year, to thoſe coloniﬅs who raiſed
the moﬅ riCe, yams, eddoes, cabbages, Indian corn and cot

ton, reſpectively.

All the premiums amounted to about

ſloo, and they appeared to have ſo good an eﬀect, that
they are intended to be repeated in the ſecond ſeaſon, with
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a few variations, ſuggeﬅed by the ﬁrﬅ year's experience.
(See s 301, 302.)

433. Of the progreſs of cultivation among the natives, it
can hardly be expected that much can yet be ſaid. Indeed
the ſize of their plantations has varied ſo much annually,

Cultivation
of natives

fluctuating.

that any appearance of their increaſing induﬅry, in one
ſeaſon, ſhould not be too conﬁdently aſcribed, either to the

new demands of the coloniﬅs, or to the Company's exam
ple. Rice, the chief crop on the coaﬅ, has varied in price,

from 40 ſhill. per ton, to no leſs than £25, or even £30.
This is partly owing to the diﬀerence of ſeaſons, but ﬅill

more to the inability of the Africans to compute the proba
ble demand; a plentiful year ſometimes betraying them in
to neglect of cultivation, and a ſcarce one ſeldom failing to
produce ſuperfluous cultivation, the next year.

434. The eﬅabliſhment of a commercial factory on the
coaﬅ, to form contracts with the natives, to obſerve the ex

tent of cultivation, and to buy up the ſurplus produce for

Factory to
buy up ſur
plus produce
of natives.

exportation, will tend, as the Directors truﬅ, to excite a

more regular induﬅry, and gradually to produce the moﬅ

important conſequences.

435. Under this head, the Directors will ſpeak of the co

Cmuzx

Trox.

lonial government; of the character of the coloniﬅs; of civi

have
ilization,with the miſerable ﬅate to which the Africans been
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_CHAP. been reduced by their intercourſe with the Europeans;
XI.
w concluding with an account of the ﬅeps taken to introduce
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Chriﬅianity and civilization among the natives, of whoſe
capacity and docility ſome ſatisfactory information will be
given.

436. The Directors have yet received no expreſs powers
from Parliament, for governing Sierra Leona. They have
conſidered, as they were bound, that the Britiſh conﬅitu
tion, as far as it applies to the circumﬅances, is of courſe
transferred thither, and equally to black and to white colo
niﬅs. The Nova Scotia blacks, though poſſeſſing very little
Blacks act as

jurymeu,

knowledge of the Britiſh laws, have acted as jurymen, one
of the Company's Chief ſervants always being the judge.
The puniſhments have been mild, rather pecuniary than

corporal: the verdicts have been generally very juﬅ, and,
on the whole, the Nova Scotians, as jurymen, have proved

the propriety and prudence of extending to them a privi

lege which they ſo much value. It may be preſumed, that
the acquaintance with Britiſh law gained by the Nova Sco
tians, in the periodical ſeſſions of the peace, will improve
their minds, and, in conjunction with other kinds of know
and as tyth
ing-men and

hundredors,

ledge, operate as an auxiliary to civilization.
437. To introduce internal police, every ten houſe
holders have been inﬅructed to chuſe annually a tithing
man, and every ten tithing-men a hundredor (ſee s 167,

191.)

Of the laﬅ there are three, anſwering to about 300

houſeholders in the colony.

The hundredors are conſult

ed by the government, in caſes which concern the intereﬅs

of the Nova Scotians.
'and a' mili
tia.

438. The defence of the colony is neceſſarily entruﬅed
to the Nova Scotians alſo. Their arms are always ready;
and, though their courage has not been actually tried, their
alacrity
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alacri'ty, in moments of ſuppoſed danger, has been 'more
than once experienced.

Moﬅ, of them, indeed, carried
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arms in the late war, and ſome have been practiſed in
ﬁring the great guns mounted for the colony's defence.
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439. The Directors, convinced that the ﬅate of mind'and
local circumﬅances of the governed, muﬅ be conſidered in
forming any plan of government, have hitherto adviſed the

Spirit of the
government.

governor and council do proceed gradually, to follow ex
perience, as much as poſſible, and to remedy every evil as
it aroſe, rather than to form at once, any conſiderable code

of new local i.nﬅituti0ns.-.-The Directors think it ſuﬃcient

to touch here on the general principles of government, the
trial of offences, and the colonial police and defence, reſort

ed to, up to this period : they do not Wiſh now to give any
opinion of thoſe meaſures, which it may be proper to give

hereafter, on this important ſubject.

4

440. The general conduct of the Company's ſervants has
been ſober, moral and exemplary.

The ſuperior ones eſpe

cially, appear to have promoted Chriﬅianity and morality,
both by their manner of exerciſing their public truﬅs, and

by their private inﬂuence and example. From the labours
of the clergymen, the colony has derived ſervices highly
important, in every point of view.-.-In ſpeaking thus fa
vourably of their own ſervants, the Directors, of courſe,

except thoſe of whom any implications of a contrary Charac
ter are mentioned in this report; and they alſo, except a ſe w,
who are not individually alluded to. They have been the
moﬅ diſappointed in the loweroverſeers of whom it was
diﬃcult to get any thorough knowledge, at the timeof 'en
gaging them, on account of their having reſided in the W.
Indies : of the individuals of this claſs, who originally went
out. none now remain in the colony. The court will not
'

K

wonder,

General cha
racter of the

Company's
ſervants,
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wonder, if, in ſpite of the moﬅ cautious choice of perſons
ſent out, ſome few, among ſuch a number, ſhould have

w
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been found groſsly immoral.

But there is reaſon to think,

that the regular ſervants, chargeable with direct immoral
- ity,have_ been very few: and it is pleaſing to obſerve that
decent manners, and a reluctance to diſgrace ſo good a
cauſe, appear now to pervade the eﬅabliſhment.
oſ the N.
Scotians,

441. The character of the N. Scotia blacks, who may be
ſaid to conﬅitute the colony, it will be proper fully to de

ſcribe. Some judgment may be formed of their morals,
from the oﬀences which have come before the periodical
ſeſſions of the peace. The higheﬅ have been adultery and
petty theft. From thoſe vices which come leſs under legal
cognizance, they are, in ſome reſpects, remarkably free.
Marriage being general among them, the evils attending it's
diſuſe are, in a great meaſure, avoided. Drunkenneſs and

ſwearing they are by no means addicted to. Their atten
tion to the Sabbath is great; they then abﬅain entirely

which is in
ſome reſpects
ſuperior to
that oſ the
lower Eng

liſh.

from work, dreſs in very good (and ſome in very gay) at
tire, and repair with their children to church, where
their deportment is repreſented to be ﬅrikingly decent and
ſerious.
442. From this ſketch it appears, that the Nova Scotians
are ſuperior to the generality of the ſame claſs in England,
in the practice of the duties mentioned; but this is certain
ly the moﬅ favourable view of them. 'To give a juﬅ idea
of their character, it may be proper to notice 'their religion,

and ſome of their peculiar diſpoſitions and prejudices,
eſpecially reſpecting the Company; and then to view their
paﬅ circumﬅances.
Beſides being punctual in their
worſhip, many of them poſſeſs much regard to religion,
in other reſpects, But it is natural to imagine, that, in ſuch
'
'
a number
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a number, almoﬅ all claiming to be thought Chriﬅians, ſome
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_will have very inadequate or enthuſiaﬅic notions; a few
perhaps may be hypocritcs; while many, even with defec
tive knowledge, may be conſiﬅent and ſincere Chriﬅians.
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There are' ſive or ſix black preachers, of their own body,
who have conſiderable influence; and the diſcipline they

preſerve in their little congregations, is ſuppoſed to have
contributed much to maintain general morality among them.
443. In commanding their tempers, many of the N. Sco- Their de
ſects.
tians moﬅ eminently fail. They have often appeared very
haﬅy in their judgments, and vehement in all their diſpoſi
tions. Their early violence occaſionally gave ſerious anxi
ety to the government. It appeared in vociferation, ſome
times in the ﬅreets, and in marked expreſiions of contume

ly rudely and publicly uttered againﬅ the Company's chief

ſervants.

Symptons of ambition alſo appeared in one or

two popular individuals. This violence was ordinarily con

ﬁned to avery few; but a degree of it occaſionally infect
'ed more, and the forward individuals then grew eager to
dictate, in the name of the whole.

This turbulence has

certainly been the greateﬅ diſcredit to the character of the
colony.

The Directors truﬅ that it has now conſiderably

ſubſided; yet they have thought it proper to ſend out or
ders, that, if any individuals ſhould perſiﬅ in complaining
againﬅ the government, they ſhould be deſired to take an

opportunity, which will be aﬀorded them, of returning to
N. Scotia.-Their unreaſonable eﬅimation of their own
merits, and their inadequate ſenſe of the obligations they
owe the Company, is another defect in ſeveral of their cha
racters.

All this is combined, indeed, with the miſconcep

tions of the more forward, concerning their rights as free

men, and the nature of their claims on the' Company.
K 2

444. When
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444. When the governor and council diſmiſſed one of
them, f0r diſreſpect to his ſuperiors, a number of them f'or
mally applied to have a law eﬅabliſhed, that no Nova Sco

tian working for the Company ſhould in future be tUrned

oﬀ, unleſs after a verdict by a jury of his peers. Allowing,
at laﬅ, that a part of the Company's own land nEar the
ſhore, ſhould be reſerved for public uſes, (ſee s 398) ſome
of them conceded the point, by ſaying, that they w0uld
oblige the Company with the' piece of land. Their claims
for an increaſe of wages, and for a reduction in the price of

'articles fold at the Company's ﬅore, were very unreaſon

able; for their wages were then 25. 6d. per day; and the
'price of the goods (after paying prime coﬅ, charges and i'n

tereﬅ) only aﬀorded the Company a proﬁt of about IO per
tent*. It is worthy of remark, that they uſually prefer
theſe and all their other claims, though matters of 'contract

between the two parties, emphatically as freemen. If 6d. be
'not added to their wages, they declare that they ſhall con
ﬁder themſelves treated as ﬅaves.

If the governor be not

diſmiſſed, for having ordered water to be mixed with the
rum, before it is ſold (which, on enquiry, it was proved he

did merely to bring it to fair market proof) it is in.
timated that the colony is going to be reduced to ﬂavery.

Theſe expreſſions are often haﬅy, are ſometimes retracted,
and, in whatever name they may be urged, ſhould never

be charged on the whole body. But they are ſpecimens
of the reaſonings the government has often had to combat,
and 'may tend to ſhow the propriety 'of the conduct of the
Directors, in 'endeavouring to compoſe the minds 'of the co
loniﬅs, by giving a favourable idea of the Company's gene
* See in'the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE Z.

ral
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ral diſpoſition towards them, rather than attempting to ſa
tisſy them, by reiterated and unreaſonable conceſiions.
Their complaints amount in eﬀect to this; that the Company
gain unreaſonable proſits at their expenſe; for they have
uniformly required the points diſputed to be ſettled in ſome

C H A P.
Xl.
SlBRRA La.
ONA.

way that would be favourable to them, and unfavourable to

the Company's ﬁnances. '

445. It has been ﬅated, that out of about [24o,ooo capi

Sum laid out
on the co

tal, above £80,ooo have been already ſpent upon the colo
ny; and, if the dead ﬅock be included (as moﬅ of it may)
above £'1oo,ooo (ſee s 302.) If the Company's views had

lony.

been as intereﬅed as ſome of the N. Scotians inſinuate, and

if they had merely eﬅabliſhed a trading factory, a fourth of
this ſum might have ſuﬃced; and about £80,oo-o (excluſive
of the expenſe of their tranſit, paid by Government) might
have been ſaved. Theſe facts prove the unreaſonableneſs
'of thoſe N. Scotians, who complain of the Company's illibe
'rality. Advantages, poſſibly outweighin-g all expenſes, have
accrued from their migration. But theſe have not been ad

vantages to the Company as traders, but as founders of the
S. Leona colony, the eﬅabliſhment of which hath been
chiefl'y owing to the N. Scotians. This ſum of £80,ooo (one
third of the Company's capital) has, therefore, been the

'price paid for the civilization now begun in Africa; it has
been ſacriﬁced to that cauſe which the Company conſider
as their own, the cauſe of Chriﬅianity and Freedom and

Civilization among 'the Africans ; to the cauſe, more particu
larly, of theſe very N. Scotians and their poﬅerity.
446. Another defect in the character of many of the N.
Scotians, is their jealouſy and ſuſpicion, eſpecially in their
intercourſe with Whites.

They have all profeſſed, indeed,

'to think favourably of the intentions and principles of 'the
Directors,

N. Scotians

ſuſpicious of'
Whites, and
why.
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Directors, who therefore hope that they will readily acqui
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eſce in the deciſions of the Court. But few ſervants have
eſcaped their unreaſonable ſuſpicion; yet great allowance
will be made for this unpleaſant feature in their character,
if their paﬅ ſuſi'erings be conſidered, and the injuﬅice they
formerly received, and are habituated to expect, from Whites.

Their faults
owing to ſla
very.

447. In eﬅimating, indeed, the whole character of the N.
Scotians, their paﬅ condition ought not to be overlooked.
It ſhould be remembered, that all of them were once ſlaves;

that, like others in the ſame ﬅate, they were probably little
reﬅrained in many branches of morals, not regularly mar
ried, deﬅitute of parental and ſcholaﬅic tuition; and, in

ſhort, that no one thought it his duty, to inﬅruct them in re

ligion or morality. Their faculties were then degraded,
their opportunities of knowledge ſmall, and they had little
inducement to cultivate their intellects. Doubtleſs they
ﬅrongly felt their hardſhips; but they probably knew little

of the true nature of civil rights; and, we may ſuppoſe,
often counfounded the unavoidable evils of life, and the
puniſhments needful in ſociety, with the ills impoſed by

arbitrary power; for accurate diſcrimination can ſignify lit
tle to men involved in hopeleſs capivity. To the want of
ſuch diſcrimination, and not to any moral or intellectual de
fect, much of their unreaſonableneſs, and ſome of the ab

ſurdeﬅ of their claims, are obviouſly to be traced.

And,

conſidering how often the advocates for ſervitude have, on
their part, confounded ſlavery, and all it's enormities, with
the neceſſary evils oflife, and the reﬅraints of civil ſociety,
it need not excite ſurpriſe, if emancipated ſlaves, acting alſo
under the bias of ſelf-intereﬅ, ſhould ſeem to labour under
'This no argu

a ſimilar dulneſs and inaccuracy of underﬅanding.
448. There is ſome reaſon to ſuppoſe that their ſervitude

ment againﬅ
ﬄrudmz ema n

cipation.

was harſher, than that of North America generally is; for

they
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be the moﬅ diſpoſed. If this preſumption oſ ill treatment
(conﬁrmed as it is, by the ſuﬀerings which a ſew oſ them
recite) ſhould be thought too derogatory from the ſuppoſed
humanity oſ American maﬅers, it ſeems then ſair to con
clude, on the other hand, that they were the leaﬅ ſenſible
oſ mild treatment, the leaﬅ attached to their maﬅers, and

the moﬅ prone to diſcontent. On either ſuppoſition, the
N. Scotians may be ſaid to furniſh a leſs favourable ſpeci
men of emancipated ﬂaves, than may generally be hoped

for. It is hardly neceſſary to remark, how very unſavour
able their ﬅeps towards freedom will appear, iſ compared
with thoſe of ſlaves prudently emancipated; to whom liber
ty, having been promiſed, to prepare them for it, might be
granted, after a certain period, as the reward oſ merit; or
might be conferred gradually, as local circumﬅances might

recommend; privilege after privilege being added, as their
diligence advanced, and as their property and intereﬅ, in
maintaining ſocial order, ſhould increaſe.
449. But to return : the Nova Scotian blacks, having been

Paﬅ circum

born in North America, oſ Aſrican parents or anceﬅors (a

ﬅances oſ N.
Scotians.

few imported Africans excepted, who, as they ſay, were
kidnapped in their inſa'ncy) having paſſed moﬅ of their lives
in ſlavery, probably worſe than ordinary, and having then
c-manczſiated themſelves, in the way mentioned, they fulfilled,

as loyaliﬅs, the proclamations oſ the Britiſh generals.

Their

inﬅruction appears to have been chieﬂy, or entirely, ac

quired ſince their emancipation; for a few put themſelves
to ſchool, to attain religious knowledge, or to improve their
condition; and theſe are now the preachers and ſchool-ma
ﬅers.
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ﬅers of the colony. After various ſcenes, in following the
fortunes of' the Britiſh army, often expoſing themſelves in
battle, as the wounds oſ ſeveral teﬅiſy, and always getting
credit for courage, though not ſo uniformly for ſome other
virtues; being conſiderably thinned by death and diſperﬁon
(a portion oſ them being ſuppoſed to have fallen into the
hands of the Americans) the reﬅ were brought to N. Scotia,
at the peace, to receive, in common with the white loyaliﬅs,
the proviſions and lands, promiſed in the proclamations.
They ﬅate that they obtained rations of proviſions, but not

to the extent they expected ; that the white loyaliﬅs having
engroſſed all the valuable lands, they got, in general, only

ſmall town-lots of little uſe; and that they were not admitted

to the uſual privileges of Britiſh ſubjects, nor, particular
ly, to trial by jury. Theſe injuries, and the rigour of the
climate of N. Scotia, induced them, as has been ſtated

( s 374.) to ſend a delegate of their own body, to ſeek re
dreſs ſrom the Britiſh Government.
Their recep
-tion of the
Company's

propoſals.

450. When Mr. Clarkſon appeared in N. Scotia, as the

Company's agent, and ﬅated, in ſeveral public meetings of
the ſreeþblacks, the propoſals of the-Company, and the oﬀer
of a free paſſage to S. Leona, made by Government, they
expreſſed at once the moﬅ lively joy, that they were about
to be emancipated from a ſituation which they almoﬅ conſi
dered as a ſecond ſervitude. Their eagerneſs to migrate
appears to have rendered Mr. Clarkſon ſo much 'the more
careful in guarding them againﬅ unreaſonable expectations.
No allowance even of proviſions, after their arrival, was pro.

miſed; and the neceſſity of ſubſiﬅing on their lots of land,
was urged on them univerſally. But theſe declarations re
preſſed not their ardour: they ſold haﬅily, and for triﬂing

prices, ſuch of their little eﬀeﬁs as could not eaſily he
tranſported ;
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took to ſupport the younger and more unprotected females,
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to whom no paſſage was granted, except on this condition.
They waited at Halifax for the ſhips, ſeveral weeks in tents,
where, being expoſed to much ſevere weather, they con

tracted ſickneſs.

In Jan. 1793, they ſailed, after adopting

every meaſure ſuggeﬅed for preſerving order in the voyage,

having thus far ſhewn gratitude and obedience to Mr.
Clarkſon and to the Company.

And, when their ſubſequent

conduct is conſidered in connection with their paﬅ circum.
liances, though ſome expectations, excited by a few ﬁrﬅ
appearances, may have been diſappointed, their character
may be ſaid to turn out as favourably, on the whole, as could

be reaſonably expected. Indeed a few of thoſe emancipated
ﬂaves have aﬀorded a moﬅ favourable ſpecimen of the

African character, on whoſe diſpoſitions Chriﬅianity hath
had a moﬅ benign inﬂuence, and who have been, on all ce.
caﬁons humble and contented, the zealou's friends of order

and of peace.
X
451. Let it, therefore, be carefully remembered, that
every thing ſaid againﬅ' the character of the N. Scotians, muﬅ
be underﬅood with various exceptions and limitations; and
that, the turbulence of ſome, and the unreaſonableneſs and

jealouſy of many of them, are more or leſs to be looked for,
in any body of men, who have been ſo unfavourably circum
ﬅanced. Their faults are not incident' to them as blacks,
but as men. And who will ſay, that, if he had ﬅruggled
through a like ſucceſſion of vexations, hardſhip's and diſap
pointments, his character would not have been marked by
the ſame prejudices and untoward diſpoſitions, which be
long to ſome of the preſent coloniﬅs of S; Leona' P
* See in the Append. Notes, &e. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, No rr: X.

L
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452. The governor and council, as has been ﬅated, are
endeavouring, as ſoon as poſſible, to ſettle them on their own
lands; by cultivating which, there is reaſon to think that,

like the former coloniﬅs, now living at Granville town, they
Proviſion for

may ſubſiﬅ comfortably. And if, by the bleſſing of Provi
dence, their families, ſubﬅance and general proſperity ſhould

their main

tenance, go

increaſe, it can hardly be doubted, that they will eﬅimatc

vernmentand
inﬅruction.

more juﬅly their obligations to the Company.-But it is im
portant toobſerve that, both w-ith a view to their own hap

pineſs, and the Company's great object of civilizing Africa,
they ſhould not be leſt without inﬅructors from hence, nor

without a government of Europeans*.--Their children,
who are about 3oo, all go to ſchool, and are ſaid to learn
quite as faﬅ as European children; though, till lately, they

had not very proper maﬅers. The Directors propoſe to
ſpare no pains nor expenſe, to maintain this important part
of their eﬅabliſhment on the beﬅ footing, and to this object,
they will direct the peculiar attention of the government.
For to this riſing generation of well educated blacks, they
chieﬂy look for the gradual improvement of the colony. To
them alſo, it ſeems not preſumptuous to hope, that the more
diﬅant and even interior parts of Africa, may one day owe

Chriﬅianity, knowledge and civilization.
t

Blame-'rude
-it's hin
drance to ci
vilization of

natives.

453. The progreſs, obﬅructions, and proſpects of civiliza
tion among the natives, are matters ſo very intereﬅing, that
the Directors need not apologize for entering into them free
ly and particularly. And herectthe Slave-trade comes di

rectly under conſideration.

But, waving all argument on

_ * For a time only, I preſume. (See

443) C. B. W

this
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this beaten topic, they conceive they ſhall do more exact KCHAP.
.
and ample juﬅice to it, by ſimply relating what has paſſed t,
under the view of their ſervants abroad, and by enumerat SrsnnaLz
ONA.
w

ing a few ﬅrong, but authentic facts.--As a proof of the in

ſecurity of the natives, it has been already ﬅated that even
'the king of S. Leona, though peaceable and uncommonly
_reſpected, had, in three ſeparate inﬅances, been bereft of his

own relations by the! ﬂave-trade.

Some other ſpeciﬁc caſes

of kidnapping were alſo ﬅated in the laﬅ report, particularly
one inﬅance which fell under the immediate obſervation of
the Company's agent and another perſon, then both in Eng

land. (See S 348, 351.)-The truth and accuracy of the
following extracts have been-eﬅabliſhed by the united teﬅil
mony of ſome of the Company's chief ſervants; and all the
quotations were written by one of them, always about the
time, generally on the day, and often at the very hour, when
the converſations paſſed, or the obſervations were made *.

454. Of the mulatto trader who depopulated the towns
ſouth of S. Leona, (ſee s 347.) and whoſe death has been
brought about, as is ſuppoſed, by the natives, the following
information has been received; and it is prefaced by intel

ligence, nearly to the ſame purport, from another quarter.
* The Directors, for obvious reaſons, do not think proper to print the names of
all the perſons or places ſpoken of in the journal, and other documents, whence they

make the quotations; and they ſhall therefore generally deſcribe them by ſome cir.
cumlocution: they ſhall uſe a few other trilling liberties with the language, taking
care however, in no inﬅance, to alter any material word.
__-_'--_

This Report is ſo much longer than I could have expected, that I am reluctantly
obliged ſomewhat to abridge the intereﬅing eommunications here mentioned, by the

Directors; but I ſhall conſcientioully endeavour to preſerve their ſenſe and ſpirit,
and even the words, as far as Iam able. C. B. IV.
i
L 2
March
R

Recent fact:
reſpecting it.
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( I .) ----March 1793. A ſlave trader named
has asſ/i: mentioned, from
XI.
his own knowledge, the late mulatto trader's devaſlations. He ſays he lent goods
'St e it 't A LE
ON A .

Devaﬅations
of a. ﬅave
trader.

to every inferior chief who requeﬅed them, and ifthe chief was ſl0w in payment, he

would arm 2 or 300 of his grumettas who, being oﬃcered by white deſerters from
the ſhips, were ſent to ſurprize his debtor's towns.

ln this way he depopulated all

the country from Cape S. Leona to the Sherbro. To ſave himſelf from the general
indignation, he formed a purrah (or confederacy) by which he united the kings and

principal chiefs, engaged in the ﬅave-trade, to defend each other.
(2.)
- A chief told me, that his town was attacked by this mulatto, ſonie
other chiefs, and an American veſſel then waiting for ﬅaves, that, after a ﬅout reſiﬅ

ance, his town was taken and deﬅroyed; but that he and moﬅ of his people eſcaped
to a neighbouring iſland, whence they occaſionally attacked their enemy, on the

main land: he ſaid he once took 40 of them, whom he ſold as ﬅaves.

4 55. A principal ſervant of the Company, when on a viſit
to theſe parts, adds the following information.
Iniquity of a
jud eſct up
by im.

A ſlave of this mulatto chief, ſet up by him as the judge in his OWn diﬅrict, is now
become too powerful to be thwarted; much court is paid him by the ﬅave-traders.
It is ſaid, he practiſes terrible-cruelties, and that accuſations are multiplied. A
neighbouring chief, who was with us on board the cutter, declined going with us on

ſhore, with ﬅrong indignation againﬅ this man, apprehending that, if he came within
reach, he ſhould ſcarcely eſcape hiin.-We ſaw a number of creeks, along the river,
too narrow to admit above a canoe at once. At the heads of moﬅ of theſe creeks
are towns, which were placed there in the time ofthis mulatto chief, becauſe ſuch
ſituations favoured an eſcape, beſore an attack could be made.

A ſubordinate chief,

at whoſe town we landed, confeſſed that ſuch had been his motive for chuſing ſo
diﬃcult a ſpot.

456. The two countries neareﬅ to the S. Leona (or Tim
many) diﬅrict on the north, are the Mandingo and the Suſee
countries: the Foulah country is farther oﬀ.

Some inform

'ation will be given from each.
Kidnapping

(i.)
Nov. Two chiefs from the neareﬅ towns to Freetown dined with me.
They both allowed the frequency of kidnapping, among the Suſees and Mandingoes:
one of them had been an eye-witneſs of it. As to the Foulahs, he ſays, it is univer
ſally allowed, that they make war for the ſole purpoſe of procuring ﬅaves; and that
in bringing ﬅaves to market, the Foulahs are often attacked by frec-booters who
infeﬅ the country, between the coaﬅ and their country, and who rob people and
'make ﬅaves ofthem; ſo that it is not unuſual for the ſame man who ſold others as

ﬅaves, to be fold in a few weeks t'o the ſame factory.
(2.) Nov.

__.
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'(2.)---Nov. A trader, from the Suſee country, related the following anecdote, C H A P
Xl.

of which he had been an eye-witneſs. The chief of Quiaport river attacked the
vchief of Bowrah, and taking ſome priſoners, ſold them to the Britiſh factory north

*SXERRA La

of Sierra Leona.

The chief of Bowrah, in his turn, defeated the other chief, and

can.

made many priſoners; with theſe he redeemed his own people from the ſactory,
who obliged him, however, to pay two for one.

and War.

(3.) Feb. 1794. An intelligent mulatto lady, miﬅreſs of a large Mandingo Conſequent
town, called at the colony. She has been in England, and her Engliſh name is inſecurity
terror.
Miſs B. Heard. She ſaid ſhe diſliked the ſlave-trade, for it kept her in conﬅant

8:

terror, and ſhe never knew, when ſhe lay down at night, but ſhe might be aſſaſſinat
ed before morning. She ſaid there had been no wars in the interior country to
her's for ſome time, and that wars do not happen, when ſlaves are not wanted.
(4.) In the Mandingo and Suſee countries, kidnapping is very frequent. Child Children (lo-I
ten are often kidnapped, by people of a neighbouring, or even of the ſame village.- len, &e.
A perſon who has lived ſeveral years in the Mandingo country, told me that mo
thers there always ſhut up or watch their children at night.-Slave-traders and kid
nappers there, bargain for and convey away the ſlaves in the night, and none oſ the
natives around are permitted to ſee them. Many natives and traders conﬁrm this

account. A chief ſactor attributed the frequency of kidnapping among the Man.
dingoes to their head men getting in debt to the Europeans, and being then con
ﬁned by them; in which caſe, their people were obliged to kidnap ſome perſon to

redeem them.

i

A chief, on an upper branch of this river, who is conſidered as reſpectable,
' Whites en

has given us this information reſpecting the S. Leona trade. The people inland, courage de
he ſays, go to war to make ſlaves; there being no great demand now, they do not prcdations.
make war. Whites often encourage palavers, promiſing daſhes (preſents of liquor)

iſ the convicts are fold to them; and they give ammunition to both parties at War.
Formerly this happened very often.

He told me he was at war ſive years, and a

Britiſh ſlave-trader furniſhed both him and his enemies with powder; and, that he
often waylaid and ſold ﬅrangers, to buy arms. But he ſays this was ** a bad thing,"
and juﬅiﬁed only by ſelf-defence: and had there been no ſlave-ſactories, he would

not have done ſo. But lately, the inhabitants being much diminiſhed, and their
wars interrupting remoter trade, the ſactors have endeavoured to preſervc peace,
to ſecure the people inland a free paſſage down. For ſome years there have been
no wars in his part, but almoſt all- the ﬂaves have been brought from inland.-He
ſaid it was not uncommon for head men, who wanted goods, to hint to their wives
to enſnare men in adultery, who were ſold to the factories, on the accuſation of theſe
Women.

(6.) Two intelligent 'native ſlave-traders inform us that kidnapping is general Inland peo
" among the bzzſh men," (the inland people) that the coaﬅ people not unuſually ple taken by
travel torceorfmud.
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and that almoﬅ all the ſlave'
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N. Scotia re
ﬅored to his
mother at S.
Leona,

457. It hath been obſerved, that ſome of the blacks from
N. Scotia were originally Aſricans, and that many of theſe
were, as they ſay, kidnapped when young. It hath been
found that three were almoﬅ from the Vicinity of S. Leo?
na; one of them from S. Leona itſelf, as he uſed t) men

tion at ſea.

When landed, he found himſelf nearly on the

ſpot whence he had been carried oﬀ, and where, he ſays,v

a woman ſeized him and ſold him to an American ﬅave
ſhip, about 15 years before. He recollected the way to
his native town, which was only two or three miles oﬀ;
but, for a time, he dreaded the parting from his compa

nions, to viſit it. Not long after, ﬅanding with them
among the tents, a party of natives paid them a viſit of cu
rioſity. An elderly native woman ſeemed much aﬀected
at the ſight of this N. Scotian, and ſpoke to her compani
ons with m'uch agitation. At length ſhe ran up to him and
embraced him: ſhe proved to be his own mother. His fa
ther was now dead: the parents had never diſcovered any
trace oſ their child._ The female thief remains unknown,
and the impunity of the captain, even if diſcovered, is but

too obvious: nor is it probable that, if the kidnapper had
been known by the boy kidnapped, his redemption and

the puniſhment of the criminal would have followed.
Having once committed her prey to the hold of a ſlave
:ſhip, diſcovery ſeems to have been impoﬃble.-.-The Di
rectors cannot but obſerve, that this incident aﬀords an il

luﬅration of the ſlave-trade equally applicable to ſlave

kidnapped on the coaﬅ and farther inland.

'

458. S. Leona has indeed had her towns laid waﬅe, and

her inhabitants carried oﬀ by the ﬁave-trade. But by the
ſame
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ſame traﬃc her mountains have gained a few forlorn
wretches who have been driven thither, and who dread the
very ſight of their fellow creatures. Other caſes, not un
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like that about to be noticed, have been indiﬅinctly heard
of; but the following is ſo clearly aſcertained, as to de
ſerve inſertion.-About ﬁve or ſix years ago, a Daniſh
ſlave-veſſel in the river was cut oﬀ by the ﬂaves. The
head-man of the neighbouring ſhore happening to favour
their eſcape, they made their way to the mountains, and
there built a town, which is about four or ﬁve miles from

Freetown, and where they ﬅill reſide. But ſo jealous are
they ſaid to be of ﬅrangers, that they permit them not to
approach, _and even watch the avenues of their town.

Slave-trade
drives the na
tives to 'he
mountains.

This intelligence was received from a chieſ's ſon, who

communicated ſeveral other pieces of the information juﬅ
ﬅated. Two ſervants of the Company, in conſequence,
have lately penetrated to this retreat, called the Deſerter's

town.

They ſucceeded in getting into it, without much

moleﬅation, and have authenticated the above facts. They
learnt alſo that theſe deſerters were at ﬁrﬅ about 100; but

that, by death and kidnapping, they are now reduced to

about 80.' 'A'complaint was preferred, againﬅ the head
man who favoured their eſcape, to the mulatto trader al
ready ſpoken of, as judge. The plaintiﬀ, it is commonly
ſuppoſed, ſold his chance of recovery to the judge before
vthe trial: certain it is, that the head-man, with all the peo
ple of his town, were ſentenced to be ſold as ﬂaves, and

all of them that were caught were ſold accordingly, except
the head-man, who was ſome time a priſoner, and now
lives near Freetown.

v

459. The preceding facts happened before the formation
of the colony: the following, which are more recent, will
ſhew

More recent
ſacts.
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C l'guA P- ſhew the ſources ofthe ﬂave-trade, near S. Leona, for the
L_-,-ſi-.J two laﬅ years, and the private miſery, drunkenneſs and

s**£:'£_LE* murder which it has cauſed.

_

Feb. 1793. A native of ſome conſequence applied for the governor's aſſillance
in redeeming his daughter, whom a creditor of his hadjuﬅ ſeized and ſold to a
ſlave-ſhip lying oſſ Freetown.

The governor oﬀered her price, either in goods or

money, to the ſlave-captain, who refuſed bath, obſerving that ſlaves were now diﬃ

cult to be got, and muﬅ not be eaſily parted with ; and that, as the girl ſeemed ſſa
favourite, he ought to have two ſlaves for her; bUt that, in compliment to the go
vernor, he would give her up for one prime ſlave. He added, that he had been
much aﬀected at an interview between her and her father, who had been on board
that morning to ſee her; but, he remarked again, that ſlaves were ſcarce. The go
vernor, under all the circumﬅances, could not farther intereſere. But the father

went in queﬅ of a ſlave, whom he ſeems not to have been able eaſily to get: for he

did not return till long after, when the ſhip was gone.

460. The two following are inﬅances of the deciſions of
the chiefs, in ſuppoſed caſes of adultery between their
wives and inferior natives.
A
Condemna_

One of our ſchool-maﬅers brought to me a native, who implored our pro.

tions for al-

tection, having juﬅ eſcaped from the chief of the neareﬅ town, who had conﬁned,
' un lſh
an dh
t reatene a to ſllh'
e
tm, foradl
u ter y Wit'h oneo th'lS wwes,
e s ewould py
a
down a ſum, which he could not command. He curſed the ﬂaw-factory as the

Lglgedadul'
\'

cauſe of his miſery, and declared himſelf innocent.

Here the chief, like ſeveral others who will be mention

ed, acted by his own ſingle authority, and ſeems not to
have been amenable to any ſuperior for his judgment, be

tween himſelf and the people of his town.
(2.) A native of S. Leona who has lived many years as a grumetta (or free la
bourer) at a neighbouring European ſlave-ſactory, has been ſold, on a charge ol
adultery with one of the European ſlave factor's wives. The European ſold
him to a ſlave-ſhip, avowing this as his reaſ0n, without even the form of a

trial.

461. The following is a ﬅriking ſpecimen of African
juﬅice.
_
_

On one of the neareﬅ rivers there is a chief and an European ſlave-ſactor in one
town. The king, in his cups, talked of ﬂogging the ſlave-factor, and would actu

ally have made his people do it,-if the ſactor had not got to his own houſe, and
barricaded
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barn'caded it. He demanded ſatisfaction of the king when ſober, who by way of C' H' A P.
reparation, fold him two of his people.

l

462. The natural alliance 'between drunkenneſs and the m
ﬂave-trade will alſo be exhibited by the ſubſequent ocon'
currence, (ſee s 21).
Six or ſeven of the neareﬅ chiefs renewed their applications for ruin: their Drunkczmeſi
perſeverance is aﬅoniſhing. By way of forcing us to comply, one of them ſaid
he would go and pawn his brother to the ſlaVe-factory, for liquor.

But the gover

nor was firm, and explained to them his motive for refuſal. They ſaid, there was
no palaver (or cauſe of quarrel) but they were evidently chagrined. Having, how.
ever, dined with us, they were brought into tolerable humour, and l hope theſe ap.

plication: for rum will at length ceaſe.

-

463. The following accounts, the Directors deem too im
portant, to be withheld.
(i.) A number of black mariners has been hired by ſome French ſhips trading on Free black,
this coaﬅ. Six ofthe ſhips have been captured, and the black ſailors, amounting to taken in _
19,'th0ugh free men and receiving Wages, have been all fold as ﬅaves, a mulatto FLEE; HIS:
child excepted. It is painful to witneſs ſuch acts. Why are not the French ſea

men put up to auEtion alſo i'

Or why is this diﬀerence between blacks and whites P

The French ſailots were at war with us, and are not fold; but the blacks are ſent to

the ſlave-ſaﬁory and fold at public auction, with the goods that formed the cargo,
One or two of them were free men of this neighbourhood, and ſome not only free.

but ſons of chiefs; one of them ſon of the king of Sallum.

Indeed the Britiſh

ſlave-factor who bought them, was ſo good as to ſay, he would not ſend them off, ſo
that their friends might redeem them with other ſlaves when they thought ſit. I
am diſpoſed to believe him; yet it is dreadful to think of the contempt of juﬅice

here. At ﬁrﬅ I would not believe what I heard on this ſubject; but I ſaw them
knocked down myſelf, at about[2o a piece.
(2.)
Another French ſhip has been taken, by a diﬀerent captor, and three or
four free natives found on board, have been fold to the neighbouring ſlave-ſactory.

NVe remonﬅrated with the captain, on the impropriety of ſelling free people. He
admitted it, but ſaid he muﬅ receive money for their ranſom, or he could not
part with them.

We oﬀered him money, but he then ſaid, No, he muﬅ have ſlave:

for them, as he wanted ﬅaves, and they muﬅ be four foot four inches high.
(3.) Several free women, leſt as pledges on board a French ſhip, which was cap
tured, were alſo ſold. The captain of the Britiſh'privateer, which took the ſhip,
was formerly a ſlave-trader.-Moﬅ of the free people, thus fold by the ſeveral

captors, being natives of the neighbourhood, were eventually redeemed.
M

But the
captors
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CH A P. captors ſeem to have proﬁted by their ſale, and not to have promoted their redemp
xr.
tion.
SXERRALÞZ

464. The diſguﬅ which will be raiſed by the next ﬅory,

ONAK

of which four diﬀerent evidences are mentioned, ſeems

not a ſuﬃcient reaſon for withholding. it; eſpeciallyas it
exhibits another ſource of the ﬂave-trade.
Man tried by

-A grumetta (free labourer) was accuſed of theft, by his maﬅer, a Britiſh tradeſ,
alittle
way to the north. The labourer demanded to be tried by the red water (which
dies: his fa
is
ſuſpected
to be poiſonous) and the eſſect of which is ſuperﬅitiouſly ſuppoſed to
mily made
red water

ﬅaves.

determine innocence or guilt.

The trader, after ſome time, conſented.

The king

of- the country was ſummoned and appeared, with all his family and attendants.
Preliminaries being adjuﬅed, the poor man drank one draught, ſwelled and ſoon
fell down dead, his belly burﬅing. The king then ſolemnly gave ſentence againﬅ
him, and condetnned all his family to ſlavery, who were ſeized and ſold. During
the trial, two men with clubs ﬅood on each ſide of the accuſed, ready to knock out
his brains, at the appearance of uthe ſymptoms to which the natives attach guilta
The white trader, juﬅ mentioned, is conſidered very much as an Aſrican chief, by

the natives of this part..

465. The following anecdote ſhows the degree of ſuper

ﬅitious ignorance in which the natives are immerſed.
Witchctaft.

_ -_-A man in a, neighbouring town- has been fold on the charge of having, by
witchcraft, changed himſelf into a leopanl, and of having, in that ſhape, carried oﬀ
ſome fowls and goats, from the town of the neareﬅ chief to us.

466. The ſucceeding rela-tion ſhows the extreme horror

which ſome of the natives feel at being ſent into ﬂavery.
Man derang
ed in his

A free native mariner, on board our ſhip, Providence, ſeeing ſome rice come

on board from the factory in Sherbro, while he ſaw no goods given in exchange,
mind, by
fear of being was dreadfully terriﬁed leﬅ he ſhould be fold for a ſlave, in barter for the rice.
fold'
Full of this perſuaſion, when the factor from the ſhore was ﬅepping on board, he
endeavoured to ﬅab him, but miſſmg his aim, he leapt over-board. After ſome dif
ﬁculty he was recovered, and being aſked the reaſon of his conduct, he explained
\-.

it in the wayjuﬅ mentioned.

He ﬅill ſhowed the greateﬅ fear, and declared he

would rather die than be ſold as a ſlave. As it was feared he might commit ſui
cide, his hands were bound; but, on his intreaty, and promiſe to be quiet, they
were, in a little while, looſed. At midnight, he got into a canoe along ſide, and
drifted down the ﬅream, to a town at the river's mouth, where he was ſeized and
put in irons; but on application to a friendly chief, he gothis liberty. The idea

of ſlavery having entirely poſſeſſed his brain, he ſoon after jumped overboard, and
was
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'was given up ſor drowned. But getting on ſhore, he was a'gain recovered, and was C H A' P.
XI.
brought to Freetown, where he is now employed. The phyſicians think the terror

of ſlavery muﬅ have cauſed ſome derangement of his intellects, which may occa
ſionally return, in ſome ſmall degree. He is now much attached to the Company,
and happy in their ſervice. His friends ſay his mind was never in the leaﬅ diſor

Steamſ-s.

ONA.

dered, before this fright.

467. The next occurrences come from an eye-witneſs of
them.
(1.)
ſlaves.

Their dates are various.
[have been to day on board a large ſlave-ſhip in the river, with 250
The men were chained in pairs; the women were kept apart.

Scenes on
The young board ſlave
ſhips, &e.

ﬅaves were chearſul; but the old ones were much caﬅ down. At meals they are oblig
ed to ſhout, and to clap their hands, for exerciſe, beſore they begin to eat. I could
then ſee ſhame and indignation in the faces oſ thoſe more advanced in years. One

woman, who ſpoke a little Engliſh, begged me to carry her home.

She ſaid ſhe was

from the oppoſite ſhore of the river to Freetown, that her huſband had ſold her for

debt, and that ſhe had leſt a child behind her: at the mention oſ the child, ſhe wept.
(2.l
1 was this morning again on board a ſlave-ſhip, wherel ſaw a woman
who had been newly ſold, and who ſeemed to have been weeping. On aſking her
the reaſon, ſhe pointed to the milk ﬂowing from her breaﬅs, and intimated that ſhe
had been torn from her unweaned inſant, which the captain conﬁrmed. She was
From one oſ the towns neareﬅ us; and ſaid ſhe had been ſold ſor being ſaucy to the

queen oſ it.
(3.)
In the neighbouring ſlave-yard, I ſaw a man about 35 years old in irons.
He was a Mahometan, and could read and write ArabiCk. He was occaſionally noiſy;

ſometimes he would ſing a melancholy ſong, then he would utter an earneﬅ prayer,
and then would obſerve a dead ſilence. This ﬅrange conduct, I was told, was from
his ﬅrong ſeelings, on having been put, for the ﬁrﬅ time, in irons, the day before.

As we paſſed, he cried aloud to us, and endeavoured to hold up his irons to our view,
which he ſlruck very exprcﬃvely with his hand, the tear ﬅarting in his eyc. He
ſeemed, by his manner, to be demanding the cauſe of his conſinement.

(4.) An American ſlave-captain has been telling us that he loﬅ a very line ſlave, a
ſew days ago, by the *'ﬁ4//i.r."-" The man (ſaid he) was a Mahometan, uncommon
ly well made, and ſeemed to be a perſon oſ conſequence. When he ﬁrﬅ came on
board, he was very much caﬅ down; but, ﬁnding that I allowed him to walk at large,

he grew more eaſy. When my ſlaves became numerous, l put him in irons, like
the reﬅ, on which he loﬅ his ſpirits irrccoverably. He complaincd oſ a pain at his
heart, and would not eat.

T/ze nſua! mean: were tried, but in vain; for he rejected

food altOgether, except when 1 ﬅood by and made him eat.

I oﬀered him the beﬅ

things in the ſhip, and leſt nothing untried; ſor I had ſet my heart on ſaving him.
MZ

dam'.
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C H A P. I am ſure,
XI.
would-do.

vStrata-t LE
ons.

he would hav'e brought me 300 dollars in the W. Indies; but nothing
He ſaid, from the firﬅ, he was determined to die, and ſo he did, after

ling'ering 9 days. I aſſure you, gentlemen, I felt very ſorry; ſorI dare ſay, I loﬅ3oo
dollars by his death, and to ſuch a man as me, that is a very heavy loſs.

468. The following dialogues ſhow how plainly the enor
mities oſ the ﬂave--trade are acknowledged, ſometimes even

by the perpetrators; and that the Europeans, by ſamiliarity
with thoſe enormities, have been brought to tolerate them,
to accommodate 'their ſeelings to them, and to ſubﬅitute, for

the real principles of juﬅice, a morality of their own-a
morality, however, which, diſavowing ſome horrible atroci

ties, is only a more deliberate ſyﬅem oſ injuﬅice, cruelty
and oppreſſion.
Shocking ex
ccſſes, encou

raged by Eu

I ſhall give the ſubﬅance oſa converſation with an Engliſh Have-ſactor, who has
lived ſome years a little way t_o the ſouth, and is well aequainted with all the practices

oſ the ſlave-trade. The ſactor,having mentioned the mulatto trader, (oſ whoſe ravages

ropeans, and

for what?

the Proprietors have heard ſo much) as a very gentleman-like, well educated, ſen
ﬁhle and reſpectable kind oſ man ; I was induced to aſk, whether he had not been
guilty of many exceſſes all around.-Exceſſes! No. He would make war ſometimes
on the head-men that owed him juﬅ debts, and ſell ſome oſ their peo'ple, iſ he could
catch them; or he might perhaps carry oﬀ the inhabitants oſ a town, when the
king or father ofit gave him expreſs permiſſlon. He was a good man on the whole,
and a man of humanity; for he did not ſhed all the blood he might, nor ſell every

one he had a right to ſell. For inﬅance, the chieſ now living near Freetown, and _
all his generation, were adj udged to be his property ; but the chief himſelſhas never
yet been ſold, which is a mere act oſ forbearance in the mulatto-trader.

ﬁder the ſentence ﬅill in force againﬅ him.

But I con.

Did not the mulatto trader order an

attack on the neighbouring iſland, when the proprietor was killed in defending him

ſelſ, and do not the friends of the proprietor conſider this as an act of great injuſ
tice?

The proprietor well deſerved to be attacked; for there is reaſon to think

he was then intending to attack the mulatto trader.
I underﬅand this aﬀair is not
over, and that the ſucceſſors oſ this proprietor, intend to retaliate on the ſucceſſors
oſ the mulatto chief, when they have an opportunity.
I believe they do ; but it
ill becomes them to queﬅion the mulatto chief's conduct; for they ſhould conſider
how much worſe things their own father did. For example, the old man has been
known to ſail up a riVer, with ſome large craft, to land at a town under a great ſhow of

friendſhip. He has has then made a ſpeech to the head-men and people, remarking
how ſhamefully all former traders had uſed them, and that he was come to trade
fairly
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fairly with them, a's friends and brothers.

He has then opened a puncheon or two C H A P

of rum, and invited them to ſit round and drink.

At night, when he had got them

*

thoroughly drunk, he has given the ſignal to his people in the craft, who have ſecured SHRM Ll,
all the party in fetters, and fold every one worth purchaſing to ſome ſlave-ſhip, all

ONA

the while waiting at the river's mouth. (See i 21.) This old proprietor did many
ſuch things. But the mulatto trader never uſed treachery, nor attarked a town
without reaſon; but the other plundered without diﬅinctioſh-Does the mulatto
trader's ſucceſſor recover debts by the ſame means that he uſed P-No, [le zſiJ too aſſ',
--Is it not unpleaſant to carry on a trade ſo full ofenormities, as you deſcribe the onlytoohtain
ſlave-trade to be P-lt is no doubt a bad trade, but it is very proﬁtable. I hate it, and MONEIF'
would get out oſit to-morrow, if 1 knew ofone in which I could get the ſame money*.

469. The following converſation occurred with a ſlave

captain, who ſurpaſſes moﬅ others in eﬀrontery and hardneſs
of diſpoſition. The exhibition of the moral eﬀects of this
traﬃc on the Europeans, in the opinion of the Directors, out

weighs every objection to the recital of theſe dialogues.
A ſlave-veſſel, which has waited ſome time in the neighbouring river, ar- Pavzmg
rived here. Thecaptain complains bitterly of this detention, obſerving that,if he deſcribed
had been well manned, he would not have allowed the trader he dealt with to detain
him thus; for that he would have carried oﬀ ſome of the people from a large town

near which hisſiveſſe] lay.-I aſked him ifthis was comam-O, not at all uncom
mon (ſaid he) we do it every day on the Gold Coaﬅ. We call it "panyaring." lfa
native there does not pay ſpeedily, you man your boat towards evening, and bid
your ſailors go to any town, no matter whether your debtor's town or not, and catch

as many people as they can.
two towns.

Ifyour debt be large,,it may be neceſſary to " catel;"

After this, your debtor will ſoon compleat his number of ſlaves.-But

what if he ſhould notP-VVhy then we carry our priſoners away, to be ſure-But
is this proper P-Neceﬃty has no law; beſides panyaring is country law.-Did you
eve'r recover debts, in this way P-Aye, many a time, and I hdpe to do ſo again. I
wiſh we had the ſame law here that we have on the Gold Coaﬅ, or that the old

mulatto trader was alive.

He was a ﬁne fellow for buſineſs: he never cauſed any

delay. But the preſent man is afraid to make a haul ofthe people: he wants a pro
per ſpirit.-How do you contrive to guard your ſlaves, with your ſlender crew?
1 put them all in leg-irous; and if theſe be not enough, why then I hand-cuﬀ them;
if hand-cuﬀs be too little, l put a collar round their neck, with a chain locked to a
ring-bolt on the deck; if one chain won't do, I put two, and iftwo won't do, 1 put

three; you may truﬅ me for that.

He afterwards very gravely aſſured me, that

A i See Notes reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE W. alſo s 141, T. VII. XII. XVL XLVI.

he
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C H A P- he never knew any cruelties committed-But are not theſe things cmelties?--O
XL i

no, theſe are not cruelties : they are matters of courſe ; there's no carrying on the

51; R U La- trade without them.

OM-

470. That the ﬅave-trade ſometimes brings ſudden de
ﬅruction on thoſe immediately engaged in it, and that no

ſeverities can prevent theſe dreadful evils, the following ac
counts of the cutting oﬀ of Have-ſhips, all in the neigh
bourhood of S. Leona, and moﬅ of them recent, will ſuﬃ

ciently teﬅify.
slave-ſhip

m" Oﬀ'

I have juﬅ heard that an American brig, commanded by captain

,

who I underﬅand was outlawed in England, has been cut oﬀ by the.ﬅaves, 7 or 8
lcagues, north of Cape S. Leona.

A ſingle ſlave began the attack, ruſhed into the

cabin, laid open the captain's face and breaﬅ with an axe, and ſeverely wounded a
a paſſenger. As the ſeamen made no reſiﬅancc, they were permitted to go oﬀ, with
the wounded, in the boat. The captain died. The ſhip-was retaken by a Liver
pool veſſel, after an encounter in which ſome of the ﬅaves were killed.

471. It is but candid to premiſe to the following account,
(1.) that the extraordinary war here ſpoken of, appears not
to have ariſen out of the ﬅave-trade.-The Directors cannot
approve the pride and diſdain of life which ſeem to have

actuated the captive chief, who headed one of the inſurrec
tions, about to be mentioned. The impoſſibility of prevent
ing ſuch bloody ſcenes, not the motives of the actors, is the
point to be illuﬅrated. One or two other recent inﬅances,
ſimilar to the following, have been mentioned to the Court;

but the particulars have not been tranſmitted.
Floodyinſuþ
-l have got conſiderable light into the hiﬅory of Mahady, the famous
rections.
Mahomctan prophet, who appeared in theſe parts, with an immenſe concourſe of
followers, about three years ago. '\Vhen he was killed, his general: contended for

the maﬅery, and one of them, being taken by his antagoniﬅ, was immediately ſold to
a French ﬅave-ſhip, lying oﬀ a ſactory near S. Leona. There he behaved with a
lſiullen dignity, and, even in chains, addreſſed his fellow ﬅaves, in his wonted tone of
authority.

I heard this from a ﬅave-trader, who had ſccn him both as a great chief

or general, and as a priſoner on board a Have-ſhip. The Have-trader, and the cap
tive chief, mutually recognized each other. On the ſame day, when the ﬅave
trader was on board, it happened that the chief was permitted to walk on dcck, with
out
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No ſooner had the captain and his friends ſat down to dinner than C H A Pr

a ſignal was given.

The ſlaves roſe to a man, knocked oﬀeach other's letters, and,

headed by the chieſ, attacked the barricade.

But they ſailed.

The guns were sleALza

pointed at them, ſome were killed, many leaped into the ſea, and the inſurrectiom
was quelled. The captain enquiring for the ringleader, the chief came boldly for

0?"

ward and avowed that he was the man; that he wiſhed to give liberty to all the'
ſlaves on board; that he regretted his defeat on their account; but that, as to himſelf,

he was well ſatisﬁed with the proſpect of immediately obtaining,.what he termed his
own liberty. The captain hung him up inﬅantly to the yard-arm;
(z.) A veſſel brought an account oſ the cutting oﬀ ofa Boſton ſlave-ſhip,-by about:
40 ﬂaves. Being- only ſingle-ironed, they cut to pieces the ſecond mate and a ſeaman
on deck, while the captain and moﬅ of the crew were below. They then attacked the
cabin; but, being unable to force the door, they pointed the guns at it. The captain:
and the crew then ſurrendered, on condition that their lives ſhould be ſpared, and the

ſhip given them, when they ſhould. have navigated her into. ſome place, whence the
llaves might eſcape. The captain and the chief mate, howeverI were killed; but the
men were ſpared to navigate the ſhip." In lleering towards a neighbouring river, ſhe:
ran aground. Three ſeamen were ſent in the boat, to drop an anchor aﬅern; but,
pulling to the ſhore, they'broughta ſlave-tra-Ller, with as=rnany hands-as he could get,

in an armed ſchooner; An obﬅinate engagement enſuing, the ſlave-trader had 3*
men killed and 4 wounded. The ſlaves having expended their ammunition, formed
a raſt, on which they got'on ſhore; and; on taking poſſeſſion oſ the ſhip, it was found

that ſeveral of them had alſo fallen.

Of the llaves who got on ſhore, ſome were

immediately killed ;. the reﬅ, being 18, were at length-overpowered by the natives.
whom the noiſe oſ the ﬁring had collected, and were ſold againſor ſlaves.

472. The following is a lketch oſ the origin, progreſs' and' Some ac
end of an European ſlave-trader, who lately died at an S'FQLZSFT

iﬂand near S. Leona, and who ſeems to have attained to a ﬀﬂjﬁﬂ'kﬂp

degree of ferocity and hardneſs of heart, proportionate to
his ſucceſs in that bloody traﬃc. As he appears to have
neither friend nor connection leſt, the Directors need not;
conceal his name, which was Ormoncl.
He went from England, about 35 years ago, as a cabin-boy to a ſlave-ſhip, and was
retained, as an aſliﬅ'ant at a ſlave-ſactory on S. Leona river.

There he acquired a

knowledge, which qualiﬁed him for ſetting up. a llave-factory afterwards for him.
ſelf, in a neighbouring part towards the north, and, though unable to write or read,
he became ſo expert a ﬁaVe-trader, that he realized, as is ſuppoſed, about[;40,ooo.

His cruelties were almoſt incredible, Two perſons who ſeem to have had good means
02'

*
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C l-l A P. of information, give the following account of them.-One of them, who lived for
XI.
ſome time near Ormond, ſaid he knew it to be a fact, that he uſed to tie ﬅones to
SHUALE. the necks of his unſaleable ﬅaves, and drown them in the river, during the night;
ON A.

and that his cruelty was not conﬁned to blacks; for, being oﬀended by a white
agent, one Chriﬅmas day, when drinking freely with ſome company, he made his
ﬅaves tie up the European, and gave him, with his own hands, 400 laſhes, from
which he died in a few days.-The other perſon allowed his general character for
barbarity, and added that he was told by an eye-witneſs, that Ormond having caught
a black wife of his in a criminal converſation with one of his ﬅaves, he burnt them
both to death with a tar-barrel. This ſavage had attained to the ſame truﬅ with the
Africans, in witchcraft and griſgris, or charms, and was ſubject to ſilly, ſuperﬅitious

fears Providence having permitted this man to become an abandoned and ſucceſs
ful ſlave trader, was pleaſed alſo to allow him to experience a reverſe of fortune.
A few years ago, having loﬅ his health, he went to the Iſle de Los, for the ſake of
ſea air and medical help, leaving his aﬀairs under the care of a mulatto who was his

ſon. Happening to have recently deﬅroyed one of the towns of the Bagos, who
ſurround his factory, they took this opportunity to retaliate. Ormond's ﬅaves, hav
ing been little attached to him, favoured the Bagos, and the place being taken, they
ſhared the plunder. The buildings were all burnt, and the goods in them, amount
ing, it is ſaid, to the value of 12 or '500 ﬅaves (near [30.000 ﬅern) were either
deﬅroyed or carried away. Young Ormond and all his adherents were put to death.
Old Ormond lived to hear the news; but died in about a month after.

The character of this man exhibits an inﬅance of the
great inﬂuence of the ﬅave-trade in depraving the human

heart. It alſo ſhows what crimes have been perpetrated
with impunity, by Britiſh ſubjects, in Africa; and what in

ﬅruments Great Britain has uſed, in carrying on this deteﬅ
able commerce.-The Directors, however, did not impute

equal atrocities to the generality of ﬅave-traders.

Yet they

think it right to add, that other inſtances might, if neceſſary,
Acconnt of

have been given, ofvery nearly the ſame guilt and cruelty.
473. Of the direct hindrance of the ﬅave-trade to the ci

tliediſperſion
of the ﬁrﬅ
colony at
S. Leona.

vilization of Africa, the diſperſion of the ﬁrﬅ colony of free
blacks, aﬀords an intereﬅing, and indeedrather a diſcourag

ing, inﬅance.

(See Y 335.)

The circumﬅances which led

to that event are as follow:
A chief
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A chief living within half a mile of Freetown (which is on the ſpot, where the C H _ A P
free blacks from London original-ly ſettled, 5 382) had loﬅ, as he aﬃrms, two per-

XI'

.

fons of his town, by the depredations of an American ſlave-captain,'and had been sum" LE

waiting for an opportunity of retaliating on ſome veſſel from that country. This
opportunity Occurring, he attacked the boat of an American ſhip, paſſing up the ri

PNA

ver, and plundered her, killing her crew, conſiﬅing of three or four men, except

one, who eſcaped with the news to the ſlave-factory, whither the boat was going.
The factor, conſulting with the oﬃcers of a frigate then in the river, reſolved to

avenge the outrage.

After two or three days, in which ſome vain attempts were

made to induce the chief to come on board the frigate, the ſlave-factor, with a lieuo
tenant and a body of Britiſh ſailors and marines, ſet out to the chief's town, two
free blacks 'from the new colony being their guides, a ſervice to which, they ſay,
they were compelled. On the approach of this armed body, the chief and his peo
ple fled, and the tow-m was plundered and burnt. But the party, returning in the
evening, Were ſired on, from among the buſhes. A ſkirmiſh enſued, in which
ſome natives are ſaid to have fallen on the one ſide, and the lieutenant and a ſett
jeant of marines, were killed on the other, a few alſo being ſlightly wounded.

The

chief, after this, often vowed farther retaliation: but happily, the princiipal object of
his rage, the ſlaſiVe-factor, ſoon after quitted the coaﬅ. The factory, which is on an
iſland at ſome diﬅance in the river, and well fortiﬁed, ſuﬀered little from the conſe
quenees of theſe outrages; but they were fatal to the unprotected colony, A palz.
ver of the chiefs was called, who, following the-Afriean mode of wild retaliation,
determined to burn the town of the eoloniﬅs, becauſe two individuals belonging to

it were among the hoﬅile party. This dreadful ſentence was executed within three
days. It is but juﬅ to ſay, that the ſlave-factory aﬀorded ſeveral of the coloniﬅsia
temporary protection and ſupport, in the ﬁrﬅ preſſure of their diﬅreſs.

'

474. This recital deſervesſinotice, not only as an explaz Shwmde

nation of the diſperſion of the ﬁrﬅ Sierra Leona colony,
but as a ſpecimen of one of the kinds of danger to which withſnm lar

every new colony in Africa muﬅ be more or leſs expoſed, dugeſſ'
while ſurrounded by the ſlave-trade.

An outrage is, or is

ſuppoſed to be, committed by a ſlave-captain; the 'natives
blindly and bloodily retaliate; the ſlave-factory interferes;
and the adjoining little colony is involved in the conſequences. Such accidents are inherent in the ſlave-trade;

they grow out of it's ordinary enormities; they accord

with it's unjuﬅ and ferocious ſpi rit: for the indiſcriminate
N

ſeizure

**
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ſeizure of each other, is the very leſſon daily taught the
Africans by the Europeans, who diſcourage no violence or
atrocity, that promiſes to extend their traﬃck; and who,

as far as the Directors are inſormed, are not accuﬅomed
to decline buying any man, on the ground of his having
been unjuﬅly ſeized. Indeed more than one inﬅance

might be pointed out, in which this ſame ſlave-factory has
knowingly purchaſed freemen, from perſons who they
knew had no ſhadow of right to ſell them. But the Di

rectors wiſh not to reﬂect on any one ſlave-factory; for
they believe the cuﬅom is general; each factor perhaps
pleading that, if he ſhould ſcruple to make ſuch purchaſes,
others would not; or, iſ they did, the captains, without the

intervention oſ a factory, would buy the people ſo rejected. And indeed the ſlave-factors can ſcarcely be inſenſible
of the great diminution which their trade might ſuﬀer, from
admitting the principle of inquiring, how the ſlaves oﬀered
for ſale were procured.

But, whatever be the ſophiſms by

which.
the ſlave-dealers
theit encouragement
oſ muif
tual
ſioutrages
among thejuﬅify
natives,
cannot be ſurpriſing
they themſelves, or Whites viſiting the coaﬅ, or any neigh

. bouring European colony, ſhould occaſional-ly feel the eſ
fects of diﬀuſing theſe principles of injuﬅice.-The Court
having heard the cauſes of the diſperſion of the ﬁrﬅ coloo
' ny, will not wonder 'at the anxiety of the Directors to pro
vide againﬅ the ſame danger, nor at the eagerneſs they
have already expreſſed to enlarge the number of coloniﬅs,
and to form at once a reſpectable eﬅabliſhment. (5 354.)
475. Another proof of the danger, with which the ſlaveu
Some of ſhe
ﬁrﬅ coloniﬅs
ſeized 81 fold. trade threatens any neighbouring colony, is aﬀorded by the
annexed relation.
Some
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-ſ some time before the eﬅabliſhmcnt of the preſent Company, a Britiſh ſlave-ſac
.t_ar, then in S. Leona river, but lately removed, ſeized ﬁve of the ﬁrﬅ coloniſls, on

C H A P.
XI.

the ground of his having been wronged by one of their body, ſomewhere at a diſ

SlERRALE

tance on the coaﬅ, where he was navigating a veſſel belonging to this ſlave-fatl or,

ONA.

w

who ſaid the country law warranted this mode of redreſs.

But he afterwards was

induced to releaſe three of them, thinking the other two, on conſideration, afforded

that recompenſe for his loſs which was proper, on the principles of African juﬅice.
Theſe two men, it was admitted, had no connection with the defaulter, nor any
means of catching him (for he had run from the ſhip, when ſhe was ſome hundred
miles from thev colony) and whoſe only crime was that they had formerly lived in
the ſame town with him.

Yet they were kept in chains, by this Britiſh ſlave

trader, and then ſold to a ſlave-captain, who was on the point of ſailing; when a

Mahometan chief, who happened to come from the interior country. took com Exemplary
paſſion on them, advanced about [50 ﬅer. for their redemption, and ſent them humanity of
a chief.
home. The ſame chief having lately ſent a favourite free boy, with a meſſage to a
factor to whom he was in debt, the boy was ſeized by way of payment. The
chief, half diﬅracted, came to S. Leona, and endeavoured to trace the child from

ſactory to faEiory. At length he called at Freetown, mentioned his preſent pover
ty, and the aﬄiaion which had brought him to the coaﬅ, and modeﬅly aſked for

the [50 which he had formerly paid for the redemption of the two freeinen of
Granville town. The governor and council very careſſiully inveſligated the caſe,
'nd found the main faEts were preciſely as has been ﬅated. The[5o were repaid
to the chief, by the Company, in conſequence of this inveﬅigation.

476. The Directors have reaſon to think that ſeveral
others of this ﬁrﬅ unprotected colony, were ſold and carri

One of the
ﬁrﬅ coloniﬂs
turns kid

napper.

ed oﬀ.

One is believed to have been kid'napped by a

neighbouring black trader; and another turned kidnapper_
himſelf.

But the natives, whom he had ſeized and ſold,

were recovered by the Company's intervention, andthe
kidnapper was corporally puniſhed. Some are alſo ſaid
to have been ſold, for crimes charged againﬅ them.

But all theſe incidents (except the detection and puniſh.
ment of the kidnapper) happened before the formation of
the preſent colony.
477. The inſecurity of travellers, by preventing a ſree
communication with the interior country, is another hin

N 2

drance
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C HXP P- drance to the views of the Company. This opens a wide
w ﬁeld for reﬂection.

It appears, from many recent inveﬅi

SHJSZLÞ gations, that the people of the coaﬅ, are far more barbarous
than thoſe of the interior; that, while the population to
Inſecurity of wards the ſea, is very thin, and the intercourſe dangerous,
travellers,

.

_

from ſlave-_ there are found farther inland, many conſiderable towns,
ﬁﬂjﬂh ſome of which, in the very heart of Africa, are ſuppoſed to
Ictfrcoﬄe- carry on much internal trade, and to have made no ſmall

progreſs in civilization.

The intereﬅs of the Company,

therefore, and the benefit both of Africa and Europe, 'ren
i'der 'ſome connection with the interior of this vaﬅ conti
nent, a deſirable object. But here again, the ſlave-trade
banefully interpoſes. The general inſecurity, anarchy and
drunkenneſs which it hath introduced; but, above all,
Perhaps, a dread of the machinations of the ﬂave-traders,

who, by a chain of ſactories, have much influence in the

interior, and, by their almoﬅ entire empire of the coaﬅ,
may be 'conſidered as holding the key of Africa-theſe cir

cumﬅances ſormidably obﬅruct every liberal attempt to diſ
80ver and introduce, a- mutually advantageous intercourſe
with the i-nterior of Africa.

exempliſied

478. The proprietors are already informed

400) that,

in the very infancy of the colony, the Company's mineral
unhaPPy caſe ogiﬅ attempted -t0. penetrate into the country round S. Le
ona.

He was a man who to ſome impatience, joined a very

ardent mind, a love of knowledge, and great ctperſonal re
ſpectability, and profeſſional experience. He went out to
extend his diſcoveries, having voluntarily oﬀered his ſer
vices to the Company, taking no nſalary, but ſimply ﬅipu
lating, that, if any proﬁts ſhould ariſe from his reſearches,
he ſhould have the ſhare which mineralogiﬅs are common

ly allowed, and that the Company ſhould pay the ex
penſes
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This firﬅ

adventurer from S. Leona', on a journey of diſcovery, was,

as before ﬅated, attacked and plundered by a'native chief,
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and returned in ſo deplorable a condition, that he appears

to have died from vexation and hardſhip. It would not
have been unreaſonable to ſuſpect, that the ﬅave-trade had
imparted ferocity to this chief, even if his poſitive con

nection
with
hadanother
not been
proved.
But
the
ſame chief
hasﬅave-traders
ſince attacked
ſervant
ofct the
Com
pany, at the inﬅigation of a French ſlave-trader, who told
him that a ſhip of the S. Leona 'Company had been equip
ped, to make war on all the French ﬅave-factories in his
territories.
On the veſſel's arrival, the natives were
alarmed; but 'the peaceable conduct of the captain, who

merely went zup to buy rice, ſoon allayed their fears. The
chief, however, being very drunk, met with the captain 'and

aſſaulted him. - The people then tore oﬀ his clothes, drag
ged him to another town about two miles oﬀ, and there

kept him priſoner. When the chief grew ſober, he order
ed the captain to be ſet free, and made him ſome preſents,"
by way of compenſation-The Direﬁtors will not add:
here, any more obſervations on the hindrances (if the
ﬂave-trade to the Company's views ; as the ſubject will ne

ceſſarily recur, in ſpeakingof the ﬅeps taken topromote'
civilization. .But zthe importance of the Lſubjectſeems to
deſerve recaPitulation; -

* '

479. It appears then, that the chief ſnurces-of' the ſlave
trade are de'bts, wars, crimes and kidnapping. Debts, in

Sourcesoſth'
ﬅave-trade

recapitulated.

this caſe, may not, on the ﬁrﬅ view, appear very dreadful;
but the preceding facts put together, exhibit ſuch: a ſcene
of wickedneſs and miſery, asaﬅight inveﬅigation would
not have .ſuggeﬅed.---If an African contract a debt, an
,

other

Debts,
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trader carries oﬀ a wiſe or a child of the debtor, or perhaps
an inhabitant of the ſame town, or ſome ﬅranger who had
ſought protection there. In one caſe, as has been ſhown,
a child is tornſrom it's father by a debtor, and the ﬅave

.captain ſails, before _the parent can bring a ſubﬅitute,
(3 459.) A wiſe is ſold by her huſband, for a debt, and is
ſeen weeping in a ſlave-ſhip, for her inſant left behind,
(s 467.) A free boy, ſent with a meſſage, is ſeized for his
principal's debt, and is carried oﬀ, before he can be re

deemed, (Y 475.)

Among other coloniﬅs who were cap

tured, two are ſold for the debt- of a townſman, who runs

away from his captain, on another part of the coaﬅ, 475.)
-In other views, the cuﬅom oſ ſelling men for debt, ap
pears ﬅill more dreadful. The ﬂave-traders appear to en
courage the chiefs to contract debts, ſor the ſake of the
conſequent right of ſeizure.
The very large credits,

which, being incompatible with ordinary commerce, ſeem
peculiar to the ﬂave-trade, ſorm, perhaps, one oſ it's main
pillars ; for ſome facts that have appeared at S. Leona, un

equivocally ſhew, that liberal credit legalizes all kinds oſ
enormities. It ſerves equally to ſubject a country to a ſlave
ſactor, or to ſecure diſpatch to a ſlave-ſhip.

By theſe cre

dits, the mulatto trader acquired his power over the chiefs,
and depopulated the whole country-around him, without
violating the cuﬅoms of Africa, or ſorfeiting his character,

as a " good man and man oſ humanity," (s 468.) It is plain,
that ſlave-captains, coming to trade on the coaﬅ, may make
the ſame uſe of this ſyﬅem of credit. By diﬅributing part
of their goods among the chiefs, they eﬅabliſh a claim to
ſeize both them and their-people: and, if their crew: be

ﬅrong enoug/z (5 469) they need not wait long for their car
go;
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s 469.) In the Mandingo country alſo, it has been
w

ſhown, that debts cauſe kidnapping; for chiefs getting
into debt to Europeans are put into conﬁnement; and hence
their people are obliged t'o kidnap, to redeem them ( s 456.)
In ſhort, no proceeding of the S. Leona Company hasſo

SIBRRALE
ONA

much oﬀended the chiefs, as the refuſal of the uſual African

credit.

.

480. War alſo might ſeem, on a ſuperﬁcial view, to rank

with the leaﬅ objectionable ſources of the ﬂave-trade. But,
when viewed more cloſely, it is ſeen to involve the moﬅ

horrible' enormity.

The Africans, afraid to live detached,

congregate into towns, under the protection of ſome chief,
whom they commonly call their father. He, being cor
rupted by liquor, is largely credited by the ſlave-factor,
who, on this ground makes war on the people. Some are
killed, and many more taken and fold as ﬅaves, and thus

the chief's debt is paid.

Such were preciſely the numerous

little wars of the great mulatto trader, againﬅ all the inferior

chiefs around him.

From theſe wars others ſpring, and a

long train of hoﬅilities follows. 'A chief eſcapes from the
mulatto trader, with the reſidue of his people, to an iſland:
thence he carries on a vindictive, predatory war; taking 40
priſoners at once, from the mulatto-trader,- who would not

be ﬂow to retaliate; and the ﬂave-trade gets farther victims
from each ſide (s 454.) Some of theſe petty wars ſeem emi
nently productive. The chief of Quiaport attacks the chief
of Bowrah, and ſends his priſoners to the ﬂave-factory. The
latter gathers all his ﬅrength, and ſeizes double the number
from the former; for he is obliged to redeem his people by
paying two for one ( 5 456.) Nor are theſe ſmaller wars
the only productivc ones. Every great nation near Sierra
Leona,

Ware.
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Leona, has been involved iniwar by the ﬂave-trade.
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female mulatto owns, that the Mandingoes have no wars,

when ﬂaves are not in demand, ( s 456.)

The Foulahs,

ſays another evidence, are well known to go to war ſolely

to get ſlaves ( s 456.) " The people directly' inland, adds
another chief, go to war for ſlaves.

Our country being very

much depopulated, and the paſſage of ﬂaves from remote
parts being hindered by wars, the ﬂave-factors have lately
endeavoured to prevent them, and the adjacent country to

S. Leona, begins to be at peace."
Crimcs, real

ar imputed.

( s 456.)

481. Crimes, real or imputed, are another chief cauſe of

ſlavery :' adultery is one of the higheﬅ._ A native'chief, in

one caſe, (S460.) and an European chief in another ( Y 460)
ſells an inferior African on ſuch a charge; both by their own
arbitrary will, and' evidently for their own emolument.
And here, let the drunkenneſs and de'pravity of the chiefs,
who are thus judges in their own cauſe, be conſidered; let
the African 'polygamy be added; nor let the remark of a
native trader be forgotten, that it is common for chiefs, who
want goods, to hint to their wives, to encourage adultery.

Many of the other crimes have been ſo ﬂight, and ſuch the
injuﬅice of the judges, that the deciſiOns aggravate the hor
ror excited by this traﬃc.

A whole town, the chief except

ed, is enſlaved, for letting ſome runaway ﬂaves paſs to the
mountains,

( s 458.)

A woman from the next town, is

torn from her unweaned child and fold, merely for imper
tinence, ( 5 467.) Two men' are fold by a chief, 'to com
penſate for his having, in'his drunkenneſs, ordered a ſlave

trader to be ﬂogged, ( 461.) A man is. ſold for having
changed himſelf into a leopard, ( Y 465.) The whole fa

mily of another is fold for, his ſuppoſed theft, after he had
been poiſoned with red water, ( s 464.)

The mulatto
trader's
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this judge, the court 'paid to him by the ſlave-traders, and SKT-VTJ
the dread of coming near him, are alſo to be remembered.
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482. The inﬅances given ofkidnapping are numerous. A Kidnapping.
Nova Scotian, formerly kidnapped from S. Leona, on land

ing there is recognized by his mother, ( s 457.) Relations
of the king of S. Leona are carried oﬀ, at three diﬀerent

times, by kidnappers, ( s 351.) The Company's agent falls
in with a party of natives, in the very act of kidnap
ping, (53480 A free coloniﬅ from England is kidnap
ped. Another turns kidnapper himſelf; but is detected
and puniſhed, by the governor and Council, ( s 476.) No
leſs than three Britiſh commanders are infected with the
contagion, and ſell, without ſcruple, the free mariners found

on board French prizes.

In one of theſe inﬅances, 19 free

mcn were fold, many of them ſons of chiefs, ( s 463.)

In

a ſecond 3 or 4 Others, in ſpite of the remonﬅrances of
the Sierra Leona government. In a third 4 women left on

board as pawns, ( 5 ﬁnd) The numbers in the Deſert
er's town are reduced, partly by kidnapping, (S458)
Free-booters infeﬅ the parts between the coaﬅ and the Fou
lah country; ſo that he who brings down ſlaves is often kid

napped on his return, and ſold to the ſame factory where

he had been ſelling others, ( s 456.) In the Suſce 'coun
try, kidnapping is frequent. In the Mandingo country,

mothers dare not truﬅ their children out of their ſight,
' after ſun-ſet, for fear of kidnappers, ( s 456.) The reaſons of
it's prevalence are debts ; impunity, from the facility of ſell-.
ing the victims' ; and wars, ( s 479 etﬁq.) A chief owns that
in a 5 years war, heſiuſed to waylay and kidnap paſſengers;
but ſays it was a bad thing, juﬅiﬁed only by the neceſſity of
'having ſomething to give to the ſlave-factories for ammuni
O
tion.
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tion, ( Y 456.) We may add the extraordinary ravages of
the proprietor of a neighbouring iſland, who ſwept away the
people of whole towns, when he had intoxicated them, and

DNA.

of whoſe indiſcriminate ravages even the ﬂave-factor com
plained.
This account
reſpects S.
Leona ; but
inland ſlave
trade cannot

be very dif

483. Theſe are the four ſources of the ﬂave-trade neat'
S. Leona; nor do the Directors conceive that any conſider- -

able number have been obtained from theſe parts, by leſs
exceptionable means. Indeed it is reaſonable to-preſume,

ferent.

that at S. Leona, many atrocities have been p'erpetrat

ed ſecretly, or at leaﬅ concealed from the Company's ſer
vants. The preceding account, indeed, only reſpects the

ſlaves, from near S. Leona, not the general body ſold in S.
Leona river, moﬅ of whom are brought from the interior.
But the Directors conceive that no one can fairly aſſume, that

the caſe of inland ſlaves diﬀers eſſentially from that of ﬅaves
from the coaﬅ: the injuﬅice and treachery practiſed in tak
ing them, and their conſequent wretchedneſs, can hardly
fail to be ſomewhat ſimilar, in whatever part of Africa ſuch

fcenes take place *.
80,ooo ﬅaves
annually

. 484. Let then this aggregate of miſery be contemplated;

let it be remembered, that the above is but a ſamjzle of the

d ragged

from Africa,
by the above
nefarious
meaſu

manner in which EIGHTY THOUSAND men are annually

dragged from Africa by the civilized Europeans, eſpecially
by the Britiſh: let all the concomitant enormities, the blood

ſpilt in wars, in cutting oﬀ ſlave-ſhips, in acts of ſuicide on
board, and in ſanguinary vengeance on ſhore, be borne in
mind: let the drunkenneſs, the treachery, the unnatural
'* That the ſlave-trade is carried on by ſimilar means, and is attended with ſimilar
ſcenes, on the coaﬅ from Senegal to Gambia, and alſo about 800 miles up the former

river, may be ſeen in my " Obſervations on the Slave-trade, &c." 8vo. London

printed 1789. C. B. W.

'

fale

0
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Tale of wives and children, for debt and for liquor, let the

depravity communicated,as by contagion, to Britiſh captains,
ſailors and factors, and the atrocities to which ſome of them
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have been tranſported, be recollectcd; above all, let the ﬅop

put to the civilization of one fourth Of the globe', and the
guilt of hindering that light of revelation, which has ſo long
ſhone on Britain, from ſhining on the inhabitants of that vaﬅ
continent, be added to the account: let the miſeries of Afri

ca be contraﬅed with the bleſſings which might have reſulted
from a contrary conduct in G. Britain, and from the intro
duction of Chriﬅianity and European knowledge, and from

that promotion of induﬅry which is the ſure reſult of an
honeﬅ, innocent and peaceful commerce.-Let all theſe

conſiderations be put together, and the eVil of the ſlave-trade
will indeed appear eſinormous; it's hindranCe to civilization,
and it's hoﬅility to every principle profeſſed by the S. Leona
Company, become abundantly evident; and the proſpects
Of civilization about to be ﬅated will appear important, not
only from their immediate conſequences, but from their
evincing
practicabilit-y.
which yetthe
prevails
in Africa;-of reverſing.
' '
ſ the cruel ſyﬅem
t
485. The ſubverſion of the ſlave-trade .was one 'leading
motive in the inﬅitution of the Company; and itis one of

the objects to which thoſe who manage it's aﬀairs, profeſs
that their beﬅ endeavours ſhall be directed. But they truﬅ
that they ſhall not allow their deteﬅation of that trade, to de
generate into ill-Wi-ll to thoſe engaged in it; and they feel pe
culiar ſatisfactionin obſerving, that their government abroad,
however their zeal for it's abolition may have been excited

by the ſcenes 'they have witneſſed, have never uſed either
violent or underhand means to promote this object; having

neitherforcibly interrupted the ſlave-traders norirritated the
O2

natives

Sick ſlave
traders, re
ceived at s.
Leona.
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natives or the Nova Scotians againﬅ them; nor have they

encouraged ſailors who thought themſelves cruelly uſed,
or ﬅaves, in the ſhips or factories, to deſert to the colony.

Indeed the governor and council have been peculiarly mo
derate, in ſome trying caſes; labouring to promote peace,
to compoſe. diﬀerences and to prevent private vengeance.
They have been juﬅ towards the ﬅave-traders, and have

given them proofs of humanity and kindneſs. They have
entertained many ﬁck Europeans from the ſlave-ſhips,

whom the known ſalubrity of the air, or the expectation of
good medical advice have attracted to Freetown, and who

have been lodged-in the town,_at the Company's expenſe,

or gratuitouﬅy. received into the hoſpital.---Their im
partiality appeared, when a complaint having been made
againﬅ ſome natives by the ſlave-captain, whoſe cruelties on
board, and ſeizure of the natives on ſhore,. appear from his
converſation before recited, the governor and council in
duced the neighbouring head-man to obtain a hearing of
the caſe. But the accuſed natives exculpated themſelves,
the Have-captain being wholly to blame.

486. The following is an inﬅance of the protection aﬀord
ed to a Have-trader, by the governor and council, and of

their prudent care to prevent the outrages ſſof the ﬅave
trade from taking place on the Company's diﬅrict.

It has

been ﬅated that an European ﬅave-factor fold a free native,
in his ſervice, without the form of a trial, on a charge of

adultery with one of his wives, ( 3 460.) This ſale gave
riſe to the outrage now to be deſcribed.
French ﬅave
faStor pro
tected at S.
leona.

A neighbouring French ﬅave-factor having landed on the colony, a native ac.

cuſed him of having wrongfully ſold a free grumetta (his brother) who had ſerved
him faithfully, many years.

The native collared the Frenchman, threatening to

drag him to a neighbouring town, that the diſpute mightbe ſettled.

I reſcued him,

with ſome diﬃculty, being determined to forbid all ſuch acts on_ our ground.

But
while
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while I was getting a boat, to convey him out oſ the colony, he ſell again into the
hands oſ the ſame natives. By help of the governor and another principal ſervant
of the Company, I reſcued him again, and he got ſafely to his veſſel. He was ſo
terriﬁed, that he thought us all his enemies, and begged that we would ltill him our
ſelves, and not give up to the ſavages. I feared the interference oſ the N. Scotians,
many of whom beheld this ſcene; but they behaved very well; though their ſeel
ings leaned ﬅrongly to the ſide of the natives. I told them that, before any ﬅranger
ſhould be forced from our diſtrict, we were reſolved that we ourſelves would be car
ried oﬀ, and this language reﬅrained them very much. The next Sunday, our cler
gyman noticed from the pulpit, how unbecoming it would be iſ any ſtranger, how
ever, culpable, who had come to the colony for protetlion, ſhould be ſeized in it:
of this the N. Scotians approved. , On complaining to the chief oſ the native
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who collared the Frenchman, he apologized, and aſſured me that no ſuch outrage

ſhould be committed in future. Soon after this, the Frenchman reported, that [he
aſſault oſ the native had been inſligated by us. He was certainly ſo terriﬁed at the
aſſault, that he might not have been ajudge oſ what paſſed. Beſides, as a ſlave
trader, he would be prejudiced againﬅ us. But, I think,_I would again ſubmit to
ſuch calumny, rather than let any violence be committed on our ground.

487. This ſame ſlave-trader, ſoon after his own reſcue, His ingrati

inﬅigated the drunken chief to aſſault one oſ the Compa

ny's captains

478.)

tud e.

Though the governor and council

have acted upon the paciﬁc principles recommended by
the
ſome
of the Company's
withDirectors,
the intereſts
oſinﬅances
the ﬂave-tradersſſ
may have interſerence
been inter

preted into acts oſ hoﬅility.
488. To the following incident, it isneceſſary to pre
miſe, that the legiﬁatures of the Northern States oſ America
have prohibited the ſlave-trade, in certain caſes, under hea

vy penalties. '
An American ſhip arriving in S. Leona river, the ſupercargo, who ſeems to have Americans
known little oſ the Company's principles, went haﬅily to the governor and council clandeﬅinely
ſlaveand oﬀered them his cargo, ſor a cargo oſ ﬂaves, ſaying he would take no Other arti purſue
trade,though
cles, and hoped they would ſoon ſavour him with the ſlaves he wanted.
A coun prohibited.
ſellor aſked him how the American laws ﬅood, reſpecting this trade.
He ſziid
that, where he came from, it was prohibited, under ſorſeiture of the ſhip andſtooo
penalty on the captain; " But, added he, no body will inſorm."-Indced, Sir, re.
plied the counſellor, I myſelf ſhall inform, ifnone elſe will.-I hope Sir, you will not
do
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C H A P. do ſo tmſricndly a thing.-I would rather prevent evil than puniſh it, (ſaid the
Xl.
counſellor) and I warn you, that ifyou carry a ſingle ſlave from this Coaﬅ, you ſhall
SIERRALE

ONA.
which the
Directors are
taking ﬅeps
to prevent.

ﬁnd an information lodged againﬅ you in America.-The ſupcrcargo then ſaid, he
was not in earneﬅ, and that he really abhorred the ſiave-trade.

489. This ſhip quitted the river, immediately, to the
obvious prejudice of the ﬂave-ſactories there.-The Direc
tors have received from S. Leona, a liﬅ of all the Ameri

can ſhips, which have tranſgreſſed the laws of that country,
and are taking meaſures for conveying to the ſeveral legiſ
latures, whoſe authority hath been inſulted, ſuﬃcient evi
dence of the circumﬅances tending to the conviction and
puniſhment of the oﬀenders.
Companyge
nerouﬂy re
folve to re
deem llaves,

490. Another ﬅep of the Directors to limit the exceſſes
of the ſlave-trade, may be worthy of mention. The in
formation of the ſale of the free mariners found in the

French prizes, came accompanied with an intimation of
the doubts of the Company's ſervants abroad, whether they
ought to have redeemed thoſe injured men. It was thought
that the price paid for their liberty might be recovered in

England, by an action againﬅ the Britiſh ſubjects whp ſold
them.

On the other hand, the expenſe of ſending wit-

neſſes from Africa, the danger of ſailing in ſome point of
legal evidence, and the many uncertainties of ſuch a huſ.

neſs, were ſo obvious, that, on the whole, the governor and
council were afraid of adopting this ﬅep. But the Direc
tors, on conſidering the advantages Of avowing their deter
mination to interfere in future caſes of this ſort, thought it

right to ſend inﬅructions, that if, in certain ſpeciſied caſes,
any neighbouring native ſhould be unjuﬅly ſold, either to
or by a Britiſh ſubject, the governor and council were to

pay the price of ſuch perſon's redemption, if no other
means of liberating him ſhould be aﬀorded.

This intelli
genc'e
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gence is ſaid to have been ſatisfactory to ſeveral' of the C Till-4 P

neighbouring chiefs.
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491. The obﬅacles of the ſlave-trade to the Company's S'E::2_L£"
deſigns will farther appear in deſcribing their direct eﬀorts
to ſet on foot plans oſ cultivation and indu'ﬅry, and to pre- andtoeonci

pare the way for the introduction of Chriﬅianity and civil- hate chiefs'
ization. One of the moſt eﬀectual means of promoting
theſe objects muﬅ obviouſly be, by gaining over ſome prin

cipal kings or chiefs to this great cauſe. (ſee s 130.)

If any

chief poſſeſſed of fertile land, and having grumettas under

him, could be perſuaded to employ them in regular culti
vation, under the direction of an European planter; if he
could be induced to entertain a ſchool-maﬅer or miſſion
ary, a friendly intercourſe, alſo, ſubﬁﬅing between ſuch

chief and the Sierra Leona government ; it can hardly be
doubted that civilization would rapidly advance.
492. Among the obﬅacles to the adoption of any plan of Sl.trade,o_b
cultivation by the kings or chiefs, near S. Leona, it has

been ﬅated that they univerſally deal in ſlaves. By the Liipmﬁts'
ſame traﬃc alſo many private ſlave-traders have become
chiefs: the diﬀerence between a chief or king, who is alſo
a ſlave-trader, and a ſlave-trader who has raiſed himſelf

into a chief, being principally that the king is the leſs pow
erful of the two, and is commonly alſo in debt, and ſubſer

vient, to an European factory; whereas the ſlave-trader is
often rich and independent, having many chiefs in his
debt, and therefore, ſubject to him. It is obvious that nei
ther kings leagued with a ſlave-factor, nor chiefs become
rich by the ſlave-trade, can generally be expected 'to pa
tronize induﬅry and reformation of manners. This traﬃc,
indeed, preſents proﬁts often ſo eaſy and tempting, that

habits of labour ſeem not likely to prevail till it ſhall ceaſe.
-On
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tives into the uſe of European goods, ſome of which they
Conſider even as neceſſaries. This taﬅe may, therefore, be
expected to ﬅimulate induﬅry, as ſoon as ever the produce

troduced a
taﬅe for Eu

of the land and labour of Africa ſhall be required, for

Law

ropeangoods)

European goods, inﬅead of her inhabitants themſelves, (s

36 ctﬅr-l
by it's large

493. The large credits given in' the ſlave-trade alſo

credits,

oppoſe any ſudden dereliction of it; ſince they render it

very diﬃcult for chiefs who might be diſpoſed to favour
cultivation, to call in their capital.
bygrcu ndleſs
prejudiccs.

'494. The prejudices which many chiefs at ﬁrﬅ imbibed
againﬅ the Company, form another obﬅacle to cultivation.
They ſeem to have been taught to believe, that the Compaq
ny were to be the general diﬅurbers of the peace, by chang
ing the cuﬅoms of Africa; that they intended to deprive the
chiefs-of their power, and, in the end, of their territories;

and to encourage ﬅaves to deſert their maﬅers and take

refuge in_ the colony.

It is obvious, however, that this

impediment is merely temporary.
Chiefs, &C.

who may be
expected to
favour the

Company's
thws.

'

Theſeorobﬅacles
were expected
to oppoſe,attempts
and have
in 495.
fact more
leſs oppoſed,
all the Company's
to i
intereﬅ the African chiefs in plans of civilization and in
duﬅry; but, though many of them ﬅill operate, they have,
in ſeveral inﬅances, been happily overcome. The means
by which this has been eﬀected are eaſily explained. Firﬅ,
a few natives'of ſome conſequence, the ſucceſſors of de

ceaſed ſlave-traders, are growing leſs fond of that danger
ous traﬃc, by which their property was originally acquired.
Among ſuch the Company may be expected to make pro

ſelytes.

Other chiefs may be thrown into diﬅreſs by the

ﬂave-trade; may loſe a near relation by it; or poﬃbly

7

having

)_._..__
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having been redeemed from a ſlave-ſhip themſelves, may
'be aﬀected by narrowly eſcaping the fate to which they
have too often conſigned others. And circumﬅances have

w
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already occurred, which give hopes of gaining ſuch per
ſons.

Others again may be led, partly by higher princi

ples, to contemplate the miſeries brought by the ſlave-trade on their country, and, if a fair opening be aﬀorded, and the

ſacriﬁce be not too great, may become favourers of order
and induﬅry. Laﬅly, ſome chiefs, ﬅruck with the improve

ments at Freetown. or having, perhaps, viſited England,
may return animated with a deſire to impart the bleſſings
they have witneſſed, who may be induced, poſſibly by
embracing Chriﬅianity, to ﬅand forward as promoters of

civilization, and friends of the Company. That one or
other of theſe principles has actually operated on the

minds of ſeveral very conſiderable chiefs, will appear-ﬁrﬅ
from a quotation from the journal of one of the Company's
ſervants already often reſorted to, and which deſcribes an

interview with a neighbouring chief, about a year after the

inﬅitution of the colony.
Having heard of this chicf's prejudices againﬅus, I ſirﬅ expreſſed to him my fear
that our engagements in the care of our infant colony, might have aﬀorded time for
intereﬅed men to ſpread reports againﬅ us; that it was true we were not friends to
the ſlave-trade, but that we wiſhed peaceably to draw the natives from it, by ſetting
before them other ſounees of wealth.

dial.

Though civil, he was, at ﬁrﬅ, far from cor

He allowed that we had many enemies, and that he had been alarmed for his

property.

Ithen explained ſeveral parts of our conduct, which 1 found had been

groſsly miſrepreſented; aſſuring him particularly, that it was not our purpoſe to decoy
ﬅaves frdm their maﬅers (as he had been told) and that, if we did not ſeize and de

liver them up, yet we would neither ſhelter, nor employ them. I oﬀered education,
at Sierra Leona, to any of his young people, and hinted that a ſeminary might be
ſet up at liis own place.

I then urged him to fet his grumettas to cultivation, calcu

lated and ſet before him the advantages he would derive from having his lands co
vered with cotton and coſſee, inﬅead of their being depopulated by the ſlave-tude.

He was very inquiſitive about this plan, and appeared rather to approve it; but
doubted

An inﬅance.
YoungCleave
land's preju
dices remov
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wiſhed the Company ſucceſs. I afterwards viewed ſome of his land, which is ex
cellent : cotton grows abundantly, and the true indigo is ſeen in ſeveral places.

and he be

by recent advices, this perſon's diſpoſition to quit the ſlave
trade appears to be ﬅrengthened, and that he has actually
taken ſome meaſures for commencing cultivation. He has

496. The Directors have the ſatisfaction of adding, that,
comes fa

vourable to
cultivation,

been retarded from adopting the Company's ſuggeﬅions,
by his outﬅanding debts, which it has been diﬃcult t-o col

lect, except in ﬅaves; by the alluring proﬁts of the ﬅave

trade;

and by his temporary prejudices againﬅ the

Company, (ſee Z 492 etſey)

But his known-humanityand

liberality, and perhaps the late reduction of the demand for
llaves, from the war, and the failure of credit here, ſeem at

length to have operated on him ſo eﬀectually, as to incline
him to favour cultivation-From what has been ſaid, it

may be preſumed that this reſpectable African, when he
followed the ſlave-trade, would exerciſe as much humanity

as could be reconciled to ſuch a traﬃc; and that be would
probably conﬁne his purchaſes to ſlaves from a diﬅance, giv
ing protection to the people around him. The truth of this
preſumption appears from the cenſures of the ſlave-traders.
his humanity

He is the very-man Who made the Britiſh ſlave-captain wait
ſo long for ſlaves, being " aﬀraid to make a haul qſ the peo
ﬃlc" as the " ﬁne fellow" (the mulatto chief) his predeceſ
ſor uſed to do; and whoſe town," therefore, the captain ſaid
he would have ſeized " if he had been well manned," in

order, doubtleſs, to teach this African " a proper ſpirit."
His incapacity for the ſlave-trade has been alſo intimated
by a Britiſh factor, who being aſked, " Does the mulatto
trader's ſucceſſor recover debts by the ſame means (laying
waſte
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waﬅe his debtor's towns) that he uſed," replied " No Ice is
too eﬄ," (See s 368, 369.) In the journal ſent home, a no

C H A P.

Xſ.
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leſs honourable teſtimony oſ this Aſrican, and of the peace

Stzau Ls

ONA.

and
has introduced,
implied
words oſ a
thirdſecurity
Britiſh he
ſiſlave-ſactor,
who isdwelt
on ina the
neighbouring
iﬅand.
" I remember the time" ſaid he ** when, iſ I ſent a grumetta up the country,
with goods equal in value to one ſlave, I was ſure to have him back with two ﬅaves

in return, within ſix days: but it will 'tow take as many weeks to get the ſame num
ber, and yet ﬅaves are dearer than ever."

497. The Company owe their ſucceſs, in this diﬅrict,
partly to the war *, and partly to the remembrance oſ the
ravages oſ the mulatto trader. They owe a ſimilar beneﬁt
to the experience of the bitter eﬀects oſ the ﬂave-trade, in
the following recent caſe.-The Mahometan chief, whoſe

humane, modeﬅ and diſintereﬅed conduct has been men<'

tioned

475) made the following obſervations.

He ſaid, he had been taught to look on the colony withjealouſy, and had there
ſore hitherto kept alooſ; but that recent misfortunes, brought on him by the machi

Humane Ma
hometan
chicſ unde
nations oſ ﬅave-traders, ſome oſ which he related, added to what he had lately learnt ceived.

of our conduct, had made him ſuſpect the 'truth oſ what he had heard, and that he
was come to have his doubts cleared up. He earneﬅly entreated my aſliſlance, in
recovering his intimate friend, Famarah, a diﬅinguiſhed chief carried oﬀ the coaﬅ,v .
ſome time ago, as a ſlave. He alſo ſpoke to me of the free boy whom he hadjuﬅ
loﬅ, and to induce me to exertion in recovering both captives, he named his redemp
tion of our free coloniﬅs, ſor which, he ſaid, the ﬅave-traders had blamed, as well as
laughed at him. Though I could give him little hopes of recovering either oſ the
captives, he was pleaſed, on the whole, with his viſit. He was particularly gratiﬁed
by ſeeing our ſchools. " If I were younger, ſaid he, I ſhould ſlay here; but, as it

is, I ſhall ſend my children." He alſo ſpoke of his having been driven, by the arts
of a Britiſh ſlave-trader, to the neceſſity of quitting his native place; but ſaid that
he lived now in a country aﬀording ſome produce, which he ſhould be happy to col.
lect ſor us.

His converſation and manners intereﬅed me much.

years old, of a good and bcnevolent appearance.

He is about 69

His mind, which is naturally ſe'

* The interruption of the ſlave-trade by the preſent European war is here
evidently meant.

C. B. W.
P 2

gacious,
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C H A P. gacious, being now bowed down by misfortunes, isthe more open to impreſſions
XI'
againﬅ the ﬅave-trade, and I truﬅ we ſhall attach him to us.

* SlIlRALl-Z498. The Directors will next add a very encouraging ac
"M'
count of an interview with another chief.
Chief ofthe
I waited on the chief oſ this river, who is ſaid to have great influence over the
22? 22;sz three neighbouring kings, and to have nominated them all. I' was ſurpriſed by the
on,- oﬀm,
appearance of a man about 90 years old, ﬅill ſenſible and active; I acquainted him
with the motives of my viſit, and the principles of the Company. He very readi
ly aſſured me, that he would. protect our tradcrs, and favour us in the cuﬅom of his

river. He promiſed to ſend one of his boys to the colony for education, and to
viſit it himſelf, the next dry ſeaſon. He alſo oﬀered protection to a miſſionary, or
ſchoolmaﬅer, and to make his ſituation comfortable. I have met with no native
more liberal in his views, or clear in his idea' or converſation. He has wonderful

ly diveﬅed himſelf of African prejudices and ſuperﬅitions, and reprobates the cuſ
tom of ſacriſicing to the devil, who, ſaid he, " muﬅ be himſelf a creature of God."

Though nccaſtonally engaged in the ſlave-trade, he rejoices in the proſpect of it's
abolition. Some years ago, his town was deﬅroyed by the mulatto ſlave-trader,
and many of his people carried oﬀ: he ﬅill waits for an opportunity of revenge.
VVc had propoſed to him to build on an iſland of his, a factory and a rice-houſe,
veﬅing in us the right oſ poſſeſſion, and that he ſhould furniſh a planter, whom we
might ſend, labourers to clear and plant the whole.

I think it likely that our pro

poſal will be accepted, and a magaaine may be ﬁxed for the produce of the neigh
bourhood, which is very rich in rice, ﬅock and camwood. A ſchoolmaﬅer, or miſſi

ſionary, would ﬁnd a conſiderable poptilation, if the cultivation ſhould proceed with.
ſpirit, and would be within one or two hours diﬅance of ſeveral of the largeﬅ vil
lages in theſe parts.

499. A very favourable ſpecimen of' the African charac
ter, and a moﬅ pleaſing proof of the practicability of intro
ducing European improvements, are aﬀorded by the

following incident.

-

chief from
Five natives lately arrived, in a ſhip of our's, from the Gambia. O'ne of them,
the Gambiz, named Cuddy, is a chief and principal trader there. His ﬁgure is very prepoſſeſſtng.
ment.

He is well made, and about 6 feet 3 inches high. His manners are civil and eaſy,
and his face the picture of benevolencc. He is modeﬅ and diﬃdent, and afraid of
oﬀending againﬅ the truth. He was dreſſed in his country faſhion, neat and clean,
but deſpiſed' ﬁnery. He has riſen much in my eﬅeem, and that of all the Compa

ny's oﬃcers, as well as of the coloniﬅs, during the 14 days he ſpent at my houſe. It
was pleaſing to obſerve him contemplatingv whatever he ſaw, with the view of turn
ing
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ing it to his country's advantage.
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on ſome of the N. Scotia blacks, to go with him to the Gambia, to inﬅruct his coun
trymen, and has inducedagood carpenter to go, who is to build him a houſe and Sl ERRA Li
ONA
make him ploughs and huſbandry utenſils, and alſo looms; ſor Cuddy has it much

tal-'U

at heart to introduce the broad loom among his people.

Another man is to embark

with him, who underﬅands ploughing, and can make ſhingles, &c. Cuddy has long
been partial to the Company, has alWays been kind to their ſervants, when in the
Gambia, and has built, on the Floop ſide of that river, a little town, which he has
named Sierra Leona. Being curious in natural productions, he ſhowed our botaniﬅ
ſeveral dying plants growing here, particularly a tree uſed in the Gambia, for making

indigo more durable.

500. The Directors will next oﬀer ſome information rela
tive to the interior country, gained in a journey lately made
into a large neighbouring kingdom *.--The governor and
council having been informed by ſome of the F_oulahs t, a
powerful nation to the N.l_ZZ. of S. Leona, that their king de
ſired to form an intercourſe with the colony, two gentlemen
in the Company's ſervice, oﬀered to attempt to penetrate,
through a large, and as yet unknown country, to his capitali.
Sailing accordingly, to the Rio Nunez, they obtained inter
* The account of this expedition, and much other matter, in this and the preced

ing chap. were not inſerted in the Report read to the Proprietors, Advices from S'.
Leona, of the 6th Sep. 1794, had been received at time oſ ſending this Report to
the preſs, which have furniſhed much additional intelligence. 'l'heir recent ac
counts are, in almoﬅ cvery reſpect, more favourable than any preceding. They
convey, nevertheleſs, information of a diﬅurbance in the colony, from the violence

of ſome of the moﬅ diſaſfected N. Scotians.

But the ringleaders had been taken

up, or had leſt the colony, the utmoﬅ tranquillity prevailed when the laﬅ diſputches

came away, which were dated 7 or 8 weeks after the tumult, and the government
are perſuaded that there is no reaſon to fear any permanent or material ill conſe
quences.
+ There ſeem to be ſeveral independent tribes or nations of Foulahs,.of which this
is probably one Of the moﬅ conſiderable.
1 Mr. James Watt, already ſpoken of (formerly manager of the eﬅate of George

Roſe, Eſq. M. P. in Dominica) and Mr. Winterbonom, brother to Dr. VVinterbot
tom, phyſician to the colony.

preters

Intereﬅiug
expedition t'

the interior.
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preters and guides at Kocundy, a conſiderable way up that

river, and then ſet out on foot, in a party of about twenty
perfons. They mention, with much thankfulneſs, their
obligations to ſome ſlave-traders, eſpecially to a mulatto
trader near Kocundy. Shortly after leaving Rio Nunez,
they found that a conſiderable intercourſe ſubſiﬅed between

the interior country, and the upper parts of the river; for 5
or 600 Foulahs were often ſeen in a day, carrying on their
backs great loads of rice and ivory, to be exchanged for ſalt.
In the numerous ſucceſſive towns, generally diﬅant 6, 8 or
10 miles, the travellers were always moﬅ hoſpitably re
ceived; the inhabitants having been agreeably ſurprized at
the ſight of white men, of whom none had ever been ſeen
even a few day's journey from the coaﬅ. After travelling

16 days, through a country barren in many parts, but fruit
ful in others, and remarkably full ofcattle, and after paſſing

2 or 3 ſmall rivers, one of them ſaid to empty itſelf into the
Gambia, they arrived at Laby, a town about LOO miles, al

moﬅ due eaﬅ, from Kocundy.

Here they ſpent 3 or 4

days, being moﬅ cordially received by the chief who is ſub<

Govern
mcnt, ﬅate of
civilization,
&e. &c.

ordinate to the king of the Foulahs. Laby is about 2{,- miles
in Circumference, 'and is ſuppoſed to contain not leſs than
5coo people. From Laby, they proceeded, in another week,
72 miles farther inland, to Teembo, the capital of the Foulah
kingdom, experiencing every where the ſame hoſpitality.
501. During 14 days which they paſſed in Teembo, they
often converfed, through their interpreters, with the king,
with a perſon who acts as deputy in his abſence, and with

'many other principal perſons. This kingdom is about 350
miles long, from E. to XV. and about 2oo miles broad, from
N. to S. The king is very arbitrary, in many points, and he

opens or [huts up the markets and Channels of trade, juﬅ as
he

THE

he pleaſes.
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Teembo may contain'about 7000 inhabitants;

and the ſuperiority of all theſe interior people, to thoſe on

the coaﬅ, is great, in moﬅ branches of civilization.

The

houſes here, at Laby and ſome other places, are occaſionally

ſpoken of in the journals as very good. The ſilver orna
ments, worn by ſome of the chief women, are ſaid to be
equal in value to £20. At Laby and Teembo, they work
in iron, ſilver, wood and leather, and weave narrow Cloths.

The chief men have books, generally on divinity or law;
and reading is common, there being ſchools in almoﬅ every
town. Horſes are commonly uſed by the chief people, who
often ride out for amuſement; and the king invited the two

ﬅrangers to ſee a ſpecies of horſe-race.

The ſoil is gene

rally ﬅony; much of it is paﬅure: in ſome parts, rice is cul
tivated, chieﬂy by the women, the men, many of whom are
ﬅaves, carrying away the produce on their backs. The ſoil
is dry; about one third of it is ſaid to be extremely fertile,
'and the climate is thought very good. The nights and
mornings were ſometimes cold, and the thermometer * was
once as 'low as 510, at? paﬅ 5 in the morning; but it roſe to
near 90o at noon.

The religion is Mahometaniſm, and there

are many moſques; but neither prieﬅs nor people ſeem to
have much bigotry, though they fail not to obſerve the.
Mahometan rites, praying ﬁve times a day. The king's pu
niſhments are arbitrary and ſevere, eſpecially for diſreſpcct
to his own authority; but it appears that no Foulahs are
ever ſold as ſlaves, for debts or crimes, and kidnapping ſel

dom occurs. Till lately, however, the Foulahs dealt very
conſiderably in ﬂaves, to procure whom they avowedly go
to war. Their religion aﬀords them an apology for this

horrible injuﬅice, by permitting them to deﬅroy all inﬁdels,
*
i Farenheit's

a term

C H A P
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a term which ſeems to include all their neighbours. Our

ſi-ﬂ-N

travellers loﬅ no opportunity oſ reprobating theſe wars,
and oſ inculcating the principles oſ the Company, as appears
ſrom the ſollowing extract from one of the journals.

SIERRALE
ONA.

ln the morning, I had a viſit from the deputy king, who told me with a
Foulahs
make war to ſ-hocking degree of openneſs, that the ſole object of their wars was to procure ſlaves,
get ſlavcs.
as they could not obtain European goods without ſlaves, and they could get ſlaves

without ﬁghting'ſor them. I mentioned rice, ivory and cattle; but he ſaid, the .
factories Would not ſurniſh them with guns, powder and cloth, which he conſi
dered as the chieſ articles, for any thing except ſlaves. I told him that, by a trade in
produce, they might become rich, without going to war for ſlaves, which muﬅ cer

tainly oﬀend that God, to whom they prayed ﬁve times a day. " But the people on
whom we make war, returned he, never pray to God: we do not go to war with

people who give God Almighty ſervice."

In an interview with the king himſelf, the following con
verſation occurred.
King diſpoſ
ed to aban
don the ſlave
trade

(2.) After [lating the views oſ the Company, I took the liberty of remarking,
how wicked it was ior one\nation to deſlroy another. Iſ theſe people, ſaid I, have
not ſo much knowledge as you, you ſhould inﬅruct them. There were preſent, the
king, the head prieﬅ and the chieſ miniﬅer, and they ﬅill ſuﬀered me to proceed

without interruption; I w'as ſurpriZed at their attention.

They all acknowledged

the truth oſ what l ſaid, and the king obſerved, that, iſ he could get guns, powder

and every thing elſe he wanted, for ivory, rice and cattle, he would ſoon have done
with the ſlave-trade. I told him, that, iſ once the Aſricans knew the S. Leona
Company perſeElly, I was ſure wars would ceaſe. They all ſaid, they believed ſo too.

The next day, a converſation occurred to this eﬀect.
Religious
wars.

(3.) I waited on a head man, by his deſire. I ſound him writing, but he quickly
laid aſide his work. I had much converſation with him, ſimilar to what] held with
the king the night before. He defended for ſome time, their religious wars, butat

laﬅ admitted that they muﬅ be diſpleaﬁng to God. He ﬅill ſaid, however, that
their book deſired them to make war on nations that would not do God ſervice. I
replied, that there might be many good things in their book; but that I was ſure the
devil had put in that paſſage: God was ſo good and merciful-that he muﬅhate men
who deſlroyed their fellow creatures. He ſcrupled not to ſay, that iſ the Foulahs '
could get the goods they wanted without war, he would then believe that going'- to
war oﬀended God: but, ſaid he, iſ we cannotget theſe things without war, God can.

'not be angry with us for going to war, eſpecially as it is ſo in our book.

Another
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Another circumﬅance, more lamentable than any of the
preceding, muﬅ be added here.

C H A P.
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(4.) The king's deputy, after ſiating that the Foulahs made war, ſolely to'get SIE a an La
ONA.
ﬅaves, ſaid alſo, " that the old men, anda/d women, w/za were captured in t/zeſi: wan',
and who were known to be urg/izlcable, wert-put to deal/t." Theſe are the words in Mr. Unſaleable
VVatt's journal: that of Mr. Winterbottom repreſents the king's deputy as ſaying ﬅaves, killed
by the Fou
that they *' cut the t/zroats' of the elder captives; and mentions, that when this lahs.
cruelty was condemned, he replied, that it was not ſo cruel as letting them ﬅarve to

death, adding, that their enemies would not ſcruple to do the ſame. See $509.

502. That this additional and' enormous evil is directly
chargeable on the ﬂave-trade, theſe quotations ſeem to

evince: and that no ſimilar eﬀuſion oſ blood can be ſuppoſed
to happen, even among the ſame people, in the caſe of able

but ſaleal-le
ones would
not be killed,
even iſ the
market were
ﬅopped. '

bodz'edﬅavcs, returned or withheld for want of a market, the
following circumﬅances clearly prove-It has been ﬅated,
ſſthat the war with France ſuddenly checked the ﬂave-trade

on the coaﬅ. It; appears, from the journals of this expedi
tion, that

.

The influence of the European war was as ﬅrong in the interior. The wars of Eu rapean
Teemþo ceaſed about this period: ﬂaves at the ſea-ſide fell from 160 to 120 bars. war checks
ſlave
The king of the Foulahs, to bring the ſlave-traders to terms, forbade his ſubjects to inland
tradc.
carry llaves down till 160 bars ſhould be again oﬀered ; and the c0nſequence of the

ﬂaves being thus withheld (except a few ſmuggled ones) was that the Foulah coun.
try had become full of them *.
'

_ 5023. It has been ﬅated ( I 456.) that the Foulahs were oſ
ten ſeized by freebooters, in returning from the factories to

which they had been carrying the captives, taken in their
predatory wars. This fact is conﬁrmed by the following
incident, among others of the kind that occurred in this
journey.
An old man called on the travellers at Teembo, and begged them to enquire after Kidmpping
his ſon, who with ſix others, ſome of them related to_the king, had been ſeized, in in the inte

returning from Rio Pongos, about ſotſiir years ago.

They had been ſold to the Bri

tiſh ſlave-fableſ at the Iﬂes de Los, and, immediately ſhipped oſſto the VV. lndies,
' The joumal intimate', though not very diﬅinctly, that they were put to work.

'

except

riot.
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Foulah king
ſavours the
plough, &e.

willingly pay any ranſom for his ſon '*.

The old man ſaid, he would

1 aſſured him, the writer of thejournal

adds, that the governor oſ S. Leona would feel almoﬅ as much pleaſure in reﬅoring

his ſon, as he could in receiving him, and that we ſhould ſpare no pains in the en
quiry. At hearing this, the old man's eye's gliﬅened, and he left me, bleſſing both
the governor and myſelf, and aſſuring me that he- ſhould pray for me.

504. The Directors have the ſatisfaction of obſerving, that
the two travellers appear, by the propriety of. their conduct,
and by their declarations of the principle-s of the Company,
to have ingratiated themſelves much with the natives, eſpe*

cially the chief people. The king, being aſked, Whether
he would encourage any European to ſettle near him, w-itha
vie-w to cultivation, readily anſwered, that he would furniſh

himwith land, and cattle and men, for the purpoſe.

Much

converſation paſſed-at diﬀerent times, concerning the intro
duction oE the plough, of which' no one had ever heard in
the Foulah. country. The king of Laby oﬀered to ſend a
ſon to England for education, and a principal prieﬅ ſeemed
willing- to (lo-the ſame. Diligent enquiry was made at Laby
and Teembo, concerning the road to Tombuctoo, an inte

rior town, ſuppoſed of the ﬁrﬅ magnitude, to which ſome
adventurers from the African Aſſociation have. attemptedv to
Root: to
Tombuctoo
'nd Caſhna.

penetrate, (See Q 327.) It Was ſaid, at: Laby, that a free
Communication ſubſtﬅedv with Torctnbuctoo, though diﬅant
no leſs than a four month's journey; ſix kingdoms interven

ing between. the Foulah country and that Of the king of
Tombuctoo, namely Belia, Bouriah, Manda, Segoo, SOOfUﬂr

doo, and Genah.

This laﬅ, the neareﬅ kingdom to Tom

buttoo, and that of Tombuctoo itſelf, were ſpoken of as
richer than any of the reﬅ. The city of Caſhna ſeemed to be
' Two of the perſons fold bore the name of Omar, another i' called Hamadoo, and another Bubar

czn-ie,_ Two others are mentioned under the name of Hamodoo, oneoſ whom was the ſon of thi'

old man.

The Director' have introduced their names, to promote their redernptiou.

known
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known at Laby; but the route was deſcribed as hazarddus.

CHAP
Xl._

505. From Teembo, the Company's ſervants returned by
SIEKRALE-ſi

a diﬀerent, and rather mere dangerous path.

But, by the
ONA.

king's command, they were eſcorted by a body of Foulahs,
amounting, for part of the jOurney, to 5 Or 600. When this
body arrived on the borders of the Suſee country, a ſuſpi
cion aroſe, On the part oſ the Suſees, that the Foulahs were

In'cidents on'
the return of
the travetl'ers'

to S. Leona.

come to attack them, on pretence of conducting white men
to the coaﬅ. But th'elatter removed the ſuſpicidn, ſhowing'
that they had goods and ﬂaves with them; and at a meeting
or the Suſee chiefs, it was determined, not only that the tra

Vellers and their pArty ſhould be permitted to paſs to Sierra'
Leona, but alſo that the Path, Which former' wars had ſhut,

ſhould become pert'nan'ently open. Fo'ur or ﬁve conſidera
ble perſons from the Foulab, and other kings, With their
ſuite came to Freetomi, with the white travellers, paſſed a

ſhw days there, arranged ſome commercial plans, and re
turned highly gratiﬁed by their viſit. It has ſlnce been
learnt, that when' the Foutahs- g'ot back to the borders of their
own kingdom, their countrymen, Who came to meet them,

WEre ſo much intereﬅed with what had been htSafd and

ſeen at 8. Leona, that the cOnVEtfdtion laﬅed till day-bteak*.
506. The' ſucceſs of this jeurney has ſuggeﬅed a more int;

Intended
journey to

portdut' one, on which' one of the above mentioned traveh Tombuctoo.

lers, and another ſervant of the Company were, by the'- laﬅ

accounts, likely ſoon to enter; Their main object win be
to penetrate to Totnbuctoo', probably by the Foulah coun:
try. If they' ſhould reach Tombuctoo, it will depend on' the
information they Will there reeeive, whether they retdrn' to'
' See the 'oute of the' tmeh'eta, as trace'd an the large map, at the end at' this work.-Fo'r die
'oute of Major Houglton in int, ſee " Elucidations oſ the' African Getdgmphy," publiſhed by th!
African Aſſociation.

Q2
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Teembo and S. Leona, or ſhall go towards the Gambia, or
through the continent to the Mediterranean.
507. Since the ﬅagnation of the demand for ﬅaves, wars
have ceaſed near S. Leona, and in other parts of the coaﬅ.

Viſit rs ceaſe
with the
ſlave-trade.

That reſpectable chieſCuddy, from the diﬅant river Gambia, (s 499.) mention
ctl, when at Freetown, that there were now no wars in any part near him, and that the

few ſlaves ſold therſie, whoſe number was daily diminiſhing, came from the remote
country of Gallam. He added, " What ſhould a man go to war for now? There
is nothing to make people go to war: no price for ﬅaves-noſhip to take them -no
goods to give for them! Suppoſe ſhips come plenty, aye, then people go to war again."

- 508. The declenſion of the ſlave-trade near S. Leona, ap
Slave-trade
diminlſhed e pears to have been very great. The governor and council
near 5. Leo.
na.

ſuppoſe that not above g- Qf the uſual number of ﬅaves are
now carried oﬀ the adjacent coaﬅ. The French ſlave-fac
tory, and an individual Britiſh ſlave-factor, have removed

from S. Leona river. The ﬅave-factory 'in the lﬅe de Los,
is on the point of being given up; and that on Bance Iſland,
the only one remaining either in or near S. Leona river, is
thought to apply more than formerly to the collection of
produce, and has begun a cotton plantation, worked by na
tives, and which the Company's inﬅitution appears to have
ſuggeﬅed. A ﬅave-factor,oſ the name of Wilkinſon, declar
ed that he would quit the trade, and transfer his property.
(amounting' to about fzooo) to Freetown, oﬀering to con
form
to the laws, if permitted to ſettle there.
But
he is
ſince dead.
a
i
509. The governor and council have takenſi ſome pains to
enquire What lias been done with ﬅaves withheld or return

ed, for want of purchaſers, and what would probably be
their fate on a total abolition of the ﬅave-trade?
(1.) A reſpc'cſſlable chief from Port Logo, an upper branchiof S.Leona river, being
Rcſuſed
ﬅaves put to aſked if refuſed ſlaves were killed, anſwered " No, never in Po'rt Logo; we carry
work.
them home and make them work"-But will they not run away P-If they do, we

can't help that, we can't kill them.
.

If a man is too old to ſell, he is too old to do
you

it;
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you harm; what ſhould you kill him' forP-Did you 'ever ſee any' refuſed ſlave: C H A PJ
Xl.
killedP-No: I am an old man, but I never ſaw that: if they do that in another
w
country, I don't know that."
.
SlsanA Lz
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(2.) Two other intelligent native traders, from the interior, mentioned the great

numbers of ſlaves now confined on the coaſill for purchaſers: one trader had no fewer
than 200. Being aſked why they were not ſet to cut wood, plant rice, &e. they re
plied that there might be danger of inſurrection from employing ſo many, and that
they muﬅ ﬁrﬅ he diſperſcd ; beſides, there had been no encouragement to cut cam
wood: they could not tell what our commercial agent, who was gone down the coaﬅ,

might be able to eﬀect in this reſpect.

They obſerved that, if the ſlave-trade con'

tinued at a ﬅand, no more ſlaves Would come from the buſh (inland) and indeed that.

few-came now.

They ſaid that the ſlaves would certainly not be put to death; for

that nobody was ever put to death, except in war, or for crimes.

(3.) A 'white factor alſo ſays that ſcarce any ſlaves have been bought, for a year
paﬅ, between C. Vergo and C. Mount, from the traders on the coaﬅ inſiﬅing that

the price ſhould be reddcetſſio 0ſ[12; and that the natives, in conſequence, had
lately withheld their ſlaves entirely, and had ſet them to cultivate rice, eſpecial-ly in

the Suſee and Mandingo countries.

i

510. The accounts given ofſeveral natives, who have been

peculiarly inﬅrumental in forwarding the Company's views,
ought not to be conſidered as a ſample of the common Afri
can character. So far as the Directors are enabled to judge,
the Africans, in general, are extremely ſuperﬅitious. Their

General cha
racter of the Africans.

Superﬅition.

belief in witchcraft, incantations and Charms, ſubjects them

to groſs impoſitions, and leads themto acts of cruelty and
injuﬅice. Some learn many additional ſuperﬅitious, from
the
numerous
travelling
prieﬅs,
who trade
in
Charms.
The natives
of S.Mahometan
Leona, and allſſ
the adjacent
parts,
occaſionally ſacriﬁce to the devil.

They believe in a God;

but they appear to render him no ﬅated worſhip. -They
have ſome vague notions of a future ﬅate; but their faith

ſeems to have little inﬂuence on their practice. Polyga'my Polysamr, is every where common, and the ſpirit of retaliation and re
venge may be conſidered as univerſal. One of the moﬅ

enlightened chiefs, already mentioned, was waiting to re
'

venge

Retaliation.
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venge an injury he had received many years before, not

a

w

Sinus La

one.

from the object of his vengeance, but from his pre'deceſſor.
The moﬅ amiable character perhaps met with in the Foulah
country, after allowing Chriﬅianity to be good in many re
ſpects, expreſsly objected to the forgivin'g of injuries, as a
virtue unattainable, and therefore not to be required. The

African character is various, ſome natiOns appearing more
crafty, ſome more uncivilized, than others: nor can theſe

dilſerences be always traced, either to the ſlave-trade or to

local circumﬅances.

The ſuperiority of the Foulahs, and

their great hoſpitality have already ſuﬃciently appeared;
but, on the other hand, the natives of the coaﬅ in general,

eſpecially thoſe near the ſlave-factories, are much given to
Drunkenneſs,

liquor, ſuſpicious of Whites, crafty, ſavage 'and ſerOCious:

&c.

they are ſaid alſo to be ſelﬁſh, unreaſonable and encroach
G ratitudc.
Aſſection.

Eager for re
ligious im

provemcnt.

ing-They are, however, generally grateful for beneﬁts re

ceived; they have much natural aﬀection and feeling;
thoughoccaſionally violent, they are not unmanageable; ansb
the energies of their mind-s (which the cutting oﬀ of ſlave
ſhips ſhow to be very ﬅrong 471.) though turned as yet
to wrong objects, are capable nodoubt of a better directi0n.
They appear eager for knowledge and religious improve
ment, and readily invite the teachers of Chriﬅianity. But
this readineſs, though it aﬀords ample encouragement to!
miﬂionaries, is obviouſly owing rather to emulatiOn and am'

bition, than so any approbation to Chriﬅianity, of which
they are yet ignorant.

They admit the wickedneſs of the

Diſapprove

ſlave-trade, as much as that of any other criminal practice,

the ſlave
unde.

purſuing it for it's proſits, contra-ry to ſome glimmering'
light of conſcience, if nor in direct deſiance of conviction-e

A few circumﬅances will 'illuſtrate certain points in the

character of the Africane. To begin with a brief account
of

rrg
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of the conſequences of the injurious charge of poiſon, on

CHAP.
XI.

the death of King Naimbanna's ſon, (ſee s 401.)
(r.) The black wh6 made this ſuggeﬅion, had croſſed the ſea with King Naim
banna's ſon, and had been oﬀended by the captain's urging him to do duty as a

SIEIRA La
ONA.

Pailo_r. He had ſeen the captain give the deceaſed ſome medicine, which produced
a trifling ſickneſs of ﬅomach; and it is ſuppoſed his ill-will may have ſuggeﬅed ſuſ- Palavcr on th'
of K
picions of the captain, which, after his arrival, were raſhly communicated to the death
Naimbanna's
relations of the deceaſed. The dead body was immediately delivered to a ſkilful lim
necromancer, and being placed erect, was ſucceſſively aſked, Whether the S.

Leona Company-the governor-the phyſician-or a ſervant of the Company who
attended the patient, had cauſed his death? The corpſe continuing motionleſa, it was
then aſked, Whether the captain was guilty? on which it was ſaid to have nodded
aſſent. A threatening letter was now written, in the name' of the relations, to the

governor and council, aſking compenſation for the murder ;, but it was handſomeſy
intimatcd,_that it was not the Company, but ſome of thel ſlave-captain: who were

ſuppoſed to have inﬅigated the Company's ſervant, to put the king's ſon to death.
The governor and council reſiﬅed this claim, but were obliged to permit the calling

of a palaver, at which a great concourſe oſ armed natives attended. The debate was
ſolemnly opened, in the name of the mother of the deceaſed, by a neighbouring
chief, who ſpoke in the Timmany language (ﬅopping to let each ſentence be in
terpreted) to nearly this eﬀefl. ' That the queen had no palaver againﬅ the Com
pany, nor the governor, nor ſeveral others named; but that the queen-had a palaver
againﬅ the captain who had poiſoned her ſon with a cup of (ca,-at ſea; andithatſh'
demanded 600 bars (near/[rodv which, if ſent her immediately, would prevent her
making war on the Company, and would terminate the palaver. It was added that,
iſ the captain denied the crime, now. clearly proved, he muﬅ be ſent up to the queen's
town to ﬅand his trial, by drinking red water, according to the Timmany laws "'.

The captain- felt ſome emotion at the laﬅ article; but a loud laugh among [he na
tives ſhowed that thq did-not expect the eaptain's compliance. The governor and
council inſiﬅed on calling evidence on the ſpot, when the black-'accuſer explained
away all his inſinuations. The captain's innocence was eﬅabliſhedtbymany other wit

neſſes; the natives became aſhamed of their conduct; and, the them day, the queen

' This conſiﬅ'_ in making the ſuſpected-p'rſon drink. a quantity of water ſuppoſed tobe poiſoned.
lf he be aﬀected, a' he often is, 'm the way conſidered to imply guilt, his brain: arc knocked out or:
the ſpot. But he often dies immediately from the poiſon, as in the caſe mentioned 5- 464. ln either
eaſe, all his family are ſold as ﬅaves. Natives of the higher claſs are ſaid often-to ſurviv' theſe trial',

nd it 'is ſuppoſed they ﬁnd mean' to prevent the poilbnoue ingredient from being put into theqwaters

came
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came to Freetown, profeſſed theſiutmoſt conﬁdence in the governor and council,
C H A P.
XI.
and deſired them to take another ſon under their care+.
SrERaALB
oNA.

'Ridiculous
ſuperﬅitious.

(2.') It is not eaſy to conceive how their imaginations have been filled with ridi
culous extravagancies. They believe that one of the iſlands in the river would
ſink, iſ the king of the neighbouring ſhore were to land on it. It is ſuppoſed, that.

another iſland higher up, is the habitation of a legion of devils, and that if any inan
carry oﬀ from it tlie leaf of a tree, his boat would ſink, and he would be drowned t.

51 1.' The following quotation preſents a lamentable pic
ture of extraordinary ſuperﬅition and ignorance in the
headman of a neighbouring town.
Popiſh black
chief offer: to

-

_

I waited on him an vl ſound him at dinner, along with a chief of the upper 'cow-1.
try, and a Mahometan prieſt, who is now making griſgris (charms) for' him and

promote

Chriſtianity.

the neighbouring chiefs, and alliiting at their ſacriﬁces to the devil.

After dinner

the headman produced his maſs-book, and prayed det'outly ſome time.

He ex

preſſed great concern that he had not met with a popiſh confeſſor for ſome years; but
told me that he had leſt orders, that at his death, two of his ſlaves ſhould be ſent to
St. jago, to urge the Romiſh prieſt there to ſmooth his way to heaven.

He doubts

no more of the pow'er of an abſolution, than of his exiﬅence, and he appears well
acquainted with all the Romiſh ſuperﬅitious; but his tenets are ſtrangely diſguiſed

with the idolatory of his country. He expreſſed _much anxiety to promote the goſ
pel in Africa,"oﬀering to engage in any plan that would promote it, and propoſed to
give a houſe and land to a ſchoolmaſler, and to protect him. He ſhowed a conſci.
ouſneſs of the criminality of the ſlave-trade. " What more, ſaid he, have I lo do
with the ſlave-trade: it is time that I ſhould leave it off, and ſettle my account wiſh

God.

1 am old, and ought to think only of heaven."

i

512. The ſucceeding extracts will-conﬁrm ſome points
already touched on, and will ſhow the deſire of inﬅruction
which prevails among the natives, and the good under

ﬅanding between them- and the Company.
(1.) The mulatto lady enquired much, when at the colony

456 (3,) about [he

Mandingo la- '
dy ſhoclted at [late of the ſlaves in the VV. Indies, and was much aﬀected at hearing that ſlavery
VV. lndian
deſcended to the children of the ſlaves ſent from Africa. She added " you muﬅ
ſlavery.
1- The Directorsjwiſh not fail in acknOWledging any inﬅance of friendly conduct lu the ſlav'e-ſacto

ries towards the Company.

They are therefor: deſirous of remarking, that, on occaſion of the inju.

rious charge againﬅ their captain, they were befriendetl by the agent of the neighbouring Britiſh ſlave.
factory; and they take this occaſion of adding, that they have in general experienced eVery civility.

from the proprietor: of ſiave-factorie' reſtrirnr in England.

1 see in the Append. Notes reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Nor: Y.

.,

-

think
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think me very bad; ſorl harejnﬅ taken two ſlaves to the factory, where I haVe left C H A P.
them; but I wiſh Iſſcould give up the trade altogether."
XL
L-W

It appears that the travellers who went to the Foulah SIERRA LE
country, proﬁted much by her civility, their route on reoſi'ct'
turninghaving lain through her town. She is learning the
Arabick language, in order to extend her influence.
(2.l Some of the chiefs who came to Freetown, to the palaver (ſee

510) were Chief' encou

carricd to the ſchools, and were much pleaſed at ſo novel a ﬁght as 3 or 4oo child- rage (Chooxs'
ren, at their books. A headman oſ ſuperior information, began immediately to
treat with one of the teachers to go up the country, to inﬅruct the youth of his
town.

.

Some other applications, almoﬅ exactly ſimilar, are men
tioned.
(3.) Three or four N. Scotians, ſettled up the river, have large plantations of Coloniﬅs,

rice, land having been given them gratuitouſly by the nativas.

One of them can

read, and a native, who came down to Freetown, has been taught by him to read a

little alſo.

513. The following extract from the oﬃcial letter of the
governor and council, ſhows the meaſures they have taken
to inﬅruct the natives.
(1.) You will ſee, by the directions giv'en to the maﬅers of our veſſels, that we Chiefs ſend
have miſſed no opportunity of inviting all the chiefs of the neighbouring coall, to gﬂﬁkſiio
ſend their ſons hither for education, and the invitation has been uniformly well re- ſchool
ceived.

A chief in the Rio Nuncz has already ſent his ſon hither, and ſeveral

others only Wait the approaching dry ſeaſon to accept our oﬀers.

In the towns of

the chiefs, in this riVer, with whom we are connected, there are few children ﬁt for

ſchool; theſe few are with us, and ſome of them conſiderably improve in reading.
We are promiſed many more from the chiefs in the Bunch and Kokelle, the upper
branches of this river, and who are to come, the next dry ſeaſon. NVe had anticipated

your advice reſpecting a ſchool at the plantation on the Bullom ſhare, a teacher re
ſides there with his family, both as miſlionary and ſchoolmaﬅer; and the labourers

already univerſally abﬅain from work on Sunday.

The Directors underﬅand, that there are now in the Aﬀdve 40

ſchools at Freetown, about 20 native children in all, many c 1 m'
of them ſons of chiefs.

Above the ſame number of native
R
children

"p
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(31le P- children are under inﬅruction, on the Bullom

Van;

S'EZZ

ſhore.

514. The following very unhappy incident, ſhows the

remarkable conﬁdence of one of the natives, in the Com
pany.

'

Achieſ's ſon
Soon after the war with France commenced, ſome ſhells were preparing for the
L'Ecliﬂemlzﬂh acting engineer, who ordered a N. Scotian,working under him, to dry them by the fire.

(Ships goe; Having done thus, the man proceeded inthe ſurveyor (or engineer's) abſence, to load
ſenſe and re- them, and a ſpark having got mtq one of them, it burﬅ as he was ﬁlling it, and killed

"gnmon-

him, and the ſon of a neighbouring chief, left but a few days before for education.
His father was ſent for, who, though aﬀected, was quite reſigned. Some of his words
are ſaid to be nearly theſe.-Gentlcmen, he was my only ſon. l thought to have had
him with you for his good; but God hath thought otherwiſe.

I ſee it was an acci

dent; l do not blame you. Be not concerned about it's happening here: had God
wiſhed him to iive, he would have lived. To ſhow you that l feel no ill will, I
ſhall ſend you my daughter, to be educated.

.

515. A very ſatisfactory proof of the friendſhip of the
natives to the Company, ſhall now be added.
Natives turn

Two ſtrange veſſels, ſuſpected to be French, having appeared in ſight, the ſame

(In 'adeſend king nr chief who cauſed the diſperſion oſ the ﬁrﬅ colony, and alſo fet on foot the
t e c ony' palaver which impeded the former eﬅabliſhment oſ the preſent, ſent a party to aſſiﬅ
ſhe governor and council, with a meſſage that he was following with a further force,

and that, iſ neceſſary, he would raiſe the country in the colony's defence. Whenthc

veſſels were found friendly. being French prime, the natives departed, ſaying, \Vel],
your friend' vare our friends, and your enemies our enemies.

The Directors have the ſatisfaction of adding, that the
Company have hitherto been on very friendly terms with
the ſurrounding natives in general.
5. H. Naim-

516. To the preceding information, reſpecting the gene

2;TT:£;_ ral diſpoſition of the natives, the Directors will join ſome
ing to Eng- obſervations on the character of an African who was, for 18

land.

.

.

months, under their care in England-The late John Henry
Naimbanna*, ſon of the former king of S. Leona, when
* l underﬅand, he aſſumed the name of Henry, as a laﬅing remembrance of
the gratitude he owed, both on his own account and that of his country, to Henry

Thornton Eſq. M. P. the worthy, liberal and diſintercﬂed Chairman of the Court of
Directors. C. B. lV.
at

-

ﬄﬂ

_ ,.___,\4-*-'H
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at the ſuppoſed age of 24, was induced, by the ſuggeﬅions
oſ one of the ﬁrﬅ black coloniﬅs from London, to deter

mine on coming to England for education; intending to
commit himſelf to the liberality of an Engliſh gentleman,
to whom that free black owed ſome ſchooling. (ſee Y 339.)
He was on the point of agreeing to give three ﬅaves to a
ſlave-captain, for his paſſage, through the W. Indies hither,

C If A IN
JLL
L-'W

SXBRRAll'
ONA.

when a ſhip ſent out by the Company, to explore the coun
try, arrived in the river.

Being brought by this ſhip to

England, he was placed under the care of two clergymen
ſucceſſtvely, who havefurniſhed moﬅ of following informa
tion concerning him.
517. A deſire of knowledge predominated in his charac

His charao
ter'

ter.

He continually urged his teachers to prolong the'

time of inﬅruction.

He was grateful to every one who

aſſiﬅed him in his ﬅudies, regretted the being led into
any company which interrupted them ; and, when left to
himſelf, he read not leſs than8 or to hours of the day.

* Though the diſadvantages of the long neglect of his mind
were apparent, he poſſeſſed very good natural ſenſe.

He

had alſo the faculty of diﬅinguiſhing characters, and his
mind, as might be expected, readily received impreſſions
from thoſe of 'whom he had a good opinion. With few
advantages of perſon, his manners were

uncommonly

pleaſing, courteous and even delicate, and his diſpoſition
Was kind and aﬀectionate. All his feelings were quick,
and his temper occaſionally warm. A degree ofjealouſy alſo
entered into his character. In particular, he was indiſpoſed
to anſwer the queﬅions of ﬅrangers, reſpecting his own
country; for he ſuſpected they meant to drawunfavour

able compariſons between England'and S. Leona.
-

R 2

He

would

r24
C H A P.
Xl.
w

Sit-RRALE
ONA.

u
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would therefore, turn the converſation by remarking, that
the attainments of a country, ſo neglected as S. Leona had

hitherto been, was not to be ſuppoſed worthy of converſa
tion in G. Britain.-The following anecdote will ſhow his
extreme ſenſibility, when the honour of his country was
touched, and will account for his peculiar jealouſy on that
head-A perſon having been mentioned, who, he under

ﬅood, had made a public aſſertion very degrading to the
African character, he broke out into ſome vindictive lan

guage againﬅ this perſon. Being immediately reminded of
the Chriﬅian dutyof forgiving his enemies, he anſwered
nearly as follows,
His patriot
iſm.

- " If a man," ſaid he " ſhould rob me of my money, I can forgive him ; ifa man
ſhould ſhoot at me, or try to ſlab me, I can forgive him; if a man ſhould ſell me and

all my family to a ſlave-ſhip, ſo that we ſhould paſs all the reﬅ of our-days in ſlavery
in the VV. Indies, I can forgive him; but (added he, riſing from his ſeat, with much

cmotion) if a man takes away the character of the pe0ple of my country, I never
can forgiVe him." Being aſked why he would not forgive thoſe who took away the
character of his countrymen, he replied, " If a man ſhould try to kill me, or ſhould
ſell me and my family 'for ſlaves, he would do an injury to as many as he might kill
or ſell; but if any one takes away the character of black people, that man injures
black people all over the world ; and, when he has once taken away their character,

there is nothing which he may not do to black people ever after.

That man for

inﬅance, will beat black men, and ſay, O, it is only a black man, why ſhould not I

beat him:> That man will make ſlaves of black people; for when he has taken
away their character; he will ſay, O, they are only black people, why ſhould not
I make them ſlaves i' That man will take away all the people of Africa, if he can
catch them; and, if you aſk him, But why do you take away all theſe people? he
will ſay, O, they are only black people, they are not like whitepeople, why ſhould

not I take them P That is the reaſon why I cannot forgive the man who takes away
the character of the people of my country."
i
His im

518. His improvement in England was in all reſpects

provement

morals, &c.

conſiderable. Though, when he arrived, he knew but little
Engliſh, he learnt,_in the 18 months he paſſed here, to read

very ﬂuently, and to write_a letter, without much diﬃcul

ty.
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ty. When he ﬁrﬅ landed, he had moﬅ of the peculiarities
which have been aſcribed to the Africans in general.

He

believed in witchcraft, and had no idea of forgiving injuries.
He had even endeavoured, when in Africa, " to make him

ſelf," as he expreſſed it, " as proud as he could." Before
he left England, pride and revenge were become odious
to him; his belief in witchcraft had entirely left him, and

he appeared fearful reſpecting his own future conduct.
His morals were pure; even at S. Leona, he had carefully
abﬅained from drunkenneſs, and in England he ſhewed a

ﬅrong abhorrence of profaneneſs and every kind of vice;
as appeared, more particularly about the time oſ his depar
ture, from ſeveral ﬅriking facts. He paid great reſpect to
the teachers of Chriﬅianity, whom he wiſhed much to invite

to his country; he had the utmoﬅ reverence for the Scrip
tures, with which he had become very converſant; he diſ
courſed, on religious ſubjects, with much openneſs and ſim

plicity ; and was free from enthuſiaſm. He appeared to be
improving, in all reſpects, when the news of his father, K.
Naimbanna's, death, called him ſuddenly to S. Leona. The
deplorable ﬅate of his country, when he left it, with the

change in his own diſpoſitions and views, muﬅ have ſug
geﬅed to his mind many new duties, and have excited pe
culiar anxiety, when he was on the eve of his return. A
few days before his embarkation, he converſed much with
ſome of his friends, concerning the conduct which it would
be his duty to adopt at S. Leona, and it appeared that there

was no perſonal ſacriﬁce which, iſ Chriﬅianity required it,
he was not prepared to make.
The following extract
from the diſpatches of the governor and council deſcribe

ſome occurrences during his paſſage, and give an account of
his death.
ct A ſervant
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A ſervant oſ the Company, who was in the ſame ſhip, ſays, he leſt Plymouth in
perfect health; but, as ſoon as he reached a warm climate, he began to feel a (light
complaint in his throat and occaſion-al pains in his head. He was anxious and 'm

eaſy, being evidently diſmaycd at the proſpe& oſ the diﬃculties he expected.
Many were the plans which he amuſed himſelf with deviſing, for ſpreading Chriﬅi

anity among his rude eounuymcn ; but he ſeemed conﬅantly to be tortured by the
The circum
ﬅances of his
idea that ſomething Would obﬅruct his deſighs, and this dread ſee'med toirrcreaſe as
death.
he approached his native ſhores. The heat alſo aﬀected him very violently, and a.
fever enſucd, attended with a dolirium. IiLa lucid interval, he deſired the perſon

who gave this account, to alliﬅ him in making his will, by which he entruﬅed hi-s pro
perty to his brother, for the uſe of his young ſon, and, in the will, he earneﬅly re
queﬅed his brother to exert every endeavour to put an 'end to the Have-tradc.
When lie reached S. Leona, he was inſenſible. His mother, with ſome younger
branches of thc family, camc to the governor's houſe, where he was laid, and, after a
few hours attendance on his dying bed, ſaw him breathe his laﬅ. The governOr and

council mention, that nothing could exceed his mother's diﬅreſs at this event.

(5 w)
519. Thus died this amiable and enlightened African,

from whoſe exertions, had he lived, the Company might
have 'expected the moﬅ important ſervices.

He has, how

ever, rendered one important ſervice to his country: he
has furniſhed a memorable inﬅance oſ the eﬀect oſ educa
tion on an African, and a moﬅ encouraging omen in favour

of his benighted countrymen *.
Two ſons of
chiefs now in
England.

_

520. Two Africans, the eldeﬅ about 18 years old, are now
in England, receiving their education under the Compa

nyls directions: the one is the ſon Of the preſent king of S.

Sum of this
report;

Leona, the 'other of a neighbouring chief. They advance
regularly in their learning, and, though their tempers be
diﬀerent, in capacity they appear to be fully equal to Eu
ropeans of their own age.
521. The Directors have now laid before the Court all
the information they have to oﬀer. They have ﬅated
* 'See s 146. and alſo i'n the Append. Notes, &e. rcſpecting S. Leona and Bu
lama, Note Z.

briefly

I
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briefly the hiﬅory of the colony, the expenſcs'oſ eﬅabliſh
ing it, and the general ſituation oſ the Company's ſunds.

C H A P.

They have alſo ſpoken diﬅinﬄy oſ the climate, oſ the pro
greſs of cultivation, and of the opening proſpects of civil
ization. They have had the ſatisfaction of ſhowing, that
many African chiefs are diſpoſed to promote the Compa_
ny's deſigns; that the Foulah and other nations court a

SIERRALE-'
ONA.

w

connection; that ſome paths into the interior, which the

wars had cloſed, have been opened ; that farther diſcovery
is attempting; and that the ﬂave-trade is materially de

clining, ſeveral factories having been broken up, and many
ﬂaves,
returnedlabourers
or withheld
for wantſi of a market, added to
the productiVe
oſ Aſrica.

_

522. The advantages of this temporary deeienſion of the
ﬂave-trade, naturally lead to the contemplation of the bleſſ
ings which are to be expeﬂed from it's abolition. When
that happy period arrives; when the peace of Africa, in
ﬅead of depending, as now, on the event oſ the war in

Europe, ſhall be better ſecured by the termination oſ this
traﬃc, ſimilar, but far more important, conſequences, than

thoſe ariſing from it's ſuſpenſion, are obviouſly to be ex
'peEtedz the chiefs, having no other means of obtaining
European goods, will reſort to regular trade and induﬅry,

not partially, as at preſent, but generally and of neceſſity ;
and the European ﬁave-ſactories, hitherto the greateﬅ
impediments to civilization, the chief rivals oſ the Compa

ny, and the. principal ſupport of the more diſſolute kings,
will altogether ceaſe.
523. When this azra, which the Directors cannot conſider
as diﬅant, ſhall arrive, the S. Leona Company will probably
acquire much additional importance, and the advantages

of a Britiſh colony in Africa, may prove extremely great.
It

Advantages
expected from
the abolition

of the ſlave
tradc.

a.
u

i
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C "XlA P- It will then be the duty oſ the Directors to embrace the
bag; opportunities which will ariſe of extending commerce, of
SnakkaLB
ONA.

ſuggeﬅing plans of cultivation to the chiefs, and of eﬅab
liſhing ſchools, and promoting Chriﬅianity, as far-as the
Company's influence may reach.
524. The Directors truﬅ that, all the circumﬅances ﬅated

Concluſion.

in this report being duly weighed, they ſhall not be thought
to have failed eſſentially in the requiſite exertions, or to

have made an improper uſe of the conﬁdence of the pro
prietors.

The anxiety of the Directors, and indeed their

labour, have been occaſionally Conſiderable; but theſe

have been amply compenſated by reﬂections on the magni
tude of their cauſe, and by the continually improving
proſpect of being able, by the bleſſing of Providence,-to lay

ſome foundation for the future happineſs of a continent,

which has hitherto derived nothing but miſery from it's
intercourſe with Great Britain.

(See s 376.)

-_-*-_-_

'\

525. To the Report (of which the foregoing, I truﬅ, will be found a circumﬅan
tial and faithful abridgment,)_ the Directors have ſubjoined the ſubﬅance of two re
ports of Mr. Afzelius, their botaniﬅ, reſpecting the natural productions of S. Leo
na, and which I intend to inſert in the Appendix to this work'.
526. I had Capt. Thompſon's plan of S. Leona engraved; but on conſidering
how inceſſantly that gentleman, however able, was engaged, during his ſhort ﬅay

there, I was induced to prefer the plan publiſhed by the Directors, from the ſketch
of Governor Dawes, which, however, I believe that gentlemen does not authorize

as perfectly accurate: And I went to the expenſe, of altering the plate accordingly.
I hope it'_will now be found an ufeful auxiliary to the large map, in illuﬅrating the

correſponding parts of this work.
-_-*_

527. When the foregoing Abridgment was nearly printed off, intelligence was
received that, in Sept. [all (1794) when the colony at S. Leona was in a very thriv
' See Notes reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Nor: A A.

_
ing

q-d
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ing ﬅate, a ſquadron of French men of war arrived in the river, ſeized the ſhips and
ﬅores, and deﬅroyed all the buildings belonging to the Company. I cannot now ſlop
the preſs; neither have I ſpirits to enquire into the melancholy particulars; but I
intend to collect them, with all pOﬃble ﬁdelity, and to give them a place in the Ap
pendix *. In the mean time, I ſhall inſert an account of the ﬅate ofthe colony, in
May 1794, by my accurate friend Mr. Afzelius, and which, as far as I have learnt, is
perfectly deſcriptiVe_of its remarkable improvement, at a period preceding this moﬅ
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lamentable cataﬅrophe. It will alſo ſerve to illuﬅrate a part of the foregoing abridgcd
report.
Extract qfa Lettcrſrom Mr. A. Aſzeliur, to Baron Szſiluer/zjc/m, Secretary to t/ze
Swedzſh Embqﬃy in London, (lated Fractown, May 1 1, 1794.
" I thrive now much better at S. LeOna, than I did before. Indeed not only my
ſelf, but the whole colony begins now to flouriſh, under our ſenſible leaders. It's
advancement, during my abſence, is aﬅoniſhing. We have now a regular town of
at leaﬅ 2oo houſes, ſome of them very decent; but, as yet, the ﬅreets are ſomewhat
obﬅructed by the r00ts of trees.

The land is cleared of wood, for ſeveral miles

around the town, and in many places cultivated, which has rendered the climate ſo
ſalubrious that, at this moment, there is not one ſick in the whole Colony, conſiﬅ

ing of 1400 perſons; and the deaths, during my abſence, did not amount to 20.

The fame of the colony begins now to ſpread throughout Africa ; and we had late
ly an embaſſy from the powerful nation of the Foulahs, whoſe king reigns over
ſeveral millions of ſubjects, and whoſe land ﬂows with milk and honey, &e. Such
is the account of two of our oﬃcers who were ſent to open a friendly intercourſe
with this great prince, and who were the ﬁrﬅ Europeans ever ſeen in Teembo, his
rnetropolis. I am now ſo well ſeaſoned to this climate, that I am almoﬅ determined,

if 1 live till next year, to undertake an expedition through the whole ofthis un
known part of the globe, an enterpriZe which no man has yet performed, but I no

longer entertain any doubt that it is practicable."
* See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, No-re BB.

S

BULAM/l.

Mr Aſaelins"
account ot the
colony.
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BULAMA.
Recommended
as a colony, to

528. The iſland of Bulama, in the mouth of the large and

France. by
M. de la Brue,

beautiful Rio Grande, was recommended to the French

government, as a proper ſpot for a colony, by M. de la Brue,

Director General of the French Senegal Company, who vi
ſited the Iﬅand, in the year 1 700, and deſcribed it minutely*.
a ſecond time

by M. Dema
net.

529. A ſimilar propoſition was made to the French miſi
niﬅry, by the Abbe Demanet, who reſided for ſome time,
on the adjacent coaﬅ, and has given a map of Bulama
and Rio Grande, in his Nouv. Hiﬅ. de l'Afr. Franc. 2 vol.

12mo. publiſhed in 1767, in which he ſpeaks of that Iſland,
in the following words. (VoL I. p. 211.)
His deſcripti
on oſ Bulama.

" The entrance of the Channel, between the Iſland ofBulama and the Peninſula

of Biaſaras, is a great league broad, (3 nautical miles, or about 3% Engliſh miles)
On the ſhores, which are pretty high, the ſea beats with the more violence, as the
flood tide is very rapid. In the entrance, viz. between the E. point of the Iﬅand

of Formoſa, or Warang, and the VV. point of Biafaras, there are only from 2 to 7
fathoms of water; ſo that to avoid the ſhelves, which contract the Channel conſider
ably, it will be neceſſary to keep exactly in the middle of it, till the N. E. point of
Bulama has been gained, where the anchorage is excellenti'.

From thence to the

S. E. point, the anchorage is every where good, even for large ſhips; when the tide
is known, and the advantages or diſadvantages it may cauſe in ſituations, where a
very ﬅrong current, rendered uncertain and irregular by the violent conﬂict of

the two oppoſite tides, makes it neceſſary to come to an anchor, in order to ſe
cure the ground lalready gained. The anchorage is excellent from the N. E. point
* _Relat. de l'Afrique Occidentqzar Labat. Vol. V. pag. 91. 8: 141.
1- The author ſeems here to mean the channel between the Iſland of Art-a: and the Biafara coaﬅ.
If ſo, his account of the founding: may be pretty near the truth. But it will not apply to the
Channel which extends in length from Formoſa to the W. end of Biafaras. (See the map.) The truth

is, that the ſoundings, &c.' on that part of the coaﬅ, were not then ſo minutely ſurveycd as they have
been ſince; though they are [gy no meam, jet to be imjlidfþ: "fied on.
(0
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to that of the S. E., where there are from 12 to 20 fathoms of water; the ground C H A - P
muddy and free from rocks.

There is, in ſhort, an excellent harbour, for all ſorts

of veſſels. The ſhore of Bulama is level and covered with large trees, and the
iſland preſents a moﬅ beautiful landfcape.-The land riſes almoﬅ imperceptibly,
fer about 2 leagues from the ſhore, to the foot of the high grounds in the centre of

the iſland.

Theſe are all covered with ſine large trees, and might be eaſily cul-v

tivated.-In the numerous vallies among theſe eminences, there are many rivulets
of very good water.-The S. point is a natural meadow, where the paſlurage is

exeellent. This iſland is ten leagues in length from E. to W. 5 in breadth from
N. to S. and about 30 in Circumference. France may form there a conſiderable
eﬅabliſhment for all ſorts of commerce; for the iſland being fertilc, will furniſh all
the neceſſaries of life, and plenty of timber, even for large ſhips. This iſland might
become a convenient emporium for European and African commodities, particularly
for ſuch as might 'be produced on the ſpot, viz. ſugar, rum, cacao, indigo, cotton,
coﬀee, roucou, and in general all the objects of the rich and important commerce

with the \V. Indian iſlands; for here all theſe commodities would grow almoﬅ ſpon
taneouſly, The ſoil is ſurpriſingly fertile; the air here is much more ſalubrious
than on any other part of this coaﬅ. The black inhabitants are partly Chriﬅians,
and partly Idolatcrs and Mahometans. The natives of Biſſao, who at preſent
poſſeſs the iſland, having expelled the Biafaras, will willingly co-operate with the
Europeans in making ſuch eﬅabliſhments as it might be proper to form on this
iſland.

In ſhort, every thing concurs to facilitate the ſucceſs of one of the grandeﬅ

deſigns that could be formed by any European nation*."

530. M.

* The above is a pretty good general deſcription of Bulama : but from his manner of mentioning
the rivulets, it would ſeem that the Abbe viſited the iſland during the rains, or ſhortly after their
ceſſation; and'his account of its extent appears to 'be merely conjectural. It is true that the whole of ,
it has never been regularly ſurveyed; but Mr. Beaver's profeſſional experience and ability, may be

fairly ſuppoſed to have rendered him more competent than the Abbtſz to deliver an opinion on ſuch a
ſubject 5 eſpecially as he ſurvayed the whole eaﬅcm end of the iſland, and the Channel which divides
from the Biafara coaﬅ. According to Mr. Beaver, then, the iſland of Bulama is between 17 and 13
Engliſh miles in length, and from 4. to 5 in breadth, at the eaﬅ end.

He found the lar. of it'e centre

to be in' N. long. 15' W. from the meridian ofLondon.-Tlie land in general riſks gradually
towards the centre of the iſland, to between 60 and roo feet abova the level of the ſea.

The

ſmall hill, on which the Blockhouſe is ſituated, riſes to nearly the ſame elevation-The landing i'
remarkably eaſy and ſafe, there being no ſurge. The tide ebbs and ﬂows regularly 5 and ſpring tides
riſe 16 feet.

See the map, plate III.-From Mr. Beavcr's daily obſervations at noon, between

the zoth July, r794, and the zSth April, l 793, it appears that the medium heat was 85" of
Farenhcit's ſcale, in which the range ofthe mercury was from 74' to 96', except that it once roſe to

top', in a calm which intervened between the N. E. brecze in the morning, and the S. W. breeze in
**
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530. M. Demanet proceeds to deſcribe the articles of
commerce, with which the adjacent continent abounds.
He mentions further, that the Rio Grande, in the mouth of

which Bulama is ſituated, is navigable above 150 leagues,
and ﬁniſhes with the following remarkable expreſſion.

' It

is mortzſyz'ng to ſee countriesſoﬁne as theſe,ſo ric/L and luxuri
ant, jb well adapted for commerce, andſo aduantageousſor t/ze
ſuþſſſence qf a colony, totally abandoned and neglected' ſ
a third time
by Mr. Bar
ber.

531. This beautiful iſland was in 1787, during my ﬅay
in France, propſed a third time to that government as pro
per for a colony, by a Mr. Barber, an Engliſhman then re
ﬁding at Havre de Grace, with whom I had much converſa

tion, and whoſe knowledge of that part of the coaﬅ, was at
leaﬅ equal to that of any manI ever met with : and had not

the'French revolution taken place, a colonial expedition to
Bulama would certainly have been undertaken, by order of
the Government of that nation.
But it's colo
ni'alion actuu
ally tmderta.
ken by the
Engliſh.

532. But, this " little paradiſe," as Mr. Beaver calls it in

his laﬅ diſpatches from Bulama, appears to have been re
ſerved for a people better acquainted with the commercial
utility of ultramarine eﬅabliſhments, I mean the Engliſh
nation; for, 'in the beginning of the year 1792, above
£9ooo were raiſed by ſubſcription, which enabled
the aſternoon, of the t9th Feb. 1793. The diﬀerence between the meridian heat and that of the morn
ing and evening, is from 20" to 30'.-0ct. zzd 1797., hail of the ſize of a pin" head fell for two mi.

mites 5 but not a cloud was to be ſeen during this phoenomenon. The mercury then ﬂood at 85',
The wind was at N. E. in the morning, and at S. W. in the evening.-The rains ſet in about the
end oſ May, or the beginning of June, and continue til] Oct. or Nov.

They do not fall every day;

for there are many intervals of clear weather. ln the ﬁrﬅ and laﬅ months, the ſhower' are neither very
frequent nor very violent; but ſometime', on the other hand, they reſemble torrents, eſpecially about
the middle of the ſeaſon. -In the beginning and cloſe of the rainy ſeaſon, the air is frequently puri

ﬁed by thoſe ﬅrong gale' called tornadrm, which ſeldom laſ! above an hour, aud are eaſily ſoreﬅ-m,
'But hurricane', which are ſometimes ſo deﬅructive in the W. lndies, arc unknown in this climate,
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275 perſons to ſail from London (in three ſhips) with c HXI.A r.
Law
a view to form a colony on the iſland oſ Bulama*.
BULAMA

' 533. Preparatory to this expedition, various papers and
propoſals, ſome of them, perhaps, rather haﬅily drawn up,
were printed and circulated. But, as moﬅ of them were
afterwards altered, it ſeems unneceſſary to quote them ; and
I ſhall therefore proceed to lay before the reader, an
Abridgment oſ t/ze Rvþmt oſ t/ze Iq/titution, Proceedz'ngs, Pre
ſent State, and Future Purþzﬀes aſ the Bulama Aﬃczſiatz'on,
as laid before a General Meetzſing of the Sulſſ'rzſibers, at t/ic
Globe Tavem, in Craven Street, on Tugſday, the lit/t Dec.

1792-1zy
PAUL La MESURIER, Esg. M.P.
SiR JOHN RiGcs MlLLER,
JAMES KIRKPATRICK,ESQ.
_ BART.
Moses XIMENES, Esg.

DAVID Scor'r, Esg. M. P.
GEORGE HARTWELL, Esg.
Truﬅees qſ the ſhid Aﬃycz'atz'on.
534. Towards the end of the year 1791, ſeveral gentle
men formed themſelves into a ſociety, for endeavouring to
eﬅabliſh a colony, on or near the coaﬅ oſ Africa, and ﬁxed
'My ſituation in England was ſuch, at that time, as to enable me to apply my
perſonal knowledge of Africa, to the beneﬁt of this undertaking. When the ſub

ſcription was propoſed in Mancheﬅer, where 1 then reſided, I had the ſatisfaction to
ſee my repreſentations oſ the nature and object of the enterprize ſo much attended
to, that I believe, any reaſonable ſum might, in conſequence, have been raiſ.
ed in Lancaſhire and Yorkſhire alone, from whence many perſons came to take

my opinion, before they ſubſcribed. But after about £3ooo had been contri
buted in that quarter, I was induced by the uncertainty of the enterprize, and the
delicacy with which that uncertainty inſpired me, to recommend a ceſſation of the

ſubſcriptions, till the undertaking had been fairly ſet on foot, For I thought that the
Mancheﬅer ſubſcriptions added to thoſe of London, would then be ſuﬃcient to de

ſray the expenſes of the ﬁrﬅ eſſay, eſpeciatly on the ſmall ſcale which appeared to
me the moﬅ eligible; and the eventual ſucceſs ofwhich, I thought, would not ſail to

bring forward more ſubſcribers to ſupport the undertaking in its maturer ﬅages,
on

Aſſociatimy
1791'
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on the iſland of Bulama, at the' mouth Of Rio Grande, as a

place ſit for their joint purpoſes of cultivation and com
w

'Boil-ma,

inﬂuenccd by
Le Brue's de
l'cription.

merce.

Among other deſcriptions, oral and hiſtorical, that

oſ the Sieur de la Brue, particularly contributed to ﬁx their
choice on Bulama *.
535. The truﬅees have the ſatisfaction oſ informing the
meeting, that they have found La Brue's deſcription toler
ably accurate, upon the whole ; and they think they can rea
ſonably join him in opinion, as to the eaſy culture of the

valuable productions he enumerates, and the facility oſ
trading with the neighbouring natives.
536. The views of thoſe concerned, having been thus
directed to a particular ſpot,-the next object of the gentle
men, who then conducted the buſineſs, was to deviſe the

means of deſraying expenſes; and, after ſeveral meetings,
they reſolved to receive ſubſcriptions on the following
terms, viz.
'Original terms
of ſubſcrip
tion.
'I

537.

That each ſubſcriber, willing to becorne a coloniſl, ſhould receive,

as ſoon as poſſible, after the purchaſe and poſſeſlion oſthe territory, a grant oſ 500

acres ſor [30, payable before the embarkation, and in that proportion for fewer or
more acres, as ſar as eooo 'l'.

(2.) That each non-reſident purchaſer oſ land, ſhould have a grantoſ 500 acres
for[60, and in that proportionſſor fewer or more acres.
(3.) That the lands of purchaſer-s ſhall be allotted in the ſame manner, and at
the ſame time, as the lots of coloniſisi the ſcite of the town, and the townJots to

coloniﬅs and purchaſers, excepted.
* In the correſponding part of the Report, follows La Brue's deſcription of Bulama (publiſhed
in 17oo) which very much agrees with that above extracted from Demanet, publiſhed in 1767, and
which I haveprcſerred, becauſe it is muchlater than La Brute's; and I dare ſay, it would have been

alſo preferred by'the truſteea, iſ they had happened to meet withit.

C. B. W.

-1- As it was not certain, that Bulama, in particular, could be purchaſed, it was agreed that iſ it
could not, or if the coloniﬅs, after having formed a temporary ſettlement, ſhould think proper to

abandon it, the engagements were to be underﬅood to extend to any other ſpot, that it might be cho
ſcn by the coloniſis, on or near the coaﬅ of Africa; all the concerns and engagements of the purchaſ
ers of lands, and oſ the coloniﬅs, to be thereto transferred.

(4.) That
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(4.) That each purchaſer ſhall have one acre within the town, for erecting C H A P.
ﬂores, &c*.

(5.) That all lands which ſhould not be ſubſcribed for, or granted to purchaſers,
or given to yeomen 'l', on the day of the ſailing of the expedition, ſhould be conſider
ed to belong to purchaſers and original coloniﬅs, according to the proportions ſub

ſcribed for by coloniﬅs, or granted to purchaſers; provided ſuch purchaſers did not
renounce their right, to be ſo expreſſed in their grants; and that ſuch ſurplus land'
ſhould not be cultivated as a joint concern, but be left till fold or divided, ſave

and except 35,ooo acres of the ſaid ſurplus land, to be exempted from ſuch ſale or
diviſion, to accommodate future coloniſis
(6.) That every perſon, entitled to 125 actes, or upwards, ſhould have a right to

obtain a grant for a coloniﬅ, on the rcſerved land, in the proportion of 30 acres to
each individual, for every lOO acres ſo ſubſcribed for by him, provided no expenſe
to the colony be thereby incurred.
(7.) That every purchaſer of land be allowed to ſend out an agent to ſuperin;
tend his intereﬅs, through whom he ſhall have liberty to cultivate or not, traﬃc or
not, as he may think ﬁt, and be legally competent to any act which a coloniﬅ may
do; except that he be not permitted to draw goods from the public ﬅore for the
purchaſe of'labour
(8.) That no power in the*colony be competent to levy any tax on the unculti
vated property of abſentees, which ſhall not equally aﬀect the property of coloniﬅs."
' lt was afterwards agreed, that the town lots of the colon-iﬅs ſhould be in the proportion-oſ one

tenth of their land, provided ſuoh lots exceed not too acres.
1- To induce labourers and yeomen to cmbark, and become coloniﬅs, every married man was, at

the ſame time, oﬀered 40 acres of land for himſelf, zo for his wife, and to for each child, provided
ſuch grants exceeded not too acres, to one family; and to chry unmarried yeoman, or labourer, 4p

acres.
1 The clauſe reﬅricting the coloniﬅs from cult-luting the ſurplus land, before it was allotted, was
introduced to prevent the abſentee purchaſers, from becomingliable to a joint reſponſibility with the
coloniﬂs, for any debts they might contract. In order farther to exonerate the abſentee purchaſers,
an advertiſement was publiſhed in the London Gazette, &c. to-the following put-port, viz.

"BULAMA COLONY.
'i Notice is hereby given, That the ſuIz/'rribing calmſ/h- are alone reſponſible for articles purchaſed,
md'dpenſes incu'red4 by.th.e Aſſociation, and that the purchaſers of land from the coloniﬅs,-are not
liable to any reſponſibility whatever; alſo that the ſubſcribing coloniﬅs do not-intend to have any deal
iugs upon credit, or any joint commercial concerns, beyond the amonnt of the ﬁrﬅ inveﬅment: and

all whom it may concern are-deſired not to credit any per-ſons whatct'er, in the name, and on the ſaith
of the Aſſociation."
No. 103, Ham" Garden, Feb. 9th. 1797..
(Sign:d) 1. HERIOT, Sec.

a Seein the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, N-OTE C C. alſo s tso, 183.
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C HXIA P538. Previous to the publication of the preceding terms,
w the ſociety's intentions were reſpectſully ſubmitted to the
BW'AM' Prime Miniﬅer *. In a few weeks, near ſgooo were ſub
fﬂgfzzgds ſcribed and paid in; and a committee ofſubſcribers imme
Rſlz'glgſivgggolcz; diately bought a conſiderable inveﬅment of merchandize
Þzggfcelap- for purchaſing, from the neighbouring natives, the property
of Bulama, for the purpoſes of trade, and for the hire ofla
bourers. The committee, at the ſame time, " engaged a num

ber of yeomen and labourers to go outfromEngland+," char
tered two veſſels of about 300 tuns each, and purchaſed a
ﬂoop of 34 tuns. On board of theſe were ſhipped an ample
ſupply of ﬅores, proviſions, arms and ammunition, for the
uſe of the coloniﬅs.

H. H. Dalrymþle,
jolm Young, Eſg.
Francis Brodie, Eſq.
Sir William Halton, Bart.

Charlesv Drake, Eſq.

jolm King, Eſq.

jo/m Paiba, Eſo.

Philip Beaver, Eſg,

Richard Hancorne, Eſg.

Peter Clutterbuck, Eſq.

Robert Dolzlin, Eſg. and

Nic/zolas Bayly, Eſq.

Iſaac Ximines, Eſg.

were appointed to manage the aﬀairs of the Society abroad;
and P. Le Meſurier, M.P. Eſg. Lord Mayor of London, 1794,
Sir
R. Miller, Bart.
George Hartwell, Eſq.
David Scott, Eſq. M. P.

James Kirkpatrick, Eſg.

and

Moſes Ximenes, Eſq.

Truﬅees for the concern in England. The veſſels ﬁnally
ſailed from Spithead, on the 1 Ith oprril ; but having been
ſeparated, in a ﬅorm, the Calypſo, after touching at Tene
* See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE D D.
+ See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Nor: E E.
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rife and Goree, arrived ﬁrﬅ at Bulama, about the 'end oſ e H A P.
xr.
May. Mr. Dalrymple, having landed 30 men, intended to w
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BULAMA.

wait for the Hankey, on board oſ which was the inveﬅment

for purchaſing the iſland, and trading with the natives.

In

the interval, an event happened, fatal to ſome individuals,

but, in it's conſequences, beneﬁcial to the ſociety *.
539. The Canabacs, inhabiting a neighbouring iſland, and
to whom Bulama belonged, having been prepoſſeſſed againﬅ

Coloniſis at

tacked by the
Canabacs.

the Society, landed a party on the iſland. Aſterlurking ſome
days in the woods, on the 3d oſ June, they took advantage

of Mr. Dalrymple's abſence, who had gone with four men,
to explore the iſland, and ſurpriſing the remaining coloniﬅs,
killed ﬁve men and one woman, mortally wounded two
men, and carried oﬀ four women and three children.

Upon

this, Mr. Dalrymple judged it prudent to draw oﬀ his men,
and to proceed to the Portugueſe ſettlement on the neigh

bouring iſland of Biſſao, where he found the Hankey and
the Beggar's Benniſon, ſafely arrived, after having touched
at Teneriſe and St. Jago.
540. The Portugueſe at Biſſao received them with great

Coloniﬅs well
receiVed by

kindneſs, and aﬃﬅed by Mr. Sylva de Cordoſa, a Portugueſe
merchant, they diſpatched a ſloop to the Canabacs, for the
women and children they had carried oﬀ, and who were

brought back in perfect health, having been, in every re
ſpect, well treated +.
541. On the loth of june the king of the Papels, who re

ﬁdes on the iſland oſ Biſſao, ſent a meſſage by his brother to

Priſoners well
treated by Ca.
nabacs.

Tranſactions
relative to the
purchaſe of

Bulama.

the ſettlers, of which the following is an explanation.
* See in the Append. Notes, &e. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NoTE F F.
i' See in the App. NOtes, &e. reſpect. S. Leona and Bulama, NOTB G G,N0 7, 15.
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meſſage.
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(i.) The King of the Papels ſent to me; he told me, he was given to under.
ſtand, that you wanted to ſettle; but the Portugueſe would not allow you to ſettle
here. But it is not as they chuſe. The King of the Papels wants to know,
whether the country belongs to them? The king wiſhes much you would ſettle
here, though he doth not know what terms you may have come upon. He wiſhes
much you may ſettle here, though the Roman Catholics wiſh you to go elſewhere.
The king wiſhes you would let him know any part you would like to pitch upon,
provided you could agree, and come upon good terms, as at this time, they wrote ſome

other government was here. He has ſent his cane as a proof of his ﬁdelity and
attachment. Yeſterday, don't you recollect my hailing for a boati' There were then
Papels on ſhore from the king to ſettle this aſſair, as they ſay themſelves, that the in
habitants of Biſſao do not wiſh for any other company but themſelVes; but it is as I,
the King of Papels, chuſe.
You may depend on the king's word, as he declares he is ready to take up any
cauſe againﬅ the Portugueſe, that may hinder you from landing on any place you
' may wiſh to ſettle on. This is the buſineſs thoſe Papels are upon, to know if you
are willing to buy any ground, from the point as far down as you pleaſe. You may
rely the King oſ Papels will protect. If you do mean to purchaſe the ground, I:
will go on ſhore with you to the king's to-morrow, and ſhow you the ground. '

T. BlRCHALL, INTERPRLTER.
Received an Board tlac Hankey,
the lot/I quum.
Anſwer.

(2.) To this meſſage Mr. Dalrympie returned the Following anſwer, viz.
" The Britiſh ſettlers, now at Biſſao, gratefully return thanks to the King oſ the

Papels, for his hoſpitable oﬀer of a ſettlement in his dominions; but as they are de.

ſirous of avoiding all occaſions of oﬀence to their friends the Portugueſe, that may
tend to weaken the ﬁrm and ſaithful alliance that has long ſubſiﬅed'between their
reſpective ſovereigns; and, as the object of theſe ſettlers is to make an eﬅabliſhment

elſewhere, that cannot interfere betwixt the claims or intereﬅs of any European
power, they beg leave reſpectſully to decline the invitation, at the ſame time
profeﬃng their wiſh to remain on terms 'of perpetual amity and alliance with the
King of the Papels, and his ſubjects, and in peace and friendſhip with all men.

" Signed for myſelf and the reſt of the ſettlers, on board the ſhip Hankey,
" June 11, 1792."

" H. I-L DALRYMPLE."

542. The friendly diſpoſition of the C'anabacs being now
aſcertained, the ſhips returned to Bulama, from whence
Meſſrs.

5.

i39
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Meſſrs. Beaver and Dobbin were ſent to Canabac, where

they readily ſucceeded in purchaſing Bulama for 473 bars,
agreeable to the Deed of Ceſſion; executed by the kings of
that nation, of which the following is a copy,- viz.

C H A P
XI.
w

BULAMA,

(3.) " Deed ongﬃon qft/ic [ﬅand of Bulama, by t/ze Kings jalarum and Bel/chore,
to t/ze B/'z'ctgſh Ca/om' J."

" Whereas certain perſons, ſubjects of the King of Great Britain, conducted by
H. H. Dalrymple, Young, Sir William Halto-n, Bart.
King, Philip Beaver,
Peter Clutterbuck, Francis BrOdie, Charles Drake,

Paiba, Richard Hancome,

Robert Dobbin, Iſaac Ximenes, and Nicholas Baylcy, Eſqrs. as a committee to ma
nage their aﬀairs, having arrived on the windward coaﬅ of Africa, adjacent to the
river Grande; and the ſaid committee having inveſied P. Beaver and R.
Dobbin, Eſqrs. two of their members, with full power to treat with, and

purchaſe from, us out' iſland of Bulama: we the Kings of Canabac, being fully
convinced of the paciſic and juﬅ diſpoſition of the ſaid perſons, and of the

great reciprocal beneſits which will reſult from an European colony being eﬅabliſh
ed in our neighbourhood, and being deſirous of manifeﬅing our friendſhip and al'
fcction to the King oſ Great Britain and his ſubjects; do hereby, in conſideration

of four hundred and ſeventy three bars of goods by us received, for ever cede and
relinquiſh to the ſaid King of Great Britain, all ſovereignty over the Illand of
Bulama, which ſovereignty our anceﬅors have acquired by conqueﬅ, and have
ever ſince maintained undiſputed in peace."
** We do further ſolemnly guarantee to the ſaid perſons, their heirs, and aﬃgns,

againﬅ all enemies whatever, the full and peaceſul poſſeſſion of the ſaid iſland:
and, by theſe preſents, do bind ourſelves and our ſubjects to aid and aﬃﬅ them
againﬅ all their enemies whatever; and the ſame ſhall have all the force of a ſirm
and faithful treaty of defenſive alliance between the king of Great Britain and our
ſelves: and, together with the iſland aforeſaid, we do relinquiſh all claim to any ſu
ture treaty, ſubſidy, or compoſition whatever."
*' And of all the promiſed conditions, we, the two parties, do bind ourſelves to
the mutual obſervance, in the preſence, and in the name of the Omnipotent God

of truth and juﬅice, and the avenger oſ perſidy; and we have hereunto ſet our
hands, this 29th of June, 1792.
P. BEAVER.
R.Donam.

' his
JALORUMN KlNG.
lVIark

his
BettcnoncſſKtNGL
h'lark

I Captain Moore, who afterwards brought home Mr. Beaver'e important dit'patehee of March 16,
1793, ſigned this paper, as a witneſs.
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543. It having been alſo deemed expedient to purchaſe
the Iſland of Arcas, and the adjacent land on the continent,

application was made for that purpoſe to the kings of Ghi
nala, who very readily, and in conſideration of three hun
dred bars paid them, ceded the ſame to His Britannic
Majeﬅy, as appears by the deed executed by the ſaid
kings, of which the following is a copy, viz.

(3.) " Dan] qſ Crﬄl'rm, (be King of Gbinala to 'be Britzſh &it/er: oftbe Bulama Aﬃtiatian.
" Whereas certain perſons, ſubjects of the King of Great Britain, conducted by
Conveyancc of
Great Bula
Philip Beaver,
Munden, Charles Aberdein, and
Reynolds, Eſqrs. as a com
ma.
mittee to manage their aﬀairs, having arrived upon the windward Coaﬅ of Africa,
adjacent to the Rio Grande, and the ſaidiCommittee, having inveﬅed Mr. Philip
Beaver with full power to treat with and purchaſe from us certain land
adjacent to the ſaid river, we, the Kings of Ghinala, and the Rio Grande, being

fully convinced of the paciﬁc and juﬅ diſpoſition of the ſaid perſons, and of the
great reciprocal beneﬁts that will reſult from an European colony eﬅabliſhed in our
neighbourhood; and withal being deſirous of manifeſling our diﬅinguiſhed friend

ſhip and aﬀection for the King of Great Britain, and his ſubjects; do hereby, in
conſideration of the value of three hundred bars of goods, by us this day received,
for ever cede and relinquiſh to the King of Great Britain, all ſovereignty over our
territories lying to the ſouthward or weﬅward of a line extended from Ghinala,
Weﬅ N. Weﬅ, until it reach the ſea, together with the iſland, and all other iſlands
whatever, adjacent to the aforcſaid territories*; which ſovereign-ty our anceﬅors

have enjoyed from time immemorial : We do further ſolemnly guarantee to the ſaid
perſons, their heirs and aﬃgns, againﬅ all enemies whatever, the full and peaceable
poſſeſſion of the ſaid territories and iſlands aforementioned; and by theſe preſents,

do bind ourſelves and ſubjects to aid and aſliﬅ them againﬅ all their enemies what
ever; and the ſame ſhall have all the force of a firm and faithful treaty of alliance
between the King of Great Britain and ourſelves: and, together with the territon'es
and iſlands aſoreſaid, we do relinquiſh all claim to any future tribute, ſubſidy, or
compoſition whatever; and of all the premiſed conditions, we the two parties do bind
ourſelves to the mutual obſervance, in the preſence of, and in the name of, the Om

nipotent God of truth and juﬅice, and avenger of perﬁdy: in witneſs whereof, we
have hereunto ſet our hands this 3d day oſ Auguﬅ, in the year of our Lord, one
thouſand ſeven hundred and ninety-two.
P. _B£Avr-.R.
}
Wit. J. W.PABIA.

his
NIOBANA >< KING.

his
MATCHORE ea- KXNGJ'.

Mark

hlark

* See the large Map at the end of this work.

1- See in the Append. Notes, &c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE H H.
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544. Poſſeſſion was taken of theſe purchaſes, in His
Majeﬅy's name, and the ſhip Hankcy and_ the ﬂoop were
left at Bulama, with 49 men, 13 women and 25 children,

abundantly ſupplied with proviſions, ﬅores, plantation
tools and goods for the payment of 1abour.-The whole

14]
C H A
Xl.
Lc-'v-N;

BULAMA.
Poſſeſſion ta
ken in His

BrinMajeﬅ) '8
name.

under the conduct of Philip Beaver, Eſq, alieutenant in

the royal navy.
545. Some of the ſociety quitted the ſhip at Biſſao, and

Diﬀerent deſ.

others went to America and the Weﬅ Indies.

tinarions of
the coloniﬅs.

The reﬅ,

dreading the rainy ſeaſon, reſolved to return to England, in
the Calypſo, and ﬁrﬅ to proceed to S. Leona, hoping to
ﬁnd there, accommodation for ſome of their number, who
' wiſhed to return to Bulama, at the ceſſation of the rains.

But, from the want of accommOdation and proviſions at
Sierra Leona, added to the protraction of the voyage, diſ

eaſe was generated on board the Calypſo, and many deaths
took place, which probably would not have happened, had
the ſhip returned from Bulama directly to England*.
546. Of the 275 coloniﬅs who embarked, 6 died on

board the Calypſo and 3 on board the Hankey, in the voy
age outward; 8 were killed; 13 died on the coaﬅ; and

42 on board the Calypſo, in the paſſage home from Sierra
Leona.

Some of the deaths, on the coaﬅ, were owing to

drinking, and the reﬅ to fevers, contracted at Biſſao, before
the purchaſe of Bulama; for we are ſo far happy, as to be
able to aſſert 'with truth, that not one death can be attributed

to the climate oſ Bulama +.
* See s 390, and the NOTE thereon.

+ See in the App. Notes, &c. reſpect. S. Leona and Bulama, NOTB G G No. 1, 9.
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547. The Calypſo returned on the 14th. Nov. 1792, in 9
weeks, from Sierra Leona, with between 80 and 90 of the

w

BULAMA.
Ship of war
onltrrd to call
and alliﬅ the
colony. ,

coloniſls. And the truﬅees, conſidering that, from the un
paralleled length of her paſſage, the coloniﬅs remaining at
Bulama, would probably be mortiﬁed at not hearing from
England; and, being informed that a man oſ war would

ſoon ſail ſor Africa, immediately applied to the Lords of
the Admiralty, who were pleaſed to order Commodore

Dod, of the Charon, to viſit Bulama, and to give the colo
niﬅs every aſſiﬅance conſiﬅent with His Majeﬅy's ſervice.
Reaſons for
additional

l'ubi'criptions.

548. The ſubſcriptions, it has been already obſerved,
amounted to near fgooo. The amount of the charges is
about £10,ooo; not that there is a balance Of£1000 againﬅ
the concern; for it's eﬀects are much more than adequate
to the laﬅ ſum ; nor would there have been any immediate
call for money, ſo nearly was the expenſe of the ﬁrﬅ expe

dition eﬅimated, had not the voyages of the Calypſo and
the Hankey been unexpectedly protracted. But the truſ
tees had anticipated the want of farther ſupplies, (1.) for
ſoliczſitirzg an Act of Parliament,-(2.) for conveying to t/Lc
ſubſcrz'þers their lands,-and (3) forfutureſupport to the colo

ny, and propoſed to the General Meeting,

*

(1.) That a ſubſcription be opened for a participation of the beneﬁts to ariſe from
the Iſlands of Bulama and Arcas*, and a part of the adjacent coaﬅ, at the mouth

of the Rio Crande, all purchaſed by the Aſſociation; at the rate oſ£5o for every
200 acres, and not leſs to be ſubſcribed.

*

(a.) That the ſubſcriptions remain unappropriated, till a charter, or an Act of
Parliament, be obtained; except a ſum adequate to the payment of the balance

* Mr. Beaver, in his letter from Bulama of the roth Oct. x793, ſays, N People ſhould not be
taught to believe that the Iſle of Arcas is of any value; for, I believe, no water has ever yet been

(mind upon it. Beſide' it is very ſmall and marſhy, and environed with mangmve' that extend a
great way. The other purchaſe, l think much more valuable than people are aware of." See the
Map, Plate II.

owing
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Wing on the ﬁrﬅ expedition, to the ſupply of Bulama with ﬅores, and to the C H A P
ſolicitation of a charter*.

Xl'

549. To theſe propoſitions the General Meeting una- m
nimouﬅy conſented, and a ſubſcription is now opened for
£10,ooo, to proſecute the preſent plan.
ſi 550. In corroboration of the preceding account of the

climate and ſoil of Bulama, and the probability oſ eﬅabliſh
ing cultivation and Commerce on and near that lﬂandi', the
following extracts are adduced from letters, to the truﬅees
From Mr. Dalrymþle's, to t/ze Truﬅees, (lated tlze 7tlL ofNoz/emler, 1792.
" At Goree, I had frequent eonverſations with Mr. St. Jean, ſon of a former
governor, who informed me that his father had often viſited Bulama, and that he,

(governor St. Jean) conſidered it as the moﬅ eligible place, on the coaﬅ of Africa,
for a colony; and, in conſequence of that opinion, had endeavoured to prevail on

the French Senegal company to purchaſe that iſland.

As at the time I quitted Bu

lama, none of us had ſailed round it, I cannot exactly aſcertain it's dimenſions; but
I ſuppoſe it to be about 25 miles in length, and 20 in breadth. The middle part of
it conſiﬅs of ſmall hills, none of which are more than too feet above the ſea.

Theſe hills are covered with very large trees, with little underwood; and yams,
edoes, and other tropical roots, grow in great abundance, underthe ſhade.
" The north end of the iſland is one continued Savannab, covered with long graſs,
with a few trees interfperſed, but without any rocks or ﬅones. The ſoil of
this plain is deep and rich; and in order to cultivate it, it is only neceſſary to ſet

* The diſparity between theſe terms, and the original ones, will not, it is preſumed, be thought

greater than i' juﬅiﬁed by the diﬀerence of circumﬅances. Originally, even the ſmalleﬅ ſucceſs was
extremely doubtful. It is now certain, that a valuable territory has been fairly purehaſed, and taken
Poſſeſſion of. In compenfntion of the advanced price, the right to a lot in or near the town, the right

of ſending a ſettler to haire 30 acres grain, and a ſhare in the neat proﬁts of lands to be ſold in future
-in ſhort, all the collatcral advantages of the ﬁrﬅ purchaſers, are underﬅood to extend equally to

new ſubſcribers, except indeed a priority of allotment of land in favour of the former, which from
ſome ﬅeps already taken, and engagements made, is become unavoidable.-The land purchaſed appears
to be at leaﬅ 4oo,ooo acres, of which about 'ro,ooo are ſubſcribed ſor
1- The lſland of Bulama is one in an Archipelago, known by the name oſ the Biſſaos, or Biſſagos,

called by the ancients the Heſperides. Few of theſe ﬁne iﬂands are inhabited at preſent, owing to
the ravages made by the ﬂave-trade in their population.
I I haire taken the liberty ſomewhat to abridge the language of theſe extracts, carefully retaining
'he ſenſe, and every material circumﬅance. C. B. W. '

ﬁx'
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CHAP. ﬁre to the graſs, after which the plough may be immediately uſed. Horſcs are
Xl.
cheap; the beﬅ may be purchaſed at Goree for 11. los. a head; and cattle, in any
L-W
number,
may be had, within a few miles of Bulama, at 10 or 125. a head. Hence
BULAMA.

cultivation might be carried on at a ſmall expence; eſpecially as the Papels and Bi
aſaras may be hired ſor a great bar (about 5 or 65.) per month.
" On the ſouth-eaſt end of the iſland, there is one of the ﬁneſt bays in the world.
The land is here covered with wood, and there are great varieties of excellent tim
ber for cabinet work and furniture, alſo dying woods, &e. There are buſſaloes and
elephants on the iſland, and tltc ſeas abound with ﬁſh."

From a Letter to the Trtſſees, dateti Bulama, 181/2 ]ul)', 1792, andſignca' by Mtſſſirs.
Dalrymþle, Young, King, Puiba, Brozlz'e, Dra/l-e, iMuna/cn, Reywldr, Ham-ame,
Xz'menes, Bear/er, Abera'ezctn, and Clatterbutk.
" We find the air remarkably ſalubrious, and the climate of the coaſt, as far as

we have been, beyond expetſitation temperate: the channel, called the Biſſaos en.
trance, is ſpacious and ſafe: the harbour in which we live is, in the opini0n_of our
nautical people, the beﬅ they ever ſaw, and capable of containing the whole Britiſh
navy: the channel to it being ſuﬃcient for the largeſl ſhips.
" The people have been employed in ﬁſhing with the ſeines. This has proved
a ſucceſsful and ſalubrious labour*. This ſituation is admirably calculated both for
inland and maritime commerCC. The ſhore, riſing gradually from the ſtrand, ex
tends to a plain that aﬀords a commodious ſcite for a town. There is freſh water
in the vieinity; whether ſupplied by the rains or the ſprings, remains to be aſcer
tainedſ: but from the concurrent teﬅimony of thoſe who have penetrated into the
iſland, it contains many ﬁreams. The iſland appears to be between 5 and 6
leagues in length, and as much in the broadeﬅ part. The ſoil, as far as we have
ſeen, is a red loam, and ſo luxuriant, that the garden ſeeds we ſowed came up vigon
ouſly in twa days. The iſland, we learn from the gentlemen who have explored

it, has extenſive ſavannahs of a deep black mould.

The animals we have ſeen are

buﬀaloes, deer, antelopcs, wild hogs, monkies, and tigers.

We have alſo ſeen fre

quent and palpable vcſliges of elephants, and have ſound the ſlteleton of one. The
Bijugas of Canabae often come over to Bulama, to hunt and cultivate, but there

are no inhabitants ſettled on it.
" Had we not been unavoidably interrupted, we are perſuaded that we ſh0uld
have been ſheltered, and have had our grounds prepared before the rains ſet in.
_ * They took at one hanl of the ſeine, as much as ſupplied the whole ſettlement (three hundred
in number, including the ſhips companies) with a good and hearty meal.
_
An entry is made in the public journal of the colony on the 29th of July, that many ſprings
were on that day diſcovered, within the diſtance of a mile from the ſhip.

We
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We ſhould have laboured with that cheerfulneſs which the i alluring proſpect of the C HXIA P.

land is calculated to inſpire. But few enterprizes ſucceed in all their extent, and though
W

Ours has failed in part, we have abundant reaſon to think, that if the colony be ſea

ſonably ſupported, there will be ſecured to it a rapid and permanent eſtabliſhment."
From Mſſrr. Beat/er, Munden, Aberzlez'n, and Reynola'r, to t/zc Truﬅe-es, (lated

Bulama, 7t/z Auguﬅ, 1792.
'* \V£ have now to enter' on a ſubject of great importance to all concerned.
Having learned that there might be a poſſibility of purchaſing the oppoſite iſland
belonging to the kings of Ghinala, (a diſirict of the Biafara country,) who were for
merly the ſovereigns ofBulama, but driven from it by their more warlike neighbours

the Canabacs, it was thOught adviſeable that Mr. Beaver ſhould proceed with the
ſloop up the Rio Grande, to negociate the buſineſs, which he accompliſhed in a

manner far beyond our moﬅ ſanguine expectations. The original Treaty, No. IV.
accompanies this 543) ; and we beg to refer you to the following copy of his
letter from Ghinala, for a further eitplanation.
' Gentlemen,
t FiNDING the ſhare, called the Greater Bulama, not an iſland, it was

my intention to return without purchaſing it*: but, at my ﬁrſt interview with the
two kings of this country, they claimed Bulama, having, as they ſaid, inherited it
from their anceſtors. As I know there is ſomejuſtice in their claim, I thought it ab

ſolutely neceſſary to ſlop and ſatisſy them, and I expect them on board every mi
"nute, to talk the palaver.
' Now conceiving it to be a favourable opportunity, when purchaſing Bulama,
to purchaſe alſo the- adjacent ſhore, which I think-may be done for very little more
value, l ſhall endeavour to buy all the uninhabited land which lies betWeen them

and us ; that is, all the territory ſouth of a line drawn from this place to Goly, which
territory you will ſee is bounded to the E. by Ghinala creek, to the S. by the Rio
Grande, and to the W. bya branch of the ſea, which ſeparates it from Biſſao*. The
rſides, bounded by Ghinala Creek and the Rio Grande, are elevated and cleared in
many places, forming a chain ofﬁne bays and creeks, with deep water, through their
whole extent. Should our colony ﬂouriſh, which I have no reaſon to doubt, this
will be found an invaluable acquiſition, as there is no one part of its banks where
a tOWn may notbe built, with every advantage for commerce. l hope to leave this
place in two days, and to bring with me refreſhments for the ſick.
* I am, Gentlemen, your moſt obedient-humble ſervant,

Gluſinala, ed Aug. 1792.
To the Gentlemen oft/te Commitle, on [ward

' P. BEAVER.',

tlze Hamſey, Bulama.
' See the large Map.
U

e:
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" We congratulate you, Gentlemen, and all concerned, on the poſſeﬃon oſal
country equally fertile, and much larger than Bulama, together with the ceſſion oſ

BULAMA

that iſland from the Biaſaras, as well as the Canabacs, the only nation that could
claim it, for a ſum not exceeding 351. ſterling.-The rains have not yet prQVed ſo
terrible, as we were taught to believe; and our ſick liﬅ has been owing rather to the

imprudcnce of individuals, than to the climate.

Every opportunity has been em

braced of procuring freſh proviſions, of which the colony ﬂood much in need; for,

though the iſland abounds with buſſaloes and deer, we are too ſew, and too buſy,
(in planting and building) to ſend parties to kill them, and Mr. Beaver will ſail ſor
Biſſao to-morrow, to contract with Mr. Cordoza, for a regular ſupply.

" P. S. We conceive that, (if neceſſary,) a large ſum may be raiſed by the
newly purchaſed land, but we wiſh it may not be ſold under forty ſhillin'gs an acre."

Extract qf a Letter from Mr. George Helde', to Coloucl Kirkpatrick.
*' THE iſland is well wooded and watered round the coaſts, and the inland parts

entirely clear, except the ſmall diviſions of trees, which form the exact appearance
of fields, and their ſences in England. It abounds with buﬀaloes, elephants, deer,
Cuinea fowls, pigcons, &c. and, on the whole, ſeVeral gentlemen, well acquainted

with the Weﬅ-Indies,judge it ſuPerior to any of the Weſt-India iſlands.

I have

enjoyed unintcrrupted health ſince I leſt England.
f' I have the honour to be, &c.

" GEORGE FlELDER.*'_

Extract qfanol/zer Letter qfMr. Fz'clder's, ciated S.E. End qſBuZama, ful) 3d, 1792.
" SOMB of us ſurveyed part oſthe iſland, which we ſound covered with wood all

round, and ſor about two miles inward ; but within the woods is open land, covered
with high graſs, and divided into ſmall ﬁelds by narrow ridges oſ high trees, like

hedges in England.

The ſoil is a rich black mould. ſeveral feet deep, and capable

of producing any thing; the woods abound with Guinea fowls, doves, and other
ſmall birds; alſo with elephants, and the Aſiatic buﬀalo; and are interſperſed with
ſmall ſprings of ﬁne water; in ſhort, Mr. Abe-rdein, who has lived in the Eaſt and

Weﬅ Indies, ſays it is theſineﬅ iſland he ever ſaw, and that it is ſuperior in ſoil
and water to any oſ the Weﬅ India iſlnds.
" I have lived principaliy onthe fruits, of which there are abundance of a very

ſiſine ﬂavour, have worked hard, and never was better in my liſe.-My conﬂitution
perfectly agrees with the climate, having undergone as much ſatigue as any; and

though the rainy ſeaſon has ſet in theſe three weeks, I am yet as well as ever I was
in England : and my hopes are (auguine of our ſucceſs, from the excellenCc of the

ſoil
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ſoil and water; there being' ſeveral thouſand acres perfeﬄy clear, and partly cul CH A P.
tivated by the Biſagoas.-There arc on the coaﬅ people called Grumettas, who
Xli

work for the Portugueſe, and other Eur0peans, at the rate of 6s. 8d. a month in

w

BULAMA;

goods.-We bought oxen of his people (the Papels) at the rate ofabout one Guinea

eachin goods, and many cheaper."
Extract qfa Letter from Mr. Francis Donnelly, to james Manglcs, Eſguz'rc, date!

Eaﬅ Harlzour qſBu/ama, 18t/z july, 1792.
" MANY of the Subſcribers return to Europe to diſpatch more ſhips, and to
obtain a charter.--Some of the interior part of the iſland is a clear and beautiful
paﬅurage, where there has been miller, and other grain cultivated, about two thou

ſand actes in one ſpot, and many more Savannahs, equally good; ſuppoſed 4o,ooo
acres of excellent clear land. The appearance of the iſland is really beautiful be
yond deſcription, with woods ofvalttable timber, plants, and fruits of diﬀerent ſorts;

wild yams, and caſada in abundance: little diﬃculty will be ſound in c'learing the
wood lands.

lt is worthy remark, that '10 brambles, &e. annoy us in going

through the woods; the land could be ploughed with facility, there not being any
ſtones. In ſhort, every appearance inſpires the hope of our being able (by proper
exertions) to eﬅabliſh an advantageous ſettlement here. We hope moﬅ ſincerely,
that the ﬅricteﬅ attention may be paid to the character and abilities of the tradeſ
men and labourers next ſent out; we ﬁnd that the lands can be cultivated with eaſe
and ſaflety by European labourers.-Our proviſions come on apace. It is expected
vhe rains will continue till September.-The climate is pleaſant, not intenſely hot
any time of the day; the morning and evening I thi'nk as moderate as the climate of'
England. My health is perfectly re-eﬅabliſhed; and the voyage and the climate

agree very well with my conﬅitutiom'ſ
r? culi m

,,ſſ,.
An Ab'ridgment oft/te Reþort, which, t/ze Truﬅe-es oſ t/ze Bu
lama Aﬃciatz'on intend to lay bgſarc the next General Meat

ing gf the Snbﬅrribm, and wit/t a M.S. Coþy (ſay/rich I
have been favoured. l

551. The Truﬅees of the Bulama Aſſociation, purſuant to

the directions of the General Meeting at the Manſion-houſe,
june 25th, 1794, proceed to lay before the members, the

U 2

tranſactions
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c H A P. tranſactions at Bulama, as ﬅated by Mr. Philip Beaver in his
XI.
letters, and ſince conﬁrmed by him in perſon *.
L--"'\r-_J

BULAMA.
The Hankey
leaves Mr.
Beaver with
only 20 men.

552. From the 2d Aug. 1792, to which the ﬁrﬅ report

brings down the proceedings at Bulama, nothing material
occurred there, till the 22d Nov. following, when the ſhip
Hankey ſailed from thence, leaving Mr. Beaver as chief of

the colony, with about 20 men (including the crew of the

ﬁoop Beggar's Benniſon) 4 women and 4 children.
553. Immediately on the Hankey's departure, it was re
Bijugas medi
tate an attack

ported, that the Bijugas meditated an attack. As the ru
mour was not without foundation, we cannot wonder at it's

caﬅing a damp on the ſpirits of the coloniﬅs; but it is morti

fying to add, that even the heroic example of Mr. Beaver,
was ineﬀectual in recovering them from this panic.
* " BULAMA Assocm'rrox,

t

" At a general meeting of the ſubſcribers to this Aſſociation, convened bypub
lic advertiſement, at the Manſion-houſe, London, the 25th June, 1794,
The Right Honourable Paul Le Meſurier, Eſq. M. P. Lord Mayor, in the Chair.

" Reſblvca' unanimouﬅy,
" That the thanks oſ this Meeting be given to Philip Beaver, Eſq. Lieutenant
in the Royal Navy, late chief of the ſettlement on the iſland of Bulama, for the
ability, zeal, aElivity, and perſeverance, with which, under many diﬃculti'es, lle

conducted the aﬀairs of that ſettlement, and for his conﬅant attention to the intereﬅs
of the Aſſociation; and to aſſure Mr. Beaver that the members oſ this Aſſociatiort

will ever hold his ſervices in grateful remembrance."
" That a gold medal be preſented to Mr. Beaver, expreſſive of the ſenſe emer
tained by the Aſſociation, of his very meritorious ſervices."
p.
'* That the thanks of this meeting be given to Mr. john Hood, for the ſpirit and
reſolution with which he ſupported Mr. Beaver, during the whole of his ﬅay at Bula
ma,and that he be aſſured the Aſſociation will ever grateſully remember his ſervices."

" That theſe reſolutions be fairly tranſcribed, ſigned by the Chairman, and re
ſpeEtively delivered to Mr. Beaver and Mr. Hood, and that they be publiſhed in

ſome of the daily papers."

A true Extract from the Minutes.
I. K. MALLESON. Secretary.

554- Mr:
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554. Mr. Beaver's ﬁrﬅ object was to give ſecurity toſithe
C H A P.
XI.

people, by compleating the block-houſe, begun before the
Hankey failed. The ﬅrong hold formed a quadrangle of
1 16 feet by 1 15, and contained two ﬅore-houſes 53 feet by
14 each, a governor's houſe, and ſmall houſes ſuﬃcient for a

W

BULAMA.

Block-houſe,

&c. erected.

conſiderable number of people.

Mr. Beaver, with the help

of two, and ſometimes three, coloniﬅs, compleated the log

ging, by the 28th Nov. There were four gates into the
quadrangle, one on each ſide, ſecured by Tambours; and as
the logging, though muſquet proof, was but 6 feet high, Mr.
Beaver began to board the upper 6 feet of the outer wall,
which, with the fame aſſiﬅance, he ﬁniſhed on the 21ﬅ Dec.

(See plate IV.)
555. At this time, a general deſpondency prevailed, and
ſuch was the ſickneſs, that, on the 3oth Nov. every man

General de
ſ ondeney and
ckneſs.

except Mr. Beaver, and every woman and child, was ill.

(See s 84, 86, 91.) From the 1ﬅ Dec. to the 21ﬅ, there died
gmen, 3 women,and 1 child, being nearly half of the colony.

556. To add to this calamity, Bellchore, one oſ the kings
of Canabac, remarkable for his exploits and his treachery,
having heard of the departure of the Hankey, loﬅ no time

in viſiting the colony.

On the morning of the 5th Dec. he

was ſeen coming round the point, with two canoes. Mr.
Beaver immediately beat to arms, ſaluted him, and loaded
the great guns with grapelſhot. By this time, Bellchore

had landed, and marched up in battle array, at the head of
32 well appointed men, to within 40 yards of the eaﬅ gate,
where he halted. Mr. Beaver's whole force then con-ſiﬅed
of only 4 coloniﬅs, whom he could not call well, and 7 gru
mettas.

Having placed two centinels at each gate, with or

ders to kill the ﬁrﬅ man who ſhould attempt to enter by
ſorce, Mr. Beaver went out to meet Bellchore, who knew

and

Suſpicious vi
ﬁt of the Ca
nabacs.

'50
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and embraced him very cordi'ally. As the only defence of
the place was a cannon covering each gate, of which the Bi

BULAMA.

jugas were much afraid, Mr. Beaver informed Bellchore that
he never admitted any one into the ſquare; but that he

would give up to his people the grumettas' hut, which were
under a large tree, and that he himſelf would live with him
in his tent, which was pitched alittle way without the gate.

Appearing contented, after he had dined with Mr. Beaver,
he begged to be admitted into the black-houſe, in which he
was gratiﬁed, and then returned to his own people.

A

grumetta ſoon after reported to Mr. Beaver, that he heard
Bellchore ſay to his men, That moﬅ of the white men were
dead, that thoſe living were all ſick, except the captain, and

that they were. his people whenever he pleaſed; that he put
them there, end whenever he choſe could take them away;

adding that. they were liz's chickens, an expreſſion which Bell

chore applies to the Biafaras, to ſignify the eaſe with which
he takes them.
which alarms

'

557. This alarming language induced Mr. Beaver to di

and lmraſſes

the colotiﬁs.

vide his ſmall force into two watches, 2 coloniﬅs and 3 gru
mettas in each.

One watch was commanded by himſelf.

and the other by Johnﬅone, a grumetta; for not one of the
coloniﬅs was well enough to execute the order with vigour.
Mr. Beaver took other precautions, and, reſolving to periſh
rather than yield, he, took out. the heads of two barrels of

powder, and kept a match burning between, them all night,
ſignifying to the coloniﬅs, that there was no alternative be

tween pre-ſerving the place, or blowing up himſelfand them.
Only one of the ﬂoop's crew then remained, and he was on
board, with orders to. ﬁre into the hwts, if he ſhould hear

the report of two muſquets.

The night paſſed quietly; but

two oſ the. people were much worſe in the morning, from
the
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the cold dews and the fatigue of watching; and two of the C H A P
grumettas, ﬅill leſs able than the Whites, to bear ſuch hard- w
ſhips, were taken ill.
BULM'A'

558. Mr. Beaver, ſeeing his force thus diminiſh, intimated Mr. Beaver
to Bellchore, in the morning, that "there was much 'work iiietiniſſdct

to do; that the people would not attend to it while his men
were on the iſland ; that he would be happy, if he would ſlay
with him, and ſend his men away." Bellchore, pauſing, re

plied, " My ſon has reaſon; I ſee that you have a great deal
to do, and we are in your way-we will depart."

Mr

Beaver made him ſome handſome preſents, and he quitted

the iſland an hour before dark.

Bellchore undoubted

ly came to act with hoﬅ-ility or peace, according to the
weakneſs or ﬅrength he might obſerve; and it muﬅ be at

tributed ſolely to the preſence of mind, ﬁrmneſs and vigil

ance of Mr. Beaver, that this alarming Viſit terminated ſo
happily.

559. He was employed i-n putting the place in- a ﬅate of Thecolonl' _
defence, till the 11th Dee. when the grumettas, dreading iiiiiiictivigﬂcti
another viſit from the Bijugas, determined to leave the colo- "ctſi"
ny. Mr. Beaver told them, that every man i-n- the iſland
was free to go where he pleaſed; that they had voluntarily
come to work for him, and that he would'not detain them a
minute againﬅ their inclination; adding, that though he

wanted a few grumettas, if they did not like their ſituatiorr,
they might depart in the ﬁrﬅ boat. Accordingly, a eanoe
arriving on the 14th, they were paid their wages, and all
went away, except Johnﬅone and another grumetta,.who
remained to aſſiﬅ in navigating the pinnace to Biſſao, in
queﬅ of more men. Mr. Beaver alſo permitted Harriſon,
one of the coloniﬅs, to depart in the pinnaee, agreeably to

his maxim, " never to aſk a man to ﬅay in the iſland, who
L
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wiſhed to leave it." *

ON

When the pinnace left Bulama,

bag. there remained with Mr. Beaver only one man, ﬁt for duty.
BULAMA.

They ſlept in the eaﬅ gate-way, having the ſick, 7 in number,

in the adjoining birth, to be ready to act in a body, in caſe
of an emergency;

In this critical ﬁtuation, hourly expect

ing another viſit from the Bijugas, they remained till the 21ﬅ,
when a Biſſao canoe arrived with ﬁve grumettas, " a cargo,"

(as Mr. Beaver calls it) " more valuable than gold." The
whole colony was then ſcarcely able to dig a grave. The

grumettas were immediately fet to perform that duty, for
two ſubſcribers who had died in the morning. The loſs of
one of them, Mr. Aberdein, was ſeverely felt.

Of that gen

tleman, Mr. Beaver writes thus: *' In'him the Aſſociation

loﬅ one of it's beﬅ members, the king loﬅ a good ſubject,
the weak loﬅ an advocate, fociety loſt an ornament, and I

loﬅ a friend. ' He was unfortunate in this world: may he
be happy in the next."
Another viſit
from the Ca
nabacs.

560. On the 27th, Johnﬅone returned in the pinnace,
with 18 grumettas, 3 women and 2 children, among whom

were all who had before left the colony, except one. This
proved to be a very ſeaſonable reinforcement; for, on the
ſecond day after, two Bijuga canoes arrived, with two ſons
of Jalorum, the' other king of Canabac, and about 40 men.
Mr. Beaver ſaluted them, kept under arms, and giving
the men the outﬁde huts,as when Bellchore was there, kept

Jalorum's ſons with him.

In the middle of the next night,

they departed, owing to one of the men having, in diſcharg

* " On the contrary," adds Mr. B. " when the Hankey left us, I adviſed them
all to go home; for ſo many lazy and c0waidly people were never, before, l believe,
collected together, in ſo ſmall a number."-See in the Append. Notes, &e. reſpcaing
_S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE G G. No. 5, 8, 16.
'
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ing his piece, accidentally lodged a ball in the foot of an- C H A P
other.
*

561. Till jan. iﬅ, 1793, the colony was employed in BWWA'
ﬁniſhing the upper part of the outer wall oſ the block- Employment
houſe, in logging the tambours, and in making plaiﬅer for
the logging. On this day, they began to ſet up the inner
poﬅs for the houſes, on the north ſide, and to dig up the
roots of the trees, cut down' during the rains.
'

562. Jan'; 3d, a cutter arrived from S. Leona, bound to Mr. Beaver
Biſſao, for ﬅock; and the maﬅer reporting that ſalted, as iiaſisiciþigvſſſ.
well as freſh, proviſions, were wanted at that colony, Mr. ſiom'
Beaver ſent them 10 barrels oſ pork, and 6 tierces of beeſ,

promiſing 5 bullocks, if a ſuﬃcient number could not be
procured at Biſſao *.

563. Jan. 4th, Mr. Beaver was informed, by a Biſſao canoe, Man ofwar
that a ſhip bound to Bulama, with a number of coloniﬅs on 2Z;Zf*"*"®
board, had got on ſome ſhoals between that iſland and Ar

cas, and wanted a pilot. He therefore went, in the two
'oared boat, to conduct her in, leaving the block-houſe with

a ﬅrong band oſ grumettas, and ﬅrict injunctions to Mr.
Hood, the only ſurviving ſubſcriber, to preſerve good order

and a ﬅrict watch.

On the 8th, he found the ſhip, which

was the Scorpion ﬂoop of war, having orders from the ad
miralty, to give every poſſible aſiiﬅance at Bulama, and 'to

report to them the ﬅate of the colony.

She had not been in

. any danger, but had only got into the wrong Channel, and
the captain, not thinking it prudent to proceed, had, ſince
Mr. Beaver's leaving the black-houſe, ſent his boat thither,

for the neceſſary information, and which returned an hour
before he got on board.
* See in the Append. Notes, &e. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Norn G G.
No. 2, is.

'
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Bad charts
mitlcati the
man at war.

564. Had not Mr. Beaver joined the Scorpion when he
did, Capt. Ferris would immediately have returned to his
commodore, at C. Roxo.

Mr. Beaver's viſit Was therefore

fortunate, as it prevented the captain from returning with
out viſiting Bulama, when he might have ſaid, and very pro

perly, that there was not water for large ſhips. His miﬅake
was owing to a very bad chart. Mr. Beaver obſerves, that
" the charts are all erroneous; but the one publiſhed by
Sayer, in Fleet ﬅreet, with draughts and obſervations by

Formidable

viſit ofthe Bi
jugas.

Woodville, is the beﬅ, and it is ſuﬃcient for the purpoſes
of navigation *."
_
56r. The oﬃcer from the Scorpion, ſaid that, at day
light, when he landed at the black-houſe, he ſaw 12 canoes
cloſe to the S. W. point of the harbour, and that they imme

diately retired _to 'the other ſide.

This intelligence made

Mr. Beaver very uneaſy, as he had never ſeen above two

canoes there, and that: very ſeldom. He was indeed
convinced, that they were Bijugacanoes, and on a hoﬅile
errand. But per-'verſe winds prevented his return till the
zoth, when the Scorpion anchored before the black-houſe,

having, the preceding zday, ſpoke with an Engliſh merchant
man, commanded by Mr. Moore, who pilotcd the expedi
* At this place, in the original Report, the Truﬅees have been pleaſed to intro
duce a note, expreﬃng their approbation of the large map at the end of this work,

as well as of the author's general exertions in the cauſe of the Africans. Were
he inſenſible of the kind attention paid to him, in this inﬅance, he would be unwor

thy of it. He certainly has ſpared no pains or expanſe, to render his map the beſt,
upon the whole, hitherto publiſhed. Yet he would by no means be underﬅood
to oﬀer it to the public, as incapable of improvement, being ſenſible how much

remains to be done, before our geographical and nautical knowledge of that coaﬅ
is compleat. See the remarks on the map itſelf.
tion
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tion, when Bulama was purchaſed. He was bound to Biſſao,
and ſaid he ſh0uld, in three weeks at fartheﬅ, ſail for

England.

Mr. Hood corroborated the account of the

L_.--\,__J

BULAMA.

Scorpion's oﬃcer; and ſaid that they thought the block
houſe in great danger, and had been under arms ever ſince
the 5th.

566. On the 11th, the fort ſaluted the Scorpion, which

Capt. of man

being returned, Capt. Ferris came on ſhore to muﬅer, and

of war muﬅen
the Colnny.
His kindneſ'.

receive a ﬅate of, the colony.

This was the ﬁrﬅ holiday

the people had enjoyed on the iſland. On the 12th, the Scor
pion ſailed, after an interchange of the kindeﬅ oﬃces be
tween Capt. Ferris and all his oﬃcers, and Mr. Beaver and
the coloniﬅs. Unfortunately, Mr. Beaver did not think oſ

writing by the Scorpion, which, in her way home, was to
call in the W. Indies. He depended on Moore bringing
his £diſpatches directly to England; but he alſo, ultirnately
reſolved to take the ſame cirCuitous route.
. 567. Jan. 17th, Mr. Beaver turned away, and ſent to

Biſſao, 7 grumettas, and the boat brought back 9, who con
ﬁrmed the fuſpicions refpecting the errand of the Bing'as
on the 5th.. There were at leaﬅ 150 of them, in 12 canoes,
7 from the Iſland of Warang, or Formoſa, and 5 from the.
Iﬂand of Canabac, all commanded by Bellchore who, that
night landed his men, and at 8 o'clock, came ſo neatr the

block-houſe as to diﬅinguiſh the words of the grumettas,
who were all at play in the ſquare, and luckily making
much noiſe.

Bellchore then halted and ſaid, " I hear too

many tongues; beﬁdes they all ſpeak Portugueſe, and if
we attack them, that will bring on a palaver with that n'a
tion and the Papels."

He alſo knew that there was an

Engliſh ſhip at the back of the iſiand, and had twice heard
X 2

.

her

Bijugas 150
ﬅrong. Cauſe
oſ their re.
treat.
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C "Xﬁ P- her evening gun. While he heſitated, by good Providence;
eﬃa the Scorpion's boat came into the harbour, and ﬁredtwov

B-"LMA' muſquets, which were anſwered both by the-cutter and the
block-houſe.

Bellchore, thinking that he was diſcovered,

and that theſe were concerted ſignals, thought it prudent to.
decamp; and thus ended the third expedition, which, in ſix

weeks after the departure of the Hankey, the Bijugas had
made to Bulama. They twice afterwards viſited the
iſland; but. retired peaceably, owing doubtleſs to their be-.

ing diſcouraged by their three former failures, and to the
ﬅate of vigilant preparation in which they found the colony.
568. By the 3d of Feb. 1793, the block-houfe was COſn-s
pleatly plaiﬅered, and on the 26th the gates were ﬁniſhed;.
Since Sept. the clearing of the land had been fuſpended;
But, from Jan. to March, the grumettas were chieﬂy emq

ﬃﬀﬂgﬁz ployed in that labour. By that time, they had cleared 50
plouzhing- acres, by which is meant, the cutting down, and burning
the branches of all the trees, except the very large-ones,

leaving the roots in the ground. But 4 acres round the
block-houſe were compleatly cleared, and the roots taken
up. This ſpot Mr. Beaver intended to ploug/z (ſee s 132 et

ſeg. 499) and plant with yams, at the beginning of the
rains *. About this time, he had ﬁniſhed the tambours,
and erected a tower over each gate, to cover the tambours,

*
and to flank the block-houſe. (See plate IV.)
ﬁgzﬃdﬃh 569. Till Sunday, Feb. IOth, ſelf-preſervation had obliged'
noth- 1793-

the coloniﬅs to work on the Sabbath ; but, from that time,
they diſcontinued that irregularity; and Mr. Beaver, on

thoſe days, read prayers to the coloniﬅs, and in the even

ing, taught them the-uſe of artillery and ſmall arms._
* See in the App. Notes, &c. reſpect. S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE G'G, No. 3.
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570. Feb. 17th, the Nancy, Capt. Moore arrived, with a

C H A P.
XI.

ſchooner- he had taken from under the Portugueſe fort at:
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BULAMA

Biſſao; and complaining of ill uſage, Mr. Beaver ſent his boat

to that place, with a letter to the Governor, whoſe anſwer.

Capt. Moore
quarrel! with '

convinced him that he had been impoſed on: Moore return

the Portug. at
Biſſao; and

ing to Biſſao, ſettled his aﬀairs very-amicably, and ſent his

detains Mr.

B's diſpatehes -

boat to Bulama, when he was ready to fail for the W. In
dies. In his veſſel, Mr. Beaver procured a paſſage for two
1abourers*, who. wiſhed to leave the iſland, alſo for the'

widow of another, and for a. girl, the only ſurviving fe
males. Mr. Beaver wrote by Moore very fully onall the:
particulars before ﬅated, and incloſed. a variety. of * pa
pers. But though: Moore had a very good paſſage to the
W. Indies, and thence to Liverpool, he did not ſend the

truﬅees theſe important difpatches.. What could be his
motives, or who his adviſers, to this act, the Truﬅees ſhall

not ſay; but certainly his ſuppreſſmg this lettervhas kept
them in ahſolute ignorance of the ﬅate of aﬀairs at Bulama,

and thus has prevented them from taking. meaſures zwhich
might have preſerved the colony +. ,
571. The letter juﬅ mentioned was dated the 16th of.
March, when there were 5 men and 2 boys, with 20 gru
mettas on ſhore at Bulama, and 3.men on board the ﬁoop;
* Mr. B. in his letter ſeems to-call them labourer: ironically; for he immedi.
ately adds. " They are both indolent, worthleſs people, and have not done a day's
work ſince they landed.

I conceive their land is forfeit, and have told them fo."'

--See in th-e Append.-Notes,-&c. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE G Gg'
No. 5, 8.
+ The Truﬅees did not receive the letter mentioned in the text, till Sept. 1794,
above 3'm0nths after Mr. Beaver himſelf arrived in England, and conſequently

long after the evacuation of Bulama was publicly known!

C. B. W.

Mr.

which ruinc
the colony. -
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Mr. Beaver thus concludes that letter, " If.you ever give a

thought to this iſland, you muﬅ perceive that, if we are to
be ſuccoured, it muﬅ be ſoon. I am juﬅ as liable to death
as any other man, and the moment I die, the colony is loﬅ.
I have had ſerious converſation on that head, two or three

times ſince the departure of the Hankey; and every man
is determined to go, as ſoon as I may be in the ground.
The grumettas too have always ſaid the ſame 5 and, with
out them, our people, even iſ theywere inclined, could not

keep the place.

Therefore, as you prize this iſland, ſend

out a ſuﬃcient number, at leaﬅ to keep it+."
Harmony be
tween the co
lony and it's

572. During Mr.- Beaver's ﬅay at Bulama, the moﬅ perfect

harmony ſubﬁﬅed between the colony and the Portugueſe

neighbours.

at Biſſao.

Reciprocal good oﬃces were interchanged; and

the colonies conducted themſelves as became the ſubjects
oſ two allied monarchs.
Indeed no miſunderﬅan'ding
took place between the coloniﬅs and any other ſet oſ men;
but Europeans, Americans andnatives were all received in

ﬂrict amity and conﬁdence (except the Bijugas.)

It is

pleaſing alſo to reflect, that no perſon was put to death;*but

that allv who died ſell byintemperance ordiſeaſe.
573. Having thus ﬅated the proceedings at Bulama, to
the 16th March, 1793, it is neceſſary to remind the Aſſocia
tion, that, about that time, the ſubſcribers here had ſeveral

meetings, to' conſider what could be done for their friends
at Bulama, for whoſe ſafety, the want oſ information had

excited ſerious apprehenſion. About the ſame time, the
+ Here Mr. B. adds, " But, for Heaven's ſake, keep from us ſuch ſubſcribers and
ſuch labourers as the ﬁrﬅ embarkation brought out."

Hankey,

15?
Hankey, Capt'. Co'x, varriving from Grenada, with ſugar, c H A P.
Xl.
cotton, &c. an extravagant, unſounded and malicious cla
mour was raiſed, that this ſhip had brought the plague BULAMA.
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from Bulama to Grenada, and thence to England. It might
eaſily have been aſcertained, that the mortality at Grenada,

Hankey falſe

while the Hankey was there, was owing to one of thoſe
diſorders to which the W. Indian iſlands are unfortunate

from Bulama,

ly reported to

have brought
the plague

ly ſubject. But, ſo flaming was the zeal of the Grenadians
againﬅ the Abolition of the Slave-trade, and the free colony
at Bulama, that they employed every illiberal art to pre

vent Capt. Cox from getting a cargo at Grenada. But their
malice did not end here: they ſent home repreſentations,
or rather miſrepreſentations, reſpecting his ſhip, which
were ſo ﬅrenuouſly ſupported by the W. Indians, that go
vernment thought it proper to put the Hankey under qua

and put under
quarantine

rantine, and to have her cargo unloaded and examined,

before it was brought up the river. Every examination
proved thefaﬀe/wad and maligniiþ' aſ l/zc report. Yet ſeveral
months e'lapſed before the owners could unload their ſhip.
Lightermen, whar-ﬁngers and lumpers, all had caught the
Weﬅ India fever: all believed,'or pretended to believe,
the impoﬅure. Grave citizens and oﬃcial men were not

aſhamed to countenance the'wild opinion. Magiﬅrates and
members of the eorpor-ation of London were applied to,
for their influence with Government, to avert the impend

ing peﬅilence.

And, ſo ſucceſsfully was the deception

managed, that, on the famous 9th of November, a citizen of

the greateﬅ reſpectability, then maﬅer of one of the ﬁrﬅ city
companies, forgetting that his ſole province on that day was to

diſpenſe mirth and good cheer, ſent to the Lord Mayor and
Aldermen, then on board the city barge, a repreſentation
'

of
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xc H 'A P. 'Of thev alarming conſequences that would enſue, if this ten

'rible ſhip and her cargo were not deﬅroyed! The alarmſſzs
w

.BULAMA

3gravely aſſerted, that all the Hanhey's crew had died, and that
the captain 'was dying.

It is true, that Capt. 'Cox'had al

moﬅ died with grief,v from the report cruelly circulated

reſpecting his ſhip. But it is equally-certain, that not one
oſ the crew had died, either on the paſſage-from'Grenada, or
in the river *.

The-calumniators, ſihowever, had in view

another object than truth; and their 'ſucceſs was ſuch as

-might gratify the moﬅ malignant ſpirits; for they had

This calumny
prevents

nearly cauſed the death of a man who never oﬀended them,
materiallyhurt the property of the ſhip's owners, and, what
muﬅ have been ﬅill more pleaſing to them, vgreatly injured
the Bulama Aſſociation.
574. The prejudices thus induﬅriouſly raiſed againﬅ the

ap

plication for a
. charter.

colony at Bulama, and which, from the want of informa
tion, it was-impoſſible to repel, deprived the Truﬅees of all
hopes of ſucceſs in then applying for a charter. They pre
ferred waiting till the torrent of malicious, or ignorant,
clamour had ſpent itſelf, and till time and undoubted in
telligence ſhould conﬁrm or contradict, the reports. The
prejudices againﬅ Bulama rendered it extremely diﬃcult,

if not imprabticable, to ſuccour a colony, then deemed peﬅi
lentz'al ; and there can be no doubt that this was one great

object of the calumniators.
* Meſſ. Henry and Samuel -C0x, of Great Prefect-ﬅreet, the owners oſ the
Hankey, have been ſo good as to favour me with a peruſal of her log.book, which
juﬅiﬁes the above ﬅatemeht. It alſo conﬁrms Mr. Beaver's letters reſpecting the
tranſactions at Bulama, up to the time when the Hankey left that Iſland; and con.

tains numerous proofs of his unremitting exertions and attention to the intereſts
zof the infant colony.

C. B. W

575. But *
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575. But the Truﬅees omitted nothing that depended on
them, towards the relief of the colony. One of the ſhips
belonging to the Sierra Leona Company having been then
ready to ſail, application was made to The Honourable the

16!
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BULAMA.
S. Leona Col

kindly cnlcr

Court of Directors of that Company, to order their ſhip (the
Fecility) to touch at Bulama, which was granted with the
greateﬅ readineſs and liberality. (See 3 391.) A ſupply
was accordingly ſent by this ſhip, with a credit to Mr.

the Felici'v to

call at Bulnma, with ſup

plics.

Beaver, on the oﬃcers of the Sierra Leona Company, for
any articles he might want, to the amount of £ 100, and

aſſurances of farther ſupplies of ﬅores, and an additional
number of coloniﬅs.
.
576. The Subſcribers, however, having a general meet

'ing,-empowered the Truﬅees to raiſe 10 per cent. on the ſub
ſcriptions, for relieving the colony, the ſum of£4o3 : 5 zo was
collected, including £140 remitted from Mancheﬅer, and

Greater ſup
plies ſent; but

£144 paid by the ſ1x Truﬅees. An aſſortment of cloathing,

did not arriv'
in time.

medicines, proviſions and ammunition was accordingly put
on board the ſhip john, Capt. Clouﬅon, who engaged, for
£15o, to land the ﬅores at Bulama, together with ſuch paſ

ſengers as might come on board. The Truﬅees oﬀered every
reaſonable encouragement to good men to embark as colo
niﬅs, and ſix were engaged; but, from the bad accounts in
duﬅriouſly propagated againﬅ the colony, only one man,
a black, had the courage to embark. The john was cleared

at the cuﬅom-houſe, in June 1793 ; but, having been
obliged, from the war, and her having proviſions on board,

to wait for convoy, it unfortunately happened that ſhe did
mt ﬁnally ſail till October *. French ﬂying ſquadrons and
* The preſent war, ſo injurious to the S. Leona colony, contributed to the en.
tirc ruin of that of Bulama.

I ſhall afterwards notice the baneful eﬀects of war,

on the Swediſh deſign to form a colony in Africa.

Y

C. B. IV.

contrary

Coloniﬅs pre
vented by the
calumny from
going out.

v
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contrary winds prevented the convoy, the Diadet'n of 64
guns, from getting ſooner out of the Channel. The ſupply
thus ſent to Bulama, by the Felicity and the John, amountoſi

ed to 7£387 : 17 : 8, including freight and primage.
577. We now return to Mr. Beaver's tranſactions at Bu
lama, ſubſequent to the 16th March, 1793.

The Fecility

brought a letter from him to the Truﬅees, dated J-uly 24th.
Landscleared,
enclnſures,
buildings.

He writes that, ſince the 15th March, he had been particu
larly employed in the tedious and laborious work of grub
bing up roots ; that he had made ſome encloſures, and was
making more ; that he had built two houſes, each 34 feet
by 21, one for the ſick, and the other, divided into three,

for the grumettas, (ſee plate IV.)

No material occurrence

had taken place; and the reﬅ of the letter, being conﬁned'
Hens and
goats in plen
ly

to the ﬅate of the colony, it will be beﬅ to give it nearly in
his own words. " With hens and goats I am plentifully
ﬅocked, and, in a few days, I ſhall have cattle in'abund
ance. All our garden feeds, that came out laﬅ year, throve

very well ; but, from our Cattle breaking though the hedge,
and our building afterwards over a great part of the garden,
every thing in it was deﬅroyed. This ſeaſon, our Europe
an feeds, which are not only old (at leaﬅ 3 or 4 years) but
European and
tropical vege
tahles thrive. ' -

mouldy, could not be expected to produce. Some few I
have procured from Biſſao, and they do very well.
Oranges,limes, pawpaws, malaguetta, goavas, ground-mits,

yams, Guinea corn and cotton thrive to admiration
Towards the end of the dry ſeaſon, moﬅ of the rivulets

near us dried up ; but the ſpring whence we have always
taken our water, though it was never dry, yielded not more

water, at it*s loweﬅ ebb, than would ſupply 50 men. About
two miles from us, there is a run of water ſuﬃcient for at

leaﬅ 2000 ſouls, and it is alſo convenient for watering ſhips.
I am
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I am induced to think that there are many other ſprings
n'ear us; as, for the laﬅ 3 months of the dry ſeaſon, ele
phants were continually ſwimming acroſs the river, from
the Biafara to this ſhore; but I never yet ſaw one ſwim
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from this iſland to the oppoſite land. This I can only
account for, by ſuppoſing that, on this ſide, there is plenty
of water, and, on the other, little or none.

One of theſe

fleets of elephants I attacked, and killed two, The proboſ
cis is excellent food-The rains, which ſet in between 7 and
8 weeks ago, are much more violent this ſeaſon, than the

laﬅ, and have damaged ſome oſ our ﬅores.

I have there

fore been obliged to cover our wooden roof with thatch,
which, for ſecurity from ﬁre, I ſhall take oﬀ at the com

mencement of the dry ſeaſon.

Wooden roofs * will never

keep out the rains in this country."
578. At this time, Mr. Beaver had with him 23 grumet

Number of
labourers.

tas, 5 women and 1 boy, as many as he wiſhed for, with the

Europeans he had; but, had the number of the latter been
increaſed, he would have employed lOO of the former, and
he was, at any time, ſure of obtaining double the number.

He had then 27hhds. of bread, 46 bls. of pork and 33 tierces
of beef. But the bread was very bad, and the ſalted pro
viſions ſpoiling, which had induced him to receive 10 bls. of

pork which the Sierra Leona Company had generouﬁy or
dered the captain of the Felicity to deliver him, if he deſired
it.-The goods with which Mr. Beaver paid the grumettas,

were then nearly exhauﬅed; but he had about 3oolb. of
* Mr. Beaver muﬅ here mean boards-(I rooſs; for ſhinglesl or thin pieces of

board, in the form of tiles or ſlates, make excellent roofs in any climate; and l
am aſſured, are very commonly uſed in all parts of the VV. Indies. Their only diſ
advantage is their being combuﬅible; but they are much leſs ſo than thatch,
C. B. FV.

Y 2

ivory

S. Leona Co
generuully
furniſh 10 bls
pork.
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Colony defen

ivory, which he meant to exchange, witn ſome trading
veſſel, for cloth-Mr. Beaver concludes this intereﬅing let
ter with obſerving, that he could defend the place againﬅ
any force of the natives; that the iſland only wanted colo

ſihle, and only
wanted men.

niﬅs; that, to ſuch as would come out, ſucceſs was certain;

w

BULAMA.

that, with one tenth of the ſupport given to the Sierra Leona
colony, he could ere now have eaſily acquired lands ſuﬃ
cient to maintain 5oo,ooo ſouls : that the Biafaras often re
'_-

Bin-fara', &e.

queﬅed him to build at or near Ghinala; and that a ſimilar

invite Mr.

B. to build.

invitation had come from Bulola, about 70 miles up the Rio

Grande, but that, having neither goods nor European)
men, he was tied down to a few acres, and was i-nactive
4,M

from neceſſity, not from inclination*.

579. In Sept. a cutter belonging to the Sierra Leona Com
pany went to Biſſao; and by her Mr. Beaver received tea,
ſugar and molaſſes. From the great damps, owing to the
want of medical aſſiﬅance, dry and elevated houſes, and

proper drains to carry oﬀ the water, accumulated by inceſ
ſant rains, the colony was then very ſickly. They were in
deed ſo reduced as to be obliged to have the mate of the ﬂoop
to act as cook,not another man,either on ſhore or on board be

ing then equal to the talk. On the 20th Sept. the men, obſerv
ing that the time when they were to expect the veſſel with

new coloniﬅs had elapſed, and their ſpirits having been de
preſſed by ſickneſs, all agreed to quit the colony, when they
Mr. B. ſooth:
the impatient

could+.

Mr. Beaver, with his uſual ſpirit and preſence of

colonills.

mind, told them that the time in which the veſſel was expect'

ed, had barely elapſed; that ſhe might have been detained by
* See in the Append. Notes, &c.. reſpecting S. Leona and'Bulama, NOTE G G,
No. 5, 8, 10.

+ See in the Append. Notes, &e. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Norz G G,
No. 1 1.

contrary
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contrary winds, or might then be reﬁtting, after a gale, in

C H A P.
XI.

ſome harbour; but that, iſ they would ﬅay ſix months longer,

w

BULAMA

they would undoubtedly be reinſorcedf." To this propoſi
tion they aſſented: Mr. Beaver concluded that the veſſel
was taken; but hoped that, by Feb. or March, he would

vreceive ſuccour.

He then ſound ſome diﬃculty in engag

ing grumettas; for the prime articles with which he paid
them were exhauﬅed, and he could oﬀer them nothing but
powder or tobacco.

580. While in anxious expectation oſ a reinſorcement, a
report was received from Biſſao that the Bijugas meditated

a ſormidable attack. This rumour operated ſo ﬅrongly on
the minds of the coloniﬅs, now enſeebled by ſickneſs, that,

on the night oſ the 22d. Oct. the mate (then commander)
of the ﬂoop, and another man ran away with the boat.
Mr. Beaver the leſs regarded this loſs, as he had ﬅill two
white men left who, he hoped, would remain till more ar
rived. Two days after this deſertion, a Mr. Lawrence, a
ſactor in the Rio Nunez, touched at Bulama, in- his way to
Bulola. The next day he ſailed, and was to return in a
week to Bulama, and thence to ſail for Biſſao. Four days

after his departure, the coloniﬅs delivered to Mr. Beaver a
written requeﬅ, that he would not only permit them to

But they'pe'
ﬁﬅ in their in
tention to

leave the iſland, but that he would leave it with themt
The latter requeﬅ he poſitively refuſed, and, again ſucceed
ed in perſuading them not to urge the former. Bu-t,.15

leave Bulam

days after, Lawrence not having returned, they delivered
* The reſemblance oſ Mr. Beaver's ſituation, at this tryingjuncture; to that oſ.
Columbus, in the voyage, in which he diſcovered America, is too ﬅriking'toeſcape

the notice of intelligent readers. May the magnanimous perſeverance of this able
oﬃcer, inſpire the ſupporters oſ this undertaking with ſimilar zeal! May his ſucceſs _
be equal, and his reward ſuperior to thoſe of the diſcoverer oſ the new worldl. (See

Robertſon's Hiﬅ. of America.)

-
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him a ſecond paper, exhorting him to conſider their dan
gerous ſituation, and ſignifying their reſolution to ſeek their
own ſafety, by quitting the iſland, as ſoon as poſſible. Mr.
Beaver, repeatedly and earneﬅly expoﬅulated with the

people on " the folly of leaving a place where_ they had la
boured ſo hard, at a time when all diﬃculties were over,"

But finding that ſuch was their poſitive determination, he
Mr. B. r'eluc
tamly yields.
His reaſons.

was under the painful neceſſity of yielding *. " I did not
quit the iſland," to uſe his own words, in his letter from S.

Leona,of_]an. 19th, 1794, "becauſe I could not keep it; for
I might ﬅill have retained 20 grumettas with me in the block
houſe, a number ſuﬃcient to maintain ſuch a ﬅrong hold not
only againﬅ the Bijugas, but all the Iſlanders ofAfrical'. But
their pay would have been much. They would not have
wrought; and inﬅead of labourers, I ſhould have been pay

ing 20 maﬅers, who would beſides have plundered me. The
cutter too, I muﬅ inevitably have loﬅ, having no mooring

chains, nor a ſingle man to take care of her." To preſerve
her, therefore, and the remaining ﬅores, Mr. Beaver con

ſented to carry the people to S. Leona; and, by letter, he
chattered Lawrence's ſchooner for that colony, to carry the

goods which the cutter could not contain. He ſent Mr.
Hood to Biſſao to inform the governor of his reſolution; and
tranſmitted to Jalorum and

Bellchore, kings

Canabac,

Matchore, king of Rio Grande and Woody Toorey, queen
of Bulola, preſents of 20 bars each, informing them that he

was going home, but ſhould return after the next rains.
Mr. B. arrive'
at 5. Leona.
His opinion of
the undertak
ing.

581. Mr. Beaver having ſhipped almoﬅ all the goods, in
three ſmall veſſels, on the 29th Nov. " had,"as he ſays, "the
* See in the App. Notes, &e. reſpea. S. Leona_and Bulatna, Nor: G G. No. 4.

1' See in the App. Notes, &e. reſpect. S. Leona and Bulama, Nore G G, No. 9.
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mortiﬁcation to ſee that ſpot abandoned, which the labour C [ZUA F'
of a year and a week (from the Hankey's departure) had w
rendered a little paradiſe." Dec. 23d, he arrived at Sierra BULAM'
Leona, where he ſold the ﬂoop Beggar's Benniſon and the

goods.

" The hoſpitality and attention," ſays he, in his let

ter of the 19th Jan. 1794, " which I have experienced from
Mr. Dawes, the Governor, Mr. Macauley, the Lieut. Go

vernor, and all the gentlemen of the colony, demand my
grateful acknowle'dgments *." The Governor and Council
kindly gave him and Mr. Hood, a paſſage to England, where
they arrived in May 1794, with a few hundred pounds,
" the only remains of £10,000 raiſed to colonize Bulama.

Yet," ſays Mr. Beaver, " the ſcheme cannot be called a bad
one.

I have a better opinion of it now, than ever I had; and

am conﬁdent that a very ſmall portion ofinduﬅry and perſe
verance on Bulama, will anſwer the expectations of our moﬅ:
ſanguine ſubſcribers. We have not miſcarried, but we have
been unfortunate, &c."

See his letter from S. Leona, of

igth Jan. 1794.
582. Having thus finiſhed the hiﬅory of this ﬁrﬅ at- $_ſſupplicsar

tempt to form a colony at Bulama, we muﬅ add, that iiisgſieiiſſeOZi'i
the john, which ſailed in October, got to Biſſao about a tuum"
month after the evacuation; and ﬁnd-ing a letter from Mr.
Beaver, adviſing any ſhip that might arrive, to ret'urn home,
Capt. Clouﬅon ſold a part of the goods at Biſſao and. the
C. de Verdiſlands,andinveﬅed their value in ſalt,with which

and the remaining goods he arrived at Corke, where they are
now ſelling for account of the Aſſocia-tion.
4' l feel the greateﬅ ſatisfaction in joining Mr. Beaver in a ſimilar acknowledg
ment to Mr. Dawes, to whoſe liberal communications I owe ſeveral- intereﬅing par
ticulars in this work, eſpecially in the maps. Though 1 have not the happineſs oſi
Mr. Macauley's acquaintance, I have been ſo fortunate as to procure, and have taken
the liberty to inſert, ſome of his valuable remarks.

583. The
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583. The Truﬅees Wlll now give a- general ﬅatement of the

w accounts of the Aſiociation.
But. AM A,
Da.
General ﬅate, To the amount of outﬁt, &e. to
ment of 36the 7th June, 1792, paid, is count"

CR.
By ſale of 4z,ooo act-e' to
purchaſers
.
-

l(In 55 n. to

To paid ſince, freight of ſhips to

z rﬅ Aug. 1793

£5o4o o o

By Do. of4.t,875 Do. to coloniﬅs 2517. to

-

897

o

o

By extra ſubſcriptions ofcoloniﬅs,

To paid
balance of
Do. of.the Calypſo
ſſ-

633

o

o

By ﬅamps on grants received

640

o

o

To Ditto

-

after time

Ditto. of the Han-

a

-

- - i 13
15 16o oo

By ſubſcriptjons raiſed by the

key, paid
To hills drawn on the Truﬅees,

and ſmall charge:

o

o

-

-

Truﬅces
By advances made by Do.

-

x336 4. o
619 9 '0

21 r 7 o
.__._._

__._-a

£9536 I9 'o

£9536 [9 lo

The aſſets of the Aſſociation, as laid before the general
meeting, on the 25th of June, 1794, are as follow, viz.
By value of ﬁoop, &c. to be remitted from S. Leona
[300 o o
By Caſh in the hands of the Lord Mayor (Paul Le Meſurier, Eſq.)
234 14 5
By Do. in the bank of England

-

-

-

By Do. in the hands of Meſſrs. Biddulph and Co.
By Do. in the hands of

K. Malliſon

By eﬅimate of goods at Corke

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

7 2

.

150

o o

-

20 o o
259 9 11
140 7 6

-

-

-

-

.

9 6

93 18 6

o

-

By Do. of books, and ſurveying inﬅruments
By debts due in Africa
By debts due of no value, or not aſcertainable

77

-

[1280 7 o
Debts owing by the Aſlbciation

Balance, in favour of the Aſſociation

-

*

-

-

-

360

6

9

[920 o 3

'Ya-Iſis: gif- 584. The Truﬅees having now fulﬁlled, as well as they
tureundel'- can, the directions of the General Meeting, reſpecting paﬅ
"uſing"
proceedings, are now to give " their opinion as to the pro
bability of future ſucceſs." By this, they underﬅand that
the General Meeting wiſh to know, What would be the

probable expenſe of colonizing Bulama, and how the ſame
could
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could be raiſed-And here the Truﬅees muﬅ take for grant
ed, that a charter from His Majeﬅy, ſanctioned by Parlia

C H A P.
'1.

ment, will be obtained; for, without ſuch authority, they

BULAMA.

k-'W

could not recommend a renewal of the colony.

585. Suppoſing then a charter obtained, the ſcale of the

If in war, a

ſmall ſcale re

undertaking will much depend on the ﬅate of Europe, at
the time; if, during war, the Truﬅees would recommend a
ſmall ſcale ; and they have Mr. Beaver's opinion, in his

letter of the loth Oct. 1793, that 20 Europeans, would at
ﬁrﬅ be ſuﬃcient, namely, a governor, a ﬅore-keeper, two
ſurgeons, a ſurveyor and his aſſiﬅant, with 14 labourers, who

ſhould have regular pay, keep guard, if neceſſary, over
look the native labourers, accompany or head them in

excurſions through the iſland, &c *. To theſe Whites, 50
natives might be attached (and we know that any number
may be hired) who ſhould perform all the hard labour of
building and clearing land, this having been one chief cauſe

of the mortality of the former coloniﬅs +. It might be proper
alſo to encourage ſome proprietors of lands to go over.
About 50 ſeem an eligible number, who might have a free

paſſage, and an allowance of proviſions, for the ﬁrﬅ year.
None but healthy, ſober, induﬅrious men of a proper age,

ſhould be permitted to go, nor any' (ſpeculating) " merchants
or tradersjj." They ſhould be adviſed to hire at leaﬅ one na
tive labourer each: and thus,barring accidents on the paſſage,

the governor would enterupon his charge with 70 Europeans
* See in the App. Notes, &e. reſpect. S. Leo. and Bula. Norr: GG. No. 6, 8, to.
*l See in theApp. Notes, &e. reſpect. S. Leo. and Bula. NOTE G G. No. 1,5,8,16.

1 I am happy to ﬁnd that the opinion of the Truﬅees ſo perfectly agrees with
my own.

Z

and

commended .
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CH_AP. and IOO natives, a ﬅrength ſuﬃcient for defence, as well aS'
w

BULAMA.

to erect buildings and clear land for future coloniﬅs *.
586. As the Truﬅees are inclined to think that an under
taking, on this ſmall ſcale, will be moﬅ generally agreeable,

Eﬅimntetl ex
pent'e.

they will conﬁne their eﬅimate to it's probable expenſe.
If the war continue, they think it will be neceſſary to pur
chaſe faﬅ ſailing packets,oſbetween 70 and 1 oo tons, ofwhich

three may be ſuﬃcient ſOr the ﬁrﬅ expedition.
Theſe, copper-bottomed and ﬁtted for ſea, may coﬅ aboutſmoo each
\Vages of 9 men for each will be about £162 per month, or for 6 months
Inſurance out and home, 20 per cent on [5000
Goods ſor trade
-

[.
3600
972
rooo
1000

Arms and ammunition, about
Dry and wet proviſions,.ſor twelve months

-

500
2ooo

Plantation and building tools, ſeeds, &c.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

lOOO

Salaries for one year for Governor [300, Store-keeper [2co, two Surgeons
[4oo, Surveyor and aﬅſiiantſqoo, and 14 others [40 each, is +
1860
Caſh to pay port charges, &c.
-500
Expenſes at home
0
500
Total eﬂimated expenſe
Means of de

traying it.

.

-

-

.

- [may

587. The means oſ deſraying this and all future expenſe,
are obviouſly to ariſe from the ſale of lands, oſ which mil
lions of acres may be advantageouﬂy purchaſed. Beſides
Bulama iſland, and the large diﬅrict, called Great Bulama,
purchaſed by Mr. Beaver, and which, together, may contain

5oo,ooo acres, he might, with equal eaſe, have bought the
'l' See in the Append. Notes &e. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Non: G G. No '4.

+ In my opinion all theſe ſalarics ſhould be doubled 5 for it cannot be expected that men of real
worth and ability, will (bear-fully enter on the laborious duties oſa new undertaking, in a new and
untried climate, for incomes which, (except thoſe of the labourers,) are ſcarcely equal to what ſuch

men can obtain at home. ln particular, I think £3oo a year for a Governor,,£4.oo for two ſurgeons,

by far too little for perſon', on whoſe abilities and exertions, under Providence, the ſucceſs of a new
colony, in a great meaſure, depends. Sceﬁ us, 117.

oppoſite
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oppoſite ſhore of the Rio Grande, and the valuable territory
of Ghinala, and, in ſhort, any lands belonging to the Papels
and Biafaras that he choſe. (See the large map.) It is

C H A P
Xl.
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therefore perfectly within bounds to calculate that 1,ooo,ooo

of acres may be bought by the Aſſociation, and fold again
to Europeans, which at £60 for 500 acres (the reaſonable
rate of the ﬁrﬅ ſubſcription, ſee s 180, n. ) would raiſe
£120,ooo ﬅer. a ſum which the Truﬅees deem amply ſuﬃ
cient to colonize any lands which His Majeﬅy may, by his

charter, be pleaſed to authorize the Aſſociation to purchaſe *.
588. The Truﬅees are farther of opinion, that if an expe

Land' ſhould
be divided, at

dition, on the ſmall ſcale they have pointed out, ſhould be
thought adviſable, and ſhould ſucceed, the lands ſhould be

the beginning
oſſecond year.

divided at the beginning of the ſecond year, and the pro

prietors be called upon to locate their purchaſes.

( 5 181.)

The ſurveyors will then have had ſuﬃcient time to make
ſuch ſurveys, as will be neceſſary for the diviſion of the

lands: and it is obvious, that the ſooner this takes place, the
ſooner may a vigorous cultivation be expected to commence.
. 589. The Truﬅees are fully warranted in entertaining the
moﬅ favourable opinion of Bulama and it's neighbourhood.
They are convinced that the country, when cleared, will be

healthful for Europeans; that the ſoil is rich; that, even in it's
preſent neglected ﬅate, the country abounds with valuable
WOOdS, plants, fruits and animals, with a great variety of
ſpices; that the harbours are excellent and ſwarm with fiſh,
that the native tribes are few, and, except the Bijugas,

friendly; and the Rio Grande, and other navigable rivers in

the neighbourhood, aﬀord a proſpect of opening a moﬅ ad
vantageous commerce with the interior parts of Africa.
* See in the Append. Notes, &c. rcſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, Non: H H.

Z 2

590. l t

Truﬅees' opi
nion ot'thewil,
&e. oſBu
lauia.
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C HUA P- 590. It only remains for the Truﬅees to apologize for the
t,__ſi.,,'_J length of this report, and to beſpeak the ſame candour and
regard to truth in judging oſ it, which have guided them in
diſcharging the delicate talk of it's compilation.
t

Pciition for a

(man ſo,

Rfd'jﬄ Pﬄ'

591. TO the above (abridged) Report, andthe notes and
papers in the appendix therewith connected, I have only to

add, that a petition for acharter to incorporate the Bulama Aſ
ſociation, has been prepared, and will, no doubt, be commu

nicated to the Britiſh Miniﬅry, as ſoon as circumﬅances ſeem
to promiſe ſucceſs to the application. But, in the preſent

poﬅure oſ public aﬀairs, Miniﬅers are of courſe ſo much
occupied in concerns oſ a more preſſing nature, that they can

not reaſonably be expected to conſider this propoſition with
that collected attention which it deſerves, and which, it may

be hoped, the return of peace will ſhortly enable them to

beﬅow on this and ſimilar ſubjects.
African ſacts

592. As to that part of the Appendix which relates to Sierra

iiiiieyde-tPUb-

Leona and Bulama, I would obſerve, that it contains every

paper and document, which can with propriety be given to
the world, at this time, from my African collection, the whole

contents of which I hope to be, one day, at full liberty to
communicate to the public. Not wiſhing to excite expecta
tions which I have not ſome proſpect ofgi*atiſying,l can only
ſay, at preſent, that I have long been, and now am, engaged
in collecting every kind oſinſormation reſpecting Aſrica; and
that, when all obﬅacles to publication are removed, I may

he able to contribute my ſhare towards convincing the Eu
ropeans oſ the value oſ that neglected quarter of the globe.
593. From what has been ﬅated in the four foregoing
(abridged) Reports, reſpecting the Britiſh colonies at Sierra
Leona
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Leona and Bulama, every intelligent and candid reader will c H A r.
xz.
eaſily collect, that the leading principle, in both undertakings,
has been a ſincere deſire to communicate to the injured na
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tions of Africa, the bleſſings of civilization.

Not that mer

cantile conſiderations have been entirely excluded. The
reader will perhaps trace a few ideas of this kind, which, like

Civilization
the great
object of the
Britiſh colo

nies in Africa.

tares among the wheat, have intruded into both inﬅitutions.

But he will alſo diſcover that, far from having been ſuﬀered
to predominate, they have been, on every occaſion, ren
dered as ſubſervient to the generous views of both the

Aſſociations, as circumﬅances would permit. He will can
didly remember too, that the minds of the preſent genera
tion of Europeans have been ſo entirely pecuniarzſized (if I
may venture to coin a word) that no enterprize, quite free
from the baſe alloy ofmercantile ſpeculation, can be expect
ed ſuddenly to be undertaken. So violent a tranſitidn
could ſcarcely be permanently beneﬁcial, and might ulti

mately be very injurious. Social improvement is, in it's
nature, progreſſive, and though it's advancement may not be
perceptible to vulgar eyes, the philoſopher will trace it by
comparing the preſent with the paﬅ; and the Chriﬅian will
reﬅ ſatisﬁed, that every real improvement which, in the
courſe of Providence, has once been begun, will in due

time, arrive at perfection.

*

594. Some perſons, I know, who are apt to doubt the

exiﬅence of diſintereﬅed motives, becauſe, perhaps, they do
not feel them ﬅirring in their own boſoms, have not ſcrupled
to attribute to the promoters of the grand enterprizes we

have been deſcribing, t/zeſame ſelſiſh views which actuate all
commercial adventurers. I believe few of my readers will
ſuſpect me of partiality to commercial ſpeculation: ſeveral
of
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of them knowct that I have been jealouſly watching the riſe,
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Names ofSub
t'cribers to

African colo
nization.

progreſs and objects of theſe intereﬅing enterprizes; and, ſo
fully am I convinced of the general purity of the motives
which actuated the Directors of the S. Leona Company, the
Truﬅees of the Bulama Aſſociation, and the Subſcribers to
both, that I cannot deny myſelf the pleaſure ofadorning my
Append. with their reſpectable names. I wiſh it were in my
Power to convey them to the moﬅ diﬅant regions, and to
nations yet unborn.

But I can at leaﬅ indulge the pleaſing

hope, that their meritorious exertions will he attended with the

reſlbectſul imitation oſ their cotemþoraries, the grateful remem

brance ofþoﬂerity, and above all, with the hteﬄng oſProvidence.
l am ſure I cannot better employ the remainder of this page, than by reſpectfnlly ſnbmittingto
the benevolent in general, eſpecially to the promoter-s of African colonization, the following

'

Caſe of real and preſſing Dſſreﬁ :

A reſpectable tradeſman in this metropolis, whoſe imprudmt zeal in the Bulama undertaking, had
ﬁlled his mind with high expectations of immediate ſucceſs, embarked for that Iſland, with his wiſe
and three unmarried daughter', and his and their whole propeny, leaving behind him two daughters
married in London. The diſappointment offur/1 expectations, added to the hardſhip' and loſſes he
experienced, in the unfortunate cataſlrophe which bcfel the colony, preyed ſo much on his health and
ſpirits, that he died at S. Leona, ſhortly afterthe Calypſo arrived there. ( 5 545.) Having loﬅ then"

protector and their property, the diſconſolate female: returned to England, ﬁlled with anxious cares
reſpecting their future ſubſiﬅcnce. They have ſince ﬅruggled hard to maintain themſelves by needle
work, which their good education both enabled and diſpoſed them to cxccute. But, tmfortumtely,
they have never been able to procure a regular ſupply ofthis kind oſemployment. While ſubſilling
thus precariouſly, ſometimes with, and ſometimes almoﬅ without, the neceſſaries of life, the huſband

of the eldeﬅ married daughter was impriſoned for debt, and, after languiſhing for 'o weeks in the
Fleet priſon, in a damp cellar, laid with ﬁag-ﬅones, and crowded with 8 other perſon', he expired in

a galloping conſumption. The huſband of the other married daughter, who was his ſurety, has lately
been alſo arteﬅed, and is now confined. Thus, to this diſconſolate family are now added, the two
man'ied daughters, with their two children. In ſhort, theſe ſix helpleſs females and two infants, are
low pining with want, in the houſe adjoining to that in which I live.
Thoſe who are diſpoſed to relieve them with money or needle- work, may receive fuller information
reſpecting their caſe, From DARTon and HARVEY, No. 55, Gracechnrch-ﬅreet.
N.B. l was unwilling to commit the above to the preſs, till I had fully ſatisﬁed myſelf of the truth
ofthis ﬅatement. But, in addition to other enquiries, l have ſmcc viewed the wretched apartment
above mentioned, and was informed by the perſon who attends it, that the debtors conﬁned in it, are

generally ſeized with a galloping conſumption, which ſoon carries them oﬀ.

(St-e 5 197.)
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595. While the ſlave-trade was under a tedious and hi
therto ineﬀectual inveﬅigation in the Britiſh Parliament, the
Daniſh Government, convinced, by a much ſhorter enquiry,
of it's impolicy and barbarity, determined that their part of

it ſhould be aboliſhed in the year 1802: and, preparatory to
this meaſure, they reſolved forthwith to open their African
ports to all nations, and to eﬅabliſh a colony in ſome eligible
part of that country *.
_
596. Dr. Iſert may be regarded as the founder of this

Daniſh colony 'l'. He had accumulated a maſs of informa
tion reſpecting Africa, which appeared ſo intereﬅing to the
Daniſh miniﬅry, that they ſent him out to make obſerva
tions on the country. Having made a very ſatisfactory re
port, he was then empoWered to look out for the moﬅ
* See His Daniſh Majeﬅy's Edict, of the 7th Novembcr, 1792.
'l' It is worthy of remark, that medical 'nen have contributed much to remove the

prejudiccs which have ſo long obﬅructed the civilization oſ Africa, by the uſeſul ob
ſervations which their liberal education enabled them to make. Not that we can
ſuppoſe the doctors of the ilaVe-ſhips to be generally men of liberal education. But
it is certain, that ſeveral excellent ſurgeons and phyſicians, have viſited the coaﬅ in
this diſagreeable ſituation,andthat others have gone there to increaſe their fund of na.
tural knowledge.--Van Riebeck, a ſurgeon, founded the colony at the Cape of Good

Hope, and Doctor: Lind, Smeathman, Sparrman, lſert, Trotter and Falconbrid'ge
have all recommended the eﬅabliſhment of colonies in Africa-Dr. Folhergill's ex.
tenſive information ſuggeﬅed to him the ſame meaſure; though, I believe, he never

viſited that part of the world.

"'

eligible

Dr. Iſert
founds this

colony.
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C HUA P- eligible ſituation for a colony, and even to make the experi
1

uwſiu ment, if he judged it adviſable or practicable. This was
AV'AH'L juﬅ the enterprize in which, above all others, the doctor

wiſhed to be employed. He intended to make his ﬁrﬅ
attempt on a large and beautiful iſland in the river Volta.
But, having been oppoſed by the natives, or rather by the
inﬂuence of the white ﬁave-traders, he was induced to look
out for a more ſecure ſituation, among the mountains of

Aquapim (which he had before viſited) 10 Daniſh miles
(60 Engliſh) above Arca, about the ſame diﬅance from
the weﬅern bank of the Volta, which is navigable to the la

titude of the colony, and about 5 Daniſh miles from the
river Pony, which is only navigable for canoes.

Such a

ﬁtuation cannot be ſuppoſed very convenient for com
merce. But this diſadvantage, if it be a diſadvantage, is
more than compenſated by the ſalubrity of the air; and
the fertility of the ſoil appears, from the ſucceſs with which
cultivation, particularly that of Guinea corn, millet and

cotton, has been already attended-It may be worth while
to remark, that the Caboceer, or chief, at Aquapim, ceded as

much territory as the colony at preſent occupies, or might

Daniſh go
vernment
ſupport it.

hereafter occupy, for a monthly quit rent of 8 rix-dollars,
or about 165. ﬅerling.
597. The Daniſh miniﬅry, purſuant to their general plan
of eradicating the ſlave-trade and introducing civilization,
ſeem determined to ſupport this eﬅabliſhment. Among
other coloniﬅs whom they have ſent out, and who continue
very healthy at Aquapim, is a ſkilful farmer who has gone
there to introduce the plough, and there is little doubt but
he will ſucceed.
598. Unfortunately, however, that kind of mercenary
cultivation which prevails in the Weﬅ Indian iﬂands, has
not
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not been excluded from this eﬅabliſhment; for the Daniſh

. government has thought it adviſable to permit a few ﬁaves
to be ſent from Chriﬅianſburg to perform that hard labour
which would injure the health of the unſeaſoned Europe
ans. But it is to be hoped they will be recalled to Chriﬅi
*anſburg, when the colony ſhall have ſurmounted'the ﬁrﬅ
diﬃculties; and, in 1802, the year ſixed for the termination

of the Daniſh ſlave-trade, their ſyﬅem of ﬂavery will proba
bly undergo ſome reſorm. It muﬅ indeed be allowed, that

if ſocial and political evils are once tolerated, even in the
ſmalleﬅ degree, there is danger that they may take ſo ﬁrm
a root, as not to be eaſily eradicated, eſpecially out of colo

nies very diﬅant from the ſeat of government. But perſons
who, from contemplating the enormities of perſonal ſlavery,
juﬅly dread it's introduction, will remember, that many of

it's evils are moderated by the vigilant ſuperintendance of
an arbitrary government) eſpecially When adminiﬅered ſo

ably and faithfully, as that of Denmark is acknowledged to
be, at preſent, by the great and humane Count Bernſdorﬀ*.

599. Dr. Iſert's indefatigable exertions having unfortu
nately'terminated in his death, Lieut. Colonel Roer, who to

great botanical knowledge, adds much experienCe in W. In
dian cultivation, was appointed to ſucceed him; but I know

not whether he has yet arrived at Aquapim.-M. Biorn, the
Governor General of the Daniſh ſettlments on the coaﬅ,
* I hope I need not caution my readers againﬅ ſuppoſing that I mean to juﬅify
arbitrary power, which I abhor.

I only ﬅate the fact, that ſlaves are more mode

rately treated by maﬅers who are themſelves reﬅrained by arbitrary power, than by
free maﬅers, whoſe bad paſſlons are not under ſuch control. (See Hume's Eſſays.)
Accordingly, Chaﬅellux, in his Travels in America, reckons the Spaniards and Por
tugueſe the moﬅ humane maﬅers, the Danes ſomewhat more rigorous, the French
more rigorous ﬅill, and the Engliſh and Dutch the moﬅ rigorous of all.

A a
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who paſſed through London, in Auguﬅ 1793, on his way

Xl.
w

AV'APlld.

home from Africa, where he had reſided above twenty.
years, aſſured me, that the colony was in as great forward

neſs as could be expected. He added that it was the more
likely to ſucceed, as the ſpot, which he had viſited himſelf,

is one 'of the moﬅ fertile in that part of Africa, that the na
tive inhabitants are of the beﬅ diſpoſitions, and, above all,
that the country, at that diﬅance inland, is much more ſalu

brious than any part on or near the coaﬅ, (ſee 3 80.)
Dr. Ifert, in his letters to his father, publiſhed in 1788, ſays
the natives of Aquapim, where he afterwards ﬁxed this

colony,live in a ﬅate of ſocial harmony, which inſpired him
with the idea of paradiſaical happineſs and ſimplicity; and
that the ſoil yields them moﬅ luxuriant crops, with very
little labour *.
* I expected to be enabled, by the letters of ſome reſpectable correſpondents, at
Copenhagen, to give a fuller account of the Danilh Colony at Aquapim; but the un
accountable and unpreccdented detention of the mails from Hamburgh, 23 of which
are now due, has deprived my work of the beneﬁt of thoſe communications.

If

they arrive, however, before the Appendix is printed oﬀ, I ſhall certainly give them
a place in it.
NVhile the foregoing imperfect ſketch of the Daniſh colony was in the preſs,
I was fortunate enough to diſcover another ſource of intelligence; having been in
formed that M. Moe and M. Hanſon, two gentlemen of ability, ſent by the Daniſh
Government, to the Gold Coaﬅ, to inveﬅigate ſome aﬀairs of national importance,
had arrived at Dublin, and were ſhortly expected in London.v Such additional in.
formation reſpeﬂing the Daniſh colony as they may think proper to communi

cate ſhall be inſerted in the Appendix, if not printed oﬀ before they come to
London.
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600. Although the execution of the Swediſh deſign of
forming a Colony in Africa, has not hitherto been carried

farther than the exploration of ſome part of that continent ;
yet, as I can take upon me to aﬃrm, that it originated in the

pureﬅ and moﬅ diſintereﬅed motives, and had for it's object
the advancement of the happineſs of mankind, ſome ac
count oſ it ſeems to deſerve a'place, at leaﬅ as a ſupple
ment, in a chapter, ſet apart for brief hiﬅories of ſimilar
inﬅitutions.
601. Some members of a Society, formed ſor the pur
poſe of diffuſing thoſe principles, and that ſpecies of

civilization, which appeared to them beﬅ calculated to
promote ſocial order and happineſs, met at Norkioping,
in Sweden, in the year 1779.
602. Among other matters which were conſidered on that

occaſion, was an objection commonly made to emigration
in general, namely, That as all reforms ought to originate

in our own boſoms, ſo colonies or aſſociations might be form
ed within Europe itſelf, where waﬅe land and degenerate
morals too much abound, and from which, as from the,

Aa2

heart

Meeting at
Norkioping,
in 1779.
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might be propelled to the moﬅ diﬅant extremities.
603. A full inveﬅigation of this momentous ſubject, led
them to a ﬁrm conviction, that though ſeveral of the pre

ſent European governments even ſhould be diſpoſed to
grant, yet not one of them could ſecure and guarantee, to a

Propoſe to
form a new

Community,

little community, however uſeſul, (exiﬅing in their domini

ons as a STATUS IN STATU,) the privilege of enacting their
own laws, of coim'ng their own 'money and of exemption from
imþrzſiſonmmt fo'r debt.
142, Qu. 51.) privileges which

appeared to form an indiſpenſable part of their plan.-For
being placed, as it were, in the great current of the prevail
A ing ſelſiſh principles and ﬂuctating politics of Europe, it
was eaſy to ſee, that what ſuch a community might build
up to-day, was liable to be ſwept away to-morrow.
604. The gentlemen, therefore, ſoon agreed that the chaos

ofjarring intereﬅs, involved in the preſent politics, ſinances
and commerce of Europe, oppoſed a formidable obﬅacle

to their deſign: and they were clearly of opinion, that the
only meaſure which promiſed any reaſonable hopes of
ſucceſs, would be the eﬅabliſhment of a new community,

ſome where out of Europe, in the original mgomſization of
out of Eu
ſupe,

which, ſuch regulations might be adopted, as would eﬀectu

ally exclude every political, ﬁnancial and mercantile prin
ciple, which was not deemed conſiﬅent with the happineſs
of mankind. But the queﬅion was, to what part of the ha
bitable globe they were to turn their views P-Though
many large tracts of Aſia and America were unoccupied,
few of them were unclaimed, and ﬅill fewer- were within
and in Africa.

a convenient diﬅance of Europe-To the weﬅern coaﬅ of
Africa alone, theſe weighty objections did not apply.
Abounding with tracts, neither occupied nor claimed by
'
European
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European powers, ſuﬃciently near to Europe to aﬀord an C H A' P

z'nſant ſociety the advantages of her foﬅering care, yet ſuﬃ- \____z
ciently remote to place a mature community beyond the sﬂgf'
reach of her influence, particularly, her commercial in-

*

ﬂuencez-in t/uﬀe reſpects, the Coaﬅ juﬅ mentioned ap
peared the beﬅ adapted for the propoſed undertakincr.
605. Such were the general conſiderations, which among Their opi.
others, directed the hopes of theſe gentlemen to the weﬅern YJOEYCB'Z'ZW

coaﬅ of Africa; and farther enquiry convinced them, that, MWW'
upon the whole, their plan would be more eaſily practica
ble in that, than in any other, quarter of the globe. Their
opinion was particularly inﬂuenced by the Chev. Des

Marchais' intereﬅing Voyage to the Coaﬅ of Guinea, made
by order of the French Government, ſome paſſages of which,

together with extracts from other authors, not generally
known, I have conſidered ſo much connected with this

work, that I have inſerted them in the Appendix *.
606. It was concluded then, that there was a probable
proſpect of eﬅabliſhing in Africa, with little oppoﬁtion,
either from European claims or from the natives, a colony
on their own principles, which might ſerve as a baﬁs for a
new and free community. In order, therefore, to give the

reader an idea oſ their plan, I ſhall here inſert the general
principles on which they propoſed to form their aſſociationi'.
* See in the Appendix, Documents, &e. reſpect'mg the chdiſh Colonial Dcſign, No. r.

't The following articles are general articles, there being no room for particular explanations,
which indeed would not be very amuſing to moﬅ readers.

It is alſo neceſſary to obſerve, that various

circumﬅances occaſioned various little deviations to be afterwards made irom the articles inſerted at p.

45 ctſtq. of a " Plan for a free Community, &chrinted in 1789, and which were ſound applicable
to a later period.

_
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(eſpeciallyj cammercial inﬂuence.
({.) A certain number of friends to this undertaking (ſay to heads of families)

Outline of

the Plan.

to aſſemble, in order to make choice of members to form the firﬅ elements of
this new community. Each of theſe to, to recommend 9 others, and the whole
1oo ſo choſen, to ſelect from among themſelves a certain number, (ſay 40 families)'

to embark.
(2.) 'A committee to be choſen to provide for the embarkation, and to manage
all the concerns of the community, (ſee the whole of Chap. IX. and particularly
s 179.) This committee to be furniſhed with maps and every other neceſſary in
formation.
(3.) This whole Aſſociation to divide themſelves into three Claſſes, viz.

PRODUCTORS, MANUFACTURERS and JMERCHANTS, (See 5194 in)
Their political influence in the community to be in a certain deﬁnite proportion

(ſay Productors to have 12 votes, Manufactures 8, and Merchants 4.)
(4.) To prevent all undue inﬂuence, the repreſentatiVes in the Legiſlature to be

ballotted for by each head of a family ſeparately, and without aſſcmbling for ſuch
purpoſe.
(5.) When the (4o) families have determined to embark, they are to give up a

certain part of their property to ſuch public uſe,

170) as may be found proper

'by the committee mentioned in article ad.

(S.) In order that no prejudice may ariſe to that country, from which one or
more of theſe He) ſamilies may emigrate, all the 100 heads of families are to hind
themſelves as ſureties, that ſuch property gf thoſe individuals as may be employed
in this undertaking, ſhall be reﬅored to that country from which he removes, with
in a ﬅipulated term of years, together with a certain annual intereﬅ.

(7.) This new community to make an agreement with thoſe nations, where they

1' The preſent European communitiec appear to be all more or leſs infected with prejudices, not
eaſily eradicated, ariſ'ng from the unnatural claſſiﬁcation of ﬅates into Nobility, Clergy, Burghers,

Peafant', &c. The whole community except the two ﬁrſt claſſes, are called Ro'uritr: in France'
Common; in G. Britain, and Ofrelſe', (that is UNSAFE) in Sweden.

Theſe diﬅinction: appear to

have encouraged pride and idleneſs in the ﬁrﬅ claſs, bigotty and intolerance in the ſecond, money

purſuits and an artiﬁcial credit in the third, and to have increaſed the miſery and poverty of the whole
laﬅ claſs, who form, however, the greateﬅ part of the ﬅate.
are

AAA__
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are going to eﬅabliſh themſelves, and which agreement, for the ſafety oſ both C H A P.
parties, ſhall not be inconſiﬅent with any oſ the articles herein mentioned*.

XI.
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(8-) Perſons of any nation, who may be diſpoſed to emigrate on theſe conditions,
may apply to any of the members in the committee, mentioned in the 2d article,
from whom they may receive all neceſſary information ; . and, upon ſatisfying the

committee, reſpecting their characters, may ſubſcribe the Social Contracts (ſee s 152
elſe'g.) and receive certiﬁcates of their having become members of the communityi'.
(9.) The government of the community to be organized, from the very be
_ginning, according to ſuch ſyﬅem, as they may adopt among themſelves;
(ſee s 179,) and to be changeable or permanent, agreeable to the determination
oſ the community, (ſee alſo I '_54 and 171.)
(10.) That the Chief>, in every Departmcnt of Government, be anſwerable to,

and checked by, the whole Community, in the execution of it's will. In like
manner, the undajlanding of the Members of the Community, relative to the pub
lic happineſs, to be enlightened by the, knowledge and example oſ the government;

and, iſ theſe prove ineﬀectual, the evils ariſing from error to be checked by the ex
iſiing lawsi.
(11.) All the Members wiſhing to emigrate, who poſſeſs property, and are unac
quainted with the commodities neceſſary to be procured, may depoſit ſuch proper
ty in the hands of the Committee (Am 2.) who will give ſecurity for the applica
tion thereoſ, according to the proprietor's deſire, conſiﬅent with the regulations
agreed upon. Members not reſiding in that country where the embarkation may
take place, and not able tov be preſent till near the time of the ſailing of the expedi
tion, may impower the Committe, or any number of the Aſſociation, to tranſact their
concerns, and to vote in their behalf.

(12.) All humane perſons of property. who may be inclined to contribute to the
ſorrnation of a capital, for the ſupport of this undertaking, may depoſit ſuch ſums as
they think proper with the Committee, for which they will receive a bond, ſigned
by all the 100 members. By this bond the ſubſcribing members will oblige them;
0

* The emigratingxcoloniﬅs to agree about a tract of land ſuﬃcient for the maintenance of an in.
creating community.

(s 196.)

1- With reſpect to the cautious choice ofthe coloniﬅs, ſee s 1-, 115, us, 145, 355, 398,4,o4, 4os,.
4467 476- 559 "OR, 570 note, 57' note,-and without ſigning ſuch contracts no body to embark.

I That nothing may obﬅruct the improvement of the underﬅanding, it is here meant that every in.
dividual may ſpeak, write or print whatever he thinks proper, ſubject to no other reﬅraint than the
known laws exiﬅing before ſuch ſpeech or publicatiun.

For the ſame reaſon, it is farther meant that

news papers and other prints, calculated to diﬀuſe public information, ſhall be circulated, and'the
poﬅage of letters defrayed, at the expenſ: of the public.

_ſclves,.
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ſelves, in behalſ oſ the whole community, to pay a certain annual intereﬅ till the

Xl.

whole principal is diſcharged; which, however, muﬅ not be done before the expir
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ation of 10 years, after the arrival of the coloniﬅs on the ſpot ﬁxed on. In the ſame
bond, the community ſhall bind themſelves, after the expiration of'the to years, be

ſides paying principal and intereﬅ of the ſums advanced, to convey and make over
to the lenders, a certain quantity of cultivated land, as a gratiſication, for every ſum

(fay[1000) with which the undertaking may have been aſſiﬅed in its inſancy.
(13.) Diﬀerences ariſing among members of the aſſociation to be decided by the
arbitration of 12 perſons, choſen equally of each party, till other regulations may be
vagreed upon; and any diﬀerence, that may ariſe between the community and other:
communities or nations, to be decided, il'poſſtblc, in a ſimilar manner.

(14.) As ſoon as this community increaſes to too ſamilies above l0,000, they are
to purchaſe more land, in order to fettle a freſh community, upon the ſame principle.

(15.) That all kinds oſ private monopoly ſhall be excluded; or, if any_monopoly be
allowed, it ſhall reſide in the community, and be excrciſed by the government. Con
ſequently coining, hitherto monopolizcd, will be in the power of every individual.
(16.) That no individual in this new community, ſhall ever be liable to be arreﬅ

cd for credit given to him.
(t7.) That there ſhall he in this community, public checks to prevent any indi
vidual from employing his property in any manner that may be ſound deﬅructive of,
or inconſiﬅent with, good morals.

(16.) It is the deſign of this plan, that our free community ſhall be ereaed in
Africa, conſequently among the negro nations; not for any of the bafer purpoſes oſ
uſurping dominion over them, diﬅurbing their peace, enſlaving their perfons, or de

bauching their manners; but for the nobler purpoſes of civilizing, and gradually
incorporating them into our community, by every gentle means, as by regular mar
riages, the education of their children, &e. It will therefore become the indiſpenſi
ble duty of every member to ſpare no pains for promoting this beneſicial purpoſe,
particularly by educattug one or more of their children, under control of the whole
community.
Oppoſition of

607. The more the local ſituation of the intended

the llJVc-tl'mle

colony was conſidered, the more the gentlemen were
perſuaded that no part of the weﬅern coaﬅ of Africa,

would admit of being peopled by a body of men actu
ated by prinCiples, which, in their view, promiſed to

eradicate corruption, unleſs the ſlave-trade, the chief com
merce purſued in thoſe regions, could be removed to ſuch

a diﬅance from the ſpot where the colony might be ﬁxed,
as
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608. The reſultof theſe deliberations, (in which I had the
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honour to aﬃﬅ) was a reſolution to explore that part of the
weﬅern coaﬅ of Africa to which our attention was directed.

But the execution of this plan' was, at that time, retarded
by the American war which, though it threatened ruin to
ſome of the parties engaged in it, relieved Africa, by inter

rupting the ﬂave-trade, and has ſince appeared to be the
harbinger of an event which, it may be hoped, will termi
nate in real and rational liberty in Europe. _Yet this obﬅacle,

though then inſurmountable, never induced us for a moment to loſe ſight of our object.
609. Previous to that period U. Nordenſkiold, (a brother of
the late A. Nordenſkiold, ſee, s 400) a zealous and well in
formed traveller, had publiſhed an intereﬅing treatiſe * on the

ſubject of the preſent work, and which, ſeaſonably ſupported
by his inﬂuence and activity, at the Court of Stockholm, pro
moted the buſineſs ſo far as to induce His late Swediſh Mao,

jeﬅy to grant a charter to 40 families to emigrate to the weﬅ
ern coaﬅ of Africa.

By this deed, they were empowered to

organize their own government, to enact their own laws,
and to eﬅabliſh a ſociety in all reſpects independent on Eu
rope, and even of Sweden itſelf, by which, however, they

were to be protected, during the infant ﬅate of their com
munity. The only conditions annexed to theſe privileges
were, that the Society ſhould defray every expenſe attend
ing their expedition and eﬅabliſhment; and ſhould abﬅain
from all infringement on the territories poſſeﬂhd, or claimed
by every other European power'l'. But theſe preparator-y;
* See in the Append. Documents, &c. reſpect. the Swediſh colonial deſign, No. 1.
'i' The obﬅacle mentioned in the note to s 599, namely, the detemion of the mail',
puts it out of my power to preſent the reader with a copy of this ſingular charter,
as alſo of ſeveral other documents relative this Swediſh undertaking.

B b
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ﬅeps, however important, could, in fact, avail but little,

while no ſyﬅematical plan had been deviſed for carrying
WN
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the ſcheme into execution, and while the two moﬅ power

ful, not to ſay the moﬅ enlightened, European nations

(France and Great Britain,) were tinging the ocean with
human blood, and, in various ways, preventing the intended

enterprize.
Plan for

ſharehing for
geld.

-

610. Knowing, however, that the eminent mercantile
houſe of M. Chauvell of Havre de Grace, was embarking in

various enterpriſes to Africa, we oﬀered to engage in an ex

pedition to that part of the world, on his account; and ac
cordingly he drew up a plan for exploring the interior parts
ofAfrica, which was communicated to us *.- But, as we ſoon
ſound, that M. Chauvell had no other end in view than the

diſcovery of gold, theſole object oft/re merchant'sþuﬀuit, and
that his plan was better accommodated to theſinancz'al intereﬅs

of Guﬅavus III. than to our particular object, it was immedi
ately laid before the Senator Baron Lilljencrantz, then Se
cretary of State in Sweden. But though it did not excite in
us any very ſanguine expectations; yet, by keeping alive the

attention of the Swediſh miniﬅry, it contributed to give riſe
to a more intereﬅing enterprize ; and no time was loﬅ in call
ing for the co-operation of ſeveral friends to our deſign in dif

ferent countries, and applications were even made to certain
governments
The amhor's

per ition
granted.

61 1. At length Providence was pleaſed to grant me

a nearer approach to the bourne of my wiſhes, by giving
me an apportunity of embarking, on a voyage ſo long me
ditated and ſo anxiouſly deſired. For, having again peti

tioned His Swediſh Majeﬅy, he was pleaſed to favour my
views, not only by granting me leave of abſence from my
* See in the Append. Documents, &c. reſpect. the Swediſh colonial deſign, No. 2.
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public'oﬃce, but alſo to intereﬅ himſelf in my behalf'witli
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612. It may here be obſerved, that Guﬅavus IlI. in
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granting the Charter before mentioned, obeyed a kind of
warm and generous impulſe which indeed ſeemed conge

nial to his character, and often operated inﬅantaneouſly and
viſibly on his conduct. But without any diſrepect to His
Majeﬅy's memory, I may venture to add, that when he
came to conſider the propoſition coolly, he allowed ſome

private intereﬅ to blend itſelf with his generoſity; for it
was very apparent that one of his views, in giving his conſent

to, and encouraging, this expedition, was the diſcovery of
natural productions, eſpecially gold,' which, it is well
known, His Majeﬅy eﬅeemed above all the curioſities in
the three kingdoms of nature.

Hence it was, that thoſe

able naturaliﬅs, Dr. Sparrman and the Chevalier Capt.
Arrhenius, were alſo ordered on the expedition,

But, had

His Majeﬅy's great natural talents been more engaged in
promoting the happineſs of mankind, than the partial inte
reﬅs of the ſycophants who ſurrounded him, he would pro

bably have paid leſs attention to metallz'c diſcoveries, and
more to the original object of the undertaking; the ſucceſsw
of which, however, would have aſſigned to that unfortunate

monarch a ſingularly diﬅinguiſhed place among the be
nefactors of the human race-But the truth is, that the

King loved gold, my worthy companions loved natural ſci
ence, and I loved colonization.

It muﬅ be confeſſed too,

that ſo warmly did we proſecute our reſpective purſuits,
that a phlegmatic obſerver would not perhaps have ſcru

pled to pronounce each of us an enthuſiaﬅ in his way;
eſpecially if he had known that we had alſo ſeriouﬂy de
Bb2
termined

Objects of the
voyage to

Africa.
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turn home by the eaﬅern coaﬅ of Africa.

613. Animated by our diﬀerent proſpects, we left Sweden,
in May 1787, and our journey to Paris, through Denmark,
Germany and a part of France, we took every opportunity

of collefting ſuch kinds of information as had any connec
tion with our undertaking. Though our reception at Paris,
Diﬃculries in
France ſur
mounted.

fully anſwered the expectations we had formed from the
letters of introduction with which we had been favoured;

yet we ſoon began to feel the effects of an ekcluſive com

merce, in the ſelﬁſh ſpirit which actuated the Senegal com
pany, in common with all other monopoliﬅs, and which

very much retarded our buſineſs in that capital. This cir
cumﬅance the Swediſh ambaſſador,BaronStael von Holﬅein,

had but too much reaſon to remember from the repeated ap
plications he had occaſion to make to the miniﬅry, in our

behalf. To our diﬃculties in-Paris I may add thoſe we af
terwards experienced a.t Havre de Grace. Theſe formidable
obﬅacles, however, were at length removed by the Marc
chal de Caﬅries, then miniﬅer at war and of the colonies,

who expreſsly ordered the directors not only to give us a

paſſage, but to inﬅruct their agents on the coaﬅ, to give us
every poﬃble aſſiﬅance, and to place all the expenſe to the
account of government. He, at the ſame time, furniſhed us
with ſimilar orders to the ſuperintendants of thoſe French
factories, on the coaﬅ of Guinea, which were independ

ant of the Senegal company, and to the conſuls at Sallee,

and other places on the coaﬅ of- Barbary *.

Thus, after

ſome delay, unavoidable perhaps in ſuch buſineſs, our
* See in the Appendix, Documentsl &e. reſpecting the Swediſh colonial deſign,

No. 3, 4 5, 6.
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614. All our diﬃculties in Europe, having been happily
ſurmounted or eluded, we ſailed from Havre de Grace in

Aug. 1787, in a ſhip belonging to the French Senegal c0m
pany; and arrived at the coaﬅ, at the end of the rainy ſeaſon. Arriﬄ in
Africa.
We intended to touch ﬁrﬅ at Senegal; but, from the low
neſs of the coaﬅ, the ﬅrength of the currents, and perhaps the

ignorance of the captain, we miſſed the entrance of the river.
We therefore proceeded to the Iﬂand of Goree, where we
delivered our diſpatches, from the Marechal de Caﬅries,
M. de Malſherber and others, to the Chevalier de Bouﬃers,
then Governor of French Africa, and who, I muﬅ gratefully

acknowledge, received us in a manner that needs not be
explained to thoſe Who are acquainted with the amiable
character and various accompliſhments of a man who does
real honour to his country, and to civilized ſociety.

615. During our ﬅay at Goree, we made ſeveral excur
ﬁons to diﬀerent parts of the adjacent continent, and met
with many Whites, negroes and mulattoes, who were ex

tremely well acquainted with the whole coaﬅ, and ſome
whoſe knowledge extended to very diﬅant parts of the
interior country. The Chev. de Bouﬃers promiſed us a

veſſel, in which we might ſurvey the whole coaﬅ, and parti
cularly S. Leona, where he had been himſelf, and which he

deſcribed as one of the' moﬅ beautiful places he ever ſaw.
But, to our great mortiﬁcation, theſe agreeable expectations
were diſappointed, by events which it was impoſſible for us
to foreſee or control.--(1.) Unfortunately for us, our worthy
benefactor, (for ſoI may well call him) the Chev. de Bouﬃers,
reſigned his government and returned to France; and with
him

Diſappoint
ments there,
and their
cauſes.
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him every idea of liberality ſeemed to have departed from
Goree: for
After this inauſpicious event, we were very
uncivilly treated by the agents of the Senegal company,
who would neither grant us a' veſſel to proceed along the
coaﬅ, nor furniſh us, as they were ordered, with thoſe goods

which they well knew were abſolutely neceſſary, for our pro
poſedjourney into the interior parts.
A French corvette
which arrived at Goree, brought the diſagreeable news,

that hoﬅilities had commenced between Great Britain and

Return to
Europe.

France. Though this report afterwards proved to be ground
leſs, it greatly increaſed the diﬃculties in our arrangements
with M. Blanchau, the new governor.
The general war,
which the imoﬅ powerful negro nations were provoked, by
the OPPI'CſſlVC monopoly exerciſed by the Senegal company,
to declare againﬅ the French, rendered it impoſſible for us
to penetrate to the interior, through the extenſive maritime
territories of thoſe juﬅly irritated princes *.
616. Controled by theſe irreſiﬅible cauſes, we were obliged

to return to Europe, and to content ourſelves with thoſe ob
ſervations on the adjacent coaﬅ, and that intelligence reſpect

ing remoter parts, which our opportunities enabled us to
make and to collect; and which, though not ſo extenﬁve aswe

wiſhed, aﬀorded my fellow travellers no mean ſpecimens of
the natural treaſures of Africa, and fully convinced me of
* The late Senegal Company of F_rance, had contrived to obtain perhaps the
moﬅ extenſive privileges ever enjoyed, by any ſimilar eﬅabliſhment. Every article

from which a mercantile profit could be ſqueezed, not excepting the natural curioſi
ties of the country, fell under their gripe. As an inﬅance, I may mention that I
could not get a parrot, without it's paſſing through the hands of the company's
agents.

In ſhort, ſuch was their unconſcionable rapacity, as not onlyr to rouſe

the vengeance of the negro nations, but alſo to excite the ſilent but deep felt reſent
ment of the mulattoes of Goree and Senegal, whoſe vesy exiﬅence depended

on their commerce with the neighbouring continent.
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the practicability oſeﬅabliſhing European colonies,on ſeveral C [LA P

parts of that coaﬅ.
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617. Of all the places we viſited, Cape Verd appeared to
me the moﬅ eligible ſituation for a new colony *. The na
tural advantages of this promontory, are indeed ſo numerous,
that nothing but the general inattention to Africa, which has c_. Yerd,&c.
ſo long prevailed in Europe, can account for the neglect of ii'ﬁiiilzeaiicin.
ſuch a ſituation. (See Y 2 etſhq.) Being nearly ſurrounded
by the ſea, and abounding with bold elevations, and rich
vallies, watered with excellent ſprings, it is undoubtedly as

healthful, fertile and deſenſible, as any part of that coaﬅ,
within a convenient diﬅance from Europe. Beſides an eaſy

intercourſe with Europe, this Cape has an advantage altoge
ther peculiar to itſelf, in the Vicinity of the cleanly, airy and
healthful town of Goree, where the coloniﬅs might be well

accommodated, till they could erect houſes on the adjacent
continent, and from the ſame town the colony might derive
occaſional aſſiﬅance, during the delicate period of it's in

fancy. But political conſiderations forbade me to cheriſh
any hope of forming a colony at Cape Verd.

The French

had twice purchafed that whole peninſula, from King Damel,
for that expreſs purpoſe i', The laﬅ bargain was made by
the
* I might have obſerved, in the text, that Joal, Portudal, Cape Rouge,and one

or two Other places which I viſited, are all more or leſs proper for colonies.

But

it may be neceſſary to add, that the whole country adjacent to Fort Louis, in the
river Senegal, is ſo unſavourable to health, as to be an unpleaſant, not to ſay an un

ſafc, habitation for Europeans. See 580, 97.
+ The neceſſity of ſometimes re-purchaſing the ſame tract ofland from the negro
princes, may ariſe,
from their ſimple idea of property, which appears to de
pend intirely on immediate occupancy. If the purchaſer do not reſide on the land,
and cultivate it, they conclude that, having no_ uſe for it, he has given it up, and

conſequently
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the Chev. de Boufilers himſelf, the liberality of whoſe ſenti-

ments led me to think that he would have countenanced
our ſcheme, if the communication of it to him had been then

proper. But, in ﬅrict conformity with the terms of the King
of Sweden's charter, l directed all my views and enquired to
places neither occupied, nor claimed, by any European
power, of which there were ſeveral about Cape Mount and
Cape Meſurado. l alſo thought it my duty to ſubmit the

reſult of my obſervations and enquiries to that monarch, in
the ſirﬅ inﬅance. But, in caſe he ſhould not accede to ſuch

propoſitions as our Society might, in conſequence, make,
and which Ifeared would be the caſe, my intention was to

recommend to them an application to the Court of France,

through the Chev. de Boufflers, for permiſſion' to eﬅabliſh
a colony at Cape Verd, on the principles of our aſſociation.
Cauſcs of the
author's ﬅay
in England.

618. Having thus given a ſhort ſketch of our expedition,
the attention I owe to a certain claſs of my readers, induces
me to ﬅate brieﬂy, the cauſes whichhave obliged me to remain

ſo long in England, and which I hope, will convince thoſe
worthy perſons, that I have never, for a moment, forgotten
the great end and aim of all my labours.-(1.) One of thoſe
cauſes has been anticipated in the introduction (p. 2.) in
which l obſerved, that Dr. Sparrman and myſelf, on coming

to London, were ſummoned to attend the Privy Council,
where we were examined (as I was afterwards, in a Com
mittee of the Houſe oſ Commons) reſpecting the ﬂave-trade,

the abolition of which'has been agitated ſo long, and appa
rently to ſo little purpoſe, in the Britiſh Parliament.
conſeqmntly that it reverts to the former occupier, or proprietorz-or (2.) from the
unfaithfulneſs or ignorance of the interpreter who aſſiﬅs in making the agreement,
whence the prince may miﬅake the price paid, for a periodical preſent;-or( 3.) from

the mere forgetfulneſs of the negroes, who do not record ſuch tranſactions.

(2.) About
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2.) About the ſame time, an Aſſociation was for-med in Lon
don, for exploring the interior parts of Africa, a deſign in

which the knowledge acquired by Dr. Sparrman, in his former
travels in another part of that continent, was found of great
uſe*.-_-(3.) The ſame period was diﬅinguiſhed by the corn

w
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mencement ofthe'colony at S. Leona, for which Mr. G. Sharp
was ſitting out a veſſel, at his own expenſe, when Iarrived in

London.-(4.) The emancipation by purchaſe, ofa ſon of the

King of Meſurado, from his pretended friend, and which I had

then the happineſs to effect in London, ſeemed likely to in
duce his father, to 'favour the eﬅabliſhment of our intended

colony in his territories +.-(5 ) In caſe ſuch of our ſociety'

as might determine to emigrate, ſhould chuſe to form a part
of the new colony at S. Leona, Mr. Sharp endeavoured to
facilitate their reception, by recommending' it to the colo
niﬅs to reſerve lots of land for them

619. Theſe nearly cotemporary events certainly afforded,
upon the whole, no unpromiſing proſpects of obtaining ef

The author's
, promiſing pro
ſpect: in Eng
land.

fectual ſupport to our plan, in Great Britain, where ſcience,

liberality and wealth ſeemed to conſpire with a laudable
zeal to promote p'h'ilanth-ropic undertakings.

At leaﬅ it will

be acknowledged, that I had much greater reaſon to hope
* See the Reſolutions of the " Aſſocialion for promoting the Diſcovery oſ the
interior Parts oſAirica," dated June 9th, 1788.

A

+ See in the Append. Notes, &e. reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama, NOTE Z.
3; In the ſame recommendation, Mr. Sharp included the King oſ Meſurado's
ſon, to whom, it was obvious, a little poſſeſſion at S. Leona might prove ſerviceable.
Nor was it improbable, that Mr. Sharp's grand deſign might be advanced, by giving r
land and privileges at S. Leona, to an African who was receiving his education in
England, and was likely one day,,t0 poſſeſs both lands and power, at Cape Meſurado, A,

and thus might be able to promote civilization in two parts of the coaﬅ, at the.
ſaine ding,
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for ſupport in this, than in my native, country, where the
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abſurd war with Ruſſta was abſorbing the attention, the
treaſure, and the blood of a nation then ſuﬀering under the'

WEET.

itiﬂtzence of ruinous councils*. Nor were my hopes ill
founded, though they have hitherto been deferred; for
my applications to the Britiſh Miniﬅry, were ſo eﬀectu
ally ſupported by perſons of the ﬁrﬅ reſpectability, that, in
1789, a veſſel was ordered to be equipped, for an expedition
to diſcover the moﬅ proper ſituations for colonies, on the
Weﬅem coaﬅ of Africa.
620. The command of this veſſel was, undoubtedly

with great propriety, conferred on Captain Roberts of the
* I am ſorry to obſerve, that I- myſelf have, in more than one inﬅance, been
made the dupe of ſuch councils. In particular, in the year 1774. I was ſent to
Sollingen in. Weﬅphalia, by order of the late King of Sweden, to-engage ſword.

cutlers to come over to that country. M. Sandels, counſellor of the board of
mines, who was at the head of this political, or rather warlike,manu:uvre, hinted to
me, in conﬁdence, that the King even then, (viz. ſo early as 1774,) meditated an
attack on Ruſſia, and was determined to have ſwords made in Sweden, without the'

knowledge or aﬃﬅance of any other European power. Young and inexperienced
in court machinations, I was prevailed on to undertake this buſineſs, without being.

well apprized oſ the hazard to which I expoſed myſelf. For, after engaging ſome
cutlers, I found that a ſlaviſh law in that place, prohibited thoſe poor creatures
from endeavouring to better their condition, by emigrating to other countries. Iſ
was therefore arreﬅed, and conﬁned for ſeveral weeks in the citadel of Duſſeldorf.
But this did not make me abandon my object, in which l at laﬅ ſucceeded ſo well,

that I brought over with me 27 perſon', who were eﬅabliſhed at Eſkilſluna in
Sweden, where their deﬅructive manufacture is now carried on, in as great perfection
as at Sollingen, an acquiﬁtion to my country, which I now bluſh to have been the
inﬅrument of introducing; and, for which I have nothing but the inexpen'enec of
youth, and miﬅaken notions of patriotiſm and honour, to oﬀer in excuſe. When

engaging therefore with Guﬅavus Ill. in the Aſrican expedition, I ought to have
recollected how little reaſon I had to depend on the philanthmpy of a monarch in

veﬅed with unlimited power, and beſet, as he was, on all ſides, by wicked and.
intereﬅed courtiers.

Royal
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Royal Navy, whoſe nautical education under the great

C H A P
XI.

Cook, whom he accompanied in his voyages round the
world, eminently qualiﬁed him for ſuch an undertaking. I

W-l

had the daily ſatisfaction of ſeeing the equipment proceed,
under the able inſpection of Capt. Roberts, when a manam,
tile diſpute about a paltry eargo of ſkins, purchaſed by a
Britiſh ſhip on a barbarous coaﬅ, eld-inned (forſooth) by Spain,

SUPPLE
MENT'

Diſappointed
y a threat
ened war with
Spain 3

had nearly ended in a war between the two nations. Ridi
culous as was the cauſe of this conteſt, it's conſequences to
my ſcheme were ſerious ; for the ſhip having been equipped,
Capt. Roberts waited a conſiderable time for orders; and,

after all, I had the mortiﬁcation to ſee him commanded to
proceed on a ſecret expedition, which I had every reaſon to
believe, was connected with this Nootka Sound buſineſs.

(ſee s 324.) From the year 1790, to the commencement of
the preſent war, the peace of Europe was too precarious for
me to hope for attention to any application on this ſubject;
and the deﬅroying ſword muﬅ be ſheathed, before I can ra
tionally think of renewing them*. Thus has this undertak
ing been four ſeveral times interrupted by preparation for,
" \Vhe11 in Africa, I was much ﬅruck with the inclination I every where ob
ſerved among the negroes, to ſpin and weave cotton; and was often ſurprized at
their perfeverance under all the diſadvantages which attend imperfect machinery.
I brought home, however, one of their ſimple looms, and ſeveral ſpecimens of their
clmh, of diﬀerent qualities, ſome of which are even elegant enough, to have con
vinced every Engliſh manufacturer, who has ſeen them, that the fabricators want

nothing but inﬅruction and encouragement, to make them excellent artizans, As I
had hopes of returning one day to Africa, I thought I could not better employ that
time, during which l was obliged to wait for the ﬁnal determination of the Britiſh
Government, than in endeavouring to obtain a competent knowledge ofthe cotton I
manufacture.

Accordingly, I entered into that buſineſs at Mancheﬅer; and, I truﬅ,

the knowledge of it I there acquired, has qualiﬁed me, in one reſpect, to contribute
to give the natives of Africa, that inﬅruction, which has hitherto been denied them
by civilized nations.

Cc a
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or the actual ravages of war, that ſcourge of the human ſpe

. Xl' , cies, that invariable diﬅurber of every enterprize, calculated
Sun-1.:
MENT.

to advance their moral improvement, or their ſocial hap
pineſs.

yet not hope
leſs.

62 1 .Yet I- do not think theſe diſcouragements, ſhould make

me deſpair of the ultimate ſucceſs of the propoſed plan;
though it muﬅ be confeſſed that, in any preceding century,
ſuch a plan 'would probably have been regarded'as an in.
ﬁance of enthuſiaſm, approaching to inſanity.. But the cruel
reign of prejudice, eſpecially reſpecting the war-ſyﬅem, ap

pears-to be drawing faﬅ to a period, and mankind are apparent
ly advancing to-a' new and exalted degree of improvement.

Thoſe great, yet ſimple truths, which craft and ignorance
have hitherto concealed, begin. to be unveiled by alight,
which, though occaſionally intercepted by lowering clouds,

ſeems deﬅined to diſplay Social Haſirmony, in all her lovely
proportions,_. to the admiring and obedient nations.

APPENDIX.

APPENDIX,
Containing explanatory Notes, Quotatz'ons and Orzgz'nalDocumnts; ſhme oſwkz'c/i,

lzad t/ze Author obtained t/zem_ſhoner, would lzaue been, wit/1 more Propnſiety, in

ſerted in the Body ofthe Word.

Sat/lame of two Letter: addreſſed to Dr. Know/es, of London, on t/ze Productions"

and Colonization of Africa.

BY DR. HENRY SMEATHMAN.
'

SIR,

See s 62.

,

621. TO poﬅerity it may perhaps appear extraordinary, that the Europeans
ſhould for near 200 years, have carried on a briſk trade with Africa for.
little elſe but ſlaves.

A ſhort reﬂection on the ſituation of Africa muﬅ certainly

countenance this Opinion. It lies in climates, which in the other continents pro-,
duce the richeﬅ materials of commerce: and it's productions are actually ſimilar.
The principal are gold, ivory, dying. wood,.gums, honey, wax, ambergreaſe, &e.
and probably there are few oſ the riches of the eaﬅem or weﬂern hemiſpheres
which may not be ſound in this middle region.
'
'
622. This is not mere conjecture. I have, by obſervations made in-a 4 years
reſidence, a moral certainty, that ona proper plan, amoﬅ lucrative, ſafe and ho
nourable traﬃc may be carried on to that quarter, from Europe. The Grain Coaﬅ,
from it's fertility in rice, would, if a proper vent was opened, in a few years produce
oſthat commodity alone, andthe ﬁneﬅ in the world, an immenſe quantity.

And:

nothing is wanted but encouragement, to procure great quantities oſ cotton, as ﬁne as
the E. indian,and tobacco as the Brazilian; alſo ſugar and a ſpecies oſindigo inﬁnite
]y ſuperior to that oſ the weﬅ, andſi various drugs, ſome peculiar to Africa, others

the uſual reſult oſ induſh'y in thoſe climates. Among the former we may reckon
various gums, ſpices, and woods; and of the latter the ſpirit of ſweet potatoes, wild
grapes, &c. from which l have made excellent brandy, various kinds of ﬂux and
'

hemp,

Produce . -
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hemp, &e. To theſe may be added palm oil, equal to olive oil, for food and

w

other purpoſes; and of which an inﬁnite quantity may be got merely by collecting
the fruits or nuts, and boiling them. The coaﬅ abounds with ﬁſh and turtle, and

Tendency of
the Doctor"

plan.

would be an excellent ſituation for a whale ﬁſhery. But an enumeration of it's
various productions would be tedious.
623. My plan would tend to emancipate and to civilize every year, ſome thou
ſands of ﬅaves, to dry up one great ſource of that diabolical commerce: and if not
to produce liberty to the ﬁaves in the W. Indies, at leaﬅ to meliorate their ſituation.

The ﬅopping ſome ſource would not only encreaſe the price of ſlaves, but alarm the
W. lndia planters, leﬅ they ſhould ſoon have no freſh ſupply.

This would make

them more tender of thoſe they already poſſeſs. And of this be aſſured, the plant
ers will always buy ﬂaves as long as they can calculate, that each will, in 7 or 10 *
years, repay his price. If ſuch a plan would be agreeable to the ſociety of

FMEN DS, I ſhould have pleaſure in laying it before them, and to diſcloſe, under a
promiſe of ſecreſy, the latent hinge on which it will aſſuredly ſucceed.

If they

ſhould ﬁnd my propoſals expedient, I will gladly dedicate the chief part of 'my fu
ture life to the carrying them into execution.
624. 1 conceived this projeﬁ in Africa, where an induﬂrious cultivation of the

ſoil, with various excurſions, made me well acquainted with the genius, cuﬅoms,

agriculture, trade and arts of the natives.

My ﬅay in the W. Indies was witha

view to inform myſelfof tropical cultivation, previous to my return to Africa. I
accompliſhed my intention, and have ſince, by ﬁudying various branches of philo
ſophy and uſeful arts, qualiſied myſelf ﬅill further.
625. By the encloſed letter you will ſee, I had, previous to your ſpeaking to me
on the ſlave-trode, begun to ſeek out a method of executing my plan. Mr. VVilding
is my particular friend, and though engaged in the ſlave-trade, is in other reſpects a
man of great ſenſe, honour and candor. But I ſhould be glad to have no connec

tion with any concerned in the ſlave-trade, and therefore, ifno gentleman, in your
truly reſpectable ſociety, will take it up, I have been adviſed to make overtures to

a foreign power.--I am, &C.

H. SMEATHMAN.
W

L E T T, E R

II.

SIR,

626. Not to take up much of your time in ſoreſeeing and anſwering little objec
tions, l ſhall only obſerve, that ſolicitations for employment on the coaﬅ of Africa
are indeed extraordinary; ſince thoſe who have concerns there, ﬁnd it diﬃcult to

prevail on perſons of abilities to reſide in Africa, at any rate. And yet I am deſir
ous to reﬁde there, on a plan in which I muﬂ meet more diﬃculties, and hardſhips,
and

'reſbcctzſing Africa.
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and receive leſs emolument, than on one to whichI am-ﬅrongly recommended, APPENDrx.
w
wherein l ſhould have every kind of ſupport, and handſome commiſſions.
627. The part of the coaﬅ I would recommend for this plan, poſſeſſes every ad- Produce.
vantage. Large, fertile and unoecupied tracts of land, adapted to all tropical pro

ductions, but now covered with endleſs foreﬅs of the ﬁneﬅ gums, ſeeds and ſpices,
and an endleſs variety of plants, and animals of known and unknown value.

Among the former are gum copal, malaguetta pepper, cotton,capſicum,-tobacco,
ſugar canes, an aromatic ſeed called monkey popper, oﬅriches, elephants, buﬀaloes,
antelopes and monkies, Etliiopian hogs, &e. Some of thoſe lands are mountainous,
but the greater part are flat and ſandy with-in 10 or 15 miles of the ſea; but the ſoil,

from the frequent ſucceſſions of vegetables, is very rich, and improve: the farther
we go inland. They are all watered with proliﬁc rivers and refreſhing brooks, hav
ing numerous ﬁne creeks and ports, profuſely ﬅored with turtle and fiſh.
628. The country is governed by a kind of elective kings, who have a power Govemment

ſimilar to our mayors, and not much greater, though farther extended. It is but thin
]y inhabited, and is moﬅly ſubdivided into little independent ﬅates, rather headed
than governed by chieftains. Theſe ﬅates are ſeldom founded either in wiſdom or

juﬅice. They have no law but cuﬅom, and no policy but to preſerve their independ.
ence. Wealth is the moﬅ common means of becoming. a- chief, for as the children
do not inherit the power or riches of their fathers, it is very rare-that power con
tinues in the ſame family for generations: and, while the wretched deſcendants of
kings and chieftains cultivate the ſoil of cruel maﬅers in the W. l-ndies, the deſcend.
ants oftheir ﬅaves rule the land in Africa. The ſubjects of many black chieftains'
have been moﬅly enſlaved in the inland or neighbouring countries, by purchaſe,.
fraud or violence. After having been domeﬅicated for a few years; they gain a kind of
freedom, inſomuch that the chief dares not ſell them, without ﬁrﬅ convicting them
of ſome real or imaginary crime, which he ﬁnds no diﬃcult matter: yet he muﬅ ber

cautious, ſince theſe people, having only a precarious liberty, make a point of com
bining againﬅ ﬅeps that may aﬀect their common ſafety. They ﬁnd their principal
protection in the cuﬅoms of the country, bad as they are; hence they ſcrupuloully
ſupport them; and as faﬅ as ﬁaves are domeﬅicated, take care to acquaint them'

with their intereﬅ, which, among other things, is not to aggrandize their maﬅer over
much; hence a chief gains no internal, and very little relative power,.by encreaſlng.
his people, neither does he add much to his wealth, whatever he may to his reputation.
Excluſive of what redounds from riches, the chiefs obtain-their power ſurreptitiouſ
ly, ſeldom exert it for the advantage of their ſubjects, and govern rather by force
and chicanery, than by juﬅice and equity. They have rarely any view but to grati
fy their own appetites, and often by abuſing power, ſacriﬁce the liberties, and ſome

times the lives, of individuals to their-own bad paſſion:r Hence it is evident their
government

and ﬅate of
the ﬂavu.
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White trader-s

government is neither calculated to promote the happineſs, not the increaſe of the
community.
629. A white trader who can get 2 or 300 people about him, becomes virtually

become chiefs.

a Chief in Africa.

Embaſſies have been ſent to them, and they have often entered

into the political diſputes of the inhabitants. ſi As theſe traders are generally illiter
ate, diſſolute ſeamen, as ignorant and improvident as the black themſelves, they'

ſeldom or never make a proper uſe of the power granted them by the courteſy
of the country; and calculate only for a little more than to acquire luxuries, and
a fortune to ſubſiﬅ on, or rather, perhaps, to diﬃpate, at home. It is then very
obvious, that by a regular Coa'c qſLaws, a well concerted plan oſ agriculture, ma
nuſact-ures and commerce, and with little more money than Would buy a cargo oſ

Free ſocic'y
might eaſily
be formed.

ﬅaves, a free commonwealth might be founded, which would be a ſanctuary for
the oppreſſed people of colour, and gradually aboliſh the trade in the human
ſpecies. . In ſhort, if a community of 2 or 300 perſons were to be aſſociated on
ſuch principles as conﬅitute the proſperity of civilized nations, ſuch are the
fertility of the ſoil, the value of its products, and the advantages of ſuch an
e-ﬅabliſhment, that it muﬅ, with the bleſſing of the Almighty, increaſe with a ra
pidity beyond all example; and in all probability extend it's ſaving influence in 30

or 40 years, wider than even American Indepcmﬁnce. The ſourees of this increaſe
would be numerous: there is no ﬅate in the country, which gives not a certain
protection to the unfortunate; and there are all over the Country little communi
ties, beſides individuals, who have not been regularly emancipated. Theſe people

live in continual fear of their former maﬅers, who often revive their claims, and
continually ſqueCZe out of them the chief produce of their little induﬅry, and
often make palavers", and ſell them or their children. A free ﬅate conductcd with
prudence, and exertin-g but a little regular induﬅry in agriculture and commerce,
would be enabled to redeem great numbers of ﬅaves yearly.
630. The laws being at ﬁrﬅ ſettlcd, every number gained to the communitv
would be an addition to the internal, as well as relative, ſtrength of the ﬅate; and
there is the greateﬅ probability that it Would, in the natural courſe of things, very
ſoon civilize the country, and gradually abſorb all the petty tyrannies, and change
them into ſubordinate free ﬅates, by oﬀering advantages to all ranks too inviting to
be reſiﬅed, The Cade oſLawr for ſuch a community ought to be ſhort and ſimple,

and the police ﬅrict,hut not ſanguinary.
631. Succeſs will depend, in a great mepſure, on the goodneſs oſ a plan of pub
lic education, which I hold, to be the beﬅ adapted to form valuable citizens, to
* Pala-wr means a quarrel, diſpute, oration, amuſing ſpeech, &c.-Here it means actions at law.

Theſe are generally carried on to all appearance equitablyz but in ſome of tbqſe caſes they reſernble"
tribunals of foxes trying geeſe.

make
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make men as happy as the nature of things will admit, and conſequently to make APPENWXA

proſperous and happy ſocieties.
632. Rice is the ﬅaple oſ the country, which they cultivate with moﬅ care.

w

But Cultivation

. they alſo cultivate caſſava, yams, ſweet potatoes, a little Indian and Guinea torn, and trade
and a grain as ſmall as muﬂard, called pine, plantanes, ſome kinds of beans, peas
and greens. Their trade at preſent is in ſlaves, ivory, camwood, rice, pq'm oil,
ﬁſh,
veniſon,
fowls,
goats,
otherand
proviſion's.
Their
manufactures
cotton
cloths,
which they
rarely
ſell,and
matting
baſket-work.
i They
make alſo are
their
own

wood-knives, hoes, -and other little implements of huſbandry, ﬁſhing lines, ſmall
nets, &e.

In their labours, however, they meet little advantage from beingjn ſo

ciety: the ſame man who weaves in the morning, forge: in the afternoon ;' at one
time makes a baſket, at another thatches his houſe; to-day he works at his planta
tion, and to-morrrow traverſes the woods or the waters for animal food; or,
takes his canoe, and with his young men rows and ſails by the help of_ a

rice-mat, 10 or 15 leagues, to buy of the neareﬅ ſhip or ſactory, 4 or 5 pounds .
worth of European neceſſaries and luxuries.

A pot or kettle, two or three pewtetj *

baſons, cargo knives (18d. the' dozen at Birmingham,) a gun, powder, ſhot, ﬂints,
a ﬁlt hat, a ſhirt, a ru'ﬀled cap, ﬁſh-books, needles and thread, coarſe woollen,

linen and cotton cloths, ſilk handkerchieſs, tobacco (though it grows round his
door,) rtim, brandy, &c. induce his voyage. - He oſten gets drunk as ſoon as he gets

on board, and ſells not only his own goods, but thoſe he had on commiſlion from
his neighbours, for rum, tobacco and gun-powder.
1
633. They ſeldom unite their ﬅrength and their ſkill, but in making a plantation
for the town, in rowing a canoe, and in building a houſe, in drawing an alligator or

The unite
not t eir excr
tions.

a [hark on ſhore, and in poiſoning a piece of water to draw the ﬁſhi Their ﬅrength
is in general exhauſled upon ſolitary and trivial exertions, and two-thirds oſ the
product of their little induſiry is often, through a pernicious cuﬂom, or a diſmclina
.

tion to combine their powers at a critical moment, abandoned to the birds and

beaﬅs, or leſt to rot ſor want oſ ﬂores and caſks, of mechanic powers to clear it, or
of Europeans to purchaſe it. Not knowing the uſe of wheels in ſpinning, they
make lines and nets between the ﬁnger and thumb, or by rolling on their thighs.

Hence perhaps it is they never have a ſeine of any tolerable ſize, though they often

aſſtﬅ the ſeamen in drawing thoſe of European ſhips; neither do, they unite to make
a weir in the ſea', by which they might eaſily procure a conﬅant ſupply of ﬁſh.
They even hunt the elephant in ſolitude, juſt as they ſet a ſnare ora ﬁſh-pot.
634. From this improvidence, they are never bleſſed with any great ſuperabund
ance, and ſometimes nor ﬁnding articles ſuﬃcient to barter with the Europeans for
indiſpenſtble neceſſaries, they ſell ſome friendleſs ſervant.

And, as a ſlave will buy

more neceſſaries'than they want, they get more rum, which is apt to produce ſuch
a rage for it, as to induce them to ſell another and another. Hence the c0untry is
ſo thinly inhabited, that we rarely ﬁnd a town containing 2 or 300 inhabitants,
Dd
within.

'o

-
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within to or 15 leagues of another of the ſame population. The ﬁneﬅ rivers wiii

w

not have towns upon them, where perhaps there are IOO perſons within a long
tide's diﬅance of each other.
635. As they draw very little ſubſiﬅence from hunting, and have every where

good ﬁſhing places, and grounds for plant'ations, every little community chuſes
where to pitch its tents, without any regard but to the Vicinity of good water; the
Their charac
ter miſt-spre
ſented ,

land itſelf becomes of no value. From theſe accounts of this people, it may be
conceived, that they want 'ſpirit and abilities, and that they have ſuch a propenſity
to indolence, that no mode of legiﬅature or education will inſpire them with in
genuity and induﬅry. But this is not ajuﬅ opinion. This unhappy race have
continually ſuﬀered by miſrepreſentation. While our moral and philoſophical
writers' have ſacriﬁcedthem to ſyﬅem, and our travellers to prejudice, our mer

chants and planters, regarding them as mere beaﬅs of burden, have devoted them to
their avarice and cruelty 1'.
and might be
improved .

636. Whatever may be ſaid of the eﬀects of local ſituation and the extremes of
heat and cold, it will probably be ſound hereafter, that all men, in their diſpoſition'
and conduct in life, vare formed more by artiﬁcial than natural cauſes, by the laws
which impel, and the education which trains them; in ſhOI't, by cuﬅom and habit.
A very ſingular jur'iſprudence, and cuﬅoms, which in ſome reſpects are wiſe, but in

lhi' pernicious,-enchains the inhabitants of this part oi' the globe, and, till the charm
is broken, muﬅ keep them in indigence, indolence and contempt.

Cuﬅoms a

gainﬅ induﬅry

Theſe are aju

riſpmdence, which renders improvement unacceptable to the public, and ingenuity
dangerous to the poſſeſſor; which make reformers criminal, and takes away all
merit from hoſpitality and generoſity. Under this diſpenſation, cuﬅoms, which are
impolitic and degrading, have as ﬅrong a ſanction, as thoſe which are wiſe and im
proving. This cannot be better illuﬅrated than by two ſimple ſacts :
637. The cultivation oſ rice muﬅ always, according to their cuﬅoms, be practiſed
in a certain manner, and it is reaped by cutting the ﬅalks 6 or 8 inches below the
ears, one or two at a time, 'if they grow ſo near as to come within the graſp of the
knife and right thumb. Thus 1, 2, or 3 ears are cut oﬀ and leiſurely transferred
to the left hand, till it is almoﬅ full, when they tie it up like a noſegay, and put

it in a baſket. When I ſallied_out to reap my ﬁrﬅ crop of rice, I was quite diſap
pointed to ſee my labourers reaping it in this idle way, and expected to pleaſe them

by ſhewing them how we reaped corn in England. Though 1 cut more in a few
minutes, than 7 or 8 had done in half an hour, and though I begged them to ſave

the ﬅraw for thatch, they diſregarded my information and deſire; and I was obliged
* See Monteſquieu's Spirit of Laws, and Wilſon's Eﬀect of hot Climates on animal and vegetable
Bodies.

1- See Long's Hiſtory of Jamaica paﬃm.
QO
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to eompel them to uſe my method. The chief, who had been brought up in Eng
land, told me, that ſuch an innovation would have coﬅ a native his life.

APPLNnrx.

He would

have been accuſed oſ intending to overthrow the cuﬅoms (or laws) and would have

been obliged to drink the red water, which ſeldom fails-to lind the culprit guilty;
Thus there is a 'ſlop put to public improvement.-The law of hoſpitality is ob.
ſlructive oſ induﬅry. If there is proviſion in the country, a man who wants it has

only to ﬁnd out who has got any; and he muﬅ have his ſhare. If he enter any
man's houſe during his repaﬅ, and gives him the uſual ſalutation, the man muﬅ in
vite him to partake. Thus, whatever abundance a man may get by aﬃduity, will
be ſhared by the lazy; and hence, they ſeldom calculate for more than neceſſaries.

Hence alſo they ſeldom live in large communities.

Induﬅrious men, who have

wives, children, and domeﬅics about them, retire to ſome ſequeﬅered creek to

avoid thoſe interlopers, who lounge in every-ſmall town. Here they may thrive;
but are oſten expoſed tqthe dangers of ſlavery, from ſome neighbouring tyrant.
But the laws of hoſpitality are not reﬅrained to diet. A common man cannot qui
etly enjoy a ſpare ſhirt or a pair of trowſers. Thoſe who are too lazy to plant or
hunt, are alſo too lazy to trade, and begging is not diſgraceſul; ſo that if an induſ
trious man gets a ſpare ſhirt or utenſil, he will be teazed to death for it, and he muﬅ
not refuſe; but he muﬅ talk the palaver.

Whatever reaſons the beggar oﬀers for

the want of any thing, he muﬅ give others for detainin'g; and ſuch is their patience,
that they will palaver as long as ſome gameﬅers will play-long enough for the de
tainer to have worn out the ſhirt or matter in diſpute. A man in thoſe caſes muﬅ
ſometimes give of neceſſity, that he may keep with ſafety. The rich are continu.

ally plagued with ſueh requeﬅs, and are in fact but ﬅewards for the reﬅ. As they
are conﬅantly drained by their dependants, and are themſelves both improvident and
extravagant, they often ſuﬀer a total want of European luxuries. A great chief who
ſells 20 or 30 ﬂaves for cloths, laced hats,beads, ru-m, tobacco, gunpowder,.(chieſly for
7 ctſalutes) ſalt beeſ, pork, hams, butter, flour, buiſcuits, porter, wine, tea, coﬀee, choco.

late, ſugar, ſpices, &e. as they aﬀect very much to live in the European manner,
ſhall, inbſi or 8 weeks, be entirely exhauﬅed, and be obliged to live on rice and caſ

ſava, and take his chance of ﬁſhing or hunting.

What a dreadful trade, and how

weak muﬅ be ſocieties, where they part with thoſe who conﬅitute the wealth of
other countries, ſor articles, from which they derive as little beneﬁt as we do from

-the Weﬅ Indian turtle!

638. From what has been ſaid, it appears, that the indolence and ignorance of might be re
formed by
-theſe men ariſe not from the climate; and that good government and education good laws
would change them wonderfully. Thoſe Europeans, indeed, who ane brought .qu
in indolence and ignorance, generally remain at leaﬅ uſeleſs to;ſociety.

But many

oſ the Gentoos, in a climate as warm as that of Africa, are, by wiſer laws and _a

better education, rendered ingenious and induﬅrious. We have then every reaſon
Dd2
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to imagine, that by a ſmall encouragement to Aſrican productions, and"by degrees

w

introducing habits of induﬅry, we might open a current of commerce, which would
_increaſe like one oſ their rivers, to which " our ﬂoods are rills."

For hitherto we -

have been as little acquainted with Aſri'ca, as we were with America, during the
ﬁrﬅ 20 years of our connection with that continent.
,

639. " I have now ﬅated on what grounds a new and proﬁtable trade to- certain
parts of Guinea, without dealing in human bodies, ſeems very' practicable-

I could -

have mentioned many more, but they appeared unneceſſary, ſince I have particularly
deſcribed the produce of the country, and the manner in which it might be culti
The
Doctor's
plan otſi colo
nizing.

vated to greater advantage. Referring' to that account,

ſhall conclude with ſub

mitting to better judgments an outline of the methods, which_the information ob
tained ſeems to indicate as neceſſary to the ſucceſs of a new and natural commerce
to a country, which, for theſe 200 years, we have only drained of it's population, with

out increaſing our oWn, or that of the colonies, in any manner adequate to our own
expenſe of men and money, or the deſolation of a proliﬁc continent.
640. " From what has been ſaid, it might ſeem, that nothing but princely fortune,
or the power of government, is adequate to this undertaking. But this is not the
caſe, ſince any two ſhips of 150 or Leo tons each, Having on the coaſt, always carry
more men, and coﬅ a greater outﬁt, than would be neceſſary for our purpoſe 3 and
Whites to he
choſen as co
loniﬅs

at a time like this, (viz. in 1783,) when ſo many want employment, it will not be
diﬃcult to procure proper perſons. Theſe are chieﬂy tradeſmen, as carpenters,
joiners, coopers, ſmiths, rope-makers, ſail-makers, weavers, taylors, maſons, gar

_deners, men bred on Weﬅ India plantations, viz. planters, diﬅillers, &c. Many ſuch
having been preſſed, or otherwiſe introduced, into the naval or military ſervice, are

now become ill-qualiﬁed to reſume their occupations at home, or are ſupplanted

by younger labourers. We very often ﬁnd men of moﬅ of theſe profeſſions on
board of one Guinea ſhip, where they generally are very uſefully employed ; and,
when at work under the awning, make the declt appear like a manuſactory.
v 641. " Succeſs would much depend on the conduct of thoſe men. But I would
alſo recommend the procuring of a great number of black men. There are, I con
ceive, now in this country, hundreds, and many of them perſons of character, poſ
ſeſſed of _a little property, who under the ſanction of a reſpeﬁable company of
and blacks.

-Qualters,- and the proſpect oſ an independent ſettlement, would gladly engage. And
if it once takes place, there are vaﬅ numbers of people oſ colour in the NVeﬅ Indies,
who though calledfree, labour under ſuch intolerable oppreſſion, that they would

almoﬅ to 'a man unite themſelves to ſuch a community. Even thoſe of America
would not be backward in emigrating to a country where colour would be no re
proach, and where they would enjoy thoſe privileges never allowed them in govern

ments framed ſolely by white people.

How far it might be prudent to acquaint the
coloured
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coloured 'people on the other ſide oſthe Atlantic of ſuch a project, previous'to it's
execution, is not eaſy to determine.
642. " Suppoſing one large or two ſmall ſhips, ſuﬃciently manned and provided,
I ſhould propoſe ſailing ﬁrﬅ to Madeira, to take in live ﬅock_ and wine, for medical

uſes. From thence it might not be amiſs to call at the Canaries, where we might
probably procure voluntecrs. If it might be permitted to purchaſe a few ſlaves at
Senegal, Goree, and Gambia, it would be political: many of the ſlaves from thoſe

parts have as uﬅ a ſenſe of the value of liberty, as either Britons or Americans, and
are brave and ingenious men.

We ſhould by theſe means vary our new ſubjects

very uſefully; for, not to mention their diﬀerent kinds of knowledge, one great ad

vantage is obvious. Theſe people could not have the ſame cuﬅoms and language,
which they would give up for liberty, 'and readily agree to be governed by what

A mixture of'
eople eaſietl
ormed into a
ſociety.

they term White-man's faſhion. Upon this every thing would depend; far by the
ſingular, as well as the uſeful, diﬀerence, we ſhould be enabled to exclude the bad

'cuﬅoms of _our ignorant neighbours.

For the ſame reaſons it would be proper alſo

to call at the Weﬅem Iſlands, where the ﬁne Cloths are made, of which I have

ſpoken in my account of cotton.

The inhabitants were ſo oppreſſed formerly, as to

_ oﬀer by hundreds to'emigrate with our Guinea captains, ſome of whom have been

yillains enough to fell them in the WeﬅJndies. Here it has alſo been uſual for
Guinea ſhips to take in ſalt, live ﬅock and freſh proviſions, which we might probably
want in that part' of our voyage. When we arrive 'at that part of the coaﬅ deﬅined
for our ſettlement, we ſhould immediately agree with one of the kings or chiefs for
a ſequeﬅered port and tract of land. In a month or ſix weeks, we ſhould have com
pleated ſuﬃcient habitations, and be advanced a great way in clearing land, and that
without much impediment to our trade. In a few months we might not only buy quan- '
tities of rice, but ſee the indications of plenteous harveﬅs of our OWn. All ſorts of
plants will vegetate merely from the genial inﬂuence of the climate. Hence the lof
tieﬅ mountains, which, at leaﬅ moﬅ of thoſe I have ſeen, are nothing but rocks,are
covered to their ſummits With ﬅatelytrees; and we often ſee ﬁne rice flouriſhing on the

_ﬅeep ſides of thoſe mountains a mile and a half high. ( s 62.) Here then is the ﬁneﬅ
ﬁeld for exerting that ſpecies of induﬅry, which is the ſureﬅ fou-ndation of national
proſperity. " Agriculture, as Dr. Johnſon obſerves, not only gives riches to a
nation, but the only _riches we can call our own, and of which we need not fear

either deprivations or diminmions."

And again, " the ſſnation which can furniſh

grain and wool, may haVe her ſhips welcomed at a thouſand parts, or ſit at home

and receive the tribute of ſoreign nations, enjoy their arts, or treaſure up their gold."
643. " As rice there. is the ﬁneﬅ and moﬅ nouriſhing of all grain, and cotton comes Prepoſed ſitu
into univerſal demand; we ſhall have two ſolid objects of commerce on which to ex ation.
erciſe our induﬅry. I have two deſerted rivers in my memory, enjoying all the neceſ

ſary advantages. ln either place wc could have excellent ſituations for water-mill:
.

i
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for the cleanſing rice, grinding corn, and ſawing timber, good ports' for ſmall craft,
and ﬁſh in plenty, If I was to conduct this enterprize, I would lift the ﬁrﬅ axe and
the ﬁrﬅ hoe myſelf; and may ſay without vanity, ſince it is ſaid from exPerience, ſet
an example oflabour and induﬅry in cultivation. For huſbandry, far from being to
me a drudgery, is the moﬅ delightful amuſement. I attribute all the extreme good
health I enjoyed by intervals in Africa, with the ſoundneſs of my conﬅitution at this
hour, to the hard labour [then ſuﬅaincdwith inﬁnite pleaſure, often contemplating
with how much greater enjoyment I could labour, in proſecuting ſuch an attemptof
civilization. It would be our buſineſs to take not only the ſeeds common in the cli

mates, but alſo all the feeds to be procured from warmerregions,of uſe in food or 'ne
dicine. Our own hot-houſes would furniſh us with coﬀee, American indig0,aloes and
other uſeſul plants; and I ſhould think the chocolate tree ſtlzeabroma meam) might be
procured. Theſe are not indded primary objects, but by the time they increaſe, will
be very worthy of attention. As this ſettlement would require frequent ſupplies of
European neceſſaries, our ﬁrﬅ endeavours would be to obtain ſuch remittances, by
trade or cultivation, as would at leaﬅ ſupport our credit. In the ﬁrﬅ year, the erec
tion of ﬅore-houſes and other public works, would neceſſarily abridge our eﬀorts in

agriculture. Elſe by that we might hop" to make very important remittances._
Probably 3 or 4 blacke might, by that branch alone, in one year, pay for their re
. demption, which will not probably coﬅ us above so or£12 each; and our land will
coﬅ us nothing. The Weﬅ India planters pay about four times as much for their
ﬂaves, and exorbitantly too for their grounds, with taxes and other expenſes: and
yet ſome few who have borrowed their capitals at 8 and 10 per cent, have made
pretty fortunes.
644. " Beſides artiﬁcers, l ſhould propoſe takingnut naturaliﬅs, to collect ſub

jects in natural hiﬅ0ry, and draughtſmen to delineate them, &e. The collection I
ſhipped under innumerable diſadvantages, had they all arrived ſafe. would have ſold

Prt-ſervation
ot' health.

for a very great amount.
645. " It would perhaps be the moﬅ prudent method, if practicable, to give the
perſon: employed ſmall wages, am] allow them ſhares of the proﬁts, as in diﬅributinz,r
prize-money in ſhips of war. In theſe inﬅances ſuch a mode may increaſe rapa
city, in our's it will promote induﬅry and mconomy.
646. " Among many other regulations which I have yet to propoſe, are the me
:thods of preſerving the health of our people. The diﬅrict I propoſe, is as healthy as
any between the tropics. And ſuch is my conﬁdence of that circumﬅance, and the

knowledge I have of tropical diſeaſes, that, let me have the care of too perſons of
good conﬅitutions for 3 years, barring accident: and obﬅinate refuſal of medicines, I
Would engage to bring them all home again. The mortality of Europeans on this
coaﬅ may be objected; to which I ſhall oppoſe other facts and plain reaſoning, in my
account of the diſeaſes of thoſe climates.
647.
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647. " Here] ſhall only obſerve, that the Britiſh ſeamen and ſoldiers ſeem to be ſent APPENÞIX
thoſe coaﬂs, as iſ with a view to make them aſacriﬁce; ſo that the wonder is not that w

ſo many die, but that ſo many return.

But by proper precautions, it may probably

be as little ſurpriling in a few years, that lOO perſons ſhould return hearty and well,
from a 3 years reſidence on the coaﬅ of Guinea, as after a 3 years circumnavigation,

which, till governments condeſcended to conſult men of ſcience, were generally at.
tended with the loſs oſ three-fourths of the ſeamen.

_

648. " Should any thing herein oﬀered want elucidation, I ſhall be obliged to you

for your remarks.
Hammerſmitlt,

2lﬅ July, 1783.

. I am, &c.

HENRY SMBATHMANJ'

" SuManee ofa Plan of a Settlement, to be made near Sierra Leona, on tlze Graiu
Cozz/l qſﬂſrica, intended more Partz'cu/arlyſor theﬅruz'ce and happy eﬅablzſhment
qulacks and people aſcolour to beſhiþþed asſreemen, under the direction eft/re

Cammitteeſar relieuing t/ze black poor, and under the protection oſ t/ze Britgſh Go
vernment. By Henry Smeatizman, Eſq. w/zo reſided in that country near four
yearr." London printed 1786, 2'71800. See s 338.

(1.)pleaſant,
" ANY ſertile
perſonclimate,
deſirousnear
of a SIERRA
permanentLEONA,
and comſortable
eﬂabliſhment,
in doa Head's
moﬅ
where land
is cheap, may
si: plan'oſ Dr.
it on the following advantageous conditions:
(2.) " They will be carried out at ﬁve guineas each perſon, and ſupplied weekly
during the voyage, with 5lb. Bread, 1 ditto Beeſ, 3ditto Pork, Siditto Molall'es,
1? ditto Flour, 1 ditto Pot Barley, Y ditto Suet, a'z (litto Raiſins, 1 pint Oatmeal,
s-'z ditto Peas, 2 ditto Rurn for grog; with Pimento, Ginger, &e.

(3.) " They will alſo have the ſame allowance, for 3 months after their arrival,
and which will coﬅ 31. 155. lier. for each perſon.

(4.) " Thoſe who can aﬀord to go as Reerage,*ſieward-room, or cabin paſſengers,
will be accommodated accordingly. 1

-

(5.) ** On their arrival in Africa, a convenient tract of land will be purchaſed for

the community, to be their joint property. A townſhip will then be marked out,
and houſes run up by the joint labour oſ the whole, for immediate ſhelter: this may
eaſily be' eﬀeEted there, as materials are ſo near at hand, that to or 12 men may

erect very comfortable habitations, in a few days.
(6.) '* Each perſon will be allowed, by common conſent, to poſſeſs as much
land as he or ſhe can culdvate, to which they may always add as much more as their
neceſſity, or convenience may require.

(7.) " It is propoſed to take out proper artiﬁcers, for erecting the neceſſary build
ings, and dividing the lands.
(8.) " Beſide the produce obtained ſrorn their own lands, individuals, by mode
rate labour, will have other eaſy means oſ procuring, not only the neceſſaries, but
alſo

>
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APHNUW- alſo the comforts of life. Fowls, hogs,.goats, and ſheep, are very cheap, being
propagated witha rapidity_unknown in Europe; plenty of fiſh may be eaſily caught;
and' the foreﬅs abound with veniſon, wild-fowl, and other game.

(9.) " Such are the mildneſs and fertility of the climate and country, that a man
poſſeſſed of a change of cloathing, an axe, ahoe, and a poeket knife, may ſoon place

himſelf in an eaſy ſituation. All the cloathing wanted is what decency requires;
-and the earth turned up of 2 or 3 inches, with a ſlight hoc, produces any kind of grain.
(to.) '* Theſe favourable circumﬅances, combined with the peaceable temper of
the natives, promiſe the numerous advantages reſulting from the quſet cultivation oſ
the earth, and the exportation of it's productions, which may be very advantageouſ.
'ly exchanged for European manufactures.
(11.) " The climate is very healthy to thoſe who live on the productions of the
country. The cauſe why it has been fatal- to many whites, is, that they have led
moﬅ intemperate lives; have ſubſiſied chieſly on dried, ſalted, rancid and other un
wholeſome proviſions; and have indulged beyond all bounds, in the uſe ofſpirits.
' 'They have been alſo cooped up in ſhips, ſmall craft, or factories, ſtationed for the ad

vantage of trade, in cloſe rivers Or creeks, not chooſing healthy ſpots, as is now pro
poſed. Add to this, that the ſurgeons of*ſhips trading thither, have hitherto been
generally ignorant oſ the proper mode of treating diſeaſes in that climate; or they
have not been ſuﬃciently ſupplied with medicines. Many perſons have periſhed
for want of good diet or nurſing, and not a few from the total neglect of that mutual
aſſiſl'ance, which the ſettlement propoſed will furniſh. (See s 74 rtſeyJ
(12_) " The adventurers on this new eﬂabliſhment 'will be under the care of a

phyſician, who has had 4 years practice on the coaſt of Africa, and as many in the
_VV. Indies; and who being Well provided, accompanied by ſkilful aſſiﬅants, in ſur

gery, midwifry, &e. and by ſeveral experienced women, they-will enjoy every
neceſſary aſſiſiance.

'

(13.) " It is alſo intended that the adventurers ſhall be accompanied by a clergy
- man, and a ſchoolmaﬅer and miſtreſs, at the expence of the whole community.
(14.) " Such will be the ſituation of thoſe, who cultivate their plantations for
.-thcir own adVantage: but, as many, inſtead of working wholly for themſelves,
may chooſe occaſionally to ſerve the agent, or any other individual, for hire: ſome
will employ their. money in cultivation'and trade: in that caſe the labourers will be

ſupplied with proviſions, and paid for their'daily labour in the currency of the
country.
_
-

(15.) " Only 8 hours of fair labour eachday will be required, in ſummer or win
ter; and on Saturday's only 6 hours.
inﬅruction, and devotion.

The ſabbath will be ſet apart as a day of reſt,
-

(16.) '* The coloniſls being under the proteEtion of the Britiſh GOVernment, will
conſequently enjoy both civil and religious_ liberty, as in Great-Britain. .

(Þ7-l'
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(17.) " Diſputes relative to property, or oſſences committed among themſelves,
(18.) " Oﬀenders againﬅ the natives, in neighbouring diﬅricts, will be amenable to
the laws of the country, unleſs the agent ſhall be able to compound for the penalty.
(19.) " ln addition to thoſe perſons who are able to pay for their paſſage, it is

intended to conduct this enterpriſe, on the moﬅ humane principles: it will be ex
tended to others who have not money, on condition of agreements ſor their re

ſpective hire, to be calculated according to the ages and abilities of the parties ; ſo
that every one may be ſure of having a comfortable proviſion made, after a ſhort
period, on the reaſonable terms of moderate labour.
(ao.) ** And whereas many black perſons, and people of colour, refugees from
America, diſbanded from His Majeﬅy's ſervice by ſea or land, or otherwiſe diﬅin
guiſhed objects of Britiſh humanity, are at this time in the greateﬅ diſtreſs, they are

invited to avail themſelves of the advantages of the plan propoſed.
(21.) " The committee, appointed for the relief of the Black Poor, having repre
ſented their unhappy ſituation to the Right Hon. the Lords Commiſiioners of the
'Treaſury, Government has agreed to furniſh them, not only with a paſſage andppro.

viſion, but alſo with cloathing, proviſions for 3 months after their landing, together
with all ſorts of tools and implements of huſbandry, neceſſary for the eſtabliſhment
of a new colony, according to the ſchedules annexed. (See I 129.)

(22.) " Such perſons will be alſo entitled to the neceſſary allotment of land, an
other beneﬁts, in as great a latitude as will render their lives eaſy.
'
(23.) " An opportunity ſo advantageous may perhaps never be oﬀered to them
again; for they and their poﬅerity may enjoy perfect freedom. Settled in a country
congenial to their conﬅitutions, and having the means, by moderate labour, of the

moﬅ comfortable livelihood, they will ﬁnd a certain and ſecure retreat from their

former ſuﬀerings.

_
HENRY SMEATHMAN."
SCHEDUL'ES ABOVE REFERRED TO.

(z4.) The Weekly Allmvance of Proviſions for the Voyage, and for 3 Month' after their Arrival,
the ſame as above.

Cloatbi'tg at 'be ral: of zl. 1 58.
for earl: Man.
t Blue Jacket

Bedding,
Cloaths for the Women in pro-

1 Wooden Cann and drinking
Horn.
-

portion.

x Striped Flanftel ditto.

1 Pair oſ Canvaſs Trowſers
1 Pair ofFlannel ditto.
2 Pair of Shoes,
4 Sh-uu,

a Knives,

_*_-

Few Company oftwdw Perform

Too/r and UlmſiI: at tbe rate of
rgs. ad. rvalue/for ear/1 per/im.

x Hoe,

r Razor,

t Wood Axe,

3 ﬂat,

1 Pewter Baſon of alb.
E e

I lron Pot of G ll
X nium
i cing?" .
1 Dmm

l Gaſh

r iron Water Ciﬅern ofzo Galls.
*

APPszx.
w

&Will be ſettled according to the laws, by their own peers, in a town meeting.

a Pails,

s Iron Crow,
x Whip
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t Whip Saw,

w

1 Croſs Cut ditto.
a. Hand-Saws,

Too! Cbeſl, andﬂkct Took, for
xoo Perſom.

1 Caſſava Grater.

z
I
3
3

Meſs Baſons of 4.lh
Wheelbarrow,
Spatles,
Shovels,
-*

Medirirm, ye. fir a Company
rzſ xoo Parſon.
A Medicine Cheﬅ at 16'. for

each perſon, including Solb.
of Bark
Wine. Porter, Vinegar, &e. for
'he Sick, ſor roo Perſons, at

93. rod. each Perſon.

6 Bread axe',

z Whetﬅone',
6 Dozen Gimlcts, ſorted.
r Doz. Brads, Awls and Handle'

3 Falling ditto.
6 Adzes.
5 Dozen Chiſſel' and Gouge',

6 Drawing Knives,
Glue and Glue Pot.

r Mallet,

6 Raſps and Files,

r Bench Screw,
2 Screw Driver',

6 Pair oſ Pinchers,

1 Philiſtet,

a Pair of Pliers,
1 Dozen Anger-s,
r Chalk Line and Rule,
l Tenon Saw,
3 Hand Saws,
12 Filea and 2. ſet',
z Rules,
a. Iron Squares,
1 Bevil and Square,

r Plough.

6 Claw Hammers, ſorted,

3 Smoothing Plane',
r jack ditto.
2. Fore ditto.
r Jointer,

1 Grindﬅone.
6 Pick and Matt Ares,
a Mauls,

3 Pair oſ Compaſſes,

6 Splitting Wedges,
6 Hatchets,

3 Screw Jack' for Timber,

I 4 Draw Borers,
6 Brad Pinchera,

6 Trowels.

649. To Dr. Smeathman's plan is annexed the following hand-bill, which throws

ſome light on the hiﬅory of the Colony at Sierra Leona.
BLACK

POOR.

" lT having been very maturely and humanely conſidered, by what means a ſupport
might be given to the Blacks, who ſeek the protection of this government; it is

ſound that no place is ſo ﬁt and proper, as the Grain Coaﬅ oſ Africa; where the ne
ceſſaries of liſe may be ſupplied, by the force oſ induﬅry and moderate labour, and
life rendered very comfortable.

lt has been meditated to ſend Blacks to Nova

Scotia, but this plan is laid aſide, as that country is unﬁt and improper for the ſaid
Blacks.
" The Committee for the Black Poor' accordingly recommended Henry Smeath
man, Eſq. who is acquainted with this part of the coaﬅ of Africa, to take charge

oſ all the ſaid perſons, who are deſirous of going with him: and to give them all ﬁt
and proper encouragement, agreeably to the humanity of the Britiſh Government.
Baſſm'r Coﬀec-bozſſ,
By deſire oſ the Committee,
17tlt May, 1786.
Jonas HANWAY, ChairmAn.
" Thoſe who are deſirous of proﬁting by this opportunity, oſ ſettling in one oſ the
moﬅ pleaſant and fertile countries in the known world, may apply for further in
formation to Mr. SMBATHMAN, the Author of the Plan, and Agent ſo' the Scale
ment, at the Oﬃce for free Africans, No. 14, Canon-ﬅreet."
* A liﬅ oſ that reſpectable Committee is inſerted at s 331, note.
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650. Dr. Lettſom, to whoſe liberal cOmmunications l have been much indebted, Annwxx,
has favoured me with the peruſal of a great number of Dr. Smeathman's original w
letters to him, ſome of which are, in many reſpects, very intereﬅing. From them it on svsletu"
appears, that Dr. S. while in Paris, was much engaged in the improvement of air tonſ-Lﬄſom

balloons, a purſuit natural enough to his philoſophic mind : but I believe his pro
poſed application of it was altogether peculiar to himſelf; for he declares his reſo.
lution to appropriate all the proﬁts, which might reſult from his intended aeronautic
adventures, to his African ſcheme. Men of a ſportive fancy, may perhaps deride
this idea, as little elſe than a project to build one aerial caﬅle upon another. But I
little reﬂection will remind them, that ſome of the greateﬅ diſcoveries were origin

ally projects.

They will remember, that Galileo was not only derided, but perſe.

cuted; that Columbus was treated as a projector ; and that even Newton, though

ſupported by demonﬅration, was ridiculed and contradicted, before he was under
ﬅood. Without ranking Smeathman with ſuch names, it ſeems but juﬅ to allow
him the praiſe due to that generoſity, capacity and perſeverance which prompted
him, under many diſcouragements, to purſue an arduous enterprizc, only as the
means of attempting one ﬅill more arduous, and far more uſeful.--But my limits

will not admit any farther particulars reſpecting this ſingular genius. This is the
leſs to be regretted, as Dr. Lettſom well knew,hetter than I, how to apply Smeath
man's letters, and the other valuable MSS. in his poſſeſſion, to the beneﬁt oſ man

kind, which l am perſuaded he ardently wiſhes to promote.
For a proof of Dr.
Smeathman's taﬅe for Natural Hiﬅory, eſpecially the more uſeful parts of it, fee his
account of thoſe deﬅructive infects the Termz'ter, (Wood-ants, Wood-lice, Bug-a

bugs,) in the Phil- Tranſ. for 1781.

i

The following intereﬅing Paper is taken verbatim from a ﬅarte Booh, entitled,
v" Philqſbphz'cal Experiments and Ohſervations of the late Dr. Robert Haoh,
" S. R.S. Be." Publiſhed hyMr. Derha/n, London, 1726.
" Tranﬅript of a Paper of a Quantz'ty of Gold up the River Gamhay, in 1693.
651. " YOUR importunity, together with my gratitude to you, for your moﬅ

curious informations and inﬅructions in the mechanics (without which, I confeſs
my labour had been in vain) has extorted that from me, which, I confeſs, the reſo
lution I had a-new taken to the contrary, by reſolving never to divulge, either for
love, or force; to which end l expect, according to your faithful and ſolemn

vows of ſecrecy, both of the buſineſs itſelf, and likewiſe of which I would not nemhﬂſh

ſhould be known to the King for ſ 10,000, being content with what proportion it quiresſt-'crecy
E e a
hath
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hath pleaſed God to aſſign me, as well as with the King's revenues. Nor ſhall I
_wholly, or fully, diſcover the vaﬅ proportion of gold I diſcovered there, being ſo
much, not ﬁt to be communicated to paper, as not knowing to whoſe eyes, or
through whoſe hands this may come. 1 ſhall only tell you, I was more troubled to
obſcure its abundance from my fellows, than to bring down what I got; and I am con
ﬁdent, that if yourſelf go upon this deſign, and follow the directions of my journal,
and attain your purpoſe, you yourſelf will be of my opinion; for, as it is ſaid,

'* what will the whole world profit a man, if he loſe his ſoul?" ſo l ſay, what will
the riches of both the Indies advantage, if thereby you forfeit your ſecurity, life,
and freedom? And how will you be aſſured of any oftheſe, iſtheſe things ſhould
come to knowledge of ſuch as have power of you, and to command you in what
they pleaſe: that I do truly tell you, did I not value my own peace and quiet at ſo
high a rate as I do, I ſhould come willingly', and manifeﬅ it to his Sacred Majeﬅy;
though 1 am not ſatisﬁed in that neither, as not knowing whether the information
may prOVe good or bad to the public; however, I conjure you a-new, that, whatever
you attempt, you conceal me, ſo that directly or indirectlyl be not diſcovered.
Directions re- i 652. " If you go on the buſineſs, let your boat be flat-bottomed, for mine being
ſome ſeven tons,ſior thereabout, and made after the common faſhion, was extremely
ſpecting the
boat and
apparatus.
troublefome, both at fords and at falls, where we were forced to unlade her;_ and

having unladed her, to heave her, or launch her over land: you ought alſo-to have
a little boat for common uſe, which you will ﬁnd extreme uſeful. You adviſed
me to take 20 pounds of quickſichr, for trials; if you go, take at leaﬅ ioo pounds,
for ſome in working will be loﬅ, as you know better than myſelf: your advice alſo,
for 50 pounds of lead, is too little, take 150 pounds, much more you cannot well
carry, for the peﬅering of your boat.
653. " The Sal Armoniac I uſed little of, for it I can give you no advice: the
Borax I uſed all, wiſhed for more, iſ you go, carry 50 pounds; my ſand ever did me
rare ſervice, Iuſed it all, better have to pounds too much than too little, therefore
take 40 pounds. l am conﬁdent, iſI had carried the philoſophers beliows, I had
done very well; I was ſo troubled with ſitting the other, though I confeſs them
better when a-new placed. Antimonia Horn did me little ſervice; I believe it

rather from my ignorance, or wantingthe perfect uſe and inﬅruction you gave me.
Ihgots I would take two, I carried but one, I wanted another for expedition.
-\Vedges 12, with a ﬂedge or two, or beetle; for about 12 Engliſh miles from the ﬁrﬅ
-fall, or ſomewhat more to the ſouthward, in the ſide of a barren rock, looking weﬅ
ward, there is a cliﬀin the rock, rather
moﬅ rich be

tween the ﬅones, almoﬅ half a handful thick in ſome places. Our pick-axes did
here ﬅand us in no great ﬅead, but having with us ſome iron tools, that we could

hardly ſpare, with much ado made a ſcurvy iron wedge, and preſently we found the
_ beneﬁt of that, for ſome is or 14 days, till improvidently one of us driving the
.
wedge

tap', t/ze R'z'ver Gambay:
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wedge up to the head, and not having another to relieve it, we were forced to leave
it- behind us, to our great loſs and grief. Wooden bowls from England, ſix or
eight, are very neceſſary, and will do better than gourds, that I was forced to make
uſe oſ; you may take ﬅore oſ them, it is no ſore.
654. " For the cruciblesl muﬅ inform, that four large melting pots, in our large
work, will ſtead you much, and make better diſpatch than ſix neﬅs of crucibles;

Aprznmx.
w

though you cannot well ſpare thoſe, l was forced to make uſe oſa. broken earthen

pot, that I carried along with me; I made uſe of it till it broke, had Ihad crucibles,
and pots enough, I had-brought ſo much gold in ſand or Tyber.
T 655. '5 For the ſeparating and diſſolvingwaters, I. uſed but.little, becauſe their uſe
was troubleſome, neither had I conveniencies to ere&.a ﬅill a-ſhore; but for the
'Aqua Regisl uſed it all, and could have done more, if I had had it; yet, in my opi.

nion, the trials of quickſilver are better, had I had it. But I carry coals to New
caﬅle ; youknow better the operation than myſelf. Let your mortar be of iron, and
large -, I -wiſh I had followed your direEtions in that, ſor my braſs one put me to a
double trouble, and I was enforcedto leave the reﬁning of much, till I came into

England, ſor the Mercury got aſhurca from thence, which is communicated to my
ſigold, which no art, I underﬅand, could free it from; inthis particular you leſt me
lame,
or my memory much failed.v
A 656. " There is a tree much like our corneis in England,but very large, which we
The writer

ſelled, and made a ſhift to make charcoal oſ, which we did thus; we cut oſſthe

makes char
coal.

boughs, for we wanted a ſaw, and therefore could not meddle with the body oſ the.
tree, and cut them into ſhort pieces; then we digged a good large pit,or hole in the
ground, about a yard wide,and ſo deep, or deeper; in the bOttom we kindleda ﬁre, and
ﬁlled it with wood, and when it was well burned,threw earth upon it, and damped it;
and when it was cold, we took out the coals: youwill-eaſily ﬁnd the place, if.you oh.
ſerve but the cautionszyou will come to a broad gathering, together of Waters, not
much inferior to Ronnander Meer,in the edge oſ Lancaſhire: here we ſpent a week

in ſearching many creeks and in-ſalls oſ rivers; but we followed that which points
ſouth eaﬅ and by eaﬅ. My miſerable ignorance, in the mathematics, cannot direct,
you, neither for longitude or latitude. Up the buﬃng ﬅream, with ſad labour, we
_wrought, and ſometimes could not go above two miles in a day. You muﬅ paſs
the ﬁrﬅ fall; yet there, my exceed of gold was 47 grains from. 10 pounds of ſand.
When we, or you come to the upper fall, you will be much troubled, l believe, as

'well as I, to get your boat OVer land; but being up, proceed till you come to the in
'ſall ofa ſmall ﬅream to the ſouth, directly thence liﬅen, and you ſhall hear a fall of
waters; you cannot get your boat thither, by reaſon of the ſmallneſs of the brook;
you will there ﬁnd our reliques on the ﬁde of the rock, with many oſ our names,
I mean, letters of our names, cut with our knives.

Here, though the ſand, by the

waſh,yicld plentifully, yet do you aſcend thetop of the rock, and, pointing your
face

Marks to ﬁnd; the place.
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ſs'ce 'direﬂly weﬅ, you will obſerve a ſnug of rocks ſomewhat to the left hand of

Arnz'ntx.

syou; and, under that, iſ the rains and force oſ weather have not waſhed away the
>earth and ﬅones, you will diſcover (they being unmoved) the mouth oſ the mine
-itſelf; where being provided with materials ﬁt for that work. you will not deſire to
proceed any further, or with a richer vein.
657. " Take this, all along, for a conﬅant rule, which I, in my ſearch, obſerved up

she river, that in the low, and woody and ſertile country, I could neVer ﬁnd either
metal or rich mine, but always among barren tocks and mountainous countries, and

commonly accompanied with a reddiſh kind oſ earth. Other inﬅructions l ſhall
not give you, being (as I conceive) a thing needleſs to you, unleſs l ſhould return
you your own principal, thisbeing but only the intereﬅ of what is due, beſides that
'obligation which tieth me unalterably to remain, &c.
Crcw 8: cargo

658. " I began my voyage up the river, December the 4th, about two hours

before the ſun ſet; in my company no more than ſeven men, beſides myſelf, all
Engliſh, and ſour blacks, whereof one was a Maribuck, who, being acquainted with

the Portugal language, I intended for an interpreter, iſ l ſhould ﬅand in need; but

athc main was, to help us in'our labour againﬅ the ﬅream. My proviſions were
chieﬂy of two ſort' : for my voyage and for accommodation, three barrels oſ beeſ,
ten gammons of bacon, two barrels of white ſalt, beſides bay ſalt for trade; alſo two

hogſheads of biſcuit, beſides rice; half a barrel of gunpowder, and ſhot proportion
table; ﬅrong-water, Vinegar, paper, beads, looking-glaſſes, knives 18d. per dozen,
ſome iron, little braſs chains, pewter rings, and a deal oſ ſuch like ﬅuﬀ, as occaſion

permitted: the other ſort of proviſions were a pair oſ goldſmith's bellows, crucibles
four neﬅs, ſcarnelles two neﬅs, quickſilver, borax, ſal-armoniac, aqua regis, aqua

ſortis, a mortar and peﬅle, and leather ſkins to ﬅrain, braſs ſcoops and ladles with
Jong handles, to take up ſand, and other implements for my private deſign: all
'which had laden my boat far deeper than I deſired; for thereby I drew much water,

which, I was jealous, might hinder our progreſs over the ﬂats, iſ we ſhould meet
with any.
659. " December the 7th, we arrived near Settico, being 14 or 15 leagues above
where our men ﬅaid; but paſſed one half league further up where we anchored,

the river there being broad, we always chuſing the middle, as being ſreeſl from diſ
Sea-horſes and
crocodiles

turbance, though it oft fell out otherwiſe; ſor our ugly neighbours, I mean the ſea
horſes and crocodiles (it ſeems) ill pleaſed, or unacquainted with any co-partners

in theſe watery regions, did often diﬅurb us in the night, not only with their ugly

troubleſome.

noiſes, but their Vicinity to our very boats, which cauſed us to keep watch.

660. " December the z3d, we were much troubled that day with getting over a ﬂat,
under the waſh of a ﬅeep and high mountain bearing ſouth.

Here I ﬁrſt put in

practice my deſign, and took up ſome ſand at the ﬁrﬅ trial of the ſord, and out oſ
ﬁve

up the River Ga-mbay.
ﬁve pound weight of that ſand, got three or four grains of gold.

another place of the ſame ſord, but did get leſs.
nor people, ſince we left Baracunda.
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I ſaw neither town, nor houſes,

w

661.. " january the rgth, at a ford between two high mountains, 1 tried again; and

out of ten pounds weight of ſand, I waſhed 30 grains of gold. I made a trial like
wiſe with mercury, and found out of ﬁve pounds, 47 grains. Here my hopes in

47gr. gold

from slb. ſand;

creaſed, yet reſolved to try higher.
662. " January the 27th, we were much troubled with great trees that lay in the
water upon the ſide oſ a rock, on a craggy, barren mountain adjoining. 1 aſcended,
with three men with me, to make diſcovery ;_ and carrying a pick-axe with me,
which, as we were digging up a piece of ore, as I conceived, we were aſſaulted with
an incredible number oſ monſtrous great baboons; whom, no oratory, but our guns,
could perſuade to let us retreat to our beats; for, having killed two or three of them,
ſo incenſed the reﬅ,,that had not the report of our guns terriﬁed them, l verily be
lieve they would have torn us to pieces: havingattainedour boat, I fell to try my

ore; which proved but a ſparre.

663. " February the 6th, I made a trial of a certain glittering ſand, which I took up
from the ſide of a rock, the river here inclining ſouthward, with a ſudden turning
ſike an elbow_ The waſh of this, aﬀorded 41 grains from 10 pounds weight of ſand:
by Other trials, from ﬁve pounds weight of ſand, 57 grains. Here I thought to
make a ſtand; yet, upon more ſerious advice, had reſolved to proceed.

4.' r. from
ro b. 57gr. .
from 5lb.

664. " February the 15th at night, a ſea-horſe ﬅruck our boat through with one of

his teeth, whichvtroubled us ſore, being all bad carpenters; which cauſed us to un
load her on a ſmall pinnacle to mend her; and, to prevent the like miſchief for the
future, I invented this device, to hang a lanthorn at our ſtern; and thereby we were

freed from all aſter-troubles of that nature, they not dating to come within three or

four boats length of light ſhining in the water.
665. " February the 24th, I tried the uſe of VirgaDivina, upon a high, barren and .

Virga Diva-2:

rocky mountain 2. but, whether it aﬀordedno metal, or whether my rod, being cut tried .
in England, and being dried and carried far by ſea, had loﬅ it's virtue; or whether

it hath no ſuch quality (which [rather believe) I am not certain.

However, my

companions laughed me out of the conceit.
666. " March the 16th, between two mountainous rocks iſſued a creek; and, put
ting up therein, diſcovered a fall of waters from the ſouth of the river. Here, mak

ing trial by the way, I found 63 grains of gold from ſive pounds weight of ſand,

6zgr. from

Other trials, more exact, aﬀorded very large proportions; ſo that here we ſpent 20
days ; and, plying hard our work, in that time had gotten 12 pounds Troy, ﬁve

5lb.

ounces, tWO penny-weights, 15 grains, of good gold.

667. "March the 31ﬅ, our materials wailing apace, I was willing to try further,
here beginning our greateﬅ toil 5 fer, often in a day, we were conſtrained to ſtrip our
ſelves,

Above rzlb.
5 oz. gold got
in ao days. .
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w Nor was this our greateﬅ aﬄiction; for the river water ſmells ſo ſweet and muſky,

River ſhallow, that we could not drink of it, nor dreſs our meat with it; and, as we conceive, by
WW bid'

s'reaſon oi the abundance of crocodiles, which have the ſame ſcent.

668. ** April the 7th, we perceived the in-fall of a ſmall river ſouth, the current
quick, the land all rocky and mountainous, and, in the ſilence of the night, could
hear the noiſe, perfectly, of a great fall of waters,- and before the mouth of it, an

-chored that night.
669. " In the morning, into that we put, and came as near the fall as we well could.

Our water failed; but our indefatigable induﬅry overcame all diﬃculties; for, what
I could not by water, I did attempt by land: where arriving, I found the long ex
pected end of our moﬅ toilſome and long voyage; for, I believe, never any boat,
nor any Chriﬅians, have been ſo high in that riVer, as we. Here, upon the firﬅ

'Gold in an

trial I made, the exceed of gold was ſo much, that I was ſurpriſed with joy and

admiration.- however, here I was reſolved to lay down my ﬅaﬀ; and to that end,
ct

the ﬁrﬅ thing I did, was to go

the boat; and, abouta league anda half

thence. I found Wood. Here we practiſed .to turn .colliers, and laded our ſmall
boat with as much as ſhe could well carry back; we went and fell to work, for
which I hope (to God alone be praiſe) none of the company hath cauſe to repent,
for the great pains and labour he took, though we choſe the worﬅ time of the year
almoﬅ, the waters being then at the very loweﬅ; but had we gone immediately after
the rains, which is June, july and Auguﬅ, or before the waters were fallen ſo low,
we had been free from much of that trouble, at fords and falls, by having water

enough to carry us over.

_

" At the end of the paper are theſe word:
" Tranſcribed wrbatim from a paper manuſcript, lent me by Mr. Fr. Lodwicl,

Octob. 2, 1693, by
R. Hoox."
" This paper (which I have here publiſhed exactly as I found it) I not long ſince lent to a perſon
of great quality, for the ſervice of the African Company (then ſetting out for an expedition into thoſe
parts) and 1 hope it hath, or will prove as much for their beneﬁt, as my wiſhes are. The paper
ſeems to have been written by one that had gotten great riches, in King Charles the IId's time, By
his progreſs up the river Gambay: and his deſcriptions of the openings, and turnings of the Gambay,
the inlets of other rivers into it, the adjacent mountains, &c. may be a good guide to undertaken, how
to ﬁnd out the place, where our author met with gold, even to ſatiety.

Who he was, can ſcarce be

known, he conjuring his friend, Mr. Lodwick (to whom I conceive this letter was addreſſed) to the

greateﬅ ſecrecy, being, I ſuppoſe, afraid to be known, or talked of, leﬅ he ſhould be commanded away,
by the King and government, upon another expedition, from that peaceable and ſatisfactory retire
ment he enjoyed, after his acquiſition of ſuﬃcient wealth.

W. Dranau."

The abovecurious paper is inſerted in F. Moore's a Travels into the inland Parts of Africa." But
he does not ſay from whence he copied it; and has not mentioned the year, (1693) nor the names of
Lodwitlt, Hook, or Derham.

C. B. W.
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Meſſ

From Dr. Franklin's " Eſſay on Luxury, Ia'leneſr and India/try," in his letter to
B. Vaughan, Eſq. written in 1784. Franklin's Warts, Vol. II. [7. 133.
See Y 36, 37.

670. " I have not yet thought of a remedy for luxury. I am not ſure that in a
great ﬅate it is capable of aremedy; nor that the evil is in itſelf always ſo great as
it is repreſented. Suppoſe we include in the deſinition of luxury all unneceſſary
expence, and then let us conſider whether laws to prevent ſuch expence are poﬃ
ble to be executed in a great country, and whether, if they could be executed, our
people generally would be happier, or even richer.

Is not the hope of being one

day able to purchaſe and enjoy luxuries, a great ſpur to labour and induﬅry?

May

'not luxury therefore produce more than it conſumes, if, without ſuch a ſpur, peo

ple would be, as they are naturally enough inclined to be, lazy and indolent P To
this purpoſe I remember a circumﬅance. The ſkipper oſ a ſhallop, employed be
tween Cape-May and Philadelphia, had done us ſome ſmall ſervice, for which he

refuſed to be paid. My wiſe underﬅanding that he had a daughter, ſent her a
preſent oſ a new-faſhioned cap. Three years after, this ſkipper being at my houſe
with an old ſarrner of Cape-May, his paſſenger, he mentioned the cap, and how
_ much his daughter had been pleaſed with it. ** But (ſaid he) it proved a dear cap
to our' congregation."--" How ſo P"--" When my daughter appeared with it at
meeting, it was ſo much admired, that all the girls reſolved to get ſuch caps from"
Philadelphia ; and my wiſe and I computed that the whole could not have coﬅ leſs
than a hundred pounds."-'* True (ſaid the ſarmer,) but you do not tell all the ﬅo
ry. I think the cap was nevertheleſs an advantage to us; for it was the ﬁrﬅ thing

that put our girls upon knitting worﬅed mittens for ſale at Philadelphia, that they
might have wherewithal to buy caps and ribbons there; and you know that that in.
duſlry has continued, and is likely to continue and increaſe to a much greater value,
and anſwer better purpoſes."-Upon the whole, I was more reconciled to this little
piece of luxury, ſince not only the girls were made happier by having ﬁne caps, but \.

zhe Philadelphians by the ſupply of warm mittens.

F ſ
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Innocent lux
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Navigation,
when uſeſul St

when noxious.

From Dr. Franklin's Fſſay, entitled " Precautions lo be uſed by t/nſſe who are about
to undertake a long Sea Voyage." Franklin's War-4.', Vol. 11.,0. 128.
.
See s 141.
671. '* When navigation is employed only for tranſporting neceſſary proviſions
from one country, where, they abound, to another where they are wanting; when
by this it prevents famines, which were ſo frequent and ſo fatal before it was in
vented and became ſo common; we cannot help conſidering it as one oſ thoſe arts
which contribute moﬅ to the happineſs of mankind.-But when it is employed to

tranſport things oſ no utility, or articles merely of luxury, it is then uncertain
whether the advantages reſulting from it are ſuﬃcient to counterbalance the misfor

wnes it occaſions, by expoſing the lives oſ ſo many individual: upon the vaﬅ ocean.
And when it is uſed to plunder veſſels and tranſpprt ﬅaves, it is evidently only the
dreadful means oſ increaſing thoſe Calamities which aﬄiﬂ human nature.
672. One is aﬅoniſhed to think on the number oſ veſſels and men who are daily
expoſed in going to bring tea from China, coﬀee from Arabia, and ſugar and to
bacco from America; all commodities which our anceﬅors lived very well with

out. The ſugar-trade employs nearly a thouſand veſſels; and that oſ tobacco al.
moﬅ the ſame number. With regard to the utility of tobacco, little can be ſaid:
and, with regard to ſugar, how much more meritorious would it be to ſacriﬁce the
momentary pleaſure which we receive from drinking it once or twice a-day in our
tea, than to encourage the numberleſs cruelties that are continually exerciſed, in
order to procure it us P
673. A celebrated French moraliﬅ ſaid, that, when he conſidered the wars which '
Sugar may be
ſaid to be ting we foment in Africa to get negroes, the great number who oſ courſe periſh in theſe
edwith human
wars ; the multitude of thoſe wretches who die in their paſſage, by diſeaſe, bad air,
blood 5

and bad proviſions; and laﬅly, how many periſh by the cruel treatment they meet
with in a ﬅate oſ ſlavery; when he ſaw a bit oſ ſugar, he could not help imagining
it to be covered with ſpots oſ human blood. But, had he added to theſe confident,
tions the wars which we carry On againﬅ one another, to take and retalte the iﬂands
that produce this Cornmodity, he would not have ſeen the ſugar ſimplyſpotted with
blood, he would have beheld it entirely tinged with it.
674. Theſe wars make the maritime powers of Europe, and the inhabitants Of
dearerinParis
and London
than in Vien

na.

Paris and London, pay much dearer for- their ſugar than thoſe oſ Vienna, though
they are almoﬅ three hundred leagues diﬅant from the ſea. A pound oſ ſugar, in
deed, coﬅs the ſormer not only the price which they give for it, but alſo what they

pay in taxes, neceſſary to ſupport thoſe ﬂeets and armies which ſerve to defend and
protect the countries that produce it.
ﬃ
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See s 330.

675.I have already given ſome inﬅances of the deſire of improvement which Africam de

animates the Africans, and have mentioned with the reſpect it deſerves, the manly

ſirous of i'n.

provement.

and humane policy of an African chief, in aſſerting his independence on the

whites, in prohibiting the ſlave-trade, &c. (See s 16, 23, 38, 147, 49] etſqu

But notwithﬅanding theſe inﬅances, and the very numerous proofs of African
genius and docility, contained in the Evidence before the Britiſh Privy
Council and Houſe of Commons, as well as in the Reportsof the S. Leona

Directors, ſome perſons may ﬅill entertain that kind of doubt on this head,
which, even in well diſpoſed minds, often ariſes from involuntary prejudice. Such

perfons will be ſurpriſed to ﬁnd that an overture for civilizing Africa ſhould have
come from a prince of that country, and eſpecially from one of thoſe princes
whoſe barbarity, having been ﬁrﬅ purpq/Zly txaggemted, has been largely inſiﬅed
on, byſhmc ﬅﬀ-contmdictory ﬁave merchants, as an argument for their traﬃc.

(See Lord Muncaﬅer's Sketche's of the' Hiﬅory of the Slave-trade.)
676. It appears, however, that about the year 1-726, after that great, and conſe

Colony pro

quently bloody, conqueror, Trudo Audati, King of Dahomy, had ſubjugated the Po ſed by

an
African chief,

maritime kingdoms of Ardrah and Whydah, he ſent Bulﬁnch Lambe, a ſervant of

in 1726.

the Engliſh African Company, whom in 1724, he had made priſoner at Ardrah, to

the Court of Great Britain, to propoſe the eﬅabliſhment of a Britiſh colony in his
dominions. Lambe, it ſeems, was the ﬁrﬅ white man Trudo had ever ſeen, and he
' was ſo charmed with his accounts of the arts and policy of Europe, that, thinking
to make him inﬅrumental in introducing them into his own country, he had endea

voured, for above two years, to attach him to his intereﬅs, by a profuſion of favours.
On Lambe's departure,the king preſented him with anumberof ﬅaves and 320 ounces
of gold. In order to know whether Lambe's accounts of England were true, he ſent
_ along with him a negro, called-Tom, whom he had alſo taken at Ardrah, who was a

man of addreſs, ſpoke good-Engliſh and was-to return with Lambe. The latter, how. but fruﬅrated
ever, like a true ſlave-d'ealer, ſold poor Tom in Maryland. He afterwards tradedl by a ſlave>
captain't vil
among the W. Indian iſlands till 1798, when he heard at Antigua, that Capt.

Snelgrave had ſaid, that the king, notwithﬅanding his-long abſence, ﬅill ſpoke of
him with regard. He then went to Maryland and redeemed Tom, whom he'
brought
to London,
in 1731. There
he' found
who told
himtothat,
after
ſo long
and unaccountable
an abſence,
it Capt.
wctuldvSnelgrnve
be imprudent
in him
r'e.

turn' to Dahomy. Thinking, however, to proﬁt by Tom's addreſs and his own,
Lambe had the impudence to announce him, under the title of " His Excellency
Adomo Oroonoko-Tom'o, ambaſſador from-His Majeﬅy Trudo Audati, King of

Dahomy, Ardrah and Whidah." ln this character, Tom delivered to King
George II. his credentials, which having been referred to the Lords of Trade',
Ff2
were

lain,"
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were declared ſpuriousfas well they might, for Lainbe had drawn them up in
London. Capt. Snelgrave, however, having explained the whole matter, His
Excellency Adomo Oroonoko Tomo had his titles docked, and was reduced to
plain Tom: but having been ſtill looked upon as a perſon actually ſent by the
King of Dahomy, though in a very humble ſiation, he was not a little noticed by
the great. After ſpending ſome time in viewing the curioſities and enjoying the
amuſemeuts of London, (ſee s 146 n.) he became impatient to return home, and
having received ſome conſiderable preſents for the King his maſter, he was ſent

over in His Majeﬅy's ſhip the Tiger, Capt. Bcrkley; but Lambe did not think
proper to accompany him. The king received the preſents very courteouﬁy' and
made a valuable return; but it never reached England, for Capt. Berkley, not

having had time or patience to wait for a meſſenger from the inland country of
Dahomy, had ſailed before the King'sprcſcnt reachcd the coaſt-See Smith's
Voyage to Guinea, p. 83, 125, French tranſlation, and Snclgrave's Account of
Guinea, p. 9, 78, French tranſlation.
t

NOTE B.
Moﬅ of the

tirﬅ coloniſts
of S. Leona an
abandoned
crew.

See 5 334.

677. During the American war, many negroes entered on board the Britiſh ſhips

of war, or repaired to the Britiſh ﬂaudard, and were formed into regiments of
rangers; and they generally behaved well, both by ſea and land. At the peace in
1783, part of them, as well as of the white loyaliﬁs, were conveyed to the Bahama
iſlands, part to Nova Scotia, and others to G. Britain, chieſly to London.

Theſe

laﬅ, having been indigent, nnemployed, deſpiſcd and ſorlon, ſoon added to the
vices of common ſoldiers and ſailors thoſe of the numerous'beggars who, notwith
ﬂanding the prodigious fums lcvzſicd for maintaining the poor, diſgrace the police
of this capital.

SUCh, together with a few Whites, chiefly ſirumpets, were the firﬅ

Coloniſls of S. Leona!

Their ſubſequent conduct was ſuch as might naturally be

expected from perſons of their deſcription.

But it was neceſſary they ſhould be

ſent ſomewhere, and be no longer ſuﬀered to infeﬅ the ﬁreets of London.
678. Accordingly tranſports, proviſions, tools, arms, &c. having been furniſhed by
Provided with
niceſſaries by
GcVn'nment,
ardwith_com

ſorts by Mr.
Sharp

the Britiſh Governmcnt, many of the black poor embarked, in the river Thames
before Chriſtmas 1786; and, by conſinement and living entirely on ſalt proviſions,
they began to be ſickly, even before they left the river. Others delayed going on
board till jan. and Feb. 1787; having been detcrred by an apprehenſion that they
were to be ſent to Botany Bay; for ſhips with convifts on board then lay at Portſ
mouth, where the ſhips for S. Leona were alſo to wait for orders. NIany having
pawned their cloaths, refuſed to go on board till they were redeemed. Mr. Gran
ville Sharp, however, not only took up their pawns, at his own expenſe, but alſo
furniſhed them with many comforts, in additionto the neceſſaries allowed by

Government.

'
On
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679. On arriving at Portſmouth (zoth Feb. 1787) it was found that, of 700 blacks
who oﬀered themſelves, only 441 had embarked on board the three tranſports
appointed to receive them. On the 22d Feb. they ſailed from Portſmouth, under
Command of Capt. Thompſon of His Majeﬅy's floop the Nautilus; but, having

APPENDIX.
L-W

Sail, under

Capt Thomp
ſon. Their
been immediately ſeparated by a ſtorm, they did not all rcndezvous at Plymouth numbers and
mortality in
till the 191h March. Thus the beﬅ part of the ſeaſon was loﬅ; and many of the England.

poor people had been'on board above three months, and were very ſickly.

The

rum furniſhed for their comfort proved their greateﬅ bane. Many were daily in.
toxicated, by drinking their whole day's allowance at once-an irregularity which,
with ſalt proviſions, and a ſituation rather crowded, increaſed the ſickneſs ſo much,

that above 50 had died before they reached Plymouth. The rum alſo cauſed mu
tinous behaviour, for which 24 were diſcharged; and 23 ran away. But, having
received ſome rccruits, 411 ﬁnally ſailed from Plymouth, on the gth of April 1787,
and having exPerienccd the mortality ﬅated in s 334, the ſurvivors arrived at S.
Leona on the gth of May.
.
680. After ſeveral conferences with King Tom, Capt. Thompſon obtained his
permiſſion for the black poor to land, which they began to do onﬁthe 14th. Divine
ſervice was performed on ſhore, on the Sunday following, and a ſuitable ſermon
pi'eached by the Rev. Nlr. Frazer, Chaplain to the colony. But very few. of

Land allotterſ.
&c- but the
coloniﬅs
Would not:
work.

the coloniﬅs ſeemed to pay any attention to the ſervice, or to the duties incul
cated. As Capt. T. could not learn who was the true poſſelſor of the land, the
purchaſe was not compleated till the izth of july, when thegrant was ratiﬁed by
King Naimbanna, his valſa] King Tom, &c. Lots of land, of one acre each, Were
next drawn for, theſcite of the town choſen, and a ﬅore-houſe founded. But no ſoon

er were theſe meaſures, taken than the worthleſſneſs of the coloniﬅs (if they deſeIVed
the name)-began to appear. The immediate proſpect of labour produced it's uſual
eﬀects on indolent and depraved diſpoſitions. Inﬅead of that harmonious exertion
which their critical ſituation demanded, lazineſs, turbulence and licentiouſueſs of

every kind ſo entirely pervaded this wretched crew, that ſcarcely a man of them
could be prevailed on to work ﬅeadily, in building the hut that was to ſhelter him,

or even to aﬃﬅ in landing the proviſions by which he was to be ſupported. The
rains ſet in onthe 28th of JUne, and the mortality became dreadful : yet the infa
tuated ſurvivors perſiﬅed in their exceſſes.
681. On the 12th of July, Mr. Irwin, the agent-conductor died, leaving the whole

Weight of the undertaking on Capt. Thompſon, whoſe welLdirected, animated and
humane exertions might have been attended with the beﬅ eﬀects, if the people'
themſelves had heartily co-operated. By the 25th of July, he got the [lore-houſe
ﬁniſhed, and the proviſions and ﬁores landed from one of the tranſports (another

which had but few ﬅores on board having before ſailed)

The rains now became

ſo violent, that it was impoſſible to ﬅir out with comfort, or even ſafety, The
huts

Store houſe
built: mortal
ity dreadful,
from bad huts.
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huts of the coloniﬅs were neither wind nor water-tight, which increaſed the mar
tality ſo much that, though in June only 9 died, no fewer than 42 were carried oﬀ
in july. Such was the general diﬅreſs and indolence, that the remaining tranſport,
which had in the greateﬅ quantity of ﬅores, was not cleared and ready to ſail till the

Neeeﬃty o

2 rﬅ of Auguﬅ.
.
682. Her departure brought the coloniﬅs to ſome ſenſe of their condition; for

bliges the co
loniﬅ: to
plant.

they then plainly ſaw that, without exertion, they muﬅ inevitably periſh, when
their preſent ﬅock of proviſions ſhould be exhauﬅed. In the intervals of fair
weather', therefore, they began to plant rice, Indian corn, &c. which throve very

well. Stock was very ſcarce and dear; yet ſome of them had poultry in their
yards, which they had brought with their ſpare cloaths, &c. and others had ſaveda

a part oſ their weekly allowance of proviſions; for ſeveral individuals had all along
been induﬅrious and temperate.
Proviſions&c. - 683. By the 13th of Sep. the proviſions, the cloathing, tools, &c. were entirely
ﬁnally ſerved
ſerved out to the coloniﬅs, and, on that day, the arms and ammunition were ſent on
out.

ſhore.

From the mortality which had taken place, there remained ſcVeral ſurplus

articles which-Capt. Thompſon ﬅored on ſhore as public property, for the beneﬁt
Capt. T.
leaves S. Le
ona. Colony
reducedtoz76

of the community.
684. On the 16th of Sep. ('1'787)v Capt. Thompſon, in the Nautilus, ſailed from
the colony, which mortality and deſertion, chieﬂy the former, had reduced to 276
perſons, namely 212 black men, 30 black women, 5 white men and 29 white wo
men. Capt. Thompſon having witneſſed the reformation which the ſailing of the
tranſports and the approach of his own departure had wrought in the poor people,
was not without hopes of their ﬁnal ſucceſs; for he conſidered that the ſurvivors

were then' ſeaſoned to the climate, and that neceſſity would oblige them to plan',
the ground and to build comfortable houſes in the approaching dry-ſeaſon.
685. Moﬅ of the above particulars are extracted from the journal of Mr. T. D.
But, by Capt.
T's care, ill'

ſhip loﬅ but
one man.

Woodin, kept on board the Nautilus; and ſome of the moﬅ material of them were
conﬁrmed by Capt. Thompſon, in his' evidence before the H. of Commons
(.Minutes of Evidence on the ſlave-trade 1790. p. 171.) It is a' remarkable fact,
that the Nautilus, ſurrounded. as ſhe was by. the ravages of' death, for abovc4
mouths, loﬅ only one man, the reﬅ of the ſhip's company enjoying perfect health,
though conﬁned entirely to ſalt proviſions, and on a ﬅation where a ſlave-ſhip would
moﬅ probably have loﬅ the greater part of her crew. This circumﬅance muﬅ ſure
ly be admitted. as a proof, not only of Capt. T's prudent care, but that the mortality.
on ſhore was not ſo much owingrto the climate, as to want ofſhelter, and to intern
perance which had debilitated many of. the poor wretches, long before they ſaw S.
Leona. This, however, is far from being. the only inﬅance of King's ſhips being

Bad water.

perfectly healthy on the coaﬅ ofAfrica (ſee s 78.)--Mr. Woodin mentions bad water
as a-freqUent cauſe of diſeaſe on thecoaﬅ, and aﬃrms that, in two former voyages he
made,
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made, ** the water IOWer down the coaﬅ, gave the people Guinea-worms, ſome of
which did not appear out of the ﬂeſh for 8 months after leaving Africa. Theſe,
continues he, " the company of the Nautilus were not troubled with, and isa con.
vincing proof that. S. Leona is the moﬅ cligible ſituation on the coaﬅ for a ſettle
ment, having plenty of wood and excellent water." (See it 52.)
686. In March, 1788, the Rev. Mr. Frazer returned, on account of ill health. Be

fore his departure, many of the coloniﬅs had ſold their muﬂrets, &c. for rum. The
ſickneſs had entirely ceaſed: but ſo many had emigrated to the ſlave-factories, &c.
as to reduce the number ofthe coloniﬅs to 130, whom he left in perfect health, he
himſelf having been then the only ſick perſon among them. The emigration he
attributed partly to the ﬁckleneſs of the people, and partly to the want of live ﬅock,
which even the more induﬅrious, who remained, were too poor to purchaſe.
687. In May 1788, Mr. Granville Sharp chartereda veſſel of 160 tons, at his own
expenſe, in which he ſhipped two month: proviſions for 50 perſous who had en
gaged to go out, with cloathing, arms, tools, &c. and a ſum otſi money to buy live

APPENDIX.

In Mar. 1 788.
coloniﬅs
health , but
many tademi.
grated.

Mr. Sharp
ſends a veſſel
to relieve the

colony;

ﬂock on the coaﬅ. On Mr. Sharp's application, Government furniſhed [200
ﬅer. more, for the purchaſe oſ ﬅock. On the 6th oſ June, the veſſels ſailed with
39 perſons on board, the reﬅ having deſerted. The veſſel touched at St. jago, one of
the Cape de Verd Iſlands, and did not arrive at S. Leona till the 6th of Aug, But the
captain,who was alſo the owner of the veſſel, took in no live ﬅock at Saint Jago, or
any where elſe; but, contrary to his own expreſs contract, he delivered to the colo
niﬂs good: to the value of a certain number of cattle. Thoſe goods he doubtleſs car
ried out with him from England, in the way of ajob, a ſpecies ofﬁugality which the
captain certainly had as good a right to practiſe as any other man. He appears in
deed to have made a proﬁtablejob of this whole buſineſs. My reaſons for ſaying

ſo are, tﬅ, His being owner, as well as captain, of this c/zartcred veſſel.
unconſactonalzle length of his voyage outwards.

adly, The

3dly, His having goods ready, cut

and dry, to deliver in lieu of cattle; for it is not likely that he carried thoſe goods

from England for any other purpoſe, as he well knew the poor coloniﬅs were unable
to pay for them. 4thly, Part of the money intruﬅed to him was Government-money,
which was alone a ﬅrong temptation to ajob. 5thly, I have heard perſons of ﬅrict
veracity, well acquainted with this whole buſineſs, declare that Capt. T-l-r acted as
a
Thus did an unpriucipled fellow dare to fruﬅrate the benevolent inten.
tions, not only of Mr. Sharp, but of the Britiſh Government itſelf.-I have been

well informed that this expedition alone coﬅ Mr. Sharp between 5 and ſ600 ﬅer.
excluſive of the [200 given by Government, and of 150 guineas, ſent him by a
worthy perſon whoſe name, if] could diſcover it, ſhould accompany that of his friend;
for, I think, all ſuch examples ought to be made public, for the imitation of the rich,
and the conſequent comfort of the poor.

Mr. Sharp, I know, is of a diﬀerent opi

nion; but, from the nature of the tranſactions, his generoſity, on this and ſimilar
occaſions,

but the cap
tain deceives
him.
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occaſions, could not be concealed: and, indeed, I knew moﬅ of the circumﬅances of
this expedition, at the time, having been often on board the veſſel, while (he lay in

the Thames, and having taken care to inform myſelf of the reſult of this buſineſs.
Many colo
niﬅsemigrate,
a. fold as
llaVes. Man
of w ar ordered
to call at S.

Leona.

' 688. By a letter from Mr. Weaver, the Chief Magiﬂrate, dated S. Leona April 23d,

1788, which arrived after Capt. T-l-r had ſailed, it appeared that moﬁ of the colo
niﬅs had then emigrated, ſome to the ﬂave-factories, and others on board ſlave-ſhips;

alſo that King Tom, preſumingon the weakneſs of the remainder(whoſe 'numbers Mr.
Weaver did not fpecify) had ſold two of them for flaves, and threatened to ſell more.
ſ The ſurgeons and other Whites, tempted by large ſalaries, had entered into the ſer
vice of the ſlave-merchants, at the neighbouring factories; This diſagreeable intel
ligence, Mr. Sharp immediately communicated, by letter, to Mr. Pitt, requefling
that directions might be given to the captain of the ſhip-of war, then under orders

for the coaﬅ, to repreſent to King Tom the impropriety of his behaviour, and to ſe
cure the people from farther injury. Orders to this eﬀect were accordingly given
to the captain.
But Iiam ſorrythat the want of materials prevents me from pur
ſuing this narrative.
'
A
' St. George's

689. I think, however, I ought not to omit that, previous to the incorporation of the

Bay Co. af
terwards in
corporated in
to s. Leona

preſent S. Leona Company of Act of Parliament, in 1791, a number of gentlemen,

Co.

anxious to promote the civilization of Africa, which, from the Report of the Britiſh
Privy Council, ſeemed very practicable, and to collect the ſurviving, and really moﬅ
deſerving colonills, had aſſociated, under the name of " the St. George's Bay Com

pany." Of the minute made attheir firﬅ meeting, the following is a copy.
690. " At a meeting of the Gentlemen diſpoſed to encourage a free trade to St.
George's Harbour, on the coaﬅ of Africa, held this 17th of Feb. 1;9o.
Preſent,
Mr. Alderman Clark, in the chair,
Mr. Pritzler,

Mr. Granville Sharp,

Mr. R. Hunter, (per proxy,)

Mr. Hardcaﬅle,
Mr. H. Thornton,

Mr. Rayner,
Mr. Ludlam,

Mr. W. Sharp, .

Mr. YVhitbread,

Mr. Corſbie,

Mr. Sanſom,

Mr. Geo. Sharp,

Mr. Heyman,
Mr. Wilberforce.
Mr. Alderman Le Meſurier,

ſ

Mr. VV. Moore.

Members abſent,
Mr. Shaw,
Mr.
Philips,
Mr. Vickeris Taylor *.

Mr. Morland,
" Several of the above gentlemen were choſen Directors of the S. Leona Company, Oct. '9th
1791. (See s 333.) Indeed the S. Leona Co. was formed out of the St. George's Bay Co. or rather,

it is the ſame aſſociation, incorporated (for 31 years) under a diﬀerent name.

" RESOLVED,
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(l.) " RESOLVED, That the erection of a Company, for the purpoſe of Opening
and eﬂabliſhing a tr'ade in the natural produﬁtions of Africa, to the Free Settle
ment in St. George's Harbour, is a meaſure highly proper."

APPENDIX.

(2.) " RESOLVED, that the thanks of the Meeting be given to Mr. Sharp, for the
pains he has taken in the buſineſs: and he is hereby requeſted to take to his aſſiſl
ance, ſuch profeſſional and other advice, as he may ﬁnd neceſſary to the project."
" In caſe the propoſed eﬂabliſhment ſhould take place, we agree to take the ſhares of

Reſolutions,

[50 each, ſet down againﬅ our reſpective names.
Slzarer.
S/zam'.
Granville Sharp ............. 2
Philip Sanſom ............ ... 1
W. Sharp .................. 2

William Moore ...... -....... 1

R. Clark ................... 2

joſ. Reyner ................ 1

YV. Wilberforce, Eſq. (by letter,

W. Long, for Robert Hunter - . . 1

ſhares not ſpecified.)
S. Whitbread ............... 4

Mr. Pritzler (per W. Ludlam)
1
W. Ludlam ................ 1

H. Thornton .............. . a

Ab. Harman (per Mr. Whitbread) 2

Joſ. Hardcaﬂle .............. 2
Joſ. Corſbie ................ t

H. Heyman (by letter) ........ 1
Geo. Sharp ................. r

" Theſe undermentioned gentlemen were not preſent; but they have ſigniﬁed
their deſire to ſubſcribe, viz. Mr. Alderman Le Meſurier, W. Morland, Eſq. Mr.

J. Phillips, Mr. jo. Shaw, and Mr. Vickeris Taylor."
Nora C. Sees 335, 473.
t
691_ The circumﬅances attending the breaking up of the ﬁrﬅ colony at S. Leona,
in Nov. 1789, are ﬅated in the ſecond report of the Directors, (ſees 473.)-The
colonifls having loﬅ their houſes and their little property, took immediate refuge in
Bob's Illand, belonging to the factory at Bance lﬂand, where, however, they do not

appear to have remained long. Mr. Alex. Kennedy, in a letter " to the St. George's
Bay Company," dated Bance Illand, Feb. 9th, 1791, writes thus concerningthem;
" Some ſettlers paid me a viſit laﬅ week. When I gave them Mr. Granville
Sharp's letter, they ſeemed very much overjoyed; and the thoughts of not being

forgot in England ſeemed to give new life to them. About 50 of them live at Pa
Boſon's, about 12 miles above Bance Illand, and a few live and ſometimes work on
Bance Illand, The others are ſcattered up and down the country. I cannot get
any exact account how many there are, &c. 1 have been up where they live, and
I underﬅand, the chief, Pa Boſon, expect: a conſiderable preſent for the time they

have been living with him. They bear a very bad character among the ſlave-mer
chants here; but I am rather apt to believe it is not ſo bad as they ſay; for I ſaw
every thing very regular; and they have a kind of church where they ſay prayers
every Sunday, and ſing the pſalms very well. I attended, when there, perſonally,

with ſuch of my people as were with me, and they all ſeemed to pay great attention."
G g
Without

Situation of

the oolonill',
after their

dilþerſion.
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-Without obtruding my own reaſonings concerning their character, I cannot help
obſerving, that ſuch an account of them as the foregoing might naturally be expected,
after repeated calamities had carried off the incorrigibly vicious and improvident,
and doubtleſs had alſo improved the ſurvivors. Beſides, ﬅrong neceſſity would at
length eﬀectually recommend the examples of thoſe who had all along been regular
and induﬅrious.
NOTE D.

Mr. Falcon
bridge fixes
them at Gran

ville town.

Seas 336.

692. At the palaver held on this occaſion, Mr. Falconbridge, in behalfof the St.

George's Bay Company, repurchaſed, from King Naimbanna, and the ſubordinate
chiefs, for goods worth about [30 ﬅer. all the land which had formerly been pur
chaſed by Capt. Thompſon. But it was agreed that the coloniﬅs ſhould not build

on the former ſpot. Mr. F. therefore took poſſeſſion of a village, conſiﬅing of 15
or 16 good huts, which the natives had recently abandoned. from a notion of it's

being haunted; and he rightly thought that their ſuperﬅitious fears would tend to pre
vent their hoﬅile attempts, eſpecially in the night. In about 4 weeks, he erected
ſome additional huts, and a houſe in which he depoſitcd the ﬅores and ammunition
he had brought out for the relief of the coloniﬅs.

But, not truﬅing to the honour

of the natives of the place, he regularly appointed a guard every night. This new
village he named Granville Town, in honour of it's benefactor Granville Sharp, Eſq.
NOTE E.

See s 3ſi37, 367.

693. Lieut. Matthews is not the only author who has given a favourable opinion
Accounts of
the climate of of the climate of S. Leona.-Old PurchasſVol. 1. p. 44.) gave a good account oſthat
S. Leona.
place, from the obſervations of a Mr. Finch, made in 1607.F-In Ogilby's Africa,..

printed in 1670, we read that " Serre Lions,according to jarrick', many take for the

healthfulleﬅ place in all Guinea," and that " the air is better for a man's health,
than, in many places of Europe, &c."-" We ſhall only mention," ſays Dr. Lind,
** the high hills of S. Leona, upon whoſe ſummits the air is clear and ſerene, while
thick miﬅs and noiſome vapours overſpread the lower grounds: yet, even at this
place, the Engliſh inhabit a low valley, merely for the beneﬁt of a ſpring of good

water, the carriage of which, to any part of that hill, might be eaſily performed by
ﬅaves," (Diſ. oſ hot Clim. p. 158.)-And if by ſlaves, why not by freemen, eſpe
cially blacks? for I do not believe that the Doctor would have recommended any
labour that could injure either freemen or ﬅaves. Is it not probable that the bene
ﬁt of tradc (which the Doctor elſewhere alludes to as the cauſe of the unhealthful i

ſituations of " trading factories," (ſee s 75,) may have partly dictated this moﬅ
abſurd and pernicious choice of the Engliſh reſiding, in his time, at Sierra Leona?

And may we not hope that ſuch pryerence ty' trade to health, is now at an end, in
that river P-But farther: Mr. U. Nordenſkiold, brother of the gentleman of that
name who lately died at S. Leona, among other places in Africa proper for coloniz.
ation,
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ation, mentions C. Meſurado, C. Monte, Rio Sherbro and Bance Iſland, in Sierra Aprznorx.

Leona river.

" Treatiſe on the Utility of Commerce and Colonization in both the

w

Indies and in Africa, Stockholm, 1776."-Sir Geo. Young of the Navy has a good

opinion of the climate of S. Leona, eſpecially (like Dr. Lind) of the higher grounds;
and, before the black poor ſailed in 1787, he gave Capt. Thompſon, oins Majeﬅy's
lloop Nautilus, particular directions where to place the town.-That excellent man,
Mr. Harry Gandy ofBriﬅol, who made two voyages to S. Leona, where he re
mained a conſiderable time, writes thus: " Gambia is a much deeper river, yet for
want of a harbour near the ſea and good water, it is, on theſe accounts, rather incon

venient; and, though ſome other parts of the coaﬅ may juﬅly boaﬅ of their ſeveral
beauties, richneſs and fertility, yet, for want of a good river, a ſafe harbour and ﬁne
water, they can, for colonies, by no means ﬅand in competition with Sierra Leona;

which has alſo this concomitant advantage, beyond a leeward ſituation, or any near
the line, that being ſo far to windward, a paſſage from thence, (viz. S. Leona,) to
England, might be made in half the time that is commonly done from the Gold and
Slave Coaﬅs." See his letter of the 3d Dec. 1788, in the N. Jeruſalem Mag. No. IV.
-See alſo the opinion of Mr. Woodin in Note B.-Thus it appears, that the gen
tlemen concerned had very good reaſons for chuﬁng S. Leona as a proper place for
a new colony; for it is natural to ſuppoſe, they conſulted moﬅ of the above authori
ties, and perhaps others which I may not have ſeen. But unfortunately, the intem
perance of many of the ﬁrﬅ coloniﬅs, and the hardſhips ſuﬀered by them all, from

the want of proper ſhelter and food, were ſuch as no human conﬅitutions could with
ﬅand, in any climate whatſoever.
----_'--Norn F. See s 343.
694. The moﬅ uſeſul products of that portion of Africa which I have included
in the map, as the beﬅ adapted for colonization, have been already enumerated.
S. Leona is a part of that tract of country; and an abridgement of thoſe paragraphs

of the report which deſcribe it's productions, would be little elſe than a repetition of
all or moﬅ of the contents of the fifth chapter, to which, therefore, I beg leave to

refer the reader-alſo to Note B B.

_--_--_
Norn G. See 5 335.
695. The blacks living in London are generally proﬂigatc, becauſe uninﬅructed,
and vitiated by ſlavery: for many of them were once ſlaves of the moﬅ worthlefs
deſcription, namely the idle and ſuperﬂuous domeﬅic, and the gamblers and thieves

who infeﬅ the towns in the W. lndies. There are ſevere laws againﬅ carrying, or
enticing, ſlaves from the Iﬂands, without the knowledge of their oWners. Yet
ſome of thoſe fellows contrive to conceal themſelves, or are concealed by others on

board ſhips on the point of ſailing; a better ſort come to attend children and ſick per
ſans on board, and others are brought by their maﬅers, in the way ofparade. Many of
Gg8
them,

Cataſes of the
pro igac
blacks
iny of
London.
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Arrrsmx. them, naturally enough, butperhaps without ſuﬃcient reﬂection, prefer *' a cruﬅ of
w bread and liberty," in Old England, to eaſe, plenty and ſlavery in the YV. Indies.
For, excepting the too frequent exceſſes of capricious, tyrannical, or drunken
owners, the treatment ofſhc/z ſlaves is as good as that of the truly uſeful ﬁeld-negroes
is bad. In London, being friendleſs and deſpiſed, on account of their complexion,

and too many of them being really incapable of any uſeſul occupation, they ſink into
abject poverty, and ſoon become St. Giles's black-birds. Unhappily moﬅ of the ﬁrﬅ.
coloniﬅs of S. Leona, compleatly anſwered this deſcription, before they embarked;
though their original circumﬅances were diﬀerent. (See note A.) The Directors,

therefore, did right in rejecting a new embarkation ofſhch London blacks; and it is
to be hoped, they will always adhere to their reſolution oſ ﬅrictly examining the
characters of thoſe, of whatever complexion, whom they ſend out as coloniﬅs. See

s 127, etﬁq. and, above all, 5 301.

Firﬅ term,

Nor: H. See s 362.
696. The Directors alſo publiſhed a paper entitled " Terms of the Sierra Leona

fglﬁ'ſiſngwtfl: Company, to all ſuch Settlers as ſhall ſail from England, within three months from

$_ £eonaycm

the date hereof, in order to go to Sierra Leona."

Of this paper, which is dated

Nov. 3d, 1791, it does not ſeem neceſſary to give more than an abridgment, which
1 ſhall do, by copying its marginal contents.

(i.) " Each ſettler to have twenty acres of land for himſelf, ten for his wife, and
ﬁve for every child." Mines, &c. reſerved for the Company.
(2.) ** No rent on the land to be charged till midſummer 1792. A quit-rent of
one ſhilling per acre to be then paid for two years. A tax, not exceeding two
per cent on the produce, to be chargeable for the next three years, and afterwards a
tax of four per cent." (See Y 193.)
(3.) " A ſettler, by depoſtting ﬁfty pounds for each ten actes, may have, beſides
his own proper lot, as far as forty additional acres, and ſhall have ﬅores from the

Company to the amount of his depoſit."
(4.) " Every ſuch ſettler to be carried out at the Company's expenſe. To have
three months allowance of proviſions, and three month's half allowance, and bag
gage, if leſs than one tdn, to be carried free of freight."
(5.) " Lots to be forfeited, except thoſe of women and children, if one-third is
not cleared in two years, and two-thirds in three years. The clearing of lots of
women and children, muſt, after three years, be proceeded upon, according to the

ſame rate of progreſs."
(6.) " No one to buy more than 20 acres, in the town diﬅrict, till three-fourths
oſ his land is cleared."
.

(7.) " Settlers to give ſ50 ſecurity for their paſſage, and to be allowed there

upon, to borrow [30 worth of goods, from the Company's ﬅores."

'e

(s.) -- Paſ

Notes, &do. rg/þectz'ng S. Leona and Bulama-Notes [and K.
(8.) *' Paſſage-money out never to be called for, if the ſettler ſlays 12 months,
nor paſſage money home, if the ſettler or his wife is obliged to return on account of
health."
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(9.) " The ſettler may pay [50 in money, if he pleaſes, inﬅead ofgiving a joint
bond for it: the[5o ſo paid, to be returned him at the end of one year."
(to.) " Bond, or payment ofſzo to be diſpenſed with in the caſe of artiﬁcers and
huſbandmen well recommended, and in ſimilar caſes, at the diſcretion of the Di
rectors."
i

' (11.) " Houſes to be built by the Company, each ſettler paying ten per cent
rent, or purchaſing his houſe at prime coﬅ."

(12.) ** Settlers to aſliﬅ jointly in clearing the ground for the town, or to paya
commutation in money."
(13.) " The Company to ſell goods to the ſettlersat a proﬁt of 10 per cent."
(r'4.) " The Company to buy the produce ofthe ſettlers, or to convey it for them

At 2? per cent. commiſſion, and cuﬅomary charges, giving them a credit for two
thirds of the value."
(l5*) ſi No duty on articles imported or exported, ever to exceed az per cent."
I

a

Norn I. See s 369
697. It gives me no ſmall ſatisfaction to ﬁnd that ſome attention has been paid to
theſe my very able and worthy countrymen 5 eſpecially asdI had the honour to intro
duce them both, as well as the late Mr. Strand, another Swede, to the acquaintance
of ſome of the Directors; and this I did at their own particular deſire. Mr. Nor

denſkiold and Mr. Strand, while they lived, did the credit I eXpected, to the cha
racter given of them, a character which Mr. Afzelius ﬅill ſupports, with honour to

himſelf and ſatisfaction to the Company.
;-____v

NOTB K.

See s 370.

698. In the very outſet, the whole undertaking at Sierra Leona was in great Danger of

danger of being ruined by the ſecret eﬀorts of ſlave-merchants, and ſlave-hold
ers, to get their friends into the Direction.

Had they ſucceeded, they would

doubtleſs have proceeded in a manner very tanalogous to the too common practice

of Mortgagees-in-poſſeſſion of Weﬅ Indian eﬅates, and who frequently reſide in
England.

Such a gentleman, by means of aﬄraper agent, has perhaps buildings

erected which are not immediately neceſſary, and, in ſhort, increaſing expenſe by
various methods which I have not room to detail, at the ſame time, neglecting the
crops, he, in a few years, makes an eﬅate his own; while the unfortunate owner, in

an iſland perhaps where few of the reſiding planters can help one another, hath not
the means of con tending at law with his powerful oppreſſor, nor even dares to mur.

mur, for fear of exaſpcrating him and making things worſe. By ſuch arts, ſſarc moﬅ
of

enemies to the
colony becom
ing Director',
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APPENDIX. of the ſuddenly overgrown Weﬅ Indian fortunes accumulated. By ſimilar means,
W would IV. Indian Directors have conducted the aﬀairs of the S. Leona Company.

They would have appointed proper agents, to make a ſeint of cultivation and com
merce. Theſe agents would have deſignedly failed; and yet would have made it
appear,
perhaps
byingenuity
witneſſesand
examined
(ſee 5 185.)i that they had in vain
exhauﬅed
all their
induﬅryaninout/1,
the ſervice.
to be avoided

by giving the
coloniﬅs a
-ſhare in the

699. In order, therefore, toexclude for ever all ſorts of enemies to this eﬅabliſh
ment, enlightened and induﬅrious coloniﬅs ſhould be encouraged to go out, and be

allowed to take part in their government, and to give their votes- at the election oſ

government.

the Directors. For annual elections, by the ſubſcribers independent oſ the coloniﬅs,

as praEliſed at preſent, expoſe the undertaking moreſſr Kſs, at every new election, to
the machinations of it's enemies, who, in ſpite of every precaution, may ſucceed at

laﬅ, and then the ruin of the colony will be ſealed.

The preſent ſyﬅem lodges the

whole power in the Directors, who reſide in Europe, and whoſe orders the Governor
and Council in the colony are bound to obey.

The coloniﬅs can only petition or

remonﬅrate; and remonﬅrances are commonly generated in, and ſeldom fail to in
creaſe, ill humour. Having no other means of defence againﬅ incroachment and

oppreſſion, it appears to me, that the coloniﬅs muﬅ inevitably be ruined or cruſhed,
if ever a majority of the Directors, (which Heaven avertl) ſhould he ignorant of, or
adverſe to, their real intereﬅs.

But in my humble opinion, ſome ſuch conﬅitution

as I propoſed at s 18 t etſeq. would have greatly tended to ſecure the colony from ſuch
ſerious dangers. Indeed, when I conſider, that, beſides the dangers juﬅ mentioned,the

preſent Directors may be removed by death and other cauſes, and that it is poſſible,
they may be ſucceeded by perſons leſs diſpoſed, or leſs qualiﬁed, to watch over and
promOte the intereﬅs oſ the colony-I ſay, when I conſider theſe circumﬅances, I
certainly do wiſh, and even hope, that the coloniﬅs may obtain the exerciſe of the un
doubted right ofevery free community, to elcct their own government; and that this

government and the Court of Directors may be incorporated into one body. For,
as the intereﬅs of the coloniﬅs and ſubſcribers, are, or ought to be, the ſame, their

sepreſentatives ought not to be ſeparated. See s 181, 182, 183.
-_--'__-__

Norz L.
Ill uſage of
black Ameri

See 5 374.

700. I have already mentioned that, at the peace of 1783, many white and

black American loyaliﬅs were conveyed to G. Britain, the Bahamas, and Nova

can loyaliﬅs.

Scotia. A few alſo went to Jamaica and other W. Indian illands; and, I believe
ſome to Canada, and other places. The ſate of the blacks who came to England,

has been noticed, (Append. Note B.) Their brethren in the Bahamas fared far
worſe.

The laws of thoſe Iſlands, like the other ſlave-laws, preſume all blacks te

be ﬅaves, unleſs they can prove the contrary, and admit not their evidence agaiyl
white men. Hence free blacks are very oftenreduced to ſlavery, eſpecially in the
more
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more extenſive colonies, by unprincipled Whites; for ſuch have only to ſwear to
their property in any free negro, who cannot produce formal proof of his freedom,
and he becomes z'pſhſacta the ſlave of the ſwearer. Two very notorious inﬅances

Arranmx.
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of this practice, in Jamaica, one of them in the caſe of the wife and children of a Iniquitouſly
to ﬂa
free black loyaliﬅ, from Carolina, were ﬅated in evidence to the Houſe of Com reduced
very.

mons, by Capt. Giles of the 19th regiment Of foot, who humanely interfered, and
ſucceeded in a public trial, attended with much trouble and expenſe, the greater

part of which, by the way, I am well informed, he never was repaid. Inthe other
caſe, Major Neſbit of the ſame regiment, after a ſimilar trial, delivered a free wo

man from a white villain who had ſeized her as his ſlave. And, but for the interpo
ſition of thoſe worthy oﬃcers, theſe women and children, though really free, would,
like many other free blacks, have been retained in ſlavery. (Min. Evid. 1791, p.- 105.)
701. In Bahama this iniquity was Practiſed by the white loyaliſls againﬅ the
black ones, to ſuchadegree, that the late worthy Governor Maxwell was obliged to
take public notice of it, a ﬅep which rendered him extremely unpopular, among t/ze
guilty, and was ultimately ineﬀectual. The white loyaliﬅs carried the ſame diſpo
ſition with them to Nova Scotia ; but I have not ſpeciﬁcally learnt that they pro
ceeded to ſuch'ﬂagrant exceſſes. The dyþoſitzſion, however, they certainly ſhowed,
and even indulged, to a certain extent. In particular, they in ſeveral inﬅances, de
prived the blacks of the houſes they had built, and the lands they had cleared; and,

at laﬅ removed many of them to an inhoſpitable part oſ that inhoſpitable country, ſo
very diﬅant from any market,that it was impracticable for them to ſell their produce,
and to procure neceſſaries. In ſhort, a Chief Juﬅice declared publicly from the
bench, That the climate of Nova Scotia was too cold for whites to ſubſiﬅ there
without the help of ﬅaves,-a very ﬁgniſicant hint to the blacks, what they were to
expect. The fact is, that men who have once been ſuﬀered to indulge in the prac

tice of ſlavery, muﬅ ﬅill have ﬅaves.

The W. Indian iſlands are too lzot, and Nova

Scotia too cold, for them to do without auxiliaries, whom the pride and lazineſs
generated by ſlavery, have rendered neceſſary to their very exiﬅence.
702. Among other writers, Monteſquieu, in his Spirit of Laws, and Dr. Franklin, Slavery ener
in his Thoughts on the peopling of Countries, have n0ticed the tendency of ſlavery to vates and cor
rupts maſters.
vitiate the minds of maﬅers, as well as ﬅaves. I have been ſeriouſly aſſured, that it
is common in the W. Indies to deſcribe the diﬅreſs of a ruined planter by ſaying,

" Poor man he has but one negro leſt to bring him a pail oſ water," an expreſſion
which, in the phraſeology of that country, ſigniﬁes the deepeﬅ diﬅreſs. And in
deed it muﬅ be no ſmall hardſhip to be ſuddenly deprived of the attendance ofzo
domeﬅic ſlaVes, or even double the number, who, Mr. Long aſſures us, are not un
uſual in a Jamaica family. Hiﬅ. of Jam. Vol. II. p. 281. By comparing account

No. 3 in the Privy Council's Report, Part IV. with the Report or Anſwers ofthe
Barbadoes Aſſembly, we ﬁnd that on an average, every white man, woman and

child,
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Theſe
w facts, I preſume, require not the aid of arguments to prove the neceſſity of ahſolute
]y excluding from every new colony, the practice of ſlavery which, in every view,
hath been ſo deﬅructive of the peace, the proſperity, the morals and the happineſs
of the old.

Anesnrx. child, rich and poor, in that lſland, keeps a domeﬅic ſlave in waiting!

_*_

No'rs M. See s 337.
703. I ſhould be inexcuſable, were I to omit this opportunity oſ paying my little
tribute of reſpect to the diﬅinguiſhed merit of thoſe worthy brothers, the Rev.
Mr. Thomas Clarkſon, A. M. and John Clarkſon, Eſq. Lieutenant in the Britiſh

Navy.
704. In order to appreciate the extent and importance oſ their ſervices, it might
not be amiſs to enter a little into the hiﬅory of the grand and important queﬅion

of t/ze Aþolzſition (ﬀ the SIave-trade. But my limits will ſcarcely permit me to
mention the public and hazardous expoſlulations of George Fox, the founder of
the reſpectable ſect of Quakers, with the planters of Barbadoes, where, in deﬁance
of perſecution, he preached againﬅ ſlavery, in 1670: or the early and humane la
bours of Morgan Goodwyn, or thoſe of Woolman and Benezet, Whitﬁeld and
Weſley; and Mr. Sharp's valuable exertions have been already hinted at (ſee Note B.)
I muﬅ therefore content myſelf with obſerving, that, in 1784. the late Rev. Mr.
James Ramſay, Vicar of Teﬅon, in Kent, publiſhed his excellent " Eſſay on the

Treatment and Converſion of African Slaves, in the Britiſh Sugar Colonies."
This work was the reſult of the worthy author's perſonal obſervation, duringa long
reſidence in the W. Indies; and, although it rather extenuated than exaggerated,

the horrors of ſlavery; yet it very much alarmed the planters, whoſe retainers, in
order to deﬅroy it's eﬀect, attempted to ruin the reputation of the author. But

they were diſappointed; for Mr. Ramſay's character was too well eﬅabliſhed to
ſuﬀer any permanent injury from their attacks, and their clamour excited that very

enquiry which they ſo much dreaded. Mr. Ramſay, in his various replies, ſo ably
maintained his ground, as to make on the public mind, a very conſiderable impreſ
ſion in favour of his cauſe; and in 1785, the Univerſity of Cambridge, to the appli

cation of whoſe eminent learning the liberties of mankind have, at various times,
been ſo much indebted, propoſed a queﬅion reſpecting the ſlavery and commerce
of the human ſpecies. This produced a Latin eſſay on the ſubject, from Mr. Tho
mas Clarkſon, which was honoured with the ﬁrﬅ prize of the Univerſity, for that

year: and of which he ſoon after publiſhed an Engliſh tranſlation.
705. About that time, Mr. Wilberforce, one of the Members for Yorkſhire,

appears to have formed his reſolution of introducing the ſubject into the Britiſh
Parliament, of which he is ſo diﬅinguiſhed an ornament. This noble deſign, which

he

'Notes Go. reﬂecting S. Leona and Bulama-Note N.
he has ſince proſecuted with ſuch ability and perſeverance, I believe, was ﬁrſt ſug
geﬅed to his mind by the work oſ Mr. Clarkſon, who was his cotemporary at the
Univcrſity; and the formation oſ the Society for the Abolition of the Slave-trade
can be diﬅinctly traced to the ſame excellent publicatiou.
706. The merit oſ a performance thus diﬅinguiſhed, and thus perſuaſive, may be
ſuppoſed to have been great; and it is but doing it juﬅice to ſay, that it has always
preſerved a decided ſuperiority over all the numerous tracts which ſucceeded it.
His next works were " An Eſſay on the Impolicy of the Slave-trade," and another
on " the Ineﬃciency of Regulation as applied to the Slave-trade" both which con
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Clarkſon's ex
ertions,

tain a moﬅ valuable fund oſ information, then entirely new, but which, as well as

Mr. Ramſay's writings, has ſince been fully conﬁrmed by the Evidence delivered
before the Britiſh Legiſlature. But Mr. Clarkſon's active benevolence was not ſa

tisﬁed with merely writing in ſavour of the Abolition. His unremitting exertions,
ſometimes attended with great perſonal hazard, primarily contributed to drag into

light the dark ſecrets oſ this horrid myﬁery of iniquity; and, it is to be hoped, will
ultimately contribute to it's annihilation.
707. His amiable and worthy brother all along participated, more or leſs, in his
labours; and, when the tranſit of the Nova Scotia blacks to Sierra Leona was re
ſolved upon,he generouﬁy oﬀered his ſervices to the Company, or rather to Govern
ment; though he was perfectly aWare of the diﬃculty of the undertaking. The
manner in which he performed it, is mentioned by the Directors in terms of appro

bation; and indeed it would have been very diﬃcult for them to diſcover a perſon,
whoſe amiable manners and ﬂrict integrity, ſo eminently qualiﬁed for uniting the
minds, and ſatisfying the ſcruples, oſ a ſet of men who had but too much reaſon to
diﬅruſt the profeſſions of white men. His ſubſequent conduct, in the more delicate
taſk of governing a mixed multitude, during a period of awful mortality and alarm
ing diſcontent, appears to me, very meritorious, and ſo diﬁntereﬅed, that l verily be.

lieVe the only reward to which he, looked (certainly the beſt he ever received) was
the conſciouſneſs oſ having done his duty-the only idea that can ſupport the mind
under unmerited neglect, in a world where it often happens,
'

i' That Virtue, from preſerment barr'd,
U Gets nothing but her own reward."

Norz N. See s 389.
708. When a colony may have been begun, upon ſuch a ſ) ﬂem as l recommend,
and is incorporated into one/imo! body, of which the government is a part
182,
'83, 194,) they will conſequently have one common intereﬅ; in which caſe, the go.
vernment may be empowered to keep a ﬅore of necſſaricr, to be bought with the
public money, and ſold for prime coﬅ and charges ; for to require a proﬁt on ſits/t
articles, would, in my view of it, not only be unreaſonable but inhuman.

The in.

come or revenue oſ the community ought alone to ariſe from taxes, and proﬁts upon
Hh

luxuriou

and thoſe oſ
Mr. j. Clerk
ſon.
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luxuries, Perhaps alſo upon a certain moderate quit rent, for ſuch land, as mayl
be bought on account oſ the community. (See 5 696 No. 2.) The Government
of a new colony, whoſe object is civilization, ought to be empowered to regulate and
controul the uſe of luxuries, with aview to moral improvement; and that, not ſo
much perhaps by compulſive laws, as by example and influence. The government
alone can be ſuppoſed competent to judge, whether or not any particular luxury be
compatible'with the happineſs and improvement oſ the community;and if it be,
when and how it ought to beintroduced. In an infant colony, therefore, the'go
vernment alone ought to be authorized to keep a public retail ſhop, or rather/&m.
[gle-roam, where ſpecimens oſ all approved articles of luxury ſhould be diſplayed,
with the prices, including a determinate proﬁt, aﬃxed. Having previouſly eﬅimated
the probable demand for ſuch luxuries, by the orders lodged at the ſhop or ſarnple
room, the government might then import them, in ſuch quantities as would be
likely rather to fall ſhort of, than to exceed, the expected demand. (See 5 114, ct

ſey) Thus there would be few or no luxuries imported on ſpeculation, to wait for
cuﬅomers, till they are probably ſpoiled.

It appears to me that, ſome ſuch plan as

this, executed with proper-caution and management, would greatly conduce to
civilization, which, as I before obſerved, the gradual and prudent introduction of

of innocent luxuries very much contributes to promote, (ſee 5 36, 670.)
709. Reſpecting the " money-medium" mentioned in the text, I ſhall hereafter

have occaſion to oﬀer ſome remarks (ſee NOTE W. to 5 424.)

Bulama colo
nills wiſhed
not to intrude
into S, Leona.

NOTE O. See 5 390.
710. It appears from 5 545, that moﬅ of the Bulama adventu-rers, who arrived at
S. Leona in the Calypſo, intended to return to England, and that their chief view
in touching at the latter place, was to procure accommodation for ſome of their
number who wiſhed to return to Bulama, after the rains. But there ſeems to be

no reaſon for ſuppoſing, that- any of them wiſhed to remain permanently at S. Le.
ona.

Owing to various cauſes oſ delay, the rainy ſeaſon had overtaken them at

Bulama, before proper houſes were built. Such of them as were diſpoſed to per
ſrﬅ in the undertaking,but dreaded the rains, againﬅ which they were not provided,
naturally enough expected to ﬁnd accommodation during that dangerous period, in
the S. Leona colony, which had then been ſome time ſet on foot. In this expectation
they were diſappointed; but the readineſs with which the government executcd
the inﬅructions of the Directors, by aﬂiiting thoſe diﬅreſſed people, as well as the
liberal declaration of the Directors
391) certain-ly call for the grateful acknow.

ledgments of every friend to- the civilization ol Africa.
711. That among the Bulama coloniﬅs there were many perſons of an improper
ruﬅ, for ſuch an undertaking, is evident from Mr. Beaver's letters (See NOTE G G,
.
No 5,
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No. 5, 8, 16.) But I think 1 can take upon me to aﬃrm, that the Directors do not
here mean to inſinuate that all the Bulama colonills were oſ this deſcription; for,

Art-enow.
w

not to mention hlr. Dalrymple, Mr. Beaver, Mr. Hood and Mr. Aberdeen, (5 551, Some oſ them

559) it is certain that ſeveral other perſons, oſ the beﬅ characters and the pureﬅ in
tentions, embarked for Bulama.

pertons of
worth.

In like manner, it is evident from the context,

that, by perſons who might have " leſt debts in England," the 'Directors do not
mean unfortunate, butſraudu/mt, debtors; and it would be the extreme oſ raſhneſs

to aﬃrm, that there Were none of this deſcription among the adventurcrs both in
the S. Leona and the Bulama undertakings.
_'_-___

Nore P. See s 397.
712; The ſevere diſcipline, neceſſary to preſerve order among the convicts at
Mr. D. Mr.
W. and Mr.
M. how em
ployed before
they went to
S. Leona.

Botany Bay, probably diſguﬅed Mr. Dawes with the reſpectable ttation he held in
that new colony, the principles of which are ſo diametrically oppoſite to thoſe of
S. Leona and Bulama. For the ſame cauſe, Mr. Watt and Mr. Macauley may

have been diſpleaſed with their ſituations in the W. Indies, where the diſcipline is
ſtill more ſevere.

For a more ſevere diſcipline is certainly neceſſary to compcl

naves to drudge inceſſantly for theſhz'c beneﬁt of other perſ'onsl than to maintain

tolerable order among the moſt abandoned convicts.
_*__-_

Note

See 5 398.

713. The circumſtances intended to have been inſerted in this Note have a Very
cloſe conneaion with thoſe which form NOTz B B
527) to which Iþeg leave
to refer the reader.
'
7
w

_

NOTE R. See s 400. 47'8.
714. I have already hinted at the merits oſ my late friend Mr. Norden'ſkiold,
(s 70) but this melancholy paragraph (4oo) ſuggeﬅs the propriety, or rather the ne
ceſſtty, of inſerting, theughl 'cannot well ſpare the room, ſome acccount of the cir.
cumſlances which preceded his death. But I ſhall leave to an abler pen-the talk oſ
doingjuﬅice to the memory oſ a man whoſe abilities were ſo well known in his
_native country, and whoſe penetration oſ mind was ſo uſefully employed in the in.
veﬂigation of truth, and in the improvement of his friends. This perſonal detail I
hope my readers in general will excuſe; as ſome circumﬅances convince me, that I
owe it to my friend's relations, eſpecially to his poor diſconſolate widow and children,
and to his reſpectable brothers *. Something ſeems alſo due to my own ſeelings.

Reaſon: For in
ſcrting an ac

count ot' Mr.
N's expedition
and death.

' Otto Nordenſkiold, Chief Admit'al oſ the Swediſh Navy, Adolph Nordenſkiold, Colonel of the

Swediſh corps of Engineers, Charles Fredrick Nordcnlkiold, Secretary to the King's Chancery and '
Uiric Nordenſkiold, Chamberhin to the King.

'

Hha

Irecom;
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Irecommended Mr. Nordenſkiold to ſeveral of the Directors, as well as Mr. Af

zelius, and the late Mr. Strand.

But this recommendation was in conſequence of

their own expreſs requeﬅ, as Mr. AFZelius can teﬅil'y; and I think l cannot take a

more eﬀectual method of convincing Mr. Nordenſkiold's relations, that I acted both
as a friend and an honeﬅ man, than by ſhowing that I have no objection to put/gle
the following particulars, in a country where many creditable perſon: can conﬁrm
or contradict them.
Mr. N's ſick
neſs and diſ
treſs before
he embarked.

715. Mr. N's beﬅ friends muﬅ confeſs, that his attention to his health was by no

means proportionate to his many good qualities. Before he ſailed for Sierra Leona,
he was ſo much weakened by a dangerous illneſs, that I endeavoured to perſuade him
to poﬅpone the voyage, till his health was perfectly re-eﬅabliſhed; but in vain. His
reſolution was ﬁxed, and he embarked at Briﬅol on the lOlh of Jan. 1792. to endure.

the hardlhips oſ a ﬅormy paſſage, of no leſs than 16 days from' that port to Corke,
which ſo affected him, that he was moﬅly conﬁned by ſevere ſickneſs, during the
ſhip's ﬅay of 7 weeks at that port. I need not conceal that pecuniary diﬃculties, oc
caſioned by his uncxþcctcd delay and ſickneſs, increaſed his diﬅreſs. But he was

moﬅ generouſly aﬃﬅed by Mr. Wolﬀ (for I muﬅ mention his name) one of the
Sierra Leona Directors, who really knew and valued his talents, and, but for whoſe
friendly and individual aid, he muﬅ have been left, probably to die, in a

place where he had not a ſingle friend to cloſe his eyes. The grati
tude he ſelt and eXpreſſed for this act of liberality, no doubt contributed
to agitate his mind; and, every thing conſidered, he muﬅ have been then very

unequal to the proſecution of the Voyage. But the voyage he would, and did,
proſecute. At S. Leona, he was again taken ill, and before his recovery was
perfected, and after his conﬅitution had ſuﬀered ſeverely from repeated attacks,
he ſigniﬁed an ardent deſire to penetrate immediately into the country, where he
always hoped to ﬁnd an innocent, hoſpitable people, among whom he could pur
ſue his reſearches, to his own ſatisfaction and to'the emolUment of the Company.
His honeﬅ mind, too, could not brook the idea of living at the Company's expenſe
(though he had no ſalary) while he remained inactive; and it muﬅ be acknowledg.

ed, that diſſention and confuſion rendered the, colony a very uncomſortable habit
ation ſor a perſon oſ his habits', The remonﬅrances of his friends, chieﬂy Mr. Aſ.
zelius and Mr. Strand, againﬅ ſuch an attempt, in his weak ﬅate, and during the,
rains too, were ineﬀectual. His mind was ſo ardently bent on uſeſul purſuits, that
he often neglected that caution which is ſo neceſſary a concomitant to reſolution

in all hazardous enterprizes; and there is no doubt that this defect in his character
Some account
of his expedi

was one chief cauſe of his death.
.
716. The following is the beﬅ account ofhis percipitate and fatal expedition that]
have been able to collect.--Having, by repeated ſolicitations, obtained, the conſent of

tion & death.

the Governor and Council, together with the moﬅ proper goods the ﬅorcs then con
3

tained,
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tained, for his diſburſements on the journey, he took his departure about the 25th of Arrenmx.
Aug. 1792, (the middle oſ the rainy ſeaſon) for Robanna, the iſland on which King w
Naimbanna reſides. There he was detained ſome time by bad weather, when, hearing
of the arrival of the York, he returned to Freetown, in hopes of obtaining ſome artis

cles which he could not procure when he ﬁrﬅ ſet outrbutwhich he thought had pro
bably arrived in that ſhip from England. In order to take a more compleat view of
'the country, he now reſolved to go to the town oſ Port Logo, by the river Scaſſos
(or Sc'arcies.) Accordingly he ſent to Robanna for the goods which he had left there.
_He received, however, but a ſorry account oſ them. King Naimbanna's courtiers-,.
it ſeems, like others of that privileged order in every part of the world, thinking

themſelves intitled to make free with every thing they found within the walls of the
palace, had converted to their own uſe moﬅ of the articles, eſpecially the liquors,
which Mr. N. had depoſited there. The ſmall remnant-5 of them which were returned,

together with the goods he had obtained from the York, he put on board a ﬅoop
belonging to and commanded by a white ﬅave-trader, who had agreed to perform
the voyage for 100 bars. They proceeded up the Scaſſos, to the place where it
was agreed they ſhould land, and convey the goods acroſs the iﬅhmus, which ſepa
rates that river from the river of Port Logo, and 12 miles diﬅant from the town of
this name. A part of the goods were landed from the ſloop; but whether they
Were ſent along with Mr. N. and. the White man and the negio, who conﬅantly at
ended him, or preceded, or followed them, does not diﬅinElly appear. Itis only cer
tain, that in walking this ſhort diﬅance, moﬅ oſ them were ﬅolen. Circumﬅances His goods ﬅo
ſo adverſe, added to the fatigue and bad accommodation, muﬅ have operated on his len.
ardent mind with a poignancy deﬅructive of the little health he then poſſeſſed.
717. At the town of Porto Logo, which is between 70 and 80 Engliſh miles He is taken ill.

above S. Leona*, he was taken ill ; and being deprived oſ the means ofproſecuting
thejourney, he was under the neceſſity oſ returning to the colony, which he did in
a canoe belonging to King Naimbanna's people, who brought him very carefully to

Freetown, They arrived, in a very unwholeſome, foggy night, and carried Mr. N.
who was entirely wet and in a delirious ﬅate, to his friend Mr. Strand's hut, where
he was accommodated and attended, as well as circumﬅances would permit, but was
afterwards removed to that of Mr. Al'zelins which it ſeems was larger. But his

caſe was by that time beyond the reach of human aid.

In ſeveral ſhort intervals -

of recollection, his mind ſeemedintirely occupied with the awful concerns of futurity,

and he was too weak to ſpeak much; ſo that his friends Could not think of troubling
him with minute enquiries reſpecting the expedition. But he repeatedly complain.

* The reader will ſee by the map, that the river of Part Logo is a branch oſ the river S. Leona,
ſo called from the town oſ Port Logo, ſituated on it.
ed
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ed of the conduct of the maﬅer of the ﬂoop; adding, that if he could hope to live to

w

make a ſecond attempt, he would carry no goods, but would depend for ſupport on
the hoſpitality of the natives, in whom he placed much confidence. A little before

.his death, he requeﬅed Mr. Afzelius and Mr. Strand to ſend all his papers to his
Brother Adolph, in Sweden, and to none elſe. Theſe were ſome of the laﬅ words he
and dles.

Tpoke; and he expired, in a very peaceful ﬅate of mind, about 14 days after his re.

\Vho it was
that proba
hly llole his

turn to the colony.
718. The white attendant and the black ſervant came back with Mr. N. but
neitherof them could give any account of the theft; which makes me think that

goods.

the goods landed from the [loop were ſent on before them and Mr. N., or were to
follow them. That they were not privy to the theft, would appear from the bare cir
cumﬅance of their adhering to Mr. N. to the laﬅ. Indeed the white man never

quitted his bed ſide till he expired. Yet, for aught they knew, he might recover and
give a diﬅinct account of th'e whole aſſail', Belides both of them always had, and
llill preſerve, very good characters, in the colony *. It is true, that the captain of
the lloop alſo returned to the colony, with the ſmall part of the goods that were not

landed with Mr. N. and Was paid the too bars, for which he had agreed to per
form the voyage. XVhether or not he was concerned in the theft, it is impoſiible
poſitiveiy to aſcertain. But I have very good authority to ſay, that be was aﬅavc.
trm/cr, and not one of the beﬅ character; and that, from Mr. N's repeated com.

p'laints of his conduct, he was ſuſpected in the colony of being privy to the whole
of this dark buſineſs.
719. I am not inſcnſible that this is but a lame and imperfect account of this un
fortunate expedition, and the myﬅerious circumﬅances attending it, which will pro.
bably never be fully eXplained. But it is the beﬅ account l have to oﬀer, and

imperfect as it is, has coﬅ me no ſmall trouble to collect.
Mr. N. re
ceived no ſall
ry, and his fa

mily no pro
viſion.

720. l need not mention the diſappointment which the company have ſuﬅained
by the death of a man ſo zealous in their cauſe, and ſo able to promote it; and in
deed the Directors ſeem not to be inſcnſible of his worth. It is no doubt gener
ous to acknowledge a man's merit after he is dead: but I cannot help thinking it

is ﬅill more generous, as well as more juﬅ, to pay him for his labour, while he is
alive.

At leaﬅ it might have been expeﬂed that the Directors would not have

permitted a man of Mr. N's merit, eſpecially-a foreigner,and one who had a wife and
family, to undertake a hazardous enterprize without a regular ſalary.

Indeed, con

ſidering the circumﬅances, and the manner in which the Directors mention theiren

gagements with Mr.Afzeliusand Mr. Nordenſkiold,($ 369) I never could havedreamt

that they had undertaken their laborious reſearches without any emol'uments. I lived
't The white man came from N. Scotia with Mr. Clarkſon. The black man, whoſe mine is Lou
don, came alſ0*ſrom N. Scotia.
I

at
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at Mancheﬅer, when they ſailed for S. Leona, and I confeſs I never gave them
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credit for any ſuch romantic exceſs of diſintereﬅedneſs, till Mr. Aſzclius aﬅoniſhed

w

me, by mentioning it the laﬅ time he was in England. Suppoſing then, as I did,
that Mr. N. received a regular ſalary, I ſlill thought that, as he might be ſaid to
have fallen a victim to his tooſorwdrd zeal in the Company's cauſe, it was but rea.
ſonahle to expect, that ſome proviſion would be made for his widow and orphans,
as had been done in at leaﬅ one leſs urgent caſe'. Full of this reaſonable expecta
tion, as [then thought it, and ﬅill think it, I who had, what I may well call the 'niſi
fortune to introduce Mr. N. to the Directors, addreſſed to them the following letter,
which, of courſe, would have contained an additional and forcible argument, had I

known, at the time, that Mr. N. received no ſdlary. To the many mortifications I
have endured in this buſineſs, I have to add, that the Directors mver deignedþto
return any anſwer whatever to this letterſ.
" GENTLEMEN,

" Having lately received the unfortunate news, of the

The author's

unexpected death, ofyour mineralogiﬅ and my moﬅ intimate friend, Mr. Auguﬅus letter to the
Directors on
Nordenſkiold, whoſe abilities and knowledge, I am convinced (had his life been that ſubject.

ſpared) would have proved of the higheﬅ utility to the Company, in the department
towhich he was appointed; permit me, Gentlemen, from the ſame attachmentl always

entertained to the general proſperity of the new colony, and it's ultimate object, the
abolition ofſlavery, in which I have been ever ready to dedicatc my life, property and
ſervices, to recommend to your notice another Swediſh gentleman, Mr. Ekholm, of
great experience and- capacity in mineralogy and chemiﬅry, to ſucceed Mr. Nor
denſkiold. This gentleman is at preſent in Stockholm, but would, on due notice

from the Company, come over to England to prepare for his poﬅ, and attend your
further orders.
' The caſe alluded to, was that of the late Dr. B. who died from drunkenneſs about a fort.

'light after his arrival at S. Leona. Dr. B. was a man of merit in his profeſſion, before he contracted
this fatal habit, which he had ſo ſucceſsfully concealed, that it did not come to the knowledge of the
Directors, till he had been appointed. When informed of it, they took immediate ſteps to prevent
his ſailing for S. Leona : but he had ſailed, before their reſolution to that eﬀect could overtake him.
The Directors, however, not only allowed his widow one year's ſalaiy, (£250) but alſo made up a
ſum, out of their private purſes, ſuﬃcient to purchaſe her an annuity of£5o, during her life.

1- If the reader ſhould think me a little warm on this ſingle occaſion, I hope he will cxcuſi: me
when l remind him, that Mr. Nordenſkiold was my country-man and my intimate friend, whom, with
a view to gratify all the parties concerned, l became inﬅruim-ntal in introducing to the Directors :

nd the ſttuation in which I ﬅand with reſpect to his diſconſolate family, is too sklicatc to allow me
to he ſilent.

"A,
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" As an additional motive for this appointment, I have authority to ſa , that Mr.
w Ekholm, out oſſriendſhip and attachinent to the memory of the deceaſed Mr. Nor

denſltiold, his brother in law, is willing to appropriate a part of the ſalary that may
be allowed him, towards the ſupport of his vunfortunate widow and four children.
who are left deﬅitute by his death; and I truﬅ this humane conſideration, in addition
to his real qualiſications, will have weight in his appointment, eſpecially whenI can
aſſert for fact, that the deceaſed Mr. Nordenﬂtiold, excluſive of the ſacriﬁce of all

his own property in the expedition, and that of his friends to the amount of[3oo
and upward,alſo loﬅ by his death, a conſiderable andluerative poſt in his own coun

try, amounting to no leſs annually than 1500 Rix dollars", which his widow is, of
courſe, now deprived of.

*' Should this recommendation, Gentlemen, meet your wiſhes, in acquiring a
uſeful member to your community at Sierra Leona, I truﬅ the conſideration of Mr.
Ekholm's humane and liberal acceptance of the arduous ſervice, will alſo induce you

in the appointment, to make him an allowance of ſalary equal to your excellent and
learned botaniﬅ Mr. Afzelius; as his ſervices, excluſive of the ſuperior danger in
his line of purſuit, cannot be leſs.-Suﬀer me alſo, Gentlemen, ſo far to plead for
the dcﬅitme widow and children of the deceaſed, as to ſuggeﬅ, that, in caſe oſ the

death of Mr. Ekholm, a part of the ſalary you may intend for that gentleman, may
be continued for the ſupport of the late Mr. Nordenſkiold's wife and children.
" In the diſcharge of this duty to the Company, and to the merit and misfortunes

of my friend, I have the honour to remain,
" GLN TLEMEN, Your devoted friend and ſervant,
" C. B. WADSTROM."
:_:

Nori: S.

ML svsdmh

See s 415.

721. Mr. Strand, the late Secretary to the Council at Sierra Leona, was probably

and character. as anxious about his health, as Mr. Nordenſkiold was careleſs.

At leaﬅ ſomething

of this kind ſeems to have appeared, from his very free uſe of opium, of which he
had always a quantity by him, and which could not but aﬀect his health. As he
has not, like his friend Mr. Nordenlkiold, left a widow and orphans to deplore his

death, it ſeems unneceſſary to add any thing more concerning him, than the follow
ing extract; eſpecially as it contains an account oſ his character, which cannot but
aﬀord his reſpectable friends in Sweden as much ſatisfaction as it did to me, who re

commended him to the Directors.
* A Swediſh rix-dollar bears the proportion to an Engliſh crown, in pure ſilver, as szegto
5797275 See Jiiranſſon's Tabeller, 4to. 1777.

Extract
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the Court zﬀDirecto': tﬀthe S. Leona Company, dazed Free-tow'r, 6th Nay. 1794.

w

722. " It is with real grief we inform you that the Company have ſuﬅained an
irretrievable loſs, by the death of Mr. Strand, on the 30th ult. after an illneſs of
four days continuance. We dare nor flatter ourſelves that the Court of Directors
will ﬁnd one ſo eminently qualiſied as Strand was, for the confidential [lation he held.

" Examined,- London
24th
1795.
i
" 1.Jan.
R. VVlLLlAMS,
Solr. 8: Secr."
i

Nora T. See 5 415.
723. The mortality, of about 21 per cent. here noticed, by the Directors, is an
nual; for the voyages of ﬅavc-ſhips average exactly 12 months, and 12 days.

Mortality of

The

feamen in the

ſlave-trode.

88 ſlave-ſhips returned to Liverpool and Briﬅol, in 1786, and up to Sep. 1787,
when an abﬅract of their muﬅer-rolls, lodged in the cuﬅom-houſes of thoſe towns,

was given in to the Privy Council, by Mr. Thomas Clarkſon, M. A.

In 1790,

thoſe documents were brought to London, by order of the Houſe oſ Commons, and
4 perſons, (a for, and 2 againﬅ, the abolition) were appointed to examine them; the
2 delegates of the abolitioniﬅs, of whom Lieut.

Clarkſon was one, having been

enjoined not to debate with the a others, but merely to ſee that they took no unfair
advantages.

The reſult was, that, of t2,263 ſeamen, in 350 ﬅave-ſhips, which ſailed

from Liverpool and Briﬅol, from Sep. 1784, to jan. 1790, there died 2643, or ing;
per cent. in every voyage, (i. e. in about ayear,} were upon the dead liﬅ, excluſive
of very great numbers who die on ſhore, in the W. Indies.

For, when the ﬅaves

are fold there, from g. to £ of the ſurviving ſeamen, ſuﬃce to bring the ſhips home.
By way of leſſening expeuſe, therefore, the ﬅave-captains barbarouﬅy treat thoſe
whom they wiſh to get rid of, to make them forfeit their wages, by deſertion; or if
too ſick to deſert, they land them, in the night, before they ſail. The deſerters
wander about, friendleſs and forlorn, till moﬅ of them periſh with hunger, and diſ.
treſs in various ſhapes. The ſick, warn out with fevers and fluxes, or entirely diſ

abled with tumours, ulcers and Guinea worm', (ſee 5 52.) [anguiſh on the wharfs
and beaches, till welcome death ſeals up their eye-lids.-Such are the eﬀects of a
trade, to which certain men, who would be thought adepts in what are called the
ſciences (as they certainly are in all the arts) of political teconomy, finance and
commerce, have not ſhuddered to lend their ſecret favour, or their avowed ſupport.

If ſuch be, as they pretend, the foundation of the commerce of Europe, " My ſoul
come not thou into it's ſecrets!"

'

72'4. Having given this ſample of the policy and humanity of the ﬂave-trade,

Muﬅer-rolls

and of its ſhameleſs and inﬁdious abettors, I muﬅ add, that the muﬅer-rolls are do. teﬅi-fy the

cuments ofthe moﬅ unqueﬅionable kind, being lodged in the cuﬅom-houſes, by the
I i
ﬅave

truth of this
ﬅaternent.
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ſlave-captains themſelves ; and that the near agreement of the two abﬅraEls of them

w

made out, for diﬀerent periods, by order oſ the Privy Council and of the Houſe oſ
Commons, is at once a proof of their accuracy, and oſ the ſyﬅematicaldeﬅruction of

ſeamen in this moﬅ iniquitous traﬃc.--It is alſo worthy of remark, that in the ſhips
oſ the S. Leona Company, the mortality, under all l/zc paﬅ dſſzdvamages, appears
Compared
with inortality
not to have exceeded what takes place in the W. Indian trade, which is generally
at 5. Leona.
allowed to be a nurſery for ſeamen; and, there can be no doubt, that the health oſ

the Company's ſailors will improve with that oſ the colony.-F0r a ſull and accu
rate ﬅatement oſ the mortality of ſeamen in diﬀerent trades, eſpecially in the ſlave

trade.

See Mr. Clarkſon's Eſſay on the Impolicy, &e.

Nora U. -See 5 419.
Climate im
proves with
' cultivation.

725. Oſ theſe obſervations of the Directors all the modern European colonies
aﬀord examples, more or leſs appoſite; and eVery eﬅabliſhment of the kind, made
or attempted, in the W. Indies, gives the ﬅrongeﬅ evidence of their truth.

The

climate of Barbadoes, in particular, nowjuﬅly reckoned (that of Bridge-towu ex
cepted) one of the moﬅ healthful tropical climates in the world, was extremely fatal

to it's early inhabitants.-When I came to the mortality experienced at Bulama, I
intend, if adequate materials can be procured, to ſhow, by a com'parative view, of
the inſant and mature ﬅates oſ diﬀerent colonies, that neither that iſland nor Sierra
Leona have been peculiarly fatal to human life; and that, as the Director: intimate,

their climates may be conﬁdently expected to improve, in the 'ſame proportion as
the ſoil is cleared and cultivated.-See in this Append. Note GG. No. 18, cl ﬁg.
I

NOTE W.
i

See ﬂ 408, 424.

Reaſons for re

726. I muﬅ confeſs myſelf pleaſed with every opportunity of drawing the reader's

ſuming
the
conſideration

attention to the opinions which I wiſh to inculcate reſpecting money; and very little

't' money.

attention ſeems neceſſary to convinCe every thinking man, that the ſubject is oſ [he
higheﬅ importanCe to mankind. In conformity, therefore, with what has been al

ready intimated in s 122, 142, (eſpecially in qu. XXVlII.)

Iheg leave to oﬀer

a few candid remarks,_ſuggeﬅcd by the following paſſages where money is mentioned

by the Directors, as connected with the aﬀairs of the Sierra Leona colony.-But
ﬁrﬅ it may be proper to obſerve, that in entering on a plan of no leſs magnitude
than the civilization and conſequent happineſs oſ the inhabitants of a whole quar.
ter of thetglobe, we ſhould ſeriouſly labour to avoid thoſe evils which are ſound to
concur in rendering our preſent ſocial connections ſo diſagreeable. " The ﬁrﬅ
ﬅep," ſays a great author, " to do good, is to leave oﬀevil." It is plain, therefore,
that we cannot too carefully inveﬅigate the nature of all ſocial abuſes, iſ we really
mean to avoid the inſemination of them into a ncw and uncorrupted community.

Well
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Well apprized, however, of the pure intentions of thoſe who are now exerting

Arrznnrx.

themſelves in this great cauſe, I muﬅ repeat my conviction, that the Directors of

w

the
Leona Company, earneﬅly wiſh to introduce 'calcivilization into Africa,
and to exclude thoſe ſocial abuſes, which too many miﬅake for civilization itſelf.
They and Iaim at the ſame end : we only diﬀer as to ſome of the means.

727. The wages, ſhy the Director5,given to the Nova Scotians, were at [aſſ [he
double iſ theſe given to the natives. ( s 408.)
If it be allowed that our wants impel us to ſeek the means of ſupplying

Cauſcs for in
creaſing the N

them, and that thoſe wants increaſe as we advance in civilization or reſinement, Scotiau's
then it will appear, that as the Nova Scotians had adopted more European cuﬅoms wages.
than the natives, they had more wants to ſatisfy; or, in other words, were more

civilized. But this is not all: thoſe people muﬅ have been uſed to money before A
they came to Sierra Leona; and thus had imbibed the deſire of accumulating mo
ney, ſor the ſole purpoſe of ſatisfying their artificial wants, independent of their na
tural ones*. From theſe cauſes combined, they could not but be continually ﬅriv
_ing, againﬅ the intereﬅ of the Company, to increaſe their wages.
728. " The Director: try? they have gone to the root gfanothcr evil, hy introducing
a corﬃderahle quantity of coin into the colony, thusſhhﬅituting the plain and (er
Iain mea'ium ofdollars, in place oftheſormcr one ofhars, which having hcen a
medium ofca/culation that was extremely variahlc and confuſed, and merely nomi
nal, has occaſioncd much trouble and dſſmtc, and given the opportunity oſprac

riſing ferþctualſrauds in the African commerce." ( s 424 )
lf this paſſage ſhould be cloſely examined, I fear it's contrary would appear to be Bars a confuſ

the true ﬅate of the caſe. For the African idea of bars is founded on an article
(ir0n) which is of primary and indiſpenſible neceſſity to the negroes; whereas dol
lars are founded on an article (ſilver) which is neceſſary only to thoſe who deal with
thoſe negroes: conſequently the co'ﬀaſion, trouble. diſhutcs, and ſraua'J', here attri
buted to the calculation by bars, muﬅ be on the ſide of the white people. But. we
ought alſo to take into the account, the conſizſion, trouble, dyþutcs, and ſraudr,
which the changing of bars into dollars, (money) muﬅ neceſſarily occaſion to the
African inhabitants. But perhaps we are net ſo ready to conſider the conſequences
of our meaſures, to thoſe poor ignorant people, as the convenience of our commerce.
729. lf ever it ſhould happen, (which may Heaven avert) that the nature of Eu'

ed mediu'n to
the Whites, as

is money to
the blacke.

European mo
ney would be

ropean money, (artiﬁcial credit,) ſhould be permanently eﬅabliſhed in any new
injurious to

African colony, and money ſhould become the only object ofinduﬅry, independent
* Civilization neceſſarily produces wants. But, in my Opinion, there are two kinds of civiliza
tion and two kinds of wants,-the artiﬁcial and the natural. The leading principle of artiﬁcial
civilization is diſlimu-lation, and it's conſequences a ſelﬁſh activity, and an increaſe of artiﬁcial wants,
in an undue proportion to natural wants.

The leading principle oſ natural, or innocent, civilization

is integrity, and it's conſequence, a ſocial activity, and m increaſe of natural wants, prior to and in

dependent of artiﬁcial wants.

'
I i t'

of

the Africans,
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of commodities, as has been unfortunately the caſe in Europe. then it appears to me,

w

that the ſcedz of the ſame abuſes and corruptions Will be ſown, which have led
Europe, and are now leading America, with a celerity proportioned to her progreſs
in ſpeeulation commerce, from ſocial to ſelﬁſh intereſts.

From that momengl

would give up all hopes oſ real civilization. or moral improvement. On the c0u
tſaly, I ſhould not be ſurprizcd to ﬁnd a ﬂouriſhing commerCe introduced, at the
exPenſe ofthe morals and civil happineſs of the poor Africane, who, inﬅead oſ be
ing carried as ſlavcs to the W. Indies, would be ſubjeﬂlecl to impotitiou alldfſdlld.
and wculd virtually become ſlaves iu their owu Country, to the ſame Europeans

whoſe/ble object. at preſent is. the accumulation of money. whether it be in Africa
or in the VV. Indies.

730. That the demand for bars i' derived from the natural want oſ the commo
dity (iron) will ſcarcely be diſputed; and that the value of this natural money
riſes or falls, as it is more or leſs wanted, will appear equally true*.
'
731. But coincd money has an artiﬁcial or arbitrary value; inaſmuch a' it is
ſounded on a commodity, (gold, ſilver, copper, &c.) which, iſ allowed to circulate,
_uncoinod, by ifs weight and ſiandard, would certainly not bedemanded nearly ſo
They ſell the
dollars.

much as (ironj bars.

Indeed, that coiuod money is not demanded at all, by the

Aſricans, but obtruded upon them, appears evident from their expreſſion, "ſailing
the dollars," ( s 427.) that is, they get rid of a commodity they do not want, in
order to re-z'n/roduce their old bars, which they conſider as a repreſentation oſ one
of their real wants, and which, as a money medium, the Director: aro taking ſo much

pains to diſcredit and eradicato +.
732. From what has been ſaid, it is evident that coined money will be much
more productive of confuſion and diſputes with the negroes, than ever were bars;
eſpecially when it is conſidered that thoſe ſimple nations are not nearly ſo expert in
ﬁne mcrcantile calculations, as the Europeans.
European mo

ney a luxury,

733. Before a nation attain that degree oſ moral improvement, which qualiﬁes it
to partake of luxuries without endangering ſocial order, it appears extremely impoli
tic to introduce an article_oſ luxury, which no man can procure without ſubjecting
himſelf to a kind oſ ſlavery.
734. That ſpecies oſ luxury, (or ſuperﬂuity, gold, ſilver, &c.) which is prema
turely introduced, in any character whatſoever, and even that of money, previous to

article: of primary neceſſity, and leſt to the arbz'tra'y diſpoſal of individuals, ought
* The reader may recollect

XXVI. s 142. " Is not the real wan! of any commodity in a

community, the only natural balis of the intriulic value oſ that commodity P"

Iſſo, ir's value can

never be ﬁxed.
+ l grant that the preſent Aſrican bar is nominal ; but it is demonﬂrable that the dollar i' alſo
nominal. Who cannot ſee that the preſent pound ﬅerling, or Iivre Tournois, doze not convey the idea
oſ a pound Troy of ſilver, which however it originally contained'
to
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to be checked by the whole community, through its government. For this liberty,
independent of any check or order, appears to tend directly to deﬅroy the uſeful and
moral character of individuals. and, paradoxical as it may ſeem, to reduce them

ultimately to ſlavery. This poſition rells on that irrefragable principle, drawn from

Arrsnnix.
w
which tends to
enſiave man

kind;

uniform experience, namely, that luxuries, when once they get ﬁrm root in a com
munity, change their nature, and partake ſo much of the nature of neceſſaries, that
they cannot be eradicated without doing violence to liberty, and bringing human
nature into ſome degree of ſuﬀering'ﬁ
.
735. The diſpoſition ofman,naturally tends to D ESPOTLSM, not only in accumulat
z'ng power, to inﬂuence and govern Others, which too often leads to the deprivation of

life; but alſo in 'rerum-lating money or wealth. which too often terminates in the
forcibly depriving others of their; property; in both caſes uuchecked by the commu

nity in which he lives+.--This kind of independence is at preſent generally called
liberty, and is aimcd at and ſought after by all thoſe, who do not wiſh to be ſubjected
to any ſocial check. But this inclination is diametrically oppoſite to order, which,
it were eaſy to prove, requires each individual, in every ſocial reſpect, to be governed

by the will of the whole, or of the majority, and not vice vc'ſſh.
736. For the foregoing reaſons, l cannot but think, that real, iron in bars, ſhould
have been introduced even into the colony. They would have had all the eſſential
uſes of a money medium, without being liable to the abuſes of European money.
the nature of which they would have kept out of ſight, as being themſelves com
poſed of (iron) the moﬅ uſeful of all metallic commodities. They would therefore
have tended to keep the production of commodities conﬅantly in the view of both
the natives and the coloniﬅs. But, perhaps, it would not be yet too late to change

but real irorrv

bars have not'
that tendency..

the colonial money ſyﬅem, before the ſelﬁſh ſpirit, encouraged by European money,
has entirely debauched the minds of innocent Africans.
737. It is evident that the' Company wiſhes to eﬅabliſh a certain credit in the co
lony; and that is as right and neceſſary as that they ſhould endeavour to give a
proper energy and ﬁrmneſs to the colonial government.

All that Iwilh to obſerVe

is, that they cannot be too much on their guard againﬅ the introduction ofan ARTl.
HClAL CREDlT, which will as certainly end in an unlimitcd credit, as the inveﬅi

ture of the colonial government with an UNCHECKED rowen, will terminate in
dtſſzoltſia.
' I do not mean that kind of luxury, which a man produces by meam of bit arw'r labour or in
duﬅry, either for the neceſſaries, the conveniences, or the enjoyments oſ life, but ſuch luxuries only

as are procured by meam aﬀmrmqy.
1- [t has been hitherto confeſſed, that abuſes and tyranny ſpring from an arbitrary or 'wretch'd
poet-er of grim-ning, and I think it is not leſs certain, that an arbitrary or untbeck'd pow'r of n'iſ
tying of wealth leads to abuſes of another kind.

Both terminate in a ſpecies oſ perſonal ſlavery.

To prove this aſſertion, plentyot inﬅances might be produced.

3

737

Credit natural
and artiﬁcial.
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.Price, depend
ingondemaml,
cannot beﬁxcd
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738. " But as the valuing of tbe bars producedſhme altercation, tlze price cﬀz
dollars a moot/i, or about 33. 6d. a week, i: nowſubſt'ituted." ( s 426.)
To what has been ſaid, lneed only add here, this ſimple queﬅion.-ls it poſ
ſible to ſix the pric'e of any article whatever, without deranging the natural propor
tion'between commodities, which ariſes from the natural and variable want and de
mand of them, in a community?

Three objeo
tions anſwered

739. I ſhall paſs over ſeveral other parts of both the Reports, which are connected
with money matters.

But, before I diſmiſs the ſubject, itmay be proper to adda

few words tojuﬅify and elucidate ſome opinions advanced in the ﬁrﬅ part of this
work. For, as men at this day commonly infer their objections and arguments, on
iſuch ſubjeas, from facts and particulars, and cannot be expected to contemplate the
ſeim'l evils) cauſes of diſorder in the communitiesof the preſent age, from the ſame
identical point of view, I may very naturally ſuppoſe that the following objections
will be made to the Opinions implied in s 142, qu. XXXVII, LI.
.
(1.) It may be aſked, How buſineſs' can be condlicted in ſhriety, wit/tout credit, that
is toſhy, without eoined money ?
740. I anſwer, that ſuch credit, being only an artiﬁcial credit, oughttobeentirely ba.
niſhe'd and removed; but notthat kind of credit which is founded on a real knowledge

of uſefulabz'lity and activity of men. This laﬅ kind of credit,which maybe manifeﬅed
in any form whatever, may be ſafely ſubﬅituted for money, and will never diﬅurb
or diminiſh any buſineſs of real utility in ſociety*. An induﬅrious, active, and
uſeſſiul ſarmer, for example, will be known and aecredited by his labourers; a tradeſ.

man or a manufacturer by his cuﬅomers, and the merchant by thoſe who entruﬅ him
with their orders for ſupplying their wants +. Thus a character for ability, induﬅry,
.ſ0briety and integrity, is the true ﬁandard for all natural credit, which needs not
the barbarous and impolitic ſupport of arreﬅs and impriſonments for debt; but di
rectly tends to encourage the excellent moral qualities on which it is founded. In
a word, arty'icial credit tends to diſſolve, or e'tﬅaue, civil ſociety; and natural credit

to conſolidate and improve it.
Ifgold and ſilver, were to circulate according to tlieir weight andﬅa'zdtzrd,

would not many be impoſed upon by baſe metals?
741. But are not gold and ſilver, even at this day, bought and fold, in every poſ

ſible ſhape, both ﬅamped and unﬅamped, and conſequently are not baſe metals cur
rent, even on the preſent ſyﬅem P-It is true, that if money were altered from
coin (or credit) to weiglzt andﬅandard, the buyer Would be obliged to examine the
' If the reader will conſult Mr. Sharp's " Sketch of temporary Regulations for S. Leona," be
will ﬁnd that a Currency of any extent, and for the largeﬅ community, may be moﬅ advantageouſly
founded on day labour, t'egillered in a public bank.
ſi
1- In the preſent order of things, however. the contrary is the caſe.
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Such

Art-enow,

examination is, indeed, now, in a great meaſure, out of the queﬅion; as the buyer,

w

like a creditor, depends on the artiﬁcial laws enacted to relieve and protect him, in
all caſes*.
'
742. But on the natural ſyﬅem of weight and ſlandard, eVery able, and of courſe,
accredited aſſayer would become a natural banker; or the banker, from an ignorant
money-holder, would be obliged to become a fcientiﬁc aſſayer of gold and ſilver;

and his note would be taken in payment, within the circle of his connections, as
money, and it's validity or eﬅimation would be proportioned to the natural credit

ſuch an aſſayer had obtained.

(3.)

there were no ſþeculation commerce, lzozu wouldſorzſictier he provided with.

necſſarics?_ (See s 114.)
743. lanſwer, that all ſpeculation, in articles of the ﬁrﬅ neceſſity, ought, in a;
well regulated community, to make a part of the duty of the government: or,.if
that ſhould be found diﬃcult or irﬁpracticable. a commiſſion-commerce might eaſi

ly be organized ſo univerſally, that, from the moﬅ diﬅant individuals', orders might
be conveyed from one commiſlion tradeſman to another, even to the laﬅ commiſſlon

merchant.
All
theſe diﬀerent
might indegrees
ſuch caſe.
decent
ſecurecommer
living,.
proportioned
to their
of iobtain
troublea and
riſk.and This
ci_al ſyﬅem, indeed, might eaſily be introduced even into our preſent ſocieties; ſince
all kinds of property may be eﬀectually ſecured by the eﬅabliſhed modesw of inſur
ance.

744. A repreſentation of the ſilver and copper coin, introduced into the colOny Weight and'
denominations.
of S. Leona
coin.

of S. Leona, is inſerted in the large Map.
Fig. 1, repreſents the Dollar, which is called a Cent piece.
Fig. 2, the half Dollar or half Cent.

Fig. 3, the 20 Cent, and Fig. 4, the to Cent.
Fig. 5, the copper coin of which 100 makes one Dollar.
One Dollar contains 400 grains of pure ſilver.
too coined copper Cent pieces weigh 31b.
* This would certainly be a very great, and, I ſhould think, a very proper check on ſpeculation
commerce, which at preſent hurries on buſineſs with the tumultuous celerity of a hunting match.
One man puſhes another, he a third and ſo on, whether they can bear puſhing or not, with ſuch diſ

orderly eagerneſs that many tumble and trip up others,while the leaﬅ deſerving often ſhare the greateﬅ
prizes in this mercantile ſcramble.

Inthe mean time, intellectual improvement, and every other kind

oſimprovcment, perſonal, domeﬅic or ſocial, is entirely neglected: for when a man's whole time and at

tention are engroſſed by one low ſordid purſuit, every nobler purpoſe of his being muﬅ be over-looked
-See alſo that excellent work. V'alkrr': Ceograpbj; Second Edition, '795, 5 ' 50.
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Cultivation at
S. Leona,
ſimilar to the
W. Indian.

Nore X. 1. See 5 425 erſe-4.
745. Iſthe reader has given that attention, which the ſubject ſo Well deſerves, to
what is ſaid on culti'vation (from s 131 to 140 inclnſiv'c) he will not ſuppoſe me a
very warm admirer of the ſyﬅem adopted; or rather, l would fain hope, only under
ln'al, at S. Leona. The part of my book juﬅ quoted, which touches on culti
vation, was printed ſeveral weeks before I had an opportunity of peruſmg the arti
cle on the ſame ſubject, in the ſeecnd report of the Directors (ſee s 425 etﬅqJ and

at which, I confeſs, [was bath grieVed and ſurprized.

I was grieved at obſerving

ſo much ſimilarity between the ſyﬅem of cultivation adopted, or tricd, at S. Leona

and that practiſed in the Sugar Iſlands : and I was ſurpriſed that any thing like an imi
tation of that mercantzctleﬁﬅem ofcultzſivation ſhould be tolerated at S. Leona, after

it's oppreﬃve conſequences to the unhappy ſlave: on ſugar eﬅates, in the W. Indies,

had ſo clearly appeared in evidence, before the Britiſh Privy Council and Houſe of
Commons *.

The ſimilarity which I lament, appears in the ſollowing particulars:

(r.) As on Weﬅ Indian ſugar eﬅates, the grumettas, on the Company's planta
tion, have a ﬅated, though certainly a more liberal, allowance oſ proviſions; and
vtheir dinner is dreſſed for them in the manager's houſe, as for weakly negroes, and

for children on moﬅ plantations in the ſugar iſlands.

This mode will ſave time;

but I much doubt if it will tend to improve the natives in the arts of houſehold
oeconomy.
' That oppreſſion is inſeparab/e from the preſent mode of cultivating thc'ſugar cane in the VV. In
dies, appears by inference from Long'a Hiﬅ. otſſjamaica, and explicitly in Dickſon" Letter: on slavery.
This laﬅ writer (p. 23) particularly deſcribes the manner in which the cane-holcs are dug and the
dung diﬅributed. " I have ſeen," ſays he, u'land lined oﬀ into ſquare ſpnccs 4. ſect each way, which
I believe, is the general rule in Barbadoes.

The canevholcs, thereſorc, may be about 3 feet ſquare,

and 7 or 8 inches deep, with a ſpace or " (ſi/ſalt?" between each, and another ſpace or U bank" at
right angles to the diﬅance, to receive the mould.

The holes are dug, with hues, by the ﬅaves, in a

row, with the driver at one end, to pt'eſerve the line.

They begin and ﬁniſh a row of theſe holes as

nearly at the ſame inﬅants as poſſible ; ſo that this equal taſk muﬅ be performed in thſ-'me time, by a
number of people who it is next to impoſſible, ſhould be all equally ﬅrong and dcxtcrous."-" The weak,
therefore, from the very nature of this mode of turning up the ſoil, muﬅ neceſſarily be oppreſſed. The
driveſ is often obliged to ſet ſuch negroes as cannot keep up with the reﬅ, to work, in a ſeparate cor
ner by themſelves; but I am ſorry to ſay he too often ﬁrﬅ tries the eﬀect oſ ﬂogging."
'1 In diſ.
tributing dung, each negro carries on his (or her) head a baſket full of it, the driver with his whip
bringing up the rear of the gang.
by people of unequal ﬅrength.

'ma-wieldy' oppreſſed."

Here then, is another equal talk, to be performed in an tguaI time,
ln diﬅributing dung, therefore, as well as in holing, the weak are

ſ' In this work, the negroes have no help at all from cattle or implements

of huſbandry, the hoc and the baſket only excepted." Sea-The baſkets are all of the ſame ſizc;
inſomuch that a dung-baſhet has become a kind of meaſure for potatoes, &c. as a freſh-baſket, which

is much larger, is for other things.

(2.) The)
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746.
They are cal/ed to worh in the morning by the blowing of a harm-On Arrenmx.
ſome W. Indian plantations a ſhell is uſed for this purpoſe, and on others a bell. w
" Shell-blow," as the ſlaves call it, rouſes them about 4 o'clock.

In half an hour Labour;" on

after, more or leſs, the driver ſallies forth bawling " Turn out! Turn out!" at the' xﬂteigglelﬂ'
ſame time loudly ſmacking his cow ſkin, which he ſmartly applies to the naked bodies out with a
of thoſe who come too late into the ﬁeld.-May no W. Indian overſeer or negro- hom'

driver", ever ﬁnd means to ſubﬅitute a ﬂogging for the dram, now given at S. LeonaH
747.(3.) They worh under the immediate eye (ſone eﬀthe betterſhrt Ly'natives, while and work un
theplanter direct: their general operations,ſeer them oftenfrom his window and walhs I: Pk'ﬄlex '5

oecaſianally among them."-If, for " one of the better ſort of natives," an overſeer,
or driver, with his whip, ſhould ever ﬅeal into the ﬁelds of S. Leona, and whether or

not ſuch an event is to be dreaded we ſhall preſently ſee, then this paſſage might
be indiﬀerently applied to that colony or to the W. Indies.

But, in the Southern

ﬅates of America, the negroes have certain taſks aſſigned them, which when they
have ﬁniſhed, they are at liberty to ﬁſh, hunt, work in their own grounds, or

amuſe themſelves for the reſt of the day. In this way, they do more work and per
form it ſooner, better and more chearfully, without the ſuperintendance of a driver
than the negroes in the W. Indies who drudge all day long, not only under the
eye, but literally under the whip, of the driver. A Mr. Douglas, ſome few year'
ago, carried 60 negroes from Carolina to Jamaica, where he continued his taſk
work, with the ſame ſucceſs as in America; but as things now ſtand in the W. In
dies, improvements cannot be introduced without much diﬃculty. (See Min. Evid;
1790 p. 183, and 1791 p. 218, 250.) I am, therefore, clearly of opinion, that talk
work, or rather piece-work, would tend, much more than day-labour, to call forth

the activity of the native Africans, and conſequently to, promote their improve

ment: and I would fain hope that as ſoon as the grumettas on the Company's plan
tation become tolerably expert, that piece-work will be aſſigned them, inﬅead of
drowſy, lifeleſs day-labour.
748.
The company's labourers appear to be employed from ſun riſe to ſun ſet, from ſun-riſe
except about 2 hours for dinner, and, 'as I am told, a ſhort ſpace for prayers, which

may be about equal to the breakfaﬁ-ttme allowed to the llaves in the W. Indies. hours.
Thus the former ſeem to be employed nearly as many hours as the latter are, out eſ
crop. I ſay nearly; for the latter are generally obliged to "pith" a bundle of
graſs, and to carry it to the cattle on the penns, and thus are deprived of a

great part of their dinner-time; and at night they have to ſerve the cattle

with a ſecond bundle of graſs, which they can ſeldom do till a conſiderable
time after ſun-ſet. This is out of crop; but in crop-time, which laſts 4 or
* Theſe words are very often uſed ſynonymoully in Barbadoes and the other windward iſlands,
where the chief of an eﬅate is generally called the Manager.__ But in Jamaica commonly called the

O'erſeer.

Kk

5 months
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5 mouths in the year, the \V. Indian ſlaves are obliged, after their hard work
in the day, to continue their labours in the mill and boiling-houſe, every ſecond
or third night, according to the ﬅrength oſ the gang.

Thus I would by no means

inﬁnuate that the negroes on the Company's plantation are yet wrought ſo hard, or
for ſo many hours, as thoſe on W. Indian ſugar eﬅates. But it is to be remembered
that in the VV. Indies, no other improvement than that of the maﬅer's property is
ſo much as pretended to; whereas at S. Leona, the ſocial and intellectual improve

no hours daily
labour, ton
much in a tro

pical climate.

ment oſ the natives is the declared end and aim oſ the whole eﬅabliſhment.
749. Now 1 think it may fairly be queﬅioned, whether the 10 hours daily,
though moderate, labour, performed by the Company's negroes, under a tropicai
ſun, be compatible with any conſiderable improvement, either by inﬅru&ion or ſtu
dy, or by what, in one view, is equally improving, I mean, attention to their own
little concerns in the houſe, in the ﬁeld, or at the market or other ſocial meeting.

(s 471 n.) In my opinion, the Creator has put this matter out oſ doubt, by furniſhing
the tropical regions, not only with a proſu ſton oſ almoﬅ ſpontaneous vegetable food,
but with gourds,calabaſhes and otherelegant, vegetable Velſelstoputit in. In Europe,
before corn can be uſed, it muﬅ be threſhed out, winnowed, kill-dried, ſhelled,
ground, ſiſted and baked. In Africa, moﬅ oſ theſe operations are unneceſſary;

and when the maize is ripening, a hungry man may go and pluck two or three ears
oſ it and roaﬅ them for his ſupper. Yams, ſweet potatoes and other roots require
not much labour, and the numerous and excellent fruits ſcarcely any. Were it
neceſſary to corroborate this argument, I would only aſk any man who has been,
for any length of time, obliged to labour or buﬅle under a tropical ſun for 10 hour'

every day in the week, except Sundays, whether, in the evenings, he ſelt himſelf
moﬅ diſpoſed to make an addition to his day's work, or to go to ſleep? Dr.
Smeathman, who was as aaive as moﬅ men, and as well acquainted with tropical
climates, l am pretty ſure, would have ſent ſuch a man to bed; for, in the plan he
publiſhed, he propoſed only 8 hours labour for 5 days in the week, 6 hours on Sa
turday', and the Sabbath to be ſet apart, as it now very properly is at S. Leona, for

reﬅ and inﬅruction.

(See s 648, No. 15.)

Upon the whole then, I cannot

but think that 10 hours daily labour, in that climate, is more than what is com

patible with any conſiderable improvement in the labourers, eſpecially when I re
eollect that this labour is dull, mechanical day-labour, in the ſucceſs oſ which the

labourer is only indirectly intereﬅed, through his wages, and not directly, by reap
ing the produce for his own hehooſ.
750.(5.) "Their number and regularz'ty haw-ſcarcely varied/ar above a year, except
in their ahﬁntzctng ther-ſelve:for a week or two, at the approach ry' the ruins, to wont on

their own plantations, an interruption which z't i: thought may in future be prevent
ed."-Here I am conﬅrained to acknowledge, that iſ the VV. Indian: forced or en

couraged their negroes to work on their own grounds,on any other day than Sunday,
3

I ſhould
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I ſhould certainly, in ſo far, prefer their ſyſlem to that of S. Leona.

But encour
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age, or rather force them, to this work, the W. Indians certainly do; and I neVer

L-W

heard that they reckoned it an interruption to the plantation work. The truth is,
that this paſſage, combined with the reſt ofg 426, ſtrongly excites myjealouſy for
Africa, and raiſe: in my mind very unpleaſant ſenſations; for I cannot but think that
it betrays a greater regard to the Company's planting concerns, than to the civiliza

cannot ad

Civilization
vance where

tion of the natives. I allow that the abſence of the native labourers from the Compa

ny's plantations at the approach of the rains, or the planting ſeaſon, may be incon
venient to the Company. But is the abſence of the native labourers, from their own
little plantations, at the ſame period, no inconvenience to them? In countries

where rents are paid by perſonal ſervice, the abſence of the vaſſals, in ſeed time and
harveﬅ, is doubtleſs inconvenient to the landlord.

But the inconvenience felt by

the poor vaſſal, when he loſes his ſeed-time, or when his little crop rots upon the
ground, while with a heavy heart, he is performing his landlord's work, the haughty

landlord little regards*. Now it is impoſſible that civilization can proſper where
perſonal ſervice, or any other ſyſtem, that tends to leſſen the labourer's intereﬅ in
the produce of his own toil, generally prevails. This is evident from the rude
ſtate of thoſe countries where ſuch ſyﬅems are ﬅill adhered to +. And, without ſuſ
peaing that any ſyﬅem obﬅructive of civilization is deſignedly meant to be intro
duced into S. Leona, I will venture to ſay, that, while the native labourers are con

ﬁned ſo cloſely to day-labour, as to prevent them entirely from tilling portions of
land for their own immediate advantage, their civilization will advance but ﬂowly.
For wherein does civilization (excluſive, I mean, of higher conſiderations) conſiſt,
but in ſuch an improvement of the intellect, as enables a man to conduct his own
aﬀairs to the beﬅ advantage, and to interchange good oﬃce: with his neighbours.

But how can a man learn to conduﬂ his own aﬀairs who has, properly ſpeaking, no
aﬀairs of his own to conduct; who is rouſed frOm his morning ſlumbers, by an over.
ſeer's horn; who labour's almoﬅ all day under his eye, and is ſed with food ready
dreſſed from his kitchen; who has little time to look after his family, and ﬅill leſs to

ſpend in neighbourly intercourſe 11: P In ſhort, how can any ſet of beings be expect.
* I mention perſonal ſervice merely for illuﬅration, without intending any invidious reference to S.
Leona; particularly as I am ſorry to ſay thatſurb ſervice is very frequently abuſed in my own native
country Sweden..-I had always ſuppoſed that this kind of perſonal ſervice had been long annihilated in on:
European kingdom at leaſt.

But I was miﬅaken; for I have been credibly informed that, whatever

the [a-w may be, the practice ﬅill exiﬅs in two counties in the North of Scotland-not to mention the

wretched degradation of the poor Scalag: in the Hebrides.-See a very well written paper in a

periodical work entitled the Bee, publiſhed at Edinburgh, by the able, intelligent and patriotic
Dr. james Anderſon-alſo the Rev. Mr. Buchannan's account of the Hebrides, lately publiſhed.
f Even the Empreſ' of Ruſſta, deſpot as ſhe is, ſanaioned, and perhaps dictated, this noble ſentence

U L'agriculturenepourrajamais proſperer la or] l'agrimlteur ne poſſede rien en propre." Agriculture can
never ﬂ0uriſh in a country where the huſbandman has no property--Cath.ll. Imp. de Ruſſ. luſt. p. 83.

1 The' time, ſays a great philoſopher, which a country mechanic ſpends in going from one job to
another, is what prevents him from degenerating into a brutc.
121.)
"
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ed to improve, if they have little or no ſcope for the exerciſe of their faculties, and
it' every avenue, which directly leads to ſocial or intellectual improvement, be, in a
great meaſure, ſhut againﬅ them?

751. Lord Kaimes ſomewhere obſerves, that on public roads being carried
through ſome of the leſs improved parts oſ Scotland, the neighbouring cottagers

were ſeen gradually to transſer the regularity, neatneſs and patient labour with
which they ſaw the work conducted, ſucceſſively into their gardens and little ſpots of
land, their cottages, their furniture, and their apparel; inſomuch that at laﬅ the
improvement reached their very minds. But, I apprehend, this ſalutary progreﬃon

could not have taken place, ifthoſe cottagers had had no propertyof their own except
money, no gardens, or ſpots ol land, nor any time to cultivate them. Had his
Lordſhip, however, lived but a ſew years longer, he would have had the mortiﬁcation
of ſeeing this laﬅ caſe, and it's conſequences, veriﬁed in ſome parts oſ his native
land. He would have ſeen multitudes oſ males and ſemales, promiſcuouſly crowded
into certain modern manuſaEtories; cloathed indeed in cottons, inﬅead oſ their home

grown and home-ſpun linens and woollens; drinking tea inﬅead oſ butter-milk, and
whiﬂty inﬅead of water or ſmall-beer; eating, perhaps, Wheaten bread inﬅead of

oaten bread and potatoes; and, above all, the very children earning ſo much money,
as to render'them completely independent of their parents, and conſequently not very
well prepared ſor ſocial reﬅraints. But I ſear he would have looked in Vain, for the
wonted bloom oſ health or bluſh of innocence on their faces, or for that. ſobriety, in

telligence and decency, which diﬅinguiſhed the converſation and behaviour oſ their
immediate progenitors.

and in that of
ſugar.

His Lordſhip would have ſound, however, that they con

ſume and fabricate a great many exciſeable commodities; that their labour, though
deﬅructive of their health and morals, cauſes a great circulation oſ money; and that
thus, in aſinancial and commercial view, they fulﬁl what ſome politicians ſeem to
conſider as the great ends oſ their creation'.
752. Now every ſugar plantation, in the W. Indies', is no other than a great ma.
nuſactory, in which 2 or 300 people are collected, and avowedly conſidered and
treated as mere paſſive implements of labour, that have no intereﬅ whatever in the

produce; and this is one cauſe oſ the ignorance, vice and diſorder which prevail in
the W. Indies. In this reſpect, therefore, the ſimilarity of the Company's planta
tion at S. Leona, to a W. Indian one, is likely, iſ continued, to lead to very bad
conſequences. But I would fain hope, that when the culture oſ ſugar comes to be
* The evils here hinted at, are perhaps not ſo explicitly ﬅated, in the ﬅatiﬅical account oſ Scot
land, as could be wiſhed.

But their introduction is well remembered, and much lamented by many

worthy and truly patriotic perſons in that country.
longer ſtanding, and more inveterate.
one, which fell within my own notice.

ln Mancheller, the evils allndetl to are of

To enumerate inﬅances would be endleſs ; but I ſhall mention
I knew aworkmen there, who, when trade was hriſk, earned

hi' guinea a day by cutting ſuttians. He regularly worked 4. days in the week,and, accompanied by

hit wiſe, ſpent the reﬅ of hia time, and all his money in the neighbouring public houſe.

ſeriou lly

"Notes, Go. reﬂncting S. Leona and Bulama-Note X. 1.
ſeriouſly purſued at S. Leona, ſome ſuch plan as the annexed one deſcribed, by Mr.
Botham, which intereﬅs the labourers in the produce, and does not collect and keep
together ſuch numbers of them, will be ﬁnally adopted by the Company.
753. (6.) In the W. Indies, there is an inceſſant conflict between the managers and
the ſlaves, the former being intereﬅed in getting as much labour done, and the latter
in doing as little, as poſſible. At S. Leona too, it appears that " little dſſrences may

have oecaſionally ariﬅn helmeen the manager and the native labourer:."-Far be it
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from me. to inſinuate there is any preſent danger of ſuch diﬀerences, being ſettled

in the forcible W. Indian mode. I have too good an opinion of the preſent go
vernor and council, eſpecially of him who conducts the plantation, to harbour ſuch
a thought. Still I cannot diſſemble the fact, that ſome gentlemen at S. Leona, have
for years, been accuﬅomed to ſee the mode alluded to practiſed in the W. Indies.;

and we all know the laﬅing force of education and habit, as well as the general frail
ty oſ human nature, when urged by ﬅrong temptation *".
'
754. (7.) I come now to what I think by far the ﬅrongeﬅ objection to the preſent Extreme dan
ger of W.
mode of cultivation at S. Leona, namely, the handle that it may one day aﬀord to de Indian
ſyﬅem
ﬁgning men, for the introduction of Weﬅ Indian abuſes.--In truth, the S. Leona being com
pleated there.

planalready ſo neatly reſembles the W. Indian, that if any futuregovernor and council
could ﬁnd means to withdraw the pittance of wages from the labourers, and to ſlip the
whip into the hand of the overſeer, the two ſyﬅems would not only be ſimilar, but '

actually the ſame. And indeed there are too many reaſons to fear, that the W. Indian
ſyﬅem may, at ſome future, convenient time, be really compleated in that ill-lated co

lony. A ﬅrong tendency to abuſe, has ever invariably prevailed in provinces diﬅant,
as S. Leona is, from the ſeat of ſupreme Government, a truth exempliſied in all the
Britiſh ſugar colonies; in one inﬅance ſo recently as, 12 or 13 years ago, when a go
vernor, in open deſiance ofall law, wreﬅed a conſiderable ſum ofmoney frOm a certain
ancient and reſpectable W. Indian colony, conſiﬅing of 18 or zo,ooo white people,

" The accounts I have uniformly heard of Mr. W. are highly favourable to that gentleman's
general character, particularly for humanity.

I: is not denied, that a conſiderable number of men',

who well deſerve the ſame character, preſide over W. Indian pluntations.

But I own it ſomewhat

ſurpriſed me, to ﬁnd the Directors expreﬃng diſappointment in the character oſ the [mer owerſeerr,
( g 449.) whoſe general dept'avity has beim ſo often mentioned as one cauſe of the ſuﬀering: of the
poor ﬅaves. Without ſhocking the reader with their numerous babarities, ﬅated in evidence, I
ſhall refer him, for their general character, to Beckford's Hiﬅ. ofjamaica, printed in 1788, but which
1 have not now at hand. Mr. Long, however, tells us, that U many of them are the very diegs of the
three kingdoms 3" that " they have commonly more vices, and much fewer good qualities, than the

ﬂaves over whom they are ſet in authority 5" in particular, that U they exhibit deteﬅable pictures of
drunkenneſs," for which reaſon he adviſes their U rum to be ſerved out to them ready mixed with
water." Hiﬅ. of Jamaica, Vol. II. p. 289, 409, 471.

many
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many of them men of property, education, and knowledge oſthe world*.

w

by which W. Indian attornies or agents, and managers or overſeers, defraud and ruin

The arts

abſentee planters, are too numerous and intricate to be here particularly explained,
if not too well known to need explanation 1'. Now if theſe things can, and very
often do happen, to the property ofindividuals, whoſe all is at ﬅake, what ſecurity

can there be, that ſimilar arts ſhall not be employed in defrauding a joint ﬂock
company, where the ſhare of each partner, is too ſmall to intereﬅ him much in it's
ſucceſs?

O', which is more to the purpoſe, what ſecurity can the unrcpnﬅntcd

coloniﬅs have, againﬅ the completion of the W. Indian plan, already begun at Sierra
Leona? Indeed, when I conſider the various cauſes which may call the preſent
Directors from their benevolent labours; that they may be ſucceeded by men leſs
attentive or leſs diſintereﬅed; that future Subſcribers may become more indiﬀerent
than the preſent, to the grand objects of the inﬅitution, and leſs inquiſitive as to it's
management; that the aﬀairs of the Company will naturally become more and more
complex, and that the accounts ſent home may be deſignedly perplexed (one of the
W. Indian arts,) that the governor and council may ﬁnd it to be their intereﬅ to
* It it however but juﬅice to the memoay of the then Miniﬅry to ſay, that this governor was re

called, with evident mark' of diſapprobation, not to ſay diſgrace.
1- " If we judge from experience, and the common conduct of Managers, in the abſence of the
Proprietors, an eﬅate yields not half as much when the owner is abſent, as when he is living on the

ſpot." Anſwer to the 53d qu. of the Britiſh Privy Council, by Govenior Orde of Dominica. See
alſo the Anſ. of Lieut. Governor Matthew of Grenada to the ſame qucry, with many ſimilar paſſage'
in that valuable body of information, and in Min. Evid. before the Houſe of Commons.-NIr. Long
very explicitly deſcribes one grand cauſe of theſe enonnou' defalcations.--" It is well known," '
ſay' he, U that a great many eﬅates oſ diﬀerent abſtnteu, and lying in diﬅant parts of the iſland, are
often given up to the charge of one agent only, who cannot poſſibly reſide at them all, or viſit them
very frequently.

Matters are then left to the diſcretion of overſeers, whoſe chief aim it is, to raiſe to

themſelves a character as able planters, by increaſing the produce of the reſpective eﬅates g" (on
which produce a law of the iſland ordains, that their patrons, the attornies or agents, ſhall be

commiſſion of 6 per cent.)

a

U This is too frequently attempted, by forcing 'be negrau to labour

band their abilitiet. Of tomſ? the) drop qﬀ, and if not recruited inceſſantly, the gentleman ﬅeals
away, like a rat from a barn in ﬂames, and can-ice the credit of great planterſhip and vaﬅ crop: in
in his hand, to obtain advanced wages from ſome new employer," (very oſten an attorney) V in ano
ther diﬅrict of the iſland. The abſentees are too often deceived, who meaſure the condition of their
properties by the large remittances ſent home for one or two year', without adverting to the heavy
loſſes ſuﬅained in the production of them 3 and they ﬁnd too late their incomes ſuddenly ahridged,

and the ſmew' of their eﬅates waﬅed far below their expectation." Hiﬅ. of Jamaica, Vol. II. p. 406.
U While by imprudent exertions, there may be a viſible increaſe of crop, perhaps to 4, or
£5oo annual value, there is, at the ſame time an annual decreaſe of working negroes, to more than

double that value." Anſ. by a Planter of '068 acrts in Barbadoes, in ſupp. to the Privy Council's
Repott, p. 32.

ſorcc,
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force, inſtead of paying, the labourers; that not ſo much as a private letter can be Arranorx.
ſent to England without their knowledge; and that the coloniſts, being without re w

preſentation, will be without remedy*-I ſay, when I conſider all theſe circum
ſtances, not as an airy train ofpoſIibilities, but as events which ſeldom ſail to happen
in ſimilar caſes, I cannot help expreſſmg my fears, that, at ſome future period, the

labourers may come to be paid their wages, with whip: and chains, and thus the
ﬁniſhing ﬅroke be given to the VV. Indian ſyﬅem at S. Leona.
755. I have no fault to ﬁnd with any of the articles planted, except the ſugar-cane,
the cultivation oſ which is unqueﬅionably too laborious ſo' any new colony ; eſpe
cially ſor a new colony, intended to civilize a rude people, whom the ſight oſ ſuch
exertion as is neceſſary on a ſugar plantation, would be apt to diſguﬅ with regular
labour. Indeed, the cultivation of ſugar engroſſes ſo much attention and labour,
that I. am clear, it ſhould never be attempted, on any ſyſtem, till a colony abound

with people, and cattle, and food for both. (See Y7a7n.) The premature introduction
oſ that plant into the Britiſh colonies, eſpecially into the Ceded Iﬂands, about 30
yearsago,deﬅroyed ſuch multitudes of ﬂaves and cattle, in Dominica particularly,that
it hasbeen clearly proved, no capital was ever, upon the whole, ſo diſadvantageouſly
employed, as that veﬅed by the Britiſh in VV. Indian eﬅates'i. In ſhort, in no age or
country, was ever avarice more compleatly diſappointed, or humanity more ſhock

ingly outraged, than in the ﬂattering but ill-judged introduction oſ the ſugar cane
into all or moﬅ of the Britiſh W. Indian Iſlands, eſpecially the Ceded Iﬂands. It
has indeed been a root of bitterneſs to thoſe colonies; and it's premature and forced
cultivation has, within our own memory, ſwept maﬅers and ſlaves, the oppreſſors and
the oppreſſed, into one common grave.

It was diﬃcult for me to ſuppoſe, that the

Directors were uninformed oſtheſe dcplorable facts, or would ſuﬀer themſelves to be
miſled by the alluring eſiimates which the W. Indians ſo well know how to fabri
eate, when they wiſh to diſpoſe advantageouſly of a loſing propertyi. My aﬅoniſh
ment therefore was great, when I was ſeriouſly aſſured, that acompleat apparatus for
making ſugar, had been ſent to S. Leona, by one oſ the ﬁrﬅ ſhips.
756. If
' I hope what I have ſaid reſpecting repreſentation, may not be miſunderﬂood. I only mean, that
coloniﬅs, who are ſuﬃciently enlightened to form a proper judgement of their own ſocial intereﬅ',
ſhould chuſe repreſentatives. (See 5 161, II. 699.)
1' This has been irrefragably demonﬅrated, from the n'am of the preſent planters, and of their prede
ceſſors, in Mr. Ramſay's Anſwers to Objection: againﬅ the Abolition ofthe Slave-tude, and in a ſeries
of eſſays ſigned Termiur, publiſhed in Woodfall's Diary, in May, 1 789
1 In ſuch eſiimates, the apparent proﬁts of large crops are explicitly ﬅated z but the loſſcs, iſ men
tioned at all, are too often couched in general term', from which perſons inexpcrienced in W. Indian

aﬀairs, can draw no juﬅ concluſion. Yet the loſſes are at leaſſ as capable of explicit ﬅatement as the
proﬁts. Thus ſome eﬅates require 6 new negroes, others 8, and othere even 10 or more, to keep up the
gallg'

Deplorable ef
fects afﬁan
ing ſugar cul
tivation.
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756. Ifthis laﬅ meaſure was dictated,as I am perſuadedit was, by a wiſh to ſupply
the humane demand for ſugar raiſed by freemen, the motivewas laudable and excel
lent, but the attempt was nevertheleſs premature; and ſo, I will vemure to ſay, it

The author
recommends

was conſidered, by a few of the Directors, who, though quite unconnected with the
NV. Indies, are known to be particularly well informed reſpecting the laborious
culture and manufacture of ſugar, but who, I preſume, were in the minority when
this reſolution was taken.
'
757. Having thus taken the liberty to ﬅate my chief objections to the plan of cul
tivation introduced, or under trial, at S. Leona, it may be expected that I ſhould

another plan.

ofſer my ſentiments reſpecting the plan which ought to be adopted. This I ſhall do,
with all the deference juſlly due to gentlemen of whoſe good- intentions I am ſo
fully convinced, (ſee s 329, 593, 594.) I ſhall do this the more readily too, asl
belieVe the plan of cultivation is not ſo far advanced, or ſo unalterably ﬁxed, as
not to admit of any change or modiſication which the Directors may deem exPc
dient. Or, if my hints, which (excluſive of the Batavian plan of cultivating ſugar,
inſerted below,) are few and ſimple, ſhould not have the good fortune to be attended

Deſire' of a.
rude people to
be excited,
and gratiﬁed
with innocent
luxuries.

to by the Directors, they may perhaps be uſeful to others who may hereafter attempt
cultivation in Africa.
758. It appears to me then, that all human exertions are excited by human deſires,
orwants,natural or artiﬁcial,and conſequentlythat real civilization is beﬅ promoted by
raiſing and properly directing, the deſires or wants of a rude people. (See $33,708.)'
When every individual of a community can, independently of others, exchange his la

bour ſor the articles he wants, he is then happy and free. In other words, the happineſs
and liberty of the individual depend on the opportunities he has of uſing his own per
ſonal reſources, to procure neceſſaries or luxuries. (See s 734 n.) Hence, I think, it
follows, that, if we intend to make a rude people happy, by training them to the in
nocent habits of civilized life, we ſhould ﬁrﬅ enquire, whether they deſire, or feel the
want of thoſe articles, which in the civilized world, are thought abſolutely neceſſary
to comfortable ſubſiﬅence. If theydo not, thoſe deſires ſhould, in the ﬁrſt place, be
excited; and this being done, ſome innocent luxuries ſhould be exhibited to their

view, for obtaining which they have no other means than their labour. (See 5 36,
gang, and a proportionable number of cattle. I am happy, however, to add, that a conſiderable num
ber of eﬅates require no new negroes; but ſuch ſeldom or never come into the market, becauſe the hu
manity and prudence of their proprietors and managers, precludes the grand cauſe of the ruin ofthoſe
eſtates, namely, the deﬅruction of the negroes. Whether ſomething of the obſcurity alluded to, doe'
not appear in the eſfimates given by certain W. Indian hiﬅorians, let thoſe, who are capable, judge.
Yet certain it is, that large crops have been made and even ſwom to, purpoſely to enhance the price

of eﬅates oﬀered for ſale, and on ſuch crop' ſome W. Indian eſlimatet are evidently founded. But
neither aﬀadavits nor eﬅimates, contain any account of the negroes murdered, by producing ſuch forc

ed erops, nor of the cattlectdeſlroyed by conveying them to the ſhipping placespSec the note, p. 354..
37'

i
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37, 670.) New articles of cultivation, or a more vigorous proſecution oſ the old,
ſhould, at the ſame time, be encouraged ; ſo that they may always have objects on
which to exert their activity, in order to precure the oﬀered luxury.
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759. The ﬁrﬅ thing, therefore, to be encouraged in.a new African colony, (and

through the colony among the ſurrounding natives,) is the raiſing of an abundance
oſ proviſions, provender, and cattle. This point being gained, which, upon every
ſyﬅem, muﬅ be the foundation of all ſolid improvement, ſome new luxury might be
introduced, and the cultivation of cotton, ginger, coﬀee, or other eaſily raiſed article

for exportation, at the ſame time, encouraged by premiums (if neceſſary,) conſiﬅing
of the new luxury.
760. I have already intimatcd the neceſſity of engaging the co-operation oſ the
native chiefs, in the great work oſ civilization. Though the colony at S. Leona is

Native chieſs
to be concili
ated.

not ſo cloſely connected with thoſe chiefs, as I think could be wiſhed, ( 5 130.) yet

the Directors ſeem greatly andjuﬅly to value their friendſhip, and it is pleaſing to
obſerve their ſucceſs in cultivating it. ( s 495, et ſeg.) They appear indeed to be ſo
ready to adopt the improvements they ſee at Freetown, that, iſtheyſhoulrl not he,

in the

inﬅance, ſrightenea' or (lſſg'uﬅed at ohſerving the intolerable manual la

hour attending the YV. IN DlAN made ofcultivating theſugar-cane, there cannot be
a doubt, that the S. Leona government, by encouraging cultivators and artiﬅs from

the colony, to go and live with ſuch chiefs as Cuddy, ( $499.) will ſucceed in gra
dually reconciling the natives to all ſorts of regular induﬅry.--Proviſions oſ all
hindr, and alſo cotton' and ginger, may be raiſed by any man oſ common ſenſe, even

iſ he had never before ſeen them planted. That they require leſs labour than ſimilar
articles in Europe, has been already mentioned ; and the bare ſight of the plants will
point out, how they are to be treated. Thusl think any man who has ſeen the po.
tatoplanted in Britain, where it is exotic, may, iſ he. pleaſe, raiſe yams, eddoes,
ſweet potatoes, ground nuts, ginger, &c. in Africa, where thoſe roots are indigenous.

The culture of Indian and Guinea corn, is as ſimple as that of peaſe and beans in
England. Plantains and bananas, are certainly as eaſily raiſed in Africa, as cab
bages and greens are in Europe.

Oranges, limes, cocoa-nuts, &c. &c. require ſar

leſs attention, than any kind of fruit in this part of the world.

And, had there been

any myﬅery in the cultivation of cotton, we ſhould not have ſeen it ſo ſuddenly
ſupplant ſugar, as it lately did, in ſeveral VV. Indian iſlands; eſpecially in Barbadoes,

where,aftcr the ſugar-works were deﬅroyed by the hurricane in 1780., cotton was
planted with great ſucceſs, by many perſons who had never before attempted it.
Thus every kind of proviſions, and even ſome articles ſor exportation, may certainly
be cultivated, without the tuition of VV. lndian arti/Iﬂ: and their culture may be
carried
* If any man ſhould doubt his ability to raiſe cotton, gingcr, and even coﬀee, without any parti.
cular courſe of inﬅruction, he may look into Mr. Long's Hiﬅ. of Jamaica, and Edwards's Hiﬅ. of

Ll

the

Proviſions,
&c. eaſily
raiſed 5
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carried on by manual labour, till the roots oſ the trees are removed, and till cattle
w can be raiſed to draw the plough.

Arrznnrx.

alſo provender

761. If the natural graſs ſhould not aﬀord ſuﬃcient or proper ſood for the cattle,
Guineagraſs, Scotch-graſs, and other kinds, may be raiſed by hand, as in the Weﬅ

Indies.

Theſe, with the blades oſ Indian and Guinea corn, potato vines, the leaves

and ﬂocks, or trunks, oſ plantain and b'anana trees, not to mention cane-tops, ſupport

cattle ſo well, that were they cultivated with proper care, in the ſugar-iſlands, the ne.
groes would not be much harraſſed with graſs-picking ; eſpecially as the artiﬁcial
graſſes, and the blades oſ Indian and Guinea corn, may be converted into hay, as in
ſome parts oſ Jamaica, where they alſo cure the wire graſs and the ſour graſs, which
when green, the cattle will not taﬅe 'it
but not ſugar,

indigo, &c.

762. Sugar, indigo, and one or two leſs conſiderable articles, are the only tropical
productions that require any great art or experience, either in the cultivation or the

manuſacture.

As to indigo, the manufacture of it is ſo deﬅructive to human life,

that I would 'as ſoon think oſintroducing the plague into any country.

But when

the ſugar-came comes to be cultivated, ſome inﬅruction from a perſon well ſkilled
in the boiling of ſugar, and the diﬅillation oſ rum, will be abſolutely neceſſary. I
ſhould-think that ſuch inﬅruction might be obtained from ſome perſon poſſeſſing

the proper qualiﬁcations, of humble proſpects and a manageable diſpoſition, who
might be ſent out in a ſubordinate ﬅation. In order to prevent bribery, and to in
tereﬅ him in the undertaking, he ſhould have a liberal ſhare of the neat produce.

But by no means ſhould he be intruſted with diſcretionary power, in any ſhape; for,
however low his education and condition, and however ſubmiſſive he may be to

white ſuperiors, he has moﬅ probably been habituated to deſpiſe every man with a
black ſkin, and to abuſe his authority, in ſome land of ſlavery, where authority,

though frequently abuſed, muﬅ be ſupported ; and where the ſuperiors on eﬅates,
though ever ſo well diſpoſed, have too much on their hands to attend minutely, to

the complaints of every individual ſlave.
the Brit. Col. in the W. lndies, where, to gratify 'be mrioſig' ofEuraſ-'an readen, the cultivation oſ

theſe articles, among others which require a far more complcx proceſs, is deſcribed. Several other
books and pamphlets contain ſimilar deſcriptions. But the culture oſﬄmjon: of all kinds, is rec
koned too plain a buſineſs to require particular explanation .-By Mr. Beaver's planting and gardening
journalnow beſoreme,itappears that he was very ſucceſsful in raiſing Indian corn, yams, ground-mits,
pine-apples, bananas, oranges, limes, goavas and pepper. He not only raiſed, but dreſſed and eat
caſſada, which is rather a delicate proceſs.

Cotton alſo throve with him to admiration. Yet a know

ledge oſplanting cannot be added to that gentleman's other excellent qualiſications. In hisjournal he

not only declares his total ignorance oſ cultivation, but ſhows it, by ſowing ſeveral European ſeed',
which could never yet be brought to thrive within the tropics; but others ſailed from being muﬅy.
' Some of thenatural graſs, in the Savannahs,yields 4 tons oſhay annuzlly.-Long, Vol. I. p- 453

763. Thus

_
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763. Thus I have endeaVOured to clear the way for the introduction of the ſugar-t
cane, the ſucceſsful cultivation oſ which, at S. Leona, I will venture to ſay, I am as

anxious to promote as any one member oſ the Company.
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But, in order to inſure When ſugar

the ſucceſs of that important ſpecies of agriculture, I wiſh it to be introduced with

ſhould be
introduced.

due precaution and preparation, and proſecuted in ſuch a manner as may improve
and preſerve, inﬅead of deﬅroying, as it has.uniformly done in the W. Indies, the
morals, the happineſs and the lives of the poor labourers. I muﬅ, therefore, repeat

my opinion, that, after the cultivation oſ proviſions, provender, cotton, ginger, cof
fee, and perhaps ſome other rrzzſinorﬅaþlu'ﬂ ſhall have taken ﬁrm root, after cattle
ſhall abound-in ſhort after the colony ſhall, by the bleſſing of Providence, have
become populous, and, in all reſpects vigorous and flouriſhing-then, it appears to
me, out no! hym, may the cultivation oſ the ſugar cane be ſafely introduced, and

proſecutcd by the following method practiſed near Batavia, and at Bencoolen (but
not in Bengal, ſee s 139.)

Mr. Bat/ram on the cultivation of a Sugar Plantatian at Batavia and Bencoolen,
From Aorz'dg. Mzſin. Evid. before the Horgſe rﬀ Commons, 1791, p. 133. See alſo
Privy Cou'zczctl'r Report, Part III.

.

764. " Having been two years in the Engliſh and French W. lndia iſlands, and
ſince condncted ſugar eﬅates in the E. Indies; it may be deſirable to know that

Cultivation of
Su ar eﬅates
at atavia,

ſugar, better and cheaper than that in our iſlands, and alſo arrack, are produced
in the E. Indies, by the labour of free people. China, Bengal, and the coaﬅ of
Malabar, produce quantities of ſugar and ſpirits; but, as the moﬅ conſiderable ſu
gar eſlates are near Batavia, I ſhall explain the improved mode oſ conducting thoſe

eﬅates. The proprietor is generally a rich Dutchrnan, who has built on it ſub
' ﬅantial works. He rents the eﬅate (ſay of 300 or more acres) to a Chineſc, who
lives on and ſuperintends it, and who re-lets it to free men, in parcels of 50 or 60,
on condition that they ſhall plant it in canes for ſo much for every pecul, (133%lb.)
of ſugar produced. The ſuperintendant collects people from the adjacent villages
to take oﬀ his crop.

One ſet of talk-men, with their carts and buﬀaloes, cut the

canes, carry them to the mill and grind them.

A ſecond ſet boil them. A third

clay and baſket them for market, all at ſo much per pecul.
765. *' Thus the renter knows with certainly what every pecul will coﬅ him. He
has no unneceſſary expence, for when crop is over, the talk-men go home, and, for
7 mouths in the year, there only remain on the eﬅate the Cane planters, preparing

the next crop. By dividing the labour, it is cheaper and better done. Only clayed
ſugars are made at Batavia, which are equal to the beﬅ from the W. Indies, and
* So called in the Weﬅ Indies, in contradiﬅinction to Sugar.
Ll 2
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ſuld at 18s. per pecul. The Shahander exacts a dollar per pecul on all ſugar ex

w)

ported.

The price oſ common labour is from 9 to 10d per day. But the talk-men

gain conſiderably more; not only ſrom extra work, but ſrom being conſidered artiﬅs

in their ſeveral branches.

They do not make ſpirits on the ſugar eﬅates; the mo

laſſes and ſkimmings are ſent for ſale to Batavia, where one diﬅillery may buy the

produce oſ 100 eﬅates. Here is a vaﬅ ſaving in making ſpirits; not as in the W.
Indies, a diﬅillery for each eﬅate. Arrack is ſold at Batavia at about 8d. per gallon;
the proof oſ the ſpirit is about 5 tenths.
alſo at Ben
cooicn;

Plongh and o
ther implo
mcnts uted.

766. " After ſpending two years in the Weﬅ Indies, I returned to the Eaﬅ in
1776, and in the laﬅ war conducted ſugar works at Bencoolen, in Sumatra, on
nearly the ſame principles as the Dutch; I conﬁned my expences to what they had
done, allowing for the unavoidable charges, On a new and ſole undertaking.

767. " The cane is cultivated to the utmoﬅ perfection at Batavia. The hoc, almoﬅ
the ſole implement oſ the Weﬅ, is there ſcarcely uſed; the lands are well ploughed

by a light plough with a ſingle buﬀalo; a drill is then ploughed, and a perſon, with
two baſkets ﬁlled with cane plants, ſuſpended to a ﬅick acroſs his ſhoulders, drops
plants into the furrow alternately from each baſket, covering them at the ſame time
with earth with his ſeet. Young canes are kept often ploughed as a weeding, and
the hoc is uſed to weed round the plant when very young; but oſ this there is
little need, iſ the land has been ſuﬃciently ploughed. When the cane is ready to
earth up, the ſpace between the rows is ploughed deep, the cane-tops tied up, and
with an inﬅrument like a ſhOVel, with teeth at the bottom, a ſpade-handle, and two

cords ﬁxed to the body oſ the ſhovel, ending by a wooden handle for a purchaſe, is
uſed by two perſons to earth up the cane, the ﬅrongeﬅ holding the handle oſ the
ſhovel, preſſing it into the ploughed earth, while the other on the oppoſite ſide of
the plant, by ajerk of the cord, draws up to the plant, all the earththat the plough
had looſened. Two perſons, with this inﬅrument, will earth up more canes in the
day than 10 negroes with hoes. The canes in India are much higher earthed than
in the Weﬅ Indies; in moiﬅ ſoils, they, with little labour, earth them as high as

the knee, at once making a dry bed for the cane, and a drain for the water.
Manu fact ure
at the Sugar.

768. " The improvement in making the cane into ſugar, at Batavia, keeps pace

with that in its culture: evaporation being in proportion to the ſurface, their boilers
have as much oſ it as poſſible. The canejuice is tempered and boiled to a ſyrup;
it is then thrown into vats, which hold one boiling, there ſprinkled with water, to

ſubſide its ſoul parts. After ﬅanding ſix hours, it is let oﬀ by 3 pegs oſ diﬀerent
heights, into a copper with one ﬁre; it is tempered again, and reduced to ſugar, by
a gentle ﬁre; it granulates, and the boiler dippinga wand into the copper, ﬅrikes it

on the ﬁde, then drops the ſugar remaining on it, into a cup oſ water, ſcrapes it up
with his thumb nail, and canjudge to a nicety of the ſugar's being properly boiled.
The vats I mentioned are placed all at the leſt end oſa ſet of coppers. After run
ning

Notes, 636. reſbecting S. Leona and Bulama-Note X. 1.
ning oﬀ, for boiling all that is clear, the reﬅ is ﬅrained on the outſidc of the boil
ing-houſe; what is ﬁne is put intothe copper for ſugar, the lees kept for diﬅilling.
769. U Claying of ſugar is as in the W. Indies. The cane traſh is not, as in our
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iﬅands, carried into ſheds, where it loſes much of its ﬅrength before it is uſed; but
is laid out immediately to dry, then made into lſiaggots, ſet up in cocks, and uſed
immediately when dry; hence its force of ﬁre is much greater, and the carrying it
to and from the traſh-houſe is ſaved.
770. " The culture of the cane in the Weﬅ Indies is in zſit's z'rzſancy. Many altera
W. Indian

tions are to be made, expenſes, and human labour leſſened; the hoe, now uſed to cultivation
in its infancy.
turn up ſoils of diﬀerent texture, is of one conﬅruction, cheap and very light; ſo
that the negro, without any help from its weight, digs up the earth, (and the cane
roots, on replanting) by the ſevereﬅ exertion. In the Eaﬅ, we plough up the cane
roots.
Having experienced the diﬀerence of labourers for proﬁt, and labourers
from force, I can aſſert, that the ſavings by the former are very conſiderable.

771. " The Weﬅ India planter, for his own intereﬅ, ſhould give more labour to

How to he
improved.

beaﬅ, and leſs to man; a larger portion oſ his eﬅate ought to be in paﬅure. When
praaicable, canes ſhould be carried to the mill, and cane tops and graſs to the ﬅock,

in waggons; the cuﬅom of making a hard-worked negro get abundle of graſs twice
a day, aboliſhed; and in ſhort a total change take place of the mſſmþlc manage.
ment in our Weﬅ India illands. By this means following, as near as poſſible, the
Eaﬅ India mode, conſolidating the diﬅilleries, I do ſuppoſe our ſugar iſlands might

be better worked than they now are, by two-thirds, or indeed one-half of the pre.
ſent force. Let it be conſidered, how much labour is loﬅ by the perſons overſeeing
the forced labourer, which is ſaved when he Works for his own proﬁt.

I have'

ﬅated, with the ﬅricteﬅ veracity, a plain matter of fact-that ſugar eﬅates can be
worked cheaper by free perſons than ﬂaves.-VVhether the ſlave-tradc can be.
aboliſhed, and the blacks freed, is for the conſideration of Parliament. In my
judgment, theſe deſirable purpoſes, may be eﬀected without materially injuring
the W.India planter. He has but to improve his culture, and leſſen human labour,
and the progeny of-the preſent blacks will anſwer every purpoſe of working Weﬅ
India eﬅates.
772. " The ﬂaves in the French iﬅands, appeared to be better cloathed, better fed,

and better behaved, than in the Britiſh: and their being well fed is chiefly owing
to the French planter putting a great pr0portion of his eﬅate in proviſions, \Vhe
ther it might or might not be ultimately for the intereﬅ of the Britiſh planter, and
the beneﬁt of his ﬅaves, iſ he were to allot to proviſions, more of the land now
deﬅined to ſugar, is a queﬅion that can only be decided by experiment in the diſſe

rent iſiands, as the ſame anſwer to it would not ſuit each. In iſlands that ſeldom
fail in rains, it is no doubt for the planter's intereﬅ, to ſacriﬁce a part of the
ground

French ne

groes better
treated than
Britiſh, and

why.
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APPENDlX. ground allotted for ſugar, to proviſions; as theſe feed his negroes better than any
w dry or other proviſions imported : but in iſlands ſubject to droughts, I do not

think the planter can, without materially leſſening his crop of ſugar, give up any
portion of ground to proviſions."-Thus far Mr. Botham.
A modificaﬁ.

773. The grand principle of the foregoing plan, is the direct and immediate in

MT' 5'3 tereﬅ with which it animates every individual, concerned in it's execution. This
principle being ﬅrictly adhered to, tlze adaptatzſion eſt/te plan z'tſi/lſto local circum
ﬅances, indeed, muﬅ be leſt to tlzqſia who are beﬅ acquainted wit/1 theſe circum

_

ﬂances. lez'J ſirþþoſhs ſame little modzﬁcations which will always be ſound' 'u
(rſſſiary in reducing to practice any generalſjﬅem. It is with great diﬃdence, that
I would venture to mention any ſpecific deviation, from a plan propoſed by a gen
tleman who has ſo fully experienced it's practical utility. But it ſeems worthy of
conſideration, Whether the coloniﬅs and the natives, at S. Leona, might not be ﬅill
more intereﬅed in the produce, if they were encouraged to cultivate the ſugar-cane

on tlzez'r own lands; and, as their property may not atſiſﬅ be very adequate to the
erection of ſuch expenſive buildings as mills, boiling-houſes, curing-houſes and ſlill

houſeszVVhether the Company might not build thoſe works in convenient ſituations,
to take oﬀ the crops of all the little ſurrounding planters, they paying the Compa
ny a certain proportion of the produce *. This mode is now occaſionally praEiiſed
in Barbadoes, by a few of the ſmall proprietors, whoſe places, as they are called,
are ſuﬃciently near to ſugar-works.-I am aware, however, of ſome objections to

the general adoption of this modiﬁcation of the Batavian plan.

Theﬁr/I is, The

diﬃculty of ſettling, among ſeveral independent proprietors, the quantity of canes
to be planted by each; ſo that the whole ſhall not exceed that quantity which the
works are calculated to take oﬀ and manufacture, in due time; for canes are always
damaged, and ſometimes almoﬅ wholly loﬅ, being left too long ﬅanding in the
ﬁeld-But the quantity of canes to be planted, might be previouſly agreed upon

by the planters themſelves, in proportion to the cane-land poſſeſſed by each. The
ﬅrond objection is, that, as each of the planters will have a ſeries of cane-ſields,
of the ſame ages reſpectively, and which ought to be cut at or near the ſame time,
ſome diﬀerences might ariſe as to their turns at the mill, &c +.

But all ſuch equal

pretenſions are very eaſily determined by lot. The Third, is the diﬃculty or
trouble,
* Whether cattle-mills, wind-mills, or water-mills ſhall be uſed, will of courſe, depend on ﬁtuation,

and other circumﬅances.
1- The canes in the ſame tract, are planted at or about the falling of good ſhowers of rain, which,
in moﬅ of the ſugar iﬂands, are very unequal and partial. But many eﬅates in St. Domingo and
ſome in Jamaica have been watered, with very great advantage, from the neighbouring rivers', and ſuch
eﬅates may thus be ſaid, in ſome meaſure, to have the ſeaſons at their command. Long's Hiﬂ. Vol.
I. p. 454. and Vol. II. p. 156.-A gentleman lately ſent out a ﬁre-engine to his eﬅate, with a great

length of leathern pipe, to be uſed in watering the Cane-ﬁelds from an adjoining brook.

I have not
leamt
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trouble, of keeping the produce of three, ſour or more planters diﬅinct and ſepa
rate. But this might, perhaps, be obviated, by marking the pots,jars and hogſheads
oſ each individual, as the ſacks are at many corn-mills in Europe. Iſ theſe objec
tions, however, and others which may occur, ſhould prove too ﬅrong for this ma
dﬃcatian oſ the plan deſcribed by Mr. Botham, I ſhall readily give it up. My
only view in propoſmg it is to increaſe the labourer's intereﬅ in the quantity and
quality of the produce, tlze true principle oſ all natural and uſeſul cultivation in
every part oſ the world.

774. The gradual and cautious introduction of the ſugar-came, above recom
mended, was ſuggeﬅed by the ſucceſs with which that mode was actually attended
in the French ſugar iſlands, and the evil conſequences of the contrary practice in
the Britiſh. The ſugar colonies of the latter were in general eﬅabliſhed by large
capitals, abﬅracted from the agriculture, manufactures and commerce oſ the mother
country; and thus the growth of the ſugar-came in the Britiſh iſlands was forced,
like that of exotics in a hot-bed. The French planters, on the other hand, whoſe
merchants could not, or, under their old Government, would not, furniſh their

planters with extenſive credit, were obliged to depend for ſucceſs, ina great meaſure,
on their own induﬅry and frugality- The conſequences were preciſely ſuch as
might have been expected. The Engliſh planter was a great man, diﬅinguiſhed
by the ſplendor of his living, and the magnitude othis debts, as much as by the ex

tent of his apparent property. The French planter was more like an ceeonomical
huſbandman, whoſe ſavings in good years not only enabled him to keep his ground
in bad years, without running into debt, but alſo to make gradual additions to his
productive property. He began with the aſſtﬅance oſ his wiſe and children, and
perhaps one or two negroes, to plant proviſions with his own hands. He proceed

ed next to coﬀee, cotton, &c. and, taking the utmoﬅ care of his negroks and cattle,
in proceſs of time, he ſound himſelf able to erect a ſmall ſugar-work and to plant

a ſew canes; and ſuch has been the ſoundation oſ very many oſ the moﬅ ﬂouriſhing

eﬅates in the French iſlands, and even of ſome in the Britiſh. It may be ſaid, that
their Government gave them their lands gratir, and favoured them in other reſpects;
whereas the Engliſh planters generally bought their lands,in one ſhape or another,and
in ſome inﬅances at a conſiderable price, and were not ſo much indulgedby their Go
vernment. But the compleat monopolyoſ the Britiſh market is alone to be conſidered
as an advantage more than equivalent to all the indulgences enjoyed by the French'ſ'.
-From theſe ſacts it appears, that the returns of the Britiſh ſugar colonies are to be
viewed, in a great meaſure, as intereﬅ of the capitals which, as it has turned
learnt that it was much uſed for the direct purpoſe ſor which it was ſent ; but it was ſound ſo uſeſul
in watering the dung-heaps, on the ﬁelds, that, in one year, it more than ſaved it's price.

* lt is computed that, in proportion to the population, thrice as much ſugar is conſumed iu Great
Britain and lreland as in Punch-See s 180, note.
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Arrrnnxx. out, have been unproﬁtably veﬅed in them*; and that a great part of the French re
w turns are ſo much fair gain to that nation. From the ſame cauſes, the French planters
were enabled to underſell the Britiſh, by no leſs than 25 per cent at the European
market. Here alſo the French negroes were not ſo hard puſhed, were more civil
ized, and in all reſpects better treated than the Britiſh; a circumﬅance, however,

to be partly aſcribed to the vigour and vigilance of the old French GOVernment. But
what I chiefly wiſh the reader to obſerve, is the ﬅriking ſimiliarity between the ſyſ

tem unfortunately adopted by the Engliſh, in the eﬅabliſhment of their ſugar co
lonies, and that which is now under trial (forI truﬅ it will never be ﬁnally adopt
ed) at S. Leona; and between the French ſyﬅem and the natural and humane one
which I have ventured to recommend +.
" U Very few ſugar eﬅates, when loaded with a very heavy debt, have been known to get rid of ſuch
debt, or to pay more than the intereﬅ of 6 per cent on the money lent them, and many do not pay 4 per
cent, for the money laid out. Many proprietors have been obliged to abandon their eﬅates, after
having been at a great expenſe, in the' purchaſe thereof, ﬅocking it and erecting buildings thereon."
Anſ. to the 53d. qu. in the Privy Council's Report by Governor Matthew ſioſ Grenada. The Ja

maica planters make not more, on an average, than 4. per cent on their capital, and of courſe many not
ſo much. U. Part V.
-k_For the above facts, relative to the French and Engliſh ſugar colonies, ſee the Anſ. of Gov. Mat
thew of Grenada and Gov. Seton of St. Vincent to the I, 2, 3 and 4, qu. in Part V. of the Privy
Council's Report, the Inſpector General, and Mr. lrving's Evid. before the Corn. of the H. of
Commons, and alſo that of Mr. Greg.

,,*,,, The above being merely an outline of tropical cultivation, it i' hoped the reader will not paſs
ſentence on it, till he has informed himſelf fully, and has careſitlly weighed all that he will ﬁnd on the
ſubject, in the P. Court. Report, Min. of Evid. Le Poivre, D'Auberteuil, Long, Beckt'ord, Edwards,

&c.-To ſhow that I am not unreajimably jealous of the introduction oſW. Indians and their maxims,
into any African colony, l muﬅ intreat the reader's attention, to the following propoſed addition to

the ſlave-law of Jamaica, publiſhed in the Cornwall Chronicle oſ that lſlmd, of Dec. zglh, 1787.
" Whereas the extreme crueltio: and inbumanit] of the MANAGERS, OVERSEERS and BOOK.
KEEPERS of eﬅates, have frequently driven tlaves into the woods, and occaſioned rebellion', &e. And
whereas alſo it frequently happens, that ſlaves come to their deaths by haﬅy and ſevere blows, and other

improper treatment ofovensr: a as and noon-naeum, in the heat of paﬃon 3 and,when ſuch accident:
do happen, the 'uictinu are entered on 'be plantain-books, a: burning died of ton'wdﬁo'u, ﬂu, and act-n
tauſe; not to be arcountodfor; and to conceal [be real truth oftbe cauſe ofthe death ofſittb ſlave orﬅart-w,
be or t/H'y is or are immediately put under-ground." &c.-The humane and ſpiritcd Mr. Gray of Ja.
maica, who introduced this clauſe into the Aſſembly, premiſed that, to his own certain knowledge, 'very
unnatural puniſhmtnf: were' often inﬂicted on negrou." (St-e ſeveral ſimilar proofs in Preſace to Ahli.
Min. Evid.)
In St. Kitt's, when ﬅarvingſlives are killed and put under ground, in ﬅealing ſugar
cnnes and proviſions, it is familiarly called U biding" them.
In Barbadoes U an unlimitedpo-wcr of

maiming or killing negroer, i: frequently exert;" c'd lzy WHITE SERVANTS 5" and the murder of a
ſlave U iJſcarrely noticed an) more than ib' deal ofa ra-w or bar-ſe." Supp. to P. Coun. Rep. p. 24, 35,
In jamalca, Grenada, and Dominica, laws have been made to check ſuch enormities. But under all
thoſe mock ﬅatutes, tſiramed as they are by planters, againﬅ planters, and adminiﬅer-ed by plimlerr, tle
evidence of negroe: and their de cmdnntr, free or ſin-ver, i: not, in any ſhape, admitted again/i entire
per-ſum, in (riminal caſn.
t S. Leona, the rights ot witneſſes and jurors are exerciſed by black

men. ( 5 378.) But, even there, if W. [nd/'arm inveterately prejudiced as they generally are, were to
be allowed to preﬁde as jud es, I ſhould have rvery great doubt: as to the impartial adminiﬅration of
juﬅice, between white: and

lacks.

In England

juries have formerly been ſent to priſon, till

they brought in verdicts agreeable to the judges.
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775. The ſlatement oſ the original condition and ſubſequent viciſiitudes of
the Nova Scotians, and the reaſonings upon them, appear to me to place the can

L-'W

Character of
theN.Scotians

fairly ﬅated.

dour and abilities of the Directors in a very amiable and reſpectable point of view.
Several eminent philoſophers have indeed reaſoned admirably on the moral and ſo
cial eﬀects of ſlavery; while others might be name_d,who, I will venture to ſay, have

failed egregiouſly on that diﬃcult ſubject*. But I know of no author who has had oc
caſion to eſtimate the combined eﬀects of ſlavery, irregular warſare, an emigration,
ſcarcely diſiinguiſhable from exile, and a ſecond emigration attended with great

ſickneſs and hardſhips, on the general character of a body of predial ſlaves, who
had emanciþatcd themſelves.

This ſingular and complicated caſe was reſerved for

the Directors of the S. Leona Company; and, in my opinion, they have treated

it in a manner which would do credit to the ﬁrﬅ philoſophers of the age.
776. It appears to me, however, that the reports now in general circulation, re

But their
claims, &c.

ſpecting the diſſatisfactjon of the N. Scotians, from not having yet obtained thoſe ſhould be in
lots of cultivable land which were promiſed them, and which would have changed veﬂignteds

the principle of their exertions from lifeleſs, drowſy day-labour, to the improvement
of their own property, in order to procure neceſſaries and luxurics-theſe reports,
I ſay, appear, in my humble opinion, to deſerve, in eVery point of view, a very ſe
rious conſideration. And, as the accounts of the local and actual condition of the
colony, ſeem to have come to the knowledge of the Directors chicﬂy through the
medium of ſervants appointed by themſelves, and to the knowledge of the ſub
ſcribers only through the medium of the Directors, it appears to me that this truly
delicate ſubject ſhould be inveſligated by a certain nuinber of commiﬃoners, one
half choſen and ſent out by the ſubſcribers at large, to be joined on the ſpot, by the
other half fairly choſen by the N. Scotians themſelves. Theſe commiſſioners hav
ing choſen a preſident and agreed upon their rules, ſhould have power to enquire
fully into the conduct of the Company's ſerVants, on the one hand, and the con
duct and claims of the N. Scotians, on the other, and to eﬅabliſh ſuch temporary or

permanent regulations, as they ſhould ﬁnd expedient.
.
777. The conveying a body of people to the colony, without having framcd
* In the Elem. of Moral Science, lately publiſhed, (in 2 large Vols. 8vo.) but which I have not
yet had an opportunity oſ peruſing, l am told, the worthy, ingenious and learned author, Dr. Beattie,
hath obliged the world with a pretty full abﬅract oſ the doctrines reſpecting ſlavery and it" eﬀects,
which he has, for thirty years, been teaching in the claſs of Moral Philoſophy, in the Mariſchal Col

Iege of Abcrdeen.
Mr. Dickſon has given a few hints reſpecting the ſervitude of the Iſraelites in Egypt, and their
glorious emancipation, which, on ſeveral important accounts, ſeem to deſerve to be proſecuted by

idme perſon of learning and leiſure. Letter' on Slavery p. 139, 158, 178.

'
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Art-tuum. houſes on the ſpot, ready to be ſet up, the moment they landed, appears to me to
have been an error of the ſame kind, as ſending out an apparatus for the manuſac

w

ture of ſugar before houſes had been built, lands had been cleared, or proviſions
had been raiſed, either for man or beaﬅ.

Nora Y. 1.
Canvas houſe'
ſoon decayed._

778. Four patent houſes,

See s 430.

or rather tents, covered with oil-cloth, made at

Knightſbridge, were ſent out to the colony.

But, though well adapted for

temporary ſhelter in Europe, they neither ﬅood the ſun nor the rains at S. Leona;

and went ſo ſoon to deﬅruction, that the Directors very properly reſolved to ſend
out no more of thoſe tabernacles.-The beﬅ houſe, hitherto erected in the colony,
is, orrather was, that of the governor, the ﬅructure of which, I have been told, ap

proached nearly to that repreſented in Plate I. Fig. B. This and all the other
principal houſes, the Company and the colony owed to the ingenuity and exertion
Mr. Dubois" of Mr. Dubois.-Having mentioned this gentleman's name, l cannot but add, that
merit and ſer
vices.

this was far from being the only ſervice which he rendered to the colony.

He had

' ſpent the greater part of his life in hot and unhealthſul climates, and had acquired

every kind of knowledge and experience, neceſſary to preſervc health and me in
ſimilar ſituations. In particular, ſuch had been his attention to medicine, that he
brought 500 of the coloniﬅs through the country fever, with the loſs oſ only one

patient-a degree of ſucceſs which ſew proſeſſtonal men can boaﬅ, and which' I
will venture to ſay, never diﬅinguiſhed the commencement of the practiſe of any
European phyſician, in a tropical climate. Having been born and bred in the ſame
part oſ America with moﬅ of the Nova Strotians, and having perſonally known
ſeveral of them from his infancy, having accompanied them in their warſare, and
in their emigration to N. Scotia, and thence to S. Leona, it cannot appear wonder
ful that he ſhould poſſeſs conſiderable influence among them. As he does not ap

pear to have uſed this influence with any private or perſonal views, it is to be re.
gretted, that the colony has been deprived of the ſervices of a man who ſo entirely
poſſeſſed the reſpect and conﬁdence of the greater part bſ the inhabitants, and was

ſowell qualiſied and diſpoſed to promote their happineſs.
_--_--_

Oracle near

NOTB Y. 2. g5io.
779. The late Capt. R. Norris, of Liverpool, among other curious particulars

C. Palmas.

inſerted in this Appendix, told me, that at Cavally, not ſar from C. Palmas, there

is an oracle in which the ſuperﬅitious natives implicitly conﬁde.

It returns anſwers

in all the language: of the country, and attracts many negroes to the coaﬅ from

-

diﬀerent
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diﬀerent parts. But this is not a very ſafe pilgrimage; for Capt. N. added, that APPINDIX.
many of thoſe viſitants are at laﬅ kidnapped and ſold.

w

NOTE Z. t. See Y 444.
780. lf the S. Leona Company had heen inﬅituted merely for the ſake of com- Company's
merce, every one muﬅ allow that to per cent. would be a v'ery moderate proﬁt. But, Preﬁts'

had that been the caſe, and the circumﬅances ofthe colony had been in other reſpects
the ſame, would not the to per cent. ifraiſed on articles of the ﬁrﬅ neceſſity, have
been repaid to the coloniﬅs, in the higher wages which the Company would of
courſe have been obliged to give them for their labour, the only commodity which
they have hitherto had an opportunity of oﬀering for ſale?

781. In conformity with the Company's grand object, the civilization of Africa,
I have reaſon to believe, that no proﬁt has been demanded on articles of primary
neceſſity, exported for the ſupport of this new colony; for, as the coloniﬅs have
not received their lands, they are not in a condition to provide for themſelves.
The world will always expect to ﬁnd this S. Leona buſineſs unadulterated with any

commercial purſuits, which have not a direct tendency to promote the intereﬅs

and the proſperity of the colony, and conſequently the grand end of it's eﬅabliſh
ment, the ClVlLlZATlON or AI'RICA

-

;-:

Norn Z. 2.

See Y 519, 618.

782. The Directors appear to have drawn the character of the late John Henry Na- Additionnl
imbanna with great candour; for it correſponds exactly with every account I have ijidgf'NL
heard of that intelligent and amiable African. I had ſeveral opportunities ofconverſ. ambanna. _
ing with him, during his ﬅay in London; and was much ﬅruck with his acuteneſs
and good ſenſe. When I was ﬁrﬅ introduced to him, l could not help cxpreſling my
aﬅoniſhment at ﬁnding, that he could already read a little Engliſh. '* It is that lady,"
ſaid he, painting to Mrs. Falconbridge *, " to whom Iowe this improvement;_ﬂrſhg

was
* The reſolution of Mrs. Falconhridge, (now Mrs. Duboit,) in accompanying her former huſband
twice to S. Leona, and the hardſhips ſhe ſuﬀered at the unpromiſing commencement ofthe colony, deſ.
titute as it then was of every thing neceſſary to the comfort of a well educated European lady, prove
that even the tender ſex, under the inﬂuence of conjugal attachment, may be ſo much intereﬅed in a
great undmaking, as to forget the delicacy of their frame, and to face danger and diﬅreſs in every
terrifying ſhape.

That this lady poſſeſſes not only patience and fortitude to endure diﬃculties, but:

ability to deſcribe them, will not be doubted by thoſe who have read her intereﬅing account of Sierra
Leona, which ſhe publiſhed after her ſecond return from that colony.

If any exceſs oſwarmth ſhould

be obſerved in ſome parts of this ſpirited little work, it will be remembered that the writer is a_woman,
M m a.
who
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APPENMX' was kind enough to teach me in the paſſagefrom S. Leana."-Being at Portſmoutb or
Plymouth, ſoon after his arrival in England, he was carried to ſee one of the arſenals.
After a ſilent and attentive ſurvey of the place, he at laﬅ exclaimed, " Me no love
for ſee ſo many gun," an exPreſIion, which, from his manner and emphaſis, was

evidently dictated bya patriotic jealouſy, leﬅ thoſe formidable engines, ſhould one
day come to be directed againﬅ his defenceleſs country. On many other occaſions,
that patriotiſm,_which very commonly actuates Aſrican boſom: i', diﬅinctly appeared
in his converſation; and, from the excellent direction which was given to that and
the other energies of his mind, there can be no doubt, that if Providence had ſpared

his life, his country would have derived many advantages.
Being one day at
dinner, by invitation, before his character was thoroughly known, the clergyman
who had the care of his education, beckoned, by way of caution, to a gentleman who
was preſſing him to drink. He obſerved it, and immediately withdrew. On en
quiring why he ſo ſuddenly left the table, he aſked, *' Whether Mr. G. really
thought, that he could not have wine before him, without making a beaﬅ of him

ſelf."--Talking of the diﬅinguiſhed member of parliament who propoſed the gra
dual abolition of the ſlave-trade, he ſaid, " Mr.

ſhould have his carriage

drawn by aſſes, for they go very gradually."--His application to ﬅudy was, as the
Directors ﬅate, indeſatigable; and ſo ﬅrong was his wiſh to underﬅand the Scriptures
thoroughly, and to be able to read them in the original languages, that, to his other
acquiſitions, during his ſhort ﬅay in England, he added, in his private hours, no in
conſiderable proﬁciency in the Hebrew.
and of Job

783. Mr. Ramſay, Mr. Clarkſvn, Mr. Dickſon and others, have publiſhed ac

Be" salcmon' counts of negroes eminent for their virtues and abilities.

But I do not know that

any of them are more worthy of attention, on many important accounts, than the
biographical ſketches which Moore has given us of job Ben Solomon, in his Tra
vels into the interior parts of Africa, printed in 1735, to which I muﬅ refer the
reader, who will alſo ﬁnd ſome account of Job, in the Annual Regiﬅer, I think,
for 1767. The only piece of information, reſpecting Job Ben Solomon, that I can
add to Moore's is, that VV. Smith, Eſq. M. P. (who, by the way, in his excellent
ſpeeches, in ſupport of the abolition of the ſlave-trade, has diſcovered an intimate
knowledge, and a deep ſenſe, of thewrongs of Africa,) has in his poſſeſſion a MS.
copy of the Koran, in Arabic, written by that extraordinary negro, when in England,
purely from memory; as appears from a Latin certiﬁcate, at the end, ſigned by the
who generouſly ſacriﬁced her eaſe and comfort, to a principle of duty to her huſband, and enlightemd
zeal in a great cauſe ; that ſhe certainly ſuﬀered many ſevere trials 5 and that, ſhe might think, ſome
of them might have been prevented by human prudence and foreſight.
+ See Dickſhn's Letters on Slavery, p. 75, V.

Rev.
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Rev. Dr. Chandler, and ſome other reputable perſons, competent to judge of the
merit and authenticity of this curious performance.
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It would appear, that the Duke

of Montagu, mentioned by Job, with ſo much gratitude, (Moore, p. 147.) was a

great patron of African merit; for to his Grace's liberality, the negro poet and ma
thematician, Erancis VVilliams, owed his education at ſchool, and afterwards at the
Univcrſity of Cambridge*. I have been told that, when Job was at the Duke's
houſe, the ſervants uſed to complain that he ſometimes ſoiled the ﬅairs, when he
retired to his chamber to pray, which he regularly did ſeveral times a day.

784. I ſhall cloſe this note with ſome account of another African, who, though
he was not endowed with any ſuperiority of intellect, poſſeſſed, in an eminent degree,
that goodneſs of heart, which ſo honourably characterizcs the African genius.-In

April, 1781, I was informed, that a young African was going to be conveyed on
board a veſſel bound for Sierra Leona. Curiolity induced me to enquire in what
capacity he was to be ſent there; as the grand queﬅion, reſpecting the abolition of
the Slave-trade, had then become a merited object of univerſal inveﬅigation, parti
cularly in this Illand-I ſoon diſcovered that the maﬅer of this poor negro had no
other intention in conveying him out of this country, than to diſpofe of him after

Account of a.
kidnapped
African
prince, who
lately died in

England.

wards with the greater facility, for the Weﬅ-India market, in order to reinﬅate his

exPences with proﬁt.-On cloſer enquiry, I found that this youth, whoſe name was
Peter Panalz, was really a ſon of the preſent Peter, King of Meſurado, who had
himſelf been educated at Liverpool, by the llave-traders. I diſcovered farther, that
he had been bafely kidnapped from his father, conveyed to a Mr. Hammer at Sierra.
Leona, by an Engliſh ſlave-veſſel, (Capt. Fraſer) and ſold there to a Capt. Cambeby,
who carried him to the W. Indies, where he met with other ﬅaves from his own

country, who immediately recognized him to be their king's ſon.-This fact was.
moreover proved by the mark he bore on his breaﬅ, which is inſcribed on all the
king's children, to diﬅinguiſh them from others.

785. OneJohnſon, a mulatto dealer at Grenada, being acquainted with this circum
A mercantile

ﬅance, conceived that ſuch a deed committed againﬅ the King of Meſurado, in the lpeculation in
perſon of one of his children, could not but injure the commerce carried on by the his perſon

Engliſh in that country. Making this therefore his plea, he combined it with his
own intereﬅ, and ſuppoſed that if he brought this young prince to England, it might
turn out greatly to his advantage, provided the public could be intereﬅed in his re
demption. But this mere mercantile ſpeculation ſailing, Johnſon reſolved to return'
with him to the Weﬅ-Indies, to ſell him there for the Gol. he had paid for him.
Some papers, which I received from johnfon himſelf, clearly prove theſe fails:

but as his return directly to the YV. I'nd'ies was likely to be expenſive, he was
' Long, Vol. II. p. 476.
cunning
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cunning enough to obtain permiſlion oſ Mr. Sharp, under pretence of eﬅabliſhing
himſelf at the new colony, to get a free paſſage ſor'himſelf and his negro to S.
Leona, whence his paſſage to the \Veﬅ Indies was eaſy.

The author

ﬁ'ees him from

786. The compaſſion I felt for the ſituation oſ this unfortunate youth, and the
proſpect, by reﬅoring him to his father, of ſurthering my favourite plan ofciviliziug

his bondagc.

Africa, the moﬅ eﬀectual means for aboliſhing the Slave-trade, made me the leſs
heſitate to reſcue him from his baſe ſhackles: I thereſoreſiredeemed him: this was
done in preſence oſ the Rev. Mr. RAMSAY, Mr. T. CLARKSON, and Nlr. R.

PHILLlPS, on the 6th of May, 1788, for 201. ﬅer.--I then placed him at. Mr.
Dempﬅer's academy, at Mitcham in Surry, to be inﬅructed in the ﬁrﬅ ruditnents olſi

Chriﬅianity, into which he was regularly baptized on the 25th Dec. 1788. At this
ſchool he likewiſe had ſuch edUCation as his ſaculties were capable of receiving.
He indeed proved obedient and pliable, but he was not gifted by nature with any
extraordinary parts. He made, however, a tolerable proﬁciency in reading and writ
ing, and ſhewed a great deſire for agriculture. Though pretty much accuﬅomed to
European manners, he ſeemed to retain an unconquerable propenſity to return to
his former habits of ﬁmplicity, in his native country, where he knew he would

His death.

ﬁnd a mode oſ life more ſuitable to his taﬅe.
787. Mr. G. Sharp promiſed to uſe his endeavours to procure him a free paſſage
to his own country, but various incidents retarded and prevented this gentleman's
kind intentions, till he was taken ill, at Mr. Dempﬅer's ſchool, by ſleeping one
evening on the damp graſs. Thisindiſpoſition ſoon ended in a gallopping conſump
tion, which baﬀled the power of medicine, and he died, in Oct. 1790, in my own

houſe, aged, as near as I could gueſs, about 18 or so.
788. I cannot but mention the generoſity oſ three gentlemen, who happened to

hear oſ the caſe oſ this unfortunate youth, and ſent me towards his ſupport, the ſol
lowing ſums reſpectively :
Mr. VVanxnroncr. ................ [20 o o
The Rev.Mr.GISBORNE ............
Mr. PENNANT ....................

5
1

5
1

o
o

ſo that his redemption, ſchooling, cloathing, medicine, &c. excluſive of theſe contri

buti0ns, during the time he was under my care, (211- years) did not coﬅ me more than
[67 JOS. 5d.

But, though it pleaſed Providence to call him hence, I never ſhall

regret this expenditure.
789. It may be ſaid, that l need not have purchaſed the liberty of this unhappy
youth, as he was iſſrce the zctrſſant he landed' on the Britgſh ſhare. (See s 330.) But it
ought to be remembered, that the beﬅ laws are often rendered expenſive, and even
ultimately ineﬀectual, by the many arts which lawyers and other deſigning men prac
tiſe,to elude them. BeſideE, though the law ſeems to be againﬅ perſonal or individu

al ſlavery in this country, the merchant who dares openly avow himſelf as a dealer in
human

w

qu-

<_
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humanﬂc/h, is not only protected in his iniquity, butenjoys all the rights of honeﬅ APPENbIX.
people, not excepting that of ſitting upon a jury, even in the moﬅ ſerious criminal w
caſes, from which, however, the dealers in the

zﬀanzſimals are excluded*. But.

puta dtſþot into afree country, where there 2's a ſhcial chcch upon his actions, and he
is no longer a deſpot: and put aﬅave-me1chant into a country where indzſſry and ahzſi
tity, and not money, are theſlandara's qfcredit, andhe is no longer aſiaue-merchant.
790. This leads me back to the principles advanced in ſeveral parts of this work,
reſpecting perſonal ſlavery, in our preſent European communities, eſpecially in
thoſe where commerce is carried on to any extent 'l'.
791. 1 conſider the abuſed power oſ governing to have generated that kind of
ſlavery, which, for the ſake oſ diﬅinction, I call Polz'tical Slavery; and that which

ariſes from the abuſed power of money, Ithink I may fairly call Mercantz'le S/avery.
The ﬁrﬅ, which has reference to a perſon's ſituation with reſpect to the commu
nity, ſeems to be, in ſome degree, guarded againﬅ, in this Iſland, by the general
principles oſ the Britiſh conﬅitution, as well as by particular ﬅatutes. But the ſe
cond kind, which has reference to a perſon's ſituation, with reſpect to the intereﬅs
oſ individuals, and which is alſo perſonal, inaſmuch as an individual can not only

be arreﬅed for debt, but actually ﬅarVed to death in a gaol, (ſee s 594, note.)
appears to me n0t to have been hitherto fully conſidered, at leaﬅ not by the majo
rity of thoſe whoſe province it is to rectiſy the evil; for the humane exertions of
Lord Moira, Mr. Grey and ſome other reſpectable members oſ both Houſes of
the Britiſh Parliament,have hitherto been unſucceſsful. (See s 142, qu. LI.)v

* To this compariſon, between a butcher and a ſlave-merchant, it may be objected, that the former
carries on his buſineſs within the reach, and very properly u'nder the protection, of the Engliſh laws z

whereas a part only of the buſineſs of the latter is conﬁned to England, the reﬅ being tranſacted partly
in Africa, which is out of the reach oſ Engliſh laws, and partly in the W. Indian Iſlands, the laws of
which, however, their charters ﬅipulate, ſhall not be repugnant to the laws of England. But the
queﬅion is, NVhether a ſet oſ men, who by their mercantile operations, violate all law', in my foreign

part oſ the world, ought to be allowed to live among honeﬅ people, in a civilized community, calling
itſelf free? To put the eaſe in a more ﬅriking light, I would aſk, Whether any legiſlature ought to
give it's protection to a ſet of men, who ſhould make it a trade to ﬁt: out ſhips, under it" juriſdiction,

in order to catch and kill human beings, and ſalt up their ﬂeſh at O'Taheite, and carry it to New
Zealand, to be ſold to the Cannibals?
1- I uſe the term perſonal ſlavery in a more extenﬁve ſenſe than ordinary, ſor the truth is, Iam not

ſatisﬁed with the diﬅinction oſ ſlavrry, as commonly divided into politiſal and þe'rſonal. They are both
ﬁrmly Puſ-al; for perſon' alone can be ﬂaves in any ſenſe.
Nore
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w

hilt', Aſze
lius's account

oſ the natural
productions.

792. At s 525, I ſigniﬁed my intention oſinſerting in this Appendix, the " Sub
ﬂance oſ two Reports" from Mr. Aſzeliut, ſubjoined to the Report oſ the Direc
tors; but intereﬅing materials have ſo unextpectedly multiplied on my hands, that I
ﬁndI can only aﬀord room for the following Aþridgment ofan Account of t/ze
Natural Productions of S. Leona *.
ANIMALS.

Oxen 85 aſſes.

793'. Cattle thrive well, and even grow fat, but not ſo commonly as in Europe.
A number oſ bulls, oxen and cows graze in the ſavannahs.-Some ſew aſſes, ſent to
the colony, are uſed in labour, and do not ſuﬀer by the climate ; but are not equal to

Sheep, goats,

mules.
794. Sheep change their wool into hair.

hogs.

monly lean, and do not increaſe much.

Antelopes,
&c.

as ﬁne and large as in any other countries. The colony is ſuﬃciently ﬂocked with
theſe animals.
_
795. Porcupines, wild hogs, ſquirrels and antelopes, may alſo be claſſed among
the animals ſound at S. Leona proper for food. The ſkin of the latter appears to be

proper for gloves.
Lions, &e.

They ſuﬀer from the heat, are com

But goats and hogs are very proliﬁc, and

'

796. The beaﬅs of prey arc lions, leopards, hyenas, muſlt eats, and many kinds
of weaſels, which laﬅ are very deﬂructive to poultry. The ﬂtins of ſome of theſe
might be of uſe in a commercial view. There are two ſpecies oſ muſk cats at S.
Leona, the civet and the zibet cat.

japanzee.

797. The Japanzee or Chimpanzee, common in the mountains of S. Leona,

reſembles man more than even the Ourang Outang. Oſ two brought to the co
lony, one died ſoon; the other, being older, lived ſome months. He was nearly a
feet high, but their full ﬅature is nearly '5 feet. He was covered with black
** Having already beﬅowed a Chap. (the 5th.) on natural produtﬂions, I certainly would not
ſwell my work with any thing more on the ſubject, iſ I did not think the deſcription: of ſo able a na.
turaliﬅ as Mr. Aſzelius, inﬁnitely more worthy of attention than any thing I can pretend to write on
the ſubject.

The reader, however, will obſerve, that the memoir, of whichI here oﬀer him an abridg

ment, is itſelf given by the Director-s, only as U The ſubﬅance" of two reports ſrom Mr. A.

I have

not ſeen thoſe reports ; but, from that gentleman's known caution and accuracy, l may venture to ſay,
that they were not intended for publication, in any ſhape 5 eſpecially, as I know how diﬃcult it is for
a perſon to expreſs himſelſaccurately in a foreign language, which the Engliſh i' to Mr. I. as well as
to myſelf. l believe, I may pronounce them to have been mere popular deſcriptions, intended for the
uſe of gentlemen concerned in the S. Leona undertaking, who could not well be ſuppoſed minutely con
'erſant in the technical language and arrangement oſ natural hiﬅory. The learned reader, therefore,
will not ſuppoſe Mr. A's two original report', ﬅill leſs their ſub/Ianre, and leaﬅ of all, this Abn'dgmtnt

nſtbeir Subﬂantr, to be ſpecimeus of Mr. A's profeſſional abilities.
3

hair,
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hair, long and thick on the back, but ſhort and thin on the breaﬅ and belly. His
face was bare; his hands and his head reſembled thoſe of an old black man, except

that the hair on his head was ﬅraight.
human being.

APPENDlX.
w

He ate, drank, ſlept and ſat at table, like a

At firﬅ he crept on all ſours, on the outſide of his hands; but, when

grown larger, he endeavoured to go erect, ſupporting himſelf by a ﬅick. He was
inelancholy, but always good-natured. This ape, although not entirely unknown
in Europe, has uſually been confounded with other apes.
798. Of theſe the Directors have as yet received no perfect account. A ſpe
cies oſ crane is mentioned, which becomes very tame, and is reckoned very good
food. Fowls multiply amazingly. Ducks thrive; but geeſe and turkies have not
anſwered expectation.

Birds.

799. Green, hawk's bill, or loggorhead, turtles, are very common, and ſome Amphibioua
times of an immenſe ſize. Freſh water turtles, and land turtles, are alſo found, animals, &c

(he latter in abundance; and it is thought that they might be imported into England
to good proﬁt.

Crocodiles, or alligators, of a non-deſcript ſpecies, 10 or 12 feet in

length, have been found; and lizards of ſix ſpecies, among which are the Guana
and the Cameleon. Snakes are almoﬅ innumerahle ; they haunt the houſes in the
night in ſearch of poultry; the largeﬅ yet diſcovered meaſured 18 feet, which did
not prove venemous.
800. The inſects are very numerous.

The moﬅ remarkable are the termites, Inſect', &e.

(commonly called wood-ants, or bug-a-bugs) which deﬅroy wooden houſes and
fonnes; ants, which devour proviſions; cockroaſiches and crickets, which deﬅroy
clothes, linen and leather; muſquitoes, ſand-flies, 'ſcorpions, tarantulas and centi- pedes; alſo wild bees, which furniſh plenty of wax and honey. The vermes are
little known; the barnacles are very large, and injurious to veſſels not copper-hot
tomed.
801. Fiſhes are in great variety, both in the ſca and the river. The ſpermaceti Fiſhes, &a.
.whale has been occaſionally found at S. Leona, but oftener down the coaﬅ, Be.

ſides the whale,'the ſharlt, ſtinging-ray and porpoiſe, there are eels, horſe-mackarel,
tarpoons, cavillos, mullets, ſnappers, yellowtails, old-maids, tcnpounders, and ſome
other ﬁſhes; all of which, except the eels and tenpounders, are eﬅeemed fine eating.
Oyﬅers are found in great abundance, and another ſhell fiſh, which the natives eat.
Among the Zoophites, none is more worthy of notice than the common ſponge,

which covers all the ſandy beaches of the river, particularly on the Bullom ſhore.

and would ſetcb a high price in G. Britain.
VEGETABLES.
r 802.

Riceisthe chieſplant cultivated at S.Lcona, and the ſlaple ofthe country,

The lower claſs of the natives ſubſiﬅ almoﬅ entirely upon it. Although lt proſ.
N u'

t

per'

Rice.
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pers beﬅ in ſwamps, it will thrive alſo on elevated land; but, like other aquatics, it
grows ſmaller and thinner,_though the grain is better. Of this quality is the rice
on the eminences of S. Leona, while on the plains of the Bullom ſhare, and other
ſuch tracts, it grows as luxuriantly as in Carolina, and it cleaned with equal care,

it would be equally white; but at preſent, through the negligence of the na:ives,
both the rice intended for conſumption, and for trade, retains part of the browniſh
rind. The rice ﬁelds are prepared during the dry ſeaſon, and receive the ſeed in
the tornado ſeaſon, antecedent to the tains; but the ſeaſons varying, the time for

ſowing is irregular.
Caſſsda,

In the year 1792. rice was ſown in june, and reaped in Oct.

2. This conﬅitutes, after rice, the chief food of the inhabitants, and it's culture

requires time and care. It ſucceeds beﬅ in ſandy, open places. In 3 or 4 months
after planting, the roots grow ﬁt for uſe. The natives do not reap the whole at
once, but dig up a few roots as they want them; but, before the ſucceeding tains,

they clear the ﬁeld, never extending their plantations beyond the ſuppoſed exigen

cies ofa ſingle year. The natives ſometimes make cakes of caſſada, which though
dry, are well taﬅed and extremely white: they alſo boil or roaﬅ this article. A kind

oſ ale might poſiibly be prepared from it, as is done by the Arawaiks of Surinam'.
to be cauti

* As no part oſ houſehold oeconomy requires ſo much care and caution as the preparation of Caſ

oully uſed.

ſada, ſome further account oſ it cannot ſail to be acceptable to ſuch of my readers, as may have oc

caſion to reſide in any new tropical colony.-Dr. Browne mentions two ſpecies oſ that plant, which
are uſed in the Sugar lſlands as food; and which he thus deſcribes._"lATItort-1A 4. Folii: Pal
mati: pentadactjlibur, radire conita-oblongd, car/re ſublacte "."_" " Iatrapba, Fit/ii: palmatir, labi:
lanteolatir, lcrvibu: integerrimix." " Linctn. Sp. Pl.-The Caﬀa-va, Caﬂada or &Iſaiah-The juiceoſ
the root is ſweetiſh, but more or leſs of a deleterious, or poiſonous, nature, both freſh and in the pu

trid ﬅate.-But, however, unwholeſome or Violent, the rough juice may be ſound, immediately after
it is expreſſed, &e. it has been lately diſcovered by an ingenious gentleman, who has practiſed many
years in the warm parts of America, that a little mint water and ſalt oſ wormwood will calm the

moſt violent ſymptoms that ariſe on taking it; and prevent all bad conſequences, even in the human
ſpecies, iſ it be but timely adminiﬅer-ed.

" IATROPHA 5. Foctirfalmatir, lobt's inch-ﬁr, radite '6

Iongi, funicula walida per tentrum ducto, tame 'thei-Tbtfwnt Caﬀada."-( The Linnzan deſcrip
tion of this laﬅ ſpecies, iſ any, Dr. B. has not inſerted.)-" This plant," continues the Doctor, " is

very like the foregoing, both in habit and appearance, and cultivated in the ſame manner; but the
root is ſree from any of that deleterious quality that is generally obſerved in the juices of the other
ſort. It is always planted in ſeparate pieces, ſor ſear of a miﬅake, and roaﬅed or boiled for uſe; but
thelatter ſeems to be the beﬅ method of dreſſing it." Nat. Bill. oſ jamaiea p. 349. Where the

learned author deſcribes the method oſ preparing the fari'u, or meal, from the ﬁrﬅ ſpecies above men
tioned. See all'o Long" zd. Vol. But I apprehend that in all ſuch proceſſes, experience is a ſaſer
guide than any deſcription: to be found in books.-Not knowing into whoſe hands this work may
fall, I have inſerted the above extracts, by way of caution to perſons unacquainted with the danger

oſuſingcaſſadaindiſcriminately, and without being duly prepared, by ſome perſon practically (killed in
the operation, which though not diﬃcult, requires great care and attention.-A certain eminent beta

niﬅ, and alſo a friend of mine who has been long in the W. Indies, both adviſe me, by all means, to in

ſert this note.

3. Theſe
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3; Theſe reſemble potatoes, and are dry, ſarinaceous, and nutritious.
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elſewhere there are many ſpecies of yams, there is but one in S. Leona. The
largeﬅ root in the Company's gardens weighed only about 4lb. the ſoil being pro
bably too hard ſor it. The natives do not beſtow ſo much pains on yams as caſſada.

w

Yams.

' 4. Theſe are good and uſeſu] roots, in no particular, however, reſembling the Sweetpotatoe'

true potatoes, except that like them, they are ſarinaceous roots.

They thrive beﬅ

in a looſe ſoil, but the natives are as inattentive to them as to yams.

The leaves

boiled make a good diſh on the table, and aﬀord an excellent nouriſhment for ſheep,
goats, or pigs.

5. Theſe are eaten by the natives, either raw or roaﬅed.

Ground-nut'.

6. Though abundant, they are not ſo much uſed as they deſerve to be. The leaves,

Eddoes .

iſ young, are as good as ſpinach; and the roots, when boiled, reſemble cheſnuts.

They are ﬁt ſor uſe when 3 months old, but are beﬅ after 4 or 6 months growth.
7 and '8. Country potatoes oſ two ſorts; iﬅ, Ajuck, a round root, ſomewhat big Country pot',
ger thana hazel nut, ſound in abundance in low places, with a long ﬁem, which toes.
creeps round it on the ground; it's taſte is better than that oſ ſweet potatoes;
but it is leſs ſolidſi. And, sadly, Abunk, which' grows on the branches of the tree in a
ſtrange manner, and is a ſingular excrcſcence oſ an irregular, angular and tuberous
ſhape. It tailes ſomewhat like ſweet potatoes.
9. A common, handſome and uſeſul tree, indicating a good ſoil. It ſupplies the Oil-palm. _
inhabitants with oil, wine and food. The wine in appearance perfectly reſembles
wbey, tailes well when freſh, but is apt to ſerment, to change in 3 or 4 days to the

ſtrongeﬅ vinegar, oſa diſagreeable ſmell.

It is collected by tapping the tree.

The

oil is obtained from the fruit, which is oſ the ſize oſa hazel nut, conſiſiing oſa hard
kernel, encloſed in a thick, ſat matter, covered with a thin ſkin, which diſſolves and
yields the oil, which is uſed by the natives by way of butter to their rice. This
oil, though liquid at ﬁrſt, in a ſhort time hardens, and turns rancid: a ſuperior oil is

made, though in ſmall quantities, by bruiſing and boilling the kernels in water.
The interior ſubﬅance of the top of young palm-trees being boiled, eats like cab

bage: the leaves ſerve the natives for baſkets.
to and 11. Theſe grow very commonly, and are two uſeſul trees, nearly related Plantain' &
to the palm."

Plantains are larger than bananas, more regular, bent at the baſe, and bananas.

fewer in each cluﬅer, harder and leſs luſcious. They are eaten raw, boiled, or roaﬅ
ed. Bananas are among the ſuperior ſruits oſ this country, ſoſt and ſweet, and ge
nerally eaten raw: above 100 grow in a cluﬅer. The leaves are uſed for various

cconomical purpoſes; and the ﬁbres ſerve in ſome places for thread.

12. A ﬁne fruit of a deep green, but when ripe of a yellow colour. When Papaw.
teen it is boiled, when ripe eaten raw as a fruit.

The leaves are uſed inﬅead oſ

ſoap, the hollow ﬅalks for pipes, and ropes may be made oſ the bark.
13. Some green fruit oſ this kind has been diſcovered in a neighbouring bay.

Nn a

14 and

Guava.
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14 and 15. Theſe are very common in their wild ﬅate, bearing ripe fruit
APPENDIX
w throughout the year, though not always in equal abundance. The oranges are ex.
Oranges am] cellent, and larger than thoſe of Europe.- Lemons planted long ago by the Portu
llmes.

gueſe in the neighbourhood, have degenerated ſo mſſUCh as to reſctcmble limes.

Pompions.

16. Theſe are to be ſound wild, wherever the ground is looſe; but though
more ſolid, are not ſo large as the European. They ate uſed for pies and puddings,
and may be had throughout the year.

Melons, &c

17, 18, 19, 20. Squaſh, water, melon, cucumber and muſk,melon. Theſe arrive

at the greateﬅ perfection, and by proper care might be made to ſurpaſs the Euro
Pine apples.

pean. The ﬁrﬅ ſettlers found no water melons, but took the feeds with them.
21. Theſe are ſar- better flavoured than thoſe of Europe, but- tougher in the

Pigeon pens.

middle. They are to be ſound all the year, growing wild in the woods, and on de
clivities near water. They are alſo planted by the natives. ,
22. This is a good pulſe, and is dreſſed like Engliſh peas or beans. It grows
wild in the ſkirts oſ woods, and in old rice and- caſſada ﬁelds, and may be had

throughout the year.
Maize or In
dian corn.

23. This is cultivated more on the Bullom (bore than near Freetown; it re
quires but 3 months to ripen, ſo that ſeveral harveſls are aﬀorded in a year.
The grain is boiled in ſalt water, or roaſted in the ear and eaten with butter, but
ſometimes it is eaten raw. The natives of the Gold Coaﬅ make puddings of it.

Goats and cattle eat the blades with avidity.
Lſilleh

24. Millet of two kinds, is ſound wild and uſed for poultry; the ſtalks of the

larger ſort contain a refreſhing juice.
Cocoa-nut
trees.

CLtſhtW.

Ockra.

25. Cocoa trees grow in Shcrbro, where they have been planted. The nurs are
eaten raw or made into pies.
26. Caſhew nuts, according to Lieut. Matthews, were introduced by the Euro

peans; but none have been ſeen at S. Leona, except on the Bullom ſhore.
27. The fruit oſ a little tree reſembling the Engliſh ſeatree mallows, very com
mon in S. Leona. The pods render ſoup gelatinous and highly nouriſhing; the
leaves boil like ſpinach.
28. Theſe have been ſound, in ſmall quantities, near S. Leona.

They probably

Sugar cane

will thrive exceedingly, as ſoon as the land ſhall have been ſome time in cultiva
Butter and

tallow true.

tion.
29. This is common in low lands about Freetown: it abounds with ajuice re.
ſcmbling gamboge in taint and durability, which exudes after the leaﬅ laceration.
The wood is ﬁrm, and ſeems adapted to various uſes. The ſrnit is nearly oval,
about twice the ſize oſ a man's ﬁﬅ; the rind is thick, pulpy, and oſ a pleaſant
acid; in theinſide are ſound from 5 to 9 ſeeds, of the ſize of a Walnut, containing

an oleaginous matter, uſed by the natives, with their rice or other food.
30. Oſ

Notes, Go. reﬂecting S. Leona and Bulama-Note AA.
30. Oſtheſe there is a great variety.

27

The velvet tamarind and common tama- Appzamm

'ind grow pentiſully on the iſland oſ Bandnas. The white tamarinds, being of an w
indiﬀerent taſle, are much neglected. The brown tamarinds are ſweet and highly Tamarinds.

eﬅeemed.

There is alſo a hard and inſipid fruit reſembling a tamarind, eaten by

the natives, which they call maﬃno.

31. Þ'igitree. The fruit of this tree, which ſcarcely exceeds a hazel nut in ſize, Fig-ti-ec.
is agreeable like other ﬁgs, but it can hardly be eaten, owing to the number of ſmall

inſects with which it is commonly ﬁlled.
32. Country ﬁgs. Theſe in no reſpect reſemble the true ﬁgs, except in the
number of their gritty ſeeds. This fruit is of the ſtze of an apple, nearly roundr
and agreeably taﬅed, when ripe reſembling the European ﬂrawberry. The tree is
non-deſeript; it is found in the beﬅ ſoil in the woods.
33. Hog Plums- Theſe are rather ſmaller than EurOpean Plums, yellow, and Hog.p1um3,
not unpleaſant: the natives are very lſiond oſ them. The tree, in ſome reſpects, re-

ſembles the aſh.
34.- Country plums.

' '
Oſ theſe there are many kinds, beſides thoſe juﬅ mention- Country

ed. They contain generally one or more kernels. They are commonly oſ the ſize Plum" i
of an hazel not.
25. Theſe are round and black, acid and acrid; they might certainly be improve- Grapes.
ed, but never ſo as to reſemble grapes, for they belong to agenus totally diﬀerent.
'
36. This contains an acid ſimilar to that of real ſorrel, but reſembles it in no other Sorrel.

reſpect. The plant is common enough.

37. This is the beﬅ ſubﬅitute for ſpinach, ifproperly dreſſed; it grows in clear- catch,
ed grounds, and indicates agood ſoil.
38. A very common plant on hills near the ſhore.

ſown.

> _
It appears 3 days after-being PUMIQ.

It is ſaid to have been applied to wounds with ſucceſs.

39. There is a well known and much eſteemed fruit oſ this ſort in the VV. In- Mammee.
dies; but that of S. Leona is oſ a diﬀerent ſpecies, though no way inferior.
40, 41, 42. Caiuito, bumelia and icaco, or pigeon plums, three W. Indian cainizo, &c_

fruits.

The laſt is rather inſipid, but improves greatly by cultivation.

43, 44. Antideſma, of the ſame taile with red currents, and mantanka, being alſov Antideſma.
tolerably good.
45. The country Cherries ſurpaſs all the fruits of S. Leona.

A ﬁne neaarine Cheſſzm

is the lrnit to which it can beﬅ be compared.

46. This has at a diſlance the appearance of an old apple-tree. A ſpecies oſ it Bud fruit,
grows plentifully on the Bullom ſhore, and in low and ſandy places. The fruit is
about the ſize of an-apple, and when freſh is exceedingly good and nutritious, hav
ing almoﬅ the ſame taile as gingerbread, but it loſes much of its flavour when old.

47. This is ﬂill larger and quite round: there are always two of the fruits united Cream ſmit,
and
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and hanging at the end oſ a ſmall branch; when wounded they yield a ſine white

w

juice, reſembling ſugar or the beﬅ milk£ the natives are very ſond oſit,

Maluguetta
Pepper, &c

48. There is a ſet oſ plants, called by the'botaniﬅs amomum, alloſa ſpicy nature,
and are oſ 3 diviſions. To the tſl, belong the gingersr To the ed, grains oſ para.
diſe, or Malaguetta pepper, The ad, is called cardamoms. 'ſhe true ginger
grows in the Suſee country, though not yet ſound'in S. Leona. Malaguetta pep
pcr oſ 4 diﬀerent ſorts is found; iﬅ, Maboobo, the ſeeds of which are pretty

large, oblong and of an agreeable but weak ſlavour; ad, Maſſaaba, ſmaller than
the preceding, but much like it; the pulp in the pod, when freſh, is oſ a ſine acid.
3d, Maſſa Amquona, the feeds oſwhich arc oſ the ſame nature as the laſt, but rather

more augular and pungent; the leaVes and ſlems are endowed with the ﬁneﬅ aro.
ma, both in ſcent and taﬅe. 4th, Toſſan, the native and true Malaguetta pepper of
Africa, and grains oſ paradiſe oſ the ſhops. It excels all other kinds in pungency.
Nutmegs.

49, A new ſpecies ofnutmeg, diﬀerent from all others, has been diſcovered; but
whether it is as good as the common ſort, is at this time diﬃcult to aſcertain.

Coﬀec.

50. Coﬀee trees ar-e found of two diﬀerent ſpecies, both-non-deſcript; but whe
ther of any uſe is not yet aſcertained.
'

Pipeſ Ethic
picum

51. A well-known ſpice, grows on lofty trees, in great abundance on the moun.
tains, It is uſed bothby coloniﬅs and natives inﬅead oſ black pepper,

Maheck.

Barrelieta.

52. A ſine ſpice, though not very pungent.

The virtue is in the huſk, and is

uſed by the natives for many medicinal purpoſes. , The tree is high and valuable,
53. A ſmall plant with the ſame ſccnt as, rhyme, and might be uſed ſor the ſame

purpoſes.
Tomato.

Cola.

54. VVith which the natives ſeaſon their rice, are angular and red.

It is thought

that Capſicums grow wild.
55. Cola is a famous fruit, highly eﬅeemed by the natives, for the ſame virtuesu
the Peruvian bark.

It is uſed for the ſame purpoſes by the Portugueſe, who ſend

ſmall veſſels along the coaﬅ, to collect all the cola they can get,
56, ctOſ the Peruvian bark a new ſort has been diſcovered, which may perhaps
Pemvianbark.

Caſtor oil.

prove as uſeſul as the other. The natives uſe it for the ſame purpoſes.
57. The buſh which produces the nuts from which this oil is expreſſed, grows

every where in S. Leona.
58. The African ſpecies is nearly related to that oſ the W. Indies. and will not,
Cztſſiſl ofthe
catte.

Dye &Uﬀi'

gutns .

it is thought, be ſound leſs uſeſul.

59. With reſpect to dyes, yellow may be extracted from the buttcr ſruit tree,
and blue from indigo,

Black and red may be obtained from other plams,

Gum

Copal and gum Senega, the laſt uſually fold in the ſhop; for gum Arabic,
He among
Cotton.

the chief gums on the coaﬅ.
60. Cotton grows plentifully in S. Leona, a' does the ſilk cotton among other
cotton fruits.
ﬁt. The
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61. The natives uſe the bark of the mahant for ropes and whips, and the roots of
the famous mangrove for bas in making mats.
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M ahant .

' 62. Common tobacco grows at S. Leona, but the natives do not cultivate it.
Tobacco.

MlNERALS.
63. No report having been made by the late Mr. Nordenﬂtiold, the Company's
mineralogiﬅ, the Direaors are not prepared to oﬀer any particular ſpeciﬁcation of
the minerals found at S. Leona *.
-__*_

Nora B B.

See s5a7.

LATE TRANSACTIONS or 'rue FRENCH AT S._LEONA.
I cannot better fulﬁl my promiſe, of giving the moﬅ authentic accounts I could
collect of theſe tranſactions, than by laying before my readers the following Va
luable paper which the Swediſh Ambaſſador has obligingly put into my hands .
Extrae? of a Letter from Mr. Adam Aſzelius to His Excellency l/ze Clzeualz'er
von ENGESTROM, the chdzſh Ambqﬃadar in London, datcd Sierra Leona, 15t/z
November, 1794.
804. " The Engliſh Colony 'at S. Leona had, like all other new Colonies, in the

Proſperity of

colony be
beginning, great diﬃculties to overcome. But, before the end oftwo years from its the
fore it was at
ﬁrﬅ inﬅitution, order and induﬅry had begun to ſhew their eﬀects in an increaſing tacked by th'

proſperity.--A new town had been laid out, with regular ﬅreets and a little garden
belonging to each houſe.
The woods had been cut down to the diﬅance of
about half a Swediſh mile (3 Engliſh miles) all round the townBy this means
the climate had become healthier, and ſickneſs had diminiſhed.

The fame of

our colony had ſpread not only along the whole weﬅern coaﬅ of Africa, but alſo
to parts far diﬅant from the coaﬅ; and we have had embaﬃes from kings and

princes, ſeveral hundred miles diﬅant, with the view of acquiring a better knowledge
of us, and of obtaining our friendſhip-They began to ſend their children to us,
with full conﬁdence, to be brought up in the chriﬅian religion.-ln ſhort, we were
externally reſpected and internally happy.-For my own part, l could never wiſh
for a better ſituation.-I had every comfort I wanted.-I was in good health and
ſpirits -I ſat at the table of the governor himſelf, who treated me with liberality
and kindneſs.-I had a houſe oſ my own, which was large enough to contain ſpe.

cimens of all the natural treaſures of this coaﬅ.--lt was ſurrounded by a ﬁne gar.

den, in which I had myſelf planted the ſcarcell plants, and the moﬅ beautiful aro.
' Mr. Nordenﬂtiold arrived at S. Leona in May, 1792, and died in the Sept. following, having

been ill during moſt of the time. (See 5 714., elſeq.)

matie

French.
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matic and Odoriferous flowers, which delightſully recompenſed my pains.-I had
alſo many living animals, including about 30 birds in cages and ſmall houſes.-Na
þ tural curioſities poured into my collection from all quarters; and theſe I ſent from
time to time, as opportunity-oﬀered, to a friend in London, to be kept for me till'
my -return.-The laﬅ opportunity I had to ſend any thing was the 4th oſ Aug.-I
then began a freſh collection, which, before the expiration of 2 mouths, was more

valuable than what I had got together 3 months before, or from the time of my laﬁ
return to S. Leona.
.

805. " But all theſe treaſures are no more. Our felicity and proſperity are van.

Colony at
tacked by a

French ſqua
dron.

i-ſhed, and have given pla_ce to miſery and want.-I myſelf have largely participat
cd in the common calamity." My own ſeparate and individual loſs is irreparable.
-Tl1e French have been here and have ruined us.-They arrived on the 281h of

Sept. laﬅ, early in the morning, with a ﬂeet conſiſiing oſ one large ſhip, 2 frigates,
2 armed brigs and one culter, together with two large armed merchant ſhips, taken
by them at the lſles de Loſs, an Engliſh ſlave factory to the N. of our colony, and

which they have alſo deﬅroyed and burnt.
After ſome
ﬁring, the co

lony ſubmits.

806.. ** So well had' they concealed their nation, that we took them at firﬅ ſo'

Engliſh.--They had Engliſh built veſſels, which were'rigged in the Engliſh way.
-They ſhewed the Engliſh ﬂag, and had their ſailors, at leaﬅ thoſe we ſaw on
deck, dreſſed like Engliſh-in ſhort we did not perceive our miﬅake, till we ob
ſerved them pointing their guns.--We had not ﬅrength ſuﬃcient to reſiﬅ, and
therefore our governor gave orders, that as ſoon as they ſhould begin to ﬁre, the

Britiſh ﬂag ſhould be ﬅruck, and a ﬂag of truce hoiﬅcd.-Accordingly this WZ'
done, but ﬅill they continued ﬁring, and did much damage, both within and with

out the town.-They killed a people and wounded 3 or 4.-But, as we did not
underﬅand the meaning of this proceeding, we aſked them'for an explanation ; and
they anſwered .us that we ſhould diſplay thc ﬂag oſ liberty, as a proof of our ſub.
.miﬃon,.-VVe aſſured them that it ſhould already have been done, if we had had

any, which terminated the hoﬅilities ſrom the ſhips.
Moﬅ oſ the

coloniﬅs ﬂed.

_

807. *' In the mean time, moﬅ of the inhabitants had fled from the town, hav.
ing taken with them as much of their property as they conveniently could, in ſuch
a hurry.-I was with the governor, together with a number of others, but as ſoon as
I was certain they were enemies, I .went towards my own houſe, with a view to

ſave as much as poſiible of my property and natural collections; but was- receiv.
ed in ſuch manner, that 1 could not venture to proceed.-My houſe was ſituated

near the ſhore, and unfortunately juſt oppoſite the ſrigate which ﬁred.-I ſaw the
halls paſſing through the houſe and heard them whizzing about my ears.-I ſaw

that I ſhould looſe all my'property; but life was dearer to me, and 1 haſiened to the
woods.

a

'
808. " In

__i

__
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808. " In the afternoon the enemy landed, ﬁnding the town almoﬅ deﬅitute of Arrsumx.

people, but rich in proviſions, cloathing and other ﬅores. They began immediate w
ly to break open the houſes and to plunder. What they did not want, they deﬅroy The colony
plundercd,&c.
ed, burnt or threw into the river.
They killed all the cattle and animals they
found in the ﬁelds or ſlreets, yards or elſewhere, not ſparing even aſſes, dogs and

eats. Theſe proceedings they continued the whole ſucceeding week, till they had
intirely ruined our beautiful and proſpering colony.
809. " When l returned to the town, l_ found my houſe converted into a melan
choly guard-houſe. My principal property, ſuch as money, cloaths, my very va

Mr. Aſzeli. >

us's loſſcs.

luable inſtruments, and moſl: of my furniture, were either carried oﬀ, or broken to

pieces.

According to bills and accounts, which I have ſtill left, this loſs amounts

to very near [300 lier.

The reſl, which was of no value or uſe to the enemy, but

on which I myſelfput ajuſl and great value, l had the mortiﬁcation to ﬁnd ſo total
ly deﬅroyed, that the ſight almoﬅ drew tears from my eyes. My neat and beauti
ful little garden, I found intirely ruined, the trees cut down and the plants pulled

up by the roots. My living animals and birds were partly eaten and partly thrown
out of doors, with their heads cut oﬀ. My library and collection of animals, fruit'v
and flowers preſerved in ſpirits of wine; of birds, inſects, ſhells, herbarium, fruit'

and feeds, tOgether with all my manuſcripts ; all were thrown down and ſpread over
the whole floor, where they were all mixed with oﬀals of victuals, treacle, rum, beer
and other things of the kind. At laſl I received leave from the commodore to

clear away this dirty mixture. I had then the ﬂoor ſwept, and collected what
was not Wholly ſpoiled in 3 bags, which now contain all the miſerable rcmnants of

my property, except the cloaths on my back. When the enemy found nothing
more worth plundering, they ſet ﬁre to the public buildings and all the houſes be.
longing to Europeans; and conſequently to mine among the reﬅ. About 24
houſes, great and _ſmall, were thus deſtroyed, and 9 or 10 houſes of the coloniſbs
were alſo burnt, by miﬅake.
\
810. " In the mean time, the enemy were not leſs active on the water. They
ſent three of there veſſels to Bance iſland, an Engliſh ſlave-ſactory higher up the
river, which they plnndered and burnt, together with ſome ſlave ſhips lying
there. They took beſides about 10 or 12 prizes, including the Company's veſſels.
Moﬅ of theſe they unloaded and burnt. They took along with them alſo 2 of out
armed veſſels, one of which was a large ſhip, laden with proviſions, and which had

been long expected; but ſhe unfortunately arrived a few days too ſoon, and was
taken with her whole cargo.

We expected at leaﬅ to receive our private letters,

but even this was refuſed, and they were thrown over board.

What hardſhip is

this to me, who have not had the ſmalleſl'. information from my patrons and friends,

ſmce I was in England 8 months ago i>
Oo

811."At

Prizcs taken.
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811. ** At laﬅ, after inﬂicting on us every hardſhip we could ſuﬀer, only ſparing

w our lives and the houſes oſ the coloniﬅs, they ſailed on the 13th Oct. laﬅ, at noon,
The ſquadron proceeding downwards to the Gold Coaﬅ, and left us in the moﬅ dreadful ſituation,
hurtſ" the n' without proviſions, cloaths, houſes, or furniture, &c. &e. and I fear much, that moﬅ

of us ſhould have periſhed, had not our ſriends in the neighbourhood, both natives
and Europeans, who were ſo happy as to eſcape the enemy, been ſo kind as to ſend
us what they could ſpare*.
Sickncſs but

no want'

812. " In the mean time, moﬅ oſ us have either been, or ﬅill are, very ſick, and

many have died for want oſ proper food and medicine.
now paﬅ.

The worﬅ, however, is

At leaﬅ we are not in any want oſ proviſion, although of the coarſeﬅ

kind, but are deﬅitute of the moſt neceſſary articles and utenſils for the houſe, the
table and the kitchen.
Mrnaſzelius's
813. " Beſides the common misfortune, in which I participated equally with
FLTRZLmiſ' the reﬅ, I have ſeveral grievances which make me particularly uneaſy. All

that I could poſſibly ſave from deﬅruction, were a few books, ſome dry h'erbs and
ſeeds, and only a few fragments of my M S S.

Theſe laﬅ were my moﬅ Valuable

property, and the only ſure voucher or teﬅimony I could produce, to certify my
perſeverance and attention in my reſearches, in the courſe of my travels in foreign
countries-but moﬅ of them are no more, and many of them can never be reﬅored,

as for inﬅance, myjournal from the time I ﬁrﬅ came to this place till this terrible
cataﬅr0phe, &c. &c. Deſcriptions oſ natural productions and of my collections,l

might perhaps, in a great meaſure, replace, had I only the neceſſary inﬅrumentsand
other requiſites,(þut I have loﬅ all. What then can a poor beggar do in- a deſert?
He muﬅ endeavour to employ his time in the beﬅ manner, patiently'ſubmit to the
will of Providence, and wait until aﬃﬅance can arrive. By the next veſſel from

England, which, however, cannot arrive here in leſs than 4 or 5 months, I hope my
worthy friends and protectors will remember me with ſuch things as I may want.

"ſhe French
norant yf the

814. " Before I ﬁniſh, I beg leave to make two general obſervations on the con
duct of the French at this place.
815. " I; That they acted contrary to their own acknowledged fundamental
principle, viz. theſhreading qfſiig/zt and liberty, when they plundered this colo
ny, which has been inﬅituted for thoſe very purpoſes, viz. to abolz'ſh the Slau

zſizeczrgfﬁct trade, to enlighte't the 4ſnſican5, and to render them virtuou: and rational,free and
happy. This eﬅabliſhment, which has no parallel in hiﬅory, at ﬁrﬅ ſo much at
tracted the attention of the National Aſſembly that ſeveral of its members, as I have

been told, wrote to the Directors of this colony in London, and aſſured them that
' Mr. A. here alludes to the Europeans, reſiding at the neighbouring ſlave factory, whoſe friend
ly oﬃces, as well as the civility oſ their employers 'm England, the Director: liberally acknowledge.
See the note at the cloſe of? 510.
.

neither
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great reaſon to believe that this correſpondence is yet preſerved.
w
* > 816£ " It may be ſaid' that this offer and promiſe was given by the party, called Mr.Aſzelius's

' Girondz'ﬅs, who no longer exiﬅ; but I ſhould think that the Mounlaz'nr, (ſo called) own remarks'
would not yield to their opponents, in noble and generous ſentiments. There mull;

- conſequently be ſome fault or miſunderﬅanding, either in theory or in practice;
either with the Convention, who iſſued the orders, or with the commodore who
' put them into execution.

I mentioned theſe circumﬅances to ſome of the French

oﬃcers, and they did not deny their juſtice; but they laid all the blame upon two
American ſlave captains, who have been obliged to eſcape both from England and

- '

from America, for great crimes, and who, thinking they had ſuﬀered ſome injury
here at S. Leona, Were looking out for vengeance. Theſe men piloted the French
hither, encouraging their ſailors to commit all poſſible violence and cruelty. But
be this as it may, that promiſe once made to our Directors, had lulled both them
and us in the colony, into ſo proſound a ſecurity, that neither they nor we could

think of any hoﬅile attack, and conſequently had not put ourſelves in any ﬅate of
defence A
817. " II. That they acted againﬅ the laws of neutrality, when they plundercd Mr. A. tho' a

me. I mentioned that l was a Swede, and a naturaliﬅ, who was expoſing my life in sﬁﬂke'rxi"
Africa for the ſake of enlightening, and making diſcoveries for the beneﬁt of all na. p
i
tions, and who was reﬁding here only for a certain time, without having any thing
further to do with the Engliſh. They acknowledged, that I was ill treated, and
many of them even allowed that I ought to be indemniﬁed for my loſs. Ivery na

turally ſupported this laﬅ propoſition, and even ſpoke to the commodore about it,
but, although he gave me full hopes, nothing could be eﬀected. They excuſed
themſelves by ſaying, that I was out of the way when my houſe was broke open,
and that if they had known to whom it belonged, they would have preſerved it.
This ſounds well, but that they were vn0t ſerious, I think I can conclude from what
l'experienced.

When I ﬁrﬅ entered into my houſe and found that there were ſtill

ſome trunks left, I aſked for one of them, but was anſwered that it belonged to the
captain of one of the frigates, and when I then aſked for another, that belonged to

ſuch or ſuc-h an oﬃcer', &c. &e.

They had, however, juﬅ before agreed that I

had ſuﬀerediniury. The following day, when the captain himſelf came on ſhore,
I aſked him for my trunk. He ſhrugged up his ſhoulders and complained much
of my misfortune, ſaying, that he would do me this little favour with all his heart,
if it was in his power. Another time I ſaw in my room a bed-cover; Iaſked the
oﬃcer, who was on his poﬅ for it, and he gave it to me, but a ſailor came immedi..
ately and tore it from me, ſaying that it belonged to him, andl loſl it. I could men.
' This appears to be fully explained in 5 837.

0o2

tion
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tion many ſimilar inﬅances.

w

But the plain truth of the matter was that the oﬃcers

had no authority, and the ſailors did what they pleaſed.

who were in
general ſenſible and reſpectable men, were very ſorryvfor The
thoſeformer,
violences
that were

committed, but complained ſincerely that it was totally out of their power to pre.
vent it. The latter', or ſailors, ſeemed in general to be miſcrable and in great want;
but at the ſame time cruel, and could be compared only to wild beaﬅs who live by .
devouring their prey.
818. " I have ſcarcely any paper, pens or ink, not' even a penknife; ſo that I
have Very good reaſons to hope for ſome indulgence, remaining, &c.
" A. Arzsuus."
e
a
st
Agreement
of the public
and privateac
counts of the

tranſactions oſ
the French

819. lt is important to obſerve, that the report of the governor and council to
the Directors, the foregoing letter of Mr. Aſzelius, and ſeveral other private letters,
mutually corroborate each other.
820. Mr. Gray in particular, in his letter to one oſ his friends in London, dated

" Ruzſinr oſ Freetown, Oct. 18th, 1794," and which I have juﬅ ſeen, mentions everv

ſquadron.

material fact contained in the foregoing extract.

He adds, that " the largeﬅ French

ſhip carried 50 guns, and the two frigates 32 guns each." But it would appear, that
they were ſo ill found, and the ſeamen ſo diſorderly, that he goes on to ſay, " I am

conﬁdent that two Engliſh ſrigates would have taken their whole force" (namely
the foregoing ſhips, with two armed brigs, and ſome veſſels of inferior conſidera
tion.) " It rather ſurprizes us, that this coaﬅ ſhould be ſo neglected, Government
-not having a Velſel of any kind in this quarter of the World. So the French no
doubt had learnt, which cauſed their coming here. However, for my own part, I
do not ﬁnd room to blame the French ſo much, as thoſe who are at the head of

Engliſh aﬀairs, ſor the evils that have befallen us."-" You muﬅ not imagine,"
adds he, " becauſe we have been taken by the French, and have had our houſes

burnt, that We are ſleeping in the woods, or that we are ﬅarving for want oſ victu
als. No: we have houſes yet, the governor having hired ſome of the beﬅ of the
'ſettlers' houſes, for the oﬃcers and himſelf; nor, whilﬅ we have ſheep and goats

ſo: ſending for, no very great diſtance, can we be ſuppoſed to be famiſhing."
Mr. G. having been captured in a veſſel at ſome diﬅance from Freetown
ſays, '* I ſlept on board one of the ſrigates, where 1 muﬅ acknowledge being well

treated; ſo much ſo, the captain oﬀered me his own bed." This gentleman alſo
writes, that notwithﬅanding his paﬅ hardſhips, he had enjoyed uninterrupted
health ; and that he was about to accompany Mr. Watt in an attempt to penetrate
to Tombuctoo. Moﬅ probably, therefore, thoſe enterprizing gentlemen have; ere
now, entered on that intereﬅing and arduousjourney.
821. From Mr. Padenheim's letter to C. Grill, Eſq. the Swediſh Conſul Gene
ral, in London, it additionally appears, that an American ſlave-captain, of the name
9
of
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of Newell, who had thought himſelf aﬀronted by the Governor," had perſuaded the APPENDXX.

French to attack the colony, aſſuring them ofa very great booty.

Hence I think w

it is fair to conclude, that the hopes of plunder operated ſo powerfully on the Frenchincifed
minds of the Frbnch ſailors, that their commanders found it impoſſible to reﬅrain

me

them, either from attacking the colony, or from plundering it**.
p

I-

i

PROCEEDINGS AT A GENERAL COURT or PROPRlETORS or
THE S. LEONA COMPANY, HELD AT 'rue PAUL's-HLAD TAVERN,

tN CATEATON-STREET, Fan. 261h, 1795.
That I may omit not/zing that rend: to give my reader: an imþarttſial, though I ac
knowledge, a very general, view oſthz': intereﬅing ſizbjcct, 1 ſhall now lay before

themſhme Account aft/uſe Proccedings.

'

822. Mr. H. Thornton, the Chairman of the Court of DireElors, took the Chair,

and read thejournal tranſmitted by the Governor and Council at S. Leona, relative
to the late tranſactions of the French at that place; and he concluded with reading
various remarks made by the Directors thereupon.
823. [This journal contained ſo full and circumﬅantial an account of the attack upon the colony,
that the reading of it took up above three hours. I have not room even for an abridgmcnt of this
detail, a circumſtance the leſs to be regretted, as the Directors have juﬅ publiſhed a very faithful
Ahridgment of it, under the title of " Subﬅance of the Report of the Court of Directors, &e. Fcb.

aGth, 1795;" which came rather too late into my hands.

Beſides, l really could not Oﬀcl' the reader

a better ſummary, than the ahove extracts from the letters of Mr. Afzelius, Mr. Gray, and Mr. Pa

denheim; for l am happy to ſay, that, in a general view, thoſe extracts and every other account that
has come to my knowledge, perfectly agree with the journal and the N Suhſiance," of it, of which

two (or perhaps more) editions have been publiſhed-hſo that the reader can eaſily make the comparilon.
Upon the whole, it ſeems as unneceſſary, as it: is impracticable, for me to inſert more than the follow
ing ebrii-'giant of the concluding remarks of the Directors. Sce U Subﬅance," &c. from p. 16, to
the end.]

824. " It appears, that in about three weeks after the departure of the French sickneſs and
" from S. Leona, an almoﬅ univerſal ſickneſs prevailed among the Whites, the con- dwlggflzſFLZdþ
" ſequence of the exertions of ſome, and the ſnſſerings ofothers, at the criſis.

The cines, &c_

" want of medical attendance, (the phyſician and both the ſurgeons being ill, one of
A" the latter ofwhom died) and improper food and accommodations, aggravated the
" diſorder, which, as in the ﬁrﬅ ſickly ſeaſon, was fatal, almoﬅ excluſively, to the
" lower Europeans. The deﬅruction ofthe medicines was now moſi ſeverely felt, as

" appears from the Governor himſelf, after a ﬁt of fever, refraining from taking bark,
'* leﬅ he ſhould conſume too much of the ſmall remaining quantity. The Directors
" mention with concern, that, of the 120 ſailors ﬁrﬅ put on ſhorc at S. Leona, by
* Having mentioned Mr. Padenheim, l cannot but add Mr. Beaver's opinion of this gentleman, Mn Beaver-s
That he did not know any perſon at S. Leona, while he was there, who had done more eſſential ſervice Opinion of Mr.
to the colony, than Mr. Padenheim.

A teﬅimony ſo honourable, from ſo excellent and impartial a Pddenhelm

judge as Mr. B. is, eſpecially of this kind of merit, convinces me that Mr. P. muﬅ indeed be a valna.

ble member of the colony.
1- Printed by ].
i Phillips, George Yard, Lombard-ﬅreet.

" the
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the French, 80 have already died. The Governor ﬅates, that they never, in any
ﬅage ofthe public diﬅreſs, wanted at leaﬅ a regular meal of rice; and the Director:
are perſuaded, that no practicable meaſures of prudence or humanity have been
neglected, either reſpecting theſe, or any other refugees from 'ſlave-ſhips, who from

" time to time, have been caﬅ on the clemency of the S. Leona government.
Favourable

825. " Before the date of the laﬅ diſpatches,-the ſickneſs is ſaid, in ſome degree,
"
to
have abated.
The healthy
ſeaſon
was approaching;
and a very
ſeaſonable,
though
i " probably
an inadequate,
ſupply
of articles
much wanted,had
becnjuﬅ
bought
from

circumﬅances.

" the captain of a chattered veſſel ſent out by the Directors.

826. " The whole loſs of the Company, on this occaſion, may be computed at
"[4o,ooo,
excluſive oſ the buildings deﬅroyed, which coﬅ about [15,ooo; but
maining ﬅock.

Company's
loſs and re

" their value having been much leſs, ſuch of them as will now be thought neceſ
" ſary, will probably be rebuilt for 2 or ſ3000. About 8 or [gooo have been laid
" out on works of defence, roads, a landing place, a wharſ, and the allotment and

Company's
ſmall veſſels
and goods on
ſhore not in
ſured, and why

** cultivation of lands. The whole remaining property of the Company, excluſive of
" the 8 orſgooo dead ﬅockjuﬅ mentioned,tlte Directors compute at about£85,ooo.
827. " The Company's ſmall veſſels, trading on the coaﬅ, were not inſured; for
" the monthly premium, required on them, was thought unreaſonably high. The

" value of each veſſel and cargo ſeldom exceeded 2 or [3oco; and the capture of ſo
.*' many ofthcm at once,on diﬀerentparts of the coaﬅ, was not conſidered as a proba
" ble eVent. The Company's large ſhip, the Harpy, with her cargo, was moﬅly in

" enemies,
ſured. But
inſurance
of goodsexcepted
on ſhore,
againﬅ
inſurreaions
foreign
i"
werethe
ſound
to be expreſsly
in the
policies
of the onlyand
Company
" that underwrites goods on ſhore, in diﬅant countries.

828. " The governor and council ﬅate that ſome good eﬀects may be conſidered

Good eﬀects
likelyto reſult

from the cala
mity.

'-'
"
"
"

as reſulting from this calamity. They obſerve,-that it has convinced the N. Sco
tians of their folly, in having contended for the ground neareﬅ the riverl and in
neglecting the more diﬅant and mountainous parts. They even remark, that the
improvement in the mountains, during the enſuing dry ſeaſon, ſeems likely to

" counterbalance the damage done to the town *. Thus an opportunity is ſaid to be
aﬀorded
* I have juﬅ been ſavoured with a paper, which makes me think that ſugar will never be among the
productions of thoſe mountains; though it may be hoped the Bullom ſhore will, in due time, aﬀord a

ſupply oſ that commodity.

This paper juﬅiﬁes ſeveral oſ my remarks on the cultivation oſ the Com

pany's plantation; ſo that had I been in poſſeſſion ofit when I drew up NOTE X. 1,

l could have

rendered that baſlj and general outline leſs unworthy oſ the reader-'s attention: for I could have exem
pliſied ſome of my reaſonings with fact: which prove that ſymptoms of the ſpirit oſ ſugar ſpeculation
had actually appeared at S. Leona. But I muﬅ add, that nothing has come to my knowledge to
juﬅiſy a ſuppoſition that the Directors were ever actuated by that ſpirit. They ſent out indeed the

proper implements for manuſacturing ſugar: but I have good authority to ſay, that in this inſtance.
they
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" their farms. The experience of the internal reſources of the colony is mentioned
" as very important. The colony has been left many weeks, deﬅitute of almoﬅ every

" European article; much ofthe live-ﬅock and all the boats and ſhipping deﬅroyed;
" and yet no want of neceſſary food, nor any other evil, than what has been men
** tioned, has enſued. The governor and council mention that they intend to
" erect only one conſiderable ﬅore, a large dwelling houſe and a church, all of
" country materials. The laﬅ was ſo far advanced, that public worſhip was to be

" performed in it, the Sunday after the date of the diſpatches. Meaſures were alſo
" taken for erecting a building on the Bullom ſhore for additional ſecurity.
829. " On the arrival of the diſpatches, the Directors loﬅ no time in ſending out
" two ſmall veſſels with an aſſortment of neceſſaries. They alſo ſhipped a few ma
" terial articles on board the Amy (now the Company's only large ſhip,) which had
'* already in her a few goods for trade. Some perſons engaged in the Company's

Supplies im.
mediately

ſhipped. Mr.
Dawes returns

to S. Leona.

" ſervice, (the number of whom, on receiving the abOVe intelligence, was reduced, j

" are alſo gone out in her: and among them Mr. Dawes, who having been two years
" governor ofthe colony, had returned to England.

His health and the circum.

** ﬅances of his family had induced him to think of leaving the Company's ſervice;
" but, when informed ofa tumult having taken place ( s 443.) at S. Leona, his
" zeal in the Company's cauſe led him again to oﬀer his ſervices. The late more
"ſerious calamity, and the indiſpoſition of the acting Governor, Mr. Macaulay,
" rendered Mr. DaWes's preſence ſo deſirable, that the Directors thought it their
*' duty to accept this gentleman's oﬀer.
830. *' The DireEtors propoſe to reduce within very narrow limits the Com Contraction of
" pany's future riſk in Africa; and they alſo hope to reduce their general ex theCom tany's
future plan.
" penſes. The ſaving from removing many coloniﬅs to their farms has been men
" tioned. The contraction of the Company's trade will be accompanied by a cor
" reſponding abatement of charges. The diminution of ſhipping will leſſen one
U chief ſource of expenſe. In conſequence of the late loſſes, only one ſmall veſſel

" has been purchaſed, the intended plan oftrade not requiring more, and thoſe
" frequent ſupplies on which the colony depended at ﬁrﬅ, being no longer neceſſary,
831. " The Directors will here repeat, that however proſperous the N. Scotians N. Scotian'
" may become, the great ends of the inﬅitution are not likely to be gained, unleſs owant inﬅruct
*' they ſhall be furniſhed with European inﬅructors and governors. The untoward
they were miﬅed, by perſons, who, with the beﬅ intentions, have unſortunately been drawn into the
dangerous vortex of W. Indian ſpeculation.

The ſugar apparent', which was never ſet up or uſed lay

rotting and conſuming with ruﬅ, till it received the ſoup de grate from the [ledge hammers of the
french z and there is ſcarcely a ſugar-cant: now growing at S. Leona.

diſpoſition
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" diſpoſition of too many of them, though it may be thought to make them leſs

w

" worthy of aſſiﬅance, proves, horvever, the importance of aﬀording them the

" means of inﬅruction, and an intelligent and protecting government; and it ſhould
" be remembered that 300 of their children, beſides thoſe of the natives, are now
" under the Company's care. When the influence of the S. Leona government
" over many powerful chiefs, of whoſe attachment ſeveral freſh proofs have been
" given, on the late trying occaſion; when the uſes of that influence, the Com

" pany's progreſs in the interior, and all the other proſpects of civilization formerly
" ﬅated are recollected, the Directors are perſuaded, that the proprietors, under
" their former impreſſion, will rejoice at hearing that no events that have yet hap

Directors tlE
terntinetl to
perſevere.

" pened have ſhaken the reſolution of the Directors to proſecute this great cauſe,

" with unabated zeal.
Slave-trnde
checked.

832. " The ſlaVe-trade, which, notwithﬅanding the war, had in ſome meaſure re

" ceived a conſiderable blow from 'the French ſquadron. The whole property cap
" tured and deﬅroyed by it, is computed at [4oo,ooo, moﬅ of which was engaged
" in that pernicious trailic.

Humanity and
civilization the
chief objtcts.

Some commercial advantages, as well as an increaſe of

" the Company's inﬂuence, may poſſtbly reſult from this deﬅruction of European
V property on the coaﬅ.
833. " The Directors cannot but repeat, that they truﬅ for the cauſe of humani

" ty, the honour of Great Britain, and the intereﬅs of the Company, that the termina
"
*'
"
*'

tion of the ſlave-trade is approaching, and they reﬂect with ſatisfaction, that the
maintenance of an eﬅabliſhment in Africa, for aiding the natural progreſs of ci
vilization, and for promoting Real Commerce, may hereafter prove material, not
only to the proprietors, but as a matter ofAnational policy.
834. " The Directors have thus ﬅated the grounds on which they are encouraged
" to perſevere. They ſhall endeavour to contract both the riſk and the expenſes
" of the Company, on the principles ﬅated; at the ſame time purſuing their main
" object, in ſuch a way as not to relinquiſh the commercial advantages they have
" gained, nor in any degree to ſuſpcnd the meaſures neceſſary to promote the unin
" terrupted progreſs of civilization."
835. The report having thus been read, a motion was made and ſeconded, that
the thanks of the meeting ſhould be given to the Directors, for the indefatigable
pains they had taken, in promoting the ends of the inﬅitution. This motion paſſed
unanimouſly.

836. A gentleman, (Mr. Fricnd,) roſe, and' addreſſing the chair, requeﬅed
' the Director: to inform the meeting, Whether a report now in circulation
was true, That, on the

ſetting out aſ the colony, the French Convention had

intimated to the Director: their good wzſhcs towards the inﬅitution, that it
would not in any way impede t't's progreſt, and requeﬅed to have a li'ﬅ qſ the

ſhip: employed in the ſervice oſ the Company, that proper order: might he
zſſch
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zctﬀued th the commander: qſſhz'þtpſruar Qf every hind, not to molzﬅ the ſinne, hat
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to protect them to the utmoﬅ rﬀtheir power*. Upon the anſwer given to this queſ-_ w
tion, a reſolution might be entered into, probably tending, not only to alleviate our
preſent calamity, but to prevent the repetition of a ſimilar injury in future.
837. The Chairman roſe and explained to the Meeting, the nature of the commu The Chair
explains
nication alluded to; thata Mr. Stone, when in Paris, havingaparticular connection man
this ſubject,
with a committee of the Convention, had mentioned the S. Leona undertaking, and
had been authorized by one of their committees to write to the Directors, requeﬅing
a full account of the deſign of the inﬅitution and the names of the ſhips employed in
their ſervice, and to aſſure them of the good wiſhes of the committee, to ſo noble an
undertaking.-This account was conﬁrmed alſo, in another part of the debate, by
Mr. Wilberforce who ﬅated, that in conſequence of Mr. Stone's communication to

them, they had waited upon Lord Grenville, the Secretary of State, and by his per
miﬃon, had given to Mr. Stone, when in England, a liﬅ of the ſhips to be by him

communicated to the National Convention, and as he was thoroughly acquainted with
the nature of the inﬅitution, deſired him to repreſent it in its proper colours+.
838. Mr. Frend teﬅiﬁed his ſatisfaction with the information from the chair, as debate takes

it gave him hopes that the Meeting would come to a reſolution to enter into a better
communication with the French Convention, ﬅating to it, that our inﬅitution was

founded on the general principles of humanity ; and as the French nation were the
avowed advocates of theſe principles, it could not be 'ſuppoſed,tl'.at they would ſanc
tion any meaſures in direct oppoﬁtion to the happineſs and liberty of the Africans.
839. To this it was objected by a gentleman, that the traitorous correſpondencc

bill was an inſnrmountable obﬅacle to ſuch a communication.
840. Mr. Frend replied, that he was not ſo well acquainted with mercantile

aﬀairs, as the gentleman who ſpoke laﬅ ; but he underﬅood, that very lately, ſums of
* During the laﬅ war, the like generous protection was given by the French Miniﬅry, to the cele
brated Captain Cook, and alſo to the ſhips liberally ſent by the Britiſh Government, with ſUpplies for
the ſuﬀerers by the great hurricane at Barbadoes and Jamaica, in 1780.
1- As I conſider this ſubject of great importance, eſpecially reſpecting the future indulgence of the
Freitch to the colony, I have taken much pains to inveﬅigate it. Among other enquirie', l aſked Mr.
Thomas Cl.\rkſon,who was then in the Direction, Whether he did not think, with me, that as the colony
was of a peculiar nature, inﬅituted entirely for the beneﬁt of mankind, and unconnected either with

mercantile concerns or national quarrels, there was no neceſſity of laying the generous propoſal of the
French before the Britiſh Miniﬅry.

With that frankneſs which characterizes this friend of the human

race, Mr. Clarkſon replied, That he was ſo niueh ofmy opinion, that the oppoſition he met with in ſup.
porting it, in the Court of Directors, (an oppoſition undoubtedly dictated by the beﬅ motives,) was one

of the chief cauſes which induced him to reſign his ſeat among that reſpectable body. He added, that
he had, however, the ſatisfaction to ﬁnd that ſeveral of the Directors joined him in opinion; although

the majority thought the affair ought to be laid before the Miniﬅry.

P p'

money

place.

ago
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money had been remitted under the ſanction oſ Miniﬂry, by houſes in the city, to

w

perſons in the enemy's country.

841. This was anſwered by an obſervation, that ſuch remittances related not to
the traitorous correſpondence bill, but to the bill for preventing money belonging
to ſoreigners, to be ſent out oſ the kingdom. Mr. Frend urged, that it was oſ little
conſequence to what hill theſe remittances related, ſincethc ſatt wasallowed, that per

ſons, in the city, were permitted to correſpond withothers in the enemy's country;
and, in fact, it would be abſurd to ſuppoſe, that the governors oſthis country had not
the power to ſend a ﬂag oſ truce into France, or to enter into any cartel for the
exchange of priſoners. His intended reſolution did not imply a correſpondenec
with the enemy, without the ſanction oſ Government. All that is intended was,
that the Directors ſhould wait upon the Governors oſthis country, to ﬅate to them

the ﬁtuation of the S. Leona Company, the hopes they entertained oſthe French
Convention, and to requeﬅ permiſiion to ſend over ſome perſon to the National
Convention, to negociate on the means of ſecuring the future tranquillity of the
The attack
not authorized

by the French
Convention.

colony.
842. Upon this, adeſultory converſation took place.-It was urged that the ſub
ject was oſ too delicate a nature, to be debated in the preſent critical times; that the
Company muﬅ not ﬅand too ſorward, when there were hopes oſ great ſupport from
our own COVCrnment.-Among this and other matters, an intereſting account was
given by Mr. Inglis, one oſ the Directors, oſ the attack upon the colony, in which
it was aﬃrmed, that this attack was not' made'by the orders of the French Conven
tion, but by a company oſ privateers, which probably made no diﬀerence between
this and the ſlave-ſettlements on the coaﬅ. This account was confirmed by ſeveral

other perſons. Mr. Inglis ſaid, that he had this inſormation ſroma captain latelyarriv
ed,who was at that time at S. Leona. This captain ſays, that ſeveral ſlave-merchants
oſ Bourdeaux and L'Orient, had ﬁtted out ſome brigs and cutters, to run down the

whole coaﬅ, with which they were very much acquainted, in order to deſtroy the
Engliſh ﬂat'e-ſactories, and upon requeﬅ to the Convention, had obtained one two

decker, which they had equipped at their own expence.
843. Mr. Frend expreſſed his ſatisfaction, at hearing that the calamity was not
owing to the National Convention. He conceived therefore that he had now better
grounds for making his motion.
844. The chairman obſerved here, that as there had been a motion made and ſe

conded, another could not be made till that was diſpoſed of. Upon which the
motion oſ thanks to the Directors was read, and-paſſed unanimouſly.
Mr. Frend"
me'ion.

845. This buſineſs being diſpatched, Mr. Frend begged leave to ſuggeﬅ, that he had
heard no ſuﬃcient reaſons why he ſhould not move, T/zat the Directors be requeﬅed to

takcſhclrﬅcps asſhall appear to them proper,_for opening a communication will' t/ze
i

Fſtilll-ﬂ
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French Corzz.'e/1(iun,_ﬂr t/zc pin/loſe of riﬅ/ing, in future. t/'ze tranquzſi/[i/y oft/te
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colony.
This was ſeconded by Mr. Audley.
846. UpOn this the chairrnan got up, by requeﬅ, and propoſed that the Meet
ing ſhould be adjourned.

Adjournmeut

propoſed,

,

847. Mr. Frend ſhewed ſome' ſurpriſe at this propoſal, and begged leave to ob
ſerve, that a motion had been regularly made and ſeconded; and therefore he did
not ſee the propriety of adjonrning, till the ſubject had been regularly diſcuſſed.
848. Several perſons, from diﬀerent quarters, teﬅiſied the ſame opinion, by calling

but trot can-i'

ed .
out, go aſ', go on.

849. Mr. YVilberforce expreſſed his wiſh,that the queﬅion might be fairly agitated.
850. Several perſons now declared their opinions on the matter before them.
Some expreſſed their wiſhes, that a negociation might be entered into. Some ex
preſſed their fears, that, in the preſent times, it would not be prudent to make a reſo
lution upon the ſubjeet; but that it would be better to leave the Directors to act ac
cording to their beﬅ judgment, and the apparent wiſhes ofthe meeting.
851. Mr. Frend here obſerved, that he was by no means deſirous ofobtruding a
reſolution, which might in any ways tend to tltwart the object which he and all the
Company had in view, namely, the civilization of the Africans, by the proſperity of

The matter
leſt to the Di
rectors,

the riſing colony; and it would be ſuﬃcient, from the converſation that had taken

place, that the Director: were now informed ofthe deſires of the Company, and were
left to act in this. as in many other caſes, to the beﬅ of their diſcretion.
852. Here this matter dropped, and after a little pauſe, Mr. Frend got up and

obſerved, that he feared one point had been forgotten, in the intereﬅing debate
which had taken up ſo much of the attention of the Meeting, and begged leaVe there
fore to move, that t/ze reþa't, which lzaa' been readſram tlze c/mz'r,ſhauld be publzſhed

and circulated.
853. This motion was ſcconded; but was oppoſed from diﬀerent quarters, on the
grounds, that it contained many minute details, not ſit for the public eye; that there
were. expreſſions, which might give oſſence to the French nation, and that it would

be better to leave it to the diſcretion of the Directors.
854. Others obſerved, that people in the country were much intereﬅed in this
ſubjeEt; that they had dwelt on the calling of the preſent Meeting, and would be
greatly diſappointed, if they were not favoured with the means of information; and
that many who had heard it read in a curſory manner, might wiſh to peruſe it at

their leiſure.

_

855. Mr. Frend apologized for riſing ſo often, and begged leave only to obſerve
to all the objections made to the printing oſ the report, that he would leave the cor

alſo the print
ing of the re

port.
rection of it to the judgment of the Directors; and that they ſhould be deſired to

print it in the manner leaﬅ oﬀenſive to any one, and in the beﬅ mode for the in
formation of the Company at large.
_
P P 3

856. Mr.
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856. Mr. Inglis ſaid, there would be ſoon a General Meeting, and ſuggeﬅed, that

w it might be better to defer the printing ofthe report, till the annual report was made,
to which this report might be added.
857. Mr. Frend replied, that as this report contained ſo much important matter, he
could not conſent to the delay; and muﬅ beg leave, that the motion for printing it
immediately might be propoſed. Upon this it was read from the chair, and paſſed
with a very great majority. 858. A vote of thanks to the chairman was then paſſed, for his conduct during
Thank: to the
chairman .
the Meeting; after which a gentleman roſe, and made a ſpeech of conſiderable
length, which could be heard only by the perſons neareﬅ thechair, and which did

not end in any motion.

The Meeting was then adjourned.
At a General Meetzſing ty" t/ze Proþnſictor: of the S. Leona Company, t/ze 26th of
March, 1795.
859. The chairman (Mr. Thornton,) having taken the chair, the reſolutions of
the laﬅ Meeting were read and conﬁrmed.
860. The chairman deſired to know, whether any perſon had any thing to pro
poſe, and after a ſhort pauſe,
.
Mr. Frend
propoſes a de
egate to be
ſent to the
convention

Mr. Frend roſe, and ﬅated, that he had taken the liberty at the laﬅ. Meeting,

of ſuggeﬅing the propriety of taking ſome ﬅeps, both to gain redreſs from the
French Convention, ſor their late attack, and to prevent ſimilar calamities in future.
Since that time, he had more maturely conſidered the ſubject, and was conﬁrmed
in his opinion, from what had tranſpired at the laﬅ Meeting, that there were very

good grounds to expect, that, on a proper application to the French Convention, the
aﬀairs of the colony might be put upon a very reſpectable ſooting. That ſuch ap
plication might be conſidered indeed by ſome perſons, as unneceſſary or improper;

but, ifwe took a view of the ſituation of the Company, and of the country at large,
there would appear no proſpects of future ſucceſs, unleſs the colony could be pre
ſented, for which there were neither ſuﬃcient capital, nor warlike preparations. As

to the latter, the Company was founded upon better principles, than the politics of
war, and could expect ſucceſs, only by the ﬅation which it held, in the good opinion

oſ it's neighbours. That little ſupport could be expected from the Britiſh Govern
menr, was evident from the late ravages along the coaﬅ of Africa, the preſervation of
which was not a ſuﬃcient object to a miniﬅer, and the ſituation of the colony, ren

dered it liable at all times, to fall an eaſy prey to a ﬂight invaſion.

" On theſe

grounds," ſaid he, " we muﬅ, iſwe-expect that our colony ſhould ſucceed, look for

ward to gain the benevolence ofthe power moﬅ capable of injuring us. And, if it
ſhould appear, that the Convention-were likely to liﬅen to our requeﬅ, could a proper
perſon be ſcnt over to negociate with it, we were fortunate at preſent, to ſee among
3
us
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us a gentleman, whom every perſon would allow to be fully competent for the
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_ undertaking, and whoſe writings, then on the table, proved him to have not only the

w

intereﬅ of Africa, but of all mankind, at heart.

From having travelled in Africa,

and being ﬁrmly United with the Company, in it's views of enlightening the inha

bitants, he could explain to the Convention, the real nature (ſtile Company, and
being the ſubject of a neutral power, he could do it with the greater propriety and
eﬀect. A meaſure of this ſort was not to be undertaken, without the approbation
of our own Government, and an application muﬅ be made for it's conſent. He
ſhould therefore beg leave to propoſe the two following Reſolutions.
lﬅ, RtſoI-Ued, that an application be made to Government, for permiſiion to ſend a perſon over to

His propoſi-L

France, to negociate with the French Convention, on buſineſs relating ſolely to the concerns of the tion;
Company in Africa, and on the ſeas.
zd, Reſalrued, that if Government ſhould not object to this meaſure, Mr. WADSTROM be appointed

to lay before the National Convention of France, an account of the inﬅitution of the S. Leona Com
pany, and the loſſes ſuſtained by it, from the late attack of a French ſquadron, ſuppoſed to have
acted without the knowledge or approbation of the Convention "'.

861 . Theſe
* As the above propoſitions were brought forward by a gentleman, to whom I made no application

for this purpoſe, an explanation of the circumﬅance may not be improper.-Aſter my grief and ſur
prize, at the calamity which had befallen the colony, had partly ſubſided, I began to conſider, Whe
ther it might not be poſſible for me, to contribute to it's reparation.
lowing addreſs

The plan contained in the fol

ſoon preſented itſelf to my mind, and, after mature conſideration, I thought it my duty

to ſubmit it to the General Meeting, which had then been called to deliberate on this melancholy ſub

ject.

The mode of bringing forward my plan, which ſeemed to me to promiſe moﬅ ſucceſs, was to

requeﬅ, that James Martin, Eſq. M. P. a ſubſcriber, whoſe philanthropy, patriotiſm, candour, and
independent ſpirit, are deſervedly reſpected by all parties, would be ſo good as to read it in the Gene
ral Meeting. . This Mr. Martin very obligingly agreed to do, provided it ſhould be in his power to
attend. But ſome buſineſs having intervened to prevent him, Mr. Frend's enlightened zeal in this
great cauſe, ſeems to have prompted him to bring forward the above propoſitions, rather than ſo fa

'curable an opportunity of diſcuﬃng them, in a full meeting, ſhould be loﬅ.
ADDRESS To THE GENERAL MEETING OFTHE SUBSCRIBERS
To THE SlERRA LEONA COMPANY.
GENTLEMEN,
Having, at your laﬅ Meeting, with incxpreſſible concern, heard the dreadful Report read,
concerning the late unexpected attack upon the colony of S. Leona, by the French, I feel myſelf too
ſenſibly intereﬅed in the preſervation and object of the colony, not to oﬀer, on this critical occaſion,
the reſult of that experience, which I have obtained, by having been hitherto inceſſantly, and not un

fortunately, employed, in the cauſe of oppreſſed Africa.
Not to occupy your time unneceſſzrily, I will endeavour, gentlemen, in a few words, to lay before
you a plan, in the execution of which, l ﬂatter myſelf that I may ﬅill be rendered uſeful to the cauſe
of humanity, and the Company be eſſentially beneﬁtted, in the preſent precarious ſituation ot their
colony.
There is reaſon, gentlemen, to believe, that if a proper repreſentation of the real object and principle
of the S. Leona Company, together with a full and impartial account, of the late ſurprize and attack

oſ the colony, were laid fairly before the National Convention, by ſome perſon not immediately con.
cerned.
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861. Theſe reſolutiuns were ſeconded by Mr. Highmore, who enlarged on the
propriety of the application, particularly as it was brought forward in ſuch a ma'rner
as could not offend anv party.

tlthutetl, and

_

_ 862. Mr. Elliot objected to the meaſure, as interfering with the Government at
borne, to which he did not ſee how we could conſtﬅently apply; ſince all inter
courſegbetween the two ﬅates, was forbidden. But he admitted, that, iſ the mea

ſure ſhould be adopted, Mr. VVadﬅrom was a very proper perſon to carry it into
execution.
objected to

863.'Several others objeEled very ﬅrongly'to the reſolutions, chieﬂy on the
grounds, that it would be indelicate to apply to the Miniﬅer; that an affair of this
ſort ſhould be left entirely to the Directors, who would undoubtedly manage it with
the greateﬅ propriety; and that the Company was aſſembled to chuſe Directors, and

notto tranſact any other buſineſs, which indeed would be improperly introduced.
864. On the other hand, it was contended, that this was the proper mode of

bringing forward a queﬅion, in which the Company was ſo much intereﬅed; that,
with reſpect to the future Direaors, they were not at preſent known, and therefore
no ſlight could be meant to them; that the great end of all theſe Meetings, was to
give an opportunity to individuals, to ſuggeﬅ what might be for the general good,
and to keep up a proper intercourſe between the Directors and the Company.
865. Mr. Frend obſerved, that he roſe in conſequence of the chairman's requeﬅ
to all ſuhſcribers, to bring forward any meaſure which they might have to propoſe.
866. Mr. Granville Sharp hoped, that no diﬀerence might appear upon this
queﬅion, and, for the ſake of the inﬅitution, that Mr. Frend, whoſe motives he
doubted not were founded on the beﬅ principles, would conſent to withdraw his
motion, and another perſon ſuggeﬅed the propriety of ſome amendment'to it.

867. Mr. Frend ſaid that his ſole view was, to ſuggeﬅ what appeared to him
moﬅ beneﬁcial to the Company; and that, if the end. was obtained by any mode

whatever, in which the Meeting agreed, it was the ſame to him, whether his reſolu.
cerned in the undermkſhg, ſecurity might be obtained, againﬅ the repetition of ſuch a cataﬅrophe, and
probably ſome compenſation might be oﬀered for the injury already ſuﬅained.
,
The proper deſign of the colony, as it reſpects the annihilatiou of the ſlave-trade, and the enlight.
eniug of Africa, ought therefore to be laid before the Convention, together with an account oſ the re
cent events, ſo contrary to the intereﬅs of humanity at large, and which muﬅ be preſumed to have been

the conſequence of a compleat ignorance, of the real intention of the colony, in the ſquadron which ſo
unfortunately ruined it.
Being the ſubject of a neutral power; having been likewiſe, throughout my life, actively engaged
in the cauſe; and preſuming myſelfqualiﬁetl, in ſome degree, from my experience and knowledge in
what concerns the intereﬅs of Africa 5 I ſhould be happy, if, by my perſonal ſervice with the Frcirclt
Convention, I could contribute to the welſare of the Company, and through it, to the happineſs of the

inhabitants of a great continent.

tions
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tions were entirely withdraxvn, or amended by any other perſon, ſ'o as to meet the Arrenmx.

wiſhes ofthe Company.
868. The withdrawing and the amending oſ the reſolutions were oppoſed in a and rejected
deſultory converſation, and at lull the ﬁrﬅ reſolution was propoſed, and on a ſhew

of hands, there appeared to be a very ſmall majority againﬅ it.

Of courſe the ſe

cond reſolution was not put to the vote.

869. This buſineſs being ſcttled, Mr. Williams, Solicitor and Secretary to the Election of
Court of Directors, got up and ſaid, it has been propoſed and ſeconded, that newDircctors.
H. Thornton, Eſq. (the preſent chairmanl be the chairtnan for the next year, re
queﬅing thoſe who were for the motion to hold up their hands, which being done,
thoſe ofa contrary opinion were deſired to hold up their hands. No hand was held
up, and the chairman was declared eleſzled. Mr. Williams then repeated nearly
the ſame words for the next candidatc in his liﬅ, and proceeded in this way till all
the thirteen Directors were unanimouſlyre-electcd, except one, who 'having re

ſigned, another gentleman (Mr. Hunter) was choſen in his room.
w

NOTE CC.

Sce 5 537, No. 7, alſos 180, 181.

879. lt is ſomewhat curious that both the S. Leona and the Bulama Aſſocia Impoliric con
tions ſhould have been betrayed into tra'ſſulantic errors, in their agricultural con. ditionpubliſh
ed by the Bu

lama Aſſocia
i The following, as far as I have been able to learn, is the lateﬅ intelligence received from S. Leona

I apprehend it was inſerted, by authority of the Director', in the Daily Advcrtiſcr of Friday, May
a9th, 1795, from which paperl have copied it.
a On Monday laﬅ tliſpatches were received from Sierra-Leona, dated the r4th of March, by which

it appears, that the colony had materially recovered from the eﬀects of the late depredations of the
French, although no ſuppli'es had ſince that time arrived from England: a cargo of neceſſaries had,
however, been purchaſed from an American ſhip which called there. Great and ſucceſsful exertions
had been made by the ſcttlcrs in opening and cultivating new farms, as well as in puſhing their trade
with the neighbouring parts. A delegate from the ſociety of the Friends of the Blacks, in Rhode
ce) had arrived at Frcetown, with whom it was agreed, that about
Iſland, (a black man of intelligen
Rhode lﬂand, ſhould be permitted to migrate to Sierra Leona; proper
10 or r 2. free black families, from
teﬅimonials oſ their character being given. The utmoﬅ harmony prevailed in the colony, and the
neighbouring natives continued to ſhew the moﬅ friendly diſpoſition.

Some deaths had happened,

in conſequence of the hardſhips which were then ſuﬀered 5 but;

ſoon after the departure of the French,
both the blacks'and Whites were in general reſt ored to good health, before the date of the diſpatclies,
The Company's ſhip, the Amy, was me: at
and all the neceſſary buildings were nearly ﬁniſhed.
ſea within two days ſail of Sierra Leona, which carried out a ſupply ofneceſſarics and ſeveral paſſettgers,
among whom was Mr. Dawes, who is returned to the colony as Governor."
The ſame conveyancc alſo brought ſome intereﬅing accounts of a journey, partly by land, partly by
water, made by Mr. Watt and Mr. Gray, to the river Cazamanca, and the adjacent country.

The

particulars l have not been able to learn z but I have been lucky enough to procure their route, which

the reader will ﬁndtraced on the large may.
CCl'llS.

tion.
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cerns.

w

predict that the eﬀects would be deplorable; for, if the W. Indian mode oſ cultiva

Whatever may have cauſed this remarkable coincidence, I ſcruple not to

tion ſhould be eﬅabliſhed at S. Leona, the labourer: would become ſpiritleſs, hope.
leſs, abject drudges; and, iſ land-monopoly, managed by agentſ, ſhould be an article
oſ the conﬅitution of Bulama, the colony would contain in it's vitals the principle
oſ it's own decay or ruin.--The condition quoted 537, No.'7) ifultimately adopt

ed, would be neither more nor leſs than a permiſſton to a ſew greedy ſpeculators in
Europe, to make their fortunes, by obﬅructing the population, the making of roads,
the means of defence, the improvement of the ſoil, and conſequently oſ the climate;

in a word, by cramping, in every poſſible way, the progreſs of the colony. iFor how
can any colony thrive, if monied drones, living in a diﬅant part oſ the world, be ſuſ

Probably ſu g
geﬅed by ſome
American,

'it's eﬀects ex
empliﬁed in

ſered to veﬅ ſums of money in it's land, for the notorious purpoſe oſ letting it lie
waﬅe, till the reſident coloniﬅs, by cultivating the ſurrounding country, ſhall have
ﬅamped a new value on this deſert, which the ſpeculator, or his heirs, can then
leiſurely ſell at an exorbitant proﬁt P
*
871. The condition juﬅ mentioned appears to me ſo glaringly abſurd and impolitic,
that I cannot help ſuſpecting that ſome ſpeculator in American orW. Indian lands has
ſound means to elude the vigilance oſ the Truﬅees, and to ſoiﬅ it in among the terms
of the Bulama Aſſociation. But, having already touched on this ſubject 180, 181)
I have only room to obſerve, thatI can. now add another rcteſpeﬁtable authority to
thoſe I there cited: I mean, that oſ the learned Dr. Browne of Jamaica, who very
properly expoſes the folly and injuﬅice of this practice. (Civil and Nat. Hiﬅ. oſ
Jamaica printed 1789, p. 12.) As an inﬅance, he mentions a tract in St. James's pa
riſh, held by about 120 monopoliﬅs, though nearly equal in extent to Barbadoes,

Jamaica,

where land-monopoly never prevailed, and which, in 1676, was peopled by about
7o,ooo Whites and 80,ooo blacks. It ﬅill contains about roo,ooo of both com

and would ru
in Bulama.

plexions, and the population of Jamaica exceeds not 3oo,ooo; ſo that the little
Iſland oſ Barbadoes may be ſaid to contain about one-third of the population of the
extenſive Iſland of jamaica, on a ſurface equal to that which, in the latter, is held
by about 120 monopoliﬅsl
872. The application to Bulama is eaſy. That iſland may be nearly equal in ex
tent to one-third of Barbadoes. Now the queﬅion is ſimply this: Whether it
would be moﬅ deſirable that it ſhould be occupied by 40,ooo or 5o,ooo inhabit
ants, or by 40 or 50 monopoliﬅs, or rather their agents, who perhaps may conde
ſcend, when it ſuits them, to ſell the land for double or triple the price it coﬅ
them? But l preſume enough has been ſaid, to convince every impartial man that
the condition in queﬅion is compleatly repugnant to the intereﬅ of any colony,
whether conſidered a' a diﬅinct community, or as an eﬅabliſhment intended to

promote the civilization oſ the natives in it's Vicinity.
Nor:

Noteſ, Go. reſþectz'ng S. Leona and-Bulamaw-Note DD and EE.
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NOTE DD.

See s 538.

_

873. It is to be lamented that ſo many interruptions concurrcd to retard the ﬁrﬅ

w
Sailing of the

Bulama expedition; ſince the great mortality was chieſly to be aſcribed to the ſhips Bulama expe'
dition retard
arriving on the coaﬅ in the rainy ſeaſon. Among other cauſes of this delay, we cd, by the.
are to reckon the intcrſercnce of the Miniﬅry, who, when the ſhips were waiting at Miniﬅer's ini
terſerekce.

Portſmouth for a ſair wind, ſent an order to detain them, till certain articles in the
conﬅitution, or agreement of the coloniﬅs, were renounced. This circumﬅance
obliged Mr. Dalrympl'e to return to London, which was attended with conſiderable

loſs of time. Had the leadingobject of this undertaking been commerce, eſpecial
ly monopoly, this-expedition would, nodoubt, have fallen immediately within the
province of the Miniﬅer. But ſeeing that it was undertaken for a purpoſe little,
iſ at all, conneEted either with commerce or ﬁnance, I. ſhould think the Miniﬅry
might as well have permitted them to go out unnoticed. My reaſons for enter
taining this opinion, I have already ſtinted at, 9 837_note.

Nore EE.

See s 538.

__

A

874. I fear that many, I do not ſay all, of the Bulama coloniﬅs but ill deſerved
the reſpeﬂable name of Yeomen, or the humble, but creditable, appellation of La

bourers. The yeomanry, or the middle claſs of country people, arejuﬅly account
ed the moﬅ virtuous members, and the moﬅ ﬅable ſupport, of every community.
How far the generality of the Bulama coloniﬅs anſwered this deſcription, may be
collected from Mr. Beaver's account of them. (See the extracts from his letters in
Note GG.) But he excepts Mr. Aberdeen, Mr. Hood and a good number of other
perſons, whoſe excellent example, in every reſpect, could not have failed to operate
powerfully on any ſet of beings not wholly loﬅ to everyſenſe of ſhame and decency.
875. The truth is, and I am grieved to obſerve, that this undertaking was hurried
through it's ﬁrﬅ ﬅages, with a precipitancy, which but ill accorded with the pru.
dence and caution neceſſary to ſuch a deſign ; eſpecially with the moﬅ delicate part
oſ it, the clzoice (ſea/omﬅs. See s 127 ctﬅq. 301 n.--Mr. Beaver was alſo very
unfortunate in his grumettas; but not in the choice of them; for his ſituation pro

cluded everyidea of choice, and he was obliged to take ſuch as he could get.
*' You will ſee," ſays he, in the letter laﬅ quoted, " by the open liﬅ, No. 12, that
many have been diſcharged for attempting to ſlab others, a common crime among
them; and one fourth of my grumettas have been here, for having committed mur
der, on the lſland of Biſſao."-Thus, in the character of this vile crew oſidlers,
drunkards, cowards and aſſaﬃns, white and black, we already ſee a cauſe oſ failure,

which even the fortitude and perſeverance of a Beaver, aided by the virtuous co
operation of ſome worthy. coloniﬅs, could not poſſibly, counteract.

Qq

Nors

Bad charaaef"
oſ the general
ity of the Bu
lama coloniſis.
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Arrruorx.
w
Bulama Colo
niﬅs attacked,

for want oſ an
interpreter.

Non: FF. See s 538.
876. Among the many misfortunes which befel the ﬁrﬅ Bulama expedition, we
muﬅ aſſign the chief place to the fatal miſunderﬅanding, mentioned in the text. I
call it a miſunderſlanding; becauſe it appears to have been entirely owing to the
want of an interpretcr, to explain the paciﬁc views of the coloniﬅs to the native
princes, who, not being able to diﬅinguiſh them ſrdm invaders, of courſe, attacked

To obtain an interpreter was Mr. Dalrymple's chief reaſon for calling at
Goree. Having myſelf experienced the good oﬃces of ſeveral reſpectable inhabit
ants oſthat place, I had reaſon to believe I could facilitate Mr. D's good reception
there. I therefore gave him a letter, of which I inſert the following copy, a a
proof that I always underﬅood theſi'lc object of this undertaking, like that oſ S.>Le

them.

ona, to be THE civtLtZA'rION or THE NATIVES.
A Monﬁeur [e C/it-valitr de Blanchau, Gou-mrneur

To 'be Cbe-valier de Blanchau, Cwmoroſ. Corn,

it Gart'e, CA' 43 Man/'tem- d'Aigremont, Cammzſ
ſairz ordmmmcur du Roi 12 Goree.

and to Mr. d'Aigremont, the King': rtgulating
Commiﬀarj at Garc'z.

Man-beﬅe' le 29 de Fmr. 1792.
Massrruns,

'

Mtbtﬅcr the z9tb queb. 1792.
GENTLEMEN,

-

La gEnEroſitE et l'hoſpitalite, avec les

The generous hoſpitality with which

quelles, moi 8: me' compagnons de voyage, le

you received Dr. Sparrman, Capt. Arrhenius

Dr. Sparrman 8: le Capit. Arrhenius, fumes

and myſelf, give me reaſon to hope that I may
venture to take this opportunity of teﬅiſying my
lively gratitude for your many civilities, and of
recommending to y0ur good oﬃce: my friends,
who are about to form an eﬅabliſhment on the

regus de vous, Meﬅieura, me font eſperer, que
je puis hardiment pt'oﬁter de la prEſente occaſion

pour vous temoigner mct vive reconnoiſſance et
gratitude des civilit65 dont vous m'aves comble,
3.: en meme tents pour introduire et recommender
ivos honnEtetEs ceux de mes amis, qui vont s'Eta.
blir ſur la cote d'Afrique principalement

Monﬁeur Dalrymple.
Ce n'eﬅ qu'tm vrais et noble tmnſport pour
l'humanite, qui les a engagEs a s'cxpatrier, et
5. courir les dangers ſErieux, aux quels les expoſe
l'entet'prite courageuſe de chcrcher un azile dans
quclque endroit ſur la dite cote, pour le ſeul et

grand objet de'civiliſer les pauvre' habitans de
l'Afrique; objet ſi digne de notre ſiEcle et de la
'noble ſe'nſtbilite de votre coeur.
_ J'ai Etudie trap long tetus le fond du caractZre
Franqois pour ne pas Etre perſuade, que cette na

tion cﬅ douEe'dcs primieres qualitEs qui ſont
Phomme civiliſez c'cﬅ it dire, la ſenſibilitE hu

coaﬅ of Africa, eſpecially Mr. Dalrymple.

Nothing but a noble zeal for the cauſe of hu- i
manity prompt' them to expatriate thtmfches,

and to face the dangers attending a ſearch for an'
aſylum, on ſome part of the coaﬅ, for the ſole

and grand object of civilizing the poor natives of
Africa-an object worthy of our age, and of the
generou' feeling' of your heart'
Huving long ﬅudied the character of the
French, I am perſuaded that they are endowed
with the beﬅ qualities which diﬅinguiſh civilized

man, namely ahumane ſenſibility, companion for
maine et la compaſſion pour la partie ſouﬃ'ante the ſuﬀering part ofour ſpecies, and awarm regard
de notre race; ou un amom' decide pour tout ce for all the means of promoting human happineſs.
a
The
qui

Notes, &Je. reﬃbectz'ng S. Leona and Bulama-Note GG.
qui peut rendre l'homme heureuxJ Auſſt, Meſ
ſieurs, le monde entier fern un jour l'Zloge de
tous ceux qui auront contribue aux ſuch-s d'un
projet, auſſi grand et auſii noble que Cclui, entre
pris par ces amis de l*humanite, et l'hiﬅoire
elle meme ſignaliſera toutes les anecdotes qui
l'accompagneront. Je me ﬂatte que ces herbs de

l'humanite ont le ſiEcle, la philoſophie et tous les
grand' coeurs en leur faveurz en eonſEquence,

'
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The world, Gentlemen, will one day'dojuﬅica APPENDLY.
to the conduct ofthoſe, who ſhall have contributed

w

to the ſucceſs of the great and noble enter-prize
of theſe friends of mankind, the events of which

hiﬅory will record. I flatter myſelf'that theſe
zealous philanthrnpiﬅs will have the ſpirit oſ the
age, philoſophy, and every heroic mind in their
favour; Fonſequently I cannot doubt but you will
receive them well, in which hope,

vous ne pourtZs que les bien acceuillir, et dans

.

cette eſpErance non douteuſe,
J'ai l'honneur 'en-e, &e.

I have the honour to be, &a.

877. At Goree, Mr. Dalrymple was adviſed by M. St. jean, a merchant of that
place, to put into the river Gambia, where he could not fail to find ſome perſon

diſpoſed and qualiﬁed to accompany him, as an interpreter. But Mr, D. was pre.
vented from taking this ſalutary precaution, by the diſſention which prevailed
among the members of council on board the Calypſo, and which, I have been credi.

bly informed, was chiefly excited by the violent conduct of Mr. Hancorne. Thus
thwarted and diſappointed in a meaſure, ſo abſolutely neceſſary, and ſeeing no pro
bability of harmony being reﬅored among his aſſociates, we are not to wonder if
NIr. D. reſolved to abandon an undertaking, in_ which he had embarked from the
pureﬅ motives; but which it was no longer in his power to promote in the manner
he wiſhed.
ct
w

NOTE GG. Seeﬂ 540, 545, 562, 568, 570, 578, 579, 580, 585, 587.
878. In this Note, which will be unavoidably long, I ſhall give extracts from
Mr. Beaver's letters and other original papers, reſpecting the Bulama undertaking.

Extract:from Mr. Beaver's letter:from Bulama to the Truﬅeer aſ t/ze Aſſocian'on,
dazed tlze end Nov. 1792.
879.
" The great mortality muﬅ certainly be attributed to the great labour
and fatigue, attendant on thoſe who ﬁrﬅ attempt to fettle a colony, and the neceſſi

Bulama owing

ty we were reduced to of workingin the rains, in order to have a fort to defend, and

not to the cli

and a houſe to cover us.

mate.

Mortality at
to fatigue, &C.

At the beginning of the dry ſeaſon, when we expected

the ſhip was to leave us, had we been ﬅrong enough to have worked but little, and
that during the intervals of the rains, I really think but few would have died. But

with little ﬅrength, we found it neceſſary to work from morn to night, except
when the rain: p0ured like torrents, and by theſe we were often caught, when going

qu

in
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Proviſions in

in the boat, either on board or on ſhore. The climate I really think a good one,
and it is reckoned, by all the traders, the healthieﬅ ſpot on the coaſt.
880. (2.) " My viſit to Biſſoa has enabled me to ltill a bullock for the colony

plenty,

every week, beſides fowls which I have occaſionally ſerved out-to the ſick.

A'Pznoix.

w

Land cleared.

88t. (3.) " Notwithﬅanding the decreaſc oſ out numbers, z-nd the generally long
'ſick liﬅsl we have been able to clcar about 12 acres of ground', on the crown of a

Mr. B's per
ſevering reſo

bill.
882.

" I am determined to ſlay, ſhould my ſervant only remain with me, till

lution,

I hear from you; and then, iſ you abandon the colony, I ſhall reſt ſatisﬁed with

founded on

having done all that man c0uld do for it's ſucceſs.
_
883.
" With reſpect to our proſpects, I am more and more convinced, that
the colony, if at all ſupported, will ſucceed. We want a reinlſiorcement'of men,

co'nv iction.

and we ſhould have them ſoon; but not ſuch as the laﬅ. They ſhould be carpen
ters, blacltſmiths and bricklayers, men accuﬅomed to labour-not ſuch as we
Colcniſlsmcﬅ
ly drunken
proﬂigates.

brought out,-habituated to drunkenneſs, idleneſs and all the vices of the capital;

moſt of whom came here in dread oſ puniſhment, for crimes committed againſt
their country's laws; and let them be bound by articles to a certain duty, for a li
mited time, before they are entitled to any lands.

Cultivation

884.

** Send us a ſurveyor, and theſe lands may inﬅantly be put into cul

tivation.
and trade.

.

885. (7.) " The merchants of Biſſao already look to this, for a ſupply of En
gliſh goods, which they abſolutely cannot do without.

Coloniﬅs,able
to hirelahour

"5, if credit
ed, for a time,
with provi.
ſtons, may be
lure ot ſucceſs

886.
" If you have any new ſubſcribers, let them not come out, unleſs they
can aﬀord to hire 2 or 3 grumettas to clear their grounds. Thoſe who can do this,

may come out with 5 certainty oſ it's anſwering. And to ſupply theſe new adven
turers with proviſions, it would anſwer very well to any one to ſend a ſmall veſſel
to America, and let her bring hither beef, park, ﬂour, ﬁſh and lumber'.

With

theſe articles give credit to the planter, and I will inſure his being able to pay hl'
debts, at the end of the ed year, and have a tolerable income, in 5 or 6 years.
Let men. I ſay, who can aﬀord to hire grumettas, and merchants who chaſe to ſet
up aﬅore, and trade ſor ivory, wax, &c. come out, and I will anſwer for their ſuc
ceſs. But, with/nel: labourcrs, and ſuc/zſizbſcrzſibers as we brought, out, the fineﬅ

country, with the greateﬅ advantages, would never ﬂourith.

I have to requeſt,

gentlemen, that you will not delay informing us, whether another embarhation is

to take place or not; as 1 ſhall wait with anxiety to know the fate oſ my endeavours
ſo: this inſant colony."
' Mr. B. evidently means, till the lands can be brought into cultivation.

From
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From Mr. Beaver's letter, a'ated Bulama, 16tlz March, 1793.

887.

" The good peopleof England need not be afraid of coming out. '

They will ﬁnd a fort ready to protect them. They need not be much afraid of
the climate; I think it a healthy one. They need not run the riſk of clearing a ſpot
of ground to bulld 'onz [have already as much cleared as a large town would

Colony pre
pared to re

ceive new m
habitants.

cover. They need not work, as we were obliged to do, for a covering or defence,
either when it rains, or in the heat of the ſun; for I will ſhelter them. They need

not'bc frightened; for Iwill inſure their ſafety. In ſhort, they need not be expoſed
to any-of the inconveniences which we have experienced, and therefore I think it
fair to ſuppoſe, that few of them will die.
In another part of this letter he ſays,
" Thoſe who may hereafter come out, ſiwill ﬁnd a ſort ready to protect them; and if
we hold it till then (and I think that, at this inſiant, I could reſiﬅ the united force of
_ Aſrica)_we ſurely ſhall be able to hold it, when rcinſorced. In ſhort, had I 25

Europeans here, I would make the Bijugas fear me," &c.

888. (to.) " The moﬅ neceſſary man, in the next embarkation, is a ſurveyor.

The people already think it hard, that they have no 'ground of their own to work
upon. The next is a ſurgeon, and the third, I think, a clergyman.--I will not give
you my own opinion, but that of Capt. Moore (who Carries theſe diſpatches) oſ the
preſent value oſ this place. I put to him the following queﬅion. Suppoſel

Surveyor, &tc
wanted .
-

Value oſ the
land and ﬁxed

ﬅock at Bula
ſhould wiſh to ſell this block-houſe, with the ﬂores, ammunition and whatever clſc mit.

it cantains, together with the cutter and a few acres oſ ground round the houſe, ſup

poſe 300, to the proprietors oſ the Iſles de Los, or any company of merchants who
may chuſe to ſettle themſelves, or other people here, for the purpoſe of trade, what
would be it's value? He anſwered [topoo at.leaﬅ. l aſked him what
he conceived, from 'preſent appearances, land, taken one' part with another, might

be worth, in this iſland, per acre?

He anſwered [1 ﬅerl*.

Unleſs he is very

wide from the mark indeed, Gentlemen, I think this iſland worth keeping.

When

once you are ﬁrmly ſettled here, you may Command, without a proſpect of a rit'alz
the whole trade oſ the many 'navigable rivers and creeks, betWeen the rivers Gam
bia and Nunez, Wax and ivory are the principle articles. hlatchore, one of the
kings of the Rio Grande, was here the other day.

which I bought.
more.

He brought me wax and ivory,

He begged that I wonld ſend the cutter to Ghinala to purchaſe

He ſaid that his houſe-was ſtill, and that he kept it ſtir me-

The wax and

ivory I have diſpoſed of, ſor the more uſeſul erticles of dlmh-ahd linens, to pay the
' grumettas their wages.

* The purchaſer: of uncleared land in the Ceded iſlands, paid gz 11 3 per acre.

See 5 180 note.

889.

Commercial.

proſpect: .
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. Notes, He, Tejþecting S. Leona and Bulama-'Note GG.
839. (1 1.) " As I have not heard from you, Gentlemen, ſince we leſt England,
it is impoſſible for me to gueſs what meaſures you' propoſe purſuing, for the future
colonizing thisiſland." See 5 570.
'
' . '
- 890. ( 12.) " As a proof of the quantity of game on the iſland, take the following *
liſt
Killed or wounded by-an individual, a ſtranger, and the only 9 days that he

Abundance of was on the iſland. Feb. 24th, 2 guinea hens, 1 deer. I prevented his ſhooting an
game.
elephant, by approaching tolwithin 30 yards of it, which frightened it away, beſore

he could load with iron.-25th, 4 guinea hens, 1 deer.-26th, 2 guinea hens.-:
27th, 1 elephant wounded in the head.-28th, 1 'dear-March lﬅ, 5 guinea hens.
ed, 10 ditto, 1 mountain goat.-3d , 1 deer, 1 elephant wounded in the head.-4th,

2 guinea fowls."-In ſhort, to live here, a manhas nOthing to d'o but to plant yams,
and be a good markſman."
X

I

X

'ſ-

ſi

Extract from Mr. Beaver's Letter from Bulama, qſt/le zqth july, 1793.
Colony want'

891. i ( 13.) " In anſwering that part which requires a liſt ofour wants, I have only
to ſay that we have none, and if ,I do not ſee the face of another European ſor 10 i

but men.

years, and my men live, I will hold the place for that period.

The iſland indeed

wants but ſettlers; let them come out, and ſucceſs is certain. '
Diſintereﬅed
declaration of
Mr. Beaver.

892. " Notwithﬂanding it was my intention to have returned to Europe, on the
proſpect ofa war, not only that I might be within the reach of promotion, but be
becauſe there is ſomething diſgraceful in 'being out of actual ſervice at ſuch time;
yet, gentlemen, as the colony has not been ﬅrengthened, I will not quit it. I will
never leave thoſe men' who put themſelves under my direction. I will not aban
don the interells of this colony, and I will never conſi/der my own, if it tends to
leſſen the probability of it's ſucceſs, on which probably depends the happineſs of
millions. Therefore, gentlemen, while the exertions of an individual are of con
ſequence, here will I remain; when thoſe exertions will not be miſſed, l will return.

At the ſame time, I hope you will exert yourſelves as much as poſſible, to render my
being here of no conſequence, and appoint ſome perſon to whom I may give up the
charge of the colony.
Vicinity of
Bulama
abounds with
eligible ſitua
tions.

A

893. " The Biafaras often requeﬅ me to build a houſe, at or near Ghinala. I have
alſo been requeﬅed to ſettle at Bulola. In ſhort there are ſo many places where I could
build towns, protect them, and inſure ſucceſs to cultivators, that if the good people

of England knew but one half of the advantages, to be derived from colonizing this
part oſ Africa, on an exthſivc ſcale, you might command half the money in the
kingdom.
2

.

i

894.

Notes, &Be. reﬂecting S. Leona and Bulama.--N0te GG.
894. " The ſhort ﬅay oſ the Felicity, in this harbour, prevents my writing more at
large. I ſhall 'therefore conclude, by repeating to you, that'we v an: nothing, that
we are in good ſpirits, and that we are determined to hold the iſland, till you can
ſend out other ſettlers.
'
'

I am, Gentleman, &c."
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Exlract from Beaver's Leltcriſram Bulama, eſt/te loth 057. 1793.
895. (14.) " Should ſuch a number come out, as I havhhinted above, ſuppoſe 20,
it is my ﬁrm opinion, that it would be for the intereﬅ ofthe colony, for them all to

Pnblic ſer
vants wanted'

* be public ſervants, and no private ſettlers. Among theſe, there ſhould be 2 ſurgeons,
a ſurveyor and his aſſiﬅant, a ﬅore-keeper and governor, the Other 14 labourers; and

the half of theſe, iſ poſſible, ſailors, or perſons who could be oſſi uſe either in the
ﬂoop, or in a boat. Theſe I ſhould conſider as a party relieving guard, merely to
keep poſſeﬅion of the iſland till after the rains; for you can do nothing on a large
ſcale before. That theſe perſons may be of ſome uſe, during that ſeaſon, they
ſhould have 2 ſurgeons to attend them when ill; the ſurVeyor and his aﬃﬅant, to

be employed during this time, in ſurveying a certain portion of land ſor town-lots,
for we will ſuppoſe 100 ſubſcribers, which will be a ſuﬃcient number to go in the
ﬁrﬅ embarkationaſter the rains; and ſuch a number I think will readily oﬀer.

896. " By this arrangement, every ſubſcriber, immediately on his arriva],will have
a piece of ground qf/zis own, to cultivate.

Idare ſay at leaﬅ 50 times the produce

will be raiſed the ﬁrﬅ year, by this means, more than if the ground had been cultivat
ed in common. We have ﬅrong examples of this in the ﬁrﬅ ſettlement oſ New Ply

mouth and Virginia, and people then were neither ſo idle nor ſo intereﬅed as they are'
now. Beſides, people will build ﬅrong and permanent houſes on their own grounds: Coloniﬅ' will
build good
but were the ground on which they build, liable to be allotted to another perſon, the houſes and vi
year after, nothing but temporary huts would be erected. . The ſetders would be gorouſly culti
vate their own
uncomſortable and ſickly, and the colony thrown back another year, or till ſuch laud any.
time as a man could build upon [ii-ſ own property. Be careſul that t/ze aſſſiſſantſin

vcyar knows more of his buſineſs tlzan they generally do, and that he be capable oſ
acting as principal, in caſe oſ the death oſ the ſurveyor. In this country, it is well to
have duplicates of uſeſul men. Any man, oſ common ſenſe, may acquire ſuﬃcient
inſormation in halſ a dozen hours, to act as an additional aſliﬅant ſurveyor, in caſe
oſ the death of either.
897. '" As people, when cultivating for others, or cultivating in common, work
- not with that ſpirit which they would do, iſ cultivating their own ground, it ap

pears to me impoſſible ever 'to ſend out people on the public account.

In this in.
ﬅance

Number that
ought to enh
bark, and
when.
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ſlance it is neceſſary, merely to keep. poſſeﬃon and ſun'ey,- during the nex-t rains; .
but more ought not to he engaged than are abſolutely neceſſary," and 20 I think
ought to be the outſidc. The ﬁrﬅ embarkation ought to arrive by the laﬅ day in
Oct. or the beginning oſ Nov. The rains will then have ceaſed for about a fortnight
or three weeks, (the foggy or ſmoky months, as they are called, which follow are not

to be dreaded, as moﬅ people believe,) and they will then have certainly 7 months'
dry to erect their houſes, clear their little plots oſground ready ſor ſowing, and make
their ſences, this will bring them to the laſt day of May, which is quite early enough

Now-'omen or
female child

ren ſhould go
put, &22.

to commit their ſeeds to the- earth.
898. " I before ſuppoſed that too ſubſcribeos ſhouldi come in the ﬁrﬅ embarkation;

but now we will ſuppoſe 5ovonly, neither woman, nor female- children, nor male un
der the age of La, ſhould, be. ſuﬀered- on any account to come out. We will ſuppoſe
that, at the leaﬅ, each ſubſqriber will bring one ſervant, which will make 100 Eu

ropeans; and, on their arrival in this. country, we will ſuppoſe that each ſubſcriber
would engage at-leaﬅ one grumetta. Theſe gtumc'ttas, by living inthe diﬀerent fami
lies, would in a then time become ſq attached to good matters, that I queﬅion whe

Gmmettas
ſhould be pro
tePed. Their

diſpdition, Scc

ther they would ever after leave them.
899. " N. B. At ﬁrﬅ it appears to me abſolutely neceſſary, that there ſhould be
ſome power to take cognizance oſ the treatment which grumettas may receive from
their maﬂet;s;and to hear and determine all their complaints, or it will be in the
power of any diſſatisﬁed, ill-natured, or. inhuman ſubſcriber, to. ruin the undertaking
by ill treatment of them (ſee s 35, 145, 1-61, 2.) for they are very ſuſceptiblc oſill
uſage, and the leaﬅ word from any one of them, to your. diſadvantage, is ſuﬃcient to

deter any native from coming near you: this-I know from experience.

If theſe gru

mettas are married, ſo much the better: their wives will be found uſeſ-ul in waſhing,

cooking, and beating oſ rice, and their children alſo in many ways.

They will much

more than repay their ſuﬅenance, which in this country is very cheap. Theſe gru
mettas, when once attached, will be always. able to procure their maſters as many
more as they may want. The children that you grow upon the iſland, to whom your
modesand habits only will be known, having no connexionsin the neighbourhood,
&c. will neverleave you. Whither are they to go? Or ſuppoſe they have connexions,
ſoliciting them to leave you, can they at they atoncc overcome thoſe prejudices ſo
ſi naturally in ſavour of the culloms in which they were brought up? Can they ſhake
oﬀat once their European manners, which inſomc-degree they muﬅ have acquired

here, and enter at once into aſavage life P If they. can, they will do what no people
Church and
had, &c

hitherto have done.
900. " Beſides, ſoon after the. arrival' of 50 ſubſcribers, I ſhould hope that the
ſoundation of a church and a public ſchool for- native children, would be laid, which
would unite the natives more intimately, with the-intereﬅ ofthe colony, and what
ever

3
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ever rigid moraliﬅs may think of me, I would encourage as much as poſſible a con
nection between the coloniﬅs and native women *.
901. -" On the arrival of ſuch a force as I have been ſuppoſing, we ſhould be too
formidable to fear an attack from the Bijugas, who are the only people who would
interfere with us; people would then go to work with ſpirits, on their own ground.
The Woods would inſenſibly vaniſh, and fair plantations riſe to our view, in leſs time
than we have been talking about it, which is evſſer ſince the gth of Nov. 1791, and
this would he done at little expence.
.
902." Inour ﬁrﬅ embarkation Iſſconceive, nay I am confident, that we thr'cw away
at leaﬅ [3000. I haVe not the knack of explaining myſelf clearly on paper;thereforſſe

APPRNDrx.
w

Security and
proſperity at

little expenle.

[ſzooo thrown
away at ﬁrﬅ ,
which in fu
ture may be

I think 1 could be ofmuch more ſervice to. the public good, were I in England, than
avoided.
by remaining here. Any body with men can keep poſſeſſion of the illand, but every
one cannot lay before a General Mceting, thoſe obſervations which I have been able

to make on this coaﬅ; or make the neceſſary arrangements and alterations in any
future embarkation, which the experience of the ﬁrﬅ has taught me are abſolutely
neceſſary.
'.
.
.
903. (15.) " The Governor of Biſſao is exceﬃvely civil, attentive, and polite;
but I have certain proofs, that many in that place, are endeavouring to prepoſſeſs
the natives againﬅ us,'and'wiſh to have us cut off."
.

I-

I'

'X

'I

'X

T/zc two following Letlm, from Mr. Beaver and Mr. Hood, were laid &Eſorc a
General Meeting oft/ze Suoﬅviberr ry the Bulama/lſſociation, lzcld at the Aſarﬃon
Houſe, London, 25th ofj'u'ze, 1794.
.
is,
,
LONDON, 'thll JUNE, 1794.
904. " AS a wiſh was expreſſed at our laﬅ General Meeting, that, previous to Mr. Beaver's

any new ﬅeps being taken, I ſhould give my opinion to thoſe concerned in the late

opinion of the

latefailurc and

attempt to colonize the Iſle of Bulama, on the coaﬅ of Africa, of the probability future ſucceſs

there might be of future ſucceſs, ifſuch ſubſcriptions were raiſed for thatpurpoſſſc,
and, at the ſame time, point out the cauſes of the failure of thc ſirﬅ, I here ſend
you in as conciſe a manner I can, my opinion of both. To anſwer, as fully and
ſatisfactorily as may be, the above queﬅions would front the number of others which
they involvc, take up much more of my time, than I can at preſentiſpare; therefore,
though many, nay moﬅ of them, admita degree of proof, amounting almoﬅ to ma
thematical demonﬅration, I ſhall conﬁne myſelf at preſent, merely to aſſertions, the
truth or fallacy of the grounds ofwhich, will be left to the opinion of each indivi
dual; reſerving to ſome future period, when I may have more leiſure, a more minute
detail of the various cauſes which have hitherto ballled our endeavours, as alſo of

thoſe which produce a well grounded hope of future ſucceſs.
' I have no doubt but that Mr. B. means here an orderly or ſocial connection.

R r

Fi'ﬅ,

at Bulama.
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Firﬅ.

Of the Cauſe: qſ the Failure (ſ the late Expedition,

905." Many might be enumerated; but as 1 mean to be as brief as poſſible, Iſhall
conﬁne myſelf to three, which appear to me to have been the principal ones.
tﬅ. The carrying out men of the mq/I infamous character and vicious hahitr.
ed. Yhe arrivzctng on the coaﬅ oſAf/ica at the moﬅ improper/eaſen (iſ the year.

Cauſcs of
tailuI'R.

3a'. The omitting to carry out the frame and materials oſ a harde, or hay/25,
ﬁtﬃcz'ent to ﬅcure the whole qſ the colony, immediately on their a' n'Ual,ſrom the
Tatct'zr, andſrom theﬅtn.
Vices ofthe
coloniﬅs.

.

906. " On the ﬁrﬅ of theſe I need not ſay much. It cannot be expected, that in a
ſituation, where authority, however neceſſary, could not be legally enforced, thoſe
men could be kept in any kind ol order, who, in an old eﬅabliſhed and well regu

lated Government, had been in the habit ofliving in open violation of it.

Among

the virtues peculiarly requiſite in thoſe who undertake to ſcttle, or as it were, to
create a colony, I ſhould reckon fobriety, induſiry, honeﬅy, patience, and fortitude.
Arriving in
the rains.

Want ofſhel
ter.

The major part of our people, were drunken, lazy, diſhoneﬅ, impatient, cowards.
907. " On the ſecond of theſe cauſes, I ſhall only obſerve, that the rainy ſeaſon at
Bulama, begins the latter end of May or the beginning of June. We arrived on
the 5th of the laﬅ mentioned month, and had conſequently the whole tains before us.
908. '* \Vith reſpect to the third. Had we carried out the frame and materials,
neceſſary for the erection of a large houſe, it might have been ﬁniſhed in, at moﬅ,
one month: but as all the timber which I built with. was growing at the time of our

arrival, it was Feb. in the following year, before 1 had a room to put my head in.
The being expoſed during the whole of that time, to either the rains or the ſun, muſt

certainly have been a great cauſe of our mortality.
Cauſesvof er
'rors,
to which
the tſiailt-re
was
owing.

909."The three errors above noted, namely, thoſe of carrying out bad ſubjects, at
the worſt ſeaſon, without means of ſhelter, are in themſelves ſuﬃcient to prove, that

we did not act on a well digeſted plan. The ﬁrﬅ oftheſe can never be entirely
'avoided ; the ſecond aroſe from the danger which it was thought there was, of others
purchaſing the iſland, if we delayed ſailing; and the third from the ignorance of

thoſe who directed the undertaking: as one of them, for theſe three enors, 1 beg
leave to take to myſelf, agre-at portion of the blame. But, though theſe were diſli
culties, that might and ought to have been avoided, they would not have entirely
'ruined the colony, if there had been a ſuﬃcient ﬁrmneſs and deciſion in the con

duct and characters of the members of the council.

Among other cauſes of the

failure, may be reckoned, the ſailing without a charter; the having too many mem
bers in the council ; the two ſhips not keeping together; and theunfortunate circum

ſiance of loſing ſome men, by an attack from the natives. 'The very injudicious
mode of the expenditure ofthe money, might be reckoned another, as from the ſum
ſubſcribed, a ſuﬃcient portion might have been retained in the hands of the truſlecs,
to ﬁt out a ſmall veſſel, both with refreſhments and men, at the end of the firſt tains.
in

Notes, 556. reﬂecting S. Leona and Bula77ta.--N0te GG.
In three articles, this was particularly conſpicuous. The purchaſe of the plantation
tools, the purchaſe of the ſalt proviſions, and the chartcring of ſhips, the carrying out
women and children, was, though it may not appear ſo at ﬁrﬅ ſight, a great cauſe oſ
expenſe, and a principal one of failure.-I have now enumerated what appears to
me, to have been among the principal cauſes of our miſcarriage; if they appear not
in the ſame light to others, I could wiſh that they would reconſtder them. They
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are almoﬅ all ofthem demonﬅrably true; but, as l before obſerved, I ſhall only aſſert,

and leave others to trace, how and in what manner, they operated pernicioully to
wards our enterprize. NVe come now to the other queﬅion.

Secondly. Oſ tlze Probabilz'ty aſfuture Surreſs.
910." Our ﬁrﬅ failure will here be of great ſervice to us, if we conſider our former
errors as ſo many beacons, put up to warn us of danger. The three firﬅ which I

Prubability of

future t'uccets.

have enumerated, ſeem to have been the moﬅ eſſential, and, except the ﬁrﬅ, are ea
ſily avoided, as well as all the reﬅ. May I be permitted, without the imputation of
vanity, to ſay, that after all our former diﬃculties, my having been able with only four
Europeans, and without the ſmalleﬅ ſuccour or aſſiﬅance, to keep poſſeﬃon of the

iſland for the laﬅ year, to cut down 50 acres of timber, 16 of which were incloſed,
and the roots taken up, to erect three large buildings, and to raiſe with eaſe, vegeta

bles enough for more than '50 times our number, aﬀord a ſuﬃcient proof of the
certainty of future ſucceſs. But as it may here be expected, that I ſhould enter a
little into particulars, I ſhall more fully ﬅate the grounds ofmy opinion.
91 1. " The end, I believe, propoſed by the major part of the ſubſcribers, was the Reaſons for

cultivation of cotton, others propoſed growing ſugars, coﬀee, tobacco, and indigo,

,this Opinion.

while a few hoped to drive on- an advantageous commerce with the natives, for
ivory, wax, and other productions of that part oſ Africa. The proſpect of thoſe,

whoſe views are confined to cultivation, muﬅ depend entirely upon ſoil ; and this, I
am warranted to ſay, from the univerſal concurrence of thoſe who have ſeen it,
whether natives or Europeans, is remarkably ſertile. It is deep, that is from one

foot and a half to two feet. I never ſaw a rock or ﬅone upon the iſland.

A ſoil eapahle

Except on of producing
eVLry tropical

one ſmall ſpace cloſe under the block houſe, I never ſaw a foot of bad ſoil- Every article:
thing which l planted, throve admirably, and among thoſe plants, 300 were cotton.
They were only in bloſſom when I came away: I therefore had no opportunity of
bringing home a ſpecimen. But, ſuppoſing the cotton on that part of the coaﬅ,
to be of the very worﬅ quality, it could n'ot at all aﬀect the value ofthe iſland, or the
probability of i's ſucceſs in its cultivation, as nothing can be more eaſy, than to carry

thither the ſeeds of either the Bourbon or Pernambuco cotton.

The former I be

lieve is reckoned the beﬅ in the world, and the latter the next to it.

is about 20, and the latter about 9 degrees ſouth of the equator.

The ﬁrﬅ place

Bulama is 11 de

grees diﬅant from it, on the north; ſo that there cannot be any great diﬀerence, in
the climates of theſe three places, but more particularly the two laﬅ; from which I

Rr2

ſhould
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ſhould infer, that equally cotton, planted in equally good foil, either at Bulama or
Parnambuco, would be of equal value; ſuppoſing the Bulama ſoil to be equally
good with that of other countries, in the ſame climate,.whethcr north or ſouth ofthe
equator, I ſee no reaſon why, with equal cultivation, equally good ſugar, coffee, and
tobacco, might not be produced on that iſland, as that which we know is produced,

in the ſame degree of both north and ſouth latitude.
and an excel

912. " An advantageous commerce, I know may be carried on with the natives,

lent ſituation
ſor tradc.

in the two articles ofivory and wax.

The central ſituation ofBulama, it's harbour

being a great thoroughfare for the Portugueſe trade, it's proximity to the three great
rivers of of
Gambia,
Nunez,with
andſmall
the innumerable
inlets,
branches
the ſea, Grande,
navigable and
far inland
veſſels, between
the or
ﬁrﬅſmall
vand

laﬅ of thoſe rivers, render it a moﬅ eligible ſituation for ſuch trade.

Its diﬅance

from Europe, is not ſo great as that of the W. lndies; the navigation to it is ſafe and
ſecure; it contains one of- the ﬁneﬅ harbours lever ſaw ; the ſea abounds with fiſh;
and the number of animals, but'more particularly elephants, buffaloes, and deer, on
the iſland, is almoﬅ incredible. The teeth of the former, and the hides, I ſhould

ſuppoſe, of the latter, are articles of commercial conſideration.

Vſith ſuch advan

tages of ſoil and ſituation, a triſling ſum, expended in ajudicious manner, for the

equipment of a ſmall number of men, embarked on' board two or three little veſſels,
and directed by a man of common ſenſe and-great power would, in my opinion,
preclude a doubt of ſucceſs. It might be commanded; but, when I ſay it might be
commanded, I preſuppoſe a greater ﬁrnmeſs in thoſe who go out, and more zealand

activity in thoſe who remain at home, than has: hitherto been evinced by either.
" I am Sir, &e.

" P. BEAVER."

Mr. Hood's Letter aſ tlzcſhmc Datc.
SIR,
Soil ofBulama
excellent,

and yield' well

-

913, (17). "- AS I am lately returned with Mr. Beaver from Bulama, and
not being perſonally known to the gentlemen who have the direction of the buſineſs,
I therefore think it my duty, to give you my opinion of the iſland. It is a ﬁne,
light, ſandy loam, of conſiderable depth, and free from ﬅones, and appears to be as
ſi-ne land as any in England. But We do not go from appearances only, but proofs.
Mr. Beaver laid out a garden, and fenced it in, and prepared the ground againﬅ the
laﬅ ſeaſon, in order to ſow the feeds brought out from England; but they being at
leaﬅ two years old, and damaged ſo much, few of them came up. Not being able
to get any more, we were obliged to apply to the Portugueſe at Biſſao. Beſides,

Mr. Beaver being deſirous to make trial of all that could be got, agreed with all
the. commanders of the canoes, that came to Bulama, to bring all the feeds and plants

they could, by which means he got as follows, viz. plantains, bananas, papaws,
-

-

.

goavas,

Notes, &do. reﬂecting S. Leona and Bulama-Note GG.
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goavas, oranges, limes, cotton, peppcr, callavaces, pine apples, yams, caſſada

APPENDIX.

p'umpkins, water mellons, cucumbers, ground nuts, mint, parſley, &c. All thoſe

w

throve in a tſurpriſing manner, and I make no doubt, but European ſeeds would
grow well.

914. " In general, the iſland is well covered with uſeful timber, both for houſe
and ſhip building; beſides ſome cloſe hard-grained woods, that would make good

Fine timber,
&c.

furniture, and l think, would make excellent wood for turning. I never have
been able to learn the names of any of the woods, though l never miſſed aſking
every one who I thougltt knew.any thing of it. VVC have plenty of elcpltants,
buﬀaloes, deer, Guinea-fowls, monkeys, &c. The only beaﬅ of prcy I have ſeen,
was a wolf. There are plenty of ﬁſh, all round the iſland, and at low water you
may get plenty of oyﬅers, which are excellent. And, ſincc we have have got a' ſ
large ſpot of land cleared, and all the rubbiſh burnt, the place is not only healthier,

but more beautiful than any other place I have ſeen in Africa. The land is good,
a'nd capable of bringing forth any thing that wants deep root, as well as richneſs'
of ſoil.

Although I never worked ſo hard in my life, I have enjoyed, the latter'

part of my time, as good health 'as in all my life.
" I am, &c.

"JOHN Hoon."
a'-

't-

e

st-

'

Extract qſLettcr, containing an Account riſt/ac [ﬅand of Bulama, by
J. Young, Eſy. a Aſemde' qſ t/ze Council.
915." The atmoſphere of the iſland is remarkably ſalubrious, as we all can teﬅiſy,
particularly a large party, who having loﬅ themſelves in the woods, by indiſcreetly
venturing too far without a compaſs, paſſed 5 days and as many night, in open air,
without any ſickneſs having reſulted from it. The utmoﬅ heat, while we were
there, by Farenheit's thermometer, being 84, tempe'rcd by a pleaſant ſea breeze,
which enabled our people to work during the whole day without inconvenience.
916. " The ſoil is exubcrantly fertile, as is evident from the ſpontaneous vegeta

tion that every where appears, and from the aſpect Of the garden which we made,
wherein all the eſculent vegetables of the European gardcns, as well as ſugar-canes,
plantains, bananas, pinc apples, the lime, the orange, the guava, the olive, and the
vine of ſeveral ſpecies, which the Hankey br0ugltt from Teneriﬀc, tltrove with a
luxuriance that ſeemed marvellous to Engliſhmcn, who were unacquainted with the

combined eﬀects of heat and moiﬅure, upon rich and new land.

The ſoil of the

margin of the iſland, appears to be a red ſand, mixed with loam; that ofthe interior
ſavannahs, or natural meadows, a black mould. The country is agreeably diverſi
ſied with und'ulating grounds, but poſſcſſes no land of ſuch elevation, as to merit the
denomination of a hill. Yet it contains many ſprings and brooks, according to the

united teﬅimony of ſeveral gentlemen who hat/e traver'ſed it. There are a few iron'
1;

ﬅones

Climate.

Soil.
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ﬅones between high and low water mark; but wc did not diſcover any oſthoſc beds

w

of oyﬅer-ſhells, and quarries oſſreeﬅone, which according to La Brue, it contains.

Animals,
h'llil),

917." The ſhorcs abound with ﬁſh oſ many ſpecies, and of which, with a ſeine to
each ſhip, we took daily, in a few hours, as much as we could conſume. The woods

abound with a delicious ſpecies oſ deer, oſ amouſe colour, and about the ſize oſlargc
greyhounds, called by the natives of Sierra Leona (where the ſame ſpecies is ſound)
Þ'illimtombo; alſo with buſſalocs, elephauts, monkeys, Guinca-ſowls, partridges,

pheaſants, Muſcovy ducks, and pigeons. There are alſo ſome ſcrocious animals.
Theſe devoured a pair oſ oxen, 4 aſſes, and upwards oſ 40 goats and ſheep, which
were landed from the Hankey, belore an incloſure could be prepared for them;

but when the country comes to a be little cleared, thoſe implacable ſavages will retire,

as is their cuﬅom, from the habitations of men. Its ſpontaneous ſruits are plums oſ
various ſpecies, ſome of them oſ an agreeable ſluvour; a fruit oſ about the ſize of
an oſlrich's egg, with a yellow pulp ofa ſharp acid, like a tamarind, and a ſpecies of
well taﬅed grape, whoſe ﬅock or vine reſembles that ofa kidney bean, climbing up

the ſlender trees.
roots, &e.

Inſects.

v

918. " It's roots are yams,' eddocs, caſſada, and a kind of ſweet potato. It has
trees which exude gums oſ various ſpecies; and it is extremely probable, that it con

tains camwood and other dying woods, in common with the continent. It's trees
are ſor the moﬅ part very large, with ſpreading branches, but not very lofty, like
thoſe in the ſoreﬅs of America. There is neither underwood nor brambles in
theſe woods; but the wild graſs grows under their ſhade as in a well-watcred
meadow.
919. "We ſaw no ſerpents, or other poiſonous reptiles; but the white ants are
ſaid to he troubleſome at ſome ſeaſons. Communities of them which are very ſie
quent, dwell in hillocks about ten ſect in height, and which were at ﬁrﬅ taken ſor
huts of the natives. Theſe may eaſily be deﬅroyed by building up wood about
them and ſetting ﬁre to it. Swarms oſ bees, that make honey oſ a delicious ſlarour,
are very numerous in the woods, and which may eaſily be domeﬅicated."
I'

Extract qſa Lettcrſrom Mr.
Lands pur

chaſed, &e.

l-

'le

I'

K

Maria/en, to Mr, Flynn dated Bulama.

920. " Our ſloop went up the Rio Grandc to purchaſe a large tract oſ land, op
poſite our iſland, belonging to the Biaſaras, and returned laﬅ night, having made

the purchaſe of the wiſhed-for land, which is larger_than all Bulama. NVe have
likewiſe the iſland oſ Arms. Fowls are very plenty up the rivers. The land we
have purchaſed is wonderfully ﬁne, and eaſy oſ cultivation, The country near the
rivers abounds with cattle of all ſorts, and a vaﬅ number oſ elephants.

We have

never met with beaﬅs to annoy us, we have alſo cotton growing in our garden, and
our peas and other vegetables ﬂouriſh."
Extract

Note-s, &Pa. reﬂecting S. Leona and Bulama--Note GG.
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Extract aſ a Letterfrom Charles Dra/Ee,
to Meſſ. jacﬄn, Sſyiies and thſh
ſort/t, at Manſſclzeﬅcr, (lated S. Leona.
921. " With reſpect to the Iſland of Bulama, I think it one of the moﬅ pleaſant

I ever ſaw, abounding in a variety of fowl, deer and game: the ſoil particularly
rich and fertile, and vegetation remarkably quick, as was obſerved by ſome ſeeds we
ſet, which came up almoﬅ inſiantaneouſly. It ſeems well adapted for ſugar and

Soil, &c. of

Bulama.

every other \V. Indian produce; and, on the whole, I am perſuaded it will prove

an important object to the ſubſcribers, particularly when a charter or grant is ob
tained, and a permanent government eﬅabliſhed, alſo people endowed with zeal and

activity ſent out to conduct the enterprize.
922. " We leſt the remains oſ ſeveral of our people at Bulama; butI know oſ Mortality not
owing to cli
none whoſe deceaſe might not be accounted for, by their being addicted to drink mate,

rum."--See Y546, 572.
923. " With reſpect to this place, I have not time to give you my opinion oſ it in
the manner I could wiſh. If We mayjudge by its eﬀects, it is not near ſo healthy
as Bulama. We are under much obligation to Mr. Clarkſon's civility and attention.
I wiſh ſome of his kind propoſals had been accepted.

of S. Leona.

He, however, poſitively re

fuſed allowing me to land my tobacco, which obliged me to ſend it to Bance Illand,
with my hardwares, &c,
924." With reſpect to the general trade of this coaﬅ, I have formed the moﬅ ﬂat
tering expectations. I can plainly perceive a market for an immenſe quantity of
Britiſh goods.

which is bet
ter than that

Commercial
prolpects.

The natives barter for our articles, with a great deal of avidity,

and by them we can get a very conſiderable proﬁt.
925. " I think there can be no diﬃculty in diſpoſing oſ the remaining land, (oſ
Bulama) on the arrival of the Calypſo, even at a very conſiderable advance; 'as it
will then be known we have ſucceeded in many things that before were doubtlul;
namely,--ſilſihat we have purchaſed and taken poſſeſſion of the Illand, with the ſull

I mportant
particuinrs aſ.
cet-tained.

and entire approbation oſ eVery power who made any kind of claim to the iſland;
that we ﬁnd, what before we had many doubts about, viz. ſeveral rivule'-s and
ſprings *, and plenty of freſh water on the iſland. The air, particularly the well
point, which is open to the ſea, is ſalubrious *l', and the whole iſland inﬁnitely more
healthy, than either the Portugueſe ſettlement of Biſſao in it's neighbourhood, or

the ſettlement of S. Leona.
- 926. " Under theſe circumﬅances, nothing can poſlibly prevent the ſucceſs oſ the
plan, but a want of zeal and activity in thoſe who undertake the execution oſ it.

Nothingwnnt
ing hut ncltar.
ter, &e.

' It is to be obſerved that the rainy ſeaſon was not over when Mr. D. leſt the iſland.

1 This perfectly agrees with Mr. Dalrymple's opinion ol the VV. Point.
2
.

'P'
'

See 5 529.

See the Map.

There
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There appears to me nothing wanting to render this ſettlement of national import
ance, and a truly valuable object to the proprietors, but the obtaining a charter,
with a well digcﬅed plan of government. Therefore I hope every exertion will
be uſed towards obtaining the ſame.
927.- ", I have alſo ngt the ſmalleﬅ doubt but the Papells who live in Biſſao, and
the Biafaras people, who are both mild and well diſpoſed, may be readily procured
to work On the plantations: _
" I remain, &c."
'

K-

*

*

X-

'X

Extract of a Letterfrom Mr. Fr. Done/ly, Teſiding at the [ﬅand qſBulooza, la
ſ. Manglcs, Fſq. oſLona'on, ciated 22d Nov. 1792.
Climate good.

928. " I take up my pen with great pleaſure to addreſs you, being, thank God, in
perfect good health, ſince my ﬁrﬅ arrival upon the coaﬅ of Africa, except a few
days indiſpoſition, cauſed by eating wild plums. In ſhort, I ﬁnd the climate to

agree very Well with my conﬅitution.-.-The proſpects of ſucceſs entirely depend
upon the manly exertions of gentlemen in England.
Commercial
proſpccts.

929. " The ſituatign of our iſland and lands adjacent thereto, for a central trade,
ﬅands the ﬁrﬅ of any that Ihave heard of upon this coaﬅ. The iſland of Bulama,
&c. deſerves the particular attention of purchaſers; as nothing already recited falls

ſhort of
ourcarried
proſpects
ofits isbecoming,
good time, exceedingly
productive.
chief
trade
'on here,
by tradinginſchooners.
I think it may
become anThe
ob-v
ject worth attention to ſend a ſmall ſloop or good ſchooner, freighted with goods,
well laid in, and choſen particularly in the London market, provided it meets the
ſanction of your very reſpectable friend.
" I remain, See."

se

se

* as a

.Extract (ſo Letter/'ram P. Beaver, Eſo. to tlzc Author, datedBuZama, 2411'1,

Falx l793
Commerce.

930. '5 We have the beﬅ ſoil here at Bulama, and it requires only moderate cul
tivation to make it in'credibly rich. Though the primary object of this undertak
ing is cultivation; yet, in order that the colony ſhould flouriſh, it is neceſſary that
great attention rnuﬅ alſo be paid to commerce, and here we have the advantage of

the S. Leona Colony.-That is a place well known, much frequented by ſhips, not
only of our own, but alſo of foreign nations, who participate in their trade both for
wax and ivory. This a place little known, not at all freqtiented, except by Form.
gueſe, and the adjacent coaﬂs are enriched with innumerable creeks, which are na
vigable for ſmall veſſels, and which gives us, as it were, all the inland naVigation oſ
theſe

Notes, &Be. rtſſzecting S. Leona and Bulama.-Natc GG.
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theſe parts. The Porrugueſe then, Sir, are our only rivals. VVhich of the two
nations will carry moﬅ of the commerce is evident.
931. " The ground on which the bloclL-houſe ſtands, I conceive to be elevated
about ﬁfty feet above the high water-mark. I believe that I have not ſeen any ſoil
on the iſland but what is very good: at leaſl, thoſe ſeeds which I have lodged in

APPENDlX.
W-J
Soil.

it's boſom, have always come up with great ſtrength and vigOur. Thoſe who un
derﬅand better than myſelf the qualities oſ the earth, are laviſh in its praiſe.
932. " Cotton, I know, will do here very well; for, in the garden, I have many Produce.

Very ﬅrong plants of it; and I have not a doubt oſſug'ar and coﬄe ſucceeding as
well. In the drieﬅ times we have had ſuﬃcient water for our colony; therefore, I
ſearched not ſor more; but am inclined to think there is plenty on the iſland.
VVindwills, I am conﬁdent, will anſwer well. I have only to add, that I much wiſh
ſor that day, when this colony ſhall be ſlrengthened by yourſelf, or any of your
friends; for, on your arrival, Sir, the ſucceſs of our enterprize. will no longer be

conſidered problematical," &c.
K-

K

'K-

iſ-

'K

933. " Return qft/zc Deat/u aft/te Bulama Advc'zlurers, by
3
8
9
s

Young,

Died in the outward bound voyage
........................... .. ..
Killed or died of their wounds at Bulama ..................................
Died at Bulama'.
.................... ........_... ............ ....
Died priſoners at Cannbac
.......... . ............
...... . ......

3 Died between Bulama and Sierra Leona
zr Died at Sierra Leona

13 Died between Sierra Leona and London

woAbſh-act ne
2 count of the
Bulama colo
o niﬅs.
a
1

. ........ .. . ..... . ...............

3

o

15

4.

3

10

t

2

..................

5' Died after the ſhip arrived at her moorings in the river

....... . ........

7:
" Return of the Living.
7 Taken by the Bijugas of Canabac, 3d june
.. ............... ......
5 Redeemed oſ theſe, the '9th june
........................ .........
1 Leſt at the GorEe front the Calypſo

WF-n.
o
1
x
x

........... . ......................

........

16
'13
14.
A;

M-n
1
7
6
o

3

z

z

45

9

10

o
o

4.
3

3
z

.......... . ...................

Left at Biſſoa at their own requeﬅ, or ſailed for Amcrica
.........
Left at Sierra Leona
......................................
Took their paſſage from Sierra Leona in the other veſſels
..........
Arrived at London in the Calypſo
.......... ...........

'rit-T

o

o

o

10
10
9
37

3
3
z
37,

3
o
+
lr,

67

46

28

49

13

5

U State of 'be Colon] a! Bulama.
87 At the time w'ien the Calypſo leſt the iſland

............

* " Of the 9 perſons who died at Bulama, not one contracted his fever there, but all of them at Biſſoa,
except thoſe who brought their diſcaſes from England. _ Of the remaining number, many caught the
fever at 8. Leona, through intemperance, many others h'om the relaxation cauſed by living ſo long on
ſalt proviſion, without any thing to correct it's eﬀects; ſome on board the Calypſo, never having been

on ſnore from the time they left England, which was 8 months.
tent kind, and not infuctious.
1.
Sſ-

The coaﬅ fever is oſ the intermit
87At
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Notes, 635. reﬂecting S. Leona and Bulama,-No te'GGþ.
934.. Theſe/lowing Stutmmzt I ban-'e tareſ/sly cx/rt'ctcdfmm Illr. Bea-ver': Lzﬅ: tranſmuted t'
'be Tnzﬅecr.
' 87 At Bulama, when the Calypſo ſailed according tos 544. which agrees with the
foregoing ﬅntement of Mr. Young

........................ . .....

"m

(M

49

13

25

2,

3

1

x

16

26

o
6

o
4,

6 Returned ſromS.Leona, 6th Oct. 1792.

93

Off/uſe,

5

19 To return in the Hankey, to England, by the W. Indies

... ........ .

12.

3 Run
...... . ................ . ............... .......... ...............
29 Alive in the colony at Bulama, zzd Nov. 1797.
..................

3
19

Died a' Bulama,fram the time 'be Caþvþﬂſailed to zzd Nov. 1792., Aiz.
26 Fever

................. . ...............................................

1 Fever and ﬂux
2 Conſumption

1 Lunacy
1 Mortiﬁed hand
1 Drowned
1 Worms

........ .. ........................ . .........................

Morality

9

o

o

......... ..... ....... ........... ...........................

1

z

a

x
1
1

o
o
o

o
o
o

........................ . ............... . ...................

1

o

o

..............................................

z

o

o

---- ................ . .......... .. ......................

o

o

1

3

o

1

4 Diſorder not ſpcciſied in Mr. Beaver-'s liﬅs
40

5

z

............................ . ................................
........................... ... ...........................
...............................................@ ..............

2 Complication of diſorders
3 Hooping cough

[7.

..................... ........

23

6

u

935. I am ſorry that I have not been able to procure data ſuﬃcient to enable
me to remedy the defects oſ Mr. Y's ﬅatement, which ſeems to apply partly to the
coloniﬂs on board the Calypſo, and partly to the whole colony; nor to bring down
the ﬅatement, taken from Mr. Beaver's liﬅs, to Nov. 29th, 1793; when he evacu
ated Bulama.
936. I thought it my duty to give a fair abſhact oſ the papers bcſhre me, without

great2 but not attempting to conceal the great mortality which they unhappily exhibit; but
Pﬄmary ſo' which, as well as the mortality at S. Leona, is ſuﬃciently accounted for, in the

,

four foregoing (abridgetU reports, independently of any peculiar malignity of cli
mate. To prove that neither of thoſe colonial undertakings have been attended
with any peculiar ſatality, it was my intention (iſ I had had room, as I have not)
to give ſome account of the mortality, diſorders and diſ-alters which attended the
ﬁrﬅ formation of almoﬅ every European colony, both in North America and the
W. Indies, Iallude particularly-to Canada, New England, Virgiuia, '\V. Florida,
Jamaica, Surinam and Caycnne; ſome of which countries, however, are now ſound
to be as healthſul as any in the known world.*. That they were not ſo to the ﬁrﬅ
coloniſi:
* See the iﬅ Vol. of Winterbotham's View of the United Smtes oſ America. Dr. Lind's Eſſ. on
'he Diſcaſes in hot Climates, +th. edit. p. 89, 99. Dr. Blanc's Obſ. onptlxe Diſeaſes incident to Sea
mill
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coloniﬂs, appears to have hcen principally owing to the following cauſes.-1{l, The
overhearing ſpirit of commerce.-2dly, lnexperiencc in the means of preſerving
health in new and untried climates._3clly, The ﬁxing, for the ſake of commerce,
on ſwampy ſpots, and other improper ſituations. See s 75.-4thly, The want of
proper food, and of proper framed houſes, ready to be ſet up when they landed. See

APPENU'X.
W

QS4_--_5thly,Exceſiive labour,in building houſes and clearing lands.--6thly,Theunfea

ſoned coloniﬅs not taking the little care of themſelves which was in their power.
7thly, Their diſorderly and debauched lives andirrcgular hours._8thly, The want of
proper medicines, and of medicinal men experienced in the diſeaſes of diﬀerent cli
mates.--9tlllY,The want of ﬁrmneſs and unanimity among the immediate leaders, who,

ofcourſe were incapable of preſerving order among the coloniﬅs.-- rothly, The gene

ral inexperience or ſelﬁſhneſs of thoſe who managed the concerns of ſuch undertak
ings in Europe.
'*

Norn HH. 1.

See 9 543.

_ 937. I fear ſome people will laugh at the rude ſignatures of theſe African kings: Ignorance and

for a deed from a black prince having been lately read in a Houſe of eminence, in
Weﬁminſier; when the reader concluded with " lar mark," a horſe-laugh was voci

ferated by ſome individuals to whom that ſpecies of utterance is ſo natural, that on a
former occaſion they could not repreſs it even on hearing a recital, which drew tears

from many or moﬅ of the audience. For the information oſperſons who cannot boaﬅ
of ſuch qualr'ſizatz'onr, and opportunitieſofimprovement,1ſubjointhisquotation.'fSCVCl'al charters ﬅill remain, where Kings allix ſignum crucir, manu propriſia, pro
ignorationc [zſitcraruȝn (the ſign of the croſs, with their own hands, becauſe of their ig.
norance of letters.) From this is derived the phraſe ofſigmſing a paper. In the ninth
century, Herbaud, Comes Palatii, though ſupreme judge of the empire, could not
write his name. So late as the fourteenth century, Du Gueſclin, conﬅable oſ France,

the greateſt man in the ſtate, and one of the greateﬅ men of his age, could neither
men. Dr. Moſley's Treatiſe on tropical Diſcſtſcs, and Long's Hiﬅ. oſ Jamaica faﬃm. From
this laﬂ author', [cannot help tranſcribing one pnſſztgc which ſhows that the mortality which attended
ſome attempts to colonize certain waﬅe lands, in that extenſive iſland, was owing to the very ſame
cauſes which unfortunately prevailed at S. Leona and Bulama. " Several poor adventurers," ſays
Mr. Long, Vol. l. p. 426, U came at diﬀerent times, from Europe to jamaica, and among the reﬅ, a

colony of Palatines. They had the charge of their paſſage deſrayed, and were ſubſiﬅed till they ar
rived on the lar/41.: aﬃgnmi to them, which thſ)- ſound in 'wilde-ragſ), 'be trcerfar the moﬅ part afﬂu
ptndou: bzz/k and not one acre clear-ell. Dﬄitute aſ habitation: a: 'well a: of Imzdfrcþartdfbr culture,
their time QURJ' neceſſarily
tal-en up 'wit/1 building bar/ſe: aim-[falling freer. The' labour and bmxfſh'ff:
thy l'azl toﬂragglc lwit/1 rwcrt much taaſe-z/rreﬂ'r perſon:
car/refrain Europa. M 0 51' OF THEM
PIED, 'In my] rlz'ſprrſc'd, and/10! alle oft/jeﬅ-ſhmiliu (ar I am told)ſatten/ed."

S ſ2

read

rudeneſs ofan
cient and ma
dern legiſ
lators.
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read nor write. The greater part oſ the clergy were not many degrees ſuperiorin ſci
ence to the laity. Many dignified eccleſiaﬅics could not ſubſcribe the canons of
thoſe councils at which they ſat as members." Robertſon's Hiﬅ. oſ Charles V.
Vol. I. p. 232.-It were eaſy to ſhow, that extreme ignorance prevailed in many
parts oſ Europe, at a very late period, and that, in ſeveral parts oſ it, extreme ignor

ance prevails at this hour. But enough has been ſaid to prove that the anceﬅors of
the preſent Europeans were, in no reſpect, ſuperior to other barbarians.
W

E. Indian ſub

Nora H H. 2. See s 587.
938. There can be no doubt, but that a number oſreſpectable ſubſcribers will come

ſcribers to the
Bulama un

forward, as ſoon as a charter ſhall be obtained; and I have the ſatisfaction to mention

dcrtaking.

that Colonel Kirkpatrick, ﬅated at the laﬅ General Meeting at the Manſion-houſe,
that he had lately received information from his agents at Fort George, that " they
were about to advertiſe the plan oſ the Bulama aſſociation, in the Madras Courier, for
raiſing a ſum not exceeding[_5ooo, in aid of the ſubſcription; that they meant to give
their own names to it; and that, if it did not ﬁll at that preſidency, they would pub

liſh it in the Bengal papers, where there could be little doubt of it's ſucceeding."

Someſart/zer account: oft/le Danzſiſh colony at Aquaþzſim.

See 5 599.

939. Since the ſketch of the Daniſh colony, in Africa, was printed oﬀ, I have
fortunate-ly 1net.with Meſſ. Moe and Hanſon, who were ſo good as to communicate
to me ſeveral intereſting particulars reſpecting that part of the world, moﬅ oſ which

are contained in the following intereﬅing letter from Mr. Moe.
SIR,

-

940. " I ſhould have been glad, if I could have anſwered your queries reſpecting
the Gold Coaſl, particularly the Daniſh colony, now eﬅabliſhed at Aquapim. But
having been in Africa yourſelf, you cannot but know, how diﬃcult it is ſor perſons,
unconnectedwith the Slave trade, to obtain information concerning it. This trade

abſorbs ſo much of the attention and aEtivity oſ the Europeans in that part of the
world, that it is only the merchant who can come into it's ſecrets.
941. " During a ſlay oſ 14 months on the Gold Coaſi", I had quite diﬀerent ob
jects in view; and ſickneſs, which never ſails to meet Europeans there, took up
great part of my time. I haVe, however, the ſatisfaction oſ acquainting you, thatI
have been in Aquapim, and have ſeen the late Capt. Iſert's colonial eﬅabliſhment

at that place *.

It is ſituated on ahigh and mountainous tract of land; but ſo diſ

*' M. Moe mentioned to me in converſation, that the late Dr. Iſert was made captain, in conſc

quence of his great exertions to eﬅabliſh the new colony.
tant

Account oſ the Danz'ſh colony at Aqua/don.
tant from navigation, that it appears to me very inconvenient for commerce *.
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But, for the reﬅ, I have good reaſon to think, that the ſoil, air and water are all w

Very goud. There are but few Europeans; but they were in the beﬅ ﬅate of health,
during my ﬅay among them. Mr. Flint, who till the arrival of Lieut. Col. von
Rohrs, takes care of this inſant colony, has eﬅabliſhed another ſimilar one at the

foot of the mountains, nearer to Acra; and I ſaw growing at both places, a con
ſiderable quantity of cotton-trees and maize, all of which flouriſhed and throve

very well.

The dry and wet ſeaſons are not ſo diﬅinct at Aquapim, as near the

coaﬅ; for rains fall there in all the other months of the year, as well as in the rainy

ſeaſon.
942. " [obſerved that, near the Daniſh forts at Rio Volta, Printzenﬅein and
Quitta, the commanders of thoſe places and a certain merchant have begun to plant
cotton, ſugancanes, diﬀerent kinds of garden ﬅuﬀs, ſuch as greens, ſweat peas, &c.

943. " In the the neighbourhood of Chriﬅianſburg, at Acra, an old, reſpectable
negro, a native of Dunco, at a conſiderable diﬅance up in the interior part, has

eﬅabliſhed himſelf on a ſolitary ſpot, and has planted large ﬁelds with cotton, maize
and various kinds of proviſions and garden ﬅuﬀs. By his intelligent and laborious
cultivation, he has diﬅinguiſhed himſelf ſo much, that he is now come into great

repute.

He raiſes ſuch quantities of proviſions, that he ſupplies not only Chriſ

tianſburg, but alſo moﬅ of the neighbouring negro villages.

944. " The ſhip, in which my worthy colleague and myſelf returned to Europe,
beingloﬅ, together with all our papers, we with ſome diﬃculty reached Ireland; a

circumﬅance which will ſuﬃciently account for our not. being able to fulfil our
own wiſhes by ſatisfying all your enquiries.
London, 25th March, 1795.
" I am, &c.

** H. More."
945. 1 have only to add a circumﬅance, which M. Moe told me, but which he
has forgotten to mention in the above letter, namely, That Mr. Flint's ſiﬅer, with
the ſame zeal for the civilization of Africa, by which Mrs. Dubois has done ſo much

honour to the ſex 782,) has accompanied her brother to Aquapim, with a view to
inﬅruct the negro women in needle-work, ſpinning cotton and other parts of fe
male induﬅry; and that ſhe has already made very conſiderable progreſs in this
laudable and benevolent undertaking.
' The reader may ſuppoſe that 7 am not very much concerned at this circumﬅance, which I think
rather in ſavour of a new anJ innocent colony.
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Dcſrription ngapc Meﬅtrado.

Abrz'zlgmcnt of t/zc C/zvvalier De: Mart/rats' Deſcrz'ptz'o'z oſ Cape Mg/irrada, from
t/ze Account qſlzzſis Voyage; to Guinca and Caycnnc, A. D. 1725, 1726. and 1727,
, by Order tﬀ t/zc French Goverumcnt.

ctſeg.
C. Meſurado
aﬀords good
ſupplies for
ſhipping.

Anchorage _
good .

See Labat'r Collection, Vol. I. page 93,

Paris, 1746.

9116. Almoﬅ every veſſel, after leaving Cape Mount, touches at Cape Meſurado.
They are obliged to call at this laﬅ Cape, for wood and water, to ſerve them while
they remain at the factory at Whidah, where the water is indiﬀerent, and diﬃcult
of acceſs. Another reaſon is, that the natives at YVhidah, looking upon trees of
every kind, as a ſpecies of divinities, will neither cut them down themſelves, nor
allow other people to do it. In the third place, rice, maize, or Indian corn, fowls,
ſheep, goats, and even oxen, are in greater plenty at Meſurado, than at \Vhidah.
947. The courſe from C. Mount to C. Meſurado, is S. E. and, when the wind is
unfavourable, E. L S. the diﬅance 181eagues.

The coaﬅ is clear, and the an

chorage every where good. If the wind be contrary, it will be proper to anchor:
if there be a calm, for ſecurity againﬅ the currents, you muſt alſo come to, and wait
ſor the land breezes in the night, which are generally fair. The author had his pa
tience exerciſed in this ſhort paſſage, which, though often made in 6 hours, coſt him
6 days; and, unleſs he had anchored, the contrary winds and currents would have

carried him back.
The king'I_
net-ption ol
o: Curv. De'

Marchais.

On the 9th Dec. 1724. he anchored half a league from C. Me

ſurado, in 11 fathoms, muddy bottom, mixed with ſand and broken ſhells.
948. A canoe immediately came oﬀ to him. He was heartily welcomed by the
natives, who had long known and eſteemed him. The king being informed of his
arrival, ſent the Grand Marabou to invite him on ſhore, and accordingly he landed

the next morning.

The king, who was waiting at the river ſide, embraced him very

cordially, and gave him the beﬅ reception, of which the princes in that country are

capable.

The king ordered water, wood and proviſions to be carried on board.

The cattle, ſheep, goats, and ſowls, are abundant.
C, Meſttratlo

deſcribed,

949. C. Mcſurado is a detached mountain, ſleep and high towards the ſea; but
leſs ſo on the land ſide. The ſummit forms a'level plain, the ſoil of which is better
than what is generally found in ſuch ſituations. On the eaﬅ is an extenlive bay,

bordered by a good and uniform ſoil, which is bounded by hills of a moderate elc
vation, covered with large trees.
alſo th: river.

On the well is anothergreat bay, which receives

the river Meſurado.
*
950. The Cape points to the S. E. It's lat. is 6" 34' N. long. 5" 37' from the
meridian of Teneriſe. On the eaſl, a long ſpit oſ land ſeparates the ſea ſrom a ha
ſon,

Documcnts, Go: reﬂecting t/Le Swediﬂz colonial Dcſſgn.--No. r._
ſon, (ſlaque d'eau,) ſormed by the R. Meſurado, and a ſmaller one whichjoins it.
They navigate this laﬅ in their canoes, 6 or 7 leagues at low water, and double the
diﬅance at high water. The water is always ſalt, or at leaﬅ brackiſh; but it is full
,oſ fiſh. The courſe of the great River (Meſurado) is N. XV. for 17 or 18 leagues,
afterwards N. E. but it's length is unknown. They called for one of his ſubjects,
who aſſured the Chev. Des Marchais, that he had gone up this river in his canoe,
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for 3 meam, when he came to a great river, whence it proceeded, which runs from

E. to W. on which there are rich and powerful nations, who drive agreat trade in
gold, ivory, and ﬅaves. - The Meſurado runs through ﬁne countries ; but is ſo rapid,

that thoſe who have laboured 3 months in aſcending it,may return in 18 days.

The

negroes call the rich country, where their river originates, A/am, that is, the country

of gold.
951. In the great baſon ſﬅaque d'tauj juﬅ mentioned, are two iſlands, a ſmall
one at the mOuth oſ the little river, and a larger at that of the great river. This laﬅ

The king
gives the
Chev. an iſ
lzm-l, and
pin-lies him to

is called the king's iſland, though he never reſides there; but ſome of his ſlaves raiſe

cattle and poultry on it, for his uſe.

The king gave this iſland to the Chev. and ve

lultle on it.

ry much preſſed him to ſettle on it. It is never overﬂowed, even by the great annual
inundations, which, as in the Niger, take place in July, Aug. and Sep. This iſland
is 2 leagues long, and 3; of a league broad. It's ſoil is excellent, as appears from the
ſize and height of the trees, which alſo evince it's depth. The winds which blow
without intermiſſion, from the N. the E. and N. E. render it's air very temperate.
The only inconVenience it labours under, is the want of freſh water, which muﬅ be

brought from the ſprings on the continent. But theſe are at no great diﬅance, and
are very abundant.
952. The tide ﬂows 20 leagues up the Meſurado, at the equinoxes, and 8 or 9, Tide and
during the reﬅ Of the year. In july, Aug. and Sep. the water is brackiſh only 3 water.
leagues up, owing to the rapidity of the ﬅream in theſe months; but 4, or 5 leagues
up, the Water is perfectly ſweet.
953. The king who reigned in 1724, was called Captain Peter, a name which has The king call
long been common to the kings of Meſurado. When dealing with the Dutch ed Capt. Pcm'.
a'nd Engliſh, both parties take every precaution againﬅ roguery. They are armed, Dutch and
hoﬅagcs are exchanged, and mutual caution is obſerved.-The French, on the con. Engliſh diſ
truﬅed, Frencb

trary, trade there, without the leaﬅ ſuſpicion. They put themſelves in their power, beloved.
go on board their ſhips without fear, and, on all occaſions, manifcﬅ the moﬅ friendly

diſpoſitions towards them.

The French deal with them as with old and faithful

friends, go on ſhore unarmed, commit their perſons and eﬀects to their diſcretion,

and never had any reaſon to repent of this confidence.
954. The religion of the natives of Mcſurado is a kind ofidolatry, ill underﬅood,
and blended with a number of ſuperﬅit'ions, to which, however few of them are bi.

goted.

i

They eaſily change the object of their worſhip, and conſider their Fclzſhc:

only

Natives not
bigoted.
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only as a kind of houſehold furniture.

The ſun is the moﬅ general object of their

Ld-Vm-J

adoration ; butitis a voluntary worſhip, and attended with no magniﬁcent ceremonies.

Character of

955. In the ſpaceofa few leagues, are many large villages, ſwarming with child
ren. They practiſe polygamy, and their women are very proliﬁc. Beſides, as thoſe
people dcal no farther in ﬅaves, than by ſelling their convicted criminals to the
Europeans, the country is not depopulated like thoſe in which the princes conti
nually traﬃc in their ſubjects. The purity of the air, the goodneſs of the water,
and the abundance of every neceſſary of life, all contribute to people this country.
956. The natives are of a large ſize, ﬅrong and well proportioned. Their mien

the natives.

is bold and martial; and their neighbours have often experienced their intrcpidity,

Country po
pttlous, he
cautc there is
little ſlave
trade.

as well as thoſe Europeans who attempted to injure them.

They poſſeſs genius,

think juﬅly, ſpeak correctly, perfectly know their own intereﬅs, and, like their an
cient friends the Normans, recommend themſelves with addreſs, and even with po

liteneſs.

Their lands are carefully cultivated, they do every thing with order and

regularity, and they labour vigorouſly when they chuſe, which, unfortunately, is
not ſo often as could be wiſhed. intereﬅ ﬂimulates them ﬅrongly; and they are

fond of gain, without appearing ſo. Their friendſhip is conﬅant; yet their friends
muﬅ beware of making free with their wives, of whom they are very jealous. But
they are not ſo delicate with reſpect to their daughters, who have an unbounded li
berty, which is ſo far from impeding their marriage, that a man is pleaſed at ﬁnding
that a woman has given proofs offcrtility, eſpecially as the preſents of her lovers
make ſome amends for that which he is obliged to give her parents, when he marries
her.

They tenderly love their children; and a ſure and rluick way to gain their

friendſhip, is to careſs their little ones, and to make them triﬂing preſents.
Their houſes.

957. Their houſes are very neat.

Their kitcheus are ſomewhat elevated above

the ground, and of a ſquare or oblong ﬁgure; three ſides are walled up, andthe

fourth ſide is left open, being that from which the wind does not commonly blow.
They place their pots in a row, and cement them together with a kind of fat, red
clay, which, without any mixture of lime, makes a ﬅrong and durablc morter. Their

bed-chambers are raiſed three feet above the ground.* 'l his would ſeem to indicate
that the country is marſhy, or ſometimes inundated. But this is by no means the
caſe.

The ſoil is dry, and they take care to build their houſes beyond the reach of

the greateﬅ ﬂoods.

But experience hath taught them, that this elevation contri

butes to health, by ſecuring them from the damps cauſed by the copious dews, in
Their women,
good wives
and mothers.

houſes not ſo elevated.
'
958. The women work in the. ﬁelds, and kindly aſſlﬅ one another. They bring
up their children with great care, and have no other object than to pleaſe their huſ
ands.-What a noble example to thoſe who are inclined to follow it.-Why ſhall we

be obliged to contemplate this at ſuch adiﬅance? Why traverſe the ocean to ﬁnd it?
959

Plan oſ ſia Colony at Cape Mrſurado.

32:
959. The extent of King Peter's do'minions, towards the N. and N. E. is not
well known; but, from the number oſ his troops, there' is reaſon to believe it con
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Extent oſ the

ſiderable. The eaﬅern boundary is the river jnneo, about 20 leagues from Cape
Mcſurado, and the Weſlern is a little river about haſt way from Cape Mount.
960. The whole country is extremely fertile. The natives have gold among

king's terri
tory.

Produce
abuud int.

them; but whether found 'in this country, 01' brought thither in the courſe Of tradc,

is not preciſely known. The country produces ﬁne red wood, and a variety of
other beautiful and valuable woods. Sugar-canes, indigo, and cotton, grow without
tultiVation.

The tobacco would be excellent, if the negrOes were ſkilful in curing

it. Elephants, and conſequently iVOry, are more liutnerdus than t'h'e natives wiſh;
for thoſe cumbrous animals Very much injure their cornﬁelds, notwithﬅanding the
hedges and ditches with which they ſo carefully fenoe them. The frequent attacks

oſ lions and tigers, hinder not-their cattle from multiplying rapidly; and their trees
are laden with fruit, in ſpite of the miſchief done to them by the monkey tribes.
In a word, it is a rich and plentiful count-ry, and well ſituated for commerce, which
might be carried on here to any eXtent, by a nation beloved like the French ;ſor no

nation muﬅ Mind ﬀgﬅabhſhir/g themſelves lze're byforce. The Chev. Des Marchais
has propoſed a plan for forming a colony at C. Meſurado, which (ſays his able
editor, Father Labat) appears to me ſo promiſing and advantageous, that I think it

my duty to lay it before the public.
Pla't qf a 'Colony at Cap' Meſhrada.
961. It has already been remarked, that King Peter gave to the Chev. Des Mar
chais, the largeﬅ of the little Iſlands at the mouth oſ the river Mcſurado, and had

Cl1. Des Mar
chais decline:
acceptm

very much urged him to ſettle upon it.

That gentleman had it not in his power to

accept this oﬀer, not knowing whether it Would be agreeable to the Company. He
therefore declined it, giving the king ſuch reaſons as he could prudently communi

an

iſland oﬂgered
him by the

king.

cate; for an entire diſcloſure oſ his ſentiments on the matter, might have raiſed ſuſ
picions in the mind of that Prince, who i: extremely jealous qfﬁz'r liberty, a'nd qf
that ofkir people.
4
962. It is certain that this little iſland is well ſituated, and might eaſily be put Advantages
into a ſtate of defence; that the ſoil is excellent; that the want oſ freſh water might ot this iſland.

be ſupplied by ciſierns; that it lies in the very centre oſ all the trade, that can be
carried on by the river Meſurado'; that the proviſions produced on it, and the ﬁſh'

which ſurround it, would maintain the European inhabitants a conſiderable time,
even ſuppoſing the negr'oes ſhould take it into their heads to beſiege it, or to reduce it
by ſamine.

963; But it muﬅ be owned,*that this little iſland is a great' way from the entrance
oſ the baſon, (ﬅaque 'd'rauj by which alone a communication can be kept up with
Tt

European

lt's diſnd
vantage'
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European ſhipping; ſo that this colony would be in the power oſthe negroes, who
The want of freſh water is a conſi
derable objection, which could not be removed ſo eaſily as may be imagined; and

w could ſhut uD the entrance when they pleaſed.

Eitroþmnrſittled among negroes, ought alway: to be maﬅers of the ingſ-ſ' and

egrzſr, to andſrom their habz'tatz'nns.
The king oſ
ſers the Chev.

964. Captain Peter, ﬁnding that the Chev. Des Narchais was not ſatisﬁed with
the little iſland, told him to ſearch for a place which he thought more proper for a

any p zſt Of

the country he

colony, an'd he would chearfully put him in poſſeſſion of it.--On receiving this

choſe to
colonize.

aſſurance, the Chevalier took a view ofthe country; but found no place better ſuitcd *
to his purpoſe, than the Cape itſelf, the ſummit of which is a level plain, about

_He prefers the
Cape itltll, 5:
deſcribes it.

qooo paces in circuit.

The ſoil is good and ſome trees grow on it.

This eminence

eﬀectually commands the road, or rather the roads; for the eaﬅern bay will ſhelter

a veſſel, in a caſe ofdiﬃculty; though the beﬅ and moﬅ ſecure anchorage is in the
weﬅem, at the foot ofthe Cape, and within a muſquet-ſhot of the ſhore. There is
good holding ground, in 8 or to fathoms, between the Cape and the mouth of the
river or baſon (ſlaquc d'eau.) A bar runs along this bay, before the river's mouthI
which, in ſome places, is dangerous; but it is eaſily got over by thoſe who are accuſ
tomed to it, and who know the proper time. This bar, however, is ſcarcely per
ceptible at the foot of the Cape, in the angle which it makes with the continent.
Atthis is a village, and a large perennial ſpring of water, which is light, keeps
well, and is eaſily ﬁlled and brought on board. It iſſues from a rock, more than
half way up the hill, whence it falls in a caſcad-e, into a baſbn which it has formed,
whence it runs into the ſea. Here the caﬂts are filled, and the boats come near

It might he
fortiﬁed with

enough to take them on board without diﬃculty or danger.
965. From this account it is evident, that thoſe in poſſeſſio" of the elevated plat
form might, by fortiſying themſelves, and making a proper road, defend the ſhipping

advantage,

at the footof the hill, and command the ſpring of water, and the entrance into their

factory, even ifthe negroes ſhould black it up on the land'ſide.
and with little
expanſe.

966. The expenſe ol a fortiﬁed factory, or even of a ſort, would not be great.
Clay ﬁt for bricks, abounds every where, and even ﬅone proper for aſhlar work.

Building timber grows on the ſpot; and the common country proviſions are ex

tremely cheap.

Except wine, brandy, and wheat ﬂour, which the Company muﬅ

ſupply, every thing elſe is to be had on the ſpot. Beef, mutton, goats, and hogs, coﬅ

little, and game abounds. Antelopes and deer graze quietly with the tame cattle
in the meadows. There are many ſpecies of birds. The baſon, the two rivers, and
the ſea,aſſord plenty ofﬁſh andturtles, No river onthe coaﬅ is ſo much frequent
ed by ſea-horſes as the Meſurado. The fleſh of theſe animals is good food, and their
teeth, which are whiter and harder than thoſe of the el-ephant, are ſcarce and dear.
(See s 304.)

967

'Plan (ſ o Colon) at CaﬃeſſMeſurado.
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967. The following is a liﬅ of ſuch goods' as might be bought for the propoſed
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trade and eﬅabliſhment, at the preſent prices in France.
LiVX'ESBrandy in kegs for

-

Gunpowder

-

Tradﬁ-guns

-* --

-

- ſi

Livre',

-

4000

v

Jooo

Cowries

z-

zooo

Braſs pans

-

looo

-'

a'

<

Brought up zxsoo Good' proper
7000

.

for a ſactory
Swords

-

i-

Dutch knives

-

_

-

-

Striped linen

-

-

500

-

Pewter plate' and pots

5000

Coral

Blue Sale'mpouris (Eaﬅ Indian)
Glaſs ware, of all ſort'
-

' -

aooo
3000

India calicoe'
Gun ﬂinte

Glaſ' bend'

-

-

-

-

-

..
-

_

-

300.;
xooo

.

_'
-

-

4300 at Mcſurado.

.

-

-

looo

*

.

Iron bars, ﬂat and ſhort

--

-

..

zooo

-

-

-

zooo
zoo

____

-_.

Livre: 4o,ooo

Cat-ry up zr,500

-

(at ,d__-_-_£[soo ſign)

____

968_ Beſides this expenſe, annualv preſents muﬅ be made to the three neareﬅ Annutl pre
to the
kings, namely, of Cape Mount, of Cape Meſurado, and another who lives ſome ſent'
king',
days. journey inland, 'in order to keep them ﬅeady to the Company's intereﬅs.
Theſe preſents muﬅ-be left to the diſcretion of the factors, who muﬅ remember that
the negroes are importunate beggars, whoſe demands muﬅ not be too eaſily com
plied with, and who ought to be*tegularly paid for their ſervices.

The ﬁrﬅ Expenſes oſ a Factory.
ct

'

The equipment of a veſſel

-

Lime'
-

n Guns, 8 pounders, &a.

12. Swivels

-

-

a Veſſels from 25 to 30 tom each

Izooo
4000

-

-

Livre'

50000

European and country proviſions ſor 40
men, reſiding at the ſactory
Utenſils and arms 'or the factory

i

*

-

3600

-

'zoo

Brought up zogoo
Firﬅ expenſe
6 Months ſalary for 40 Company's ſervant. 6519 of ſettlement.
Preſents for the king:
3095
For-40 negroes, hired for the ſervice of
the factory

-

-

Materials for building

.

.

Soon

.

zooo

'o,ooo
Livrcs 94.,410

Carxy up 80,800
.

t

'.

Livrcs.

The Director (or Factor) yearly
The Chaplain
2 Clerks, each 600 livres

A State-keeper

---

The Employments and yearly Salaries ol' the Oﬃcers.

- 4' '

A Surgeon

(at 9d.=£354o 7s. 6d. lien)

-

-

*
' -

-

-

gooo
600

Linen

Brought up
10 Sailors, 18 livres each per month
-

-

noo

-

600

A Blackſmith

*

600

A Cooper

1 5 Soldier: at 9 livres each per month
A Gunner
i -

1610
500

2 Maﬅers of veſſels, 500 each _

tooo

2 Maſons, 300 livres each

A Carpenter
A Cook
-

Carry up 9120

Hh2

-

..

a

.
-

-

.

600

_
.

300
_

_
_

9, m Salaries of
1160 oﬃcere.

300

400
No

_______
Livre: l 3,uo .

at 9d.=,£492 ﬅer.

__.

969. By
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Documents, 636. Wgſþectingtſw chdgſh'codomiaſ Dvﬁgn.-N0. 1.
969. By theſe three ﬂatementsit appear-a, that the expanſe of ſettling the factory,
including ſhips, boats, proviſions, and wages for one yond-will not exceed 147,530
livres, (=[5532 75. 6d. ﬅern) and that this expenſe will continually diminiſh, inaſ

Flat-honoured
beats for the
river trade,
which would

be important.

much dsthat of the veſſels, the buildings, &e. would not be annually repeated.
970. The two veſſels would trade along ſhete, as is the practice of the Engliſh

and other nations. . But as thezſand-banktt would- prevent them from going up the
river, it would be neceſſary to uſe ﬂat-bottomed boats for this purpoſe; for we are
aſſured, that when the water is loweﬅ, there is never l'eſs than 2 feet, which would
be ſuﬃcient, ſon-ſuch craft. 7 The commerce of' the river would undoubtedly be Very

advantageous.

NVe ſhould ﬁnd out whcre, the negroes get their gold, and perhaps

might diſcover mines of that, or of other metals. _ VVe ſhould buy captivesand
produce from the ﬁrﬅ hands, and hence our-proﬁts would be ſurer and g'reater. And

when the inland negroes and merchants ſhould be certain of always ﬁnding an aſſort
ment of goods. at the factory, they would frequent it eagerly, and we ſhould ſoon en
groſs all the European trode on that coaﬅ.
i
All Europe

ans, except the
French, t'e

quire gar
riſons.

971. " Such," continues. Labat, " is the ſcheme which I propoſe to the Com
pany, from the Chev. Des Marchais. It is ſurpriſing that they conﬁne themſelveb
to the trade in- ﬅaves at Whidah, while other nations are indiﬀerent about this
traﬃc,and principally. attend to that of gold and ivory, dying woodsand other va
luable productions of the country, Their proﬁts are immenſe, nmwithſianding the
prodigious expenſe of ſtipporting garriſons,- without which, the natives, who can
ſcarcely endure them, would long ago have driven them from the country. The
French need not be at the ſameexpeuſez for they are every where beloved.

The

natives eagerly court them, and would always, be ready to defend them againﬅ any
other EuropeansIL who might attempt to diﬅurb their commerce *-.

972. At p. 166, et ſip. the author deſcriben the river St. Andt-&w. whoſe fertilſie
River
St.An
drew altſio pro

ban-las produce proviſions of all kinds in abundance, " and wild ſugar-camels,.larger,v
per for a colo
ny.

fweeter, and more juicy, than thoſe cultivated, in the W. Indies,.from which large

cr0ps of ſugar might be made, which are now'deﬅroyed by the elephants." He
gives it as his opinion, that a ſettlement might be advantageouﬅy formed on that
river; eſpecial-ly as there is at its mouth a natural' fortreſs, on a high peninſula of
table-land, ſimilar to that at Mcſurado. He, ſays, a colony there would not be ex
penſive, as the country abounds much with ground provi'ſions and live ﬅock, which
are ſo very cheap, that a ſine ox may be bought for a dozen of two-penny knives, and

other thingsin proportion.

Thus, ſays he,

174.) there is " no danger of Want

of proviſions, which hasruined ſo many of ous colonial enterprizes, and hath cauſed

* 1 had many convel'ſations with the late Capt. Norrits of Liverpool, concerning Africa in getten]

and Mefurado and it's vicinity in particular; and I muﬅ ſay, that his account ofthat part of the
coaﬅ, agreed, in moﬅ reſpects, with the foregoing deſcription of Des Marchais.

a

thc

Extract: from various Authors.
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the death of ſo*many people, both in the iſlands and the continent oſ America.
(See s 755.) In this plentiful count-ry, a colony cannot be reduced to famine."In ſhort,- this ﬁrﬅ volume of Labat's Collection, which contains the voyages of the
Chevalier Des Marcbais, appears to me ſo intereﬅing, that lwonder it has not been

Arrrnorx.
w

aanﬁated into Engliſh.
x-

or

'6 -

No. 1.

'r

u

See 5 609.

Extractsſram various Aut/zo-rs who havewritten concerning AFRKCA in general,
and particularly qſ the Coaﬅ of Guinea, which may be uﬅſul in colam'al under

taking: zct'z that part qſt/ze world.
E-- mien-ar: Dcﬅrz'ptio'z ofthe Caq/Z aſ Guinea, printed 1697,
973. Page 38. " On the whole Coaﬅ down to Cape Palmas, the beﬅ ſeaſons

Extract from

for commerce are from December to May, during which time the weather is pretty Tilleman.

good."

P. 153, " The worﬅ ſeaſon' to go between the Iﬁands of Cape Verd and

the coaﬅ, is in Sept. and Oct. the weather being then very calm, with variable
winds." P. 155. " It is to be obſerved, that in- the rainy ſeaſons, which are in
April, May and June, from-Sierra Leona all the way down to Teſſ'c, one ought not
to approach nearer the coaﬅ than about 6 Engliſh miles, as very ﬅrong winds, tor
nadoes and ſhowers' of rain may be expected." P. 156. " During theſe mouths, as

well as in Feb. the natives are not fond of viﬁtingtthe ſhips, it being too cold."
P. 157. '* In returning _to_ Europe up the coaﬂ, obſerve to ſail by the ſea-wind every
6 hours, and every other 6 hours by the land-wind, to anchor.
the (bore all the way down the coaﬅ."

The current ſets to

P. 159. *'* In the large river Gaboon is an

exceeding ﬁne and fertile Illand,.called Prince iſland, recommended-ﬅrongly by the

author. for a colony."
H

'39

*

I'

P

*'

__7. Raſh': Dgﬅriþticn oft/re Coq/I quuz'nea, 1754..
97'4. Page 46. *' A' ſugar plantation was eﬅabliſhed 9 Engliſh miles from' the Fort
oſ Butra, 1707 ; but was diſcouraged by the ſlave trade."

P. 80. '* Plenty of gold

in the country above Cape Mount and Cape Meſurado."

P. 82 and 150. " Alſo

at Aquambo."
Acra.

P. 185. " The moſt diligent and active negroes are a little above

P. 186. " The rainy ſeaſons are more regular in-the- interior part of the

country."

P. 197. " Very ſtormy weather is never to be found upon the whole

coaﬅ."
Acco a nt

Exh'lcts from
Raſk.
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w

l'

I'

'

Account qſvariour Voyage: to Africa and America by P. Grand Pierre. 1726.
Extracts from
975. Page 134. This author thus deſcribes Rio Seﬅos.-" My ambition is, to
Grand Pierre. be powerful and rich enough to ſit out a large fleet, ﬁlled with able and intelligent
people, to make a conqueﬅ of this fine_country and change it's nature, by introduc
ing the beﬅ ſocial laws and religious knowledge. I cannot comprehend why ſimi.
vlar grand ſchemes are not undertaken by our princes, who, in other reſpects, are

ſo intoxicated with the love of glory and honour. Nothing would appear to mc
more glorious than the execution of ſuch noble and humane undertakings.
'KI'IN

Account qſ the commerce carried on by dſſrcnt nations with the Caaﬅ qſGuinca, a:
aſſ a dſſ-rz'ption qſtlze Danzſh [ﬅand qſSta. Croix, i'z the FF. India, printed at
Copenhngen, 1758.
'Extraas from
800. Page 38. " It is to be obſerved that the negroes of the VVindward Coaﬅ are
an anonytnous
by nature well diſpoſed, and very friendly, inaſmuch as Europeans among them,
writer.
even in their cottages, are much ſafer than on the Gold Coaﬅ, though protected by
forts mounting 30 or 40 cannon. Beſides that the Windward Coaﬅ is very delight
ful and agreeable, as alſo much more fertile and productive. Many Engliſh captains
have been ſo highly captivated by the beautiful ſituations and fertility of this pan
of the coaﬅ, that they have ﬁxed themſelves on ﬁve or ſix diﬀerent places, on fpots
which they have probably before viſited, and after unloading their cargoes, they have

delivered their ſhips to the care of the mate, telling him, You may now return and
give my beﬅ compliments to all myﬅiiþ: awners. Several of them haVe lived there
many years, in the greateﬅ happineſs, and are even become very rich, &c. P. 116

ctﬅq. " Calculation of expences on a ſugar plantation, which however, appears to
be far from correct."

See 5 755.
K

K-

I-'I-

I'

Treatzﬅ an tlre Uti/ity quommerce and Calanization, in but/1 tlzc [adies andi'z
Africa, by UZ/ic No'a/c'ſſiold, 1776. Octavo *.
Extraﬂz'from
977- Page 9. " The expenſe of eﬅablithing a colony will certainly not he ſo
Ulric Nonlm- great. as many people imagine, unleſs the leading adventurcrs ſpeculate with a view
i of forming their-own immediate fortune at the expence of the colony, which unfor
ſkiold .
tunatcly has been very often the caſe." P. 10. " Salaries ſhould be paid in goods,
and not in money. All merchants in a colony ſhould only be allowed to cany on
' This reſpectable author, a brother of the late Mr. A. Nordenſkiold, ſee s 400, and Note R,
ſeems to have owed many of his excellent propoſitions to the Moravians, whoſe pure and ditintcreﬂcd
conduct does ſo much credit to chrittianity and to human nature.
I com

Extract: from 'various Authors.
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a commiſſton-trade. A ſuﬃcient number of perſons, who are particularly acquaint
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cd with natural hiﬅory, ſhould be engaged in a new colony, in order to encourage
every kind of natural production. The coloniﬅs ought to be connected together
in true ſocial order, and of courſe to ﬁnd their own happineſs in the increaſe of their
colony." P. 1 1. " By the example of the French, the author ſhows that the beﬅ ſe
curity againﬅ any inſurrection of the natives is to behave well towards them, and that
this has much better eﬀect than the ﬅrongeﬅ forts or numbers of ſoldiers. In or
der to avoid all kinds of uſurpation, the author propoſes to ﬅudy and obſerve a ﬅrict
attention and maintenance of the laws, regulations and connections uſed among the
natives themſelves." P.,12. " France, during the reign of Lewis XIV. in 1685,
framed a particular law for the negroes in the W. Indies formed on humane princi
ples." P. 13. " The author quotes various examples of colonization, and gives it
as his opinion, that in order eﬀectually to promote a colony, the Directors of it
ſhould poſſeſs property both in Europe and upon the ſpot, in order to prevent,
as much as poſſible, the interference of mercantile ſpeculation. He alſo ﬅrongly
recommends great caution in the choice of the ﬁrﬅ ſettlers, and adviſes, in the be

ginning, to, have only a few, but well choſen characters."

P. 29. " The Dutch

were once inclined to eﬅabliſh ſugar plantations on the Coaﬅ of Guinea, and actu

ally began to clear the land with eoo negroes; but, being ſoon aware that this un
dertaking would be hurtful to the ſlave-trade, and to the trade in gold-duﬅ, they

abandoned it." P. 38. " Among the ſeveral places the author propoſes for colo
nization, are Cape Meſurado, Cape Monte, Rio Sherbro, Bance Iſland in Sierra
Leona river, &C."

P. 41. " He recommends the _Coaﬅ of Guinea to be explored

by ſorne of the diſciples of the great Linnazus."

P. 47. " The Dutch Aſrican

Company (under the ſanction of their government) clear 181,ooo Guilders per

Arm." P. 49. " In order to preſerve barley, an article of great uſe for a colony,
the author pr0poſes to pound it with ſalt." P. 58 to 63. " Are ſeveral intereﬅing
tables with calculations for ſcttling a colony with diﬀerent numbers of people,

expences, &c.
a

a

a

at

a

Sietc/z of Temporary Regulahſionsfor the intended Settleme'tt near Sierra Leona,

_

3d, Editionþy Granville S/zarp,

1788.

9;8. Page 1. The old Engliſh ſyﬅem of frank-pledge, or free ſuretyſhip,
given by all houſeholders for themſelves and each other," is recommended very
highly in a new colony, and is certainly of the greateﬅ importance. P. 5 and
7. Civil and military government, in a very ſimple and eaſy manner, propoſed
on the ancient ſyﬅem. P. 8. The author ſeems to admit of apprenticeſhips int
the new colony. P. 11. Encouragement for indented ſervants for obtaining their

Extructs from'

Gr. Sharp.

liberty ſooner than the term ﬁrﬅ aggreed on." P. 14. A moﬅ excellent pro. 1
poſal
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poſal that free labour ſhould be made the ﬁandard or meane, by which all kind'

w

of commodities in the community might be meaſured, inﬂead oſ money. P. 26.
Beﬅ means for controlling or checking the credit of every individual and
thus_ preventing abuſes, P. 28. Excellent means ſor excluding ſlaves from the
the community. P. 38, lnſtitution oſ a public etrchequer or bank ſounded upon
day labour, and appears to be oſ the "greateﬅ importance in ſupporting real
and practical ſocial liberty, provided it be brought into a ſyﬅematical form. P. 59.
Day labour to form a ﬅandard. in reſpect to value from cultivating the earth.
Every indented ſervant to ſign a certain number of days labOur in the year, at

the exchequcr, as a tax, which forms a public revenue. Diviﬁon oſ day labour
into hours and minutes.
979. It were to be wiſhed that the ingenious author had propoſed an equal tax oſ
day labour upon every individual; but, at page 69, he makes a further remaik with
reſpect to the rich and wealthy, whom he wiſhes to be taxed according to their in

aEtivity, which, it is plain, would be a very diﬃcult, if not an impoſſible, talk.
P._63 and 64. Means propoſed for knowing every ones debt: in the community.
P. 64. Value oſ day-labour currcncy reducedinto Engliſh money. P. 81 and 82.

Utility oſ frankpledge.

'

'

"#**

Extract: from " A Dgſcn'ption aſ Sta. Croz'x, wit/t aſ/wrt ſ'icru of the [ﬅandrof
St. Thomas, Tortola, Spanzſh-town and Crab Maria', by H. W'cſh"

Printed it'

Daniﬅz,at Copcn/tagen, 1793.
Extract from
VVelLClimatc.

Choice of co
loniﬅs.

Philanthropic

980. Page 18. The climate is generally reckoned very favourable for white child
ren, till in their ſeventh or eighth year.
981. At P. 55, the author lament: the unhappy conſequence: of being caroleſ:
in the choice of coloniﬅs; and then endeavouring to counteract their bad examples,
by ſending out enthuﬁaﬅic miﬃonaries. He ſays farther, that, when England ſent
her numerous convicts to America, Dr. Franklin knew of no better way of ſhewing
the gratitude of the colonies to the mother country, than by returning the ſame
number oſ rattle-ſnakes to be nurſed and multiplied in the royal botanical garden
at Kew. Franklin's moral is appoﬁte and ſtrong. P. 73. The author calculatesthc
yearly expenſe of maintaining the ﬂavcs at 25 Daniſh rix-dollars each *.
982. P. 96. He mentions, with the greateﬅ reſpect, Lieut. Col. von Rohr, who,

undertakſimg

oſ the Daniſh
government.

after having ſtudied tropical climates ſor thirty ſix years with great attention and
ability, has lately, in his fifty ninth year undertaken a voyage toGuinea, by order
of the Daniſh government, for what ſpeciﬁc purpoſe, the author does not ſay; but
lit appears, from his further expreſſions, that this voyageſarmr a part uſ one eſt/'t
*' The proportion oſ the Daniſh rix-dolhu' to the Engliſh crown, in pure ſilver, is as ging-to 5791-3-3
See Jiiranſon Tabeller, no, '777.

mﬄ

Extracts from various Authors.
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mzſſp/uſilantlzropic undertakz'ngs that any government was ever engaged in. (See APPENDIX.
Q599, 941.) P. 105. The author propoſes a plan for the beneﬁt of the negroes in St. w
Croix, to be tried on a ſingle plantation, to the proprietor of which a loan for the
purpoſe may be made by Government. This plan contains many valuable hints.
983. At p. 113, the authorjuﬅly obſerves, that " enthuſiaﬅs only, and not wiſe Simuariw be.

ﬅateſmen and truejudges of mankind, will think of doing violence to nature, and
bringing children or negroes', who in ſo many reſpects reſemble one another, at
once to apprehend abﬅract ideas. Enthuſiaﬅs alone will expect that thoſe who can
underﬅand their obvious rights, will alſo ﬁnd out their duties as Chriﬅians,
huſbands, fathers, ſervants, citizens, proprietors, &c."

P. 115. It is undeniable

that lawgivers ought not to indulge themſelves in one ſingle cruelty, and that the
ſafety of the ſubject ought not to depend on the occaſional character of the ſupe
rior, but on the true protection of the laws.
984. P- 129. On the one hand, nothing works upon the negroes more than be- Management
nevolence and encouragement; and, on the other, nothing is more neceſſary than am" "Tree"
puniſhment, or the fear of it, to ﬅimulate their exertions.

The whole art of ma

naging them conſiﬅs in knowing when and how to apply theſe oppoſite modes of
treatment. Nor am I miﬅaken, when I believe that chaﬅiſement would be leſs
frequent, but more ſevere and juﬅ, were the ſentence and execution of it left to a

jury of old and worthy negroes. P. 131. The conduct of the Whites is of ſerious
conſequence, even in ſpeaking or dropping inuendoes. P. 137. The author men
tions jealouſy as a frequent cauſe of the diſſolution of the connection between ne
gro men and women. This delicate ſubject appears to deſerve the inveﬅigation of
the clergy, in every regular community.

985. In order to lay a foundation for a nearer incorporation of the negroes with lpcomfrativl
the body of the ﬅate, and to prevent the atrocities which accompany the hideous Zvigﬂzcgſh
ſſman-trade on the coaﬅ of Africa, the Government (of Denmark) has limited it's ex- dg' "lithe ﬂaw

iﬅence to ten years, ending in 1802.

i 02'

986. P. 150. The author very judiciouſly propoſes, that no colonial regulation Colonialregu.
ſhould be formed in a mother country which has not ﬁrﬅ been ſent out, propoſed, lat'ons'
acknowledged and approved of by the coloniﬅs.
987. P. 170. He points out the unfortunate conſequences of introducing much Bad conſe
'money into a colony. P. 171. Speculation trade, or monopoly, very hurtful in a
of
colony. P. 189. The author laments the deterioration of the coined currency, by the

introduction oſ Birmingham counterfeits, which is not to be prevented. P.190. Uſ
ing the tickets of reſponſible people for the ſake of change was inconvenient, from.

if: not being brought to perfection. P. 195. The weighing of ſpecie is more juﬅ,
leſs deceitful, and more conformable to the practiſe of the ancients.

988.year.
P. 171.
Thenot
author
that the
at St. Croixoſfail
regularly
every
third
Does
this mentions
vſeem to prove,
thatcrops
the cultivation
African
produce
in
'that iſland, is not natural, but forced and artificial?
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989. P. 174 to 183. He cﬅimates the annual expenſc of a decent family in St.
w Croix, at 4040, and that of a ſingle man at 2500 Daniſh Rix-dollars.
990. Pnzzr. St. Croix, being 7 Daniſh (about 40 Engliſh) miles in length,and l
Daniſh (about '6 Engliſh) in breadth, produced. in 1788, a ſivery produﬂive year,

Aererzmx.

Health.

Climate.

24,ooo hogſheads of ſugar*.-P. 226. The number of [laves in St. Croix. of both
ſexes, and above 12 years of age, is 17.o4o.-P. 299. The ſoil of the-level parts of
St. Croix is not liable to be waſhed away by the raine, and although ſhallow, is
moﬅ excellent ſor ſugar,
991. P. 256. The cold bath, before ſun-riſe, fortiﬁes the nervcs. and ſur
niſhes ﬅrength for the day's buſineſs. Horſe-exerciſe ﬅrengthens a weak ﬅomach.
and the pungent red pepper whets the appetite. Caﬅor-oil, Peruvian-bark, old
Madeira wine and opium are ſimple weapons againﬅ the common diſeaſes. Could
it well be believed by any European phyſician, that, in order to bring a dying per
ſon to life again, it was neceſſary to make him ſwallow 45 bottles of old Nladeira
and 7 bottles oſ burnt brandy in 9 daysi>
992. P. 257, in ſpeaking of the climate, the author has the following words;
" and although the ﬁrﬅ abode of a European in a warm climate, is not altogether
" pleaſing or comfortable, ﬅill, cuﬅom, connections and a way of living nearer to
" the order of nature', will ſoon compenſate to him for the artſul pleaſures of Eu

" rope, provided his conﬅitution be not totally averſe to the climate; that he enjoys
" the neceſſaries and conveniences of life; and that he has not placed his whole en
"joyment in exerciﬁng ſuch kinds oſ ſcience, as local circumﬅances, moral and
'* phyſical, cannot allow."
o In order to ſhew, (merely to ſatisſy the reader's curioſity,) what quantity of ſugar may be pro

duced 'by a certain number of labourers, the following ſacts, taken from obſervations on the jamaiea
plantations, may ſerve as examples.-The calculation ſhews how many negroes in each of the follow
ing pariſhes are required to make '00 hogſheads oſ ſugar, each 14. cwt.

In 'be County anidd/eſZ-x. St. Catharines r71, St. Dorothy zoo, St. Thomas in the Vale 180,
St. john 168, Clarendon 127, Vere 138, St. Arm zoo, St. Mary 150.

Total 1334.

In 'be Count] quur'y. Pot-t Royal I so, St. Andrews 162, St. David 112., St. Thomas in the
eaﬅ no, Portland 187., St. George 158.

Total no"

In tbe C. aſ Corn-wall. St. Elizaheth m4,Weﬅmorel. 141, Hanover 142., St. james's. 132.. Total 619
So that, in jamaica, the production of every '800 hhds. requires

negroes 1997

ln other words, on an average of the whole iſland oſ jamaica, every 5 negroes produce 3 hhds. oſ
ſugar, (each 14. cwt.)

In the pariſh oſ Port Royal, twice a' many negroes are required to produce

'no hhd'. a' in the pariſh of St. Thomas in the Eaﬅ. The aﬅoniſhing diſparities in this ﬂatemenc,
are owing to diﬀerence: of ſoil, rains, &c. 'witbin tbaſame iſland. And the proportionable diſpar'ny
of expenſe, (in raiſing the grqﬁþrodurt) is a, convincing proof of the diﬃculty, or the impoſſibility, aſ

eﬅimating for practical purpoſes, the neat praﬂu, (iſ any) of ſugar eﬅates, in 'be 'who/t [7. India. See
Long's Hiﬅ. of Jamaica, Vol. 2, p. 438 5 and 5 755, note, and 774.

993
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M. Chauch's Planſor exﬄarz'ng Aſrica.-M>. 2.
993. P. 315. The author points out method: for preſerving plants.-P. 3.;5, He
deſcribes the ﬂouriſhing ﬂate of European garden vegetables, as peas, caulillowcr,

A'rnnmx.
L-Yh-l

&c.-ſays, the milk is rich and well taﬅed, and the butter delicate.

994. P. 263. The author, after touching on the preſent ſiate oſ commercial po.
Iitics in Europe, concludes his excellent work with theſe remarkable words. " I

believe, that the Weﬅ Indian ſſands are at their zcmſitlt, with reſpect to the intereﬅ of,
andſhbmgﬃan to, Europe."
W

No. 2. See s 610. Planfor explaring Africa, by M. C/zauuel, chdz'ﬅz Corﬀal
General, at Havre de Grace, drawn up in 1784.
995. 'The following paper Was, at M. Chauvel's requeﬅ, tranſmitted lo the anchor

M. Chauvel

miﬅake: the
by his partner Nicol Reinicke, Eſq. who has ſince ſucceeded him, as Swediſh Con propoſalsmade

ſul General at Havre de Grace. M. Chauvel, true to his mermnti/e principles, ﬁxes to him.

his attention entirely on gold, neglecting all the other hints and propoſals ; though
the application, to which the following is an anſwer, related chieﬂy to the cultiva
tion oſ theland, and the exploration of the interior country. Gold was barely men
tibned as one oſ the articles it aﬀorded, and not a word was ſaid of the ſlave-trade.

996. " In anſwer to the propoſal of the two Swediſh Gentlemen, who wiſh to
viſitAſrica, to ſearch for gold mines, the Sieur Chauvel, Conſul General of Sweden,

begs leave to ﬅate the particulars which have come to his knowledge. He has carri
ed on an extenſive commerce to the Gold Coaﬅ, and he has juﬅ ſent thither two very
intelligent captains, in addition to his agents, who have reſided many years in that
country; and they think that Kalienaut and Natacou, near Fort St. Joſeph in Ga
lam, on the river Senegal, are the moﬅ proper places to ſearch for gold.

The fol

lowing are the grounds of his opinion.
997. " M. David, Director General of the Senegal Company, returning to France
in 1741, prevailed on the Company to proſecute a plan he had formerly propoſed,

reſpecting the mines at Galam*. Accordingly, after trying ſome bags of earth
which he had brought home, the Directors reſolved upon a ſecond attempt. The
Sr. David was himſelf empowered to go to Galam, and to take the proper meaſures
for the propoſed ſearch.

On viewing the country, he eﬅabliſhed ſome factories;

and, after ſatisfying himſelſoſ the richneſs ofthe mines, he returned to the principal
faciory, and ſent the Sieur de la Brue to Galam, to execute the plan. In the mean
time, the war of 1744 broke out. M. David was ſent to the Ille of France, and La Brue
ſucceeded him as Director General ofSenegal. Other objects engaged the Compa
' M. David was ﬅill alive when I was in Paris in 1787, and a very aged man.
on him ſeveral times, l was not ſo fortunate as to ſee him.

Though I called

But my fellow traveller, Dr. Sparrman,

had a good deal of intereﬅing converſation with him.

U u 2

ny's

M. David"
exertions for

opening the
gold mine'.
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ny's attention till the peace,

Yet the plan was not abandoned.

The ſactories eſia

bliſhed by M. David, at Bambouc and Boudou, were kept up. The Sieur Auſſenac,
Governor of Fort St. joſeph in Galam, went in 1756,t0 Kelienaut and Natacou, where
new mines were diſcovered, which, ﬁnding to be rich and abundant, he ſent to the

Director oſ the Company at Paris, ores (des mincrauxj ſo rich in gold, that ſeveral
of them yielded 3 and 4 drams. The Sr. Auſſenac obſerved in one of his memoirs,
that the deeper the mines were dug, the richer they were ſound; and he ﬅated, as
the reſult oſ all the attempts, that, after paying all expenſes, there remained a proﬁt
of between 40 and 50 per cent; and that this proﬁt would be greatly augmented, be
cauſe all preparatory expenſes were paid, and need not be repeated. The taking oſ
Senegal in 1758, put an end to this buſineſs. The Engliſh, indeed, ſent out an artiﬅ
who died at Galam ; and ſuch has ſince been the unſettled ﬅate oſ that country, that
Expenſe oſ the
expedition,

no farther attempts have been made. (See s 70, 651, et ſey *.)
998. " The Sieur Chauvel is ſo much convinced, that two perſons oſ ſkill would

eaſily diſcover this precious metal in that country, that he hereby propoſes to equipa
veſſel oſbetween roo and 150 tons burden,which ought not to draw more than nine

feet water, when loaded.

She ought to be well ſheathed, to prevent the worm, c0m

mon in thoſe hot climates, from damaging her bottom.

Such a veſſel, well equipped

and lurniſhed with one year's proviſions,would coﬅ from 25 to 30,ooo lines Tour.
nois. It would be proper to put on board this veſſel, goods to the value of 60 or
70,ooo livres; ſo that the whole expedition would coﬅ from 90 to roo,ooo livres.
The Sieur Chauvel will deſray one half of this expenſe, iſ the two gentlemen, or
and it's objects

their friends, will furniſh the other halſ.
999. " Iſ the gentlemen conſent to this condition, the management oſ the buſineſs
muſl be committed to the Sr. Chauvel, who will addreſs a memorial to the Miniﬅer

' The ſate of the miners ſent from England, is mentioned by Dr. Lind, in his Eſſay on the Diſ
eaſes oſ hot Climares, p. 40, where, on the authority oſa medical gentleman, he gives a lamentable

account oſ 'he loſs oſlives, in the paſſage oſ 6 weeks, up the river, againﬅ the ſtream; and alſo ofthe
mortality at the little ſort ſituated on it's banks, above 700 miles from the ſea.

During the inunda

tions, this fort is ſurrounded by the waters oſ the river, and during the reﬅ of the year, by a large ex
tent oſ mud and ſlime.

lt is no wonder then, that in ſuch a navigation, and ſuch a ſituation, the mor

tality was enon'nou'. But I beg leave to obſerve, that, as my ſellow travellers and myſelſintended to
have gone to Galam, iſ we had not been prevented, ( s 615.) we made very particular enquiries re
ſpeﬁting that place, and the journey thither',

We were aſſured by ſeveral perſons at Goree, and par

ticularly by a reſpect-able French oﬃcer who had twice viſited Galam, that the journey by land is at

tended with litLle mortality, and that the mountains, where the gold is ſound, at a moderate diſtance
from the oozy banks of the river, are bleſſed with a healthſul air.

I was told, at the ſame time, of:

French oﬃcer, who had lived many years among the natives at Galam, and that he was ſo well pleaſed
with his ſituation, that he rejected ſome very tempting oﬃrs made him by the Senegal Company, only
to come down and acquaint them with the nature oſ the country, and the beﬅ mode oſ cultivating a

commercial intercourſe 3with the natives.

K

of

M. Chauvel's Planfor explo-ring Africa.

'
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oſ the Marine, to obtain the protection neceſſary for ſuch an undertaking, the ſucceſs Arrenmx.
of which will be the more certain, as it will embrace two objects-firſt, the diſco- w
very oſ mines ;-and, ſecondly, trading with the natives, while the gentlemen reſide
on the ſpot; ſo that, in caſe they ſhould not ſucceed in their reſearches, (which I

hold to be impoſſible,) their expenſes might be deſrayed by the following operations.
1000. " The veſſel ought to be ready to ſail in May; ſo that they may be up- Trade _com-_
on the coaﬅ in June and July, to take advantage of a ſort of convoys which the na- ZIZZJHKZKZF
tives ſit out, at that time oſ the year for Galam *. And, inﬅead oſ coming down
the river, with the annual floods, as is the practiſe of thoſe whoſe only object is
trade, the veſſel would remain at Galam,'and trade in ivory, gold and ſlaves. Theſe
articles, though not very abundant, are yet in ſuﬃcient plenty to employ advantage

ouﬂy the time in which the gentlemen will be making their reſearches.
1001."A very ſmall number of men will ſuﬃce to navigale the veſſel to Senegal,
which is commonly performed in 3 or 4 weeks.

On arriving at Fort Louis, it will

be adviſable to take on board a reinſorcement of the natives, who are excellent
ſailors.
1002." To prevent diſputes with the natives, it will be neceſſary to obtain ſome oſ
the king's ſons as hoſlages, (which is never refuſed) and to detain them, till the buſi
neſs be ﬁniſhed.
1003. " The gentlemen need not carry any attendants with them; ſor negroes are
eaſily hired in the country, to perform every kind oſ labour.

Beſides the negroes

purchaſedin the courſe oſ trade may be employed in the moﬅ laborious work.
1004." Thegentlemen being able, as there is no room to doubt, to fulfil the object
of their voyage, by the diſcovery oſ the mines, would remain to purſue their re
ſearches, while the veſſel, having ﬁniſhed her buſineſs, would proceed with the ne

groes to St. Domingo, and return with produce to Havre.

And to ſupply the gen

tlemen with neceſſaries, M. Chauvel,on reCCiving advice from them,would diſpatch

a veſſel to them, iſ needful: or they might be ſupplied by the ſhips belonging to a
company to whom the king has granted an excluſive charter for the gum trade,
and, who oſ courſe will have many ſhips going and coming to and ſrom that part of
the world.
1005." Iſ the foregoing propoſals meet with the approbation oſ the gentlemen, am common;

agreement to the following purport may be ſigned by theſe gentlemen, and by
M. Reimclte, in behalſ oſ D. Chauvel and ſon.
1006. " We, the underwritten
reſiding at
and
Dd. Chauvel and ſon, Merchants in Havre, in whoſe behalſ M. N. Reinicke will

ſign theſe preſents, have mutually agreed upon the following articles.
" M. Chauvel here means the convoy which annually ſails From Fort Louis, up the Senegal, during

the inundations, and which, in ſome years, conſiﬅs of 50 or 60 veſſels, large and ſmall.

1007.
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1007.(1*'.) u'The Sieur: D. Chauvel and ſon, ſhall ﬁt out a veſſel oſ ſuch ſize as

Apprnnrx.
W

may appear to them proper for trading in the river Senegal, and the ſorts and river'
thereon depending.
1008. (a".) " The Sieur Chauvel and ſon are hereby empowered, to purchaſe ſuch
goods as they may think ſuitable, for the cargo oſ the ſaid veſſel.
1009. (3*'.) " The propoſed plan of operation, after arriving at Senegal, is to hire
black ſailors, and to take one oſ the king's ſons as a hoſlage, who ſhall remain at
Senegal, while they proceed to ſearch for mines, and to trade in ﬂaves, ivory and

gold-dull.

1010. (4".) " Meﬃcurs

are hereby authorized to re

main as long as they think it convenient, for the diſcovering of mines, and the veſ

ſel, when ſhe ſhall have ﬁniſhed her trade, ſhall proceed to St. Domingo with the
ilaves, and return with produce to Havre, whence ſhe ſhall be immediately diſpatch

ed to Senegal with ſuch articles as the gentlemen may requeﬅ to be ſent them: and
the ſame veſſel, iſ they think proper, ſhall attend them upon other diſcoveries, Oſ
which they ſhall be bound to give notice to the Sr. Chauvel, when they ſend forth'
goods which they may want.
10! t. (5®.) _" While the veſſel remains at Senegal, or is on her voyage to St. Do
mingo and Havre, and back to Senegal, if Meſſtcurs

'

ſhould be in want of any' European articles, the Sr. Chauvel and ſon, on receiving
advice thereof, will take care do ſend them out by the ﬁrﬅ opportunity ; or, iſthey
are of great importance, will even diſpatch another veſſel with them.
'012. (6®.) " lt is computed that the cargo and outſit will coﬅ from 90 to too,000
livres, of which one half ſhall be on account of the Sieurs Chauvel, and the other

half on account of Meﬃeurs
who, on ſigning this
agreement, ſhall direct ſome houſe in Stockholm, Hamburg, Amﬅerdam or Lon
don, to make reimburſement.

1013. (7®.) *' All the tranſactions reſpecting the ſhip and cargo, the diſcovery of
mines, and the expenſe thereof, as well as the proﬁts which may reſult therefrom,

ſhall be 1;- an account of Meſſ.
r
and the other of Meſſ. Chauvel.
1014. (8*.) " The management oſ the whole buſineſs, in Europe, ſhall be entirely
committed to the Srs. D. Chauvel and ſon, not only the outﬁt of the veſſel, and the
purchaſe ofthe cargo, but the ſale oſ the returns; and Meſſreurs
oblige themſelves to remit to them all the gold and other minerals reſulting from
their reſearches, and which the Srs. Chauvel and ſon bind themſelves to ſell, and

do apply one half oſ the neat proceeds, agreeable to the order of Meſſ.
1015. (9".) ** The veſſel ſhall be under the orders of -Meſſ1eurs
who may conduct her to any place where they chuſe to make reſearches; but the
,tradc in ﬂaves, gold-dull and ivory ſhall be entruﬁed to the captain.
1016.
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1016. (100.) " lſ Mcſſxcurs
do not underﬅand French, they Arrrumx.
may carry with them a young man to act as interpreter and clerk, at the expenſe of w
the concern,
D. CHAUVEL and son.

No. 3. See s 613. Lctlen explaz'ning various Dgﬃcultie: in t/ic Execution of
our Under-taking, and how they were to be removed; a] a ſhewing with wlmt
Zeal and Gencnſſly the chdzſh Ambaſſadar, (Baran de StaſſclJ and the French
Alz'nſſer, [Morea/tal de Cq/Zrz'csjﬃromotcd our Vz'ews.
M. L: Bare' de Stacl d'HolﬅeZn.
Paris, le 12 Aoftt, 1787.

Burnt: SraeI 'von Ha ein.
Paris, Aug. xz, 1787.

Mousrzun L'AMBASSADBUR,

La Compagnie s'Etoit empreſſe'e d'oﬀrir
ſe' ſervices lcs plus Etendus i M. M. de Sparr
man, Arrhmius, et Wadﬅrom. Les ordre'
qu'clle a recun depuis, Ft ce ſujet, de M. le Mﬂ

THE Company anxiouſly wiſh to The Compþ
oﬀer the moﬅ extenſive ſervices to Meſſrs. Sparr- ny's anſwer to
man,Arrhenius, and Wadﬂrom. The order they But' de sad'
have received on that head, from the Marechal de

de Caﬅries, et la recommendation que vous lui

Caﬂries, and the recommendation which you have

nvez ſait l'honneur de lui addreſſer, ſon': autant la

done them the honour to addreſ' to them, at once
recompenſe their zeal, and are motives ſor their
activity. The Company had many conference'
with thoſe lewned gentlemen, reſpecting the mean'
of rcndering their journey into the interior, as ſe

recompenſe de ſon zile, que do' motife de devoir
et d'encouragement.

Ells a eu pluſieur' conſe

rence' am ces ſnvants ſur le' maye-us de rendre
Ieur voyage de l'interieur de l'Aſrique, mﬃ ſtir
et le loins penible qu'u ſent poſſibie. lls trou
uerent dam le' eomptoirs, et nuprE' des agents de

cure and eaſy as poſſible. They will ﬁnd at the
ſactories, and with the Company's agents, the di

la Compagnie, le' reſeignemem, le ſecours, let

rections, aﬃﬅance, and reſource', which the ſet

reſoutce' que la colonie peut comporter; et en

tlement' can aﬀord; and, in the mean time, they
will be treated with great attention on board the
ſhip which is to convey them to Senegal.

attendant 'ds ſeront unite' avce beaucoup de diſ
tinction dans le navire qui 'a les tranſporter an
Senegal.

La Compagnie ſe felicite inﬁniment d'avoir
une pareille occaſion de temoigner a votre Excel
lence combien elle deſire de lui Gtre agrEable.
Je ſuis, avec reſpect,
Mousrzun L'AMBASSADHUK, &e.
FRAISSE, Adr. Dew.

Par procuration de la Compagnie du Senegal.

The Company is extremely happy in having
this opportunity oi ſhewing your Excellency how

much they deſire to be agreeable to you.
I am, with reſpect,

Your Excellency's, &e.
Furssz, Acting Director.

For the Senegal Company.

No. 3.
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M_- L: Baron d: Stael d‘Hol ein.
MONSIEUR L‘AMBASSADEUR,

Baron Steel won Halﬅcin.
SIR,

YOU do me the honour to obſerve,
VOUS me faites l‘honneur de me
'
that
M.
Miﬂral,
Intendant of the Marine at
marquer,
que
M.
Miﬅral,
Intendant
de
la
Ma
ny excuſe
themſelves to rine au Havre, fait difﬁculté de laiſſer embarquer
Havre, objects to the embarkation of Meſſrs.
Bar. de Stael. M. M. Arrhenius et Wadſlrom. La Compagnie
Arrhenius and Wadſh'om. This was no fault at'
the Company, who have ordered their managers
n‘y à aucune part, puiſqu'elle a donné ordre à ſes
3! Havre, to give a paſſage grau}, to theſe natu
adminiﬅrateurs au Havre, d’accorder le paſſage
raliﬅs, as Well as to M. Sparrman. l think, Sir,
gratin a ces natm'aliﬅes, auſſi qu‘à M. Sparrman.
I had beﬅ ſend to Havre the original letter, in
Je penſe, Monſieur, que ce que j‘ai de mieux a
_which the Marlhal de Caﬅries, hath recommended
faire c'eﬅ d‘envoyer à Havre, la lettre originale
to the Company thoſe three travellers, without
par laquelle M. le Marechal de Caﬅries a recom
exception; and I will, moreover, write to that
mandé à la Compagnie ces trois voyageurs, ſans
miniﬅer, to make his intentions on that ſubject
exception ; et néanmoins je vais écrire à ce Mi
known immediately to M. Miltml. I have ſeen
niﬅre, pour le ſupplier de faire l'avoir ſes inten
in the oﬃce his determination, in a letter to M.
tions 5. M. Miﬅral inceſſamment à ce ſujet. J‘ai
de Malelherbes, which recommended M. Sparr
vù dans les bureaux, ſa deciſion donnée fur une
man only. In conſequence, the clerks, in writ
lettre de M. de Maleſherbes, qui ne lui recom

The Compa

C‘ell: lä-dellus que

ing the miniſter's letter, ordering the oﬃce of the

les commis auront fait la lettre minillerielle, pour

department of Havre, to give the Doctor a paſſage
at the king‘s expenſe, did not know he had two
companions. Your Excellency may reﬅ aſſured
that the two other gentlemen ſhall have immediate
pemiiſiion to embark. As to the expenſe of their
paſſage, the Company will receive it from the
miniﬅer, iſ ſuch be his intention. But they will
never aſk for it, being much gratiﬁed by having
it in their power to contribute to their utmoﬅ, to
voyages oſ this intereﬅing nature.

mandoit que M. Sparrman.

ordonner au bureau de claſſes du Havre, que ce
Docteur fut embarqué au fraix du roi; et ils au—
Votre
ronti noté ‘1 u‘ilavoit deux com P a nons
Excellence peut-être perfuadée, que ces deux com

pagnons auront au moins, inceſſamment la per
miﬂion de s‘embarquer. Want au fraix de leur
paſſage, la compagnie en recevra le rembourſe
ment du miniﬂre, ﬁ ce font ſes intentions: mais
elle ne le demandera point, parce qu‘elle eﬅ très

ﬂattée de pouvoir contribuer de ſon mieux à des
voyages auﬃ intereſſants.
Je ſuis, avec reſpect, &c.

I am, with reſpect, &e.
Fausse, Acting Director

For the Senegal Company

FRAISSB, Adr. De".
Par procuration de la Compagnie du Senegal.
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M. L: Baron de Mac] d‘Ha/ﬂzin.
A Verſailles, le z9 Juillet, 1787.

Baron Stael 'va/t Hal/Iain.
Verfailles, 29 July, 1787.
COLONIES.
The Director' of the
Company have pli-O been
written to in favour of
Meſſ. Sparrman, Arr

COLONIES.
On: eerit aux Adminif
testeurs de la Compag
nie en faveur de Sieur:
Sparrman, Arrhenius, et
Wadﬂrom.

henius, and Waditrom.

Sin,
Monsmun,

j‘ai reçu la nouvelle lettre, que vous
m‘avez fait l‘honneur de m‘eçrire, le 16ſide ce
mois, à l‘occaﬁon de Meſſ. Sparrman, Arrhenius,
et Wadﬅrom, qui ſe prepoſent de voyager en

Afrique. Ce n‘eﬂ en eﬀet qu‘avec des marchan
diſes que l’on parvient à traiter avecvlcs habitans
de ce continent 5 mais comme ils pourroient éprou

1 haVe been honoured with a freſh letter Obﬂacles to
from you, on the 16th inſt. in behalf of Meſi'.
_m
Span-man, Arrhenius, and Wadltrom, who wiſh moved.
to ſail for Africa. They can only trade with the
natives, by means of goods. But, as they may
meet with ſome diﬀiculties, in this reſpect, on the

coaﬅ between Cape Blanco and Cape Verd, the
trade of which is reſerved for the Senegal Com

ver des difficultés à cet égard, ſur la partie des

côtes entre le Cap Blanc et le Cap Verd, dont la
traite eﬂ: rêl'ervêe à la Compagnie du Senêgal,

pany, I have, agreeable to your requeﬅ, written to

the Company, to remove thoſe difﬁculties.

And

I doubt not that they will be ready to contribute
jÏai écrit conformément à vos délires, à cette
every thing within their province, to the ſucceſ'
Compagnie, pour les faire lever. Je ne doute pas
qu‘elle ne ſe prete, autant qu‘il dépendra d‘elle ' of the 'Oyage of thoſe gentlemen.
à procurer aux

Srs. Sparrman, Arrhenius, et

Wadﬅrom, toutes les facilités néceﬂ‘nires pour le

ſuch: de leur voyage.
I have the honour tube, with ﬁncere at

J‘ai l‘honneur d’etre, avec un très ſincere at
tachement,

“ﬁlment:

Monſieur, votre très humble,
et très ohEiſſant ſerviteur,
Le MAL. DE CASTRIES.

Sir, your moﬅ obedient,
and moﬅ humble ſervant,
LE MAL. DE CASTRIES.

:_:

No. 6.

See § 613.
M. GOURY,

M. COURT.

Verſailles, 7 July, 1787. 1

A Verſailles, le 7 Juillet, '787.
JUDA
En faveur dc Mcſſrs. de
Sperma', Arrhenius, et

VVHIDAH.

In

ſavour

oſ Meſſrc.

\‘Vudltrom.

Sp: "man, Arrhenius,
and Wadﬂxom.

CETTE lettre, Monﬂeur, vous fera remiſe par
Meſſ. de Spnn'man, Arrhenius, et Vleſh-om,

Meſſrs. Sparrman, Arrhenius, and Wadﬂrom, lmmduai‘m'

THIS letter, Sir, will be delivered to you by Letter: of

Suédois, qui ſe rendent en Afrique pour ſe livrer

Swedes, who come to Africa. to make reſearches

à des recherches relatives à l‘hiﬁoire naturelle.
Si par une ſuite du plan de leur voyages. ces
Meſſ'eurs

in natural hiﬅory.

If in the proſecution oſ their

plan, thoſe gentlemen ſhould call at “'hidah, you
Xx

'will
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An'nrx. Meſiieurs paſſant it Juda, vous voudres bien leur
procurer toutes les facilites qui dEpendront de

will of courſe do every thing in your power to
fatzilitate the ſucceſsful accompliſhment of their

w

vous, pour qu'ils puiﬂ'ent remplir avec ſuccEs

object.

l'object dc leur recherches.
Je ſuis, &e.

I at', &c.

Lia MAL. na Cas'r'urs.

La MAL. or. CAGTRIES

1017. We were furniſhed with ſimilar letters to the following perſons, viz.
Monſieur Vallibre, Vice Conſul, Charge des aﬀaires du Conſulat A Tripoly.
Monſieur du Chateauneuſ, Conſul Gendral, Charge des aﬀaires du Roy, auprhs du
Bey a Tunis.
Monſieur du Rocher, Conſul Gineral, Charge des aﬀaires du Roy, anprds de

l'Empcr'eur de Maroc, a Sales.

Monſieur de Kerey, Conſul Concral, Charge des aﬀaires du Roy, auprEs du Dey,
a Alger.
Monſieur le Direﬂeur du Comptoir d'Amakou, ſur la Cbte d'Or,
Monſieur le Directeur du Comptoir de Gambia, it l'entrde de la Rividre do Sena
Lionne.
w

No. 7.

Sees 618.

Extract (ſ a Letter, to the worthy Inhaln'tants of the Pram'nre of Freedom, on the
Mountatctns quierra Leona, dated Leadenhall Street, London, 16th May, 1788.
by GaANViLLz SHARP, Eſg.

1018. AS I have thus incurred a very great expence, not only this year, but alſo

Mr. Sharp ge
nerouſly re

on your ﬁrﬅ embarkation laﬅ year, without the leaﬅ view of any private intereﬅ to

commends
lands to be

myſelf, but rather for a general good, in promoting a juﬅ and honourable tradc in

given graith,

African productions, in contradiﬅinction to the abominable Slay: tradc: alſo for the

peculiar advantage ofyourſelves, 1 truﬅ you will be ſo ſenſible of this, that you will
not deny my earneﬅ requeﬅ to you, asa ſavour to myſelf, that you will readily admit
all the perſons that are now paſſengers on board the Miro, people oſ colour as well
as white, together with the captain, mates, and ſuch of the ſeamen as deſire it, to an
equalſhar: with yourſelves 1'n theﬅttlement, gratis, agreeable to what is propoſed in
page 122 ofthe Additional chulations, even if the Miro ſhould unfortunately be de
layed from arriving at the ſettlement, within 12 months from the ﬁrﬅ eﬅabliſhment.
The 12 months will expire on the 12th of the next month; for I ſee by antextract
from the log-book of the Nautilus, that the lots were drawn on the rath July, 1787;
and though the Miro was chartered on the 23d April, 1788, time enough for her

arrival within the ﬁrﬅ year, yet ſo many unforcſeen delay' have happened, that there
is a probability that ſhe may not reach your ſettlement, till after the commencement
2

-

-

of

Extract from a Letter eſ Mr. Sharp.
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of the ſecond year ſince yOur eſiabliſhment; nevertheleſs, I rely on your friendſhip,
that you will fulfil my requeﬅ, in granting lots grati: to the palſengers, &c. in the
Miro, and, (as the rainy ſeaſon will probably be ſet in,) that you will receive them
imo your houſd, and aﬀord them the beﬅ accommodatiOns you can give, with aſſiﬅ
ance toprocure ſhelter alſo for their goods, cattle, and fowls, and to aid them in
erecting houſes for themſelves, as ſoon as the weather will permit.
1019. I muﬅ likewiſe requeﬅ that you will lay out a free lot, and cauſe it to be re

APPennxx.

e

'

to ſeveral En
gliſh gentle

siﬅer-ed, and refer-ved for the Rev. Mr. Thomas Clarkſon, a gentleman who has men and
_eminently diﬅinguiſhed himſelf by ſeveral excellent publications, as an able, ﬅre groes :
nuous, and ſucceſsful advocate, for the liberty and natural rights of the negroes, and

ne

who, at preſent, is prevented fromjoining the ſettlement, by his continued indefati
gable exertions in the ſame juﬅ cauſe, as a Member of t/zc Societyfor the Abolitian
eſt/te Slave Tradc; to which ſociety a continuance of his aﬃllance is at preſent in
diſpenſibly neceſſary.
1020. Alſo a lot, to be laid out, regiﬅered, and reſerved, in like manner, ſor Wil

liam Sydney Smith, Eſq. Poﬅ Captain of the Royal Navy, and another for John
Spencer Smith, Eſq. Page of Honour to Her Majeﬅy the Queen,-alſo a lot regiſ

tered and reſerved, ſor Lieut. John Clarkſon of the Royal Navy, (brother to the
Rev. Mr. Clarkſon, above mentioned,) a gentleman every way qualiﬁed to render you
very eſſential ſervice, as a member of yourfree community, whenever he may arrive.
1021. Alſo a reſerved lot ſor Mr. Peter Nzſſau, ſon of Peter King of Mcſurado,
who had entered himſelfas a paſſenger in this ſhip ; but afterwards was prevailed onto
_ ſlay ſome time longer in England, on account of education: and for Mr. \Villiam
Johnſon, a mulatto, who redeemed him (Mr. Peter Naſſau) from ſlavery in the
Weſt Indies. (Seeg 784. ctſeq.)
1022. Alſo for Henry Martin Burrows, a poor negro, whom l ſaved this year from

ſlavery (with another man,) by a writ oſ Habeas Corpus, from on board a Honduras
ſhip, and whoſe legs (which were mortiﬁed with cold and hardſhip) haVe been lately
cut 'oﬀin St. Bartholomew's hoſpital.-Alſo for PVz'lliam james, a black man, lately
arrived at Briﬅol, ſrom New York, who is ﬅrongly recommended to me for his abili
ties; but he cannot have time to arrive here before the ſhip ſails.-Alſo for Henry

Byron who was this day ſent on ſhore from on board the Miro, on account of ſickneſs.
1023. Alſo ſor the undemamed 12 Swediſh gentlemen of rank, great learning, and
abilities, ſeveral o_f them members of univerſities, and philoſophers, who propoſe
to cmbarlt in two or three months time, but perhaps may be delayed a little longer,
viz.
1. A. N.
2. C. F.N.
3. U. N.

4. C. j.
7. C.B.W.
to. J. S.

5. A. j.

6. A. B.

8. G.
11. M. S.

9; A. A.
12. G. S.*

* Several reaſons prevent the author from mentioning their names at ſull length.
1024.

alſo to 11
Swedilh gen

tlemen.
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1024. The ſree admiſſion oſ theſe Swediſh gentlemen, to an equal participation
with yourſelves in the ſettlement, gratis, I earneﬅly recommend to you, becauſe
I believe it will be highly beneﬁcial to the ſettlement in general, that they ſhould

ſet up their head quarters with you, and make their principal reﬁdence in the Pra
Uince tﬀFreedom, which will probably be a means oſ opening to you an extenﬁve
communication with the internal parts oſ Africa, which they (with the moﬅ benevo
lent intention towards the natives) mean to explore: and their aſſociating with you
Will certainly promote trade, and will ſecure and enrich the ſettlement. (See t 606.)

1025. Although this work has unavoidablyſar exeeeded'it's preſcribed limits; yet
the author thinks himſelf bound, by his promiſe at-S 594, to inſert the-names oſ the
original ſubſcribers to the S. Leona and Bulama undertakings. Indeed he could not,
without doing violence to his feelings, omit this opportunity of rendering as public
as he can, the names oſ the ﬁrﬅ promoters oſ the civilization oſ Aſrica, who have
_done ſo much honour to this age, to this country, andto mankind*.

' 'It'is pleaſing to obſerve; bow much thefollowing liﬅs are graced with the names of Ladies; a cir
cﬂmﬅance the more remarkable, as, in general, their property is not ſo much at their own-immediate

diſpoſal, as that of the Gentlemen. This is one inﬅance, among many, to. ſhow how warmly the Ladiﬂ

intereﬅ themſelves in liberal and humane enterprizes; and their example, in ſupporting the S. Leom and
Bulama under-taking', appears not to have been loﬅ upon the other ſex. To what ſublime degree'
oſ humane feeling and heroic virtue, might not mankind arrive, iſ, in union with the ſex, they would
always ſet beſore them the amiable pattern of female goodneſs!

LIST

LIST OF THE ORIGINAL SUBSCRIBERS .
TO THE CAPITAL JOINT STOCK OF THE

SIERRA

LEONA

COMPANY.

lNSTlTUTED FOR PROMOTING THE

CIVILIZATION OF AFRICA;
With an Abridgement of the Act of Parliament, which incorporated that reſpectable Body.

The original Price Of each Share was ſ50.-The Subſcriptions cloſed, in June, 1792.
N B. The Figures annexed to the Names, denote the Number oſ Shares ſubſcribed for.
A
Abdy,Rev. W Jarvis, Harﬅgvdown r Arney Scheve, WeIIclo/Z Sz.
Adams, Peter, Winter/my]
z Arnold J. Plymutb dark
Arthur, Captlmll conrt
Adams, Thomas, eſq. AbouithNar
tbumbctlarm'
3 Allle, W. Partpaoll. Gray'r Irn: I.
Adamſon, Rob. eſq. Now Bread
3 Atkinſon, R. St. Gear e': I. Momnn.
Adcock,John, Leadmballﬅ.
Addiſon, John, eſq. Sudlzmy

Addiſon, R. at

1

ple Bar
Addiſon, Tho. Ludgate bill
Aﬀelck, Ann, Bury. St. Ed'mmdr

1
2
r

1
r
2
1

Atkinſon, T. eſq. degrnn, mar

Midderrſitld, Yorkſhire

C/n'ldU, Tem

r

1
1

20 Barker, J. Hawde'r, mar Hull

Atkinſon, Jaſp. eſq. Aldermanbmy r

Barnard, John, Nor-mid:
Barnard, Sam. Eſq. Bq/t'm
Barnard Will. eſq. Nor'wicb

Atkinſon, Tho. eſq. Lotlybwy

1
Nv'w
N-cba

Atwood, Rich. Bat/2

B

.

Babington, Rev. Mat. Rather/a]
Lel'aﬅc'ſhire

Barlow,

Cranbaum

Leicﬄer

3

3
3
2

Bamctt, T. at
V/iZ/Zm, Minor. 3
Barnett, VV. Bridgcﬅ. [Veﬅmi/ﬅer I

Barnett, J. eſq. Lombard/i.

2

Barnett, Mich. Cork I. Sun-whilſ

3

Bamctt, Robert, Mimn'e:
r
Barrett, Bry. eſq. StackdeSurry t t

l

Allen, Lewis Rob. eſq. South-wiſt,
mar Fare-ban, Hanlr
g
Alleyne, Mrs. Penelope, Natting/Jam 1
Alleyne, Miſs Ann,
Dina l

l

Barker, Rev. R. Hallym, Holdermzﬅ, 2

Audley, eſq. iſ Cambridge
Allen, Maxey, eſq. L m', Norfolk 2 Auﬅin, Bap. General Poﬅ Oﬃce
Ayton, Will. Bade-r Lombard
Allen, Mrs. (Exec. o ch. Allen,
eſq.) Swanſea

Banks, Georgegſibe Rank ofE" I. 1
Banner, Francis, Bteſbﬅ. CriAo/fg. 2
Barclay, Rob. Eſq. Lombard/I.
3
Barclay, G. eſq. M. P. Hamn Gar. l o

Atkinſon, Law, Dillo
ro
Atkinſon, Cu. thtqﬅer, Cumberl. I

Agar, Will.eſq. Lincoln: ſ'm
1 Atkinſon, W. eſq. Lot/dar'ﬅ. Tatterr
lum Com1 Read
Album, Rob. Taken bon/eyeſ.
1
Aliſon,Al.eſq. Extiſi-O .Edinburgb 2 Atterſale,Joſ. Fulbam
Allen, J. Bruce, Wellc aﬅ S .
Allen, Oſwald, LotH/my, Ijark

Bankes, Rev. J. Staines, Trill-fy;
ball, Cambridge
2

4

Barrett, Iſ. Bry. Hay Markct
Barry, J. Eſq. Dncrz'ﬃ

7
a

Bartrum, Charles, PnUza/n

r

Bartrum, Cha. jun. London Bridge 4.

Babington, Tho. eſq. Rather/gy

Baſeley,
Green, eſq. Nor-with
4.
Baſeley, Miſs Harriet, Nor-witſ:
I
lo Baſeley, Tho. Warrener, Narrwitb r
Anderſon, Lady Frances,TarL
2 Bacchard, Jo. Wandſwoﬁ/J
ſ
Andrew s,J. P. eſq. Brompton, Midd.3 Bagſhaw, eſq. [be Oak, Sheﬃeld z Baſeley, Miſs Eliz. IVOF'wtctſ/J
- 2
r Baſnett, John Oakinglmm
Andrews, Sir J. Bart. Kngbt: bridge 1 Barley, George, Marlz I.
Bailey, John, Cm/Zn'll
l Baſs, \Vlll. Gzſeucllﬅ.
l
Andrews, Rev. Mordacai, Cagge
Baily, Th. little To-werﬅ.
1 o Bateman, Th.Gre-at Yarmrmlb, Nor-ſi r
ſhall, Eﬃ-x
N N'J'NV'li-'nm
Bailye, Rev. Hugh, Hanbury, mar
Angell, Will. Sandell, Corn/Bill
Barley, Benj. 'ſhav'n/Tree:
6

Ames, John, eſq. *Briﬅal

'3

Anneſley, Alex. eſq. Bridgtﬅ.
Anſley,

Anſell, Geo. eſq. of Goodmam ſicldr
Anﬅie, Benj. Webb, Dovize:

But-ton on Trent

'4NNNt-c

Bainbridge, George, Breadﬅ.
Baker,
eſq. Part/yarn, Sin-r)
Bale, Charles, Albe'narleﬅ.
Balgonie, Lord, Balganie Horzſe,
Ediubzzr I)
l

thta

Arden,_[. eſq. Bm-e-rlgy
Arden, MiſsJane,Ditzo _
Arkwright, Sir R. eſq. Rule-wem
Derby/hire
Arnaud, John, Slrand
Amett, Rich. Bearbi'zder [arte

1O

Bailye, Rich. eſq. Lilc/aſicld

Bread/I. Chap/ide

Anﬅie, John,

Temple Leicrﬅe'r

Baly,W. fl/jrombe, Bad-r
him

t 2

r

Bancroſt, Dr. Ed. Fra'n'r'rﬅ. Bed
ﬁrd 89.
2

Bangerzjoﬁah, eſq. Hath/9Y y.

Batterſby, Edw. eſq. Mam-bgﬂer

2

Bsx, John, eſq. Nc-w Broadﬅ.
1
Baylcy, Tho. Butterworth, eſq.
Hope, Mantlrg/h-r
3

Bayley, Arthur, Treaſmy

1

Bayley, John, Ditto
Bayley, Mrs. Sarah, Dilta
Bazett, Hen. Riclmond, Suny

r
1
r

Beacroſt, Judith, "ſharp, Nor-witſ; 2
Beams, Hugh, 96. Fltetﬅ.

3 Beardmore, Joſ. Milkﬅ.

1

3
BeaumOnt,

Names of the orzginal Sſſulﬀcrz'bers
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Bri gs, J. Hobartſi, Paﬅ Oﬀ. Laz
Bcaumont, R. H. eſq. Wlu'llgv,

Blinkhorn, T. Ra'un' Raew, Spiralﬂ. 2

3
'tear Hudderxﬁeld, Yorkſhire
z Blizard, Jo. Braazlﬅl'eet
ardﬅ.
5
Broadwood, J. S. GreatPau/Ieng* z
Bedder, Tho. Little St. Tin. Apoﬅle z Blunt, John, eſq. Preſent ﬅreet
Goadmart': ﬁeld'
Dido
4.
Bedome, Sam. Long I. Bermondſe) 2
_-NU0 '-NW'-* "W Broadwood, John
Brocas, Mrs. Har. Wakeſiela', Btrhi
Beet, Benj. Bladﬁ'iar'
4 Blunt, J. junr. eſq. Dim
Be bie, Alex. Great St. The. Apoﬅle] Bode, John, General P-gﬂ Oﬃce
Befcher, Will. Milk/i.
io Boddington, Mrs. Eleanor, Eq/ield
Bell, Daniel, eſq. Leadenballﬅ.
1 Bogue, Rev. David, Gajþort
Bell, J. Martiu': I. Cum/anﬅ.
i 3 Boileau, Jn. Peter, eſq. HL-rgfbrd
Bell, James, Ct-eilﬅ. Strand
3 Boldaro, Ed. Gale, Cor'tbill
Bell, James, C/mentg-ﬅ.
2 Bond, J. qfald Broadﬅ.
Bendelack, Moſes, fame-'r e. ijﬅd Bouham, Henry, eſq. Corn/Jill

Benﬁeld, Paul, eſq. M. P. Gower/I. 3 Booth,

Benham, Rob. 331. Baraugb

1

Bentinck, Capt. Will. at Illrl.
Ramini-Fy, Pri-rg-garz/em

Brook, Joſeph, W/aizeehapel
'1
Brooke, George,cſq. Chaucer) I. 10

Brown, Miſs Ha. Myles, Cbmbe.
Kerſſngton
I
BrOWn, Thomas, Hull
1
Browne, Hutchin. Hotherall, Cuſ

No. zo, Little Tower-ſi.

BCnſuſan, Sam. Levy. Plaugrﬂ court,
ﬅ. Gaad'mmz'rſie/di
Lombard/free!
1 - Boſanquar, Chr Biſhoþſigateﬅ.
Bent, \Vill. St. A'Iartin': ſ.
, 3 Boultbee, C. Box/erſt), H'anwid'ſh.
Bentall, Will. eſq. Tableſr, De-van. 5 Boultbee, John, Ditlo

_-_N

Boultbee, Joſ. eſq. Dim 2 Boultbee, Joſ. junr. eſq. Rather/gy,

Bentley, Rev. Roger, Camberrwell 3

Leitſſe'j/n're

A

l

l

Ditta

Brocklehurﬅ, Wm. eſq. junr. Dim 2

Booth, Abraham, Nerwgateﬅ.
Booth, Jacob, To-wer Hiſ]
Booth, lſaac, No. 18, Cbamber';

Bcnſord, Will. eſq. Ter/i ro-w, Ne-w
ingm Bull:
3

Brocklehurﬅ, Miſs, Mancbtjhr

Brocklehurﬅ, John,

1

tom lmz/'e
Brown, Ed. Ra-ve'z raw, Spiralſi.
Brown, Jn. Upper Markel, Nor-w.
Brown, Thomas, St. ﬂLrjAXe

l
3
3
3

Browning, Jn. Firvtſoat I. Saith-L'Brundſon, Charles, Bzzﬂngballﬅ.
Buck, James, Leed:
Buckingham, Ja. eſq. Breadﬅ.

5
I
3
3

Bukle, Miſs, V'akeſicld

l

Bentley, Will. Ortlnmlte Oﬀ. jb-wer 2 Boultbee, Tho. eſq. Leg/Per
l
Berieu, John Paine, Bryial
2 Boultbee, Wm. RicI: t. Lime/I.
1
Berwick , Joſ. eſq. 35, Cornlv. [make-r: Boultbee, Hercules, Rather/e -, Leic. l
Beﬅ, RObert cſq. deþuljſccrelacy of
Bou rne, Rcv.ſJ 0. Cbarterbouje, Hull l
[be Bm/l'
Boultbee, Jo eph, Dilla
1
Bcﬅ, Gco. Dlzl'eﬅ. St. James':
Boulton, Mat. eſq. Solaa, Birming/z. 2
-.-o - _ Bowdler, Miſs H. Gﬂjﬅ- Earl:
Betke, Cha. eſq. Bl/t/ge Ro-w
1
Beawan, W. Hiblis, LillM/l/ﬅyirr
Bowen, Capt. James, Dejnſmd
1
Bewicke, Hen. eſq. La-wrencc l.
Bowers, N. Ward, Cannonﬅ.
zo
Bsynon, Rev. Tho. 'J'Iandi/a, Car
Bowers, William, Ditta
Nu
'naH/ayiſhire
2 Bowley, G. (Jil/ilun, Bzſhaﬃſg. "7117.
Bick, Ed. Ma'zſi'm Hot: eﬅ.
I Bowman, John Chriﬅian, No. 71,
Biddle, lVill. eſq. quupe-r: GardemG
Qum
Borougl)
Biddle, Andr. Ed. I'ﬄ-combr, Bad-r. l Bowſer, G. Nmuinglan Grem
Bidxlulph, Francis, Cſq. C£>ar1'1lgrl'0ſ' 1 Bowzer, R . Fairﬅ. St. joly/Xs, South. -N_H _N>-'

Bulkley, Ja. Ham/gy HaII, Sttzﬀbrdjll

Burges, Ynyr, eſq. Eq/iHan:,
Burgh, \Vm. eſq. Yea-Al
Burland, John Berkeley, eſq
Slwie Hatzſh, Da'ſet

l
1

Billinge, George, CufeaI/mﬅ.
Billiiige, Tho. Catealonﬅ.

Burnett, Robert, jun. l'auxbal/

3

1 Boyes, John. eſq. Hull
1 Boys, Thomas, Hendan, Middle/ex
'Binham, Richard, Exeter
2 Boys, Mrs. Mary, Dillo
Birchc,
Will. Gr.ſi Qzl. ﬅ. LimoI/z':
Boys, Tho. junr. Nr-wgate Afar/cet
[Jmſic/t/r
z Brackenbu ry, Mat. Ebv, Cambridge-r.

Bird, W. VV. eſq. W'oulﬅ.

Burbidge,Wm. A'ewarkzupan-Tmr z
Burbidge, John, Lydgate
Burcham, Wm. Wigbla'l, Npſſalk
Burchall, Robert, Lot/ſhun
Burgeſs, Rev. Thomas, Durlmm
Burges, J . B eſq. M. P. ll'xlvz'teH.
Burges, Wm. elſiq. Brabant r.

1
'l
1
3
17
3

Burnett, Robert, ſcn. eſq. Fauxballj

Buxﬅall, John, Hull
l
Button, Dan. Cannonﬅ. Mmer-rﬅ'r l
Burton, James, Upper Gniﬀarzlﬅ. 3
Buſhan, Joſeph, eſq. GuiId-Sall 5

liradbury, Sum. Bnſmg/mllﬅ.

I

Bullock, Wm. eſq. Milk/I.
_l+
Bulmer, Francis, Butler FacJor, lime 1
Bulmer, Peter John, Hull
I

Birket, Daniel, eſq. 74., Hell/angm'n]
1
Biſclioﬀ. James, Lrea':

Braithwait, G. eſq. A'c-wirzg/on Gr. 3 Butcher, William, Satten xlſhſieltl,

Biſchoﬀ, Miſs Magdalen, Di'ta

Brandram, Sam. eſq. Size lah-e

Biſchoﬀ, Miſ) Manha, Dina

Biſchoﬀ, Thomas, Dim
Blnobrough, Samuel, Lead:
Bill e, Will. eﬁ. AldL-'jgaft'ﬅ.

Blake, Thomas,junr. Narrwic/a

Blakemore, Tho. U/eﬅBmm-wizb,
IVar-wirl-ſhu're

-

Brand, Aug. EVer. Arlz'ngionﬅ.Pic. z

1
i
2
i
3
l

Brandram, James,
Ditto
Brand ſCth, JOhn, Buxlou
Brandﬁrom, Mrs. Letitia, Hull
Brandﬅrom Miſs Elizabeth, Ditta

Blakeſley, . BL/bopſgateﬅ. '

1
1
1
1

Braſſey, Nathaniel, eſq. Lombm-a'ﬅ. 10

Braune,
Gotlob, Fur'in', No. 8,
le'qur'd' t. [la/born
2 Brazier,
elſiq. Camberrwell

Blakeﬂey, . HimU/jy, Leicſſcﬄpirz x

5

Bree, Dr. Robert, Leiceﬅer

Blakeſley, J. junr. Ditla
5
Blamire, Ed.
Gombnan'xſi. 1
Blanchenay, Francis, Leadmbalﬅ. 2
Blaxland, Henry, Bread/free!
3
Blow, William, Cum/m! Friar:
1

BrickwoodJ. eſq.l\'icb tour/Lime
Brickwood, Jn. junr
Dim
Brickwood, Law.
Dz'Ha
Brickwood, Nath. qbamerﬅ.

LBridges, Jn. Cbar/crba'y'e 87.
x

Notli'ngamſhire

20 Butler, James, C/Senjﬃde

- N- .-N._

Butterworth, Mat. Da-wga/e Hiſ]

Button, Rev.W. 24, Patemzﬂer r
Buxton, Thomas, Leirrﬅer
Buxlon, John, Berz.-mm/ſe_yſii'eet

Buxton, Iſaac, Lemﬅer
Buxton, Charles, Dura

nunc-'NNWN

Buxton, Robert John, eſq. *
Slma'rwell Ladge, wacli
' l
Buxton, Rev.J.Car/eto'11\'0de, A Uſ: I
BuXton, Thomas Benlle)',Leireﬅtr 1

Byerley, Thomas, Greek-ﬅreet

11

> C.
Caddiclt,,chry, Picradxk'l Came'- _

to

the Sierra Leana Comﬃany';

Caldecot, John, Rngbj
2 Clark, Rich. Hall, eſq. Bridrwell
Call, Sir J. Bart. Old' BurHrrgtonﬅ-4
mar Cullumptm
2
Clark, Samuel, Le'ctnﬅer
l
Calthrop, Eiiz. 63, Oxford-ﬅreet 1
Caitlirop, John, [Jitta
r Clark, Mrs. Sarah, quz'ﬂ tﬀtbe Rav
(ſ/Jama: Cl'a'k
1
Calthrop, Mrs. Mary, Dim
1
2
(Ialthrop, Robert, Dma
1 Clark, Rev. Thomas, H;ll.

Clark, John Aldcn. elſiq. IlIa'ſſan

Calvcrley, John, eſq. L'ed:

Lo

Coſby, b'ir Henry, Early-ﬅreet 4,
Cotton, Henry Calveley, eſq. Dian 5
Cotton,James, jun. Ram/bra'
2
Co verdale, Norriſon, eſq. Sbazrfchl z
Cowcll, George, Miller-lull:
Cowcll, John, Dzſirto

r
r

Cowlcy, John, Ctzre'aton-ﬅreﬂ

2

zo

Calvert,Peter, eſq. T/mbaldr, Hem. 3
buye-ﬅresſ
2
5
Cammeyer, Ch. Great <Trinigy/ane 4. Clarke, William, 269, Borougb
1
Campbell, John, Edinbmg/J
2 Clarkſon, Rich. Kingﬅan, Surry
Cumpion, William, eſq. 47, Great
Clarkſon, Rev. Thomas
10
Clay, John, Smilbſitld Barrl, S.'.
Ormcnrl-ﬅrcet
6
Cannarvon, Thomas, Great-with 2
f/m et!
Cardale, William, Bea'ﬂrd-raw
2 Clayton, Ralph, SerjtantJ'-IM
C'Þa'rce'y-Iant
2
Cardwell, Richard, eſq. Black/now,
Lent/Iſis!"
1 0 Clementi, Muzie, Mr. Braad-woad':

Gum! P..[c.-e ſir-er

Carr, Henry, Cambridge

Carr, Samuel, Puplett, Calcbz/icr
Carter, Miſs Hannah, Mala'uz

o_ -m_N \I' -_N _

Cary, General, Le-vm Grave, Tap-in
Caſs, John, [Vlvizrt/mptl
Cawthorn, George, Abrbm-cb-lam

Cay, Hen.
Boult,
Curſitor-ﬅ.
i Cazalet,
Peter,
eſq.eſq.
Arz/iin
F'jar:
Chalk, Robert, jun. Lin10/',Cam[1.
Chambers, Mrs. Ann, Wclberk-ﬅ.

Chambers, Jarvis, Benntt-ﬅ. Sun)
Champion, Alex. cſq. Wiflſbcﬅer-ﬅ.

2

Cowper, Edward, Boraug/J
Cowper, Miſs Fra. Him-Us), Lcir.
Cox,Lcader,eſq. Brixtan sz/Z-waj
Cox, Mrs. Mary, Ditto
Cox, Thomas, 17' 'g/berb, CamIz.

z
r
2
1
6

4. Coxhead,Th.eſq. M . P. Great Her

1 Cremer, George, 9 3, Halborn-bill

Cohen, Let/y, Bed-'iſ Markſ, St.
Champion, Miſs Maria, Dim
WNuW-ANHHH
Illarj ſix:
Champion,William, Old Ciy Rand ' Cohen, Samuel, Ditta
Chandler, Benj. St. Paul': C/2. 221. NNi-Nbo Colc, Charles,eſq. Egbam, Sarry
Collett, lſaac, But;
Chandler, Richard, Glouczjﬅer
Collier, Mary, Pſi'ymoutb
Chaplin, John, Lydgate-ﬅreet
Collinſon, Edw. eſq. Lombardſ-1.
Cater, Richard, Latbbury
Collinſon, J. Gra-wl-lane, Search',
Chapman, James, Bungqy
chapman', will. Pmtan-ﬅ. [ﬅir/gie" 2 Coltman, Miſs E. Newe/ab, Ln'rej.
Coltman, John, Lrir/ﬅ r
Charleſworth, Rev.
Oﬃ/lgton
Rev. William, Kirþy
'tear TnxſL-rd Notfi/rglaam
2 Comber,
Moo'ſidc, mar Ellſ/ﬁg' Iſſorb.
l-l
Chaſe, Mr>. Eliz. Ann,Luton, Bedſ. 1
Chater, Eleazer, Corn/ailſ
1 Compton, John, Part/mouth Cam
man, ſharp/hire
2
Chater, Nath. Sl. Duuﬅan': HilI 1
Compton,Spcncer,CIaptr-n,Had/ny 1
Cheeſment, John, G. Wolﬁ I, eſz.
1
Amerim Sylmre
z Compton, Thomas, eſq. Ditlo
Conﬅable, Marmadukc, eſq. ſV/zſ
Cheſeldcn, Miſs Ann Lavin'ſa,
ſand, um" Bouchy
z
Bread-ﬅreet
1
Conyngham,Burton,eſqJer;/ynﬅ. 3
Chctwynd, Lord Viſcount, Balran
Rorw Pinſ/diſh'
l Cook, David, Trumpﬅzm
1
Chrillie,Dan.Bcat, eſqﬂ/imjmlezﬂ. 10 Coolte, Rcv. James, ViLiJ-Ljo"
Turn', Oxford ﬅreet
1
Church, John, Belt'rﬅrnt, Rat
L'I'ﬀ' ngbrwqy
1 CookſoſhRcv, Chriﬅ. Slmnſarrl 2
Cookſon, Rev. William, Farncm
Clnplon, Miſs Ann, Great Dun
mar Long S/ctton, Norfolk
1
ma-w, Eﬃx
2
Clapton, Miſs Mary, Dillo
1 Coole, Benjamin, SI- P£.'f'_'/Z-urg
1
Coope, John, jun. Oxbom-ﬅrm
Clapton, Miſs MaryJstrſzt-artb,
hV/Jittr/zapel
3
melridgzſhire
I
C00per, John, Hind hiſ, Luſixrﬅt'ſh. l
Clark, Mrs.Mary, rwz'fe of Richard

Clark, Richard, eſq. (Alderman)
New B ifgr ﬅreet
2

Cowper, Chnr. cſq. rl'Iiddlc-Temﬂu r
Cowper, David, 117, Lo-we"
(Names-ﬅreet
2

mz'ragr-ﬅ. St. George-'s w I/Je Eq/I 2
Clements,
ed. For/[and P/ate 5
Clemitſon, Ja eſq. Swi/bz/r'J-lane 2 Cracklow,Aaron,7ba/ryſſ.Sour-&w. 2
Cracklow, Henry, Diua
z
Coad, Joſeph, 41, Breuur-ﬅreet
Cracrofr, John, eſq. Had-'harm near
Golden ſquare
Liumſſn
1
Coad, Mrs. Elca. Narro-wa/I, Lamb. 2
3
Cobb,Jamcs,eſq. Eaﬅ Innia me z Crafton, Robert, Coz'emanﬅreet
1
Cook, Chat]es,Grcat Dunmow, Aſſ: 2 Crane, Mrs. Sarah, Enyſn'd
Cock, Miſs Elizabeth, Ditta
2 Craven, John, ButHe-ﬅrett, Good
man's-ſwim'
Cook, Miſs Mary, Dim
2
9'
Cocks, Mrs. Eliz. Asian, Illixldlgſhx 1 Crawſhay, Richard, cſq. Up;"
T/Jamcr-ﬅrtet
_UI*'N><N-N\n'-'N
Cocks, Thomas Sommer, eſq.

Dawning ﬅreet

Champion, Miſs Elizabeth, Ditta
Champion, Miſis Henrietta, Dirlo

H1/1 C/a' i,

343

Corſhie, Joſeph, Duckﬂot-Iane

Creſn-ell, Henry, Bn'lingrgatc

Criſp, Sam. eſq. liar/ſonſ, [fur/4'
Crompton, Cilbert, eſq. ſort
Crompton, Mrs.Hannah, Clap/warn
Croſs, Robert, Exam

Croſſe,

N. Hull

Croucher, John, [ﬁg-market
Crump, Joſeph, eſq. Ne-w Bread-ﬅ.
Culme, John, eſq. Pz'ymou/l)
Cunliﬀe, Miſs Margaret Eliza,
New Na'ſbM-ﬅrtct

Cunliﬀe, Lady Mary, Ditra

Cunningham,J0. 33, St. far-ruﬅ.
Cure, Capcl, eſq. Great George
ﬅreJ, Il'tﬅmiryter

-

Curling, Daniel, Cuſ'am-bazzﬂ-

_'-'"

3

l

Curling, jeſſe, Palmlſﬁ-Iaw, Ro

'beratctI/ne

_

2

Curling, John, Princcx'jzrm,aim 1
Curling, Robert,
I
Currie, Viſſilliﬂlﬂ, cſq. Eaﬅ h'o'jlg',

Sur'y

2

D.

Daintry, Michael, eſq. LrA, Smﬀ.
Dallc, David, Glﬄgow
Dalton. Mrs. Eliaab. Sta'mmre
Mr' Id/f/W-Y
> ' i

V]

t

Danby', Wm. t'ſq. &wi/Hair, Tarſ' . 2.

Darwin, Eraſinus,
Der/Ej
Cornwall, J. eſq. Pan-land Plate 10 Davidſon,
Ebenuer,
27Z>anzuﬅrm A1
1
1
Corrie, Richard, l'l'H/ingluoraugl: 3 Davidſhn, jnhn, Are-ty Oj-'xc
7
sz

Corrie, John, I/auxlmll

344

Names of t/Lc original Subſcrz'bco's

Davies, William, 9, Sole-ﬁrm,
Linmln'l-iﬂn-ﬁcld:
Davies, John, Wood-ﬅreet
Davies, Timothy, Bandﬅreet

Elliot, C. Nm Bmlﬂmt
Donaldſon, Wm. eſq. at Child:
and Co. Templr-bar
4. Elliot, Jo. 8, Billittr lum
I
Ellis, joſ. Taakjﬅrm
3 Dore, Rev. james, at Kemu, 'ſq
Wal-wartb
1 Ellis, Will. 19, Fleetﬅrctt
3

'culi-U'

2 Elmſall, Edward, Tbmnbill, mr
l Domford, T. Philpot-Iane
Waktſield
1
1 Dorrien, George, eſ . Find-lum 3
3 Elphinﬅone, Hon. Will. Mrrimr
1 Dorrien, Thomas. e q. a'im
ﬅ. Ca-vnnlijb 87.
1
r Dorville,Jo. jun.eſq. NmBridge- 1. 3
Daw, Wm. eſq. Elm-court, Temple 2 Down, Rich. cſq. BartboIanc-w-lane 3 Engell, Henry, "ſelle-laﬅ Sgwe z
1 EnovyI Jo. Chriﬅian, Roch'nglmn
Duwſon, Miſs Alice, Gower-ſtreet 2 Drake, jo. Exmoul/J
row, Nmingla"
r
Draper, Richard, Bzſhopjgattzſh. I
Dewſon,
Benj.
V'alrarParau'e,
Bat/7
1
Dawſon, Milſis Iſabella, Gower-ſi. 2
Drewe, Sam. eſq. Claurterbauﬅ-jþ. 1 Erck, Hen. Mut-wortb-ﬂ. Wbirccb. 2
z
Dawſon, Miſs Martha, Dirta
z Droz, Simeon, eſq. Berners-ſtreet 3 Eſdaile, Eliz. Clapbam
z
Drummond, jo. eſq. &aﬀord-fy. 2 Eſdaile, Will. Ditta
Deacon, James, eſq. yamu-ﬅrtet
2
Drummond, Ro. eſq. [lesſonſ-51. 10 Eﬅlin, Rev. J..P. Bnﬅal
l/l 'q/imin l't"

Daviſon, Alex. eſq. Harpur-ﬅrn'
Daviſon, Tho. eſq. Eglmm, Surr]
Davy, Samuel, Crediton, Dc-zmu.
Davy, William, Ditta

Dean, George, l 1, Fiſh-ſtrter-bill 2
Dcarden, john,eſq. Holljm, mar
Hall/'ax
1

Duckelt, Rich. Rot/Jl'y
L'icnle'ſhirz

Etheridge, Sam. Bad-bullin Oﬃa z

mple,

Evance, Jo. Qun"
Chap/il: 4
Dudman, Jo. Dcptfara'
1 Evan, C .eſq. Higbgro-w, near Glazu
Debaufre,]oſeph,eſq. Old Bread-ſ. z Duncan, Alex. eſq. Camler'well 2 Evans, Miſs Arm janet. to, Old'
Change
l
De Bons, Henry, 7, Wormwood-ſi. 7 Duncomb, H. eſq. M.P. Ball Malll
z
De Grave, Charles, 59, Sl. Mar
Durham, Biſhop of, Ca-umdiſh-rrz. 1 Evans, David, Old Cba'gt
tin': le Grand

I

1

Duthoit, jamcs, Black-It. Bat-Ham 1

Evans, Fra. Mr. Tbampſhn,Grm

tbw-tbﬅrn'
Dclap, Char. Ptnritb, Cumbn'laml 1 Duthoit, lames, Old Bread-m
1
Denman, Dr Tho. B-ulz'ngton-ſt. 1 Duthoit, Peter, eſq. Hzglzlmry Place 1 Evans, Henry, eſq. 27, Ham-ſi.
Dcnnis. Ad. Clementﬂ-lane, Lom
Duthoit, Miſs Suſannah, ditta
r Evans, Henry, King/ire!
Dyer, George, eſq. Mina'ng-lane I Evans, Jo. zx, Lombard/i.
bard-ſheet
Deſormcaux, James Lewis, Pearl
Dyneley, Jo. eſq. Blomſhurj-rg. 5 Evans, Jonathan, Exmr
4. Evans, Walter, Derby
ﬅz'nd, szralﬂelz/I
l Dyfon, George, Boralpb-laru
Dettman, George, Virginia-ſrrtet 1 Dyſon, Theophilus, Nm Bqſiﬂg
ball-Hurt
Deuman, Joſeph, Bern-free', Rat
tlzſſſilllzl'waj'
*
2 'Dyſ0n, Thomas, Dſſ'; Nmﬁll

Evans, Will. Auﬅinſriar:

1 Everett, jo. Gale eſq. ngzſhur),
1

Dewes, Matthew, Cln'ppz'ng Narton 1
Dewes, Robert, eſq. Coal Harbaur 1

Dewey, james, Spital-ſquare

E
3 Earle, Joſ. 92, V'ar/ingﬅ.

Wiln.
Everett, Joſ. Serum, W'zltr.
Everett, Tho. Bedſang."

5
5
'7

1
2 Eyrc, Rev. Jo. Hath-gy
Eyton, T, eſq. ll'tllingron, SLropſh. 1

l
Dickenſon, Miſs E. Truro, Coma. 2 Echalaz, Jol. Broadﬅ.
Digby, Knelm,cſq.6, Walled-ſi. 2 Eckerſall, Jo. Knall Parl, Briﬅol 2
Edgar, Capt. Alex. Mr. Ommmg':
Digby, Robert, Vice Admiral,
Blow-ſhmy Squar:
2
Harley-ſzrcer
2
Edmunds, Miſs Amelia,H'c'_'ſhrougb,
Di by, The Hon. Stcphen, Wel
near Barne t
1
etk-ﬅrcn
5
Edwards, Edward, Alderſganﬅ. 1
Big/by, Wriﬅeſley, eſq. Him-ta'en,
ar-'wirlz'bfre
1 Edwards, Gcrard Noel, cſq. M. P.
Ca/mſe l dgr, near Uppingbam 1
Dillingham, Bampton Gurdon, eſq.

Norfolk

I-'N-'I-NV'N

1 Edwardu joſeph,eſq. Nortbara'n, '

F.
guiden, Will. Sir-and'

n.-.u-.- N

egg, Jo. Frzilncis,
eſ . Ramlgſh
at:
Falkner,
Farborough, Joſ. 12!ng Bm'gb
Farl'ill, Jo. eſq. Great R'ſſlﬅ.
Fariſh, Jas. Cambridge
Fariſh, Rcv. VV. Allagdalm Ccllcgt

C'rl/llllrlctdgt
Dirs, Carﬅon, V', llzla e-ſywrt

2

mar Hl ſy/'ax

Edwards, Miſs Sally,
Dixon, Rev. Jo. ledzlzngton. Bed'
ordſhzre

-.

Dixon, Joſeph [Iarriſoſh eſq. 17,
Cleazyide
1

Dctlla

Farmer, Rich. Kmningzaa Common 3
Farquharſon, jas. eſq, Cambrru-rll:

lidwards, Miſs Sophia Elizabeth,
Ke/la'nl, Rarland/bire

N-'hNL-IHN H

Edwards, William, Calemanﬅ.

Dolben, Mrs. Ann, Fimdon 'tear

Wellingborouglv
Dolbcn, Lady Charlozte, AL-'ng

Fnrquharſon, Rob. junr. eſq. Dim 2
Farrer, cſq. Sl. Ma') Hili
3

Faſſet, Thomas. eſq. Smrhtm, m'

Dixon, Marcus, Lmrdom/i.
5 Edye, joſ. eſq. Brzﬅol
Dixon,_Richard, Har/fara' End
Egcrron, Ezekiel, Bua/ge Ra-w
'al-A
near Frlﬅed, Eﬃx
Elam, Emanuel, Lead:
Dixon, Robert, Felﬅed, Eﬃx
Elam, Mrs. Mary, Di'ta
Dixon, Wm. [Wrad Place, Lamhtb 3 Elam, Sam. junr. Dz'u
Dods, Robert, eſq. HaſIar-Hg/þiml
Eldred, 'l'ho. Caﬅle r. Birrlzi'z l.

Goſpar!

z

--F

King/lot'

l

Faſſet, William, Ludgarc-ﬅ.

1

Fawkcs, Edw. eſq. Barmjka nſe z
Fcilden, H. eſq. Blue/Man', Laxaſh-l

Fellows, Jo. eſq. lſſallingblm
1
Fenn, Jo. Cat-"bill
1 Elſord, jona. eſq. P/jmautlz
Elſord,\V. elq. Bierm,ncar Plym. 2 Fenn, Narhl. Bo'olſb-lam!
10
l Eliot, The Hon. Ed. ja. M. P.
Fenn, Thos. eſq. Ballingrlon, Eﬃx 8
Dawningﬅ.

len-ﬅreet, W'cﬅmirgﬂer
' Ellice, Alex. eſq.Mar/$ lene
Dolben, Sir Wm. Bart. M.P. lim 1 Ellil,jo. eſq. Cannon/i.
3

2 Fenton, David, Old Jewry
l
1 Fenton, Wm. eſq. Spring Grave.

1

near Hadden/Je lj

2
Femhough,

to

t/ze Sierra ' Leona Company.

Femhough, Jo. Crorgeinn, Suo-ZU 17. 2 Ftycr,-J. cſq. Law-m 87. Bloamſh'qy 3
l-'ull-zr, Benj. Cl, arm/r r. Milkjr'rm 5
Ferreman, Rev. G. Cber') Burton,
Yorkſhire
2 Fullcr, W'm. eſq. meþﬂﬂiji
Fermrs,Thos. Angel Alle), Hilw'zcc. z Fulier, Wm. Mrzſ. C/Jrld'r, and Ca.
Temple Bar
I
Field, RlCh. Ran/ſide, Southwark 2
Field, Wm. Uppcr Tbiznrrr-ﬅ.
1
G.
Finch, Chriﬅopher, eſq. Sudbu'y 2
Finch, Jas. Silrzebedingham, Eſſ'x 3
Gadcﬂcy, Rev. Tho. Bayard
r
Findlay, Rev. R. Prquﬄr gf Dirvi
nitj, qujgofw
r Gainſhorou h, Right Hon. The
Earl of, gawzna'rﬅ: Squam
2
Fiſher, Wm. Blamﬀzrd, Da'ﬁtſh. 4
Fiſhwick, Rich. Nrwtq/tllupon But: r Gambier, Sam. eſq. S/Jlſlllj LZH,
Fleming, Jas. V'bilrvbaþel

1

Flctcher, Henry, Vſiaþping
Flight, joſ. St. llſaor Axe

I

Flint, Joſ. eſq. S/jvre-wſhmy
Flower, Richard, llerrſord

l

1

r

Ford, Hugh, cſq. Lcek, Stajbrnſſh. l

Fordham, hid. King, quxrou, Hert:.t
Fordham, Elias, K'mtr-war'b,Ca/'r. 1
Fordham, Geo. Sunday', Her/r.
I

Forﬅer, Benj. Meggot, cſq. Thread

Forﬅer, Edw.junr.

Difto

l

1

Forﬅer, Mil's Suſanah Dorothy,

Wal'barrg/icw, Fzz/Zx

l

Forﬅer,Tho. Furley,eſq. jun. lim r
Forﬅcr, Wm. Hull
z
Forﬅer, Rcv. Henry, H/ildermſ:
rm.Gaſ-wrl/ﬅ.
unusu-No-u
Forﬅer, joel, Hull

Gibſon, W'. Per/m: pl. [ﬅingtou

z

qft/ye Bani ry' Eng and
Gilcs, jn. eſq. Gran-witſ)

Fourdrinier, ch. ſcn. Lamlzan/ﬅ.
Fourdrinier, jo. Rawſon, W/Jr'tccb.
Fowlcr, Geo. eſq. Hull
Fox, John,
Dim
Fox, Wm. Cbmﬃde
_
Fox, Wm. Ki'lgrlmrd (Tumpib
Fox, Wm. King: Arm:_\lairr,Lam5. 5
Franks, Wm. eſq. me bill,Bamrt 5

near Litclxſield
Giſhorne, Mrs. Mary

Dit'o

2

Greenwood,
Abr.Coggrſball',
eſq. Staining
[am 2
G
recnwood , Joſ.
lſiz'ﬃ-x
A

2

Grccnwood, Tho. 23, Fendwlvþﬅ.
Greville. And. Crewe, St. julm'xﬅ.'*N-*l "'_-UI'*"
Grey, John, Water lene
Griﬃn, Cha. Ne-w Band/7.

2

Glaiﬅcr, Sam. Biſhopſign'rﬅ.

Ht'rloraugb, Lcireﬅt'ﬅnrt

Greene, Hsn. eſq. Peter/20" r Col.
Cambridge
z

2

Grlborne. Rev. 'l ho. beall louſge,

2

Glegg. jn. W'ilbing/on, near Kmm

Griﬃn, Wm. ſen. Ditto
G riﬃnhoofc, Mrs. Jane, Hampmn

Dim
ford, (JlJej/bire
2 Griﬃnhoofc, Wm. Jo.
Glencroſs,ja. Ply'rroufbdorl, Deum: Griﬃn, GCO. Pl'awix Fire Oﬃce
Glover, D. llfarrm'r I. Camnmﬅ. l Griﬃth, Ed. eſq. Cannon-von
Glover, Rev. Ed. Nor-with
3 Grighy, joſh. eſq. Dri/rlﬅon, Bury 2
Glynn, Sir Rich. Kerr, Bil-(bin I. 3 Grill, Claes, eſq. Sw'dſſ Can/al

3

Free, Peter, eſq. Broad Ear/ding: 3
Frecman, Sum. Flower, eſq. lllrul'
[am
3
Freeman, Tho. Edwards, cſq. Sail
millcﬅ. Pirmd/[ly
5
French, Andrew. eſ . Cuſ'fl'llll w. 6

Godſal, Phil. Langane
4.
Gold, Mrs. Arm, LauglJZlaroug/J,
Ltr'ct/le'r/Ltſire
1

General, Dunﬅer r. Mizring lmr' 1
Grill, Mrs. Maria, Dim
r
Grill, Miſs Carolim, Dino
1
Grlll, Mll's Maria, Dilta
1

Golding. Wm. Threecro-wnc. Soul/1. 3
Goldſmid, Bcnj. Stam/brd lnll
1 Grill, Charles Her-ry, Dino

French, Dr. Hugh, (lZatubonejrlac-e 3
French, Mrs. Judith,
Dma
1

Goldﬁnid, Abr. Aj'lzſſe'ﬅ. Good.
bill, L'iceﬅtrſhire

I

Goodacre, jn.jun. eſq.
4
Z z

3

Ditto

r

Grimﬅon,
eſq. Ecta", 'm. 1
Bt'vr'lej, Ilen.
lſſarlſhire

man'rﬁtlzl:
1
Goodacre, jn. ſen. cſq. Peel/ing

Frcnd, Rev. Wm. jeﬅ" Colle-Je,
Cambridge
1
Frewen, Rev. E. Ca/(l't r'r
2

1

8

2

Gill, Ja. Size lane
1
Gill, Jn. eſq. Sa-uil ro'w, l-Falu. art/2 z
Gilcs, Dan. eſq. om- rſlbc Director:

Fothergill, Dr. Anthony, Ball'
Fot'nergill, john,cſq. Tarl

Friſhy, Charles, Mark lar-e

Grace, Rich. eſq. Old/Frm'

1 Grccn, jn. Canterbury
2
'o
2 GlCCll, Joſ. lI/i'cbſlz-r
r z Grgcn, Sir Wm. Bart. Mrtiimr
jt CavmdLſi/l)
4,
(iibby, Rev. Jn. lVim'erIo-r, Lincoln 2
Gihſon, Rev. G. Carlz/leﬃ. Lamb] Green, \-V. eſq. Little VVind-ﬂed? t
Gibſon, Ja. eſq. Leaden/mllﬂ.
2 xGrrcnc, Rev. Hen. Rol/g/Pm, near

Forﬅer, Tho. Furlcy, eſq. Them!

Free, jo.eſq. BartboIome-w [and

Goﬂing, W. Merchant, [had [arte 6
Canon, Will. eſq. St. jamcs': p..l. r
Grace, Rich. Mimm'e:
1

Gibbons, Mrs. Mary Ditto
Gibbs, Rev. Phil. Pljmoutb
Gibhs, jamcs, Whllu-aai

I

Forﬅer, Tho. eſq. C/N/tcnlr lar/e
nndlcﬅ.

Goudman, job, Tmrqﬅer, Nort/m. r

Goodyer, Geo. Dynely, eſq. Glour. 2

CuſtomMrs. Ellz.
Dirta
1
Gmlmme, Rob. qu/jorw
Grant, Ch. cſq, Qumuſgz Blows/5. "'NVl-'
Gran, Middlgﬃx
zo Grant, Jn. cſq. Landſr.
Garland, Tho. ll'ſſint/Jrﬅer ﬅreet
1 Qrave, _]n. eſq. Lombard/7.
Garrat, Fr. eſq. Old S-wan
2 Graycs, Rev. Tho. Br'augbto",
Gaviller, Geo. Vn-giniaſr.
z'lﬅ/j, Lticeﬅmltire
r
"haw-'U
Galaker, Thu. eſq. Prince:
5 Gravcs, Tho. Rumſord
Gazaam, Wm. juur. Cambridge
r Qray, Benj. Scat'ryard, Buſh len:
Only, Walker, eſq. Londo'ﬅ.
Gazely, J. S. Gr.
Lincoln:
Gray, W. junr. Tin-I
NN
imtﬁcchr
Gce, Rev. Rich. Hatba', TorL/b.
Greathead, Rev. Sam. Nun/apart,
Pag'rel, Bad:
Geaﬅ, Rich. eſq. Llytbc ball, near
coal bill, Warwijſhirc
z Green, Miſs An. Maria, Ten-arc,
Gibbons,Tho. ſen. Trrrﬀmy
5
Camber-wcll
' r
Glbbons, jo. Cha. Dilta
1 Grecn, jn. eſq.
Dim z
St. jnmes'sſ.

ForbesJJas. eſq. Stanmorc, Middl. r

Dim

2

Gatd'rner, Col. Zſho. Hamptan court

Foggo, Jas. szyard walk, Cold

'walle
Forﬅer, Edw.

]xrſ?

Goodhearr, Eman. jun. L'mclmgſh r
Goodhcart, Jac.
Dilfo
z
Goodhew, XVm. eſq. Dep'jbrd
r

5 Graſron, Miſs Mary, Ram-'brzlEﬃx r

'trtr
Garlies, Lord Viſcount, Cbarlcrﬅ.

I

batb ﬁeld:
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Goodacr:, T. ſcnr. eſq Le.'r,Leic. 3
Guudhcartﬁman.Hoz\Q,rry r) L me

r

Grimﬅon, Tho. cſq. Kilrzrwirll, ma

anrlg, Yorkſhire
2
Grimwood, M. cſq. Linea/m Imz 3
Groom

Names aſ t/ze original Subſcribers

3-16

Groombridge, Step. W. Smithſ-'eld i

Harrop, Cha. Hammer/mill]
2
Grote, Geo. eſq. T/yrmdnredlc
5 Hart, George, Will-wall: Ter-'art 2
Grote, Joſ. eſq. Leadcnbaſlﬅ.
3 Hart, joſ. Cambridge
1
Guillaume, Tho. cſq. Sambamjtlo" 2 Hart, Rcv. Benj. Name-I:
3
Harvey, Rob. jun. cſq. Nor-with 4
Gurdon, Rev. Phil. Aﬃngton ball,
1
, near Baxford, Srzﬃalk
5 Haſe, ch. Uijr 'T/M'nnﬅ.
r
Gurney, Bartlet, eſq. Nor-with
3 Hatfull, Geo. Unionﬅ. Drﬄſafd
Gurney, Joſ. Eaﬅ/am, lVa/wﬁb l Ilaughton, Harry, eſq. Turn/'9. lo
Gutteridge, Joſ. eſq. Cambcrrwell 5 HaWes, Jo. Su ar reſign, Aſn'ſſdlﬂ. 3
G uyon, Claudc Phil. eſq. Grmnwir/z 3 Hawkins, J. e q.Bm-lwzu)>0n 'ſmit 20

Hill, jo. cſq. Lombard ..

4

Hill, Miſs Rupcrria, For'ﬅ.

2

Hill, Rev. Rowland, Sur'j C/mp.
St. Geo. "and
3
Hill, ThO. .Me'tlmnr, Ere!"
2

Hiller, Nath. eſq. La-vmlmm, Saﬀ. 2
Hillier, Rich. 7,Gr. Snnjſi. Blad
ſriarr read
Hillicr, Miſs Eliza. Pmmu: I.
3

Hilman, Sir Wm. Boardg/ Gran:
cloth, Sl. Jnmn'1palare
Hills, Miſs Martha, &ſhop/gate t.
Hilton, Fr. eſq. Finﬂmy ﬂat:
Hinckley, Hen. Lad:
Hippuﬀ, Cha. Bi'TF'i'! [arte
Hirﬅ, Edw. 72, Aldcrſgateﬅ.
Hoare, Hen. eſq. Flmﬅ.

Hay, Miſs Franccs, Gþwlzmrm, Slgſ

H.

ﬅx, No. 17. Crwmd'ſhſy.
l-lay, Miſs Henrietta, Diua

r
r

Hayctaſt, Tho. Deptford

I

1
Hadley, Nath. Lot/gan?
2 Haync, Tho. Milkﬅ.
3
1o
Hadley, Sam. eſq. Dim
2 Hnyne, Wm. Dim
Hayton, Amos, eſq. Mard [any
Hainworth, Miſs Han. Ora-why,
3
Hayward, Nerwingtan muſe-way,
I
Hrrt'.
Hall, Amb. Baﬁngball
I
N
Sun]
Hall, Rev. Ja. Edinb'trgb
l Hearne, Tho. Baniſidc, mar Caop
err bridge
2
Hall, Joſ. Briﬅal
4

Haddock,_lohn, Rje, Srzﬃ-x

Hall, Hen. Owen, Gracccbnrcbﬅ.
Hall, Luke, Gum-r [tun

Haycraſt, Joſ. Great/and donſ

l

NNNNNNN"N

Hoare, Hen Hugh. eſq. Dilla

Hoare, Rev. Ed. Hen. Nrwarl'
Heare, Sam. jun. eſq. Lombard/Me
Hobbs, Rev. Giles, Nmþbill, C Ir. z
Hodges, Weckcns, eſq. H/g/agrm r
Heineken,
Criﬅian,
eſq.
Per-Man
ro
Hodgkinſon,
Enoch,eſq. Slamf/rtﬄ4
Hannell, Dav. N'aſ/aﬅart, A'þortbamﬃ. 2

1
1

Hodgkinſon, Samſon, 87, &lamb-I

Hambly,Tho. Ne-w
Drþ'ſardl Hennell, Rob. eſq. Foﬅzr [one
i 2 Hodgſon, Rob. eſq. Cough-In,
Hamilton, Dr. Rob. Lym, A'arſolk l Hepburn, Jo. Lz'lg ſans, Southwark 2
quſhirt
20
Hodgſon, Tho. CLnrr/r I. Wſſbimb. 3
Hammeriley, Tho. cſq. Palma/l ro Hepworth, Rev. jo. Burlm upon
HNN"N Hoﬀman, Jo. Chriﬅian, Biſhop/gate
Hammond, Arth. Atherley, eſq.
Trmt
St. 70/1'1': Coll. Cambridge
1 Herron, Rich. Bormgb
ﬂ. qui/bin
2
Hammond, Cha. Hillgrovc, eſq.
Herring, jo. 8. Stanﬅ. Bedfariſy.
Hogg, Rev. Reynold, Thrayjﬂaa,
Trinilj Coll. Oxford
I Herring, Will. Nor-'with
A'or'bamﬂm
5
Hammond, Geo. 145, lVþiter/zapsl r

Hcrvey, Rev. Edm. Willan, Hem.
Hcrvey, Mrs. Eliza, [ſix/marl/J,

Hsmmond, Je. Tmmpﬅ.
Hammond, Sam. Che-upſide

Nme-"W'-N"*

lianbury, John, Threadnez-dlcﬅ.
Hancock,

Qzlcn'ﬅ. Clyz'afjx'de

Hancock, joſ. London/I.
Hancock, Ellington, Dim
Hancock, Mat. Clemum r. Milk/i.
Hanrott, Fr. eſq. Eſy pl. Hallzarn

nmr New l'm Bet/dark, Hertr.
Hervey, jo. eſq. Nor-witſ'
Heſſc, Mrs. Sarah, Bel/rﬅ. Rar
t/[ﬀe

Hewlett, Will. 460, Strrmd
Hewſon, Dav. Bow/ply [mit

Holbert, Rich. Denmark bill', Cam- I

Holbrook, joſ. eſq. Fillcnﬂ. Smm' z
Holden, Joſ. Ne-wi'rgron

trqſ' [ﬅingtm'
3
Holdſworth, Wm. 80, E. Smit'lzſrldz

1

Holland, ch. General Pſ/I Oﬃre

l

2 Hollingworth, Rich. eſq. Almſ?
10
Wſſmi'ﬄ'r

Hey, Rev. Jo. No'rz/'ſian me'ﬃr
Holloway, Tho. Chaucer)- [am

Divini9-, Cambridge

Hanſon, Edw. eſq. Streljard

2

Hanſon, Sam. Batalpb [me
Hey, Rev. Sam. Smp/e Aſhtm,
Hardcaﬅle, Joſ- eſq. Dark/'am I. zo
'lear Trmbrjdge, WrI/r.
1
Hardcaſile, Mrs. ElizaJ/Iingtonﬂ. 4. Hey, Rich. Mngdalen Cal. Cambr. r
Hare, John, Lincoln
1 Hey,Will. eſq. Lml:
10
Harſord, Edw. eſq. Brﬄa]
z Hcygate,
eſq. Aldermanburj
5
Harford, J. Scandrett,eſq. Dim

Grmt,

1

2

Harford, Rich. cſq. Frm/trick: pla. 1
Hargmd, Hezeki. cſq. I'tllmﬅ. 4
Hsrmzn, Abr. (.'lnſ-wellﬅ. Man/ſi. z
H-irman, jet. efq. Fiqſhmzyſq.
2
Harriſon, Mrs. Barbara, Palm-viii: r
Harriſon,
E. Smillpſield
1
Harriſon, Tho.
joſ. ﬂſimlg-ﬅ.
r
Harriſon, Rob. Lombard/I.
2
Harris, jo. Britf'ge'ﬅ. WE/fminﬅer 3
Harris, Mrs. Mary, Leal'lﬅrr
2
Hurris, Rich. *7/7amnﬅ.
5
Harris, XVm. Pﬂlﬂlſit'j'd
r
liztrris, Miſs Sarah, 69, F/rrlﬅ. r

Hcymnn, Hen. cſq. Old yew,

mue-um!

Holms, Wm. Falſe), 'mrr Lad'

Holt, ja. eſq. Tortmbmn
Holt, Jo. eſq. Dilra
HolWell, Ed. cſq. Exmourls, Dram 1
Homewood, Ed. Kirlzy L. Ham'
Kﬂ'l

1

17 Homewood, Wm. Fmrſham, Kwt l

Heyrick, jo. jun. eſq. L'iſtﬂc-r
Heyrick, Will. cſq.
Dim

3
1

Hooper, Cleeve, Ringmcrc," mar'

Hibbert, Joſ. Crutrbtdfriar:

1

Hoopcr, Geo. eſq. Great-witſ', Ktrt l
Hooper, Steph. May-gate
l

2

Hoppe, Jo. St. Paul '.r tharrlvjmd l

Hide, Tho. Seymour,eſq. Cbaſiſield
lodge', Her/r.

anir, Su tx

l

l-Iiggin, JO. eſq. Londonﬅ.

'7 Hornby, Wm. cſq. Guinſhmugby

Higginſon, Alex. eſq. Harlgﬅ.

1o

Highmore, Mr. Anth. jun. Bag-r.
St. Mary Axe
r
Hii'nert, Jo. eſq. Wandſrwmb
[O
Hill, Sir Rich. Bart. M. P.
Hawk/Yon, Salap
1
Hill, jo. Gar/am] Ptg/I Oﬃce
1

Linea/'join

5

Horncaﬅlc, Tho. Bamz/ea
Homer, Jo. jun. Hull
Homer, Miſs jane, Ditto
Homer, Miſs Mary, Hull

1
1
l
l

Homer, Joſ. Butterſactor, fart'

1

HOſnlblOW'

to

t/ze Sierra Leona, Comþany.

Houlbrookc, Rev. Theoph. Hall -

grove, Sbropſh.

2

_Houſon, Ja. Lincoln" Inn

z

How, Rich. Aſplqy, Bed/'ard/S.

1

Howard, Benj. z 3, ll/Iart.'u's-lane
Cannon-ﬅreet
3
Howard. Io. Garton, Hull
z
Howard, Miſs Ann, Dilta
z
Howe, Edw. Ruﬂcll, eſq Gau-er- t.

Onv-Imv'
_-

Brdſord-ſynare
Kcyſall, John, Temple Bar
Keyſer, Aſſur, Savage-garden,

2
I

5
r

ſmutr-I. iſ]

l

King, Rev. Rich. H'or/ben, Sa/ap
N ﬁl-NWVIN

1

King, Edw. eſq. &ark-ﬅreet, Lin
tola': inn-ﬁeld:
King, Samuel, eſq. Hull

'lb-'U

King, lſanc, [ly-mix, Back:

Jeſſup, Wm. Nc-u'ani-ufm' F/ real
ſnd, Edward,eſq. Cambridge
lnglis, Hugh, eſq. afford-raw

King, John, Bl'amſ/Zra'

l

Kinglake, Rob. cſq. Cb/ſippr'ngnartcr: 2

lnglis, John, eſq. Ilrſarþ-lane
Jo, ling, John, Cu'pp/zgatz

Kingſhury, Rev. \\'m. Say/bumﬁlnk 1

Kingﬅon, Bcnj. elctq. W'impale- rect 3

Jolmſon, Andrew, eſ . Bread-ſi.

johnſon, Mrs. Sarah, arleigb-ſizld,
um" Lcugbbm'gb, Ltictﬅtrſh.

2

johnſon, Milk Anne Janc, Dian 2
Bedſord-ſgua e
5 Johnſon, Miſs Elizabeth, Drt/o
2
Howe, Capt. Jo. Queen-Am' ﬅreet
Johnſon, Miſs Sarah, Dim
2
lſrﬁtm'tgſler
z Jones, Evan, Jo. Pan/try, Cro-wreﬅ.
Howletr, Rev. Jo. Great Dunmow
Maur-ﬁeld:
I
fones, John, 'Iſ/ſi SmilFJFe/d
l
Eﬃx
_ 4
Hudſon, Ja. eiq. Namuirb
ones, Tho. 284, IIig/Jﬅ. Saw'vw. 3
3
Hughes, Rcv. Tho. H'imblcdan
1 Joncs, Rov. Tho. Trimgy Coll-31,
Hulme, Dr. Nath. Cbaztcrlmzſe-ſq. 3
Cambridge
2
Humphrcy, Rcv. JO. Sp'oxzſton
Joncs, William, Cban'ng-traſ:
3
Hall, Norfolk
2
2 joncs, William, Sl. Mary Axe
Hu ndlebee, Abednego, Cro-maſſ',
jones, Rev. Wm. Oak/Ham [lip/py,
JWooſﬂeIdJ
1
Sun)
I
Hunt, go. Ncwton, Colcbeﬅe-r
Hunt, Vm. Eﬃx
Hunr, William, Manufacturer
ſZIuare, Bir'ningba'n
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Kctrlc, Godſrey,eſq. Court-ﬁrm,

Jcﬀcry, Geo. eſq. Tbrqzmarto'I-ﬅ.
Horniblow, Wm. eſq. &Egg/Son,
marſhy/bin
3 Jcﬃ: ry s , M at. Kida'ermz'xyhr. Wort.
Hornidge, Jo. Lombard'ﬅ.
1 Jeﬀreis, Thomas, Carctſpur-ﬅrm
Horton, Jo. La=wmm Humme) I. 5 Jeﬀreys, John, eſq. Batb
Horton, Tho.
Dim
5 Jcſſries, John, eſq. Clean/In
Hoſe, D. eſq. Merrb. Lydgate b. 5 Jelſ, James, Glam'rſfer
Hoﬁcyn, Mrs. Eliz. Harpfard, near
Jennings, Jo. Wingate, jun. Har
Iingtm, near P/ſmﬁnrn, Bufﬂrdſh.
Olmy, Dovazzſh.
z
I-Ioughton, Jo. Draper, Huddemﬁdd 6 Jenour, Joſhua, eſq. Heel-ﬅreet

Jordnn, John, Gaſport

3

Kingﬅon, Gco. Bandan, near Cork' 1
Kingﬅon, Jo. eſq. Lo-wtr Gnﬃur
part/free!
'o
Kingﬅon, Robert, eſq. Colzman-ﬅ.
5
Kingſion, Rob. eſq. Oporto
Kingſion, Stephen, Pþzladclpbia
Kinnaird, Rt. Hon. Geo. Lord,
Illgﬃ-r. Hammnﬅj, Fall Mal/

2

l

Kittmer, Benj. Walſingbam, Norſ. a
Knics, Andrcw, &th't/oſ'ſyuare
Knight, William, Cambrr-well
Knight, Edw. Brtd-Ian', O-'rlz/I.

r
I
I

Knight, F r. eſq. Clgﬃbnl-ﬅrw
erlinglan-garden

Knipe, Rob. eſq. Wg-mu/bz/Irm,
Part/and-plm'e

3

Knowles, Henry, ﬃgbﬅ. Borougb 4.

Joſcclyn,Mrs.Martha,Rum_/bn{, Lſ 1

Kohn, George Lewis, Lmdanſſrtet 1
Joſeph, R. Per-cider, Little N. qu-ſr'. 1 Kymer, Jo. cſq. Scot'; Td. Bnſb-l. 17

3 jowrn, Rcv. Dr. Joſ. Prq/Pſſor zf
Cirziz Lame, Canbrrctdgt
Hunter, T. Pilorim
Bladſriar; 2
L.
4,
Hurlock,]oſ. en. cſq. Lhſſgv-ro-w
Rich.Uppqer
eſ . ?Zwmu_-ZZF.
uten'r- . i
Joyce, Joſhua, Ez'Tx-ﬅ. Strand
z Ladbrol-ze,
Lnforeﬅ, \Vm.
2 Irton, Edm. Lamplugh, eſq. Irtcn
Cljegſea- common
Hall, White/haven, ſlumber/mld' 2 Lamb, John, eſq. G;/(/tn ſhuan 10
Hutchinſon, lſaac, Cannon-ſi.
I
lſaac, Elias, lVo)'(-_"ﬂ.rr
1
Lambard, Multon, cſq. Se-umaab,
Hutchinſon, Bury, eſq. Bmwer':
1
ILII, Add/eﬅres'
1 lſelin,J0. Fredr. 4, (ﬁnal-[am
Ke'rt
3
Luke, eſq. Ncr-wirb
z Lambs, Wm. eſq. Pump-r. Temple 2
Hutſon, Henry, cſq. Ctgſtam-boizſe 2 Iſelin,
Hynam, VV m. RatrliﬄbrLg/rwa] 1 Iſherwood, Thomas, eſq. ngbgatz z Lane, Timothy, A/dnſgaft-ﬂrnl 3
Judd, Joſeph, 6, W'bizc-Loa-ſi'rut,

Lanſenr, Amb. 32, C/Jeapſir/c

3

Nor'ou-Falgare
1 Langﬅon, William, Gumr-Ian:
1
I.
Jackſon, Abr. Fine-blanc, Carnbil] 3 lves, Jer.>cſq. Car on, '1th Nor-win? 3 Lan ﬅon, S. eſq. WE/ling-ﬅrm
2
Jackſon, Jn. eſq. Ne-w Read, St.
Izod, Tho. Adam: Pl'ace, 'tear SI.
Lar ner, Jo. 36,Higbz-ﬅ. South-w. 1
Georgt'r diſ/76 Faﬅ
Cnrge) Church, Southwark
2 Latham, Charles, Mz/tonJlIa-'wbraj 2
3
Laundcr, Rev. Ab. Collin, Namſing. l
Juckſon, Jo. Bungqv. Srſſli
4
K.
Law, Robert, S/ozlr Exrbange
5
Jackſon, Joſ. cſq. Hat'on Ga dm 3
Kaye, Benjamin, Lad:
Law, James, eſq. Part/ma' Plate . 1
Jackſon, Sam. Great Pulllſl'lOﬅo
man.
St. Jamer':

chdy, Ralph, Mi/e-emi

l

Lawſord, bamuel, Paſſ/my;

Jumcſon, Rob. Ironmongrnlue

I

Jaques, Rev. J.Pz1c}'i-.gtan,I'/'am. l

leques, Rich. Liﬅcr, SIZE-[dﬂt

5

Jarman, Mrs. Margarct, Cr'zarm'

boq/Z-ſﬂnrc

2

Kernble, Jo. eſq. Care/mezﬅ. Bed
ford-ſq [are
2
Kemblc, Edw. Bm Iane, Chap/He r
Kcmble, Francis, Swaitbing'r-lane 3

Lawrence, Towers, Birmiugþam x
Lawrcncc, Richard, cſq. Ltrrmlz

Kcmp, Jo. le Factor. Bermom/ji 1

Layton, John, 4.', Lime-ſi m

1

1

Lee, Richard, Old

1

2

Leathley, John, St. Dmﬅ .n,-l:iſI
Leach, John, Cambill

2
1

2

Lce,j0lhua, 1'.'ig/*-_\Irnt, Scutb-war/z 5

Jarratr,Rev. Rob. Fill/ingtm, Sawſ z Kenncdy, Rev. Tho. Al'mrbcﬅcr
Kerriſh, John, cſq. 1.'a; le Add-ball,
Jee, Tho. Weightman, Pick/tion,
L irghlyzln'rc
1
A'o'ſolzi
Jcﬀeries, Ed. eſq. SJ. Tln'r H_,þ:*/al 5 Kert, Thomas eſq. NW-Wjſb

l

l

Lawrence, Eﬃnghzm, Ille-dun:

Jacobs, Wm. Pauemm ', Also-yields r Keen, Henry, eſq. Waſ-worth

Great Toqcer lull

1

ﬅr'et, Goodmarr'rzﬁrlz:

1

LCCxll,
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Names qſ the original Stobſcrz'bcrs
Lum, Miſs Mary, Dirto

Leech, Tim. Garden-court, Gran
(errokzﬅrert
Lcigh, Rctr. \Villiam, Bxlb

Norrljampro'gſhirt
z
Matthew, Rev. Anthony Stcphen,
Rar/obanc Plate
z
2 Matthews, George, Cbippiqgnmon z
Marthews, Mrs. Mary, Diuo
I
Maud, Jam. Jo. eſq. P/rſiarftſq. l
M.
Maver, Jo. eſq. Fox Oro'izag.
Macauley, Rev. Auley, eſq. Clay

Luſhinfton, William,eſq. M. P.
Part and-place
Lyon, Dr. Benj. Bartlet'r Build
ings, Hv-xbor'r

Legard, Mrs. Frances, Burnrlej,
Torl; [time

2

Lc Meſurier, Paul, eſq. M. P.
W'albrook

Lettice, Rev. John, Ptaſcmarſh,
near Lamotrbnr/l, Suﬃx
Leverton, Thomas, Queen's-ﬅreſſ,

Mather, Jo. lllarlin'r-l, Gumm/ſi. I
Mather, Benj. V'ellmgdorougl',

t

Luttrel, Fr. Fownes, eſq.Powir-pl.2

2
2

'

brook, Loinſ-or

Lincoln' (Aſian-ﬁeld:

Machcll, Chr. eſq. Be-vzrlgy
Mackay, Alcx. Geo. 34, New

&um-un

Levett, William, Hull

Levy. Zach. Bread-ﬅ- B.zil<ling:

l

tourl, N rbalar-lturt

r

May, John, eſq. Maiden. Eſſex
l
Mayeltlone, Ja. Cz' 'ar-3 Minon'n r
Maynard, Tho. 1 8, Huma-gardm 1

Broad-ﬅrtet
t
Macreth, Rob. eſq. M. P. Cat 1-7/7. 2
Macmurdo, Edw. Longdon, eſq.

Lewis, Edw. Upper T/mmer-ﬂrnt
Lewis, Mrs. Hannab, 16, B-ſhopſ
gate-ﬅraw', rwiJ/jin

1

Bread-ſtreet

Mctynard, Th. eſq. Hzxmlmll, Sſſ; z

Mayow, Winnel Mayow, &der-barn r
Mav zanti, Ferdinand, 4, Tinbﬁcld
ﬅ m, Oxford A] I' be:
Meggitt, John, l-'ſi-M ﬁeld, Fork' 'dwwho'

3

Lewis, St. Paul'r-C-'zurclo Yard lo Macta gart, Jo. eſq. Stot':-Tard,
B' -lrm*
27
Lewis, Thomas, cſq. Gouu-r-ﬅreer 5
Lcyceſter, Ralph, eſq. Hallo-rolut
Maddox. \Vm. Paradiſe-row,

Rather-kithe
1 Melhfh, John, eſq. Br'ſhcg/gm-r.
Mair, John, eſq. 60, Fridayſ/"cet 3 Melliſh, William. eſq. Diſ/a
Mainwaring, Mrs. Ann, Emul
Meller, John, Ca i Pri'rltr, Le
cut'rr/Jo/m. 'tear M zncblyltr
l
ﬅr- er, Ca chi lge
&ark-'On

'lear Bag/Van', S crry

Licvrre, Rev. Peter, Church-ﬅraw',
Dan/bra'
1
Lilckindcy, George, Pa-ſm-ﬅmt,
E
Smrlbſiola'
t
Lindo, Moſes, jun. 30, Leadcn/o-ﬅ. 2

Mallct, John, Nc-winglo'r Great
Mallct, Mrs. Martha, Mrſ-lum:

Livius, George, eſq. Bsz/ﬂrd
12
Lloyd, Miſs Arm, Tu'k
2
Lloyd, Daniel, Brwldo'w'r, 'tear
2

Lloy , Sir Edward, Bark. Lower
Saviour-ﬅreet

I/h'ſbllb'

Mallet, Philip, jun. Nowmglo"
Gr'nr

uu-þu
WV'u-HN N _* HN_UW

Lloyd, Nathan. bly, Glouuﬅu'j/J. 2

Meyer, Miſs Cath. leadenbollﬅ. I
Meyer, Herman, Dzctllo

Mallet, Miſs
DmoWalllr-,
Malthy,
Tho.Party,
at llIſſrct-r.

Meyer, James, Dirro

l

Lock, John, Fſh-ﬅrnt-bill

1

Lock, Rev. Robert, [Veiuarli

I

Mexted, John, sz bag (lyart-I;
yard, To-WH-ﬅ to!
r
Meymott,William, Prrſp H-lﬂlart,

Manning, Rev. James, Exmr

Manning, Rev. Jo. H/jtnmd, Bath
Manning, Mrs. Mary, Extrn
Manning, Sam eſ . Hſytoml', Back:

Manning, Tho. * opſham, Dzruanſi
ﬅreet, Cz-vcndzſh-ſouare
4, Mansſteld, John, eſq. Lemyrrr
Loggen, Tho. B ﬁng/mlI-ﬅrect
1 Mansſield, John, jun. Ditro
Lomas, Rev. Hen. C-Iippingnorton 3 Mansſield, James, Dirto
Man=ﬁeld, Miſs Sarah, Drby
London, Dr. B. Porteus, Biſhop
oſ, St. Jamer'rzſyuare
1 Marriot, Rich. Rulblone Plate
Longridge, Mie. Sunderland, Dur. r Marriot, William, Hoxron-ſouare
Loſeby, John, Lrit'eﬅer
2 Marſhall, Caleb, Scot'J-jd. Buſh-l.
Martin, Amb. eſq. Find'ane
Louſada, Iſ. Baruch, cſq. Drum
ſhirt-ſquare
4 Martin, James, eſq. M. P.
Lovenden, Edw. Lovenden, eſq.
Tt-wbſhwy
M. P. combuﬅ?"
4 Martin, Mrs. Downiog-ſrrm

S'. Glorgt'r, Sn/waa-i,

1

Martindalc, J. eſq. St. Yet/neſtſ.

Lucas, Nathaniel, cſq. B szgF-raw 8

Martineau, Philip Meadows, eſq.
N rturſſt'b

Lucas, Rob. St. John, T'ark-bozſſ,

Her/ſoul ﬂ "teﬅ, Lſqﬀair
ſo
Mildred, Daniel, eſq. H-ſhur,ſ_;. r
Mildred, Thomas, Dz'" NJſol-i I

Maſeres. Fran. eſq. Ki-gjr-omrb

Ludlam, Wm. eſq. Queen-frett,

Maſon, John, sz/ſord

lſſalk, Tom/I:

1

Miles, Rich. Corny-Go, Glooa/hſſ- l
Milſord, Samuel, eſq. Exmr
51
Milſord, Samuel Frederick, Mr'
(Ixanu Earl-er
z
Millard, Rev. Charles, Bran
a'alr, 'tear A' rwir/J

1

Miller, Jo. Sson: Buildi/rgr, Lio
toln'J -/ſirm

1

NNW

2

r

Miller, Frederick, Swallow-ﬁrm
Millikin, H. Benſon, ll'z'zjmlaptl
Mills, Charles, eſq. Bill/Jr'ﬂ-lﬂſlt
Mills. Jacob, Maugre-cleſ?
Mills, John, Ccltb-yzrr

4
I
5
3

Mills, Wm. cſq. S ralﬁrd Pin/e '0
Milner,
73.eſq.
Aſdtrwonhr]
Milnes, JoſJames,
Wahﬁ'ld
53 ſ

Maſon, Rev. Geo. Lr':r, Leirtſe-ſ 2

Cbeaj-ſide

Lum,
Stout-ſtreet,
Old Aubrey
Arrilſſlor) Joſ.
Ground

Miles, Robert, Aſſ-on .M gm

z

Bal/J
I
Lurlers, Alcx. doing/len, llGﬅ-m'n. 5

t

Middlcton, Sir Charles, Bark.

Locltwood, Tho. eſq. Mortimcr

Lucas, Matthew, Twer Dyd

2

Meyer, John, A gel-coarr, fron-3.
morron-ﬅ-eet
3

Mad-dy, and Co.
Manning, Geo. S:. Tbo'mrr, Exrltr

Manning, Miſs Mary, Dilta
lO
ro

"

Metcalſe, Bilton, Golden leg-conrt
Ciea/ſide
3

Mallet, Phil. Mark-lame
Mallet, Charles, Ntzuington Grce'r

2

Lloyd, Gamaliel, eſq. Boy, S'ﬀ 2
Llovd, Sam. idiot-than', Lower
Tbamtr-[lreet
Lloyd, William, Dirlo

Mercer, Wm. eſq. B.z/x'ngbalI-_ſ/. r
Meﬅaer, Peter Everitt, eſq. Ro

Maitland, Jo. eſq. B/ﬃngball-ﬅ. 1

Lilieſ, Daniel, Ht'ck'Ir-y

Ul , Glourcﬅerſhirt

l

Maw, Jn. Gar'rſhorougb, Linral-ſh. 4

1

Maſon, John, Groar, Lombard-ſi.
Maſon, Rev. William, To-I
I

l
2

Milnes, Rich. Slater, eſq. M. P
Pimdr/i'y

5

'

Mﬂnas

to

the Sierra Leona Company.
Neale, Miſs Leonara Mary Arm,

Milnes, Mrs. Rachel,

Milnes, James, jnn. eſq. Tbor'
Houſe, Wahſi'ld

NN
UHNN

Lulo'r, Buſfordjþire
Neale, Miſs Henrietta, Ditta

3
1

Neale, John, St. Paul': CIJ. Td.
Neate, John, Dewizu, H'iIIſh-ire

Milnes, Mrs. Mary Arm, Di'lo
Minſhull,William, Sn-wbi/l
Mitchell, George, Depg/orl

Mitchell, \Vm. eſq. Prinmzſouare
Mitchell, Wm. eſq. Bow/lion!"
Ha/iſax
Mitchell, Capt. William, at Mr.

' mym'x, Nova) Oﬃce
Mitchell, John, eſq. Cbel ea

"'®O\"'N

rourt, Flretjlreet
4.
1 Parkinſon, John, jun. Dim
Nelſon, Mrs. Elizabeth, Beaver/9' 1 Parnell, Rt. Hon. Sir John, Bart.
Bad/in
Neſbitt, Thomas, Bad tﬀEng/aad r
Newbald, Robert, Rotberbir/ae
1 Parry, Iſaae, Deptfml
Paaſons, Wm, eſq. Princes-ﬅreet
Newberry, Mrs. Rachael, South
Hammer-ſquare
amplon-row, Bloonſhur)
1
r, John, eſ
e r **.r- uare
Ncwnham, Tho. eſq. Bedſori-ro-w 4 Paﬂe
S/Fz'llmy Axeq. Yﬀa ſ?
Newton,John, Coptball-eoart

Monekton, Hon. Edw. M. P.

Upþer Graſruenor-ﬅrect
10
Montague, Matthew, eſq. M. P.

Moore, Edward, eſq. Stork-well

Nloore, George, Horn'
Moore, William, Ludgalþﬅrnt
Moore, Peter, eſq. Queen-ſoone,

Nourſe, 'Joſeph, H'elb'ckzﬂrm

Moore, Rev. Jo. Amid), Ler'reſ.
Moore, John, Lez'aﬅcr

2

O.
2

Ogburn, Rich. Biſhopﬃa'c-ﬅre't
within
l
Ogle, John Ogle, Bridli'rgton Kgy z
Oldham, James Oldham, floldarn 6

Sbermrd-ﬅreet

Morland, William, eſq. Peel/mal]

Olding, John, cſq. Cornbi/I

Morley, William, eſq. Broad-ﬅ.
Morley, Wm. jun. Bread/freer
Bid/ding!
Morris, Thomas, eſq. Canon-well
Morris, John, Nottinglmm

Ommaney, Edward, eſq. Blaomſl
bury-ſquare
'INLN-c

Hill, C/ſſvej/B/mr
Oſborn, Wm. M. D. Hammer-fy.
Othen, Iſaac, Louda'dﬅrnt
Ovetend, Joſhua, Hall

2

I

Muncaﬅer, Lord, M. P. Raven

Partle, Thomas, eſq. Limzſt'reet

Paulin, John, Che/m
Paxton, Chr. eſq. Aldcr/Zatc-ﬅ.
Payne, Michael, Lcicqﬂer
Pead, B. Broad-ﬅ. Bid/ding:
Pead, Miſs Ann, Hull
Peake, George, Lcinſſer

2

1
2

Peekover, Edm. Braa'ſard, Torlſh. 3
Peckover, Jonathan, Wxſhnb,
Cambridgeſhiu
Pierſe, Hen. eſq. M. P. Bade/t

Perry, Philip, eſq. Black-wall

2
3
_r
4

Peters, George, eſq. Old Beto
lcm, Bread-ﬅreet

4.

Fell Albert, eſq. Temple

grave, near Diſs, Suﬃo/i
a
Philipſon, Nicholas, Ileum/nd a.

P.

Pack, Richard, Upper Tbamu-ﬅ.
I? wtdxngr

1

Painter, iVilliam, Brf/Iol
lo Pale-lite, Lewis, Arteria-aſſure
Paley, Richard, Lad:

Naimbanna, Prince Henry Gran
ville, Son of King Naimbma,
Sierra Leona
r

Pearſon, Mieluel, &pital-ſquare
Peckard, Rev. Dr. Peter, lMag
(la/nt College, Cambridge

Phene, Nicholas, 88, London-'wall a
Phillips, Rev. Nathaniel, Pnþ'l

3

Phillips, Tho. eſq. Leel, &aſſ/7917. r

z

Phipps, Jonathan Wathen, eſq.
Walbraok
'

r

Phyn, James, cſq. Mark-loue
Pickering, Thomas, Duling'on

1
4,

Padman, lſaac, jun. Broad-ﬅrn!

N.

Names, Henry, eſq. Broad-ſt'rn'

Paxtiſon, John, eſil. NWieb

Onley, Rev.Ch. Stirtezl Hall, Eſſex z Perring, John, Tbrognorm-ﬅ.
Orange, John Baptiﬅ, Toe-'reft

Morrit, Mrs. Frances, Yori
Morton, A chibald, Waſ/fygh
rang/2, Nort/mmþtonſhin
3
Morton, Mrs. Frances, Rev. Dr.

Muſgrave, Peete, Cambridge

N H-ﬁ-'l 'dn'l'l-þ

ra,-gain
lo

-'*NU'

glqﬁ, C'Iubtrland

I

Pearſon, James, eſq. Bſſngball-ﬅ. 'I

Oakley, Wm. Church-ﬅreet, St.
jo/an'r, South-work

Moore, Miſs- Elizabclh, Dido
Moore, Miſs Ann, Drtto
More, Miſs Hannah, Bat/2
Moreton, Wm. eſq. Clemnl'r-lanc
Morin, Mrs. Ann Salome, 26,

Munnings, Chr. eſq. King/Yon

l

Pearſale, Nicholas, Kzldemiryier a
.

Nloore, JohnI jun. Ditlo

Mucklow, Horatio, Caﬂom-borz/Þ

3

Patteſon, Rev. Henry, Corny
to', near Tlmy'ord
2 Parteſon, Mrs. Martha, Nor-witſ:
Nichols, Benjamin, Towerſſn" 3 Pa-ttiſon, John, G/a_/_'gm
Nicholls, Miſh Sarah, Kizldermi'ſſer r Patriſon, Joſeph, Ma/dw, Eﬃx

Nottidge, Thomas, Backing, Eﬃx l

Wiſh/zinﬅer

2

l

Nicholſon, Joſeph, Pbilazlelpbia 2
Niekling, James, Batolplz-lmn
ro
Nind, Benj amin, Great Preſmzﬂ. l
Niſhett, Samuel, I/Iingm1
Nixon, John, eſq. C'auaton- rect l
quden. Abr. Waltbaﬂz/Iorw, Eﬃ-x l

Illanrbqﬅer-ſguart

Montague, Charles, Guildball

l

Patten, John, Cannon-ſi. Oxſhrd

Bui/a'i'gt
Newton, Rev. Sam. Tour), near
Nor-with

Moncrieﬀ, R. Scott, eſq. Gla/zorw

I

4.

Newton, Rev. Jo. Co/z'mzn ﬅint

Mitton, Henry, eſq. Bircbin-Ia'rt
Molling, F red. eſq. waga't-ln'll

Frewar'r, Colcbtﬅer
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Parker, Sam. eſq. Nerw Bridge-ﬂ. I 5
Parker, William, Flat-ﬅreet
5
Parkinſon, John, ſen. Rch-out:

z
lo
5

Palmcr, \Vm. eſq. Cbipping'zorron 5
Fanter, William, St. Dan/Yam-bill
Pares, Miſs Mary, Lex'eeﬅer
Pares, Mrs, Dirro
Parker, David, eſq. King': Me-w:
Parker, Georgc,7'iptan, Suzﬃn-dſh.
Parker, John Kennet, Prinn'ſg.

3
2
1
5
2
1

2
Naſh, Sir Stephen, Brﬄo]
1
Naſh, William, Rgﬅon, Hem.
1 Parker, Joſeph, eſq. Matingbam,
Natali,Joſ. Cbarle:
Harſ'njydo-wn 6
near Bun a)
1
Neale,James, St. Pan/'5 C/x. ſd. r Parker, Milk Phillis, Heel-ﬅreet
l
3 A

Pickſurd, Tho. 4, LIarrz'n'J-lane
Cannon-ﬅreet

5

Pisſchell, Charles, Size-[m
i
Pilliner, James, George-[1. W'rﬅmi'. l
Pingo, Benj. eſq. IIerald': Col/cgt r

Pingo,Waiter,7o/rmbam>big/pery; 3
Pitt, Thomas, eſq. 'impoſe-ﬅreet 5

Pitt, William Morton, eſq. M. P. '
ſin'in ton-ﬅ) cet
r9
Platt, Nliſa Jane, Mr. Cbampin,

Hamlet-ﬅer- ﬅreet

.

. 5
Plate,
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Names oft/re original Suoſcribers

Platt, Thomas, Stemﬂrd-ﬅ. Surry 6
Flowes, John, eſq. Leedt, To'ſhire 1
Plummer, Rob. Walſiogbam, Nor . i

Raby, Alen, Steel m

2

Plumbtregjo, eſq. Fredwil/e,Kerrt 2

Raby, George, Di/fo

2

Plymley, Rev. Joſ. Lyngwor, Salop 3

Rackett, Rev. Thomas, Sperſſmry

d-e

Polhill, Charles, eſq. C/Jiſi/Pead
place, Kent
Polhill, Mrs. Elizabeth, Ditlo
Pollard, William, Swirbi/ſh-lmte
Popham, Col. Wm. Dm-rrz/freet
Popkin, John, eſq. Caj'fſt'z'Jt'nt,
Glamorganﬂ'ire

Rae, John, eſq. Angel-r. 'ſyjr'ag

R

'nartonz/tmer
1
2
2
2

Raikes, Tho. eſq. New Broad-ﬅ.
Randall, Edward, Cambridge

Raper, Mrs. Ellen, 1, II/igmore-ſi.

Ormorld-ſtreet

5

Rodwell, Thomas, Crown-ﬅreet

Rawlings, Tho. Padjiow, Cor'rw.

Rogers, John, eſq. I'arlingtoo
Lodgr, 'lear ﬄnca'rton

l

Rogers, Samuel, clq. Freemor'i
court, Cor-'bill

Rawſon, William, Corbet-court,

Gratetburebſtreet
3
Ray, Rev. Orbel, Toﬅod, Srzﬀoll' 2 Roſs, Abraham, Taken/louſ: l'ard l
Raybould, Tho. Broad-ﬅ. Ratclrﬀ 2

Pratt, John, jun. Ditto

Reddal, Richard Ambroſe, eſq.
HGoburn, Bed/brdſhire

1

Reeve, Edw. Upper Blo L-ſm-ct

3

2

Reeve, Miſs Frances, Dirto

2

'n'N-n

Reeve, Joſeph, Canterbury-ſhun" 2 Roſſer, Richard, Cbeapſio'e
Remington,John, Milnjirret
lo Rowcroſt, Thomas, Lime-[inn

1

Prcﬅ, Edward, eſq. rare
Preﬅon, Mrs. Juno, llIi/nB-Iane

Cannon-ﬅreet

Rea, John, Minorie:

chnard, Joſeph, Hull
Revell, George, Prinm- t. Alan

Preﬅon, Thomas, Di/Io
Pricc, Charles, Snow/oil]

Roſs, James Tyrcll, Crown-ﬁrste,

Weſi'nirrſter

c

Roſs, William, Ditto -

l

R0wc, Rev. John, Sbrewſhury

Prideaux, Tho. eſq. Ditla
Trime, Richard, But/ilerſhur]

Prinſep, John, eſq, Bar/teut,

l
z
I

l

Rowe, Miſs Sarah, Cannon/'en I
Royds, Jercm. eſq. Bad-'mony 2)

Rumſey, Hen. jun. Cbzſham, Both t

Ruſſel, Miſs Sarah Gill, Saw/[e
r0*w, LVtzIwortb
Reynolds, Wm. Ketle , 'tear sey.
nal, Sbropſhire
3 Rutland, William, Biﬃoopegatt-ﬅ.
Reynolds, Wm. Folkeﬅone, Kent
1 Rutr, John Towel, name/m
Richard, Sam. K ttg't-road, Che/ſea 4. Rutton, Thomas, Cbarirtg-zroſi
Richards, John, jun. Leice ler
r Ryder, Rt. Hon. Dudley, M. P
Pari-ﬅreet
Richardſon, Hannah, Hid
r

Prideaux, John, eſq. Ditta

Home, and Co.

Roſs, Mrs. Henrietta, Roﬃt, near
[Worttrm
l
Roſs, Hercules, cſq. Ditta
z

z' Rowc, John, New Ri-z-er Oﬃce

Price, John, Leiczﬅer
ſion-laouﬁ
r
Reymes, Sam. Friday-ſtreet
2
Price, Joſeph, cſq. Strattonſſreel,
Pirtadi/[j
r nH-HNMV Reyncr, Joſ. eſq. Duebfoot-lane 10
Reynolds, Forﬅer, eſq. Ca'ſhaltou 2
Price, Robert, MiH-ﬅreet
Price, Thomas, LeadenbaH-ﬅreet
Prickett, Joſeph, Hull

3

Roſe, Miſs Frances, Dry-king, Surrr 1
Roſe, Richard, Ditta
l
Roſe, Rcv. Wm. Lucas, Davmx'jy t

Pratt, Charles, Lawn, South Lamb. r
Pratt, John, Di/Io
r
Pratt, Joſ. Stephen, eſq. 'Food
barſ/'e Cro-w, nertr Bradſbrd, Iſiorl-r 4

l

Roehuck, John,eſq. St. Mary [ii/13
Rogers, Charles, cſq. Collegt of
ijſirimu, If'arwid-lane
3

Ditto
Potts, Charles, eſq. C/ze/Ier
4 Rawlings, Wm.
Powell, Dav. jun. Great St. Helen? 1 Rawlinſon, William, Friday-ﬅreet
Rawſon, Samuel, Halffax
Powell, Baden, jun. eſq. Little

POWCll. Ja. eſq. Crown-r. Broad-ﬅ. I

Rohinſon, Rev. John, Wilo'mt,
'tear Kirb] Moor/ide
I
Robſon, John, Chambcrlain, New

Raﬅall, Rev. William, Newark

3

l
1

i

Robſon, Robert, Royal Exr/'mogt 5

Pottinger,Chr. eſq. Stork Extba'rge 5

St. Heien':
Powell, John Clark, eſq. Dirto

l

Rapcr, Matthew, eſq. Strnzﬂrd-pl.

Ravenſcroſt, Edw. eſq. Harley-ſ.
Raw, Matthew, Lombard/tree!
Rawdon, William, C/'pcaﬃſide

Potter, Samuel, iiﬁM-ﬅreet

Robinſon, Charles, St. George"
ro w, St. George'lz/iet'd:
Robinlſion,
John, Hull

N

'a
U-IN_>" HC\NL 1NÞ'NL H

Porter, Joſeph, eſq. Harton Garden 3 Rathbonc, William, Li-verpool
Poﬅlethwaithc, Rev, Tho. D. D.
A'Ia/Ier of Trinity Caiitge, Camb. 6

Roberts, Rev. W. H. D.D.
Lougbboroug/a Houſe, Surry
Robins, John. Stoh Nmi'rg'on

3
l
Io
l

I

4. Richardſon, John, eſq. Upper

Pringle,Wm.eſq. Ratb/zone-plare 20

[Vimpole-ſtreu
ro
S..
ſ
Richardſon, Jo. eſq. Pitfour, Pertb r Sage, Edw. eſq. CbeaA/idr
Salloway, Sam. St. 70bﬂ1ſﬂ.swþn a
cloſe-ſquare
t Richardſhn, Thomas, Carlton,
Pryce, Edward, Bucilz-vſhury
2
near Hull, Yorkſhire
r Salmon, Rcv. Rector-charﬅn,
Pryce, Tho. Get-(ral Piﬅ Oﬃce
t Rickards, Rev. Robert, Lanm'ſ
NorſolAi
ﬅnt, Glamrgan
r Salte, William, Poultry
Puddicombe, Rev. John Newell,
1
Did-aid' Collltgc
Rickards, Thomas, eſq. Clapton 4. Samler, Herman, St. J'dnw: [oil] 4.

Pritzler, Theophilus, cſq. Well.

Puddicombe,

Rev. Thomas,

Sanſord, Wm. eld. New Band/f-

5

Ridlcy, John, Princes-ſquare

2

Sanſom, Phil. eſq. Londnﬅ.
9
z Sargcant, Edw.jun. Gnrae Haſt

Pugh, Joſeph, Threadueedle-ﬅreet

1

Ridſdale, William, Air. Reym'r't,
Duckzſbot-lane
Rigby, Edward, Nor-with

Roller, Mrs. Mary, CranJourn-ſt.

Ripley, John Richard, Lame-rence
2 7 Palmite)- [one

Sargeant, Edward, jun. Ci'wx
Minoriet
3

Rumford, Eﬄx

ﬁb)

Pugh, David Heron, PecL/mm

Leiteſter-ſie/d:
Roberts, Daniel, cſq. wabam-pl.
Puller, Miſs Mary, Dim
a
Pulley, Joſeph, Stoek Exrbange
1 Roberts, Henry, ſen. Long Mari
ton, G1'0u(1:\it*7:,ri'i)i'*£
Pyndar, Rev. Reginald, Hazſſr
Houſe, near Droituwicb, Wormſ/ler 5 Robctcs, Hen- jun. Clapton, Gloue.

5
HN

]iIi/e End

I

Sargeant, Geo. Edw. 77, L'ngam I
Sargeant,_] o. Queen/I. LimoImi-r' I
u-o

Sarney, Joſiah, BiſhoL/'gateſh
Satchell, Miſs Eliz. Line/wſ:

1
l

Sang:

to
Savage, Miſs Arm, Kenſingtan
Savage, Joſ. eſq. Bz/anſgar:

2

'wit/um

\D
N-þvu

t/Le Sz'erm Leana Comﬃa-ny;
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3 Spencer, Rt. Hon. ſo. Earl, S-r.
Skrimſhirc, Wm. [Fiſhed
Slack, Tho. eſq. Mr. Sikn, Dz'ſ
yet/neﬅ: plate
2
I
tr_1 [one
3 Spencer, ſo. Fenrlwrcbﬅ.
Slade. Dan. 'Three Crown r. Bare'gl' 3 Speangcr, Jo. eſq. SJ-mana'r [m]

' Savill, Joſ. Backing, Ejﬅx
Savill, William, lﬁj'ab'x_\'y.

2

Slade, 'Vliſs Eliz. Rje, Sz-zﬃ-x

1

Stanhope, Walter-ſ Spencer,

Sawrcy, Miles, Pljmmt/J
Schneider, jo. Nicholaus, Halban l

Sladc, Miſs Mary,

I-'NH-'Þ'l

Schol:lield, Rev. Ratlcliﬀe, Bir

Sl'ater, Adam, eſq. Chyle-'ﬁeld

Camm' ball, 'lear Bern/ly, rowl-1.' 4.
Stanhopc, Mrs. Mary Spencer,
Dim
2

milzglmm
1
Scholey, Geo. eſq. OldSwan
i
Schooling, jas. 44, Biſhopſgateﬅ.

Sloman, Wm. Dew/bral
Smales, Rich. Wal-wortl'
Smalley, Cornwall, eſq. King: Arm:

Stansſield, Tim. Uppcr Tbamnﬅ. 10
Statham, Samuel, Nottinglrnnz
2

Quillzirt

1

Dim

Slann, Jas. Bright, 7, Chm/g/ia'e

yard

eſq

Staniſorth, Ch. Brmdﬅ. Bid/ding: 3

10

Steel, D'U'. Union raw, [Wit/on'd

1

t
Schrodcr, Herman, 9, Colle-g: bill 2 Sinalley,\Vm. Wﬅwclv, Camﬁrizlgzﬂz Steele, Joſ. eſh. Ta-u-er lull
l
Scotney, Bcnj. eſq. 46, (la-worﬅ. 2 Smart,
Rich. eſq. Lamb: Cutting/X. 2 Steele, Joſ. Fmſhurjſg.
Smith, Drummond,elſiq.
Graſtanﬅ. 2 Stephens, Merret, Glaureﬅer
z
Scott, Claude, eſq. Gowcrﬅ.
to
Scott, Geo. Hnmn Garden
2 Smith, Fran. eſq. Nor-with
l Stcvens, Sir Phil. Bart. M. P.
Ala'miralgy
;
Scott, Hugh, eſq. Harleyﬅ.
2 Smith, Jas. Ed. M. D. Mcrlba
raugbﬅ.
ſſ
1 Stephenſon, RlCh. Swanlana', Hull 2
Scott, Jo. eſq. Strnnd
3
2
4. Steven, Roh. Uſ-prr 'IZvnmxſh
Scott, Rob. eſq. I-Vi/npoleﬅ.
6 Smith, Jas. Fﬄaﬅr'et 'Gill
1 Stevenſon, Joſ'. eſq. Batolpb lane to
Scott, R. lI/aadcame, mar Hudtln'gf. 4 Smith, jas. Nartwftla
Scort, Tho. Lia/[gate lull
2 Smith, JO. Fred. lV'l'r/Frlzl, Ter-lſſl. l Stewart, Edw. eſq. Aldcrmanbmy 5
Stewart, Jo. Tiﬃn, 13, Gran
Scale, David, Parl'bam, Sun)
2 Smith, Rev. Jo. Gce, at Mzﬀ
Km'r, and Ca. Nor-wiſh

Scaly, Jo. Ornamenialſlan' mann
ﬁzctary, Lambnlr

1

tbm-(lJſL

2

Smith, JO. Cil'kﬂﬅef

l

Stiﬀ, Tho. Nmﬅ. Cwenr Garden-1 4. -

3

3 Smith, Jo. Red Limxﬅ. Whitnlmpel 1 Stillingﬂeet, Rev.

Searle, jas. Clnapſizle

2 Smith, Jo. deiſk [atte
r Smith, Joſa. eſq. M. P.
Georgeﬅ. M/Imitz/lrr
Sells, Ed. jun. 49 , Banljſije, Sour/no. 1
Secker, Roger, Newingran Bnm
Secretan, Fred. Sam. W'albraai

Sergeant, YV. llIu/tm, Lime/With?
Sharp, GCO. 37, Tbr'rmlllemllxﬅ.

2
5

Sharp, Gran. eſq. Garden c. Temple- 5
Sharp, \Vm. Fl/ll'am
5

Shrtw, Jas. Margartlﬅ. Ca'v'ntlſh

1

Hatlm-n, near
1 urkel We' Liar', ﬁniſh.
2

2

Stokes, Ed. e q. lemz Ma-wbraj,
Leftﬄr'ſhiﬂ
4.

Great

Smith, lſ. Margarnﬅ. lF/cﬂminſler 1

Stokes, Ed. Maior,jun. eſq. Dim I

Smith, Martin Fred. 21, Pan/on

StokCS, Henry, Frid/rjﬅ.

ﬅ. H/(i'marl'ct

1

Stonard, 'athcm Broznlq, BI/'izﬁlſ l

2

Smith, Mrs. Pierre/litle', lllamnaulbſd Stone, Jo. 230, H/zb Hollow:
I
Stone, jo. Hurſord,eſq. Had-lo: 3

Smith, Rob. eſq. M. P. llzmallx,

ſpare

1

Her/r.

Stonehouſe, JO. eſq. Manſ/Jgﬂer

l

I

Smith, Rob.eſq.
1 Stonehouſe, Geo. Brutl Knall, near
Bridgecva/e', Sanmﬁ
to
Shaw, Rcv. Will. Enſicld
2 Smith, Rob. Church bill, Oxford/- l
Storace, Step. Rntblzaveplna1
Shears, jas. Flee! Mnnl'tt
1 Smith, Sam. eſq. M. P. V'Q-llſam',
3
Nailing/Jamſh'ir'
3 Storey, Roh. cſq. Earl/&ruin.
Shelton, Tho. Srﬃan: b. Old [Puſ/r) 3
Shepherd, Rev. H." Bottleſ/9', fay-ly: z Smith, Rev. Dr. Sam. Prrbmtla'y,
Stott, Ely, 5, Pump r. 'Temple
r
Shepherd, Wm. Lamb: Comimctlþl. 1
Stovin,}as.eſq.
2
'ﬁﬅ/runſ?"
bid-bad'
Stovin, Mrs. Theodoſia, Carr
Sheppard. Edw. Bq/ingl-allﬅ.
2 Smith, Tho. eſq. Grnj: Imt
Harg/Z, 'tear Donmﬅz-r
2
Sheppard, Tho.
Dim
1 Smith, Tho. Racbzſler
Stracey, Randolph, W'þitec/mpcl '0.1
Smith, Tho. Brzllgr /l.
Shore, Bohum, eſq. anﬅ/roal',
Strangman, Miſs Ann, Lad, &inſ
Smith, Tho. Woodrooﬀe, eſq.
mar SIJ-zﬃeld
NN
Grtar S'. Helmr
2
fart/ſhn'rt
1
Shore, am. eſq. Ditta
Shaw, Jo. King

Che-upſide

rl

Shore, Sam. jun. eſq. Norlm lyall,
mar Sbcﬄell

u-uuNuuu

Shores, Wm. 7', Clzmþ/Zje
Short, Barth- eſq. Larlﬂlm')
Shuttleworth, H. Raynes L'ſſ/gallﬅ.

Smith, Wildmnn, Frm/Hid: place r Stratton, Geo. eſq. Great 'Te-w,
Smith, Will. eſq. M. P. Clapbam,
mar Hegan, Oriﬁnl
5
Sun)6 Stratton, ibſon, and Schonbcrg,
Smith, Wm. Stockwel/ﬅ. Gum-w. z
Leadenlmllﬅ.
3

Smithus, Hen. Clinlﬅ. South-werk l
Smith, Chriﬅopher, Nortbamptan lo
Smyth, Jo. eſq. Brutmﬅ.
z
Sneyd, Ed. ſen. eſq. Licbſield,
S/zſſrdſhire
2

Sibbald, GCO. eſq. Harlgſl.

Sibley, Miſs Mary, C/'mzpſide
Sibley, Miſs Sarah, Dim

Stratton, Sam.jun. eſq. Ditla
z
Stratton, Tho." eſq. Had-ugz
Strickland, Ed. Fiſhﬅ. lull
z
Strode, jo.eſq. Soul/2 bill, Slu-p/an

Mallet
z
Sneyd, jo. eſq. Bel/man', Staﬀardſ. 4 Stubbing, Rob. th'o'l, nrnr Hull l
Simeon, Rev. Ch. King: Col. Cam. 2 Solly,
Rich. Clſſq. St. Mmy Ax:
I
Stuckey, Geo. eſq. Hacl'ngv Cz-l/zgc 3 Simpſon, Rcv. Dav. [Place/eﬀect,

Sikes, Jo. Dzﬅaﬀ Ia'u

(Iluſ/bin'
Simpſon,
Warnc, Linuﬅ.
Simpſon, john, Hull

2 Sowerby, jo. cſq. Hamn Garden 5 Stuckey, Sam. eſq. Langporl, Somer. 3,
dtutlield, Cha. 154, Ratc/ﬀ þzg/J

1
z Sparke, joſ. Banl
Rev. Bence, Bnlcrﬅ.
z Sparmw,
Partman_/.ſi7.

Simpſon, W. Wooley, Diſr, Nmf, x
Skirrow, Wm. Barwgl] lltgbﬅ.

3

Spear, Rob. cſq. ll'Im/rljzﬅeſ
2

'way

Styleman, Nicho. [Vomit/5
2 Sutton, Benj. Leitg/ltr

t

1

3
2

Suttoa.
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Sutwn, Eliz. CLthHZM/Fſy.

Thorn, Abraham, Hadug

un

Sutton, 10. Stool: Excbange

r

Thomton. Henry, eſq. M. P.

Sutton, Jas. Dt'vlztl

King: armrjam'

'

5

Turner, Joſa. Lad'

r

Tumor, Tho. cſq. Ell

l

Tumer, Tho. Derb)

t

Sutton, Miſs Martha, Dmizu,
Vſiilu.
1

Turncy. Wm. Woodﬂ. Cbrapſilc r
Tlrornton, Jo. King Jamu'rﬅain,
1
Shall-well
3 Tutin, William, Birmingl'am

Sutton, Miſs Sarah, Dian

r

z

I

Thornton, Rich. Hmſlejdmn
8
Thornton, Rob. eſq. M. P. Clap
l'am, S'r'y
18

Twining, Lo. Eﬃxﬅ.

Sutlon, Rob. lldanſiu Hour/iſ),

Twining, ich. Ditza
Tylee, john, Davize:

3
2

Thornton, Sam. eſq. M. P. Dina 6

Tyler, Rev. Will. Part'ttj, Li'ml'r. z

Sutton, Will. eſq. Camerlmryſg.
t waine, Rob. Croſr bill, Her/(ſex

r
I
Swale, Jo. eſq. C/mrlatteﬅ. Blaamſh. 3
Swan, Will. W'i an, Lam'aſhire
t

Thorold, Mrs. Frances, Grinſbj,
Lincolnſhire
'
2

bykes, Sir Cln'ſi opher, Bart. Sled
more lbrl/Eire

.S)*kes, Joſ. cſq. Hull

Thorold, Mrs. Mary, Ham/iſi'dd
ro Thorp, Abr. 76, Brſhopjga/wﬂ.
4. Thorpe, Anthony, Tork

Sykcs, Mrs. Wlﬅ Ella, Yorkſhire r
Sylre', Miſs Mary Ann, Dim * 2

Tibbits, Rich. Miﬂﬅ.

Byms, james chat, Pudding lene I

'l'igh, Rob- Stcamc,eſq. C/tmoille

Tickell, Wm. Batb

Lodgr, 'tear And/run'
Tigncombe, Jo. eſq. Plymontb
T.
Tahor, Rob. eſq. Hr-tbt, Calcl'rﬅcr z 'l'iler, john, Bo-w lax:
'l'ailcn JO. BaylyJſM-dbrldge, Slg/ſi. 2
Tilſlcy, William, Nc'wgrzleﬅ.

V.
l
z Valpy, Rev. Dav. Real/'try
4
r Vaux, Edw. eſq. Aq/iin Friar:
2 Venn, Edw. Bo-w lain, Cbraﬃrlt l
Vincent, Zelophchad Wyeth,
Little St. Tbomm Aikyﬂ/e
1
Vivia-n, jo. eſq. Tanſiz-la'c. Temple 5

'7

5

4 Vulliamy, Lewis, Le'nanſl. God
man':ſi:/a':
l
3
r
t

Tayler, Rev. Tho. Per-wi: plate,
Tindall, Jas. Smrbamugb
z
Ormandﬅ.
3 rl'ingcomlk. jonathan, Pljm'tb 2
Taylor, Benj. Simon, St. Edmundr,
Tolcicn, Dan. Godieb, Brdſord
mar ll'ſſr/Ztrb
2
Ca-wn! garden
l
Taylor, Ed. Far-mer, C/aicl-m-Il,
Tomkins, Benj. Uppcr Tbar'mﬅ. r
Clmnrltj, Salop
5 Tomkins, jo. Wm. Filiuſ/[int Of: l
Tuylor, Gawan, Starborangb
2 Tomkins, jo. Abingdon
1
Taylor, Geo. Aldcrſon,elq. Bowe',
Tomkins, joſ. eſq. Dim
2
2
mar Cream bringe
2 Tomkins. Wm. eſq. Dim
Taylor, jo. cſq. b'irmi/zglvam
7 Tomkins, Wm. jun. eſq. Dim
2

W.
Waddington, jo. Minoria

z

Wadﬂrom, Ch. B- Maur-luﬅ"

l

Wagﬅaﬀc, Jo. Norwirb
Wainman, Rev. Rich. B. A.
Bod'dinglon, Naﬂlwmﬂmſh.
VVainman, Will. eſq. Gar/Hail, Cra
men, T'rlſſh.
VValdron, jo. Bind eſ England

Wallſord, jo. 'lb-war Dari

Walford, jo. Little Winclzgﬂtr

Taylor, Jo. cſq. &let/jard
z
Taylor, loſ. eſq. L)'m, Norfolk
3
Tay lor, lſaac, ByZ-opſgatsﬅ. quit/nant r
Taylor, Meadows, eſq. by), Nnrſ. z
Tayior, Sam. cſq. Hntlm garden 5

Walford, Luke Wm. Dim
'l'oogoocL Wm. eſq. Sberbm,
--+\1-'''mV'
Dorſczſhu're
2 Walker, 10. Brick [am
Toplis, Jo. eſq. lVoriſquartL,Dr-r5.z Walker, jona. eſq. hrnþam,mar

Taylor, Vickeris, cſq. (ii-m: St.

Towgood, jo. eſq, Clellmm' I.

Rﬂberbam

Torkington, James, Sramﬁrd

r

T'orkington, William. Dim

3 Walker, Joſ. eſq. Eaﬅ-wood, im.-r
Dilta

lo

Towgood, Mart. Stork Excbange 5
Taylor, Walter, eſq. Sart/IZ'UMPZOX r Towgood, Wm. eſq. Breadﬅ.
10
'ſaylor, Wm. eſq. Ure-mrwr'cb
3 Tou'le, Joſ. Borougb Higbﬅ.
r
'I'aylon Wm.jun. Nor-quid:
3 Townſend, Rich. 18, Fenrlvurcl'ﬅ. l
Templeman, Mrs. Cather. Size l. r Townley, jas. eſq. Doctor: Common: 3
r
T'emplcman, Thomas,
Dido to Townſend, Edw. 4 , Limrﬅ.
Terrington, John, Hull
r Trigge,
jo.Van/7.
atb Chapſ r or
Trimbey,Capt.
_] o. cictq.
Hell/1.'

5

4

Walkcr, joſa. eſq. Clrſlcrz, um
Dim

5

Walker, Ricb. eſq. Month/7"

5

VVall-Ler, Rich. at Mr. Mllix'r,
Boraugly
l

\Valker, Rob. Laban- in main-lull 5

Walkcr, Sam. cſq; Marllisrarzgl-'i
near Rallu-'ba'n
4
Trimmer. jas. Batalpb la're
lo Walker, Tho. Hslner, 'ear Dim 1
Theſegar, Auguﬂus, Crural Pqﬅ
Tritton,jo.Hint0n , eſq. Lombardﬅ. r Walkcr, Tho. eſq. Redlami, 30?le
Walker, Tho. cſq. Match/In'
5
Oﬃce
3 Trump, Tho. Paradzﬁ'ﬅ. Rather
Walkcr, Wm. Ora-vall. amazed 3
'I'hrmpſom Achit ſon, eſq. Newe-ty,
bit/2:
And'
Irrla'ml
4, Trye, Ch. andon, Clear-eﬅ"
Walkcr, Wm. Uſþn CL-ar/amﬅ

Terrington, W m. Nminglan Bum z
Tcrry, Rich. Hall
1

Thcmpſon, jas. Q\*cr15uildingr,Hol. 1 Tucker, Tho. 20, Som'ſet ﬅ.
Thompſon, jo. cſq. Croydon, Surr] 1
Wbitttbapel '
Thompſon, lſanc, Crzy': lene,_Sl.
Tuﬀcn, Jo. Fumell, Lower
Marſ: bill
Tbamrﬅ.
'
2
'l hompſon, lſaac, jun. Dill'
2 Tulk, jo. Aug. eſq. Slaanﬅ.
Thorrrplbn, Rev. Clapbam
1
Knightſhn'a'gt
Thompſon, Tho. eſq. Hull
1 Tuppcr, Jo. Eliſha, Gum/g
'lcthompſom Wm. Leea'r
5
Tumbull, Jo. eſq. Dawnſhireſy.
Tlmn'pſon, Vl m. Hull, Yorkſhire I Turner, Rev. Baptiﬅ Noel, Dur
Tho m ſon, Win. eſq. Bird: building,
tan, Lincoln/Art
lying-'an
I Turner, Dorothy, Limelw'ﬅ

Part/am! plate
l

Wallis, Peter, Trum)_/i.

3

1

Walrond, Miſs Eliz. Fryer, Entſſl
l Walſh, Francis, Bamk of £Lglk7d r
Walton,]o. Cbuſſb I. H'thftbﬂf'] l

2 Walton, Pearfon, St. Mmj A." I
Walton, Will. Delag- .*lt'{0'-"}M-'>'-'
N
Banl
l
2
2

1

Wanſey, Geo. V'armi'ﬂrr
1
Watd, Archer, at Mſſ War/im

Maltlzy and Ca.
,

_ 3
\\ are.

t'o
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Ward,l-Ien. Wm. Biſhop/gaf: 'wiſ/Jin- 2 Whiſhaw, Hugh, Cq/Heﬅ.
1 Ulv'ilſon, Tho. Brandﬅ.
\Vilſon, Tho. eſq. Gaqm'rﬅ.
Ware, Jas. eſq. BridgeﬂJ/ackﬁianz Whitacre, John, lI/aaa'bzuſe, near
Hadd- rﬃr/d
2 &Vilſon. Tho. jun. Woaa'ﬅ.
Waring, Joſ. Lambel/y
1
Waring, Sam. eſq. Glantgﬅer
2 Whiiakcr, Miſs Arm, Longblm
W'ilſon, Wm. Galeſ/im'tbﬅ.
Warne, Jas. South-wane
3
[an/I, Eﬃx
_ 2 Wilſon, Will. eſq. Clap/m
I Wilſcn, Will. eſq. Minor-in
Warne, Jas. jun. Dim
2 Vl'hitaker, David, Hath/e)Warner. _l0. I'Yee'fﬅ.
2 Whitbread,S. eſq. M.P.Partmaaſycto Wilſon, Wm. jun. Ditta
White, Henry, Wood/I.
5 VVilſon, William, jun. [In-tanſa.
Warner, Rev. Dr. Jo. Rectar 0
bill
1 \\='ilrſhirc, Geo. Pan/try
Slaurloa, U/iltr.
l White, Lawrence, Fiſh
NVamer, Rich. Little Ufigﬅm, Left. l

Wnrren, Rev. Eraſmuz, Balzon
rarw, Pictaa'il/y
2
Warren, Geo. Warmin er
1

N-I 'WNV'INUW

\Vhite, Rich. l 24, Woodﬅ.
l_ Windcatt, Sam. Milford, Bridge
White,Dr. Step. Found/ing Hgſpilal '5
'a-w't, Tome/i
Whire, W'm. Bul/Jam
4. Winrer, Ben. Lead:

I
Warren, Peter, Ditta
l Whirelock, W'm. Leed:
Whiting, Mat. eſq. Ratrlgﬀ rrq/E 2
Warren, Mrs. Mary Domet, Great
Rlſſ/
Bloonzſhmy
3 Whitaker, Mrs. Penelope, Man
Warren, Sam. Dillo
3
tbcﬅerſq.
3
Warrincr, Geo. New Band/I.
i Whittaker, Miſs Ann, Langblo':
Wathen, Jona. eſq. Walbraok
3 _ [la/I, Eﬃx
9
VVatkinſon, Sam. La-vrnbam,"$;ﬀ 2 Whittenbu ry, Jo. eſq. Mambeﬅer 2
Vl'hirty, Mrs. Sarah, ije Regir,
Watſon, Miſs Arm, Whilcbarcþ,
Dorſefſ/Jire
l
Sbropſlz.
1
Watſon,Chriﬅoph. Great Tmmrﬅd Wicke, Geo. Cburcb I. IV/Jiteclmp. 1
Watſon, Geo. Sex/i'aglaam, Nor-'with 2 Wickcns, Rch. Aaron, Great Dun
mow, E ex
2
Watſon, G.cſq. Whitcbureb, Sbrap. i
Wilberſorce, Will. eſq. M. P.
Watſon, Jacob Kruger, Little Dy
Old Palate yard
10
lnﬀ [eme
- n-N-'u-nu u
Wilcocks, Wm. eſq. Nar-wieb
1
Watſon, Jo. eſq. Mfming Iane
Wild, John, Queen/i. Southwark 4
Watſon, Jo. St. Giln, Nor-with
Wild, Rich. Bſhopſgaleﬅ.
3
Watlon, Joſa. [Wincing [arte
Wilding, Rev. R. Alfﬅretta', Sin-013.:
Watts, David Pike, Minarie:

Wittc, Ludewig, Wellxﬅ.
Witton, Matthew, 63, caſ-wellſ),
Wilts, Broome, P. 44., Fridayſ?
Wolﬀ, Emeﬅ F. eſq. America/'ſy- 3
Wolﬀ, Geo. eſq. Dilla
15
\Volﬀ, Jens, eſq. Dim
3
Wolﬀ, Miſs Maria Ann, Dim
3
Wallallon, Rev. Fr. Jo. Hyde,
Jariſimian Profeﬃvr, Cambridge 2
Wallaﬅon, John, Halbam bridge
2
Wontmer, John, Minarier
l '
Wood, Sir Francis, Bart. Lower
Ora/'Amor
I2

Wood, Henry, Lriaﬅer

- I

Wood, John, Nor/[2 Cavve, Hull 3

Wood, Rev. Will. Market ch;
'war/i', Leice/Ie'ſh.
l

Warts, Jo. eſq. General Poﬅ Oﬃce
Waugh, Joſ. eſq. Dorw ale bill

VVilkinſon, Geo. Dublin
Wilkinſon, Rev. Jas. Sheﬃeld

Weaver, Francis, Bat Jfbuiijk
chb, Joſ. 8, Staining Iane '
Webber, Dorothy, Blow-w Build
ingr, Bladſ'iar: read

Wilkinſon, Miſs Rebcc. Clap/Jaw 2
sz/Imu bill
Wilkinſon, Mrs. Rebecca, Preſter
Worley, Joſha. C/Jeaﬃzle
ﬅ. Goadmamſield:
s Wray, Sir Cecil, Bart. Pall mal]

Webber, Jas. eſq. Ditto

&I'll-'

r Woodall, Mlſs Eliz. Scarboraygb
2 Woodhouſe, Jas. Cr/ſ: Imte, St.

Williams, JO. 19, A"/iaglan_\f.
l
Webﬅer, Jude, Spread Eagle I'm,
2
Gran-'church
2 Williams, Jo. Caſely, Exeter
Williams, Stephen, Pan/try
5
Wedgewcod, jo. eſq. Eﬅruria,
Slaﬀamſſh.
2 Williams, T. eſq. M. P. ſla'eIp/zi 1
1
Wedgewood, Joſi. jun. eſq. DiHo 6 Williamſon, Joſhua, Batalpb I.
Wedgewood, Tho. eſq. Dilla
5 Williamſon, Mat. Brilei/lgr/m qu z
P/Jiljm' [one
lo
Wedgwood, Joſi. Greek/I. So/M 1 l Willington,
Weed, Sam. Greenwicb
1 VVillington, Jo. eſq, King: Benel'
Walk, Temple
Welch, Sam. cuﬅom [my e
3
Wellford, Jo. Lad [arte
3 Willis, James, Eaﬅ India Huz/e
WN"

2 Willis, John, eſq. Dul-wieb

Wells, Jos. eſq. Clap/Jaw

n mu u_num

Williams, Jo. eſq. Victualli'tg Oﬃce 2 Wrench, Jacob, La'wer YZvamerﬅ.
Williams, Rev.J. Bride-well, De-wrm Wrench,
G. Lower Tbamer
Williams, John, 26, Bread/frett l

Webber, Major Jas. 62, Welbedﬅ.

unNn-a-N

bſiam. jun. Ditlp
Whitehead, Jo. eſq. Bqſiug/lallﬅ. 2 Winter,
\-\'ſiiſhaw, Io. Gall/eﬅ. Holden:

Wright, Alex. eſq. Eltham, Kent
Wright, Dan. Briﬅa]

Wright, Jo. eſq. Nailing/Fall'
Wright, John Maud, H'e [cle/aſp
Wright, Will. Goadmamſield:
Wroe, Mrs. Ann, Marclesﬂeld,
Cllz/Zvire
Wroughton,ſſWilliam,eſq. Hadley,
Mild/i ex

3

Wyatt, Rob. Calemanﬅ.
2
Wyvill, Rev. Chriﬅopher, But-'m
ball, Yorkſhire

2

Wells, Peter, eſq. ddelp/ai
Y
2 Wilmhurﬅ, Rev. 5. Maiden, Eﬃx I
Wclsford, Jo. Creditor, Dew-ſhire 1 Wilſon, Benj. Maarſields
I
l Yardley, Samuel, jb'zrwſhmy
Weﬅ, Jas. eſq. Clap/um
3 Wilſon, Francis, eſq. Na-v] Oﬃce lo Yarker, John, eſq. Dewnſhireſi.
Weﬅon, Tho. Claj bill, Eaﬂr/d

5 Wilſon, Geo. eſq. Lincoln: Imt
I Wilſon, Mrs. Jane, BmHe/ſhmy

Whalley, Daniel, eſq. Minorie:

W'ilſon, Jo. Gold/mill'
5 Wilſon, Joſ. Milkﬅ.
VVhallcy, Tho. Friday/7.
z Wilſon, Miſs Mary, Higbbwypl.
Watley, Wm. Oxford r. Cannanﬅ. 1 Wilſon, Stephen, Bad/erſhuqy
Whatley, Rev. Geo. Kemble,
Wilſon, Stephen, C/mrrb court,
Whalley, Rev.

Palmer, Ecton,

Nor/bamptaaſh.

Ham: Greea, 'tear Oakingbam

lo

SpitaZ/ield:

1
1

5
3
3
1

&le-eaſy.
I
Yates, Rev. Jo. Toxtetb Pnr/z, Liv. 2

Yerbury, John, jun. Gracebu'cbﬅ. 1
Young, Sir Geo. Great Rzſſlﬅ.
Bloomſhmy
,
5
Young, Joſhua, 51, Ne-w ﬂain,
Rather/ﬁſhe
1

3 Young. Will. Harlqﬅ.
3 B

sz
6

Prudent Made oft-letting the
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l

The following Reſolutionr, ſhow what laudohle care the original ﬁthſcrihers tooh
to prevent the intruſion oſimþroper per/ons into the Company. But their humane
intention could not_ he executed, on account oſ the impoﬃhility oſohliging pe'ſonr
who would afterwards hccome pzſſſſſicd ofſharer, or hairs, Gc. to

oſthm

in a mannerſitztahle to the originalþla'z. Beſide: the unemployedþart tﬀthe Com
þany's capz'tal could/&arcely he expected to he always aderjuate to thepurchaſe zﬀthc
ſhorn, which would thus he continuallyſalling in, andſor which it would not at all
times he eq/y toſindþroþrrþurchaſers, But it z'rſhhmitted, Whether this diﬃculty
might not have hcen avoided, zſeveryſuhſcriher, in co/e oſhis death, &Je. had ve/led
the right ofdſſorﬃng (ﬀhz'rſharcs in the remaining originalſith/hſfhtſJ', who might
have hecn emþowered to exerci e that right, as long or a certain numher o/ them,
(ſhy
jſhould remain. And in allþrohahility, the ohject ofthe i'ſſitutian
would have heen ſicured, long hefore the originalſhh/i'rihers would have hecn re

duced to ſh ſmall a number.

(See s 606, Art. 1. Plan.)

1026. (Abridgment.)-At a General Court, held at the King's Head Tavern in the

Poultry, on VVedneſday, 3oth Novembcr, 1791.-Rcad a Report of the Court of
Directors, propoſing that, from the increaſe of the Company's aﬀairs, many Propri
etors wiſh the ſum of [5o,ooo to be added to the Company's capital.
RESOLVED,
£ 50,ooo to
be raiſed.

(1.) That not leſs than [_5o,ooo be added to the [loo,ooo, voted at the laſt

court.
(2.) That every ſubſcription be paid at one payment, within a month after the
date of a circular letter, from the Directors, calling for the ſame.

How ſubſcrib
ers are to be
recommended,

and balloted
loſ

(3.J That every Proprietor of a ſhare, be at liberty to recommend, in perſon at
this Meeting, or by letter to the Secretary, on or before Dec. 13th, Proprietors for
his proportion of the new ſhares; he declaring the perſon he recommends to he well
oﬃcted to the Company's ohjects, and to intend holding his ſhares, on his own account.

[N. B. Every Proprietor of a ſhare may recommend ſor nineteen new (hares in
the whole.]
(4.) That the new Proprietors recommended ſhall be balloted for on the Loth
Dec. at a ballot to bc kept open from 12 to 5 o'clock; and that agreeable to a reſo
lution of the laﬅ General Court, one third of the ballorers ſhall excludc.

(5.) That the right of recommending new Proprictors for the deﬁciency remaining
after the 13th Dec. ſhall he divided equally among the. preſent Proprictors, who
ſhall be informed, by letter, of his farther ſhare of recommendations.

(6.) That every Proprietor ﬁll up this his farther ſhare of recommendations by a
letter to the Secretary, on or before the 1ﬅ of Feb. and that a farther ballot, of new

' Proprictors, ſhall be taken the Sth of Feb.

a *

(7.) That

Act of Parliament incorþomting the S. Leona Company.
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(7.) That ſo much of the [15o,oco as ſhall not be ﬁlled up on the tſi of Feb. may
be ﬁlled up by the exiﬅing Proprietors, either by their taking additional ſhares on
their own account, or by their recommending new Proprietors, until the whole
deﬁciency be ſupplied.
(8.) That, in caſe the capital ſhould be increaſed beyond [i5o,ooo, the right of

APPEN ntx.
w

Prop' ietors

to'rccommend
Sablcribers,
acc< rding to
thctr ſharcs.

taking additional ſhares ſhall be diﬅributed as equally as poſſible among the then Pro
prietors, in proportion to their ſhares; and, if any of them ſhall decline taking the

ſhares due to them, the right oſ recommendation ſhall be diﬅributed among,r them
on the ſame principle of equality.
'
(9.) That the annexed letter be the future form of recommending new members,
viz.-" I beg to recommend A. B.
of
for
Shares,
and C. D.

of

for

Shares, in the ﬅock of

the Sierra Leona Company, believing they are well aﬀected to the objects/ar which
the Company is eﬅabliſhed; and that they take the ſaid ﬂock on their own account.

Ahridgmcnt of the Act of Parliament, incorþoratz'ng the Sierra
Leona Company.

1790.

1027. THE Preamble ﬅates, z'ntcr ah'a, that a commercial intercourſe with the in.
terior countries of Africa, would be highly beneﬁeial to the manufactories oſ Great
Britain; that thoſe interior countries have not yet been explorcd by Europeans;
that ſuch undertakings require a conſiderable capital joint ﬂock; that the parties
ſhould be poſſeſſed of ſome diﬅrict on the coaﬅ, where they may ſecurely depoſit
their property; that aſociety has been already formed, and conſiderable ſums ſub
ſcribed; but that they are apprehenſive of legal diﬃculties in recovering debts, &c.

unleſs they are regularly incorporated: it is therefore enacted that the ſubſcribers
(who are enumerated in the act) and thoſe who may become ſuch, be incorporated
under the name of the S. Leona Company, and have a common ſeal.

II. The Company may purchaſe lands, not exceeding the annual value offzooo,
and may alſo ſell the ſame.
III. The Company may raiſe ajoint ﬅock, not exceedingf5oo,ooo by ſubſcrip
tions from members of the Company or other perſons, in ſhares of[_5o each.
lV. Subſcribers to have an intereﬅ in the capitaljoint ﬅock, according to the
amount of their ſubſcriptions; and to be reſponſible to the Company's creditors, to
that amount, but not farther. See 5 373.
V. The Company not to borrow money, except by a ſubſcription for ſhares.
Vl. The Company not to deal in or have ﬅaves.
3 B 2

VII:

Form of re.
commendb
tion.
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VII. Thirteen perſons to be choſen by the members, from among themſelves,
APPENDIX.
w to be called a Court oſ Directors, to manage the Company's aﬀairs.
VIIl. The ﬁrﬅ election of Director-s to be made in July, 1791 ; and every ſub
ſequent election ſhall be made between ihe 1ﬅ of Jan. and the iﬅ oſ April yearly;
and they ſhall continue Directors till their ſucceſſors be ſworn into oﬃce.
IX. Fourteen days' notice of the time oſ chuſing Directors, to be publiſhed in the
London Gazette.
X. The Directors, at their ﬁrﬅ Mecting, to chuſe out oſ their own number a

chairman and a deputy chairman, who ſhall continue in oﬃce, till the ſucceeding
Directors be ſworn in.
XI. In caſe of the death, or other avoidance of oﬃce, oſ any of the Directors,

on 14 days' notice in the London Gazette, the members of the Company to meet,
and chuſe a ſucceſſor or ſucceſſors, who ſhall continue in oﬃce, till the ſucceeding
Directors be ſworn in.
Xll. The ſame rule, mutatis mutandis, to be obſerved by the Directors, in chuſ
ing a chairman or deputy chairman, in caſe of death, &e.

Xlll. Elcctions and buſineſs in General Courts, to be determined by the majority
of votes.
XIV. Members of the Company, in General Courts, to have votes, according
to the number oſ their ſhares, namely, l or 2 ſhares entitles a member to 1 vote; 3

or 4 ſhares to 2 votes; 5, 6, or 7 ſhares, to 3 votes; 8 or 9 ſhares to 4 votes; lO or
more ſhares to '5 votes, and no member ſhall give more than 5 votes.
XV. Directors to take an oath to give their beﬅ advice and aﬃﬅance in the cou
cernsoſthe Company,and to demean themſelves faithfully andhoneﬅly in their oﬃce.
XVI. No perſon to have a vote in the election oſ Directors, or making oſ bye
laws, but proprietors in their own right, and not in truﬅ.
XVIl. Where joint proprietors hold a ſhare or ſharcs, the perſon whoſe name
'ﬅands ﬁrﬅ in the Company's books, ſhall vote.
XVlII. Quakers to make ſolemn aﬃrmations inﬅead of the oaths required.
XIX. No perſon to be choſen a Director, unleſs poſſeſſed, in his own right, oſ
one ſhare at leaﬅ in the ſaid capital joint ﬅock.
XX. Every Director to take an oath that he poſſeſſes, in his own right, one
ſhare at leaﬅ.
XXI. Oaths to be taken by Directors, to be adminiﬅered by the Lord Mayor, or any

Alderman oſ London, or by any two or more Directors who ſhall haVe been ﬁrﬅ ſworn.
XXII. In caſe any perſon choſen Director, refuſe or neglect to qualiſy or take
the oﬃce, a new election to be made.
XXIll. Court oſ Directors, or the majority, (the Chairman or deputy Chairman

being always one) may meet when, and where convenient, may ſummon General
'
1
Courts

AEZ oſ Parliament incarﬃomtz'ng the S. Leona Comþany.
Courts when they ſee cauſe; and, in all caſes not provided for by this act, or by the
bye-laws agreed upon by the General Court, they may act as they think meet.
XXIV. Diredcrs m w 'aſ-noint Subcommittees to tranſact buſineſs.
XXV. The Seciem ,. to be. choſen by the Court ofDirectors, to receive notice
of his eleEtion, and to t: 3..- an oath of ﬁdelity to the Company, which is to be ad

miniﬅered by the Direttors.
X XVl. Notice to begiven to perſnns appointed agents or ſervants to the Company.
XXVII. Directors to adminiﬅer to agents or ſervants, an oath of ﬁdelity to the

Company.

-

XXYIlI. Secretary, agent, or ſervant, neglecting or reſuſing, for 40 days
after receiving notice, to take the Oath, vacates his oﬃce.

XXIX. Members of the Company may meet at any convenient time and place,
to chuſe Directors, make bye-laws, &e. Such Meeting (the Chairman or deputy
Chairman to be always one, except in caſes hereafter mentioned) ſhall be called a
General Court of the Company.
XXX. One General Court in a Year at the leaﬅ to be called, by the Court of
Directors.
XXXI. In caſes of failure to call them by the Court of Directors, any 5 of their
ſucceſſors may call a General Court in the month of May next enſuing.
XXXII. On a written requiﬁtion from any 9 or more members, at any time, the
Direﬁlors ſhall call a General Court, within 20 days.

In caſe oſ refuſal, the ſaid 9

or more members, on 14 days' notice in the London Gathte, may ſummpn a Gene
ral Meeting, and appoint one of themſelves chairman, and may hear any complaint
againﬅ any Director or Directors. In caſe he or they ſhall not clear him or them
ſelves, then, within 20 days,'(notice being publiſhed as aforeſaid) another General

Court ſhall meet and determine the matter, and may remove ſuch Director or Di
rectors, and elect one or more Directors in his or their place.
_
XXXIll. The General Meeting may make bye-laws and inﬂict penalties, ſo that
the ſame be not repugnant to the laws oſ the realm. The penalties to be applied to
ſheuſhofſhcComﬀmY
XXXIV, Firﬅ General Court to be held in July, 1791.
XXXV. Chairman to have the caﬅing vote, when the number of votes is equal,
either in a General Court, or in a Court oſ Directors.
XXXVI. A Court of Directors, to beheld at leaﬅ every month; and, if the

Chairman or deputy Chairman neglect or refuſe to call ſuch Court, then 5 or more
Directors, on reaſonable notice in the London Gazcue, may ſummon the ſaid Court.
XXXVII. The Chairman or deputy Chairman, within 2 hours after the Meeting
of the Directors, ſending notice of theiriutihility to attend, the other Members

_may proceed to buſineſs without them.
XXXVllI. Books by the name of " The Ledger of the Capita] Joint Stock of
the Sierra Leona Company," and " The Transſer-book oſ the Sierru Leona Com
pany,"
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Act oſ Parliament incorþomting t/Le S. Leona Camþany.

Ansumx. pany," to be kept, ſworn to by the accomptant, iſ required ; and, ſrom time to time,
to lie open ſor inſpclſſtion.
XXXIX. Sharcs to be transferrablc by an entry in the transſcr-book, ſigned by
the party, to this eﬀect.
I A. B. dotransſer and aſſign unto C. D. his executors, adminiſlrators, and Aﬃgns,

my
Share or Shares [at t/ze (q/e may be] in the Capital Joint Stock oſ the
Slcrra Leona Comjmny, and all beneﬁt ariſing thereſrom. Witneſs my hand, this
Day of
in the Year ofour Lord
Or, by his attorney, to this eﬀect

' I A. B. by virtue oſ a Letter of Attorney from C. D. dated the

Day of

in

Year ol our Lord
do in the name and on the behalſof the ſaid C. D.
transfer and aſſign unto E. F. his executor-s, adminiſirators, and aſligns, the
Share or Shares of the ſaid C. D. in the Capita] Joint Stcck oſ the Szſierra Leona Com
Pany, and all beneﬁt ariſing thereſrom. Witneſs my Hand, the
Day oſ _
in the Year oſour Lord
XL. No perſon to claim as executor, adminiſirator, or deviſee, without producing
the probate or letters oſ adminiﬅration, of which a memorandum muﬅ be entered

in the transfer-book, which ſhall lie open for inſpection, without ſee.
XLI. For preventing doubts with reſpeEl to the credit of the Company, an ac
count oftheir debts, credits, and capital, ſigned by the Chairman, deputy Chairman
and 5 other Directors, ſhall be publiſhed in the London Gazette in April, every year.

XLII. The Directors to appoint oﬃcers and ſervants, continue them while they
think ﬁt, and eﬅabliſh their ſalaries.

XLIII. Shares in the Capital joint Stock to be deemed perſonal eﬅate.
XLIV. His Majeﬅy impowered to grant, and the Company to hold, the excluſivc
right oſ ſuch part oſ the Penz'n/Icla qſSz'crra Leona, as may be veﬅed in His hilajelly,
by grant or purchaſe ſrom the native kings; and the Company empowered to pur
chaſe, iſ they think ﬁt, the reﬅ of that peninſula, from the native kings, &c.

XLV. The ſhips of the Aſrican merchants, may, as heretoſore, anchorin Sicrra
Leona and Camaranca rivers, may build temporary tents and huts on ſhore, and may
purchaſe from the nativcs, iVOry, wax, camwood, and proviſions,ﬁre-wood andwatt'r,
without any new charge.
XLVI. Proceedings, in purſuance oſ this act, not to be quaſhed or vacated ſor
want of form.

XLVII. Actions for things done in purſuance of this act, to be brought within6
months after the fact. The deſendant may plead the general iſſue, and give this act
in evidence, and then thejury ſhall lind for the defend-int, or the Court of Seſlion in
Scotland ſhall diſmiſs the ſuit, and the deſendant have treble coﬅs.

XLVllI. The duration of this act, and conſequently of the Sierra Leona Com
pany, limited to 31 years ſrom the ﬁrﬅ day oſ july, '79 1.

xux. This act to be deemed a public act.

LIST

5

(5 1028.)

LIST OF THE ORIGINAL SUBSCRIBERS
TO THE ASSOCXATION FORM.ED lN 1792, FOR CULTlVATING

THE ISLAND OF BULAMA;
AND BY THAT MEANS PROMOTING THE

CIVILlZATION OF AFRICA.
This ſubſcription was raiſed in London and Mancheﬂer, upon lands to be purchaſed, from the native
chiefs of the lſilland of Bulama, and the adjacent parts of the continent. Abſtntee Sulrſcril/tr:
paid £60 per 500 acres, and Colon/'11 Sul'ſt-riberr £3o [an 5oo acres 2-8680 actes
were to be given gralir to the govemor and the other oﬃcers who
were to conduct the ﬁrﬅ expedition.

The ﬁgures annexed to the names denote the number of acres ſubſcribed for.
The names marked with aﬅeriſks come under the Mancheﬅer ſubſcription.

Abﬂ-ntec Subſcrzſibers or Purc/zaſers (ſ Land.
Duppa, Mrs. Sarah,
'Aſzelius, Dr. Adam, UAﬂ/l, Sour-e'en
'Alſop, George, Mantle/ler

500
2 50

'Baker, Thomas, eſq. Dim

500

Banbury,W. eſq. 166,Biſh:}sgatc*wizþout
*Barton, Henry, Mambg/hr
'Batemam Thomas, Di/to
'Berry, Jeremiah, Starlport
'Binns, Joſhua, Mambg/ler
v

r 25
500
goo
500
250

"Birch, So. Dilta

500

'Birch, Scholes, Dilto

_

500

Blew, Wm. High Lord' Cain-t, Crutrlwl
F'jm':
250

'Broadhurſh John, Aſanrlveﬅn500
Campbell, Hect. r 2, A'mvayile_,/Z .S/rn'lt{ 250
Cock, Ambroſe Hinde, 65, L. &bar/Well 250
'Collin, John, &ad-part

500

'Coopcr, Thomas, eſq. lVIatItl'g/ler

500

'Cor-per, William, Lmir

2 go

Coﬂetr, William, eſq.

'

Cotton, Joſ. Bubo-gun, Cbigrwzll, Eﬃx

500
l 25

Denham, Thomas,
goo
Dickenſon, S. 3 1, Stanbopeﬅ. Clare Mar.z5o
Dickcnſon,Thomas,

'Dodgſom

lllmzrbrﬅer

Douglas, Hon. Dunbar, at Cold: Troi
ttr'r, Some-'ſit place

250

150
'OOO

'Doxom James, Mambz/ier

1 250

'Dunderdale, David, Lead:

500

zsqſi

'Edenſ0r, John, Maurbeﬅer

2 50

'Edenſor, Wm. Johnſon, Dirta
Elkins, Randolph,

500
250

Etheridge, John, ſen. Haxtan
Etheridgc, John,jun. Dina
nFielding, John, Mancbzﬅtr
Fletchcr, Henry, 18+, Wapping
'Fogg, Ralph, Manſ/Jzﬅer
'Fogg. Thomas S. Ditta
Frogley, BarthO. eſq. 28, W/I'ncbqﬅerﬅ.

r 25
125
250
250
500
250
1 2;

'Gec, Robert, Storkpm

500

Gibbens, John, 3, Cigy Read

125

Goodwin, Dav. 55, Lorwcr S/mdwell
Goring, Charles,
Gratron, Thomas, Norto'r Falgate
'Hanſon, Joſeph, Mancþeſſcr

Harriſon, Wm. eſq. Breadﬅ.
Hartwell, Geo. eſq. New] Oﬃce

r 25
500
2 50
500

500
zooo

Hayne, Wm' 3, Bread-way, Bladſriar: 2 50

'Heywood, Geo. Illambtﬅcr

500

'Hiltoſh Thomas, Ditio
Hopkins. Joſhua, eſq. Elder/I. Nor-ton

Son

Falgale
'Inkerſolc, Joſeph, Leiaﬅer
*Jackſon, John, lilnnrljcﬅtr
*_Iackſon, John,Leln_-\ler

I25
250
500
500

'J ohanſen, Andrew, Wind, in Sqrmlm

250

*Jowert,
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*Jowett, Benj. Leedr
'Kay, Benj. and Sons, Dim
*Kay, Benj. junr. Ditlo
Keyſer, Aſſur and Cohan, Sam. Bevir

500
500
5oo

Marl'r, St. Illa'y Axe

Kirkpatrick,

500

S. eſq. 14.,j'abnﬅ. Adelﬃd 250

Langdale, Ja. 16, Tabentar/e ra-w

'25

Lo Meſuriet, Paul,eſq. M. P. Walbraak 1750
Locke, John, Fzſhﬅreet bill
250
Louſada, Em. Bara'n, jun. eſq. 36, Parry

Secretan, Fred. Sam. eſq. 6, Walbml- 250
Sherwood, John, 76, Drmj [arte
'Sidgreavcs, Ja. Mantb-ﬅer

12;
250

*Slarer, William, Ditta

250

Smith, Nathan. Knighiſhridige

500

Sneyd, Tho. 18, Hertſordﬅ. Illrg'ſair

250

Sneyd, Ralph, Ditto

150

'dothcby John, [Ham/wﬅer

115

'Stanley, Charles, Dino

250

'Stopſorth Miſs Jane, Stadpart
'Sykes, William, Mancþzſhr

250
500

ﬅ. Red/ſhone plate

2 50

'Luptom Jonathan, Leea':
Lopes, M.

250
2 50

Symcoc, John, 15, Oak/gy-ﬅreet, Lam
bit/1, Sur'y
z;o

250

Texeira, Abraham
Tulk, John, Aug. 21, Slaaaeﬅreel,

Mangles, Ja. eſq. 272, Wapþi'tg

Miller, Sir J. Riggs, Bart.

1750

'Mitcheh William, Mancbe er
Mocatta, Jacob,

Monteﬁora, Sam. Vira, Marrſel]

500
2 o

Vial, G. W..;8, Iſ'rl'eelerzﬂ. Spiralﬂeld: 11;

250

'Wadſirom, Mrs. Ulrica, Blanctﬂrﬁtr
500
Wainwnght, Charles, Sl. George'x Turp

Good

meznrſield:

zgo

Morgan, F. L.

250

Mullens, Wm. 26, Bartlen Ellſ/ding:
Paiba, Roland, Gm'rarwqy': Coﬀw houſe

500
12;

Parker, Iſilac, Putney, Sun)

250

Pearce, Wm. 12, Ho-wlandſf.
Phillips, Iſaac, 27, City road

1z5
1 25

'Phillips, John,junr. Mambe/ier
'Phillips, Robert, Ditta

500
rcoo

'Phillips, George, Ditta
'Phillips, Thomas, and Co. Dilta

iooo
lOOO

K'IIglJi/Zrl-tſgf

25o

pike, uﬅ
12;
Walker, Joſeph, eſq. Dactare' Cum-man! 250
Walkcr, Rev. Wm. 31, Seaabaje-ſirm
C/aremarket
'Walker, Miſs Charlotte, Seekpm
'Wardlc, James, Manebe er

zgo
250
zoo

Warts, Ja. 16, TaberaaeIe-row, Ci-y-rudrz;
chb, Samuel, 71, Grub-ﬅreet

250

Webber, James, deeeZ-ﬅrm

500

'Webﬅcn Robert, ment,

500

'Phillips, Chriﬅopher, Ha/lt'fax

250

Whitewood, Peter, z, Old Burli'tgtM-ﬅ. 250

'Prcﬅon, Thomas. Manſ/yeﬅer

500

Wilſon, Giﬃn, eſq. 10, Lincoln'r-i'ta,

Reed, Shakeſpeare,

250

'Rees, C. G. [Wam'blﬅer

250

'Rees, P. L. Dill-7

250

Reid, R. eſq. atPattl Ie Mf/arier't, Walbr.25o

'Roberts, Rich. eſq. Alantbgﬅtr
*Roſs, Joſeph, Briﬅol
Rickers, John,

Newzjctgaare

250

Wilſon, Gloﬅer, eſq. Ditta
zgo
Wood, James, 21, Olz/Campmz-ﬅ. Solza 12;

Woodbum, Mrs. Jane, Peter/barn, Sun) 250

500
2 50
250

Wootton, Jo. 12, Waite't-al. Calema't-ﬅ. 12;
'Worthingtom Thomas, Blanche er
150
Ximenes, Abr. Garra-waj't eſſe-barſ; 12;

*Saln10n, Joſhua, Wbittenbam, Mambgﬅer 250

Ximenes, Moſ. eſq. 30, Upper Gower-ſhoeſ:
Young, William, Harlejyſſreet
500

*Sanders, George, W/mb]
Scott, Dav. M. P. Upper Harleyﬅ.

500
17 50

Colony/3 Subſcrilzers to the Bulama ﬀocz'atz'on, and whoſaz'led
for that [ﬅand on the
Expedition, in 1792.
Aberdecn, C. E.
*Afzelius, Dr. Adam, Ujſalau'n Souden
Ahlelund, Adolph, frzm Srwedt"
Ballard, William Edward,
Banﬁeld, William,
Bent, Mrs. Anna,
Bant, Miſs Ann,
Bant, Miſs Elizabeth,

Bant, Miſs Milleſent,

250
500
goo
ago
500
1 25
OO
Sgoo

5oo

Bayley, Nicholas,
500
Beaver, Philip, eſq. Lieut. in 'be New) 1000
Boﬅoclr, Robert C.
Brodie, Francis,

503
zooo

Burdet, Henry,

_250

Clutterbuck, Peter,
Curwood, John,
Curry, Abraham,

1500
1000
500

Dobbin, Robert,

1000

Duke

*

to the Bulama Aﬄbczſiatz'on.
36:
Drake, Charles,

1500

Donnelly, Francis,

soo

'Farren Timothy',

2000

Fieldcr and Butler,
Finlziy, Juﬅice,
Flynn, Thomas.

1250
r 2;
looo

Munden, John,
Soo
Ncild, Richard Cloudeﬂey,
1250
'Nordenll-riold, Auguﬅ. leamr', Swdm 500
Ozanne, Thomas,
r ooo

Paiba, john William,
Palba,
Farny, John,
Henry,
ſi

500
rooo
500
1 ooo

Ford, Richard,

5oo

Frecmnn, Joſeph,

500

Pereira, Benjamin,

Gandell, john Strathen,
Hancorne, Richard,

500
5co

Pcreira, Mordct,

500

Harley, John,
Hallon, Sir W.
Hood, john,

500
500
250

Price, Dolphin,
Pullen, VV.
Reynulds, john,

500
r 2;
zcco

Keybnrn, George,

750

King, John,
Lawleﬁ, John,
Longbotham, Bulkeley Thomas.

500
500
500

Mallcſon, john Kennedy,

goo

Marſack. Charles T.

'coo

Robinſon, Charles,

500

Seaton, R.
Sherwood, Charles,
Smith, William,
Sparks, Thomas,
Squire, john,
Ward, Richard Samuel,

500
500
62;
250
250
250

Metcalſ, Hicks,

500

Webﬅer, Robert,

Metcalſ, William,
Monrrﬁore, joſh.
Morſe, John,

zoo
500
250

VVighrmnn, Daniel,
Ximenes, lſaac,
Young,

r ooo

250
750
500

Land: granted gratis, before t/Le Expedition ſhiled.
Dalryrnple, H. H. eſq. Gwmror
Bant, W. eſq.
Balled,
Surgeon

2000
500
5-30

Marﬅon, Benjamin, Sur-vgyor
Rowe, John, Surgeon
Williams, Ower'i,.J-jzﬅant Surgeon

500
goo
500

Young,

eſq.

500

HANKBY.
Cox, ]. Caplain
Brirey, j. rﬅ Male
Mackay, G. zd Dita
Mirchel,
C-U'þt'zfc'r

500
zoo
roo
loo

Hardy,

IOO

Heriot, john, eſq. Secretary

500

.
CALYPSO.
Stcnzell, _l. Captain
Stenzell, W. lﬅ Male
Martin, M. zd Ditta
Jordan, A. Cor-pennr

S H I P S.
Acrea goo
zoo
roo
roo

Robſon, W. Bear/ſwain

100

Bled-ſwain

Bennct,

Adams. W.

Cormick, W.

Davis, R.

Jeﬀcrſon, P.

Davy, R.

Johnſon, J.

Millar, j.

>Seamn,4o acres each 360.

Paper, W.
Porter,
Smith, G.

Wood, S.

High,
Moſely,
W.

> sNNW' 40 a c m each 3 2 o

W'ilkinſon, G.
\Vood, C.
Woody, T.
J

_j

_
1320
l 360

Hankey's

r 320

The above liﬅs, reſpecting the Bulama ex
pedirion, were communicated lo the author,

goo

by Mr. Malleſon, ſecretary to the aſſocia

B'gzar'r Br'rm'ſon, Carm-

Bickhead, J. Cape"

_'_-_

'-_

tion.

3180
Errata in the ahove Ijﬂs.
Kirkpatrick, J. S. eſq. read 2250 Acrcs,
Louſada, E. B. read 750 Acres.

j'aurnaſr

Ansnnrx;

,

'Dr. Smeathinan's Manuſcrz'jits.

352
Arrexmx.
L'N

Dr. S's MSS.
rttptcting
Ali'ſica.

journalr aim' other MSSJZtﬂ by Ihc [ate Dr. II. Smcathman. (See s 331. notcf)
1029. When the concluding ſheet of this work was about to be printed oﬀ, Mr.
Heathcote, a gentleman particularly acquainted with the late Dr. Smeathman, was
ſo kind as to ſend the authora box containing a great number of the MSS. of thatin
delſiatigablc and philoſophical tra-Vcller.--Mr. Heathcote's friendſhip to the Doctor
originated in an enlightened zeal for the beﬅ intereﬅs of mankind;and a peculiar de
ſire to contribute to the civilization ofAſrica,hasnow induced this gentleman, to en

truﬅ the author with the papcrs of his deceaſed friend. But unfortunately they have
come too late to be rendered of any material uſe to theprg/&nt þuhlziratz'on. A cur

Proofs of Dr.

ſory view of theſe curious MSS. however, ſuﬃciently ſhews, that many of them
deſerve to be publiſhed, on account of their intrinſick value.
1030. It is cer tan that ſo many ſpeaking proofs of abilityand indefatigable diligence,

S's ability,

in the cauſe of humanity and uſeful knowledge, are not always to be met with
Iml zeal.

Obſervations
on zhc ther
mozuctcr.

among the poﬁhumous papers of men, whoſe fame has yet been found a very pro
fitable theme for faſhionable panegyric. But the very misfortunes of poor Dr. S.
and the uncomfortable circumﬅances in which he often purſued his reſearches, will
enhance the value of his performances in the eyes of every friend to real merit.
1031. In order to gratify ſome readers, the following bbſervation: on the Ther
mometer are inſerted. They are extracted from one of the Doctor's journals,
kept at the iſland of Bananas, where they were regularly taken down from the igtii
of December 11'72, till the 16thofJ-1nuary 1773.
at

6

inthe morning

Go;-

the loweﬅ, and

9

Ditto

65

Ditto

70-

Ditw

682- Ditm

i;
3

Noon
Aſtemoon

70'
7 l -1-

Ditto "
Ditto

77
77

Ditto
Ditto.

73} 'Ditto
74.; Ditto

6

Ditto

63

Ditto

73

Ditto

70; Ditto

Ditto

66

*_

Ditto

7o

Ditto

68 i, Ditto

- 67

>

Ditto

68

Ditto

67.;r Diuo
67;Ditto

12

Midnight

z in the morning 67

ſ

68

Ditto

68

the higheﬅ

Ditto

64;- damage

There are ſeveral ſimilar obſervations to be met with in diﬀerent parts of his

journals, but not having, been made incta regular ſeries of time, they cannot be ar
ranged.
Animal-'ﬅing
5155. reſpect

1032. AmOng the MSS. of Dr. S..is one conſiﬅing o'f 86 pages large quarto, ap
parently drawn up with muchjudgement and experience, and which ſeems to be rea

ing coloniza

dy for the preſs. It is entitled, " A Planſora new andþcng/xſiczſialHﬅem oſCommcm

don.

and Colonz'zation, which may be eﬅabliſhed at aſmall Expence, onthe Groin Coaﬅ
Africa, in aſc'rier qſLctltrJ to aſricnd, by H. S."

-

1033. There are alſo many detached MSS. reſpecting the preſervation of health,

and the removal of inconveniences attending warm climates, and various large and

intereﬅing journals, fragments of obſervations, &C. *

i
1034.

Expedition ﬁtted out from N. America.

363

1034. In ſhort the ardour of Dr. S, in uſeſul reſearches is abundantly veriﬁcd by Arnnmx.
theſe valuable papers; and it would be a breach of candour and charity to doubt M
that his purſuits were directed, not by the ſordid and mercantile ſpirit of the preſent AlICFclofe ſc
age, but by the philanthropic ſentiment, thus expreſſed in one oſhis MSS. " [ſet/cry lsgzacſigfmgz'h
man knew that lu'r llaﬅﬅſnf/j' depended an making ot/zm happy, all mankind' would
ﬂeſh."

The Author here ſhbjazſiu: the Print oſt/zc Mcdal lze promiſed.

331 note),

1035. Capt. l. Kendrick, of the Columbia, the ﬁrﬅ American vell'el that viſited firﬅ Veﬀrlﬁſor
the N\V. coaﬅ olſi N. America, purchaſcd from the Natives a beautiful and fertile iſielJCZZZ'Z-lm:
tract 240 miles ſquare.

N. America.

1036. Xt may perhaps not be improper to hint, that the eaſy conditions on
which this valuable tract of land might bc obtained, independent oſ all claims oſ
juriſdiction lrom any nation whatever, ought to have its due weight with all thoſe purchnſcaﬁne
who may be inclined to ſorm themſelves into colonial aſſociations, for exem- angrgilolzﬁ
plzſhing and extending any enterprize that may be beneſicial to mankind, be- ation.
yond the reach of mercantile inﬂuence, either according to the plan hinted at,

s 604, 606, or any other that may be ſuggeﬅed.
1037. The author muﬅ not omit to obſerve, that the above intereﬅing piece oſ

information has been kindly communicated to him by the gentlemen, ſuperintend
ing the oﬃce for diſpoſing oſ American lands, No. 24, Threadneedle ﬅreet.
1038. Mr. A. Dalrymple's plan, and the plans purſued by the gentlemen con.
cerned in the African civilization, tend to improve uncivilized nations; but to
improve ourſelves in a form oſ aſſociation in ſome ſequeſiercd part oſ the world,
and thereby to arrive at the ſame end, appears to be of much greater importance.
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CONT'ENTS
OF

PART

THE

FIRST.

I
Corſzﬂing often Chapters, nine ofw/zz'c/z treat on the Forma/z'on qſCo/onzſies,
an PRlN.

CIPLES q/COMMERCE, combincd with HUMANlTY. The tent/1 Chap. con
lainsſhme'Accvunt qſ l/zc Colonies alreadyﬂrmea' in Africa, on PRINCIPLES
eſ CQMMERCE unconnccted will: HUMANlTY.

Into'oductzſion.
R. Sparrman, Capt. Arrhenius, and the Author, make a Voyage to Aſr.-Dr. S. and the

Author examined by the Britiſh Privy Council.-Profeﬂ'or Zimmerman" opinion of Aft.

CHAP.

I.

Olﬂruﬃons to Colonization, particularly in Africa.
Plans of ﬁrﬅ European coloniﬅs ill digeﬅed, 5 1.-Aſr. neglected, and why, s 2, 3.-Slave
trade, 9 4.-W. Indies derive importance from Africa, 5 5.-Opp0ﬁtion of Merchant: and

Planters, 9 6.-Objections anſwered, 5 7, erſe .

C H A P. II.
Character and Dz'ﬃqſition qſ t/ze Aſn'cam.
Governments, &c. form nadonal characters, E- r 1.-Aſr. character miſrepreſented,$ 12.

Civilized nations governed by reaſon; uncivilized, by the paﬃons,$ 14.-The real character
of tle Africane ſketched, 5 15, et ſq.-Corrupted by Enropeans, 9 r9.-lnﬂnnce in a chief,

5 are-Proofs of their induﬅry and intelligence, s 13, et ſiq.

C H A P.

-

III.

Cz'vz'lz'zatz'm in general.
I ill and nnderﬅanding the leading ſaculries,_5 31.-Education and civilization deﬁned

and compared, 5 32, et ﬅ7.-lnnocent luxury promotes civilization, 5 36. (See alſo s 708,

717, ztſcg. 758.)-Agricultural colonies recommended, 5 40. (See alſo s 173, ctſq. 606,

757-dſ-7-l
3 D

C H A P.
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IV.

Climate, Saz'l, and Water.
Wet and dry ſeaſons, 5 43.-(Dantity of rain,5 45.-Thermometer and barometer, 5 46.
-Soil from C. Blanco to Gambia, 5 47.-Baſaltes, 5 48.-Adanſon's account oſ ſoil from
Gambia to Nunez, 5 49.-Europcan factories ill ſituated, 5 50.-Qnalities oſ rain and river

water, &c. 5 51, 52.-Guinea worn', 5 51.-Hmv to cool and puriﬂwaur, 5 53, 54.

CHAP. V.
a Producc.
Slave-ſhips bring little produce, 5 55.-Wood veſſels deal in ﬂaw-es, 5 56.-E. and W. In
d'ta-ns oppoſe import. of African produce, 5 57.-Producc rots in Africa for want oſ convey
ance, 5 58.-Valuable E. and W. Indian productions indigenOus in Africa, 5 59.-Animals,
S 60.-Rice, wild ſugar-canes, cotton, and indigo, woods, pepper, nutmegs, &e. 5 61, etſry.

-Aſr. cotton tried, 5 64, (and uſed at Mancheﬅer, 5 271.)-Hiﬅ. of coﬀee, 5 69, note.

4oo,ooo guineas coined from Afr. gold, in one you. 5 70.-1'011 mines 700 miles up the
Senegal, 571.

.

C H A P. VI.
The Means aſ prefer-ving Health.

. , Men and plant! affected by tranſplntation, 5 7 3.-Enropeans regandleſs of health in Mr.
5 74, 75.-Aſr. iſ cleared, would be healthful, 5 75.-Inﬅance in St. Salvador, 5 76, 80.
Commerce preferred to health, 5 77.-(See alſo 5231, not', 271. note, 777.)-Cauſes oſ mor

tality oſſoldiers and ſailors, and why ſhips of war are healthſul, 5 78.-Comparative ſalubrity
ofdiﬀerent places, 5 80.-Houſes, temporary and permanent. 5 84., etſeg. (See alſi) plate 1.)

q-Diet, 587.-Slecp, dreſs, and employment, 5 BB.-Cold bath, 5 90. - Spirits to be kept
up, 5 91.-Mind comparatively neglected by phyſicians, 5 92, et ſeg.-Who ﬅand- Afr. cli

mate beﬅ, 5 9 5.-M0rtality at Scnegaleſcaped by temperance, 5 97.

C H A P. V'II.
General Reﬂections on Colonies, and the means aſpromoting them.
Colonial policy oſ modern Europe contracted, 5 im.-It's evil conſequences, 5 xoz-Set
tlements and colonies diﬅinguiſhed, ib. note-Nations and their colonies compared to parents
and children, 5 104., erſeq.-Cauſes ofdiſcord between nations and their colonies, 5 109.-G re
cian colonies, why proſperOus, 5 Ho.-Some modern colonies originated in folly and inju Rice,
5 r 11.-Othcrs ﬅunted by monopoly and oppreſiim, 5'1 12.-Commz'ﬃou Commrrn ſhould be
encouraged in anew colony, 51 114.-C0mmunicati0n between diﬅant regions of Aſr. already
open, 5 1 r 5, note.--S_þeculntion commerce pernicious, 5 1 r 6.-Speculators unconnectex with
any community, 5 r 17.-Lord Chatham's opinion ofthem, 5 1 r 8.--Dr. Arbuthnot's, ib. note.

-Anel Dr. Johnſon's, 5 im.-Their operations tend to enﬂave mankind, 5 rzr.-Kcauſe
money is become independent of commodities, 5 122.-Commercial colonies tend to ſlavery,
agricultural to liberty, 5 12 3.-Neceﬂity of caution in forming colonies, 5 125 --How co
. .
,\
ioniﬂs
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loniﬅs ſhould be encouraged, 5 1 26, 127.-Choice oſcoloniſis, 5 1 28, 1 29.-Native chiefs to
be conciliatcd, 5 130.-Uſe eſtln PLGgb recommended, 5 132.-Objections anſwered, 5 133.
v-Plough has been uſed ſucceſsfully in the W. Indies, 5 136.-Why not univerſally uſed
there, 5 137.-Remarkablc inﬅance oſ it's ſucceſs in the W. Indies, ib.-Commonly uſed in
the E. lndies, 5 139.-Moſi tropical articles may be raiſed with it, 5 140.-Ll. queries con
cerning the inverted ſtate of agriculturc, ﬁnance, and commerce in European communities,
and hinting at 3 ſpeciﬁc regulations in qu. XLlV. and Ll.) 5 142.

C H A P.

VIII.

Hints on the Eﬃntialr oſ a colonial Government.
Education, 5 143.-Coloniﬅs ſhould inﬅruct natives by ſchools and apprenticcſhips,5 144.,
etſeg. 161, note.-Ridiculons education oſ two O'Taheitcans in Europe, 5 146, note.-;-Aſr.

idea oſ God, 5 149.-Toleration recommended, 5 150.-Employments,5 151.-Contract3 ma
trimonial, ſocial, and civil, 5 l 52, et ﬅ7.-Politieal balance, 5 i 5 5.-Laws, judicial, political,
and uzconomical, 5157, et ﬂaw-External worſhip, 5161.-Health, 162.-Cultivation oſ raw
materials,5 163.-Manuſactures,5 tap-Commerce, 5 165.-Internal polity and defence, by
frankpledge,5 166, et ﬁ7.-Financcs, 5 170.-Political arrangements, 5 171.

C H A P. IX.
Specſſc Pra/mſitz'ons applied to the Caſe ofa, new Colony.
Syﬅem recommended, 5 1 72.-Reaſons for ſelecting a particular part oſAſr. 5 t 73, note.
Prsp. I. Directors oſ two claſſes, and their departments, 5 1 74., et ſe-a.-Organization oſgo
vernment, 179.-Prap. II. That the Directors ſell the lands to proper perſons, to be cultivated
in a limited time, 5 180. 181.-Excellent W. Indian regulations to this eﬀect, 5 180, note.
Cleared illands dry, buthealthſul, ib.-Prop. Ill. Rights of coloniﬅs and ſubſcribers, 5 182.._.
Pray. IV. T wo courts oſ directors; deliberative in Europe, and executive in the colony, 5 183.

-Prc_þ. V. Director: muﬅ have viſited the colony, 5 1 &Lia-Britiſh colonies make their own
laws, 5 184., note.-Jamaica ablbntecs heavily taxed, iIzid.-Pra_þ. VI. That oaths be diſal
loch, becauſe abaſed, 5 185, and it's note-Pray. VII. That commerce be free, and that
ſlave-traders be expelled, 5 186.-4'7013. VIIl. That ſubſcriptions, in money or goods, be
opened, at £60 for 500 acres oſ land (in Bulama,) 5 187,188.-Prap. IX. That all African
aſſociation: act harmoniouſly, 5 189.-Pr0p. X. That the current medium beſounded on la

bour, 5 190.-Prap. Xl. That frankpledge beintroduccd,5 191.-P/op. Xll. That a ﬅore
and diſcounting accounts be kept, 5 192.-Pray. XIII. That the coloniﬂa be taxed in 3 claſſes,
5 194. (See 5 606, No. 3.)-Pr0p. XIV. That the purchaſe of land be limited, 5 195.
Prap. XV. That unmarried coloniﬅs be taxed, and married ones partly exempted, 5 196..
Prop. XVI. That arreﬅ' for debt be diſallowed, becauſe oſ their deplorablc eﬀects, 5 197.

and it's note.-Prap. XV ll. That mechanical invention: be encouraged, 5 198.
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X.

Colonz'er ſbrmcd 07' attempted in Africa on the Principles aſ
Commerce by t/Le Portugueſſ', Sþanz'ards, French, DutC/t, (35.
POR'FUGUESE ﬁrﬅ explored the African Coaﬂ; but their communication; ſparing, and
their oathography unſirttled 5 zoo.-This lketch oſ Portug. Aſri. reviewed by Col. Bolts 16.
note.-:ſu.erri 5 zoz.-./Ingo[aﬂ 203.-,-Cmg9 9 204.-Lzrmgo and ngurla; zo;.-Religious
ſociety at Loando have r2,ooo ﬂaves 5 200.-Miſſronaries 3 207.-P0rtug. ﬂave-trade 5 208
and 239 note.-Soﬂzla produces yearly £t,666,666 in gold s 212.-Momn Opbirﬂ 113.
Moznmb/yuc, governor's duties above £o:>,ooo lier. yearly 215.-Mc/ina'a city contains
30,ooo Portug. &c. 5 217.-Madrira deſcribed s zzr elſey.-Yi:lds 30,ooo pipes oſ wine
yearly 224.-It's animals, &e. 5 224, 225.-Imports ﬁſh from Sweden and America<_. 225.
-Swedilh commerce and board or: commercef 22; note.-lnhabitants 5 226, 227.-Go
vernment and revenue s zzS.-Swarm oſ prieﬅs 5 130.-Populati0n, births, deaths s 23 r.
C. de Fz-rd [ﬅands deſcribed s 232, 233.-lnhabitants oppreſſed by monopoly 5 234., and by deſ
pots and prieﬅs s 235.-Cloathed from Rag-fair in London, ib. note.-Complcxi0n depends
chieﬂy on climate and mode of life ﬂibﬄ-Agriculrure bad 5 236.-Dreadſul ſamine in 1773.
ib. note, alſo 5 z4r.-Exports St. _7aga cloths, cattle to the Weﬅ Indies, &cs 237.
Har
boursﬂ 239.u-Curioua ﬅones 5 240.-People enſlaved by the Duque D'Aveiro 9 241 ._r o,ooo
of them ſent to Biſſao, where they moﬅly died; 242.-Sugar mills s 243.-Whale ſiſhery,
orchella, manuſactures 24+.-St. Tb-vmar, it's produce, trade and manuſacturcs 24; 5353.
Produces the true 'Cinnamon 9 146 note.-Prim*e': Maiuſ, &c. eligible for colonies 5 249.
SPANISH. CANARY IBLANDS s 251.-Tcntry'e it's productions s 253.-Pike ,-5.--_
Population, manuſactures, &c. 5 254.-Gran Cmrariu it's produce, population, &e. ſometimes
dillreſſcd by locuﬅs 5 255, 256.-Palma it's produce, &e. fern-bread 5 257.
Laurerora and
Frzcrlcweulurrl inſcſled by aſſes, abound with orchclla; L ancerota fertilized by a Vulcano s 258.

chdiſh orchzlla monopolizcd by means of corruption 5 258 note.-Wheat better than Euro
pean 259.-Gcmera might ſubſiſl: independently of Other countriesg 260.-Ferro 5 261.
Humane policy of Spain, population, character oſ Canarians, inquiſition, diſeaſcs, commerce,

s 262 etﬅg.-Comparatch humanity of European nations to ſlavcs 5 263 note.-Revtnue
exceeds that oſ Britiſh America and W. Indiesﬂ 268.
FRENCH.

Isnn DE Bouanou, exports 9 270.-Bourbon and Surat cotton compared

5 271.-Opcrations on cotton where it grows, healthſul, in Europe unhealthſul, and why

5 27' num-Iſle de France, population of it and Bourbon s 272.-Spices thrive there, and
the Dutch attempt to deﬅroy them by corrupting the gardeners s 273.-Dutch proſits on
ſpices £750,ooo annually i5.-Madagaſmr'r former ﬂouriſhing eﬅabliſhments there 5 274;
Colony attempted, in 1767, 9 275.-Be/{y0*wſh_y'r enterprize in '772. Q 176, is not properly
ﬁtted ours 227. oppoſed at the ſ. de Frances 278, lands in Biadag'iſcars 279, buiids a
' ſort and makes roadsﬂ 280, diﬅributcs lands and digs a canalﬂ 28', ſome chiefs oppoſe,
others ſupport him s 287., cloaths his troops in the country cloth 5 283, not ſupported by
the

p: 'n'
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the French miniﬅry ib. reported to be the ſon of a native princeſs s 284, acknowledged as
ſuch by ſeveral chicſs 5 285, interrogated by z French commiſiionere, receives their cirtiﬁcate
and rcſigns s 286, ſtatement of his accounts ib. note, ﬅates to the commiſiioners ſome moﬅ

intereﬅing particulars relative to the population and reſources oſ Madngaſcar 9 287 3 his plan
for colonizing that iſland ib. note; is declared Ampanſacnbe 9 288; empowercd to treat with
France, for which he embarks 5 289; inconliﬅcncy oſ the French miniﬅryﬂ 191.-The
Count oﬀcrs His Britannick Majeﬅy 5000 ſoldiers and 2000 ſailors s 292, fails from London
to Baltimorc and thence to Madagaſcar, where he lands s 294; is killed by a party oſ French
s 296, his character 5 298, inſidious conduct of the French miriiﬅry s 199, Madagaſcar cot

ton equal to Bourbon ib. note.
DUTCH. CAPl-T or Gooo Hope, Van Riebecl-t propoſes a colony there 5 300.-Libe
rality and prudence of the Dutch E. India Co. 9 301.-Ohj. againﬅ colonizing in time of
war ib. note.--Expenſe r ,ooo,ooo oſguilders annually, ſor the ﬁrﬅ 20 yeares 302.-_Diﬃcul
ties very great 5303.-Soil, climate, animals, &e. s 304.-Exports, ſarming, tenure oſ
lands 9305. 306.-Dutch and Portug. policy contraﬅed 5 307.-Mortality oſ men kid
napped by the Dutch Zeelvercoopers, or Soul-mangerr, 5 307.

No toleration at the Cape

5 308.-Govcmment, revenue, military and population g 309, etſrg.
AUSTRI AN. DELAGOA BAY, Portug. ſettle there 5 zxz, and Dutch 5 313._Col.
Bolts undertakes to colonize it for Auﬅria 5 315; ſails in r 776, and is oppoſed by commer.
cial bodies s 316; arrives, buys land, builds temporary houſes, and begins trade s 317, etſq.
goes to India, whence he ſends a Mahommedan miﬂionary 5 320.-Natives intelligent, &e.

s 321.-Wild ſugar canes, cotton, rice, gold, &e. ib.-The colony thrive3,but Prince Kau
nitz diſavows it, and the Portug. break it up 5 322.-Col.Bolts the reﬅorer oſ the Auﬅrian E,

India trade 5 323.-Ridiculous claims of Spain and Portugal s 324.-Ridiculous grant of
Cha. II. to the Eng. Aſr. Co. 9 325.-He and his brother, ja. D. oſ York, were ſlave
traders, ib.-Charles II. was alſo concerned in privateering, ib.

NEW ANECDOTES. Col. Bolts conſulted by Guﬅ. III. about a S-wed'zſh colony 5 316.
New plan oſ the Aſr. aſſociation of London for exploring Aſr. 5 327.
ADVERTISEMENT. The reader cautioncd againﬅ miſunderﬅanding the author's
meaning reſpecting colonization on commercial principles ; which he entirely diſapproves.
Cauſes of the delay of this publication.-The plan enlarged, which gave riſe to its diviſion in
to two parte.
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PART THE SECOND,
Co'gſzﬅi'zg tﬀCH/IP. Xſ. Colonies attempted, or now forming, in Africa, on the
PRINCIPLES aſ' HUMANITY, by t/zc Britzſh, llze Dane; and t/zc Swedu.
t

Introduction.
Dr. Smeathman's plan of colonizing Africa, 5 330.-Mr. Sharp's exertions, 'In-Dr. Fo
thcrgill's ſuggeﬅion, ib. note.-Dr. Lettſom liberates his ſlaves, 55.-Committee for relieving
the black poor, 5 3 31.-Mr. A. Dalrymple's plan for beneﬁting remote and unprovided na.
tions, 5 33! note.

Britiſh.

Sierra Leona.

Firﬅ Direaors of the Sierra Leona Company 5 333.----thk poor ﬁrﬅ ſent over,

5 3 34.

Their mortality and it's cauſes, 5 3 3 5.--Their d'rt'perﬁon, ib.--_Climatc of

S. Ltmna, population, government, religion, 5 338, 3 39.-Nativ'es deſirous of improvement,
5 3 39.-King Naimbanna fends his ſons to Europe for educntion, 5 340.--Cultivation and
trade, 5 343.-Enropcans ﬁipply natives with powder and ſpirits, ſuieide, inﬅances of kidnap
ping, 5 345,etſcg.
Refpectable eﬅabliſhment reſolved on, and why, 5 354.
Capital
£ lO0,000 ﬅcr. i5.-extcnded to £15o,ooo, ib. note.--Laudable caution in chuﬁng coloniﬅs,

5 355.-Councii to promote equal rights, &c. 5 358.-_-Hea}th to be the ﬁrﬅ object, 5 359.

-Diﬃculties to be expected,5 360.-Sources oſ proﬁt, 5 363.-Company's object, 5 366.
Beneﬁts to Africa, 5 367.-Trade and a ſugar plantation ordered to be begun, 5 368.-Mine
ralogiﬅ and botaniﬅ engaged, 5 369.-Shates, votes, &e. 5 370, etﬁ9.-Nova Scotia black:
expected, 5 gun-Caution of the Ditcﬁors in admitting ſubſcribers, &e. 5 376.---Lieut.
Clarkſon oﬀers to conduct the free blacks from N. Scotia to S. Leona, 5 377.-1196 N.

Scotia blacks willing to embark, 5 379.-£23 5,280 to be raiſed, i5.--Whites from England,
5 380.-113! N. Scotians arrive at S. Leona: mortality on board, 5 381.-They clear land,
&e. 5 382.-M'ortality. Bad accommodation, 5 384.-Land could not be allotted,5 385.

Governor and council diſagree, 5 386.-

Diſorder.

Mr. Clarkſon appointed ſole

Governor, 5 387.
Sickneſs, diﬅreſs and confuſion, 5 389.
Bulama coloniſts
arrive at S. Leona, 5 390.-Comp. will promote all attempts to civilize Africa, 5 39] .-Diﬃ
cultics in diﬂributing land 5 392.-Lands on Bullom ſhore better than near town, 5 39 5.
Colony improves, 5 397.-Suﬀers from the war, &e. 5 398.-And the ﬂave trade, 5 399.
Chicfs undeceived, ib.-Death of Mr. Nordenikiold, the mineralogiﬅ, 5400.-And of K.

Naimbanna's ſOn, 5 401.-Ship York burnt, 54,03.--Colony healthy in ſecond tains, ib.-N.

Scotians petition, s 404.-Dircctors reſol. thereon, 5 405 .-Advantages and diſadvantagcs of
1

receiving
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receiving the N. Scotians, 5 408, 409.-Funds and expenſcs ﬅated, 5 411.-Colonization
arduous, 5 414.-Mortality ﬅated, 5415.-Not chargeable on the Directors, nor on the oli

mate, 5 418, 419.-Trade,5 420.-C0mpany's ſhipping, ſacteries, &c. 5 422, 423.-Dollars
introduced inﬅead of bars, 5 424.-W. lndin managcrs, &c. introduced, 5 425.-A planta
tion begun, 5 426.
Native labourers, their wages, hours of labour, &c. 5426.
Their

cloathing, &c. improved, 5 427.-Canes damaged by bug-a-bugs, 5428.-Managct and la
bourers have little diﬀerences, 5 429.-Natives deſire a ſecond plantation, ib.--Freetown
deſcribed, 5 430.-Premiums for cultivation, 5 432.-That of natives ﬂuctuating, 5 433.Factory to buy native produce, 5434.-olllacks act as jurors, &c.5 436, etſry.--Spirit of the
government, 5 439.-Character of the Company's ſervants, 5 440.-And of the N. Scotiam
5 441. which, in ſome reſpects, excells that of the lower Engliſh, 5 442; their defects, 5 443;
and unreaſOnable claims, 5 444.; ſuſpicions of whiles, and why, 5 446 5 their faults owing to
ﬅavery, 5 447; this no argum. againﬅ prudent emancipation, 5 448; proviſion for their in

ﬅruction, &c. 5 452.-Slave-trade obﬅructs civilization, 5 453.-Recent inﬅances of kidnap
ping, &e. 454, elſ27.-A black from N. Scotia reﬅored to his mother at S. Leona, 5 457.
Slave-trade drives the native: to the mountains, 5458.-Frce blacks, taken in French ſhips.
ſold for ﬅaves, 5 463 ,-Scenes in ſlave-ſhips, &e. 5 467.-Shocking exceſſes of Europeans to
obtain money, 5 468.-'Panjaring deſcribed, 5 469.-Bloody inſurrectjons, 5 470, inn-Or
mand a murdetous ſlave-ſuitor, 5 47z,-The diſperſion of the ﬁrﬅ: coloniﬅs, 5 47 3.
Slave
trade endangers every colony, 5 474.-Excmplary humanity of a chief, 5 475.-Some of the
ﬁrﬅ coloniﬅs fold, ib.-One of them turns kidnappcr, 5 476.-Slave-trade prevents inland in.
tercourſe, 5 477, as in Mr. Nordenlkiold's caſe,5 478.-lt's ſources recapitulated, debts,

wars, kidnapping, &c. 5 479. ctﬅſ.--S0,000 ﬅaves annunlly dragged from Africa, 5 484.
Sick ﬅave-traders relieved at S. Leona, 5 485, etﬅg.-Americans, clandeﬅinely purſue the
ﬅave-trade, though prohibitcd, 5 488; which the Director: are taking ﬅeps to prevent, 5 489.
-Comp. refolve to tedeem ﬅam, 5 490, and to conciliate chiefs, 5 49r.-Slave-trade ob
ﬅructs cultivation, by it's mercantile proﬁta, &c. 492, uſe-7. has introduced a taﬅe for Enro
pean goods, 5 492.-Chieſs who may be expected to'abandon it, and why 5495.-Inﬅances,
5 496. r1ﬅ7.-Chicfs zealous for improvements, 5 499.-Meﬅ'. Wat and Winterbottom's ex
pedition to the Foulah country, 5 500.-Government, ﬅate of civilization, wars, &e. of the
Foulahs,5 50', kill unſaleable ﬅaves. ib. but ſaleable ones would not be killed, were the
market ﬅopped, 5 501.-Foulah king ſavours the plouzh, &e. 504.---R0ute to Tombuctoo
and Caſhna, iL.-Incidents on the read back to S. Icona,5 505.-Intendcd journey to Turn

- buctoo, 5 506.-Wars ceaſe with the ſlave-unde, 5 507.-Slavo-trade diminiſhed -}, near S
Leona,5 508.-Reſuſe ﬅaves put to work, 5 509.-General characterof the Africans, 5 510.
Palaver on death of King Nairnbanna's ſon, ib.-l'opiſh black chief oﬀcrs to promote

chriﬅianity,5 511.
Mandingo lady ſhocked at an account of W. Indian ﬅavery, 5 5r2.
i
Above 40 native children at FrectOt-vn ſchool,5 513.
Natives turn out to defend the
'colony, 5 515.
J. H. Naimbanna's deſign in coming to England, 5 516,--his character,
5 sip-his improvement, morals, &e. 5 518,-circumﬅances of his death, ib.--Two chiefs
ſons now in England, 5 510.-Advantages expected from the abolition, 5 522.-'The colony

attacked by a French ſquadron, 5 527.--Mr. Aſzelius's account of the colony in May.
'794. id
Bularu
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Bulama Hand, now Britiſh.
This beautiful Iſland was recommended to France, as a colony by M. de la Brue,

M. Demanet and Mr. Barber, 5 528, 531.
--Deſcribcd, 5 529 and note.It's
Colonization undertaken, 5 532,-ab0\*e £9ooo ſubſcribcd, ib.-Original terms of ſubſcrip
tion, 5 537.-Coloniﬅs engaged, &c. 5 538.-Coloniﬅs attacked by Canabars, 5 539,_wcll
received by Portugueſe, 5 grim-priſoners well treated by Canabacs, ib.-Tranſactions rela
tive to the purchaſe oſ Bulama, 5 541.-Diﬀerent deſtinations oſ the coloniﬅs, 5 545.-Mor
tality out and home, 5 546, (ſee alſo 5 933, rtſrg.)-n0t to be attributed to the climate, 5 5+6.
-_Ship oſ war ordered to aſſiﬅ the colony, 5 547.
Reaſons for additional ſubſcriptionz,
5 548.-Lctters 'deſcriptive of the ſoil, climate, &c. 5 550.-Mr. Beaver- leſt with zo men,
5 552.-Vote of thanks, &e. to him and Mr. Hood, i!>. note.
Bijugas meditate an attack,
5 553.-Block-houſe, &c. erected,5 554.-General deſpondency and ſickneſs, 5 555.-Viſit
of the Canabacs, 5 556,-which alarms and harraſſes the coloniﬅs, 5 557.-C0lony extremely
weak,5 559.-Another viſit of the Canabacs, 5 560.-4Mr. Beaver aſſiﬅs S.Leona with proviſions,
5 562.-Ship of war approaches Bulama 5 563,--miſled by bad charts 5 564.--Viſit of Bijugas,
5565.-Capt. ofman ofwarmuſlers the colony. His kindneſs, 5 566.-Bijugas, though '50 ﬅrong,
retreatand why, 5 567.-Land cleared and ready for the plough, 5 568.-Capt. Moore quarrels
with the Portug. and detains Mr. Beaver's diſpatches, which mine the colony, 5 570.-Har

mony between the colony and it's neighbours, 5 572.
Hankey, falſely reported to have the
plague, is put under quarantine, 5 573.
which prevents application for a charter, 5374.
S. Leona Comp. kindly orders the Felicity to call at Bulama with ſupplies, 5 575.
Greater
ſupplies ſent, but arrived not in time, 5 576.

Lands cleared, &e. Hens and goats in plen

ty, European and tropical vegetables thrive,5 5774.
Number of labourers,5 578.-8.
Leona Comp. generouﬂy furniſh ro barrels of pork, ib.
colony only wanted men, ib.-Bi
afaras invite Mr. Beaver to buill a town, ib.--Mr. Beaver ſooths the impatient coloniſls,
5 579.
who perſiﬅ in their intention to leave Bulama,5 580.-er. B. reluctantly yields,
and why, ib.-_-arrives at S. Leona: his opinion of the Bulama undettaking, 5 58r..__
Supplies arrive a month after the evacution, 5 582.-Statement oſaccounts,5 583.

Truﬅees' opinion of a future undertaking, 5 584.,--if in war, a ſmall one recommend.
ed, 5 585,--eﬅimated expenſe, 5 586,
means of dcfraying it, 5587.-Lands to be
devided in the beginning oſ the zd. year, 5 588.
Truﬅees' opinion of ſoil, &e. of Bulama,
I, 589.
Petition for a charter prepared, 5 591 .
Afriean facts not yet publiſhed, 5 592.
---Civilization the great object of the Britiſh colonies in Africa, 5 593.-Preſent Europe

ans Prtu'liarl'ztd, ib.

Names of ſubſcribers to African colonization,5 594.._-A caſe of

real and preſſing diſtreſs, ib.

Aquaþzſim.

Danzſh.

Dr. lſert, a German gentleman,founds this eolony, 5 596.

Daniſh government ſupport
it,5 597,-Slaves temporarily introduced,5 598.
Dr. Iſett dies and Lieut. Col. Rohn
is appointed to ſucceed him, 5 599
Gov. BiOrn's account of the colony, ib.

chdzſh Dgſign or Attempt.
Mecting at Norkioping, in 1779, 5601.

propoſe to form a new eommunity, in Africa,

5603, 604.-Their opinion confirmed by Des Marchais, &e. 605.-Oudine of their plan.
5 606.
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5 606.-New claſſiﬁcation of the community, independent of all feudal ideas, ibia'. No. 3 note.

--Opp0ſition of the ſlave-unde, 5 607.-King of Sweden grants a charter to 40 families, 5 609.
---M. Chouvcl's plan for ſearching for gold, 5 610.
The author's petition granted,
5 61 1.-Objccts of the author's voy. to Africa, 5 612.
Diﬃculties in France ſurmounted,

5 61 3.'-Arrival in Africa, 5 614.-Cbev. de Bouﬃer's excellent character. ilk-The author"
excurſions, 5 615.-Diſapp0intments, and their cauſes, ib.-French Senegal Company rapa
cious, ib. note.-Return to Europe,5 616.-C. Verd eligible for colonization, 5 617.
Cauſes of the author's ﬅay in England,5 618.--Promiſing aſpect of his object, 5 619;--wu

led into great danger by miniﬅerial artiﬁce in Sweden, ib. note;--is engaged by the Britiſh
miniﬅry to go to Africa, and a veſſel equipped, ib.-is diſappointed in England by a. threat
ened war with Spain, 5 6zo;-entcrs into the cotton manufacture, and why, ib. note.---Hi'

preſent hopes, 5 621.

APPENDIX.
Containing Notes, Quotations, and Documents,ſo7ne oſ which,

had they been ſooner obtained, might have been more properly
inſerted in the Body of t/ze Work.
Dr. Smealhman'r Letter: rgſoecting Africa.
Produce, 5 622, 627.-Tendency of the Doctor's plan, 5 62 3, e! ﬅ7.-Govemment and
ſtate of the ﬁaves, 5 628.-Why traders become chiefs, 5629.-Free ſocicty might eaſily be
formed, i5_.--Cultivation and trade, 5632.-Natives unite their exertions in certain inﬅances,
5 633,-their character miſrepreſented, 5635,--and might be improved, 5 636.-Cuﬅoms
againﬅ induﬅry, 5 637.-Might be reſormed by good laws, 5 638.-White tradeſmen, &e.
to be choſen as coloniſts, 5 640.-Alſo free blacks from the W. Indies,5 641.-A mixed
people eaſily formed into a ſociety, 5 642.-Pr0poſed ﬁtuation, 5 6+3._SCCdS, &c. to be car<
tied out, ib.-Preſervation of health, 646.-Heads of the Doctor's plan, 648.--His letten

among the valuable MSS. of Dr. Leuſom,5 650.-His diſintereﬁcd ſpirit of enterprize, a.

" Tra'yiript of a Paper oſa Quantity qſ_Gold, up tile River Canada), in 1693."
Publiſhed by the Rev. VV. Derham, F. R. S. in 1726.
The quantity of gold great, 5 6 51.-Directions reſpecting the boat and chemical nppnntua,
5 652.-Marks to ﬁnd the place, 5 656.-Sea-horſes and crocodiles troubleſome,5 '659.
63 gr. gold from glb. ſand, &e. 5 666.-Above 1 zlb. 5 02. got in zodayt,iL.-River ſhallow,

Water bad, 5 667.-G01d in an aﬅoniſhing quantity,5 669.

-

From Dr. Franelzſin'r Lſſayt an Luxury, &Be.
Innocent luxury promotes induſlry, 5 670.-Navigation, when uſeſul and when nexion',

5671.-Sugar may be ſaid to be tinged with human blood, 5 673.-Dearer in Paris and
London than in Vienna, 674. (See 5 268.)
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Note: and Documc'ztr reſpecting S. Leona and Bulama.
Na/e A.-Colony propoſed by an Afr. king, in 1726, 5 676.-Fruſtrated by a ſlave-cap
tain's villainy, ib.
Note B.-Firﬅ coloniﬅs of S. Leona moﬅly proﬂigates, 5 677.-Provided with neceſſaries
by Government, and with comforts by Mr." Sharp, 5 678.-Their mortality in England; ſail
under Capt. Thompſon, 5 679.-Would not work, 5 680.-Mortality from bad huts;

5681.-Obliged to plant, 5682.-Capt.- T's ſhip loﬅ but one man, 5 685'.-Bad water
down the coaﬅ, ib.-Excellent water at S. Leona, ib.--Mr. Sharp ſends a veſſel to relieve
the colony, 5 687,-but the captain deeeives him, ib.--Many coloniﬅs emigrate, z fold as

ſlaves, M. of W. ordered to call at S. L. 5688.-St. George's Bay Co. incorporated as S. I.
Co. 5 689.-Firﬅ minutes of the former, 5 690.
Note C.-Situation oſ the coloniﬅs after their diſperﬁon, 5 691.

-

Note D.-Mr. Falconbridge ﬁxes them at Granville town, 5 692.
Note E.-Accounts, old and new, of the climate, &e. of S. Leona, proving that the gen

tlemen conCerned had very good reaſons ſor ﬁxing the colony there, 5 693.

Note F.-The author paſſes over the article Prodnce, in the report, becauſe he hctas already
beﬅowed a Chap. (the 51h,) on that ſubject, 5694. (See alſo 5 622, and 792, uſage)
Note G.-Cauſes of the general proﬂigacy of blacks in London, 5 69 5.
Note H.-Firﬅ terms oﬀered to coloniſis by the S. Leona Company, 5 696.

Not' L-The author acknowledges the attention which the Directors have paid to ſome
gentlemen whom he recommended' to them, 5 697.
No'e K.-Danger of the colony-'s enemies becoming Directors, 5 6'98;
may be avoided
by giving the coloniﬅs a ſhare in the government, 5 699.
Note L.-Ill uſage of black American loyaliﬂs, 5 700;
iniquitouſiy enſlaved, by unptin
eipled Whites ſwearing to a property in them, ib.-_Slavery corrupts maﬅers, 5 702;
proved' by the crowds of uſeleſs black domeﬃcs kept in Jamaica and Barbadoes. ib,
Note M.--Sltetch oſ the hiſt. of the queﬅion of the Abolition of the Slave-trade, 5 764;_._.
and of the writings and exertion' of Mr. T. Clarkſon and Mr. JB Clarkſon in that great
cauſe, 5 706.
Not: N.-Public (ample-room, ina new colony, recommended, 5 708.
Note 0.-Bulama coloniﬅs wiſhed not to intrude at S. Leona, 5 710.-Many of them pro-

ﬁigates, ſome of them perſons of reſpectahility, 5 71 t.
'are P.-Mr. Dawes, Mr. Wart, and Mr.-Macaulcy, how employed before they went to
S. Leona, 5 712.
Note' Qc-Is a reference to Note BB.
Na/c R.-Reaſons for inſerting ſome account of Mr. Nordenﬂtiold's exPedition and death,
714.-His ſickneſs before he embarked, &e. 5 715.-Some account of his expedition up the
country, 5 716.

His good: ﬅolen, ib.-He is taken ill and dies,5 717.-_Who it was

that probably ſtole his goods, 5 718.
He received no ſalary, and his widow and children
no þrm'ſilſion, 5 710.
Yet Dr. B.'s widow was provided for, ib. note.-Thc author, lette,"
to the Directors on that ſubject, ib.

-

Not: 5.-Mr. Strands dcath and character, 5 72;
Tale
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Notz T.-Enormous mortality of ſeamcn in the ſlave-trade, as teﬅiﬁed by the muﬅer-roiis,
5 723 ;-compared with the ſmall mortality of theſeamen employed by the S. Leona Co. 5724..
Norz. U.-Climates improve by Cultivation, 5 725.
Note W.--Reaſons ſor reſuming the conſideration of money, 5 726.
Cauſes ſor increaſ
ing the N. Scotian's wages, 5 717.--Artiſicial and natural civilization deﬁned, ib. note.
Bars conſuſed to the Whites, as money is to the blacks, 5 728.
European money would
injure the Aſricans, 5 729.
They ſell the dollars, 5 731,_--European money-a luxury,
5 733 ;
which tends to enſlave mankind, 734.
Derivation oſ perſonal ſlavery, 5 735.
note.-Real iron bars have not that tendency, 5 736.-Credit natural and artiﬁcial, 5 737.
Price depending on demand cannot be ﬁxed, 5 738.
How buſineſscan be conductcd in
fociety, without credt, 5 7+o.-That the zcirculation of gold and ſilver, according to their
weight and ﬅandard, would cauſe no impoſition, 5 741.
Cheek on ſpeculation commerce,
id. note.-Societies might be provided, without the aid oſ ſpeculation commerce, 5 743.v
-Weight and denominations of S. Leona coin, 5 744. (See the errata.)
Note X. r .-S. Leona cultivation ſimilar to the W. Indian, 5 745.-Labourers called out
with a horn, work under a planter's eyc, &c. 5 746, (fﬅ7.-Tcn hours daily labour-too much
in a tropical climate, 5 749.-Civilization cannot advance where labourers arc not intereﬅed

in produce, 5 750.
Evil: attending the cotton manufacture, 5 75: z
and that of ſugar,
5 752.-Little diﬀerences between manage: and labourers at S. Leona, 5 753.
General
character of lower overſeers in the W. Indies, iZz. note.--Extreme danger of the W. Indian
ſyﬅem being compleated at S. Leona, 5 754.-Cauſes of the ruin of W. Indian eﬅates, ib. note.
_Deplorable eﬀects of- forcing ſugar cultivation, 5 7 5 5.
Deluſtve eﬅimates ſramed by
the W. lndians to impoſe on the credulons, ib. note-Another plan recommended, 5 7 57.

A rude people to be led to activity by innocent luxuries, 5' 758.-Native chiefs to be conci
liated, 5 760.-Proviſions eaſily raiſed. ib.--alſo provender, 5 761 ;

but not ſugar, indigo,

&e. 5 762.--When ſugar ſhould be introduced, 5 763.--Mr. Botham's account oſ the
cultivation of ſugar eﬅates, by free labourers near Batavia, &c. 5 764., aſhy-A modiﬁca

tion oſ Mr. B's plan recommended, 5 77 3.-French and Britiſh modes of eﬅabliſhing ſugar
eﬅates, 5 774..

Britiſh unproﬁtable, ib.

Note X.-2.-Character of the N. Scotians fairly and ably drawn by the Directors, 5 7 5 5 r
but their claims, &e. ſhould be inveﬅigated, 5 776.
'are Y. 1.-Carwas houſes ſoon decayed, 5 778.-Mr. Dubois's merit and ſervices, ib.
'Nafz- Y. 2.-Oraclc near C. Palmas,5 779.
Note Z. t.-The S. Leona Company-'s proﬁts, 5 780.
Note Z. 2.-Additional anecdotes of H. Naimbanna, 5 782;-and of the famous negro
Job Ben Solomon, 5'783 ;-wh0 while in England wrote a copy of the Alcoran from memory,
ib.
Account oſa kidnapped African prince who arrived in England in 1788, 5 784.

A mercantile ſpeculaticm in his perſon, 5 785.-The author frees him from his bondage, 5 786.
-His character and death,5 787.-Slave dealers can ſit upon 'a jury, but no butchers, 5 789,
and note.
Palirical and Mert'a'rliſe Slavery deﬁned, 5 79', 0127.
Not' A A.-Mr. Aſzeliuss aceount of the animal and vegetable productions oſ S. Leona,

5792, erſeg.---Caution againﬅ the danger of a raſh and indiſcriminatc uſe of Caſſada.
'5 802, note.
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Note BB.-Mr. Afzelius's account of the late tranſaction' oſ the French at S. Leona, 5 804.
Colony, proſperous, before the attack, iL.--attacked, and after ſome ﬁring, ſubmits,

5 806.-M0ﬅ oſ the colonills ﬂed, 5 807.-The colony plunriered,&c. 5 808.-Mr. Aſzeli
us's loﬀes, 5 809.-Prizes taken, 5 810.-The ſquadron ſails, 5 81' -Sickneſs but no want,
5 812.-Mr. Aſzelius's peculiar misfortunes, 5 81 3.-The French ſqundron ſeem ignorant of
the object oſ the colony, 5 815.-Mr. Afzelius's own remarks, 5 816.-Mr.Aſzelius, though
a Swede, was plundered, 5 817.-Agreement oſ the publick and private accounts of this aﬀair

5 819, e'ſrq.-French incircd to this attack, 5 821.-Mr. Beaver's opinon of Mr. Paden
heim, ib. note.-Proceedings at a General Meeting of the S. Leona Comp. reſpecting the
French attack, 5 822.-Sicknelh and want of medicines, 5 Sap-favourable circumﬅances,
5 825.-Comp. loſs and remaining ﬅock, 5 826.-Small veſſels and goods on ſhort nor in
ſured, and why, 5 827.-Good eﬀects expected from the calamity, 5 MS.-Sugar apparatus
deﬅroyed by the French, ib. note.-Supplies ſhipped and Mr. Dawcs returns to the colony,
5 829.-C0ntracti0n of the Company's plan, 5 830.--N. Scotians want inﬅructors, 5 831.
Dircctors determine to perſevere, ib.--Slave-trade checked by the French, 5 8 Ja.-Civiliz
ation the Company's chief object, 5 8 3 3.-Oﬀcr of the French Convmtion to ſpare the colo

ny, &c. 5 836.-The Chairman explains this matter, 5 837.-Opinion of Mr. Tho. Clarkſc-n
and the other Directors reſpccting it, ib. note.-Debate, 5 838, ztſz-gF-Auack not aurhm-Lz
ed by the French Comenrion, 5 Sp.-Mr. Frend's motion, 5 845,-_Thc matter left go the

Directors, 5 851.-Proceeclings at another General Meeting, on this ſubject, 5 839__Mr_
F. propoſes a delegate to be ſent to the French Convention, 5 860.--The part the author took

in this buſineſs, and his intended addreſs, to the General Meeting,ib. note.-Mr. F's propoſition:
debated on and rejected, 5 862,_etﬅg.-Election of new Directons, 5 869.-Letters dated

March r4th, '795, ﬅate the recovery oſ the colony, after the late diſaﬅer, ib. now-Mr.
Watt and Mr. Winterbottom's new journey, il),
Note C C. Impolitic condition propoſed by the Bulama Aﬀociation, 5 87o,-it's eﬀects in
Jamaica, 5 87t,--would ruin Bulama, 5 872.
Note DD.-Sailing oſ the Bulama expedition retardcd by the Miniﬅry,5 87 3,
Note BB.-Bad character oſ the generality of the Bulama coloniﬅs,5 874..
Not: F F.-Bulama coloniﬅs attacked by the natives, ſor want oſ an interpreter, 5 876.
The author's letter to the Governor of Goree, in favour of Mr. Dalrymple, &o. ib.-Mr. D.

prevented from getting an interpreter, by the obﬅinacy of the council, 5 877.
Not: G G.--Mortality at Bulama owing to ſatiguc, &C. not to the climate, 5 879.
Proviﬁons in plenty, 5 880.--rz acres of land cleared, 5 881.-

Perſeverance, ſounded oanonviction, 5 882.
Cultivation and trade,5 884.

Mr. Beaver's

Coloniﬅ: moﬅly proﬂigatcs, 5 883_.___

Coloniﬅs able to hire labourers, iſ credited with pro.

viſion', may be ſure oſ ſucceſs, 5 886.-Colony prepared for new inhabitants, 5 887._Valug
of land and ﬅock at Bulama, 5 888.-Commercial proſpects, ib.--Long ſilence of the Truſ
tees,5 889.-Plenty oſ game, 5 890.-Colony wants but men, 5 891.-Diſintereﬂedneſs of
Mr. Beaver, 5 891.-Vieinity abounds with eligible ſituations, 5 893.-Colony wants no
thing, 5 894.-Coloniﬅs will vigorouﬂy cultivate their ctum land only, 5 896.-Number that
ought to embark, and when, 5 897.-No women or female children ſhould go out, &e. 898.

-Grumettas ſhould be protected, their diſpoſition, &c. 5 899.-Church, ſchool, &c. 5 900,
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-Seeurity and proſperity at little cxpenſe, 5 901.-£3ooo thrown away at ﬁrﬅ, 5 gets-t
Mr. Beaver's opinion of thc late failure, and future ſucceſs at Bulama, 5 gay-Cauſa of fail
ure. iﬅ, Vices of the coloniſh. zd, Arriving in thc tains. zd, Want of ſheltcr, 5 905, 'tſr/y.

-Cauſes of radical errors, 5909.-Probahility offuture ſucceſs, 59!o,- becauſe the ſoil and ſitu
ation for tude are excellent, 911, etﬅ7.--Fine timber, &e. 5 914.-Clintate atld produc
tion', 91 5, er-ſzg. 924.-Lands purchaſed,5 920.
Mortality not owing to the climate,
5 922,-which is better than that of S. Leona, 5923.-Imp0rtant particulars aſcertained,
5 925.-N0thing wanting but a charter, 5 926.-Natives paciﬁc, 5 917.-Abﬅract account
of the Bulama colonilis, 5 933.-Mortnlity great but not ﬃrculiarb' ſo, 5 936.-Attempt to
colonize Waﬅe lands in jamaica, abortive from the ſame cauſes which prevailed at S. Leona
and Bulama, ib. note.

Nolc H H. t.
'del-[Id. 2.

[gnorance and rudeneſs of ſome ancient and mcdern legiﬂators, 5 937.
E. Indian ſubſcribers to the Bulama undertaking, 5 938.

Farther Account aſ t/ze Damſh colony, at Aquaþim.
It's ſituation inconvenicnt for commerce,5 9.),l,

but healthful, ib.-anothcr colony eﬅa
bliſhed near it, ib.
tains more regular than near the coaﬅ, ib._-:md cotton and maize
ﬂouriſh, ib.
A negro from Dunco, an induﬅrious and ſucceſsful cultivater, 5 943.__-A.

Daniſh lady (Miſs Flint) has accompanied her brother to Aquapim, and is ſucceſsfully in.

ﬂructing the negro women in needle work, ſpinning cotton, &c. 5 945.

Documents reﬂecting the Swedzſh Colonial Dſſgn.
No. 1. Drſcriﬄion aſ Cape ill-yL-zratla.-aﬀords good ſupplies for ſhipping, 5 946,-and
good anchorage, 5 947.-The king's reception of the Chev. des Marchais,5 948.-C. Meſu
rado deſcribed, 5 9+9,-:\iſ0 the river, 5 950.-The K, gives Dcs Marchais an iſland, and
preſſes him to ſettle on it, 5 951.
Tide and water, 5 9;z.-Dutch and Engliſh diﬅruﬅed,
French beloved, 5 953.-Natives not bigotcd, 954.-Country populous, becauſe ſlave-tude

ſmall, 5 955.-Character of natives, 5 956,-their houſes, 5 957,-their women good wives
and mothers, 5 958.-Extent of king Peter's territorics, 5 959.-Whole country fertile and
produce abundant, 5 960.-Advantages oſ this iſland oſſercd to Dcs May-chair, 5 962.-It's
diſadvantages, 5 963.-Des Marchais prefers the Cape itſelf, and why, 5 964.-lt might be
advantageouſly fartiſied, 5 965,-and at little expenſe, 5 966.-Goods proper for Meſurado,.
5 967.-Annual preſents to the kings, 5968.-Firﬅ expenſe, ib.--Oﬃcers ſalaries, ib.
Flat bottomed boat; for the river trade recommended, 5 97o._-All Europeans, except French,
require garriſons, 5 971. R. St. Andrew alſo proper for a colony, 5 972.

ExtractJ/'rom varz'our IVrzcttch concerning W. Coaﬅ aſ/Iſrzſica, &it.
Extract: from Tilleman, 5 973,-ſrom Raſk, 5 97+,--from Grand Pierre, 5 975,-ſrom

an anonymous writer, 5976,-fr0m U. Nordenſkiold, 5 977,-from G. Sharp,5 978,-ſr0m
Weﬅ.-Climate and choice of coloniﬅs, 5 980, 992.-(Dn Franklin's) opinion of new colo
nills, 5 981.
Philanthropy oſ the Daniſh Government, 5 982.-Similarity between child
ren and negroes, 5 983.--Mnnagement of negro ſlaves, 5 984,----incorporation of them

into the ﬅate in tSoz, 5 98 5--Colonial regulutions, 5986.-Bnd conſequcnces of money,
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's 987.---Crops, health and climate, 5 988, erſeg.-1n Jamaica, every 5 negroee are com
puted to raiſe zhhds. ſugar, 5 990. note.

A'a. 2.

Plan ſor exploring Africa, by Ill. Channel, Swea'zſh Carzſid General', at

Haure de Grace, drawn up in 1784.
M. Chauvel miﬅakes the propoſals made to him. 5995.-M. David's exertions for open
ing the gold mines, 5 997.
The climate of Galam, ib. note.
Expenſe of the expedition,
5 998,---and it's objects, 5 999.-Trade combined with the mining ſcheme,5 looo,
No. 3.

Letter: explaining variour dz'ﬃcullier in the execution of the author'J m'
dertakz'ng, &it.
Letter from the acting Director of the Senegal Co. to the Swediſh Ambaﬂ'ador, the Baron
de Stael.
(4.) From the ſame to the ſame.-(5.) From the French Miniﬅer, the Marc.
ſchal de Caſiries to the Baron de Stael.
(6.) From the ſame to M. Goury at VVhidah, to
M. Valliere, Vice Conſul at Tripoly, &e.

N0.17. Extract qf a Let/er,ſrom Grant/ill: Sharp, Eſq. to the Inkabitants eſ [lie
Province qſ Freedom, at Sierra Leona.
_ ,Mr. S.-gener0uﬂy recommends lands to be given grain), 5 1018,
to ſeveral Eng. gentle
man and negroes, 5 ror9.--alſo to 12 Swediſh gentlemen, 5 1023.-his reaſons-[5 1024.
I

Rezſſmr for igſerting Liﬅs oſ the S. Leona and Bulama Sub

ſcrz'be-rs, 5 1025.
LIST of 'be an'gz'rml Subſerilizrr to the S. Leona Company, inﬅituted for promoting the

ervr LlZATlON OF ar Hem-Prudent made of electing the ﬁrﬅ Subſeribets of the S. Leona
Compuny.

£50,ooo to be added to the joint ﬅock, 5 1026._H0w 'ſubſcribers were to be recom
mended, No. 3,

and balloted for, No. 4..

cording to their ſhares, No. 7 and 8.

Proprietors to recommend Subſcribers ac

Form oſ recommendation, No. 9.-The Act of Par

- liament for incorporating the S. Leona Company, in XLIX Articles, 5 '027.

LlST if the original Subſcrilzcr: to the Aſſociation for Cultivating the Iﬂand of Bulama, and
by that-means promoting the crvr LIZATION or AFR[CA, 5 1028.--Abſentee Subſcribers
Coloniﬅ Subſcribers.
Subſcriptions raiſed in London.
Ditto in Mancheﬅer.
VALUABLE MANUSCRlPTS.-Dr. Smeathman's collection of joumals and MSS.
5 1029;-are ſpeaking proofs of the Dr's. ability and zeal,5 1030.-His obſervations on the
thermometer,5 1031.-An intereﬅing MSS. reſpecting colonization, 5 1032.-Anecd0te
reſpecting Dr. d's character, 5 '1 034..

CURIOUS ANECDOTE, reſpecting the ﬁrﬅ veſſel For diſcovery ﬁtted out from N. Ame
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ADVERTISEMENT.

THE author is ſorry to ﬁnd himſelf under the neceſſity of ﬁniſhing this ſecond

part, as he did the ﬁrﬅ, with ſome apology to the ſubſcribers for the delay of it's
publication, beyond the time propoſed.

One cauſe of this delay, was the unex.

pected increaſe of intereﬅing matter which the reader will ﬁnd, by looking into the
Appendix, muﬅ have been excluded, had the work been publiſhed ſooner. For
ſome other valuable information he has waited, and he is ſorry to add, too much in

vain.

He alludes particulary to the journal of Mr. Watt and Mr. Winterbottom,

when they penetrated to the capital of the Foulahs, in 1794. The peruſal of this
important document was promiſed to the author by ſeveral ofthe Directors. But,
he preſumes, unaVOidable cauſes haVe prevented them from ſavouring him with

this communication. It's intereﬅing nature, he hopes, will juﬅify his waiting thus
long; but the attention he owes to his reſpectable ſubſcribers forbids him to wait
any longer.

Having mentioned the communication of papers, hc hopes he may be permitted
to obſerVe, that, from what he has Underſlood, a monthly publicat'ion, containing
all the intelligence received by the ſuperintendants of colonial Undertakings in

Africa, in it's originalform and wordr, would be extremely acceptable to many
or moﬅ oſ the Proprietors; not to mention numbers of other perſons who wiſh to

extend their imperfect knowledge oi Africa.
The increaſed ſize and echnſe of the work, will account for the increaſe of the
price to non-ſitbſcrzſiberr.

The ſketch of the Sicrra Leona harbour, publiſhed in tho

laﬅ report of the Directors, did not come into the author's hands, till he had had an
engraving of it executed from other authoritics. But conſidering that of the Direct
ors as the moﬅ authentic, and having been favoured with ſome additional improve
ments,the author had the ﬁrﬅ engravingerazed from the plate,andthe preſentonc ſub
ﬅituted in ir's place. This unſoreſeen expenſe, however, was triſling, compared with
that ofinſerting a circumﬅantial abridgment of the 2d intereﬅing, but unexpectedly

Voluminous, Report of the S. Leona Directors, together with the recent matter,
and the notes therewith connected. ln ſhort, non-ſuþſcrilur: cannot be ſurprized at
the increaſe of price to them, when they are informed that inﬅead of 30 or 35 ſhee-(s
of middle-ſtzed print, the acccſſron of unexpected, but important matter, has ſwell

ed the work to nearly 80 ſheets, a great part printed with ſmall types.
The increaſe oſ the work, while paſſing through the preſs, will not be ſuppoſed
very favourable to that cool and cautious reſearch which is ſoncceſſary to preclude

error,_.

ADVERTISEMENT.
erron-iſ indeed error can be precluded from any conſiderable work, ﬁlled with mul
tiſarious materials, depending entirely on human teﬅimony, and on probable reaſon.
ings. It is hopcd,thercſore, that intelligent readers, who are alwaysthe moﬅ indulgent

critics, will make a candid allowance for any miﬅakes which may not be n0ticed
among the crrata; eſpecially as the author will thankfully receive any corrections,
and will readily anſwer any queﬅions, relating to this publication, if addreſſed to
"him, paﬅ-paid, at Darton and Harvey's, No. 55, Gracechurch-ﬂreet.

N. B. Mr. John Clai'kſon, to whoſe generous breaﬅ cold reſerve is a ﬅranger, has
kindly favoured the author with 6 diﬀerent views of S. Leona, viz.

1.
I.
3.
4.
5.

View oſ Free Town in the River of Serra Li6a
View of Granville Bay and part of the Town.
View oſ King Naimbannas Town in the Iſland of Robanna.
S.\'V. View of the Hoſpital on Savoy Point.
View of the Engliſh Slave Factory on Benſe Iﬂand, taken from the
iſland of Taſſa.
6. View of the French Slave Factory at Gambia Iſland.

Thoſe views do great credit to the ingenuity oſ Mr.

Becket, who drew them on

the ſpot. Had the author received them in time, he is not ſure that the expenſe
'would have prevented him from embelliſhing his work with them. But, at preſent
he can only oﬀer them to the public, engraved by ſubſcription, at one guinea and a
half, ſor the ſix. And, in order that the public may be able to judge whether the
'iews are worthy of attention, they are leſt for inſpection with Mr. Edwards, Book
ſeller, in Pallmall, where ſubſcriptions are received. Should the number of ſub.

'ſcriptions prove ſuﬃcient to deſray the expenſe, the drawings will be immediately
put into the hands ofa very able artiﬂ.
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Moe, J. eſq. Capenbagen

l

............ 1

Moltke, Count de, Lia-[want in the Daniſb

Frieﬅley, the Rev. Dr. joſ. Pbiladtlpbia
1
Princep, jo. eſq. w.- of the Director; of (be

Na-vy, Copenbagm u...................... 1
Sierra Leona Comjan , St. Iila'y Are

N.
Niſſcn,Eric,eſq. Golbe'nburg """-"I'-"' 1
Niſſer, Rev. s. C. Raia" ofthe Swediſb
Church, Prince'x-ſguare """"""""" t'

L

Q>
Wiſh B. Anderſon, COUN/EHN' Aſ tbt Mrrxnz!
Callegr, in S-wca'e" ............... 1
Ramel,

Subſcrz'hers Names.
R-

Caﬁu

Copio

Ramel, Baron otto, Major, Main/helm,

Seton, eſq. Ehalmſumt', Srwedm

stooden ........................ 1
Rainsford, Chev. Haut. Gan. at Gihral/ar 1

Sharp, Granville, eſq. one gf the Director:

Rantzau, Count de, Caﬂnhagm ........ t
Rappe. Baron, C. Wrxii, S-'weden .... 1
Rathbone, eſq. qu'ecn Banh, Liverpool m z

Sharp,eſq. Fulljam ...........,..... ....... -.. 1

qfthe Sierm Leona Compan'r, Temple

Reaﬅonc, Rev. P. Acklom,Bar/horough,
Derbjſhirz

.. ...- .. 1

'

Silverhielm, Baron Gdran, Secretary to the
Swedrſh Amhqﬄj, in London ------ ---- ----- 1
Smirke, eſq. No. 62, Charlomzﬂrnf, Rath
hmue-ﬂnte, Lend/'r ............' . . - .
Smith, Charles, eſq. Lirmln'r-Irm -------- Smith, John, eſq. Gottmhurg ---------- ----Smith, W. eſq. M. P. Parhﬂ. Weﬅ/niſi" e'

............ .. ................... z

Reimers, Alex. Gottenhurg .. ............... . 1
Reinickc, Nich. Sawdrſh Canſul General,

1
1
I
l

a' Ha-urg dy Grm-z ............. _. ............. 1

Reyner, eſq. Duct-rſool-lmzc, Cannon-ﬅreet
Rinman, Guﬅ. eſq. EſhiZ/me, Srwedm
Rinman, Carl. eſq.
n'is/a
dine

r
t
1

Roberts, Richard eſq. ﬂ'Iam/Jﬂﬅer ------

1

Robſahm, C. one aſ 'he Commſﬃarie:

Sparrman, A. Dr. and Memher qf [he Medi
(al Callege, nt Sloth/John ............ I
Stael, von Holﬅein, Bnron, Chev. S-wet/ſh
Amhqﬃn/ar, to the French Repuhli: ------ I
Stanhope, The Right llon. Earl --------- r
Stiller, eſq. M. P. a nati-w of Gﬂ'mahy,

the

S-werlſſ' Earth, Steel/Jelly' . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rodes, Cornelius Heathcote, eſq. Barl

Cannon-ﬅreet

hmangh-Hall, Derhiſhire ............ 1
R'dhl, eſq. Swediſh Age-nt it' the [ﬅand tﬀ
Bartholome-w, "7. India . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Rogers, Edw. eſq. afE-verlon, Liwrpaal
1
Rooe, Sven. jun. eſq. Smibalm .. .......... 1

Ropoſo, eſq. Liſhon ................. 1
Roſcoe, eſq. of Birthſidd, Li-verpoal ..... 2

_.. ............................

1

Sturnenbecker, Marten, eſq. Captain
aſ the Carp: of Engineerr, Storhhalm . - . - l

Sundius, eſq. a native qf S-wea'en, Ci/j Read,
London ......................... t
Swartz, C. Secretary Io the King, Sloth/John r
Swartz, O. Dr. Storhhalm u-m ------------ 1
Swartz, P. eſq. Ncrhjapi'zg ............ 1

Rothoﬀ, eſq. Eſhi/lumz, S-weden q. .. - . - - I'

Sykes, Joſeph, eſq. Hull ............ 1

S.

T.

Sanſom, P. eſqr one aſ the Director: of the

Tarras, L. eſq. Gatlenhurg -.................

S. Lem Company, London
............ 1
Scharp, eſq. Slulbglg ............ ...... ...... z

Thomton, H. eſq. M, P. King: ArnuJ-ard
Timan, eſq. a narr'w qf S-wcdm, IlrIinorier

Schenbom, B. Chev. sew'd/'ſh- Cortſu] Gene

Tinſdale, Jo. Halfmaon-taurt, Aſmuhejﬂer

ral, at Pztnﬅarg ........... . ...... . .....a 1

Nun'

Tdmgren, Martin, eſq. on.- ty' the Director'
iſ the Swed'ſh Eaﬅ India Coming', Gat

Schmitterliiv, G. A. Lieut. Col. qu/Iermyh,
Srwzdnz ....................................... 1

10zbzctg .............................. . ..... ... ]

Scott, D. eſq. M. P. one oſ the Tmﬅeer qf
the Eulama Aﬃciation, Her/5)v
--------- 1

Tranchell, Jonas, Gettenhurg --------------- 1

Setnﬅrom, J. A. Gatlznhurg .........-....n--

tlen, Dſſﬂzla ..................... r
Tullc, J. A. eſq. No. 2', Slaan-ﬅr. Lum' u r

1

Servante, Henry, American Agent, Ne. 24.,
Threadnetd/eﬅreel, Lend;" .......... l

Servants, H. jun. Chraﬄſide "e'u'l'ninn 6
1

Troil, Uno von,Chev. Archhzſhop of S-we

Tuxen, Captain, EZ/anr

.......

1
Uhr,

Subſcrz'beT-s Names.
'
U.
Caﬃic:
Uhr, J. Sebaﬅian aſ, CLi/f Director aft/ar,

(ſſoﬂu

Wilberforce, Will. eﬅ), M. P. am ty'd-e Di
.

X'ing'x building', in &we-(Irn ............... 1

AUlrr, And, aſ, S-wtdzſh Conſul at Toe/an

"Harry/"1174- S. me Can. Old' Pa/arrj. 3

I
VVilclce, J. C. Claev. Secretary to 'be cha/

.
V.
Vaughan, S. cſq. Minti/tg-Iam, London --- I

Academy of Stitllſﬂ, &wiſh/m ------------ I

Williams,

R. eſq. Sun/my 'a 'be Sirna

Leo'ta Campary, Clml/mm place ------------ I
.
W.
Wadﬅrom, P. G. eſq. Narl-io/u'ng, Swrdm zo

W'illiamſon, JaCOb,

VVadﬅrom,

Williamſon, Johan, cſq. Diſla

ſſAd. M. D. Ora-bra, S-wza'm

1

cſq.

Gat-'ndurg

------

]

------------ 1

Willis, cſq. Cowſ/1] Grnnalyfjſlim, Drum

VVadﬅrom, F. W. Can-ſeller eſ 117: Board zzf
ſhireﬅ. Part/and place . .................... 1
Excbqwr, Suck/joly,

.....3 ............... 1

Witſolh, eſq. R/(ﬃan Can. th. at Bourdeaux I
VVall,

eſq. Nz'cbala: lar/e, Lombard/Irn!

I
Wohlſart, Berndt, cſq. Gat/mburg ......... 1

Walker, Th. eſq. Alum-beﬅe;- --------------- 1
Walker, Rich. cſq. ding ...... . .............. z

W'Olſſ, Gco. eſ 1. 'me of lb: Director: q/ſifbe

Sirrra Low/r' Compan), and Dan/15 Cavſu]
Wedenberg, Dr. Mmﬂer gf Ille ﬂſediml
Gum-a', Amerim'zſ'yayz .................. z
CoI/ege, SlocHWI/n

............ . ........... 1

Wegelin,
H. eſq. [ſi/ding, S-wedm
r
Wenncrquiﬅ, eſq. Stork/John .......... ........ 1
Weſilo, Chr. Cauſe/lar aſ 'be Board zgf

Cammercr, and Swedzl'b Cauſa] at Cngliazy l

Wolﬀ, Ernﬅ, efſiq. a 'ratſ-7.? qſDcm'mrl,
Americanſiyarz

........................... 1

X.
Ximenes, Moſes, eſq. one 'ſ 'be Tnz/lm 'a

Wcﬅerberg, Adolph. eſq. Stork/Julia ------ 1

'be Bade/na Aſſm'a/ia'r, UAþer Cow-erﬅ.

1

Weﬅerberg, Guﬅ. eſq. Stadbolm ------------ I
Weﬅcrbcrg, Eric, eſq. Cuſm'r, near Nor
&iﬂﬃ/ng, i'z Srwg-d n ........................

Y.
1

Young, Sir Geo. dimiml, Crrat R'ſſlﬅ.

I

Weſiring, Dr. Narkiapir/g, S'w'dnz --------- 1

Whitbread, S. ſen. eſq. M. P. Par'ma'rſg. z
Whitbtcad, Sam. jun. eſq. M. P. meer
Grqſiwaarſi................... . ............. z

4

Z.

Zimmcrrnan, E. A. G. Proﬁﬃr, Rmſdſi
tun:

------ e' ............................... 0.-

I

NB. As ſeveral liﬅs oſ ſubſcrlbcrs, eſpecially thoſe from abroad, are not yet returned, and
the work, in other reſpects being ready for do '
liberty to delay tlzc publication any longer.
It is hoped that this circumﬅance will ſerve as a
general apology to (hoſe ſubſcribers, at a diﬅance from London, who may not ﬁnd their num
inſerted in the above liﬅ.
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ERRATA 51' CORRIGENDA.
N. B. The Figures relſier to the Paragraphs and Lilies.

5 4. line tt rend Eaﬅ and Wcſl lndics.
54 3 line 6 note, readthough homeward bound
ſhips from jamaica, &c. are furthered in
their trnnſit by the gulph ﬅream.
5 15 The following note ſhould have been
added, viz.

" lt is aſact no leſs ſurpriz

ing than certain," ſays Dr. Forſler, *' that
the more we examine the hiﬅory oſ almſ?
army nation, the more we ﬁnd this cuﬅon,

ſrnnnilmliſn) prevalent in the ﬁrﬅ periods
oſtheirexiﬅence." Voy. round the World,

Vol. lI. p. 78. But I may very ſafely af
ﬁrm, that this horrid practice does not
exiﬅ in that part of Africa which I am
now ſketching._
5 40 line 2 rend, preſents.
5 42 line 2 tle/e in.

ib. line 4. read the thermometer.
5 57 line 14. read made by.
5 13; line '6 del: is.

5147.
XLVIII. rend Do not, &c.
5 (43 [int 2 read depend.
5 150 line 7 dle a.
5 172 line 16 del: the parenthetical marks.
5 246 line 18 note, rmd that which he has
ſeen in the E. Indies,
5 280 line 3 T/ii: road was not ﬁniſhed till
Feb. rzth, 1775.

5 282 line 12 ﬁr at the head, read the reſeree
5 33' line 12 rmd1786.
5 370 The note referred to ſhould be Note K.
5 418 line 25 read the greateﬅ riſk.
5 443 line 8 read ſymptoms.
5 447 line 16 read captivity.
5 448 litle 18 rmd having been prmfonſlj

promiſed.
5479 line 33 read a man of humanity.
5 51 6 line 1 6 read the following.
5 543 On Mr. Beaver's authority, the king's
names are here ſpelt Niabana, Mart/1071.
5 580 line 42 read kings oſ' Canabac
5 599 line 2 rmd Lieut. Col. von Rohrs.
5 605 line 2 readthe views oſthoſe gentlemen

5 606 li'rt 2 note to the 3d art. readunnatu
ral, ſendal claſſiﬁcation.

5 613 line z rend in our journey.
5 614 line 4. read on the coaﬅ.
ib. line 10 rendMaleſherbes.
5 618 Anncx to the Inote. See in the Ap
pend. Documents, &c. reſpectingthe Swed
iſh colonial Deſign, No. 7.
5 647 line 2 read on thoſe coaﬅs.
5 650 line 19 readwill know.
5 68: line 6 rmd bought.
5 69: lrnr 10 read the horror oſ the natives
at the place.
5 694ſ line 6 read Note AA.

5695 line 3 read domeﬅics.
ib. line 17 read Note B.
5 703 read Note M. See 5 377.
5 710 line 3 readlatter colony.

5 715 line 24. read then rendered.
5 72 line 24, read come.
i . ll'l' 11 read Note GG. 5 936.
5 744 line 3 dzlc which is called a cent piece.
17), lr'nz- 4 df/F or halſcent.
ib. line 5 read the 10 cent piece.
5 730 [int 6 read l ſhould be tempted, in ſo

far, to prefer, &e.
5 7;4 line 5 rend ſhould ſind means.
ili. lineſ) rmd would no longer be ſimilar.
5 760 line 27 After W. Indian artſ/I', inſert
(for gins to ſeparate the cotton from the
ſeeds, may be ſent out from Europe.)
ib. line 5 note, read is reckoned by moﬅ
writers
5 761 note, readannually per acre.
5 773 line 4. del: indeed
ili. line 22 read by being leſt.
5 774. line 32 read Hence alſo.
ib. line 3 + note, del! and.
5 784.]1ſi'1' 4, read April, 1788.
5 932 line 5 read XVindmills.
5 936 line 20 read medical men.
5 973 read No. 1. See 5 605, 609.

In the liﬅ of names of the S. Leona ſubſcribers
read Jcﬀeries, 1th eſq. Glaucgﬂer
read Pridt-anx, John, Nor/Immþ'an

'ſad Aſſelck, Aſl'let'k, Mrs. Ann
read Alleyne, Mrs. Ann
read Beacrolctt, Mrs. judith

'end Beawan,W. H. Lincoln'r-Inn
read Birkct, Daniel, 3 ſhare:
'ud Blizard, Jo. l ſhare
read Bull-man, juſcph. Galli/tall
'lad Culmer, john, l'lymouth
read Evans. C. eſq. }Ilgli,"rm'(, &t.
read jeﬀerys, Tho. (bclſhur-ﬅrret

readjocelyn, Mrs. Marth', Runſotd l read Prideaux, Thomas. Dilla
'ad Reeve', joſhua, Canterbury-ﬂame
read Lea, Richard, Uldjcw'y
read Leech, ſolm, Corn/till
i read Smitheu. H. ClinL/l. Joullnmrk
'earl Spiangur, jo. S)*mand'r-Inn
'nd Nicholſon, John, l'ht'ladt'ﬁl'r'a
read Nicklin, Jame', BolD/þlt-lan'

read Wharley,w. Oaſm'dvr. Ca'no'ſſ

read Ninde, Benj. Great Preſent-ſ),
read Ogborn, R. Bgſh 'Xgate-ſt toil/ſin
read Pt-arſall, Nich. driv'n: n/ltr

'aſ White, Wm. Fit/'barn
'carl Wolﬀ, Miſs Mautha Ann
'nd Worley, lſ-Iar, (ſwap/'de

mld Plumpzre, jo. Ficdm/Ue, lient l 'nd Wright,_].M.H'cl/clqſeſq.'1 ſhare

The author perhaps ſhould alſo note, as errata, the wards commonpeoplr. &ma-ſort ofpczple, &e.
in ſhort, every expreſſion which may have eſcaped him tendin to exalt or depreſs the human
ſpecies, from any conſideration oſ outward circumﬅances; an , in ſo doing, he claims the in
dulgence due to a ſoreigner, who receives or picks up certain phraſes without entirely entering
into their full ſi niﬁcation.

The better ſor/ of ]irlzjilz' are thoſe who are frugal in their ex

penccs, and con cientiouſly apply their time and poſſeſſions to the good oſ ſociety, and it i'
to be regret ed that the oppoſite character is common.

Directions to the Bookbinder.
All the plates to be placed at the end ofſithe work, in the following order,
Plate l. The Colonial Houſe:
Plate II. The Harbout of Sierra Leona.
Place Ill. The Iſland of Bulama.
Plate IV. The Buildings at Bulama.

Plate V. The Slave Ship.
Plate Vl. The large Map.

Plate VlI. is inſerted below the Letter-preſs, at the end of the Second Part.

33- Perſons who chuſe to purchaſe the Plzites coloured, either with or without the
Work, may be ſupplied with them, by- applying at DARTON and Hanvzx's,

No. 55, Gracechurch-ﬅreet.

N. B. The reſpectable Committee of the Socicty for the Abolition ofthe Slave;
trade, having favoured the Author with their Plate of the Slave-ſhip, he has the
Satisfaction of giving his Friends and the Public, independently of'his Engagement,_ .
an
Impreſſion
it in thisinVVork.-As
principal
Part aofManner
it, (contrary
to the i i other
Plates,) isofexecuted
Imitation ofthewaſh
Drawings,
not ſo certai
inthe printing, he recommends in any Inﬅance that may happen of an imperfec impreſſion, that the Part may be waſhed over with Indian Ink, which can very

eaſily be done with a Camcl'sdiair'Pcncil, and will give all the Eﬀcct of the moﬅl'
perfect Print.
I

As the Fate ofthe flouriſhing Colonyoſ the Cape of Good Hope, may'bea Sub. in'
ject ofgreat Curioſity, at the preſent Juncture, the Author cannot omit to mention, '

that two moﬅ elegant' Vi'cws of this Colony have lately been publiſhed by Nlr. A *
Duk-cs, of Howland Street, and might be bound up with this Work, in Caſc an),

Amateur ſhould wiſh to ſee thcm joincdto the Deſcriptitm given in 5 300, itſ?
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